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PREFACE.

The design of this work is, to assist parents and teachers in the Physical,

Intellectual, and Moral Education, Government, and Training of Children ;

to guide the footsteps of the young into the paths of virtue, happiness, and

learning ; and to point out to all the laws of their physical and mental being,

as well as to aid them in obeying these laws—objects the most important and

exalted that can possibly engage the attention of mortals.

Improvement is the leading characteristic of the nineteenth century. Since

the Revolution, men have probably made more numerous and more valuable

mechanical and other inventions, greater improvements in agriculture, the arts

and sciences, in traveling, and other similar conveniences of life, than before

si net- the dark ages. But while mankind are racking their inventions to dis

cover some shorter, and still shorter, roads to wealth, to mechanical and other

worldly ends, and to the gratification of their bodily wants, (nine tenths of which

are purely artificial,) while they task all their energies to the utmost, merely to

improve their physical condition ; the majority of them care little, and do less,

to improve their minds. If they can but live in splendid houses—or rather,

palaces—and command the means of gratifying their animal and selfish propen

sities, they even exult in having attained their highest good, though intellect

lie waste, and moral pleasures be unknown. And few, even of those who

attempt to improve the mind, know where to begin, or how to proceed.

Is this right? Does it comport with the great ends of our being? Is it our

true interest, even ? Does it secure the greatest amount of enjoyment ? Phre

nology says no, and man's sad experience echoes with emphasis this response.

This science shows that it is his higher faculties, his intellectual and moral

nature, which constitute the fountain-head of all his happiness ; and that physical

gratifications are only small tributaries. The object of this work is, to open up

le true fountains of enjoyment, and to conduct inquirers, and especially the

young, to their source, that they may drink deep, and drink perpetually, of

those pure waters of pleasure, which our Creator designed should flow from

the original constitution of our nature.

Applicants for phrenological examination are daily and eagerly inquiring,

" How can I remedy my defects ? By what means can I increase my small

organs, or diminish those that are too large ? " This work will answer these

most important questions. It will show what constitutes a good head, and also

how to attain this the greatest of desiderata. A knowledge of Phrenology, and

thereby of ourselves, is the sum total, the essence, of all knowledge ; but its

application to self-improvement, to the discipline of the mind, and to the

modification, moulding, and formation of the character, is the very quintessence

even of Phrenology—the one remaining desideratum. To ascertain our quali

ties, is all important; but to improve them, is infinitely more so. Though the

former should precede the latter, it should by no means supersede it. Too long,

already, have Phrenologists been content with knowing themselves by this

science : it is, now, high time for them to apply it to their own mental cultiva

tion, and to the intellectual and moral improvement of mankind, especially of

the rising generation. If this single application of Phrenology, which it is

proposed to make in these pages, were but fully carried out in practice, it would

certainly do more to promote the happiness, virtue, talents, and well-being of

man, than has been done by all the other improvements and inventions of this

and past ages put together, including all the works on metaphysics, education,

and kindred subjects, ever written ; because this teaches the true method of

improving the mind, while they appertain to physics, or enter the department

of mind only to becloud it.

Though the primary design of this work is, to aid parents and teachers in

educating and training children, yet every individual will be enabled to apply

the principles contained in it to self-improvement ; to the cultivation of every

kind of memory ; to mental discipline, bo as greatly to increase the power of his

intellect and its facility of action ; to improve his morals ; to govern and subdue

his easily besetting sins ; to regulate his feelings ; and so to direct each and all

of his faculties to their legitimate objects, that their action may be always

pleasurable.

131 Jfassau Street, JVeio York, July, 1642.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1841, by O. S. Fowler, in

the Clerk's Office of the Southern District of New York.
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PHRENOLOGY AND PHYSIOLOGY

APPLIED TO

EDUCATION AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT.

Happiness is the one great end of man's creation, and his

all-ahsorbing object of pursuit. Every organ and contrivance

of his body, every adaptation of his nature, point to enjoyment

as the pole-star of his existence. And the amount of that

happiness of which our nature is susceptible, is doubtless ten

fold greater than has ever yet been experienced, and a thousand

fold greater than the average of mankind now experience.

Again : pain forms no direct object of any part of creation,

or of any arrangement or contrivance of man's mental or

physical nature. Whence, then, its wide-spread prevalence?

Why are poverty or wretchedness, disease or premature death,

or one or other of those numberless forms of pain that flesh is

heir to, allowed to scourge and afflict nearly or quite every

member of the human family? Why do thousands suffer

more than they enjoy? Why are tens of thousands the vic

tims of physical misery or of mental agony, so intolerable as

to extort the wish that they had never been born, or that

death would hasten to their relief? Why do nearly all com

plain of the " bad" and " wretched" world they live in ?

Did Eve's eating the forbidden fruit, cause all this? But

that event affected every member of the human family alike.

Hence, so far as its influence is concerned, every one can be

as happy in this world as any one ever has been, or ever will

be. The true answer is this. All enjoyment and suffering

are merely the effects of certain causes. The sentient world,

no less than the physical, is governed throughout by fixed

and invariable laws of cause and effect. But for the action

of these laws, every thing would happen; now, all things are

caused. Without them, men could rely upon nothing, could

accomplish nothing : with them, they can attain given ends

by the application of appropriate means. To secure happiness
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and prevent pain, is their one great design, their legitimate

action. And in order to secure this most desirable result,

their bjenevolent Author has inseparably affixed happiness to

their obedience, and pain to their violation. Had not pleasure

been connected with their obedience, and punishment with

their violation, this institution of law would have been power

less, and therefore useless. But this contrivance of rewards

and punishments, so wise, and so well calculated every way to

secure man's highest good, could have been prompted only by

Infinite Benevolence, and arranged only by Infinite Wisdom.

Still further : all our enjoyments and sufferings flow in the

direct line of the obedience or transgression. Each law is its

own rewarder or executioner. To obey any law, is to enjoy

the blessings secured by that law. To transgress it, is to incur

its penalties. No escape, no evasion of either, can possibly

occur, throughout God's vast dominions. And since every

pleasure is the fixed and certain effect of obedience to the laws

of our being, and every pain the consequence of their infrac

tion; and since the Creator has kindly endowed man with

capacity to understand these laws, and also with the power

of will or choice, by which he is enabled, to a considerable

extent, to obey or to violate them; the inference is obvious

and inevitable, that most of our sufferings are brought either

by individuals upon themselves, or by man upon his fellow

man. And since the observance or violation of these laws

depends mainly upon every individual for himself, is it too

much to say, that our enjoyments and sufferings are mostly

in our own keeping, and under our own control, because they

are the rewards and penalties mainly of our own doings 1

Though it be granted that the relations of children to their

parents, and of man to man, modify this result, yet it will be

found true in the aggregate.

This same Wisdom has also proportioned the pains of dis

obedience, and the pleasures of obedience, to the importance

of the several laws. As life is the greatest of all blessings,

and as the violation of the civil law which protects that life,

is visited with the heaviest of all penalties ; and as the laws

which protect character or property are less important, and

their violations visited with less severity; so the laws oimind,

being the very highest order of laws, when obeyed, are pro
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ductive of the purest, the most exalted, and most condensed

of all enjoyment ; while their violation plunges the disobedient

into the deepest of all misery ; because the mind constitutes

the one main fountain of all man's pains and pleasures. We

were never made merely to eat, sleep, breathe, labor and die.

We were created mainly to think and feel—to adore God and

study his works. It is not his coat, nor yet his body, but it

is intellectual and moral nature, which constitutes the identity

and personality of man, and the chief ends of his existence.

This is man. All else is not worth counting. If you could

cut from him limb after limb, and one portion of his body

after another, until the whole were removed, he would be the

same man still, provided his mind were left the same. But

let insanity derange that mind, or let death separate it from

the body, and he is not the same being. We instinctively

feel that the lifeless body is not the man. But it is our minds,

our powers of thought and feeling, by which we mainly enjoy

and suffer, and which constitute our very essence and identity,

flesh and blood being our dwelling only. Hence it is, that

the knowledge and obedience of the laws of mind, are the

most important objects that can possibly engage our attention.

To prevent suffering, and to secure enjoyment, men must

obey these laws. The main cause of man's sufferings, is to

be found in his almost total ignorance of these laws; for how

can he obey them without understanding them? This

knowledge is as much more important than is a knowledge

of mechanics, mental philosophy, chymistry, navigation, as

tronomy, geography, or any other thing appertaining to mat

ter, as mind is superior to matter. And yet man's utter

ignorance in relation to this subject, is as deplorable as it is

almost total. Every thing else is studied, but this is neg

lected ; yet this should be fully understood, even at the sac

rifice of all our other knowledge.

Let it be remembered by all, and especially by parents and

teachers, that the one distinctive end and object of education

should be, to expound these laws, and enforce their obedience.

Let parents, teachers, clergymen, and public leaders, also

remember, that they stand at the fountain head of those

streams of happiness and of pain which flood mankind ; and

that, by explaining these laws and inculcating their obe
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dience, they aid in ripening and maturing all that is lovely

and happy in our nature: but by omitting this, that they,

help to swell that tide of sin and misery which is bearing on

its dark waters all the sighs, groans, diseases, and premature

deaths that mankind experience.

What then are some of the most fruitful causes of happiness

and misery, that we may choose the former and avoid the

latter? In other words, what are some of the most important

laws of our physical and mental being, that we may obey

them and reap their benefits? In answering these important

inquiries, let the lights of Phrenology and Physiology be our

guides.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION, OR THE LAWS OF HEALTH.

" A strong mind in a heallhy body."

Those laws which govern the influences of the body and

mind upon each other, are among the most important laws

of our being, because of their intimate connection with man's

virtue and happiness. Perhaps man might have been created

a purely spiritual being; but the great ends of our creation

are evidently better secured by our being composed of both

mind and body, so closely united by the action of certain

physiological and phrenological laws, that the several condi

tions of each have a most powerful and perfectly reciprocal

influence upon the states of the other. Hence, a given con

dition of either, throws the other into its corresponding state.

Thus, a clear, cold morning, or a heavy, muggy atmosphere,

oppressive heat, Sec., by throwing the body into different

states, have directly opposite effects upon the mind. A high

fever increases the feelings and mental manifestations; but

hunger, fatigue, and bodily weakness, proportionally enfeeble

them. Dyspepsy induces gloom, irritability, peevishness, and

wretchedness of feeling, and totally reverses the character,

converting friendship into misanthropy, turning the blessings

of hope into the bitterness of despair, and making happiness

misery. Physical inaction induces mental sluggishness; while

bodily exercise clears the mental horizon of those clouds in

which slothfulness or confinement envelopes it, producing a

delightful flow of thought and feeling. Food and sleep, or
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their absence, affect the intellect and feelings powerfully and

very differently; and a sufficient dose of arsenic or laudanum,

produces death. Sickness enfeebles the mind, while health

strengthens it; and most of our constantly occurring changes

of feeling and mental action, are caused by the different states

of the body. Experience has taught many of our ablest

speakers and writers to prepare their minds for vigorous effort,

by practising abstinence. Alcoholic drinks operate upon the

body, and through it, affect the mind. Certain kinds of food

excite some of the animal passions, but other kinds increase

our ability to think and study. The inspired Paul embodies

this doctrine in the text, "I beseech you, therefore, brethren,

by the mercies of God, that ye present your bodies a living

sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God ;" clearly implying, that

purity of body promotes holiness of mind; but an inflamed

or impure body, kindles the animal passions. Both the reli

gious feelings and the talents are more affected by the various

conditions of the body, and especially of the stomach, by food,

drink, physical habits, sickness, health, &c., than most people

suppose. Hence, fasting promotes piety; fulness of bread

kindles sinful desires ; inflammation of the brain produces

insanity; and its inaction causes stupor, &c. When the pious

christian, or the profound thinker, has eaten too much, or

induced a severe cold or fever, or in any other way clogged

or disordered his bodily functions, the former can no more

expect to be " clothed with the spirit," or borne upward on

the wings of devotion, nor the latter bring his mental energies

into full and efficient action, than they can make the sun

stand still, or the water to run upwards. "A strong mind in

a healthy body," beautifully and forcibly expresses this truth,

and also embodies the experience of past ages and of all

mankind. In short, as soon may we question the evidence

of our senses, as controvert the position that mind and body

each powerfully and reciprocally affect the other; for every

member of the human family constantly feels this truth.

Again : these relations between body and the mind, are

governed by certain invariable laws of cause and effect, certain

conditions of the one inducing and causing the corresponding

states of the other. The principle, that whenever a part of a

given class of phenomena is governed by laws of cause and
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effect, every phenomenon of that class is governed by these

same laws, is a universal principle of nature, and may be

relied upon in every conceivable application. We find this

same phenomena of vision governed by the laws of optics,

therefore every phenomenon of vision, experienced by man or

brute since the creation, has been governed by the same laws.

If a few bodily motions are caused by muscular contraction,

all are caused by the same contraction. Should millions of

daggers be driven through the hearts of as many human be

ings, they would, in every instance, produce death. Let any

or every member of the human family take opium or its com

pounds, and one and all will experience its legitimate effects.

These illustrations will apply equally to every law of nature.

That some of the relations existing between mind and body,

are governed by laws of cause and effect, is self-evident;

therefore all are equally so : and every condition of either,

throws the other into its corresponding state. As in some

instances, a given condition of either body or mind causes,

and is caused by, that of the other, therefore every state of

either causes, or is caused by, the corresponding conditions of

the other. Either there exist no relations of cause and effect

between the two, or else it is all cause and effect—all ante

cedent and consequent ; for nature always makes thorough

work, or does nothing.

Hence, we can at any time throw either mind or body into

any desired state, by putting the other into its corresponding

one; and we can no more put either into any given state,

without thereby throwing the other into its corresponding one,

than we can arrest the operation of any other law of nature.

And since the brain is the instrument of thought and feeling,

its conditions influence the mind more powerfully than those

of all the other portions of the body united. To excite either

faculty or organ, is to excite the other; and as the stomach

and brain are intimately related, its state also powerfully

influences the qualities of the mind.

MEANS OF PRESERVING AND REGAINING THE HEALTH.

" Health, the poor man's riches, the rich man's bliss."

In taking the busts of distinguished men for his cabinet,

the author was forcibly struck with the fact, that they all

possessed superior physical constitutions. Without exception,
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they appeared to have amply developed chests, and superior

muscular and nervous organizations. The hody and mind

are so nearly allied to each other, that the characteristics of

each will be found in the other. The entire man, men

tally and physically, maintains a uniformity of construction

throughout. Whoever possesses a vigorous and well balanced

body, possesses strength of feeling and intellect. We occa

sionally see delicate constitutions coupled with superior tal

ents; but such will be found to have had great physical en

ergy, but to have impaired it. Every one accustomed to the

exercise of mind, often experiences the deadening influence

of disease or bodily prostration upon the exercise of intellect.

In health, he can perform not only a vastly greater amount

of mental labor in a given time, but can do his work much

better. He can do more in a single day of health, than in

months of physical debility.

But the influence of health upon our enjoyments, is far

greater than upon the powers of intellect. Not only does

sickness prevent our enjoying animal life, in eating, sleeping,

exercise, &c., and rack the body with pain, but it converts

our otherwise pleasurable feelings into instruments of torture.

The proverb is trite, but true, that no one knows the value

of health till he has been sick. Health produces a quiet and

almost imperceptible flow of pleasure, both mental and ani

mal, the sum total of which is inconceivably great, far ex

ceeding the gratification afforded by riches, or honors, or any

thing else whatever, except perhaps an approving conscience.

If the wealth of all India were placed in one scale, and health

in the other, to prefer the former would be consummate folly.

And he is doubly a fool who injures his health by excessive

labor for a paltry pittance, by careless exposure, or by in

dulging his appetite, but he is wise indeed who understands

and obeys the laws of life and health; but he who does not

understand them, is the veriest ignoramus, however learned

he may be in other matters. The value of learning consists

in its utility, not its amount. In order even to acquire knowl

edge, he must obey the physical laws, else his learning will

run from him like water from a sieve ; but whoever keeps his

body and brain in good order, will never forget any thing,

never be dull in feeling or perception, but be clear-headed,
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and experience a delightful glow of feeling throughout his

whole frame. Health is only another name for life. We

affect to consider life as the greatest of all blessings, and

murder or suicide as the very climax of crime ; and yet they

only shorten life. But to violate the laws of health, also

shortens life, and is therefore equally criminal. Clergymen

preach upon all other sins but suicide, and teachers teach

every thing but the importance of health, and the way to

preserve and regain it. As every individual has but a single

life to live, he should lengthen it out to the utmost, and secure

the greatest possible amount of enjoyment from it. To know

how to do this, is the essence of all learning ; and to do it, is

the perfection of wisdom. A shrewd writer has somewhere

said, that the excesses of youth—meaning injuries of health—

are draughts upon old age, payable with interest thirty years

after date. Words cannot express the consummate folly of

those who abuse their health because it is good. " Verily,

verily, they have their reward." Their day of reckoning will

surely overtake them. To commit greater sins against them

selves, their fellow men, and their God, is impossible. True,

they do it ignorantly, but this does not in the least mitigate

their punishment. They ought not to be ignorant of it. True,

their means of information are limited. Of all the books

written, papers published, lectures delivered, &c., &c., a few

only treat of the laws of life and health, whereas more should

be written and taught upon this subject than upon any other,

if not upon all others. The plain fact is, that there should

be a distinct profession to teach j,hys'wlogy. The clerical

profession care only for the souls of mankind, without any

reference to their bodies. Lawyers have reference to neither,

but mainly to their fees; while medicine is confined to dis

eases of the body, and not to their prevention. Proverb says

truly, " an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure." *

* It gives me unfeigned pleasure to be able to state, that Miss Hunt,

female physician in Boston, when she gives medicine to children, urges

on them the doctrine that they bave eaten or done something injurious,

by which their sickness is caused, and asks them what it is—that they

need not and should not be sick ; that after she has cured them, they

must all try to keep well, and be ashamed to have to call on her again.

They like her for this, and she has few old patients, while the faculty

glory in keeping their old patients and acquiring new ones.
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IF there were a profession whose province it was to teach the

laws of life and health, the services of physicians would be

little needed; and if physicians would talk and lecture upon

the preservation of health, though they would decrease their

practice, they would greatly augment human happiness, be

sides evincing a noble, philanthropic spirit.

The pulpit often teaches us to regard sickness and death as

dispensations of Providence; whereas they are no more Provi

dential than is the rising of the sun, or the descent of water,

or any of the other events that take place in obedience to fixed

laws. Would death, caused by poison or shooting, be Provi

dential? Certainly not ; nor is it so when caused by breaking

any of the other physical laws. Men kill themselves, and

parents murder their children—with kindness often—and then

throw all the blame off from the guilty perpetrators upon divine

Providence! This is down-right blasphemy; and it is high

time that sickness and death were regarded as crimes, perhaps

of the individual, perhaps of parents, or ancestors, or his fellow

men, but still induced by human agency, and hence criminal.

The inference is therefore obvious, that the Jirst duty of

parents to their children, is to give them, if possible, a sound,

strong constitution. This should be done at the expense of

every thing else. Those parents who neglect the physical

education of their children in order to leave them property,

are cursing them most effectually. So also to try to cultivate

their intellect at the expense of health, is to attempt to build

without a foundation, and is liable to prove their mental and

physical ruin.

What, then, are some of the means of preserving and

regaining the health? Let the order of nature answer this

question. Follow her guidance, and not only will the hearts

of parents seldom if ever be rent with anguish over the death

bed of their children, but the highest good of children will be

secured.

What, then, is the order of nature? Place your fingers upon

the wrist of a child, and you will be astonished at the power

and rapidity of their pulsations. The circulation of the blood

in them is enormous. The reason of this is obvious. The

matter for the formation of the bones, muscles, nerves, dec, is

deposited by the blood. The rapidity of their growth requires

B
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a great amount of this deposite, which demands proportion

ally vigorous circulation and digestion. Most of their physical

energy requires to be expended in growth, and in the consoli

dation of their bodies. To divert it, therefore, from this its

natural channel, to the nourishment of the brain, is most

injurious. It is killing the goose which lays the golden egg.

It is inducing that predominance of the nervous system which

must inevitably hasten their death. The reason of this will

be seen presently.

But this extraordinary amount of circulation proportionably

stimulates the muscles. Hence their fondness for exercise,

their restlessness, their incessant action. This action increases

the circulation and promotes the growth. To keep children

confined, therefore, is to retard the formation of a good con

stitution, and to impair their organization. If the noise made

by this exercise be troublesome, bear it, remembering that it

is life and talents to your children.

Their respiration should also keep pace with their circula

tion and exercise. The blood, without being vitalized by the

action of the air through the lungs, will do them no good.

Prevent their breathing, and how soon they die ! And just

in proportion as this respiration is retarded, or the air they

breathe vitiated, is their life shortened and enfeebled. You

mothers, who are so tender of your children as to keep them

shut up within doors, and often in a warm or unventilated

room, compelled to breathe an atmosphere for the hundredth

time, afraid to have them inhale the fresh air ; remember that

you are thereby taking the most effectual method possible to

debilitate both body and mind, and to shorten their lives.

Confinement kills many more children than exposure. As all

children must be more or less exposed, those who are con

fined most, take the most cold, and suffer the greatest injury.

Mothers usually have excessively large Philoprogenitiveness

and Cautiousness, which often makes them so oi>er-tender of

their children, and so very fearful of the least exposure, that

they kill them with kindness. The other extreme should not

be adopted ; but uniformity is the golden medium, provided

it allows abundance of air, exercise, and nutrition.

These remarks render it evident that the city is not the

place to bring up children ; 1st, because the air is vitiated ;
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2d, they have little or no room for exercise; and 3d, are

liable to form injurious habits, to mingle with low children,

and to rise and retire late, besides being tempted to eat im

proper food, candies, baker's bread, &c., and to have their

intellects prematurely developed at the expense of their bodies.

No wonder that above half the children in cities die before

their fifth year. The reason of this is obvious. They have

no air or exercise to live upon, and these are equally impor

tant with food, and should be as much provided by parents.

precocity; its causes and evils.

" Whom the gods love, die young."

The excessive Philoprogenitiveness and Approbativeness of

parents, especially of mothers, make them try every possible

means to bring their children forward early. Since the ener

gies of the child cannot be expended twice, their consumption

by the exercise of mind, prevents their growth and prema

turely debilitates them. This green house method of bringing

every thing forward, never succeeds. It inevitably hastens

their death, besides weakening their brains while they live.

Throughout nature, the proverb, " late ripe, late rotten," holds

good. Early fruits soon decay. The poplar tree grows rap

idly, but soon rots ; but the oak and hickory form slowly, and

are far more durable and serviceable. All animals that arrive

at maturity early, die proportionally early. So certain and

uniform is this law, that, extraordinaries excepted, the life of

any species of animal, or of any individual animal, can be

calculated from the periods of their maturity with almost

mathematical accuracy.

This law of proportion between the developments of ani

mals, and their maturity and old age, governs the whole ani

mal kingdom, and prevades all things that grow, individuals

as well as species. Accordingly, we find long-lived persons to

have been very dull children, and our smartest men to have

been backward boys. Adam Clarke was the veriest blockhead

in school, an eyesore to his master, and the butt of ridicule

among his mates. Webster is said to have been a very un

promising boy in point of talenls. What was Patrick Henry

when a lad, and even a young man 7 The dullest of the dull.

Few of the distinguished men of any age were noted, when

boys, for any thing but stupidity; and it is a notorious fact that,
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as a general thing, great men enter on their intellectual ca

reer late in life.

The order of nature is this, that nearly all the energies of

children and youth should be expended upon their bodies, in

forming and maturing their organization, and in laying a

deep and broad foundation for the superstructure of after-

greatness ; and every item of energy demanded by the body

but expended upon the mind, only weakens both. The great

fault of modern education is, trying to make learned babies

and nursery prodigies; in doing which, they often make them

simpletons through life, or a youthful corpse. Just as the old

miser had learned his horse to live without eating, it died.

So, just as children become very smart, they also die. What

will not parental vanity do? Every thing but the right thing.

Where are those meteors of poetic genius, the Misses David

son ? In their graves at fifteen! Philoprogenitiveness must

be governed by intellect. Not one married person in a hun

dred is fit to become a parent, because so ignorant of the true

principles of education. Hence, most children who do not

come up of themselves, are brought up wrong, and humanity

thereby degraded.

This same principle applies to early piety ; and it is equal

ly true of putting children to trades, or into stores, too young.

My heart has often been pained to see boys behind the coun

ter; and the smarter they are, the more it grieves me. Slim,

sharp-featured, muscles flabby, I see the bright sun of their

morning about to pass into an early cloud, or into the dark

ness of premature death. The working classes commit the,

same fault, by putting their children to labor, or to a trade,

too young. They bind them out as slaves to a task-master,

to labor early and late, and 6ften without sufficient food and

sleep, to expend their energies demanded for growth, in en

riching his coffers. Many mechanics make it a point of econ

omy—although it is the worst kind of robbery—to get all their

work done by apprentices. The present apprentice system is

monstrous. Its object should be to teach the trade ; whereas

it is to make money out of the labor of the apprentice, who

gets only a scanty living, while his master gets large profits.

Every man, and especially the young, have an undoubted

right to all the avails of all their earnings ; and for others to

consume them, is on a footing with highway robbery.
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Parents also think, that as soon as their children get to be

twelve years old, they must bone down to hard work. Their

actions say; "Children, I have toiled hard for you, and now

you must pay me principal and interest, by working still

harder for me." Let such remember, that children much

more than pay their own way in the pleasure they afford to

parents, thereby bringing the latter in debt to the former ;

or rather, both are indebted to the God of nature. Children

should have their own earnings; and above all things, they

should not be compelled to expend their energies for their pa

rents at the very time when they are most demanded to per

fect their bodies. Most children and youth are lazy, partic

ularly those late in maturing, because their vitality is ex

pended in giving them a strong constitution, and it is neither

right nor best to make them labor much, beyond what they

themselves prefer. "All work makes Jack a dull boy."

Still we would have them take abundant exercise and labor

some. After they have attained their full growth and matu

rity, after their reservoir of animal power has begun to fill up,

they may begin to work off their surplus energies through

their muscles by labor, or their brain by study, but not before.

We deem this point a most important one.

The principle here explained exposes a prevailing error of

sending children to school, college, &c., young. Till they

are nearly twenty years old, they should not be confined at

all, but allowed to run at large over hill and dale ; and after

that age, not more than half an hour at a time should

be devoted to study or labor, without alternating with play.

And then the air of the school room is often vitiated. But

more of this when we come to speak of intellectual education.

In passing, we will express an opinion that children are too

warmly clad. A part of the office of respiration is performed

by the skin, but if children are all bundled up, the corrupt

matter thrown off through the skin, having no door of escape,

settles back upon the body, corrupting the blood, and produ

cing permanent disease. After the third year, there is little

danger of their being too cold. They have a great amount of

anima1 heat, so that they are liable to be too warm. Why

do children love to go nearly or quite naked ? Why dislike

to be dressed ? Because the "air bath," as Franklin termed
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it, is so very agreeable. And it is equally beneficial. It is

as we use children in this respect. A white man once asked

a thinly clad Indian if he was not cold. He replied by asking

the white man if his face was cold. He replied no, because

he was used to keeping it uncovered. " Me all face." retorted

the son of the forest. My full opinion is, that perfect health

requires every individual to spend at least ten hours daily in

the open air, and that children should spend much more; and,

secondly, that the clothing should be thin and the neck open,

so as to allow a free ventilation of the body, besides sleeping

in rooms well aired.

Not less important is the feeding of children. The three

principal functions of animal life, are respiration, exercise and

nutrition. The truth is undeniable that different kinds of food

very differently affect the mind. The quantity is still more

important than the quality, as also the time of taking it. If

these things be important in horticulture, &c., how much

more so in children. On this subject, much remains to be

learned ; but to be all the time giving children " a piece," to

allow them to eat cakes, candies, sweatmeats, &c., between

meals, is highly injurious, especially if purchased at the ba

kery. Besides disturbing digestion, and fevering the system,

it creates a craving, perverted appetite, which gradually de

stroys the tone of the stomach, and eventually induces dys-

pepsy with all its evils. Young children may require feeding

three times a day, but for youth and adults, twice is suffi

cient. This matter is influenced mainly by habit. To the

English, five meals a day are indispensable, yet the farmer

in the winter, when he needs the most food, often does with

two, and we have of late conversed with many who eat but

twice a day the year round, and they all testify to their men

tal and physical improvement. My own experience accords

with this doctrine. When pressed with business, I eat but

twice in twenty-four hours, and find myself able to nearly

double my mental labor. This may not hold true of laborers,

yet I do not doubt but it does. I also believe that chil

dren are fed too much and too often; and that this weakens

their intellect, but inflames their animal faculties. This point

will be rendered more clear when we come to speak of the

relations between the body and the base of the brain, or the

animal propensities.
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THE TEMPERAMENTS, AND THEIR BALANCE.

Man's physical nature is composed of three principal clas

ses of organs, each of which is called a Temperament. They

are, 1st, the vital temperament, or the nutritive apparatus,

embracing the entire system of inside organs which manufac

ture vitality, sustain animal life, and re-supply the brain, ner

vous system, and muscles with that vital energy which their

every action compels them to expend, including the heart,

lungs, digestive apparatus, blood, viscera, and all the internal

organs, analogous to those removed from the inside of ani

mals in fitting them for the table. 2d. The motive appara

tus, or bilious temperament, embracing the bones, muscles,

sinews, tendons, &«., which constitute the frame-work of the

system, give it its size and shape, and produce bodily motion,

physical strength, &c. 3d. The mental organization, or

nervous temperament, which embraces the brain and nervous

system, the exercise of which produces thought, feeling, sen

sation, memory, talents, &c.*

The best condition of the body, the one most favorable to

true greatness and to a general genius, to balance and consis

tency of character, and to perfection in every thing, is that in

which each temperament is strongly marked, and all about

equally balanced. When there is too much of the motive,

there is power, yet but little action, so that the talents are

dormant. If the vital-motive greatly predominate over the

mental, there is too much grossness, coarseness and obtuseness

of feeling, with too little of the intellectual and too much of the

animal. But where the mental greatly preponderates, there

will be too much mind for the body, too great sensitiveness,

too much intensity of feeling, and that too exquisite ; too

much sentimentalism and refinement, with a tendency to pre

cocity, which induces early death.

These temperaments and their predominance may be aptly

compared to the several parts of a steamboat. The vital is

the wood, water, fire, steam, and engine, which produce the

propelling power ; the motive is the hulk ; the mental, the

freight and passengers. When the vital predominates, it

* For a full description of these temperaments, and their accompanying

mental manifestations, see " Fowler's Practical Phrenology," pp. 10 to 28.

We intend soon to elucidate this doctrine fully in the Journal.
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manufactures more steam, more vital energy, more impulse,

more animality, than the brain, nerves, and muscles can

work off, which produces an overflowing of feeling and pas

sion, a restlessness, a high pressure, and a liability to ex

plode. The lion has a prodigious chest, and an amount of

animal power almost beyond conception, with but small brain.

Hence, man, with scarcely a hundredth part of his strength,

but with well developed brain and nerves, can accomplish a

thousand fold more. If the osseous and muscular system

greatly predominate, there is too much hulk ; the person will

move slowly and feel but little, enjoy and suffer only propor

tionally little, and if the mental is also weak, be obtuse in

intellect, a stranger to refinement and intellectual enjoyment,

and, having but few passengers, the boat of life will be too

light freighted to be worth running, or to secure the great

ends of existence, namely, intellectual and moral enjoyment.

But where the mental greatly predominates, the vessel is over

laden, the energies of the system are drawn from the digestive

apparatus and muscles, and concentrated in the brain, which

thus consumes the vital powers faster than the vital organs

can manufacture the re-supply. This over-draught, while it

greatly augments the talents, also causes premature death.

This principle is illustrated by the feebleness, dyspepsy, ner

vousness, head-ache, ennui, &c., of our literary and sedentary

classes, and by the intellectual obtuseness of those who neg

lect mental culture. Consumptive families are usually slim-

built and narrow-chested, which indicate weak vital organs

and very active brains. This disproportion of parts hastens

their death. Apoplexy, gout, &c., are caused by the opposite

extreme. If physicians would but restore the lost balance

between the temperaments, they would save many patients

whom they now lose. If mankind in general would only

keep these temperaments balanced : if when they are becom

ing nervous they would labor more and think less ; when

worn down with labor, they would rest and read ; when they

have taken more food than exercise, they would restore the

balance between the two; if, like Bonaparte, they would

take the extreme opposite that which caused their disorder—

which is only applying this principle—most of those who die

young, would live to be old, and pain and sickness would be

comparatively unknown. Nearly every form of disease is
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caused mainly by the deficient or excessive action of one or

more of these temperaments. This disproportion, if carried far,

hastens death ; but when each temperament is well developed

and all equally balanced, there will be an abundant supply of

vital energy to keep the animal economy in motion : a pro

portionate supply of physical strength, love of exercise, and

ability to labor, together with lively sensibilities, intensity of

feeling, and power of thought, the result of which will be

health, long life, physical and mental enjoyment in the high

est degree of which our nature is susceptible, and a high or

der of natural talent. But, on the principle that an over

loaded stomach withdraws the strength from the brain and

muscles, the predominance or deficiency of any part tends to

increase the excess or defect, which augments the evil, being

the reverse of what should take place. This exhausts the

weaker temperaments, which go by the board, carrying health,

happiness, and life along with them.

MEANS OF PRESERVING AND REGAINING THIS BALANCE.

We have already seen, first, the value of health ; and, sec

ondly, its leading condition, namely, a well-balanced temper

ament. Our next inquiry relates to the preservation of this

balance, and to regaining it when lost—an enquiry of vital

importance. The principle by which this most important ob

ject is to be secured, is, like every other law of nature, simple

but effectual. The relative energy of the temperaments can

be changed by exercising the deficient ones, and diminishing

the action of those that predominate. We have seen so many

instances of this change, that we consider it no longer prob-

lemetical, but a matter of fact. The extent to which the

change can be effected, is astonishing. The well known law

of increase by exercise, and of decrease by inaction, applies

here in all its force. Illustrations of it are innumerable. You

will hear oyster-men, chimney-sweeps, charcoal-men, and

street-pedlars, who cry their article, halloo for squares, amidst

the rattling of carriages, the crashing of carts, and all the

roar and din of a city, while you can hardly hear yourself

talk to a friend, even within doors. Their power of voice is

prodigious, and all acquired by its exercise. This same law

governs every individual, and will enable those of weak lungs

and consumptive habits, to strengthen their lungs, and thus
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avert a disease to which they may be predisposed. On this

point I speak from experience. My mother died of consump

tion; and at the age of fifteen, I was confined within doors

for three months by weak lungs. Soon after my academical

career was commenced, I was brought near the grave by the

same complaint; and in my Junior year in college was again

attacked with it, and compelled to fall back a year. But no

sooner had I graduated and commenced speaking in public,

and examining daily in private, than my lungs began to im

prove, and have continued to do so to this day. And not

withstanding this constitutional feebleness of lungs, I doubt

whether many men have done more speaking within the last

ten years than I have, lecturing to crowded houses, two hours

or more almost every evening, and examining professionally

all day, year in and year out. And those who have listened,

know that when I speak and talk, I do not whisper. But for

this, I should unquestionably have been dead long ago.

Let parents who have the least tendency to consumption,

put this principle in practice upon their children, and instead

of commanding silence, encourage their children to talk much,

and halloo loud, and that in the open air ; and let every one

who is narrow-chested and slim-built, or at all predisposed to

consumption, employ this principle; let him talk much and

read more, and, if possible, speak in public ; let him go daily

to the fields or woods and halloo; and he will ward off con

sumption, strengthen his lungs, improve his voice, and benefit

his whole system by the increased amount of air breathed.

But in doing this, great care should be taken not to go too

far, especially at first ; for over-taxing any part, so as to ex

haust, weakens. Either extreme is detrimental. There is little

danger that children will exercise their lungs too much, but

great liability of that exercise being prevented ; and adults can

know when they are over-taxing their lungs, by that sense of

weakness or irritability which always ensues, and warns

against excessive action. They should then stop short at once,

till their lungs are rested, and then proceed cautiously, exer

cising them as much as they will bear, but no more.

This principle applies equally to improving the tone and

power of the muscles. A Roman wrestler is said to have

carried a calf daily through the stadium, (nearly a mile,) until

it became a full grown ox. At first sight this appears impos
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sible, but viewed in the light of this principle, it appears

probable. The Hottentots run down their fleetest game, even

to the antelope. The feats of physical strength and agility

performed by circus riders, slack-rope dancers, wrestlers,

boxers, the " Ravel Family," the " Bedouin Arabs," &c., &c.,

are astonishing, yet practice would enable almost any one to

do the same. To develope the muscular system by exercise

or labor enough to preserve or regain this balance, is easy,

and, withal, a most imperious duty. Without muscular

exercise, this balance cannot be preserved ; and without this

balance, all the great ends of life are cut off. One of the

worst fashions of the day is this anti-working custom. La

dies, especially, think it very ungenteel to labor, because it

hardens their hands ; and a lady must surely have soft hands.

Let such remember that soft hands always accompany soft

brains, and soft and weak intellects. Hence it is very impo

lite to talk ideas or sense to a lady of quality; but your lan

guage must be just like her hands—soft. Delicacy in woman

is a good thing, but " too much of a good thing is worse than

nothing." Extra refinement is like a peach, so very ripe as

to be rotten. Effeminate sentimentalism is worse than coarse

ness. One main cause of the nervousness, vapors, depressed

spirits, dyspepsy, sickness, and physical debility of fashion

ables, is their want of labor. Without it, no person can be

come great or good, any more than without food or breath,

and for the same reason. Produce a man or woman who has

become great without having laid a deep and broad founda

tion in hard labor, or in vigorous physical exercise of some

kind, and you produce a monstrosity—a being not governed

by the laws of life or health.

It would be easy to fortify this position, that much physical

exercise is indispensable to intellectual greatness, by the his

tories of distinguished men. Sir Walter Scott, after confining

himself closely to his desk till the energies of his brain had

become exhausted, would mount his horse, call out his dogs,

and follow the chase for days in succession, till he had re

stored this balance, and then return to his study.* When

Byron entered college, fearful that his tendency to corpulency

would injure his personal beauty—of which he was very

proud—took extremely severe exercise daily in order to re-

* See " Madden's Infirmities of Genius."
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duce it,* besides leading an extremely active life. In the life

of Adam Clarke, allusion is made to his extraordinary strength

in rolling stones, &c. Shakspeare help build the theatres in

which he played, with his own hands. Wesley rode an im

mense distance on horseback—the best of exercise, which,

with the exercise taken in speaking, gave his astonishing

powers of endurance, and made him a Wesley. Webster was

a backwoodsman, born in a u log-cabin," on the borders of

the unbroken forest, and inured to hard labor, j, And often,

breaking away from public life, and shouldering his gun, he

ranges hill and dale for days in search of game, besides taking

much exercise nearly every morning. Franklin, the beacon-

star of his profession, was a practical printer and a hard

worker. Young Patrick Henry's favorite pursuits were

hunting and fishing, which he followed for weeks together.

They laid the foundation of his greatness. Need we mention

the Father of our Country, its pride and pattern? Washing

ton, when not employed by his country, labored assiduously

upon his farm; and was actually driving his plough when

he received the news of his election as President. Harrison,

" the farmer of North Bend," led a life of great physical

exertion and exposure. Burns, the Scottish bard, actually

composed much of his poetry when at work on his farm.

President Dwight, the great theologian and scholar, attributed

much of his mental vigor to daily labor in his garden. John

Quincy Adams, one of the most learned men of the age, says

that he finds much daily exercise indispensable.

But why enumerate cases to prove or illustrate this plain

law of our nature! Rather let every one avail himself of its

advantages, and labor both for the pleasure afforded by

muscular exercise, and for its beneficial influences upon the

intellect and feelings.

On the other hand, excessive labor is also injurious, espe

cially for children and youth. Play is best for them, even

till they are ten or fifteen years old, because it exercises all

their muscles, and also their minds. If they must work, let

it be rendered amusing, so as to interest them, and let it be

often changed, so as to exercise all their muscles.

• Anecdotes of Lord Byron, published by Carey & Hart, 1836.

t See his Speech delivered nt Saratoga, 1840.
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A thousand times, when parents have brought their children

to us, complaining of their dullness as scholars, their hatred

of books, and excessive love of play, and deeply solicitous to

ascertain whether they did, or ever would, know or be any

thing, have we pointed out superior phrenological develop

ments, and shown, in the light of this principle, that the very

things of which they complained, were stars of promise to their

children. True, all play-loving boys have not the phrenologi

cal org ins of greatness; but those who have, are the better

for loving exercise. The more the better, and to whip or drive

such boys to school, is to violate their natures ; to diminish their

physical powers ; and ultimately to weaken their intellects.

In passing, we will add, that certain trades and kinds of

labor, such as shoe-making, stone-sawing, sadlery, tailoring,

several of the arts, &c., call but few of the muscles into

action, and are therefore highly injurious ; yet by walking four

or five miles daily, or by laboring often at other things, or

taking any kind of exercise requiring the Action of the dormant

parts ; those who labor at them will be able to avoid all evil

consequences, and prolong their lives.

MEANS OF INCREASING AND DIMINISHING MENTAL ACTION.

But a still more important inquiry is that relating to the

increase and reduction of the Mental Temperament. From

it, their fountain head, flow most of our pains and pleasures.

Its healthy action produces the latter, whilst the former are

mainly caused by its morbid or perverted action. A knowl

edge of its proper regulation and exercise, is of the highest

possible importance to every member of the human family.

Tnose in whom it i - too weak, proportionally fail to experience

mental and moral pleasures, and are thus cut off from the

chief ends of our being. On the other hand, its predominance

is always extremely painful.

By what means, then, can it be improved ? How can its

power be increased or diminished as occasion may require ?

To strengthen it, we have only to exercise it. To diminish it,

we must turn the current of its action into other channels.

The brain is quite as susceptible of improvement as are the

muscles, lungs, or any other portion of the system ; because

governed by the sanr' physiological law of increase by action,

o
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and decrease by inaction. Let it never be forgotten tha«

mental discipline consists, not in a knowledge of Greek, Latin,

Mathematics, &c. ; not in the amount of study peiformed; nor

the time devoted to intellectual pursuits ; nor in the number

or kinds of books read ; but in an active and healthy condition

of the BRAIN.*

If your mind is dull, your intellect obtuse, your feelings

sluggish, your memory short, &c., you ha re only to put your

brain and nervous system into proper order, and you will

thereby quicken your feelings; render intellect clear and

penetrating ; improve memory ; and strengthen the mind.

Your brain can be put into this state, 1st, by exercising it

habitually, yet take care not to exhaust it by over action ; 2d, by

paying strict attention to the condition of the stomach, with

which it closely sympathizes. Hence an improper quality or

quantity of food will stupify the mind, deaden the feelings,pro

duce headache, and affect the functions of the brain and

nisrvous system sooner than any others. Certain kinds of

food, especially brea'lstuffs, farinaceous food, fruit, &c., are

naturally calculated to strengthen the brain and nervous sys

tem ; whilst other kinds, especially animal food, fish, oysters,

&c., impart strength, to the muscles more, relatively, than to

the brain.

* Would that the fonndcrs and professors of our colleges but under'

stood and taught this plain principle, in marking out the path for student?

to follow, and that students would practice it in going through their

academic course, which, as it now is, often injures instead of benefits—

and weakens the mind oftener than strengthens it. Almost every col'

lege arrangement is detrimental to health. Hence ninety-nine in 3

hundred leave our institutions of learning, with broken constitutions.

Almost all pvofcssional men are invalids, except these who regain their

health after leaving them. This weakening of the body, of necessity

enfeebles the brain, and of course diminishes the talents, instead of

alimenting them. We appeal whether many young men who enter

college with sound health and strong common sense, do not leave ii

learned simpletons, or at least, with hss intellectual power than they

entered it. A college course almost invariably impairs the health,

which weakens the brain, and enfeebles intellect. The same is in part

t te of attending school. /
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But the most efficient method of improving the tone and

power of the nervous system, is its exercise. But that exercise

must be daily and habitual. To do this, you must apply

your mind by thinking, reading, musing, studying, conversa

tion, writing, &c. This exercise will cause the blood to flow

freely through the brain, which will enlarge the bloodvessels,

facilitate the circulation of this vital fluid, and secure mental

discipline. This mental discipline cannot be purchased. It

can neither be given nor received. It must be obtained by

every individual's exercising his own brain for himself. Pa

rents cannot exercise the brains of their children by proxy. By

setting motivesbefore them, they may aid them, yet they cannot

think or feel for them. If, therefore, parents find their children

dull, and wish to cultivate their intellects, they must contrive

ways and means by which to excite their brains to action. It

should be remembered that when children take no interest in

books, they do them no good. To learn to read, spell, repeat

by heart, &c., mechanically, requires little cerebral action, and

therefore does them little good; whereas a matter even of

play, in which they take a lively interest, excites their brain,

and this causes it to grow, besides promoting mental discipline.

It might be added that studies in which little interest is taken,

cause but little action of the brain, and therefore do little good.

But more upon this subject whenwe come to speak of the i jtel-

lectual faculties, including schools, colleges, &c.

But many persons, especially among the literary and seden

tary classes, find their brain too active, and wish to know how

to reduce that action. They feel nervous and irritable. Even

trifling things excite them inordinately. A molehill is magni

fied until it becomes a mountain. They are in a fever of

excitement ; tossed back and forth by currents and counter

currents of fe ling which they find it impossible to control. At

one time, they are elated beyond measure, and full of ecstacy.

Some trifling thing, too insignificant to effect a healthy brain,

casts them into the very depths of despair. Their sensibilities

are morbidly alive to every thing. They retire to their couch,

but not to sleep. The boiling blood courses through their

veins, whilst the laboring pulsations of their hearts shak ; their

whole frame. Their thoughts wander to the ends of the earth,

but to no purpose. They think and feel upon every thing,
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only to increase their disease, and aggravate their menta

sufferings. If Cautiousness be large, they are afraid of their

own shadows, and see their path filled with lions and tigers.

If Approbativeness predominates, they thirst for fame, but see

the cup of praise dashed from their lips by merely imag nary

neglects, or reproofs which are so construed as to induce the

deepest chagrin and mortification. They seek sleep, but find

it not. Hour after hour they turn upon their damask couches,

exhausted by mental action, even to prostration, but unable to

compose their excited, erratic feelings. Their brightest thoughts

flit like meteors across their mental horizon, only to vanish in

midnight darkness. And if tardy sleep at last folds them in

his arms, frightful dreams disturb their shallow slumbers, and

they awake enshrouded in deep, impenetrable melancholy.

They feel most keenly, only to feel most wretchedly. Now

and then a sigh, or groan, or " O dear me !" escapes them, and

they internally feel, " O wretched man that I am." They feel

burthened with they knownot what,butthisonly oppressesthem

the more. Things, otherwise their joy, are now their misery,

and every thing sweet is rendered bitter. Their nervous

energies are wrought up to the highest pitch of inflamed

action ; yet they have no strength to endure this excitement

Days and weeks roll on only to augment their miseries, and

to increase their exhaustion. Their excited mind thirsts for

books, but this only increases the ascendancy of the nervous

system over the vital and motive, which is the cause of all

their sufferings. What can they do ?

Listen whilst we tell you. Your sufferings are caused by

the predominance of your nervous system over your muscular

and nutritive apparatus ; and your only remedy is to be found

in restoring this balance. All the medicines in creation cannot

cure you, because they cannot reach the cause of your malady.

Doctoring you do not need. You need only to restore the

balance of action between the brain and the other two great

functions of your nature, namely, nutrition and muscular

exercise, and you are well at once. This must be done by

diverting the circulation from the brain to the muscles, and

by removing all causes of excitement. Tea and coffee must

be abandoned, because they highly stimulate the brain and
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nervous system, the excessive action of which, is the sole cause

of your disease. A strong cup of tea will excite in one this

state, more than a glass of spirits will a hardy laborer, whose

netvous sensibility is feeble, and do him ten times the injury.

Wines, porter, ale, cider, beer of all kinds, must be wholly

abjured, and for the same reason. They all stimulate, whilst

you require something cooling, relaxing, and sedative. Tonics

may brace you for the time being, but their virtue consists in

their stimulating property, and herefore should be avoided.

Flesh is injurious ; because it also is highly stimulating, and

calculated to inflame the nervous system. Too much food

is also bad, and is often one primary cause of excessive nervous

action, producing a feverish state of the system, becau; e the

blood is surcharged with nutrition. Colds are another ; and

still another, more efficient than either, is an impure skin.

When the pores of the skin are closed, they cause the blood to

retire to the heart, and flood the brain ; besides preventing the

impurities of the blood and the waste matter of the system,

from escaping. This must be remedied by frequent ablutions

of the whole body. To children, bathing is all-important.

They have so much waste matter that the avenues of its escape

must be kept always open. Besides this, the cold bath is

highly exciting to the skin, and this promotes the circulation

of the blood, and thereby withdraws its circulation from the

brain. Where the energies of the system are sufficient to

produce reaction, it is one of the very best remedies of nervous

affections to be found. Cold water is certainly cooling, and

carries off that heat, that feverish, morbid action which is the

cause of the disease.

These principles apply with great force to precocious children.

Their extreme smartness is caused by the predominance of

their nervous system over their muscular and vital, and their

life depends upon restoring this balance, which can be done

only by the means just pointed out for diminishing excessive

nervous action, and by giving them much exercise and sleep.

Their brains and nerves should be excited as little as possible ;

they should not be allowed books ; should not be confined in

doors ; should wash and bathe often ; retire early ; and live

much on bread and milk. We believe there is something in

milk quieting to the nerves, and promotive of sleep, two of the
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main ends to be secured. We would also recommend this diet

to adults who wish to reduce their nervous action.

But the most effectual method of restoring this balance of

parts is muscular exercise. It compels the blood to return to

the muscles, induces sleep, promotes perspiration and respi

ration, and this purifies the blood, and thereby quiets the

brain and nervous system. Riding, especially on horseback,

produces the same desirable result. Yet neither should be

carried to prostration, for this prevents sleep, and inflames

the nerves, which aggravates the disease. This exercise

should be habitual ; should be carried to fatigue, but not to

prostration, and then alternate with rest. Literary pursuits

should be abandoned. So should all kinds of business which

cause much excitement .

But the organization of society is most unfavorable to the

proportionate exercise of these three great functions of our

nature ; that is, to the preservation of this balance of the Tem

peraments. Laborers exercise their muscles mainly, to the

neglect of mental culture, cutting themselves off from those

pleasures flowing from the exercise of mind ; whilst business

and professional men, artists, writers, book-keepers, bankers,

brokers, and the lighter kinds of mechanics, and indeed most

of the inhabitants of our cities and villages, especially our

gentlemen of leisure, dandies, and fashionable ladies, exercisff

their brains and nerves mainly, to the almost entire neglect of

their muscles, meanwhile overloading their digestive apparatus,

breathing impure air, and keeping late hours. Laborers and

business men say they have no time to cultivate their intellects,

whilst our gentlemen-loafers, ^fashionable aristocrats, and many

others, have little disposition to take sufficient muscular exer

cise. Hence the inhabitants of our cities and villages, and

especially the u higher (?) classes," have the mental tempera

ment predominant, and the vital, weak ; as is evinced by their

sharp features, thin faces, and haggard looks. On the other

hand, countrymen and workers, have larger and better heads,

yet lack mental cultivation and discipline : that is, they have

much natural talent, with but little acquired learning. This

explains that sickly delicacy, that poor, scrawny, homely, sharp-

favored, dyspeptic, and nervous state of the body which usually

accompanies riches, fashion and idleness. Society needs re
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modeling in this respect. Every laborer should read, think, or

•study from four to eight hours daily, whilst every student and

literary man, all those who live by their intellects, should la

bor or exercise five or six hours every day. And every fash

ionable lady, whether she would consult pleasure or beauty,

should also labor or exercise much ; whilst purse-proud aristo

crats and all those who are above labor, should redouble their

excesses and indulgences so as to rid the world of such nuis

ances as soon as possible.

Most professional men are invalids, and die early, and all

because they violate this law of balance of temperament A

student's life is generally considered necessarily unhealthy.

But this is by no means the fact. On the contrary, a compar

ison of the ages of different classes of men, proves that literary

pursuits are actually conducive to health and longevity.* Were

the sole object of my life to see how long I could live, or even

how happily, I would divide each twenty-four hours into three

parts, and devote eight hours to sleep, rest, and meals ; eight

more to vigorous exercise, or rather hard labor ; and the bal

ance to the exercise of mind, uniting the last two whenever

practicable. Or even were my object to become intellectually

great or learned ; or were health my object ; or were all these

combined; I would pursue the same course. Mr. Burritt, the

learned blacksmith, is often referred to as an intellectual prodigy.

He certainly is the wonder of the learned world. Besides under

standing fifty languag-es, he has accumulated a richer treasure

of historical and miscellaneous information, than probably

any man living, [see Phrenological Journal, vol. in. p. 27, or

the Phrenological Almanac for 1841,] and yet, in his letter to

ex-Governor Everett, he states tuat his poverty compelled him

to labor at the anvil eight hours daily. This is the one main

secret of his greatness. " Go thou and do likewise," and train

up your children, too, in harmony with this principle.

In passing we will add, that the order of nature is evidently

this. In childhood and youth, the vital powers predominate

inaction. The muscular follow next; and from fifteen to thirty,

the vital and motive functions are more vigorous than the

mental. From thirty to fifty, the three should keep an even

pace, but after that, the mental naturally predominates. Tal-

* Madden's " Infirmties of Genius."^
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ented men retain all their intellectual vigor long after their

muscular system has been enfeebled by age. The most splen

did specimens of intellectual greatness—Milton's "Paradise

Lost" included—have been reared by old men in their physical

decline. The brains of children are soft, and their nerves less

sensitive to burns, bruises, cold, &c., than those of adults.

The nervous system is the last to mature, the last to yield to

the approaches of age, and of a natural death. Hence little

pains should be taken to cultivate the intellect until nature has

fully matured the brain and nervous system. Some species of

animals, the dog included, are born blind. What consummate

folly to cut open their eyes, or put on glasses, or attempt to

make them see by any other artificial means, before their

natural time ! Let nature have her perfect work. Follow

where she leads ; but never precede her. Let your first labor

be to give them a strong constitution; and to lay in as large a

supply of physical energy as possible. You may cultivate

their intellects, but not so much as to withdraw their energies

from growth. Let intellectual attainments be what nature has

made them, secondary, in point of time. Would it be wise in

you tohuny your fruit-trees into bloom so early that the frosts

of spring would certainly nip the fruit in its bud ? Let intellect

appear too late, rather than too early. It is in obedience to

this law, that children sleep most of their time the first few

weeks after birth, and much during childhood and youth.

Let them sleep all they will. Let them retire before dark, and

even take a nap in the day-time. Let them not be tasked with

any thing till they are fifteen. Till then, they rarely feel the

importance of learning, and most of them will learn more in

one year after they are twenty, than in their whole lives before

they are fifteen. Most people think themselves too old to go

to school after they are twenty ; whereas this age is better than

under twenty, and they will learn still faster and better after

they are thirty, especially if they preserve their health unim

paired. Most persons think that they cannot afford time to

study after they are twenty. As well may they say they can

not afford time to live or eat. Mental exercise and improve

ment is the business of life. Most parents think the time of

their children too precious to waste in study after they are old

enough to be useful in other respects. Hence, they crowd them
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into school too young, thus spoiling them hoth ways. This

is the crying evil of our modern system of education, and

therefore we dwell upon it. Let parents and teachers ponder

well our last principle, viz. that the physical powers, or the

vital temperament, is developed first, and the brain and nerves

last, and the consequent inference that much more of the first

ten to fifteen years should be spent in exercise, sleep, and

nutrition, than in study ; that too early education and schooling

are most detrimental ; and that the child should receive most of

his education, before that period, whilst in motion. We would

not have mental education wholly neglected, yet we would

make it secondary as to time and importance. But we shall

be more explicit on these points hereafter.

Having shown the necessity of health, and of a good phys

ical organization, and also in what they consist, together with

the means of obtaining them, we proceed to the second great

law of virtue, or condition of happiness, namely,

BALANCE OF FACULTIES.

There are three primary laws of virtue and happiness, which

govern the mental faculties, viz. :

1st. That they should be proportionately developed and

exercised ; the moral sentiments, however, governing :

2d. That each should be exercised in harmony with all the

others; so that no clashing or opposition can occur: and,

3d. That every faculty should be exercised upon its legiti

mate object ; that is, in harmony with its primary function.

As obedience of the first of these laws is of the utmost

importance, and since its presentation is to constitute the main

body of this work, its full elucidation here is indispensable.

This doctrine of balance of power—of the proportionate action

of parts—we regard as one of the most important laws of

nature, whether organic or inorganic. It involves the inquiry,

What constitutes a perfect head and character? Let our

answer and its reason be duly considered. The head and

character of every child and adult, should be trained and

fashioned in harmony with this law ; and those thus formed,

are models of perfection.

Our developments constitute the media through which we

-look at objects ; and our judgment, conduet, and opinions are
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mainly governed by them. An uneven head, or one in which

some of the organs are large and others small, indicates an

equally uneven character. Such are liable to have excesses

and defects; to take partial and one-sided views of subjects;

and liable to extremes, which is only another name for imper

fection and excesses, and means much the same thing as tenden

cies to evil. But an even head, in which all the organs are

equally developed, and the faculties harmoniously exercised,

indicates correct judgment, consistent conduct, perfection of

character, and a virtuous, happy life. [See Journal department,

pp. 15 and 57.] Indeed, the very definition of virtue, accord

ing to Phrenology, is the harmonious exercise of all the faculties

in due proportion, upon their legitimate objects, controlled

by the moral sentiments and directed by intellect ; whilst vice

or sin consists in the excessive, defective, or perverted action of

the faculties, and especially of the animal propensities, not

thus directed. This principle applies both to the individual

faculties, and to their classes. Thus, when the propensities

predominate in action, they demoralize and debase reason and

moral feeling—the highest, noblest gifts of God to man—and

whilst, in one sense, they assimilate the "lord of creation" to

the "beasts that perish," fn another, they render him far worse,

because of his greater susceptibility of enjoyment and suffer

ing. Selfishness punishes its possessor. A selfish or vicious

man is of necessity a miserable being ; for his selfishness and

vice naturally render him so. On the other hand, their defi

ciency constitutes imperfection; for one with feeble animal and

selfish interests, has too little force to carry forward any

important plan, or even to take care of himself. He must

therefore be taken care of by others, and poorly, too ; for, to

depend upon others for support or protection, is to depend upon

a broken reed.

On the other hand, those in whom the moral faculties are

very large, and the animal weaker, are indeed good, moral,

virtuous, &c.,but they are too good—so very goodas to be good

for nothing. They have no force or energy to carry their good

feelings into execution. A man with weak propensities and

great intellectual organs, will never effect much with his intel

lect. One with weaker intellect and strong propensitiesj will

effect much more.
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A predominance of the propensities and intellect over the

moral faculties, leads to most disastrous consequences ; for

powerful animal desires will then employ a powerful intellect

to attain purely selfish, wicked ends, and stop at no means of

attaining them. This was the organization of Patty Cannon,

(see Phrenological Almanac for 1841,) and is that of most of

the scourges of mankind. Nor is the predominance of the

moral faculties without the propensities and intellect, favora

ble ; for, though this organization gives piety, yet piety without

intellect, is also bad. It lit the fires of Smithfield ; caused the

"Salem Witchcraft"; and has instigated most of the religious

persecutions, and created pious rascality. But where each of

these three great classes of faculties are equally developed, the

propensities give force, daring energy, and eager desires ; the

moral, convert the animal into a philanthropic and religious

channel, and the intellect guides them both, by the light of

reason, to happiness—the great end of our being. The pro

pensities require to be strong, but should be checked, and made

subservient to high moral ends ; the moral sentiments require

to be predominant, but must have the helping-hand of the

propensities to carry them out, and both require knowledge

to enlighten, and judgment to conduct them, to the best results.

This same principle of balance or proportionate action,

applies with equal, if not still greater force to each of the fac

ulties. The predominance or deficiency of either is injurious 5

whilst their proportionate action is a leading condition of per

fection and enjoyment. Thus, Amativeness fairly developed,

and governed by the moral sentiments, produces connubial

love, than which there is not a more virtuous or pleasureable

feeling in man; but its deficiency causes the proportionate

absence of this virtue, whilst its excessive action constitutes one

of the worst and most painful of vices. Excessive Philopro-

genitiveness spoils children by over-indulgence and excessive

tenderness ; whilst its deficiency cuts off the joys of a parent,

and renders children intolerable and burdensome, instead of the

greatest of pleasures ; but its due development experiences all

the joys of parental love ; and if governed by enlightened

intellect and high moral feeling, secures the best good of the

pareut. Excessive Combativeness, acting alone, creates con

tention, causing physical fighting, and a sour, ugly temper,
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which is highly vicious, thereby incurring the penalty attached

to the violation of this mental law ; while this faculty, acting,

in obedience to Conscientiousness and Benevolence, become*

moral courage, defence of rights, and of the oppressed, &c., a

highly virtuous emotion. The due exercise of Alimentiveness,

by strengthening the body, and thereby the moral and intellec

tual qualities, is virtuous, bringing with it its own reward,

whilst its excessive indulgence, by overloading the stomach,

and thus clouding the intellect, and blunting the moral sensi

bilities, becomes vice. Average Secretiveness, governed by

Conscientiousness, employs policy in a good cause, whilst its

excessive action, unchecked by the higher faculties, leads to

lying and duplicity. Acquisitiveness, or love of property, duly

exercised, promotes industry and sobriety ; gathers around us

the comforts of life, and, aided by Conscientiousness, produces

even-handed justice, whilst its predominance leads to cheating,

extortion, &c. Excessive Cautiousness produces irresolution,

procrastination, and timidity, and is unfavorable both to virtue

and efficiency, but duly balanced, it gives that discretion

which is the better part of valor. Does Self-Esteem predom

inate, unchecked by Conscientiousness or intellect, it inflates

one almost to bursting with pride, self-sufficiency, haughtiness,

and egotism; whereas its due development, controlled by the,

moral and intellectual faculties, imparts dignity, and that self-

respect which elevates one above meanness and trifling; causing

him fully to appreciate and fulfil the great objects of life. But

if it be small, he underrates himself, and is therefore underrated

by others, and feels too diffident and insufficient to attempt

great things. Predominant Firmness, uncontrolled, renders one

obstinate ; impervious to conviction ; and blindly tenacious of

his opinions, whether right or wrong, merely because of his

will; but those in whom it is small, are too fickle to accom

plish much; sow, but have no perseverance to wait for the

harvest, "being blown about by every wind of doctrine," every

new notion; but fairly developed and balanced, no element of

character is more valuable. Predominant Ideality renders

one fastidious, and too delicate and refined, whilst its deficiency

leads to coarseness and vulgarity; but its fair development^

blends the serviceable with the perfect, combining utility with

beauty.
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This same principle, that balance of faculties is indispensable

to perfection of character, applies with still greater force to

the moral faculties, besides explaining that diversity which

characterizes the religious opinions and practices of mankind.

Few think alike, even in the fundamentals of religion, and

fewer still in its details, because of the difference in their

phrenological developments. These constitute the media, or

the colored glasses, through which we look at the Deity and

his meral government, as well as at the moral relations of

man to man, and to his Maker. Thus, the ancients, having

large Veneration, paid great attention to religious worship ;

but as their Benevolence, Conscientiousness and Causality

were usually moderate or small, and their propensities pre

dominant, they worshipped gods governed by animal passion.

This organization, combined with their powerful Amativeness,

worshipped a Venus, or the goddess of love and beauty ; with

very large Combativeness and Destructivencss, a Mars, the

god of war and carnage ; with Acquisitiveness large, the god

Terminus, who protected their property ; with large intellectu

al and animal organs combined, a Jupiter, the dictator and

governor of the world, to whom they attributed every vice in

its most aggravated form*

In harmony with this principle, each modern religious sect

has its own peculiar set of phrenological developments, which

harmonizes perfectly with the peculiarities of its creed. To

show minutely what developments characterize each, and

their departures from the only true standard of religious faith

and practice involved in this principle, would be to thrust our

face into a hornet's nest of the worst character, which is un

necessary, yet we will give a few illustrations. Universalists

almost invariably have large Veneration, combined with pre

dominant Benevolence and Adhesiveness, and moderate

Destructiveness, and hence adore God for his goodness mainly,

and dwell in glowing colors upon his love ; whilst the old-

fashioned Calvinists usually have large Veneration, with

predominant Self-Esteem and Firmness, and large Conscien

tiousness, and accordingly adore the Sovereignty and unbend

ing justice of God. Has not the reader often seen stiff orthodox

vol. iv.—9
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deacons, whose heads rose rapidly from the intellectual organs

to Firmness and Self-Esteem, showing more Reverence than

Benevolence, and more Firmness and Conscientiousness than

either, with a tolerably wide head ? But did a Methodist, or

Universalist, or Unitarian, or Episcopalian, ever have this

form of head? These remarks do not apply to Congrega-

tionalists, nor to believers in the " New School " doctrines,

whose Conscientiousness is usually predominant, but Self-

Esteem moderate and Destructiveness only full, and whose

high-toned, or rather ultra Calvinistic notions, are materially

softened down. In them, Amativeness is usually moderate,

and accordingly they abhor no sin more than its perversion.

Episcopalians usually have large Veneration, with predomi

nant Benevolence and large Ideality, Firmness, Self-Esteem,

and social faculties, with Conscientiousness not always large,

though often full, and hence they place their religion in works

of charity, and in attending " the church," rather than in

penitence, and are not so strict and rigid as the orthodox ; yet

they are always genteel, rather exclusive, and eminently

social. Nearly all their ladies have superior heads, are re

markable for devotion, good sense, the domestic qualities, and

especially Benevolence—the best we examine except Quaker

esses, though often rather proud.

The developments of the Dutch Reformed are much the

same ; whilst the Quakers have no characteristic moral de

velopments, and accordingly allow their members to hold any

and every belief, provided they do thus and so.

Infidels, Deists, &c., usually have moderate Hope, small

Veneration, scarcely the least Marvellousness, large Benevo

lence, and Conscientiousness variable. I never saw one of

Infidel sentiments who had not a poorly balanced moral head.

We always find that those who have Conscientiousness pre

dominant, with small Veneration and Marvellousness, place

their religion in doing right, or in honesty and morality, but

disregard the externals of religion ; whilst those in whom

these organs are reversed, attend to its outward forms and

ceremonies ; but though they are devout, they are often unjust

and immoral. Those in whom Benevolence predonii nates,

place their religion in doing good, to the comparative neglect
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of the other Christian duties ; whilst those in whom Marvel-

lousness is large, regard religion as consisting in faith, and

implicit reliance upon Divine Providence ; but those in whom

this organ is small, do not feel that awe of God, that sense of

the Divine presence, which this faculty inspires, but attribute

all events to cause and effect. But those in whom all these or

gans are fully and evenly developed, "put on the ichole armor

of righteousness." They do good, do right, worship their God,

and trust in his providence; which united, constitute the very

perfection of the Christian character. Such take consistent

views of God, of his attributes, and of moral subjects, be

sides living a blameless life, worthy, our admiration and imita

tion ; whilst imperfect religious faith or practice si the natural

fruit of unevenly developed moral organs.

This same principle of balance applies equally to the in

tellectual faculties. When they are all large, the judgment is

good in regard to all subjects, but deficiency in any of them,

impairs the judgment in regard to the functions of those that

are feeble. Thus, let a picture be hung up for inspection, and

if the beholder has Size large, and all the other intellectuals

small, though he will judge accurately as to its proportions,

and derive pleasure from admiring them, yet all its other qual

ities will be unseen, unadmired, and his pleasure proportion

ally restricted. But if he has Form also large, he will observe

and admire its likeness, as well as its proportions, and thus be

doubly delighted ; and if large Color be added, he will also be

delighted with the beauty of its colors, the richness and deli

cacy of its tints and shades, which will triple his pleasure.

Add large Ideality, and he will discover what, without it, he

would not have seen, the beauty, richness, and other qualities

of the picture which appeal to this faculty.

One having large Eventuality only, will learn and remem

ber events alone, including history, news, &c : with only Lo

cality large, he will learn geography, and recollect places, but

nothing else ; with Form large, the shape of things; with Cal

culation alone large, he will excel in mental arithmetic, but bo

poor in every thing else ; with Causality prominent, he will think

much,andinvestigatefirst principles, yet be poor in other things.
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If one's perceptive powers, which give the various kinds of

memory, and the ability to collect and retain knowledge, great

ly predominate over his reflectives, though he may be very

apt as a scholar and talker, yet he will be superficial, lack

thought, judgment and contrivance, and be incapable of as

cending from facts to first principles; and on the other hand, if

his perceptives are small, but reflectives predominant, he will

have a wretched memory ; be unable to command his know

ledge, or bring his talents to bear upon practical matters ; be

given merely to speculative, scholastic, abstract, therefore-and-

wherefore metaphysical theorizing, which is valueless; and

though he may know how to reason, his knowledge of facts

will be too limited to furnish data sufficient to form correct in

ductions. But where both are equally balanced, the former

will collect abundant materials, which the latter will work up

into correct arguments and sound conclusions. Both equally

developed give a general talent, constitute a well balanced and

truly philosophical mind, and give the true Baconian, inductive

method of studying nature, by ascending from facts up to first

principles—the only possible means of arriving at the truth.

This development is not only perfectly adapted to the laws of

nature, and harmonizes with the constitution of the human

mind, but it also gives what is called sound common sense, cor

rect judgment, and enlarged views of subjects ; whilst its

absence causes the intellectual lameness, warped views, and

fallacious and diversified opinions, existing among mankind.

Those having large Language, and small Reasoning Organs,

will talk much, but say little ; and have words in great abund

ance and variety, but no ideas ; and therefore experience and

communicate but little pleasure : for who wishes to listen to

senseless prattle ? On the other hand, those having Language

small, with large Reasoning Organs, will have excellent ideas

and much valuable matter to communicate, yet be barren of

expression ; their rich mines of thought remaining buried for

want of language, and the pleasure and profit of listening to

them being proportionably abridged. But those having Lan

guage and the Reflective organs both large, will experience

double pleasure, first in thinking, secondly in communicating

their glowing thoughts in rich, expressive language ; thereby
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administering much pleasure and profit to their delighted list

eners.

But the power and importance of this principle of balance,

are greatly augmented when applied to the various combina

tions of the faculties. Thus, to have predominant Cautious

ness is bad, but to have it combined with small Hope is much

worse ; causing the most gloomy apprehensions and fearful

forebodings, and shutting out every ray of expectation which

large Hope would throw in upon perpetual darkness. Exces

sive Approbativeness added, creates the strongest desire for ap

proval, mingled with a constant dread of incurring censure,

and no hope of obtaining that commendation so much desired

—a most unhappy state of mind. Large Veneration and

small Self-Esteem and Combativeness added to this combi

nation, produce the most oppressive diffidence, accompanied

with that confusion and utter want of self-possession which

prevents any one, however talented or deserving, from accom

plishing much, or even enjoying intercourse with men, together

with pusillanimity and 2ven cowardice. But let any one have

these faculties equally balanced, and strong Approbativeness

will aspire after distinction ; strong Hope expect that praise

which Approbativeness desires; large Self-Esteem impart

enough, but not too much, of that "modest assurance" requis

ite to push one's self forward ; large Cautiousness guard him

against doing what is unpopular, and large Combativeness

nerve him for contest with every difficulty, and give vigor and

efficiency to all he says and does. And if his faculties are still

farther balanced by large Intellectual organs, to give him

the requisite talents, and high moral organs, to impart moral

worth, and to sanctify his ambition, to elevate his motivesi

and ennoble his character ; he will be every way calculated to

enjoy life himself, and to become a blessing to mankind. But

let either of these organs be much larger or smaller than the

others, and his enjoyment will be proportionably marred, and

his usefulness diminished. |

Though predominant Acquisitiveness, which predisposes to

dishonesty, covetousness, and a miserly selfishness and mean

ness, and also its deficiency, which allows extravagance, and

diminishes industry, are each adverse to virtue and happiness,

9*
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yet the evil is greatly magnified by its combinations. Thus,

one having small Acquisitiveness combined with large Benev

olence, will give away largely to every apparently needy suf

ferer, leaving nothing for himself, and no capital with which to

make more by which to aid future sufferers. Large Adhesive

ness increases the evil, both by his ruining himself to help his

friends, and then by exciting commiseration for those to whom

he desires, but is unable, to administer relief; whereas, had Ac

quisitiveness been as large as Benevolence and Adhesiveness,

he would have gratified the former by acquiring property, and

retaining enough to live comfortably, and continue business in

order to make more ; and the latter, by giving the balance to re

lieve friends and sufferers. This would more than double his

pleasure, besides preventing that distress occasioned by be

stowing his all, and that perhaps upon unworthy objects.

But those in whom Acquisitiveness predominates over Be

nevolence, may indeed experience a sordid pleasure in making

money, but are strangers to the exquisite satisfaction which ac

companies works of charity. Predominant Acquisitiveness

holds in its iron grasp the means of gratifying Benevolence by

giving ; Adhesiveness, by entertaining friends ; Ideality, by

having nice things, and indulging a refined taste ; the Intellec

tual Faculties, by purchasing books, and taking time to think

and study ; Philoprogenitiveness, by spending money in edu

cating and improving children ;* Locality and Sublimity, by

travelling; Conscientiousness, by paying debts, and freely dis

charging all pecuniary obligations ; Hope, by investing capital

in what promises pleasure to the other faculties ; Approbative-

ness, by making a respectable appearance; Alimentiveness,by

indulging in table luxuries,t &c. ; thus abridging most of the

* About 20 miles from Raleigh, N. C, there lived an old miser, worth

some $20,000, who allowed his only daughter to live destitute of every

comfort, dressed only in clothes coarse and shabby, almost starved, and

finally even to go to the poor-house, because he was too miserly to sup

port her.

tin Norfolk, Va., in 1836, we were informed that a Mr. Green, a

carpenter, had Acquisitiveness so strong, thathe lived upon spoiled meat,

cold victuals, and such ends of the table as he could get for almost no

thing ; and lived in an old back cellar, because he was too stingy to

marry, though worth some ten thousand dollars.
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enjoyments of life, besides preying ultimately upon itself by

grudging every farthing expended, and giving its possessor

a world of trouble for fear. of losing his possessions. The

combination of very large Acquisitiveness and Cautiousness,

and small Hope, produces a state of mind truly deplorable.

. We were brought up near an old miser named Geo. Rogers,

who had this organization, and who, besides burying his

money in different places, watched it the whole of dark and

stormy nights, suffering every thing from fear of being robbed-

The combination of predominant Acquisitiveness with small

Cautiousness, by speculating too largely, and grasping at enor

mous profits, often loses all, besides contracting debts beyond

the means of payment, inducing a perpetual series of difficul

ties, and, if Conscientiousness be small, prompting to dishonest

and unprincipled conduct. Moderate Causality added, tries a

variety of ill-advised ways and means to get rich, but fails in

all, its possessor being tantalized with improper desires which

he is unable to gratify, and making him struggle to grasp one

straw after another, only to sink into still deeper poverty, and

more hopeless disappointment.*

But when these organs are equally developed, Acquisitive

ness desires property and prompts energetic efforts to acquire

it ; Hope creates due enterprising prospects, and feasts, but not

to excess, upon unfolding prospects ; Conscientiousness is grati

fied in paying all dues ; and Cautiousness and Causality com

bine foresight and prudence with that judicious application of

appropriate means to the end desired, whichcrowns one's efforts

with success. This combination secures the harmonious ex

ercise and unalloyed gratification of both these faculties, and of

all the others if similarly developed.

One having predominant Self-Esteem, combined with large

Firmness, Combativeness, and Destructiveness, and only mod

erate Conscientiousness, Approbativeness and Intellectual Fac

ulties, will be self-sufficient, proud, haughty, imperative, over

bearing, dictatorial, obstinate, insolent, supremely selfish, and

revengeful towards all who do not obey his unreasonable de

mands,and submit tobecome his servant, and yethave too feeble

an intellect to support his high-sounding pretensions: but one

*e. g. Speculators in mulberry trees in 1840.
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having all these organs equally developed—large Self-Esteem

to impart dignity and nobleness of character, so that he cannot

be trifled with, combined with large Approbativeness to give

affability and politeness, large intellectual organs to impart the

strength of mind requisite fully to sustain his high pretensions,*

large Conscientiousness to add moral worth to intellectual

greatness, and large Firmness and Combativeness to impart

perseverance, moral courage, and energy of character, will

duly respect himself for his moral and intellectual qualities

alone, and combine the man and the gentleman with superior

i intellectual abilities and high-toned moral principle ; thus en

joying life himself, and promoting the happiness ofthose around

him.

Another still more striking illustration of the importance of a

balance of the faculties, might be drawn from the social organs ;

and others still from every phrenological andphysical organ

in man. But why enlarge upon a principle the necessity and

value of which are self-evident—a principle clearly shown

to be so powerful and universal in its application, as to be in

separably interwoven with the nature and happiness of every

human being ? Have we not already shown hotv it is that a

well-balanced intellect is so superior to the same amount of in

tellect not balanced—how the moral faculties, when harmoni

ously developed and exercised, produce that moral feeling, that

true piety, which constitutes the grace of graces—the crown

ing excellence of man—and that this endless diversity in the

religious faith and practice of mankind which disgraces mod

ern Christianity, and makes so many infidels, is caused by a

want of this balance? Indeed, words cannot express its value

and importance. Hence, should not parents and teachers, in

educating the young and moulding their character, physical

intellectual and moral, and, indeed, all who seek health, long

life, happiness, or self-improvement, be guided by it as their

polar-star, making it the nucleus around which their every ef

fort to remedy defects or cultivate virtues should cluster?

This principle has one important qualification which we wil

simply state here, but not illustrate until we come to speak of

the education of the moral faculties ; namely, that Phrenology

*Dr. C. Caldwell has this combination.
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requires every action of our lives, every emotion of our hearts,

our every motive, to be governed by the dictates of the mora'

sentiments, enlightened by reason. Without this, there can be

no virtue, no happiness.

SELF-KNOWLEDGE : MEANS OF OBTAINING IT.

The path of self improvement is thus opened, and the first

step is, to study yourself. This study will show you what you

are, and the principle just explained, what you should become.

Before you can repair your watch, you must ascertain just

what portion is out of order ; and before you can do the first

correct thing towards self improvement, (except by accident,)

you must know wherein you depart from this standari of per

fection.

" Know thyself," was written in golden capitals upon the

splendid temple of Delphos, as the most important maxim

which the wise men of Greece could hand down to unborn

generations. The Scriptures require us to "search our own

hearts, and try ourselves ;" and the entire experience of man

kind bears testimony, that se^knowledge is the most impor

tant of all knowledge. A thorough knowledge of one's own

self—of his good properties, and how to make the most of

them ; of his defects, and how to guard against the evils grow

ing out of them ; of his predispositions to, and sources of>

t emptation to excess and error, and the means of keeping these

desires quiescent; of what he is capable of doing and of be

coming, and what not ; and wherein he is liable to err, either

in judgment or conduct—is more intimately associated with

his virtue, and happiness, and success through life, than any

other, than all other knowledge united. Before he can correct

any defect, he must know precisely in what that defect con

sists—must know the precisefaculty that is too strong, or too

weak, or wrongly exercised.

Now, this very knowledge, phrenology, if true, furnishes,

and that with the certainty attending physical demonstration.

It will enable every individual to place his own fingers upon

every element of his character ; and in case his predominant

self-esteem has rendered him proud and self,conceited, or its

deficiency led him to underrate his capabilities or moral worth,
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adduced diffidence, it will correct these estimates, and teach

men precisely what they really are.

But in case you cannot afford time to study Phrenology

enough to arrive at this self-knowledge with the required pre

cision and certainty, apply to a skilful and experienced practi

cal Phrenologist, not from motives of curiosity, not to test the

science, not to be amused, but to learn your failings. Tell

him frankly your object, your circumstances, state of health,

education, parentage, &c. Request him to examine your phys

ical organization, or state of body, (see p. 19,) as well as the

development of your organs, and to give physiological as well

as phrenological advice. Request a thorough examination^

and a full, frank exposition of the true state of the case, plac

ing yourself under his instruction as you would under the tui

tion of other teachers, or as in the case of a physician when

sick. By combining your own experience with his examina

tion, you will be able to learn with certainty at least all your

leading excesses and defects : their remedy will be pointed

out in the following pages. If he requires additional compen

sation for this extra labor, it will be money well spent, provid

ed he can be relied upon as a correct examiner ;* otherwise his

examination is worth nothing.

* This shows how infinitely superiorpracticalPhrenology is to all the

books ever written or lectures ever delivered upon the science itself, or

its bearings. This "examining heads" has been frowned upon long

enough by speculating, reasoning, book-making phrenologists. Even

George Combe, to whom all conceed superior abilities as a writer merely,

when solicited to examine heads, uniformly replied : " Sir, I did not

come to this country to examine heads." Were examining heads

wrong or disgraceful, this reply would have been right ; but there is no

other justification of it except inability. The New York Phrenological

Society refuses to admit any practical Phrenologist as a member, because

of their hostility to examinations ; and Andrew Boardraan, in his intro

ductory to George Combe's Lectures on Phrenology, takes strong ground

against practical Phrenology, thereby putting weapons into the mouth

of anti-Phrenologists. (See Dr. Hamilton's Lecture, p. 25.) Let the

public judge between them and us. We have fought a desperate battle,

not against anti-phrenologists merely nor mainly, but against these phi.

losophisino phrenologists. But the day is now ours. This application of

practical phrenology to the ascertainment of fault* preparatory to their
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Having shown in what perfection of head and body consists

or the one great and leading condition of virtue and enjoy

ment, namely in the even development and harmonious exer

cise of our faculties of body and mind, we fall back upon the

eventful enquiry, "Do any means exist of attaining this har

mony, or of improving the character ? Can the weak faculties

be strengthened, and the energy of predominant ones weaken

ed ? or is man fated to carry his faults, virtues, excesses and

defects to his grave ? Our answer is an unequivocal no ! We

say with emphasis, that weak faculties can be strengthened, and

the power of predominant ones reduced ; and that their organs

can be enlarged and diminished. We know, indeed, that, al

though the organs in children are more evenly developed than

in their parents,—a proof that our leading principle is founded

in nature,—yet that the natural tendency is for the large or

gans to become larger, and the small ones smaller—the very

reverse of what should take place. The reason of this is, that

the larger an organ becomes, the greater the pleasure taken in

its exercise, and the more spontaneous and continual its action,

which re augments its size, and re-increases its activity ; and

also, that when nothing special occurs to excite a given faculty

its organ becomes sluggish, and remains mostly quiescent

which reduces its size. This decreases its capacity to afford

pleasure, which still farther diminishes its action and weakens

its power. This principle illustrates the Scripture doctrine, that

"to him that hath shall be given, and he shall have more abun

dantly ; but from him that hath not shall be taken away even

that he hath." Phrenology shows both how to counteract, and

how to reverse this unfavorable tendency. There is a way to

increase and decrease the size of organs and the power of their

faculties.

The reader will see that we are now approaching a most im

portant subject ; but before we can consistently point out the

means of attaining this most desirable end, we shall be re

quired to demonstrate the fact, that the organs can be enlarged

and diminished, and the power of their faculties increased,

correction, is itself a host. Every anti practical phrenological Society has

already died ; and without practical Phrenology, the science itself must

inevitably die, at least in practice, with this matter-of-fact age and nation.
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And here a serious difficulty presents itself, namely, how ig

it possible for so soft a substance as the brain to press out so

hard a substance as the scull. This question should be dis

cussed, not upon the ground of reason alone, nor solely on the

ground of fact, but according to that principle of balance we

have presented, of the two combined. We will then show,

first the rationale of this enlargement, or how it can take

place, and secondly, establish it byfacts ; though Phrenology

says that the facts should precede the reasonings.

1st. The whole head continues to enlarge till after thirty, and

the inference is conclusive that if the resistance of the scull

does not prevent the enlargement of the brain as a whole, it

will surely allow anyjsar/of it to become enlarged. 2d. Phren

ology demonstrates the fact that the brain is composed of par

ticular organs, each of which exercises a particular function .

and both Physiology and daily observation establish the fact

that the exercise of every organ causes a flow of blood to that

organ in proportion to the vigor and continuance of that ex

ercise. Hence, the vigorous and continuous exercise of any

faculty, as of Benevolence, Causality, Combativeness, &c.,

causes a proportional flow of blood to its particular organ ;

which blood is freighted with matter which it deposites wher

ever it goes, and in proportion to its abundance. This causes

each organ to enlarge in proportion to the exercise of its

faculty. This law of increase by exercise, and decrease by.

inaction, is familiar in its application to the hands of sailors,

laborers, &c., to the feet of expert dancers, pedestrians, &c. ;

to the chests of rowers; to the right hand compared with the

left, and indeed to every portion of the body ; and since the

brain is governed by this same physiological law, the exercise

of any faculty will cause a proportionate flow of blood to its

organ,whichwill naturally enlarge that organ. 3d. This enlarge

ment is caused not by the mechanical pressure of the brain

upon the skull, but by the natural process of growth and for

mation. The matter which composes the body is not perma

nently fixed in its place, but is undergoing a constant succes

sion of changes, (See Combe's Physiology published in con

nexion with the Journal, p. 46.) abundantly sufficient to allow

of any required changes in rize. One portion of nature
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ttever prevents or interferes with, the action of any other part.

The hark of the tree, notwithstanding all its strength and

toughness, allows the liquid sap to insinuate itself between

this bark and the Wood, thereby causing the enlargement

of both. Neither the shells of oysters, lobsters, turtles, &c.,

nor the toughness of the skins of animals, prevent their growth.

Why then should the scull, which is merely the protector and

servant of the brain, throw any serious obstacle in the way of

its enlargement ?

One of the means by which nature effects this enlargement

of organs is, rendering the scull covering them thin; whilst

in their diminution it becomes thicker. In our collection, Ave

have some twenty sculls illustrating these phenomena,and none

known to mitigate against them. A physician in Westchester

Co., Pa., presented Us with the scull of a female, respectably

connected, who, in spite of the entreaties of her friends, had

voluntarily abandoned herself to the indulgence of Aliment*

iveness and Amativeness, and whose scull is so very thin as

to be transparent where these organs are located, but not else

where. The scull of John Earl, who murdered his wife,

and who Was given to the Unrestrained and habitual in

dulgence of both these passions, is also thin in the same places.

So is that of Burley. presented by Mr. Harris, treasurer of the

London District, U. C, and a volunteer in the burning of the

Caroline. This Burley armed himself for the purpose, and

deliberately shot the sheriff who was arresting him for steal

ing a young bullock and killing it for food He was an habit

ual drunkard, excessively licentious, and by turns extremely

given to prayer and religious exercises.'* One of his religious

seasons immediately preceded his execution. When swung

off, the rope broke. During the consequent delay, he pro

posed to have a season of prayer, and was himself earnestly

engaged in supplicating the Divine blessing when the sheriff

interrupted him to readjust the rope.

L. N. Fowler has the scull of a slave, so notorious for his

propensity to steal, that after he had been repeatedly whipped

* For a satisfactory explanation of this seeming anomaly, see Journal

department, pp. 21, and 107.

■
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almost to deatTi-fof steajiagr-bm to no purpose, on the perpe

tration of a new theft, his master, seizing an axe, struck it

through his scull into the brain, exclaiming, " I will break you

of stealing if I have to kill you." He lived, but still contin

ued to steal ; and, his scull is remarkably thin and transparent

at Acquisitiveness and Secretiveness. The scull of another

slave, noted for kindness, is thin where Benevolence is located.

He has also the scuU of a woman, who, from being a moral

and virtuous member of society, and a consistent and exem

plary professor of religion, became a self-abandoned outcast,

and grossly immoral, yet was passionately fond of music.

This scull is thin where Amativeness, Combativeness, and

Tune are located, but thickened upon the top, in the region of

the moral organs. We will gladly show those of our readers

who visit us, these and many other similar proofs and illustra

tions of the fact, that the exercise of an organ absorbs the

portion of the scull covering it, so as to render it thin ; while

inaction, and also excessive action, reduce the size of the

organs, allowing the scull to become thick. Indeed, this point

has become fully established ; and, although it prevents our

observing the whole of the increase in the size of active organs,

still it shows how an increase and decrease of organs can take

place.

It is, therefore, possible to enlarge and diminish the size of

the phrenological organs ; first, by the scull becoming thin ;

and, secondly, by the actual protrusion of the scull itself.

Having shown both the possibility and the " rationale " of

an enlargement of the organs, we next proceed to demonstrate

this point byfacts. In 1835, Mr. Bailey, of Manchester, Eng

land, took from life a bust of the Rev. John Pierpont, of Boston.

In 1841, we took from life, a bust of the same head. The

latter shows a decided increase of the whole intellectual lobe

over the former. This increase any accurate eye will detect

instantly, the latter being deeper, broader, higher, and every

way more ample. Benevolence and Combativeness are larger,

while Cautiousness is smaller, in the latter than in the former.

The cause of this increase of some organs, and decrease of

others, is to be found in the vigorous and almost continual ex

ercise of his intellectual faculties in the composition of poetry
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for which he has become justly celebrated in lectures in the

cause of temperance, truth, and freedom ; as well as in his

severe and protracted intellectual and moral contest with the

rum-sellers of his congregation. Is an ode or poem wanted

on occasions like the death of Spurzheim or Harrison, or for

any national or local jubilee, Rev. John Pierpont furnishes the

best. His unremitted labors in the temperance cause, the

number, power, and eloquence of his lectures on various sub

jects, the logical clearness and cogency of his letters to his

vestry, evince a powerful and continuous exercise of his intel

lectual faculties, sufficient to account for the increase of his

intellectual organs, as well as of Benevolence and Combative-

ness, and the decrease of Cautiousness.

This case establishes our position beyond a doubt. Both

busts were taken when he was upwards of forty, and both

were so taken that the manner of taking could cause none of this

striking difference. The case is clear and unequivocal, and

subject to the inspection of all who wish to see or purchase

copies.

A few days ago, Mr. J. G. Forman, a phrenologist, re

marked to us, that he had recently seen a woman in Sing Sing

prison, who, from a child, had seen with the right eye only,

and whose perceptive organs on the left side, were much

larger than on the right. We proposed to send our artist to

take a mask, and Mr. F. kindly volunteered to accompany

him. Our first glance at the mask disappointed us ; for, Cal

culation and Order were equal on both sides. But a second

glance actually electrified us with delight ; for, it revealed the

fact that Individuality, Form, Size, and Locality, the functions

of which are exercised mainly by means of the eye, were

much larger on the side opposite* the seeing eye than the

* Our recent discoveries in Magnetism and Phrenology combined,

show that the magnetic currents all cross each other. Thus, each Phren

ological organ baa a magnetic nature and current in each hemisphere

of the brain, which extend to the face, but cross each other. The mag

netic current of the right organ of Cautiousness terminates in the left

side of the face, and " vice versa and so of all the organs. We have

m any facts in our possession which go to establish this principle of

crossing to be a law of our nature, showing that when the exercise of

any phrenological faculty calls any bodily organ into exercise, this prin

ciple of crossing always takes place.
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same organs over the seeing eye ; while the organs of Order,

Calculation, and Weight, which can act as well without the

aid of the eye as with it, or at least as well with one eye as

both, were alike on both sides. This difference is most stri

king. Locality rises nearly half an inch on the left side, above

.he same organ on the right side. Size on the left side has

both elevated and protruded the inner portion of the left eye

brow about half an inch, while Language, Comparison, and

Causality are equal in both. This mask can be inspected and

obtained.

In our collection may be seen two masks of Oldham, ma

chinist to the Bank of England, taken by Spurzheim twenty

years apart. The last, after he became celebrated throughout

Europe for his mechanical and inventive powers, shows a

breadth at Constructiveness greater than the first by nearly an

inch, while the other organs remained nearly stationary.

Spurzheim exhibited these masks in Boston to prove the pos

sibility of enlarging the organs, which was a favorite doctrine

with him.

The bearing of these facts is positive and direct. They

prove, beyond all dispute, the possibility of enlarging the size

of organs by exercising their faculties, as well as of the re

quired protrusion of the scull, and hence prepare the way for

evidence less positive in its character, which, without this as

an entering wedge, would be comparatively valueless.—

They demonstrate the point now under consideration, which,

once established, may now be illustrated and enforced by an

order of evidence too low in itself, satisfactorily to prove it.

Deville's cabinet in London, contains about seventy busts

illustrating this point. Caldwell brought over with him some

fourteen of them, and says that this increase of organs is

placed beyond a doubt by these and other specimens. Dr. Car

penter, of Pottsville, Pa., and Prof. Bryant, ofPhiladelphia, and

many others who have seen these casts, bring a similar report

of them. One of these changes occurred in the head of Her-

jchel, the great astronomer. In the first, taken when he was

about forty, to which time he devoted himself to music, Tune

is very large, and the perceptive organs are no way remark

able ; whereas, in another, taken when about sixty, after he

had dropped music and become the first Astronomer of the
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age, the perceptive faculties are astonishingly developed, hut

♦Tune diminished.
 

Franklin, Hcrschd.

The accompanying cut of Herschcl, copied from an Eng

lish engraving said to be the best ever taken, shows enormous

perceptive organs in the length and the arching of his eye

brows, and bears evidence of its having been taken when he

was about seventy ; whereas, a mask of him now in our col

lection, evidently taken when about forty, shows only a fair

development of these organs.

Several months since, we wrote to M. 13. Sampson, our

London correspondent, to forward us copies of Deville's speci

mens illustrating this point, hoping to receive them before we

published this portion of the lecture. The following, while it

explains the cause of their delay, gives encouragement of their

early reception :—

Dated Bank of England, Feb. 3, 1S42.

"In the course of a week or two, I shall procure from Mr.

Deville the casts which you require, and will send them to you

without delay. You would have received them ere this, but

Air. Deville has been confined by indisposition."

Changes similar to those already described, evidently took

place in the head of Franklin, except that his reflectives evi

dently increased, but perceptives diminished. An engraving

of him, copied from a portrait taken when he was a young

man, will be found, which represents the perceptive organs

very large, and Causality retiring, so as to leave his forehead

narrow and sloping at the top, evincing prodigious Individu
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ality, Form, Size, Locality, and Eventuality, and large Com

parison, with but moderate Causality.*

We have also a plaster bust of him, taken from a marble

bust made in France, by Oudon, whose accuracy in sculptur

ing is too well known to require comment. In this bust, chis

elled after a mask, taken from Franklin's face, and said to be

a perfect likeness of him at that time,t his perceptives and re-

flectives are both large, the perceptives rather predomina

ting, but reflectives prominent. But in the statue taken of

him when old, and placed in a niche in the Franklin Library,

in Fifth street, near Chestnut,Philadelphia, Causality and Com

parison stand out in the boldest relief, while Individuality and

Eventuality are small. Most of the busts and engravings of

this great philosopher found in shops, books, &c., repre

sents him as old, and evince predominant reflective organs,

but deficient perceptives. See the portrait of him in Peak's

Museum.

Our next inquiry relates to the existence or absence of a

corresponding change in his intellectual character. Of this

we allow all to judge for themselves, but our firm conviction

is that young Franklin was remarkable for observation, mem

ory in general, desire for acquiring knowledge, especially of

an experimental character, and facility of communication, &c.;

while old Franklin was all reason and philosophy, rich in

ideas, full of pithy, sententious proverbs, which are only the

condensation of Causality, and always tracing every thing up

to the causes and laws of things, but less inclined to observe

and remember facts as such.

This conclusion is endorsed by the natural language of his

organs—an unfailing index of the true character. Young

Franklin is represented as throwing the lower or perceptive

portion of his forehead forward, which evinces their predomi

nance ; while old Franklin, as in the accompanying cut, throws

the reflective organs forward, as if in the attitude of deep

* See a recent Boston edition of his works.

t This original marble bust was, we believe, recently purchased by

some scientific body in Philadelphia, and the original mask, taken

from his face, was recently sold, among other effects of Oudon, for

about two dollars, and was taken to Italy. Will not some American

traveller in Italy procure this original, or a copy ?
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thought. This shows young Franklin to have been what his

portrait, taken when he was young, evinces, namely, a great

observer; but, old Franklin to have been a profound reasoner,

a characteristic already shown to appertain to his later busts

and portraits.

The likenesses of Buonaparte, as stamped upon coins of dif

ferent dates, show a decided enlargement of his forehead, espe

cially of his reflective organs, as he advanced in years. This

difference is very great ; and, if exercise enlarges the organs,

surely those of no other man would be enlarged faster.

Let us now enter another field of inquiry, to see if we obtain

similar results from another class of observations more general.

Stone-cutting, and especially the lettering, requires a vigorous

and intense exercise of Form, Size, and Locality ; and, accor

dingly stone-cutters all have these organs large. For the cor

rectness of these remarks, we appeal to observation.

Not one man in fifty is found to possess Weight above mod

erate, while nearly all the sea-faring men we have ever exam

ined, have had this organ fully developed, with large Form

and Locality, and usually Order and Calculation. The reason

of this is obvious. This organ keeps the balance ; and, since

the perpetual motion of a ship is continually destroying this

balance, Weight is kept unceasingly active to regain and pre

serve it. Their Form is brought into frequent and vigorous

action by looking for, and watching ships, land, &c., in the dis

tance ; and Locality, by remembering the beds of rivers, the

navigable parts of harbors, the localities of rocks, shoals, &c.,

by remembering the looks of various parts, as well as by prac

tical geography in general. In machinists, engineers, and

those who work about machinery, this organ is usually large,

and also billiard players, expert marksmen, good riders, &c.,

while ordinary mechanics, not connected with machinery,

usually have it small, except those whose occupation re

quires climbing. In females, Weight is seldom developed ;

yet, in factory girls it is unusually large. Constructiveness was

found to be large in all the weavers.

At Adams, Mass., in 1834, we were struck with the fact that

all the weavers examined, had large Concentrativeness, an

organ below par in ninety American ladies in every hundred.

The same results have been observed in every factory we
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have visited. At Young's factory, in Delaware, in 1839, we

selected some fifty weavers from those employed in other oc

cupations, making but a single failure, and that on a lady

of thirty-five, who had been weaving only fifteen months—

too short a period fully to develope this organ. The reason

is obvious ; for, weaving keeps the whole mind exclusively

occupied upon one and the same thing, day after day, and

year after year. This will serve as a valuable hint to

those who wish to improve this organ. Englishmen and Ger

mans generally have this organ large, while it is small in most

Americans, which corresponds with their national habits. The

former usually devote themselves exclusively to one study or

occupation, and can make a living by no other, while the versa

tile talents ofthe latter enable them to turn their hands to almost

any and everything with success. One leading error of modern

education is, putting scholars to reading, writing, spelling,

arithmetic, definitions, geography, grammar, drawing, &c.,

&c., all in six hours. Just as this organ concentrates the mind

upon one study, another study is turust upon them, and hence

Americans know a little about every thing, yet not much about

any one thing. We have, however, observed that scholars

taught by teachers having Concentrativeness large, are apt to

have it large also. We recently vijited the school of Mr.

Morris, in whom this organ is large, who stands deservedly

high as a teacher, and all but two or three of the thirty

examined, had it above moderate ; whereas, in ordinary scho

lars, the tables are reversed. Stating our surprise at this, we

asked for an explanation, and the answer satisfied us that his

having called it into continual exercise, was the cause of its

unusual development.

Inhabitiveness is almost universally large in those who have

lived in one house till fifteen, but small in those who moved

in childhood. In thousands of instances, when examining the

heads of children, we have said to their parents, " I perceive

you have moved since the birth of this child, or else it

has lived from home," and do not remember to have failed more

than two or three times in our lives ; in which cases heredi

tary influences prevailed over the exercise of the organ. The

reason is this : Inhabitiveness becomes attached to the home

stead where one has lived ; to the domicil in which we are
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reared, and the surrounding trees, stones, &c. ; but removing,

disturbs this attachment, and weakens the organ.*

We have examined many blind persons without finding one

in whom color is even fairly developed. As color is exercised

by means of the eye, it is not surprising that its not being ex

ercised, keeps it small.

The deaf and dumb converse mainly by signs, and by acting

out what they want, that is by imitating. They are the best

actors of pantomime, and the best mimics te be found. This

continual exercise of Imitation is doubtless the cause of its

being universally predominant in this class.

In nearly every Scotchman, Causality and Conscientious

ness will be found to be large, which is in keeping with their

reasoning so much upon moral and doctrinal subjects. For

additional facts of this class, see the chapter on this subject in

" Fowler's Phrenology, " p. 365.

Probably not one New York city lady in twenty, has Ac

quisitiveness above moderate ;t while a large proportion of

Yankee ladies have this organ full. The latter are taught in

dustry from the cradle, but whether this is true of the former,

we leave others to judge. In southern ladies also, this organ

is usually small. Constructiveness is much larger at the north

than at the south, and in manufacturing towns than in the

classes that are too good to work. After examining ten heads

in any place, we can usually tell the general character of its

inhabitants, whether they be proud, secretive, acquisitive,

moral, ingenious, &c. Every place has as much a distinctive

character as every person. This is easily solved by supposing

that the original founders of these places had certain faculties

predominant, and by continually exercising them, excited the

same in all new comers, and thus developed the corresponding

organs, thereby stamping the impress of their own minds upon

others. Other causes, however, doubtless aid in bringing

about this result. This principle explains, in part, why law-

* This aims a deadly blow at the renting system, lately becoming so

prevalent. That system is wrong, and will eventually be found to pro

duce evil both tojandlord and tenant. See our analysis of Inhabitive-

jiess in our pamphlet on " Phrenology applied to Matrimony," which

will soon be published in connexion with the Journal,

t t.No wonder the times are so hard.
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yers and politicians have large Language, Combativeness, and

Comparison—their vocation bringing these faculties into con

stant action; and why the religious denominations have each a

characteristic set of developments, as mentioned on p. 37, &c ,

though the major part of this is doubtless caused by heredi

tary descent.

We grant that these and similar facts, if weighed by them

selves in the scales of inductive reason, would be light, and

might not even cause it to preponderate in their favor ; but,

thrown into the same balance with the busts already men

tioned, they add much weight to a scale already prepondera

ting in their favor.

But another class of facts more unequivocal, is found in ex

aminations of the same head, made at different periods. As

the public have given us some credit for correct examinations,

they will doubtless place some reliance upon the results of our

observations, when we say that every year's practice increases

our astonishment at the number and extent of these changes,

a few of which we will narrate.

In 1836, a gentleman was examined by us, and his Vene

ration marked three, we at the same time putting his finger

into the marked depression between his Firmness and Bene

volence. A few days ago he called again, and we marked

Veneration large ; the depression to which we called his atten

tion in 1336, having been entirely filled up. He then stated

that he became a praying man soon after our first examination,

and had continued one ever since. He called mainly to in

quire if becoming religious could have caused the change in

his developments, which he had observed for the last two years.

In 1835, we examined the head of Mr. S., of R., and ascri

bed to him strong religious feeling, making our whole exami

nation turn upon this point. In 1841, we re-examined him

without knowing him, and the moment we touched his head,

we exclaimed, " Infidel, irreligious, utterly destitute of belief,"

&c. At our first examination, he was a very consistent pro

fessor of religion, and zealously engaged in promoting revivals;

but, soon after, he became a disbeliever; and, at length, a con

firmed infidel, so that he was expelled from the church, not

for immoral conduct, but solely on the ground of his infidelity.
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In 1S36, a young gentleman of considerable intelligence,

stated that when a boy, he had a school-mate of exactly his

size, age, and height, whose clothes and hat perfectly fitted

him ; that when of the proper age, his friend went to West

Point, and he to a mechanical trade ; that when his friend had

graduated, they met, and again changed hats; that his friend's

hat, instead of fitting his head as before, was too large in the

forehead, and too small over the temples, whilst his hat pinched

the foreheadbi the cadet, but was loose over Constructiveness;

thus showing an increase of the intellectual organs, and par

ticularly the reflective, in the cadet, whose studies called these

faculties into powerful action, and an increase of Constructive

ness in the head of the mechanic.

I have always found Eventuality very large in Jews. They

were required to tell the Lord's doings to their children and

grand-children, in doing which, they powerfully exercise their

Eventuality. The same is true of the North American Indians,

who perpetuate their history in the memories of the rising race.

In the children of the rich, Acquisitiveness is almost invaria

bly small. Having every want supplied, and therefore no occa

sion for the exercise of this faculty, its organ becomes small

from mere disuse*

In nearly every soldier and inferior officer whom we exam

ined in Canada, (and they were hundreds,) we found predom

inant Firmness, Self-Esteem, Amativeness, and Alimentive-

ness, and laige to very large Combativeness, Destructiveness,

Hope, and perceptive Faculties ; with smaller Causality, and

deficient Conscientiousness and Acquisitiveness—the very or

ganization which their occupation woul I produce, provided our

doctrine of increase by exercise, and decrease by inaction, be

true. They cultivate a bold, daring, reckless spirit; drink and

carouse daily ; and have no occasion to exercise Acquisitive

ness, for their food, raiment, &c., are furnished, whilst their pay

is regular, and scarcely capable of being increased. All their

associations deaden Conscientiousness, and excite their passions.

It is possible that men with this organization seek the army,

* How beautiful and efficient a contrivance this for preventing the

-amassing of immense wealth in a particular family, and for scattering

the hoarded thousands of the miser! (See our article on the "hard

times," No. 2, p. 76.
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yet more probable that military associations enlarge and dK

minish their developments.

Our argument for the increase of organs by exercise, de

rives additional force from its beautiful harmony with many

analogous phenomena. In one of our examinations, reported

in the Journal, we related a fact, showing that the intense and

continuous action of organs, turned the hair above them gray.

We could give scores of facts of this class, accompanied with

names and dates. Another article, wrttten by a Canada cor

respondent, showed that the excitement of any faculty caused

an itching or tickling sensation of its organ. In another, we

showed that the recent activity oi faculties could always be

detected by the sharpness of their organs, &c.

Every reader, who will take the trouble to observe, will

find that when any of his faculties have been called into un-

usual activity, their organs feel as if crawling, or disturbed,

or feverish, or heated, according to the kind and extent of the

excitement. If it did not savor of egotism, we would relate

our own experience and observation, for the last ten years,

since we became conversant with this subject. Observe your

own mental exercises, in connection with your cerebral sensa

tions, and you will daily be more and more surprised at the

numerous and striking coincidences of this character. Those

who think, write, study, lecture,, &c., fnuch, will frequently

put their hands to their foreheads ; whilst those who are fond

of family, and much at home, when they sleep away from

their family, will involuntarily put their hands upon their so

cial organs.

President Mahan, of Oberlin, to whom all must concede a

highly excited state of the moral faculties, when recently

preaching in New York, often put his hands on the top of his

head. In short, this principle of the increase of organs by

exercise, will be found to harmonize most strikingly with all

the facts, and classes of faets, that can be brought to bear

upon it.

Again, we know that marked changes of character often,

take place. If, therefore, this principle of a corresponding

change of organs did not obtain, Phrenology could not be

true, because at war with the known manifestations of mind ;
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whereas, this principle goes far to prove its truth, by proving

a coincidence between known changes of character, and ac-

companying changes in the developments.

Turning from the organs to their faculties, we find them

also susceptible of improvement to a degree truly astonishing,

which, after all, is the thing mainly desired—the increase of

the organs being only a means of attaining this most important

end. Who does not know that every species of memory, taste,

judgment, and indeed every faculty of mind, are susceptible of

improvement to a degree really surprising ? and does not this

degree far exceed what is generally supposed ? This increased

powerof function, is gained, not exclusively, not even mainly,

by the increased size of their organs, but by their greater ac

tivity, and facility of action.

There is no principle or fact in nature, which we contemplate

with more intense delight, or in propagating which we glory

more, than the one which we are now advocating. It shows

how to improve the immortal mind, how to educate our race,

how to diminish human suffering, and promote man's highest

happiness. It holds out, in the language of demonstration, to

one and all, a sovereign remedy, a panacea, for all intellectual

weaknesses and moral maladies. Is your memory short or

treacherous to its trust, it shows you how to strengthen it. If

any of your passions predominate, it teaches you how to re

duce their power and activity ; or, if any faculty be weak or

inactive, it shows how to cultivate and invigorate it.

But it is to parents that it holds out by far the brightest star

of promise. You love your children as you love your own

souls, and are even more anxious to improve them than your

self, because you are too apt to regard your season for improve

ment as past. You are ever ready to expend your time or your

money, upon their intellectual or moral education ; but, unfor

tunately, hitherto you have only groped your way in the dim

twilight, while this principle opens upon you the full orb

of reason and mental science—the only correct guides to the

results you seek. But let it be remembered that so precious a

jewel as mental and moral improvement, cannot be purchased,

or obtained by proxy, or inherited, except in its rudiments,

but must be cultivated, and that by every one for himself.

Parents and teachers may indeed place the proper means or
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mental stimulants before the minds of the young, just as they

may place nourishing food before them,but can no more exer

cise the minds of children by proxy, than they can eat, or

sleep, or breaihe, or die for them.

Reader, do you desire to know how this can be effected ? Da

you wish this mine of self-improvement opened, so that you-

may begin now to lay up its richest treasures ? Then give u»

your ear. The means of self-improvement are simple, easily

applied, and within the reach of all ; and,, they are certain and

powerful. They consist simply in exercising the organs

you wish to improve ; and, in not exercising those you wish

to restrain. This, every one must do for himself, and do it,

not " here a little and there a little," but habitually ; and, the

richest harvests mortals can reap, will crown your efforts.—

harvests infinitely richer than all the mines of the world, be

cause harvests of moral pleasure and intellectual attainment;.

harvests as far above all earthly possessions, as mind is superi

or to matter.

Will you sow, that you may reap this harvest ? or, will you

fold your arms, and allow your brain, at least in part, to die ; yes,

to die while you live, merely from inaction ? Does not the glori

ous truth, just presented,, inspire your hope, and nerve your

determination to carry forward your intellectual and moral at-

taiments as high in the scale of improvement as nature will

allow ? Already, you eagerly ask, " how can we exercise our

faculties, so as to enlarge the organs i how bring them into

vigorous and continuous exercise ? hoiu discipline the intellects,

and call out the moral feelings of children and youth? Listen

again, and we will present

THE MEANS OF EXCITING THE FACULTIES.

Every faculty has its own proper aliment or stimulant, the

presentation of which naturally indflces spontaneous action.

Thus, Alimentiveness is stimulated, not by gold or diamonds,

but by food, its natural exciter. Hence, the sight of food, or

seeing others eat, or even the taste or smell of food, excites

hunger ; whereas, without these natural stimulants, Alimen

tiveness would have remained quiescent. Acquisitiveness is

stimulated to action by property, or the possession of things,

&c., but not by food, or distress, or danger. Causality is ex
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cited to action by bringing causes within its reach. To ex

cite and thereby strengthen this facu'ty, think, reason, inquire

.into the causes of things, and trace out the relations between

causes and effects—that is, bring this faculty into action

upon the causes, principles, and laws of things. Combative-

ness is excited by opposition, not by beef-steak, or money, or

a fact in philosophy.* Approbativeness is excited by praise

or reproach ; Benevolence, by suffering ; Reverence, by

thoughts of God; Conscientiousness, by right and wrong;

Ideality, by the beautiful, exquisite, or perfect; Mirthfulness,

by the laughable or ridiculous ; Locality, by travelling; ComJ

bativeness, by danger, &c.

But mark : one faculty cannot perform the function of any

other, or supply its place. Though a person having Acquis

itiveness small, may make money to leave his children rich,

or to show off, or to aid the poor, or to furnish the means of

acquiring knowledge ; yet, these motives neither excite nor

enlarge Acquisitiveness ; for, the first is an exercise of Philo-

progenitiveness ; the second, of Approbativeness ; the third,

of Benevolence ; the fourth, of Intellect, &c. To exercise

Acquisitiveness, therefore, he must make and love money to

possess and hoard—must love property to lay up, and for its

own sake. You may eat a meal, not because you relish it,

but because a certain hour has come—that is, from Time, not

Alimentiveness. Fighting desperately from motives of honor,

and not from love of fighting, is no more an exercise of Com-

bativeness or Destructiveness, than the apparent fondness, in

campany, of a husband and wife who cordially hate each

other, is an exercise of pure connubial love.

This illustration shows, first, that the precise nature, or le

gitimate function of every faculty, must be known, as well

as its natural aliment or stimulant ; and, secondly, that this

stimulant must be placed before the faculty so as to excite it,

in order thereby to enlarge it.

The first thing to be done, then, is to obtain a knowledge

of the function of every faculty, that we may know how to

excite it. To impart this knowledge, we shall briefly analyze

* This train of remarks does not refer to the power one faculty has of

bringing another faculty into action—a point to be elsewhere presented.
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each faculty ; and, in order to do this in the shortest and most

effectual method possible, we shall point out the adaptation

of each to its counterpart in nature, or to the end it attains in

the economy of man. Thus, Philoprogenitiveness is adapted

to the infantile condition of man ; Causality, to the arrange

ment or laws of cause and effect ; Cautiousness, to our being

in a world of danger ; Benevolence, to the sufferings of man

kind ; Alimentiveness, to the requirement and arrangement of

digestion ; Constructiveness, to our need of clothes, houses,

and things that are made, &c. We know of no short-hand

method of impressing indelibly, the nature and function of the

faculties at all to be compared to this, united with definition

instead of descriptions. Remembering this adaptation of a

faculty to its object, is comparatively easy, and this reveals its

true function.

Instead of following the arrangement of most Phrenologists,

and commencing with the propensities, we shall analize the

Intellectual Faculties first, and at the same time show

1. The Phrenological principles or conducting Educa

tion :

2. HOW TO IMPROVE EVERY KIND OF MEMORY : and

3. The means op strengthening and expanding the In

tellect.

These subjects are of vast importance to each and every

member of the human family, but especially to parents and

the young. To descant upon the value or utility of memory,

would be superfluous. We appeal to you who are rich, if you

would not gladly give your all, the necessaries of life alone

excepted, for a clear and retentive memory of all you have

ever seen, or heard, or known. What would not you, lawyers

and physicians give, to be able, without notes, to recall, clearly

and in order, every point of your evidence, every fact in your

practice, every point in the authors you have ever read ? Sim

ilar remarks apply to men of business, to whom a retentive

memory is, if possible, still more serviceable. How often has

the reader felt mortified in the extreme, and angry with him

self, because he has forgotten something he intended to say or

do ? How great the consequent inconvenience, and delay, and

even loss, which a good memory would have avoided ? How
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much more powerful and effective is that speaker who can dis

pense with notes, yet say all he wishes ; and, by the aid of a

clear and retentive memory, can bring to his aid thoughts and

arrangements previously prepared ? In short, is there any oc

cupation in life in which nearly every kind of memory is not

most useful? In many it is indispensable. We ask parents

whether transmitting to their children vigorous intellects and

retentive memories, is not one of the richest legacies they can

leave them ? and whether a poor memory, one that is treach

erous to its trust, is not a sad misfortune ?

Again: To be pioductive of pleasure, every action of our

lives must be governed by intellect, which is only another

name for experience and correct judgment. The man of feel

ing and impulse, is a man of sorrow and misfortune. The pro

pensities are blind, and blindly seek gratification ; whereas,

intellect directs them into the paths of virtue and happiness.

We grant, indeed, that the assistance of the moral faculties is

also indispensable, yet without intellect, even they are " blind

leaders of the blind;" producing all the anomalies and abomi

nations of paganism. Aided by intellect, men accomplish much

more, and that far better ; doing with their heads what unin-

tellectual men do with their hands.

And then again ; how rich are the treasures of knowledge !

How delightful the study of nature. "Knowledge is power."

Man is so constituted that to study the laws and phenomena of

nature—to witness chemical, philosophical, and other experi

ments—to explore the bowels of the earth, and to examine the

beauties, the curiosities, and the wonders of its surface—to

learn lessons of infinite power and wisdom as taught by as

tronomy—but more especially to study living, animated na

ture—to observe its adaptations and contrivances—in short, to

study nature in all her beauty, and variety, and perfection,

v constitutes a source of the highest possible gratification of

which the human mind is susceptible.

The reader is now prepared to go with us, first, into the

study of the intellect, at least in its elements, and, secondly,

into the means of strengthening and improving it.

We propose now to point out the various kinds of memory,

and the means of strengthening each, as well as of securing

mental discipline.
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The organs of the Intellectual Faculties, occupy the fore

head, or that portion of the head usually uncovered by the hair;

and their size may be ascertained by observing the amount of

brain forward of a perpendicular line elevated from the most

prominent portion of those bones which are forward of the

ear, and run forward towards the eye, and bind the muscle

with which we move the under jaw, called the zigomatic

arch* This prominence is on a line with that tabular, eleva

ted portion of the scull on which the intellectual lobe lies.

These faculties are usually divided into two classes; yet, we

are satisfied that making a third class will still farther faciliate

their study. The first developed of these, as well as the most

important, are the organs in the middle portion of the fore

head, embracing Individuality, Eventuality, and Comparison,

which might be called the knowing organs, being the first,

if not the main, channels through which a knowledge of things,

especially of the phenomena and laws of things, flows into the

mind. All children will be found to have a great fulness, if

not marked prominence, commencing above the nose, and ex

tending upward through the middle of the forehead, to its up

per part ; and, in accordance with this development, all children

have an insatiable curiosity to see, see, see everything ; to

know all about whatever is passing; and to ask what is this,

and what is that ; together with a remarkably retentive mem

ory of stories, facts, and what they have seen, heard, or read.

Besides being a proof of the truth of Phrenology, this shows

how to educate children ; namely, by showing them things,

rather than books—byexhibiting facts, and explaining the op

erations and phenomena of nature. But the force of this

remark will be the mora evident after we have analyzed these

organs separately. They are

INDIVIDUALITY :

Or observation of things : curiosity to see and examine ob

jects : examination of things as independent existences,

and in their isolated capacity.

This is the looking faculty. Its one distinctive function is to

see things. It asks " what is this, and what is that i" It

*This is far better than measuring from the ears forward which mea«-

ures a portion of the propensities.
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creates that intellectual curiosity, as well as that instinctive de

sire to examine and discover things, which has resulted in most

of the discoveries in modern science, improvements in agricul

ture, the arts, &c. It constitutes the stepping-stone, or dooi

of entrance through which a knowledge of things, as things,

is received into the mind, and takes cognizance of what is

ealled the divisibility of matter, or that quality which allows

a body to be divided and subdivided " ad infinitum," while

each portion cut off still remains a distinct thing.

Adaptation.—On looking at any thing, say a book or pen,

the first impression received from it is, that it is a thing. It

is its personality, its individuclity, its thingness, which first

enters the mind. Before we can examine its properties or

uses, we must know that it is a something. Matter is parcelled

out into things without number, each of which has a separate

existence of its own. Thus, who can count the sands upon the

sea shore, or the leaves or twigs of the forest, or the particles

of matter ? And yet, each, in its very nature, has a separate

existence of its own. To this necessary property of matter,

theiefore, this faculty is adapted.

The infant of a few hours, or at least, days old, begins to»

look at surrounding objects, to gaze, and stare, and notice. In

deed, this appears to be the first intellectual organ exercised

and, during childhood and youth, it evinces this curiosity to;

see, and handle every thing, to pull things apart so as to see

what is inside of them, &c., seeming to be one of the strongest

intellectual desires and functions of children.

This looking tendency of children is too strong, too univer

sal to be mistaken, and the result to which it leads is equally

general—equally conclusive. It says, and in language too

loud, too plain to be unheard or misunderstood—the language

of nature—that children must be taught by observation, first

and mainly, from books, afterward and secondarily. This

curiosity of children, and the extraordinary development of

Individuality in them, expose the fallacy of the almost uni

versal opinion, that they can neither learn nor know any

thing till they can read and spell, and of the custom of consu

ming five or more years of the most valuable portion of their

ives, upon reading and spelling. The fact is, education

is begun at the wrong end, and continued wrong through
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out. Should we not follow the order in which their organs

are developed ? Shall wc put them to studying subjects which

they have not yet the powers to comprehend ? As well set the

blind to select colors, or the deaf to learn music.

This error is almost fatal to intellectual exercise, and of

course to the development either of the intellectual organs or

their faculties. Reading is arbitrary, and requires a vigor

ous and protracted exercise of intellect : observation is perfect

ly natural and easy, as much so as breathing or sleeping.

Learning to read is irksome, and therefore repulsive, while

observation is delightful ; and all know with how much more

ease and profit the mind engages in that mental study which is

agreeable. Learning to read does not interest children, and

therefore does not exercise, and hence cannot enlarge, their in

tellectual organs, while observation, having things shown and

explained to them, delights them beyond measure. Teach

children things first, books afterwards, thereby calling the in

tellectual organs into powerful action, which enlarges them,

and strengthens their faculties. No wonder mankind are so uu-

intcllectual. No wonder they will flock by thousands to see

monkey shows, circus exhibitions, &c., but take little interest

in purely scientific or intellectual matters. True, they flock to

hear an eloquent speaker, because he rouses their feelings; yet,

how few go to hear close reasoning, or see an exhibition of

facts. No wonder that mankind spend most of their time, de

sires, &c.,upon the gratification of their feelings and passions,

and that even their religious belief and practice are mainly a

matter of education or feeling. This lamentable deficiency of

intellect is certainly not constitutional, or the fault of man's

nature ; for, as already seen, Phrenology lays down the doc

trine as fundamental and universal, that intellect should direct

and govern all our feelings, even the moral and religious : and

that what nature requires, she provides. She requires the as

cendency of the intellect, and, accordingly, all children have

superior intellects ; far better, in proportion, than adults. How

much oftener will the reader see fine foreheads on children than

on grown persons ? But why this relative increase of organs

destined by nature to guide and sway man ? For the same

reason that colored children have better heads than colored

adults, and colored people at the North, than those at the
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South : namely, because nature does more for them than edu

cation perfects—because they become weak from mere inac

tion. The cause of this inaction, we have given, namely,

want of interest in their studies ; and this want of interest

is because their studies are above their comprehension, and not

adapted to their faculties.

We know, indeed, that we are advocating a bold innovation ;

that we are sapping, or rather undermining the very foundation

of education; that we are demolishing, at a single stroke, an

idol to which parents cling as they do to their children them

selves, and on whose altar millions are sacrificed in body, and

nearly all in mind—but we cannot help it ; for, our data is

Phrenology, and our inferences conclusive. From the uni

versal fact that Individuality is the first and most prominently

developed intellectual organ of children, there is no appeal ;

and, from our inference that, therefore, this organ should be

brought into habitual action in them ; that to show and explain

things to them should even be the leading object of early ed

ucation, is direct and unequivocal. That teaching them to

read and spell, exercises their observing powers but little, or at

least not to any extent worth naming, is self-evident. It absolute

ly prevents observation, instead of promoting it. What is there

within the walls of a school house for children to see ? Abso

lutely nothing but an occasional prank of some mischievous

scholar, at which, if they see, they naturally laugh, for which

they get chastised or boxed over the ears, accompanied with a

"There, now, see that you keep your eyes on your book." As

well chastise them for breathing, or for being hungry ! Shut

out from the view of objects at school, and mostly confined

within doors while at home, no wonder that they lose their

curiosity, and find their intellects enfeebled. Their arms, or

feet, or any other physical organ, if laid up in a sling, or pre

vented from exercise, would also become enfeebled. At three

years old, just when they require all the physical energies of

their yet delicate nature fir growth, they must be confined in

a school house ; their growth thereby stinted ; and often fatal

disease engendered, and all to spoil their intellects. True,

parents mean it for the best, but that no more obviates the evil

consequences, than to give them arsenic, intending to benefit

them, would prevent its killing them.
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But this bold, and at first apparently revolting position, is-

still farther established by observing the method by which the

human mind arrives at all correct conclusions. Reasoning alone,

without its being founded upon observation, cannot teach any

thing. Would reason alone have ever discovered, or ever per

fected, Phrenology? Can reason teach us, in the first instance,

that a function of a muscle is motion, or of a nerve, sensation ;

that the eye was made to see; that heat can be obtained from

trees? that water can quench thirst, and food satiate hunger?

that a stone thrown into the air will fall again to the earth?

Observation must always precede reasoning. After we have

seen thousands of stones that were thrown into the air return

to the earth; seen food satiate hunger, and water quench thirst,

thousands of times, &c., we may then begin to reason that other

stones thrown into the air, will also fall to the earth, that food in

other cases will satisfy hunger, and water allay thirst, &c. The

inductive method of studying nature, namely, by observing

facts, and ascending through analogous facts up to the laws

that govern them, is the only way to arrive at correct conclu

sions—the only safe method of studying any science or opera

tion of nature, Phrenology included, or of ascertaining any

truth in nature.

Now, the minds of children are only the minds of adults in

embryo. The former are compelled, by an unbending law

of mind, to gain all their knowledge by the same process by

which the latter perfect theirs—by observation, followed by

reason. Then let children be taught this lesson of induction as

their first lesson, their main lesson during childhood. This

lesson never falsifies ; books and papers sometimes do ; and

thereby bias and warp their judgment, implant errors, and

blind reason.

We now appeal whetherwe aFe not on philosophical ground,

as well as phrenological—whether we are not planted on a law

of mind, and whether education should not be made to conform

to it. Is not this point self-evident ? and should not education

be at once remodeled in harmony with it ? We doubt whether

fifty years will pass, if twenty, before this fundamental change

'ill be brought about. We even expect to live to see it, even

lough the good (?) old way is so thoroughly rivited upon the

flections of parents. But let every reader ask himself what
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good his books did him while a child ? Let him look around,

and he will doubtless find, what we have been astonished to

observe, that many men having the strongest minds as well as

memories, and the best business talents, do not know how to

read or write. Let him ask which is preferable, book-learning,

or common sense? a college learned sapling, or a strong-minded,

common sense citizen who cannot read ? and train his children

accordingly.

Not that we would have reading, writing, and spelling neg

lected, but we would make them secondary, both as to time,

and as to intrinsic importance.

The course pointed out by Phrenology, then, is simply this.

Even before your child is three months old, place a variety of

objects before it ; take it into rooms and places which it has

not yet seen ; hold it often to the window to look abroad upon

nature, and see things that may be passing, &c. At six

months, take hold of the things shown it, and call them by

name, as plate, bowl, knife, fork, spoon, table, bed, &c. At

one and two years old, take it out of doors much, (which will

strengthen its body as well as afford increased facilities for

seeing things,) show it flowers, trees, leaves, fruit, animals,

&c., in their ever-varying genera and species ; and when it

asks you * Pa, what is this ?" " Ma, what is that ?" instead of

chiding them with an " Oh, dear, you pother me to death with

your everlasting questions, do hush up," take pains to explain

all, and even to excite their curiosity to know more. Take

them daily into your fields, or gardens, or shops, and while

you arc procuring them the means of physical support and

comfort, store their minds with useful knowledge. Even if

they hinder you, rejoice; remembering that you are developing

their immortal minds—a matter of infinitely greater impor

tance than adorning their persons, or leaving them rich, Sac.

As they become three and four years old, take them to the

Museum : show them all the fish, birds, animals &c. Tell them

all that is known about the habits, actions, and condition of

each, (not all in a day, or in a year,) and provide them with

books on natural history, with explanatory cuts, (what, for

children to read before they have learned their letters ? no,

bnt) so that, as they clamber upon your lap, and fold their fihal

arms around your willing neck, you may show them these pic
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tures, and read what is said of their habits, dispositions, modes

of life, &c. Show them the minerals, their diversity, colors,

kinds, &c. ; and then take them into the laboratory of nature,

and show them the operations of the chemical and philosoph

ical world.

Take them again into your garden ; show them a pretty

flower, (reader, did you ever see a child that was not extraor

dinarily fond of flowers ?) show them its parts and the uses of

of each; the calyx and its texture and location as adapted to

the protection of the flower ; the petals and their office; the

stamins, and their office ; the pistil, and all its other parts, with

the uses and functions of each, and your child will be delighted

beyond measure. The next day, show it another and different

flower ; point out their resemblances and differences, and you

not only gratify, or rather excite and develope your child's in

tellectual curiosity, but also teach it to analyze, compare, clas

sify, &c.—the first step in reasoning.

"But I do not know enough," says one parent. Then go

and learn. Let young ladies spend less time over their toilet,

music, love-tales, parties, " setting their caps," &c., so that

they can learn the more, and be the better qualified to culti

vate the intellects of their children. Parents are solemnly

bound, in duty to their children and their God, not to become

parents till they are qualified to educate and govern their chil

dren.

" But I have not the time" says another. Then you should

not have time to marry. Take time first to do what is most

important. But more hereafter on the duties of parents to

educate their own children, and also of the qualifications

requisite for this most responsible office. We will first show

how to educate children, and then, how to find time to do it.

And yet, strange inconsistency, many young people rush head

long into the marriage state, totally unqualified to train up

their children, either intellectually or morally. And it is still

more strange, that, with all the interest felt in this subject, and

all the efforts made to improve it, we have only made matters

worse ; because not founded in the nature of man.

Having thus laid the foundation of education in observa

tion, not books, we proceed to build its first story, which

consists in the cultivation of
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EVENTUALITY.*

Or desire to witness or make experiments : to find out what

is: to know what has been, or to ascertain what will be:

love of knowledge: thirst for information: desire to

hear and relate anecdotes : recodection of action, phe

nomena, occurrences, circumstances, historical facts, the

news of the day, events, 8,-c.

Adaptation.—Nature is one great theatre of action, mo

tion, and change. These changes, or operations, are almost

infinite in numher and variety. Rivers are ever running, the

tides ebhing and flowing ; the seasons going and returning ;

vegetation springing up, arriving at maturity, or returning to

decay; and all nature, whether animate or inanimate, undergo

ing one continual round of changes. Man, so far from being ex

empt from this law, is a perfect illustration of it. In

stead of being placed in the midst of one monotonous now,

one unchanging sameness, his heart is ever beating, blood al

ways flowing, lungs ever in motion, and his mind (at least in its

waking state) experiencing a number and variety of incidents

or events never to be told ; for, the very recital of them, would

only double their number. Innumerable historical events have

been continually transpiring from the first dawn of human

existence, until now, widening and varying with the addition

of every successive being to our race. To be placed in a one-

condition state, in which no changes or events occur, would

preclude all happiness ; for, the very experiencing of pleasure

or pain, or even of any mental exercise, is itself an event.

Even the sciences themselves are only an enumeration of the

operations, or the doings of nature. Or, in case these changes

existed, if man had no primary faculty which could take cog

nizance of them, or remember them, nature would be a

sealed book ; suffering and enjoyment impossible ; experience,

our main guide to certain knowledge, and the best of teachers,

unknown ; and all the memory of the past and even of our

own past existence, obliterated.

Eventuality, therefore, adapts man to his existence in a world

of changes or events ; lays up rich treasures of knowledge ;

* In this work, we shall pay but little attention to the order^m which

authors describe the organs ; but, in this portion of it, shall analyze the

organs either in the order of their natural connextion and development,

or importance, as will best present and enforce our ideas.

' o
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recalls what we have seen, heard, read, or experienced ; is the

main store-house of experimental knowledge ; and, aids reason

in teaching us what urill be from what has been. The function

of no intellectual faculty is more important, and the loss of

none, more injurious. Its development follows closely upon that

of Individuality^ being one of the earliest and strongest intel

lectual faculties manifest in children. Without this to retain

the knowledge they are hourly acquiring, they could not ad

vance a single step in acquiring that experimental knowledge

of things, the application of which is indispensable in every

thing we say or do. The constitution of the human mind re

quires that Individuality, or a craving curiosity to see every

thing, should be developed and exercised before reason, or any

other intellectual faculty ean be brought into action ; and, sec

ondly, that Eventuality or memory of things seen, and knowl

edge acquired, should follow next ; and, that these two mental

operations should constitute the main body of all our knowl

edge, as well as the only correct basis of all reasoning. Infer

ences, not drawn from facts, or not founded in them, are val

ueless. Reason without facts, is like an eye in total darkness,

or rather, reasoning cannot exist without being based on facts y

or, more properly,reasoning is only a general fact, a law which

governs a given class of nature's operations. This arguing

and drawing inferences independent of facts is not reasoning,

only guessing, or surmising, or giving a therefore, without a

wherefore, which is no guide totruth, and worse than valueless-r

for, like an " ignis fatuus," it only misleads.

These remarks, though they present the function of Event

uality in its true light, by no means do justice to its importancer

which it is impossible for words to express. Still, they show

the necessity of its cultivation in children, and that every other

faculty, except observation, which is its twin-sister, must give

way to its improvement. We shall next consider,

THE MEANS OF STRENGTHENING MEMORT 01" EVENTS.

This can be effected only by calling it into vigorous and

habitual exercise ; and. this must be done, particularly in

children, by keeping before the mind interesting events to be

remembered. All this can not be done in school ; for, little

occurs there to be remembered except their plays. A short

story will best illustrate and enforce this point.-
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.eacher taking a little girl upon his knee, asked her if she

nt to school. " Yes, sir," said she. " And what do you do

.11 school?" inquired he ; "I set on a bench and say A," was

her answer. Children from three years old and upwards, aie

sent to school to set on a bench and say A; or, to spell A B, ab;

or, B A, ba, KEB, ker, ba-ker, &c., which theydo by rote, just

as a parrot says " pretty polly," and know just as much about

it, and it does them " nearly" as much good ; whereas, confi

ning them in-doors, preventing their taking exercise, tven to

their nestling »r moving on their seats, for which they are often

punished, and also compelling them to breathe a vitiated atmo

sphere, does them a thousand fold more harm than saying

Ji does them good. Strange that parents and teachers have so

long violated this leading principle of intellectual culture, and

no wonder that so many are consequently cursed with treach

erous memories. Swing up the arm or foot of a child six

or more hours daily, for years, and punish it for moving it,

and see if it does not become as feeble as the memory of most

persons ; and, for precisely the same reason—inaction.

In addition to this, children are required to remember what

does not at all interest them. Of what interest to them is the

calling of a certain shape by A ; of another, by B., &c. ; or that

a b spell ab? Just the same that " pretty polly" is to the par

rot, and for the same reason. But only tell them a story, or

just show and explain passing things to them, and they are in

stantly electrified with interest. Their attention is riveted, and

their memory of the story, or of the thing seen, is powerfully

excited, and the organ of Eventuality exercised, and thereby

enlarged.

Do you ask, then, what course of early education Phrenol-

eSy points out ? We answer: Show them things, and what

ihings do. Tell them stories, and exhibit io ihem the opera

tions ofnature first ; teach them to read and spell afterward.

Are you a mother, or a nurse? Have you never seen chil

dren, opening their eyes with the dawn of day, plead " mother,

tell nee a story,"—" please, mother, do tell me a story" ? And

have you never heard the impatient answer, "0 hush; I've told

you all the stories I know"? We know nothing that will stop

a child's crying, quicker than telling it a story. We know of
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no mode equally delightful to them, and, I might add, equally

profitable.

There is a vast amount of common sense and human nature

in the Bible. To say nothing of its authenticity, how perfectly

it harmonizes with this principle, when it directs the children

of Israel "to tell the Lord's doings to their children, and their

childrens' children, and they again to theirs, by the way-side,

and by the fire-side, when you lay down, and when you rise

up." "Write them upon the doors," &c., that they may be a

perpetual token of remembrance, &c. In other words : Tell

your children, your grand-children, and your great grand-chil

dren, the story of God's dealings with the children of Israel;

their sojourn in Egypt ; their departure ; their wanderings in

the desert; their rebellions, and all the incidents connected with

Jewish history. The tenacious adherence of this nation to

their ancient customs, renders it highly probable that this in

junction is followed more or less to this day; and, accordingly,

we have invariably found Eventuality surprisingly large in

the Jews ; larger than in any other class we examine. It is

probably not too much to add, that our best oriental and his

torical scholars are Jews. From what we have seen of them

in this respect, we unhesitatingly assert, that they far exceed

any other people. But of this the reader can judge for himself.

What history equals that of Josephus for accuracy or minute

ness of detail ? And is not the Bible, considered merely as a

history, characterized for the same qualities ?

Again : The North American Indians perpetuate their histo

ries in the memories of the rising race. The old grand-father,

too feeble to wield the tomahawk, or chase the stag, takes his

little grand-son upon his knee, and recounts to him, with a

minuteness and accuracy of which we can form no idea, the

battles he has fought, the enemies he has killed, and the man

ner of killing them, his journeys and every little circumstance

connected therewith, even to the starting of a deer, or the fly

ing of an owl ; as well as the looks of the country, the mount

ains crossed, and rivers forded, and their windings, &c. A spe

cimen of their astonishing powers of recollecting and narrating,

is to be found in the life of Blackhawk, dictated by him to an

interpreter after his first visit to this country, some of which

N
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was extracted into the Journal, Vol. I, No. 2. That article the

writer prepared ; and, in looking over the work for selections

to illustrate his developments, we were surprised at the perspi

cuity and minuteness of details of his story. Beginning back

at the time when his tribe inhabited Montreal, he told those

prophetic revelations which preceded their removal, and all the

incidents of their successive journeys as the whites drove them

back, and still farther back : the particulars of his joining Te-

cumseh in fighting against Gen. Harrison : the details of the

war in which he was taken: the injustice of the whites : his

travels through the United States : whom he saw, and what

was said on various occasions, &c., &c., with a detailed precis

ion which is rarely if ever found in our own race, and that at

the age of 70. We hazard nothing in saying that the Indians

know more of their national history than the Anglo-Saxons do

of theirs ; because, the former tell it to their children in the form

of stories, while the latter put it in their libraries, and teach

their children to u set on a bench and say A." Let the two

but be united—the very course we propose to pursue—and the

attainments of our children would doubtless be incredible, far

exceeding any thing now known.

Let every reader ask himself whether he does not remember

the incidents and stories of childhood with a clearness and

minuteness with which his present memory bears no compari

son ? But why this weakening of this kind of memory ? Be

cause you sat "on a bench and said A" ; that is, because your

early education repressed instead of exciting Eventuality ; s6

that its inaction diminished it, and not because the constitution

of man requires it to become enfeebled by age. You had

nothing to remember, and therefore remembered nothing. And

if you wish to improve your memory, go to remembering; for,

the more you try to remember, the more you do remember,

and the more you remember, the better you are able to remem

ber. It is a mistaken notion that the more you charge your

memory with, the less you remember. The reverse is the

fact, unless other things confuse you, and wear out your brain.

Ask our post office clerks if they do not find their memorie - of

names, faces, changes ordered, &c., to :'mprowe_instead of be

coming weaker. Many a lesson of this character have my
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travels taught me. In South-Boston, I requested several om

nibus drivers to do errands in Boston, bring over one thing and

another, and noticed that they never took a memorandum of

the errand, and never made a mistake. They often do twenty

errands at a trip, and do not put down a single one on paper ;

yet, never make a mistake. The second time I went to the

post-office in Boston, the clerk, without looking over the letters,

told me I had none. I requested him to look. He said it

was of no use, still, to satisfy me, he looked but found none .

and, scores of times, he told me that there was or there was not

any thing for me, the moment he saw my face, without mybeing

able to detect a single mistake. If he said yes, he found some

thing ; if no, nothing. Must it not require a most extraordina

ry act of memory to tell whether any of the vast number of

mails arriving daily, brought a letter for me or not, or for any

of the thousands that were constantly applying, whether stran

gers, as I was, or citizens ? Yet, doubtless, every reader of

these pages, might have had, perhaps can yet obtain, as good

a memory about any thing, if not every thing, as this clerk has.

My own experience on this point is, perhaps, worth relating.

From the first, I have practised giving written descriptions

of character along with charts ; and, when a company, or

when several were examined in succession, being compelled to

postpone the writing till I had more leisure, I charged my

mind with two things ; first, the size of every organ in each

person examined; and, secondly, with what I said about

each, until I could write them out, which often was not till

days afterward, and till hundreds in the mean time had been

examined. I sometimes took memoranda at the time, but

would not look at them till I had written what I remember

ed, and have seldom had occasion to add any thing. When I

did not charge my mind with the examination, it passed out

of my mind as the person left the room, unless it was worthy

of being remembered, or unless my brain was overcome with

fatigue. To say that my memory, not only of examinations

but, also of places, faces, and the size of organs, has doubled

ten times, is to fall short of the fact. It is rare that a circum

stance, though trifling in itself, is mentioned as connected with

my visit to a certain place, or family, which is not remem-
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bered, the only difficulty being in remembering names—a point

to which, till recently, I never attended; and now, only slightly.

In Boston, having occasion to order an article by packet from

Philadelphia, on taking out my pencil to write the name of

the ship and captain,its leads were out, and no means of making

the memoranda were at hand. Applying this principle, I

thought it over and over and over again, till "The Robt. Wain,"

Capt. Martin, was indelibly impressed upon my recollection.

In visiting families—and I often have appointments every eve

ning for three weeks ahead—I never allow myself to note down

either name, date, street, number, or hour, or the number to

be examined, and all from practising the principle I am ur

ging. Nor would the gold of the world, if such a thing were

possible, buy of me the mere improvement in the various kinds

of memory effected by this course. Let the reader practise it,

and in five years, he, too, will say the same. Nay, more.

Doubtless every reader may double the power of any kind, or

of all kinds, of memory in six months, and improve it fifty

per cent in one month. At least, it is worth the trial—which

is only the vigorous and habitual exercise of your mind upon

what you wish to remember ; a simple remedy, but a glorious

result.

Following out this principle, I seldom lecture from notes,

but from memory alone ; though never commit, in which, not

having practised, I do not excel. My work on Phrenology

was composed, not from notes, but from recollecting the heads

and characters of those described in it ; and, I could fill ten

more just such volumes from the same source, without depart

ing one iota from what was said at the examination, except

omitting unimportant parts.

These remarks about myself, which might be greatly extend

ed, are not prompted by a boastful spirit; for, I claim no great

credit for doing what my business compels me to do ; but, by

a desire to present the reader with a scene from real life as a

sample of the means of exercising, and thereby improving, the

powers of memory, especially, of Eventuality, as well as to

illustrate the great law on which the education of the opening

mind should be conducted. I will just add, that the study of

Phrenology far exceeds all the mental exercises I ever experi

enced or read of, for disciplining the memory, and improving
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the mind. Its study is, therefore, cordially recommended not

only on account of the glorious truths and rich mines of thought

it opens, but merely as a means of strengthening the memory,

and improving the mind. But more of this after I have

analyzed the other intellectual faculties.

Were other illustrations of the extent to which memory may

be carried by exercising it, necessary, I might state cases rela

ted to me in my practice. Mr. White, dentist, Tenth street,

near George, Philadelphia, informs me that his wife's uncle,

who resides near Reading, Pa., was unable to read, or write, or

keep books, and yet, that he usually did business to the amount

of hundreds of thousands of dollars, annually, without ever

having been known to make a mistake as to the amount due

from him or to him, till after he became intemperate.

After giving this lecture in Clinton Hall, in February last,

a gentleman stated to me that he knew an extensive drover in

the New York market, who could not read, write, or keep

books ; yet, who would sell out a drove of hundreds of cattle,

one to one man, another to another, a half to a third, and a

quarter to another, and yet, keep every one in his head, their

weight and price, and amount due from each ; and, said he "I

never knew a single mistake ; and, what is more, he will do

the same of droves sold years ago. He stated it as his full

conviction, that he never forgot a single hoof he ever sold, or

its weight, or price, or purchaser. If the reader thinks that

this draws too largely upon his marvellousness, I reply, wait a

little ; for, you may yet see collateral evidence of its truth. I

give it as my full and deliberate opinion, that the mind of man

is so constituted as to be able, if properly disciplined, and if the

body be kept in the right state, to retain every thing it ever

received. Unquestionably, our memories are originally consti

tuted to be fact tight—to let no event of our lives, nothing

ever seen, heard, or read, escape us, but to recall every thing

committed to its trust. Look at the astonishingly retentive

memories of children. And yet their brains are still soft and

immature. What, then, might the memory of adults become ?

As much stronger, more minute, and tenacious, as their brains

are capable of becoming more solid and vigorous. But mod

ern education weakens, instead of improving the memory ; first,

t>" ^»'*xing, weakening, and almost destroying the tone and
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power of the body, and thereby the vigor of the organs in

the base of the brain, including the perceptive or knowing or

gans,* and, secondly, by giving them, especially Eventuality

little stimulus, little food, so that it becomes enfeebled by sheer

starvation and inaction. It has little to do, and therefore does

not do that little ; carying out the principle that " From him

that hath not, shall be taken away even that he hath."

A similar fact, but one still more in point, occurs in the case

of Mr. McGrugan, of Milton, Pa. In 1836, we examined

his head, and foundall the intellectual organs amply developed.

We well remember the bold prominences of Causality, as well

as the perpendicular ridge, somewhat resembling a part of a

pipe stem, which we observed in the centre of the forehead,

which indicates the recent enlargement of this organ. In our

visit to Chambersburg, Pa., in 1839, Mr. McGrugan, waited

on us to request an hour's interview. He then expressed him

self in the strongest terms as to the extent to which memory

was capable of being improved, expressing the strongest desire

to be, what his age and circumstances prevented his becoming,

a public lecturer, simply that he might enforce upon young

men the importance of memory, and the means of cultivating it.

He said that at twenty-five, his memory was most miserable.

If he went from his house to his shop for any thing, he usually

forgot what he went for. If he went to town, he forgot most

of his errands. He could not recollect any thing he read or

heard, neither names, nor words, nor dates, nor facts. At

length he resolved no longer to submit to this forgetfulness,

but to discipline his mind, in doing which he adopted the fol

lowing method. When he wanted any thing from his house,

he would think over and over in his mind what it was he

wanted, thus exercising his Eventuality upon it, and thereby

remembered it. He would read a passage and re-read it, and

then think it over and over, or in phrenological language,

would exercise his Eventuality upon it, strongly impressing it

upon that faculty. He would then lay by his book, and still

revolve it in his mind, and then read another passage, and go

through the same process in reference to both together, and so

' - * The proof and explanation of the relative or reciprocal influences

between the body and the base of the brain, will be given hereafter.
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on with the entire book ; thus constantly exercising his event

uality. After a little, he could keep the history of two books,

and then of three, and four, each clearly before his mind at

once, and carry them along in his memory as he read them.

But he found he forgot names. He pursued the same course

in reference to this kind of memory, and thus improved it also.

But he found that he forgot where on the page he left off, and

was obliged to turn down a leaf. This would not do. He

each time impressed upon his locality where he left off, and that

in each book, and shortly found this kind of memory likewise

improved. He also exercised his Causality in philosophizing

upon what he read. Now, if Phrenology be true, his organs

of Eventuality, Locality, Language, &c., must have been

small, but they are now all remarkably large, showing their

increase by exercise, and he informed me that now, at sixty

years of age, his mind is more vigorous, and his memory

more retentive, than ever before—that it still goes on improv

ing, though at his age all kinds of memory, are usually feeble,

and declining.

Let it be observed, that he took the very method for the

increase of organs pointed out by Phrenology, namely, the

vigorous exercise of the very powers he wished to improve.

He is acknowledged to have the best memory, and to be the

best informed man in central Pennsylvania. Lawyers, doctors,

and the literati from all that section, go to him to obtain infor

mation on doubtful points, and deem it a great privilege to hear

him talk, or gather that information which his extensive read

ing and perfectly retentive memory enables him to impart. Let

those who have poor memories, go and do likewise; for, your

memory, equally with his, is susceptible of improvement, and

probably to as great a degree, provided your constitution is

unimpaired, health good, and regimen proper.

This case furnishes an additional fact to show the increase

of the organs ; for, if Phrenology be true, his Eventuality

must have been small at twenty-five ; but it has now become

large, from its exereise.

Ellihu Burritt, the learned blacksmith, is another sample of

what man's mind is capable of accomplishing. [See Journal,

Vol. Ill, p, 27.]
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Parentage unquestionably contiibutes its quota to this re

sult, but education must perfect it. Ml children have prodi

gious Eventuality, and all adults might have it, if they would

but tax their memories. If Mt. Burritt's case does not prove

that all can be Burritt's, Mr. McGrugan's goes far to favor

that all may be McGrugans. Reader, only try the experiment

as we direct, and I will stand sponsor for any failure except

your failure to persevere in trying it—you giving credit in

case of a successful issue.

I might sustain the point I am now urging by almost any

number and variety of similar facts, and afford additional en

couragement to those who are disposed to try it, but if what has

already been said is not abundantly sufficient, both to prove

our position, and to encourage, especially the young, to adopt

the simple and easy course pointed out, additional labor would

be in vain. Still, that he that runs may read, and that no stone

maybe left unturned in order to elevate the intellectual

character and standing of man, I will add a few directions, as

samples of what is to be done, and how to do it.

When you retire at night, devote fifteen minutes a review

of the events, sayings, and transactions of each day. Thus : I

rose (Eventuality) this morning at six o'clock, (Time,) went

to such places, (Eventuality, Locality,) and did such and such

things (Eventuality) before breakfast, (Time,) which I ate a

seven o'clock, (Time,) said and heard such and such things at

breakfast, (here recall the subject-matter of conversation,) went

about such a business, (Eventuality,) saw Mr. —, (Form,) who

said such and such things, (Eventuality.) This angered me,

and I said thus and so in reply, (but ought not to have lost my

temper, and will avoid it in future,) and so on to the end of the

day. Every Saturday evening, extend these reviews of the

past through the week, and then often recall the events of

childhood and youth. This course, besides disciplining your

memories, teaches you one of the very best lessons you can

possibly learn. It will enable you to see your past errors, and

to avoid them for the future—will give you a just estimate of

your doings, sayings, &c., and, though it may drop a tear of

penitence over the wrong in feeling, conduct, expression, &c.,

yet it will be the most effective instrument of reform and self
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control you can employ; because, the pain felt in contemplating

the wrong, and the pleasure connected with a review of the

good and the virtuous, will instinctively lead you to avoid the

former and practice the latter; and for precisely the same

reason that a burnt child keeps out of the fire, namely, because

it pained him, or that a happy man seeks again and again the

causeoi that happiness. Does not this course commend itself to

the good sense of the reader, at least enough to secure a trial?

This same course should be pursued by parents and teachers

in regard to children. Ask them what they have seen to-day,

and when they tell you one or more things, ask them what

else, and then what else, and get them to tell over all the par

ticulars of the doings of the day, which will cultivate their

Language as well as Eventuality. Then induce them to tell

over what they saw at such and such times that you may name;

to tell you the story you told them about Franklin, or Wash

ington, or the Revolution, &c., which may have before been

told them. Let the elder children tell stories to the younger,

and let the aged and doting grand-father tell them the habits

of men when he was a boy, and recount to them the scenes of .

his youth, &c.

Closely connected with this subject, is one of great import

ance, namely, having the recollections of childhood and youth

all pleasurable. Man not only recalls the past, but he enjoys

or suffers from those recollections. A single dark spot, a single

act of our lives that leaves a moral stain upon its recollection,

is ever afterwards capable of piercing us with the keenest of

pangs, while the recollection of what is pleasurable, throws a

bright beam of pleasure upon us every time it is recalled, equal

to that experienced in the event itself, which thus doubles the

pleasure connected with the event a thousand times. Hence,

it is immensely important that all our recollections should be

pleasurable—that childhood and youth should be made, and

should render themselves as happy as possible ; which will

greatly facilitate and induce that exercise, and consequent im

provement, in the memory we are urging.

I now put it to the common sense of every reflecting mind

whether the course thus far pointed out, does not commend

itself to every reflecting mind as infinitely superior to the pres

ent method of educating children ? whether it does not account
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for the miserably poor memories of most adults by ascribing

it to their not being exercised ? whether this not exercising

the memory is not caused by children's want of interest in

the common studies of the schools ? and whether this coursa

is not in perfect harmony with the nature, laws, and action of

mind, particularly in children ? If so, let it be adopted.

Another important suggestion, growing out of this analysis

of Eventuality is, showing them experiments, chemical, phil

osophical, &c., &c. " What 1" exclaims an astounded reader,

"teach children chemistry, natural philosophy, natural history,

&c., and that before they are taught to read? I thought

you were a crazy simpleton before, but now I know you are."

Wait, reader, till we see whether this craziness and utter folly

do not appertain to the present course of early education, in

stead of to this phrenological course. After showing the child

things, flowers, animals, the contents of museums, &c., as point

ed out under the head of Individuality, and telling them sto

ries, and exciting their Eventuality, as just described, show

them the changes and phenomena of matter. Show them the

whole process of vegetation, from planting the seed in the

ground, up through all of its changes of swelling, sprouting,

taking root, shooting forth out of the ground, becoming a thri

ving plant or vegetable, budding, blossoming, shedding its

blossoms, and producing seed like that from which it sprung.

And what if, in thus examining these most interesting changes,

they do pull up now and then a blade of corn, or kernel of

wheat, or a valuable plant, will not the pleasure and instruc

tion thereby afforded them, repay the loss a thousand fold ?

Show them how acorns produce oaks; peach or cherry stones,

peach or cherry trees, which again produce peaches or cher

ries, and so of other trees and things. Then put a spoonful t£

vinegar into a glass of water, and stir in ashes or pearlash, or

any other alkali, and watch their surprise and delight at seeing

it foam and froth, perhaps run over. Then explain to them

how pearlash is made by draining water through lye, boiling

down the lye till it becomes thick and hard, then melting it, and

at last refining it; and, then show them how taking this alkali

in the form of pearlash, or even by drinking water into which

ashes have been put, is calculated to cleanse a sour stomach by

<he two combining, and neutralizing each other. .

a
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Then show them how a sour stomach is produced. After

explaining the position, looks, and office of the stomach,* tell

them that eating too much, or more than the stomach can di

gest, makes this food lie in it so long that it begins to ferment

or sour, like cider or beer, which disorders the blood, and

causes sickness unless removed ; that this souring creates a

gas, which may often be seen blubbering up and the bubbles

breaking:; that, in distilling grain into alcoholic drinks, the

grain is first fermented, and this gas converted into alcohol ;

that it is this same gas which sometimes bursts a barrel of new

cider or bottle of beer that is working, and makes tiic cork fly

out with a noise or explosion similar to the report of a gun, and

which causes the frothing of new beer, cider, champagne, &c.

Then, take a bladder, partly filled with air; let your child

hold it near the fire and see it swell, and carry it back and see

it shrink, carry it up and see it swell, &c., a few times, and he

will be delighted to observe that heating it makes it swell up,

and that eold shrinks it. Then let him take a vial or bottle,

and fill it so that another drop will make it run over, and

set it down before the fire ; and, as it becomes hot, it runs over ;

as it becomes cool, it settles down. Then, that this expanding

of the water is what makes water boil over a hot fire ; the bot

tom, which is hottest, expands, and this causes it to rise. A

few similar experiments will teach your child one great truth;

the law of nature, ttyat heat expands, and cold contracts, all

bodies ; that, therefore, a clock or watch goes slower in warm

weather than in cold, because the pendulum is longer; that a

red-hot tire, put on to a wagon-wheel, may be comparatively

loose ; but as it cools, becomes very tight, so as to make the

wheel strong, &c. And remember, that when you have taught

Aem this law of nature, you have taught them a lesson they

will never forget; a lesson they will have occasion almost daily

to use, a principle with which they will instinctively associate

* Few children, even of twelve years oklr know that they have a

stomach. They know that fowls have gizzards, and cattle, hogs, &c.r

paunches, (which some people relish,) because they have seen them

butchered; yet, do not know that they also have a digesting apparatus for

disposing of the food daily consumed.
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<every like fact they ever learn, which, without this association

would soon be forgotten ; a lesson in reasoning or the first,

complete, and the most important intellectual process, namely,

that of inductive reasoning, or reasoning from facts to the

laws that govern them.

But, before completing the remarks on this head, I must

analyze other organs in order to show how to train them all to

combined action, and proceed with

COMPARISON:

Or, discovering the unknown from its resemblance to the

known; reasoning from parallel -cases, or from a collec

tion of similarfacts up to the laws or first principles that

govern them : detecting errorfrom its opposition to facts,

or from its incongruity with truth : ability and disposi

tion to classify phenomena and things : perceiving and

applying the principles of Analogy, or the resemblance

of things : ability to generalize, compare, discriminate,

tfc. : critical acumen : inductive reasoning : power of ex

plaining and illustrating : disposition to use comparisons,

suppose similar cases, employ similes, metaphors,

figures of speech, fyc.

Adaptation. The principles of analogy and resemblance,

run throughout the whole range of creation. All human be

ings closely resemble each other. All have a nose, mouth,

brain, heart, eyes, bones, muscles, hands, feet, &c., and in

much the same relative position. The resemblance of every

animal to every other animal of its own species, and indeed to

all other animals, man included, is very striking : and so of

the balance of creation. This resemblance of things teaches

'us a vast proportion of all we know. Thus, seated around a

winter's fire, eating an apple, we feel as sure that it grew on

an apple-tree instead of in the ground, or in an animal, like an

•egg, as that we are eating it, and yet we did not see it growing

there. If fire be brought in contact with flesh, we know be

forehand that it will burn, and cause pain instead of pleasure,

and pain of a certain kind. But how do we know this ? Be

cause this fire and flesh are similar to all other fire and flesh,

and Comparison tells Eventuality that the effect of bringing

the two in contact will be like the effect experienced a thou

sand times before by applying fire to the flesh. On seeing a

stranger, of whose habits we know nothing, we infer from his
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similarity to other human beings, that he requires food, sleep,

and breath, and that he cannot eat iron or arsenic, that he has

lungs, a heart, stomach, &c., and that they are in a certain

part of his body, &c. How do we know without trying itr

that a certain tree, cut up and put on a fire, will burn, throw

out heat, and produce ashes and smoke ; that a given stone

thrown into the air, will fall to the earth ; that water will run

down an inclined plane ; that cutting off a sheep's head will

kill it ; that ice is cold and fire hot ; that animals will bring

forth, each after its kind ; that food will nourish, earthen

ware break, and a sharp edge cut ; that a fish grew in the wa

ter, and that a bird cannot live long immersed in that element ?

The faculty of Comparison teaches us, not only these, but

thousands of other things of every day occurrence, about

which we know nothing except from their resemblance to

other things which we have known to be what we infer of

these. This is doubtless one of the most valuable, if not de

cidedly the most valuable, of the Intellectual Faculties. These

illustrations show how vast the amount of knowledge com

municated by it ; and, consequently, how important its proper

cultivation.

It should be added, that, there are doubtless two faculties of

Comparison : that the lower acts with the perceptive faculties,

comparing physical things, and thereby teaches us physical les

sons ; and that the upper acts with the moral faculties, com

paring ideas, analyzing, discriminating, criticising, and giving

logical acumen. There are, also, in all probability, two or

gans of Eventuality ; the inside one for remembering the

scenes and associations of childhood and youth ; the outside

organ for recollecting business transactions, and the occur

rences of the day, week, year, and latter part of life ; and, two

of Individuality : the inner for recollecting things lately seen ;

the outer, for noticing and remembering things seen in child

hood.

Having shown that this faculty lies at the very basis of

much of our knowledge, it should be added, that it is one of

the first intellectual organs developed in children, following

closely after that of Individuality and Eventuality, and is in

dispensable in order to complete almost every mental operation.

To children it is still more important. Without it, they would
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learn very little, and that very slowly; but, by its aid, they soon

learn to generalize and compare, instinctively inferring when

they see what one thing will do, that another thing just like it,

will do the same. Page forty contains a principle which ap

plies here with great force ; namely, the inductive method of

reasoning ; that is, inferring from a multitude of similarfacts

that all like facts are governed by the same law, and may,

therefore,, be safely relied upon. This is the best, and almost

the only, way of arriving at conclusions which are certain.

This method of reasoning is natural and simple, and adapted

to the mind of man, and particularly to the intellects of chil

dren. Through this channel, therefore, instruction should be

poured into their inquiring minds. Every teacher, every one

at all conversant with the minds of children, will bear witness

how readily they comprehend a comparison, and how forcibly

an illustration strikes them. Then cultivate this faculty, and

teach them to draw correct inferences from this source. In

short, teach them the inductive method of reasoning from facts

up to their principles. After showing them that heat expands

the air in the bladder, the water in the bottle, and a few like

experiments, as mentioned under the head of Eventuality,

their Comparison will draw the inference that heat will enlarge

and cold diminish, all bodies. They are now taught one prin

ciple, one law of nature, one general fact which they will

ever after apply, and you should aid them in applying it, to

a great number and variety of the operations of nature and

art. Tell them that water is expanded by heat into steam,

which rushes out of the tea-kettle when the water boils ; that

it is this principle of expansion which imparts the power to the

wheels ofthe steam-boat and thereby drives it through the water

against wind and current, and carries all machinery propelled

by steam; that heating the air in the stove rarefies or enlarges

it, and this produces the draught; that this same principle

makes the wind blow, and so of its other applications. .

Then take another class of facts, and bring out its principle ;

then another, and another, and another still, keeping their ex

panding and delighted minds full of subject matter for obser

vation and contemplation ; and, always afterward, whenever

they see a fact corning under any of these principles, they will
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Temember it ; and, when they wish to attain a certain end, they

will operate by means of them.

This is the organ through which explanations mainly enter

the mind ; and hence, great pains should be taken to explain

every thing,not to get rid ofyour children, but to instruct them.

They ask a great many questions, which are either what what

questions, or why why questions, and every opportunity of

conveying instruction thereby afforded, should be embraced.

I well remember once asking my father, who was husking

corn, why a certain ear, the rows on which were irregular,

looked so different from all the rest ? " Because it is not rawed"

was his answer. Over this answer I thought, and thought, and

thought what he could mean, and finally concluded that, as he

went through the cornfields to hoe the corn, so he probably

went through to roiv it, but skipped this ear. Now see how

excellent an opportunity this question afforded for teaching me

the important lesson that nature showed economy in every

thing—that by the cobs being round, more corn could grow in

a given space than in any other shape ; that the kernels were

all placed in rows so that all might be filled up ; for, if they

were not in rows, some kernels would be too much crowded,

and in other places there would be nothing ; and, that the hu

man body was contrived so as to bring the greatest possible

number and amount of functions into the smallest possible

space ; and so of all the other operations of nature. Every

day and hour the continual string of questions asked by chil

dren, affords opportunities to explain some important truth, or

teach some valuable lesson ; and yet, strange inconsistency !

many parents become angry at their children for asking so

many questions, or else turn them off with those answers that

are not satisfactory.* This questioning is as important to the

intellectual growth of children, as the root is to a tree or plant •>

and yet, wonderful to tell, in our present system of education,

*An unusually inquisitive, that is, uncommonly smart child, once-

asked her grandmother " what bricks were made out of ;" and was told

«' of sand and clay." " Then what makes them red ?" asked the child ;

" O do hold your tongue. Don't ask so many questions and no one will

know you are a fool. Little girls should be seen not heard," was the

reply. The grandmother could not tell why, and, therefore, became angry

at the child for asking.
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no provision is made for answering these questions. What

questions can or do children ask at school ? Almost none.

Now we appeal whether answering these questions does not do

them far more good than learning to read? Does it not exercise,

and thereby improve, their intellects far more ? for, let it never

be forgotten that in order to enlargethe intellectual organs, they

must be exercised, and what interests, excites, and thereby

enlarges them ; but what does not interest, does not excite, or

enlarge, or benefit them. Looking at the present method of

education through the optics of Phrenology, or through the

principles already pointed out, which is the only correct light

in which it can be viewed, I really do not see how it is possi

ble to devise a more effectual method of deadening the action

of the brain, or weakening, instead of strengthening, the facul

ties of the mind; for, surely, no course would be less interesting,

aye, more, none could scarcely be more disagreeable to

them, and therefore, (not less beneficial, which would imply

some good, but) more injurious; for, the present course is be

yond all question decidedly detrimental. With my present

knowledge of the subject, I boldly avow my preference to re

main untaught, than to be sent to our present common schools.

They are injuries instead of blessings, and Phrenology will

soon sweep them into oblivion, or else effectually remodel them.

See if it does not, and that speedily.

We have other remarks belonging more appropriately to

Comparison than to any other faculty ; yet, as education, to be

successful, must combine the exercise of all the intellectual fac

ulties, we can present them much better after we have analyzed.

CAUSALITY:

Or power of perceiving and employing theprinciples of cau

sation : ability to discover and apply first principles, and

trace out the relations existing between causes and effects :

desire to know the why and wherefore of things : abili

ty to reason, or draw conclusions from given premises :

to plan, invent, contrive, adapt means to ends, take the

advantage of circumstances, create resources, applypower

most advantageously, and make the head save the hands ;

to predict the results of given measures, and tell what

will be from what has been : sagacity : the leading ele-<

ment of common sense: the therefore and wherefore

faculty.
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Adaptation. Every effect must have its cause, and every

cause produces an effect. Like cause also produces like effects,

and all the operations of nature are governed hy laws of cause

and effect. It is as natural for man to ask "why," as to

breathe or eat. Why this desire to know why ? What causes

this disposition to investigate. causes? Whence our idea of

causation, and our disposition to employ certain means in order

to attain given ends ? Laws of causation govern the phe

nomena of nature; and, this faculty in man adapts him to them.

Without them in nature, all would be chance and hap-hazard.

Man could accomplish nothing, could rely upon nothing. With

out this faculty in man, though the operations of nature would

go regularly forward, and effects succeed causes, yet to man

they would be a sealed book ; a dead letter, and as though

they were not. But, with this arrangement of nature on the

one hand, and this faculty in man adapted to it on the other,

man can attain innumerable ends otherwise unattainable, pro

cure innumerable comforts otherwise beyond his reach, and

even force the^ elements into his service. Still more, he can

penetrate the otherwise hidden operations of nature, ascertain

their fountain head and procuring causes ; and, aided by the

moral faculties,can comprehend those wora/causes which gov

ern the department of mind, and apply them to the production

of happiness.

This train of remarks, while it expounds the office of this

faculty, also exhibits its value, and at the same time shows

how immensely important its proper cultivation and habitual

exercise in childhood and youth.

Our next inquiry asks how—by what means—so important

a faculty can be cultivated and improved ? We have already

seen that to improve any faculty, its proper stimulus must

be presented ; and, to do this, its nature and adaptation must

be ascertained, and that placed before it to which it is adapted.

The causes and laws of things being adapted to this faculty,

we must place them before the child's mind. This, their ques

tions from three years old and upward, enable us to do with

great facility and effect. " Ma, what makes this ? Pa, what

is this for ? and like questions are pouring from their mouths

a continual stream, enabling parents to pour as continual a

stream into their minds. Let children be much with their pa
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rents, and be allowed and encouraged freely to ask all the

questions that occur to them ; and let parents, in giving these

answers, give the true cause or none. Many parents—some

times because they do not know how to answer their ques

tions, and sometimes to quiz them, but moe roften because the

minds of the parents themselves are biased by wrong princi

ples, which perverts and warps all their intellectual operations

—teach their children to believe instead of think ; or to think

erroneously by teaching them to think from incorrect data,

which, warps their Causality, from the very first. Chil

dren should be taught to do their own thinking, and to answer

their own questions. They asked a question yesterday, to

which a correct answer was given ; to-day they ask another,

and receive a correct answer, and to-morrow, ask a third, the

answer to which, or the principle involved, was explained

yesterday. Recall these answers, and tell them to put that

and that together, and judge for themselves as to the results

about which they inquire. In other words, give them the

data, and then let them think, judge, and act for themselves.

Little fear need be entertained about their coming to incor

rect conclusions ; for, Causality, and all the other intellectual

faculties, act by intuition, and, unbiased, will always come to

correct conclusions. That same intuition, or instinct, or what

you please, which makes the child breathe, and nurse, and

sleep, also governs the actions of all its faculties, the intellectual

included. It teaches Individuality to observe, and observe

correctly ; Eventuality, to remember action 5 Form, to know

whether a thing is found, square, conical, &c., and to recollect

the shape of things ; Size, to tell them correctly the bulk of

things, their distance, &c. ; Weight, to resist and counteract the

laws of gravity ; Comparison, to generalize ; and Causality,

to reason and adapt means to ends. All that Causality re

quires in order to come to correct conclusions, is to have the

right data placed before it. Far too many parents do the

thinking for their children while they are young, and this makes

them get it done out, when they are older. This explains the

decrease of Causality in children. Has the reader never ob

served the fine, noble foreheads of children, their height,

their expanse, and those marked protuberances at the sides of
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the upper parts of their foreheads which characterize their in

tellectual developments ? Cast your eye over the foreheads

of a hundred children, and then of a hundred adults, and if

you do not see a marked superiority of the former over the

latter in proportion, then you do not see what I am daily pain

ed to observe—pained, not because children have such fine

heads, but, because adulls have so poor ones. I do not hesi

tate to stake my reputation on the opinion that the difference

is from one-fourth to oneJialf infavor of children, and against

adults; whereas, the difference should be in favor of adults;

because the law of our nature, as explained on pp. 31-33,

shows that the mental temperament and faculties are destined

to increase in a far greater ratio than the physical powers, or

organs of the feelings.

The intellectual capacities of children are also far superior

in proportion, to those of adults. Observe their remarks. Are

they not often full of pith, and meaning, and idea ? Do they

not often expose the absurdity of the dogmas that are taught

them ? Do they not discover a sagacity, a penetration, a

quickness, an intuitive comprehension of things, not found in

them when grown up ? And do they not discover a power of

contrivance altogether astonishing ? I was never more sur

prised than on seeing a little girl, not yet eighteen months old,

praise her aunt in order to obtain from her, sugar and other

favors. When she said "pretty aunt Charlotte," or "aunt

Charlotte your dress is pretty," aunt Charlotte knew that she

was coaxing her, and working around upon her blind side in

order to get a favor. When a little over two years old, as the

family, in connexion with her uncle, were eating almonds and

raisins in the evening, she awoke, and knowing that it was

useless to ask father, or mother, or aunt for them, went to her

uncle, whom she did not like any too well, and laying her

head back affectionately upon his lap, said, in a very coaxing

tone and manner, "pretty uncle Lorenzo. Uncle Lorenzo is

good." The next morning her mother asked her "what made

uncle L. pretty ?" "Because almonds and raisins is pretty,"

was her artless reply. To administer praise as a means of

obtaining favors, without ever having been taught to do so,

and that at eighteen months old, certainly required an exer
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cise of Causality in laying a deep, appropriate plan to bring

about a result, in a degree rarely attributed to children. This

is not probably an extraordinary exercise of Intellect in a child

of that age. Doubtless most children exhibit nearly as much.

I assert, and I stake my reputation for correct observation on

the opinion, not only that, as already expressed, the intellectual

organs of children are far better developed, in proportion,

than those of adults, but also on the concomitant opinion, that

their ideas, their powers of intellect, of penetration, sagacity,

comprehension, inquisitiveness, intellectual curiosity, and the

adaptation of means to ends, are also proportionally far supe

rior to those of adults. For the correctness of those opinions,

an appeab is made to the observation of all who are conver

sant with the intellectual developments or manifestations of

children under eight years of age.

How is this ? What causes it ? Is it natural? "God for

bid !" It is wnnatural. It is because the intellects of chil

dren, and especially their reasoning powers, are shut up in a

school house, are pinned fast to a bench, are deadened over A

and baker, are stifled by the inability or refusal of parents to

answer their inquiring minds, and feed and fill their opening

intellects. Their brain withers and shtjvels up, and their blood

stagnates, over those studies upon which they are placed, or

else a fatal dislike of books is engendered by the dislike or pun

ishment of the teacher, by parents whipping them to school

and from play, and by the almost total inadaptation of the

present system of common school education to the opening

minds of children. If Phrenology be true, and if, as such, it

Teveals the true principles of conducting the intellectual edu

cation of children, I hazard nothing in pronouncing this sys

tem directly at variance, in almost every particular, with both

the laws of mind in general, and the developments of the minds

of children in particular. Phrenology shows conclusively that

the organs should be cultivated and exercised in the order of

their development ; that the organs first developed are Indi

viduality, Eventuality, and Comparison ; that Causality, Form,

and Locality, follow suit, and that the other organs over the

eyes, are much later in maturing ; and, that teaching children

to read, spell, and write first, is not calculated to excite, feed,

or develop their intellectual organs, and that the confinement
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attendent upon sending children, especially young or delicate

children, to school, is most injurious; that, therefore, the pres

ent system of early education, is a curse, not a blessing—dead

ens instead of developing the intellects of children, and is one

of the main causes of that want of intellect which character

izes the mass of mankind ; and, that the method we have thus

far pointed out, of teaching children things first, telling them

stories, showing them the operations of nature, trying experi

ments, chemical, philosophical, &c., teaching them natural his

tory, and answering all their questions, as well as leading them

up from facts to their laws, and teaching them to do their own

thinking, harmonizes with the nature of mind in general,

and of infantile mind in particular, that it interests, and there

by excites, improves, and invigorates that mind, and is directly

calculated to develop it in all the power and glory of its

creation.

I know this is strong language, but /know it to be TRUE—I

know it is nature as well as Phrenology, and that it willprevail.

And the object of this work is to promulgate it as the first step

in effecting this much needed veform—a reform lying at the

very basis and foundation of all reform ; for reform, to be suc

cessful, must be based wn intellect, and this requires the early

cultivation of that intellect, the natural governor of man.

Still more. These results are based on common sense ; and, if

they do not strike every reader as substantially correct, at least

in the main, then his common sense is not my common sense,

nor the common sense of Phrenology. Let each inference of

the series just given, be pondered,and canvassed, and compared

with what is known to be true of the opening minds of chil

dren, and rejected or adopted accordingly. Theymust encoun

ter a mass of prejudice, but they will conquer, and to oppose

them is to be beaten.

Owing to causes already stated, this organ is one of the

smallest of the intellectual organs. Hence it is that the great

mass of mankind get their thinking done by proxy—that reli

gious leaders do most of the religious thinking of mankind;

political leaders, most of their political thinking, &c., and that

mankind generally adhere to the religion and opinions of their

parents ; that cunning, designing men exert so much influence
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over mankind, converting them into mere tools and dupes to

carry forward their selfish foolish or villainous objects—that

riches are more highly esteemed than talents—that men who

live on the Approbativeness, or Combativeness, or Alimentive

ness, or curiosity, or almost any other feeling of mankind, suc

ceed to a charm, whfle those who live by their intellects, usually

starve—why reforms make so slow progress, and effect so little

—why the conversation of young people, especially of fash

ionable ladies, is soft and nonsensical—why the few are ena

bled to control the many—why so little time is devoted to intel ',

lectual culture, and so much to the gratification of the passions;

why so little is yet known of nature, her laws and doings ; why,

in short, the intellectual lobe of men is so small, and the pror

pensities so large.

But how can this organ be cultivated by adults, especially

by youngpeople ? Simply by thinking, musing, meditating,

contemplating, and inquiring at the shrine of nature into the

laws and principles that govern things.

"But I've nothing to think about," says one. Poor soul,

you are to be pitied. A world of wonders even within youi

self, and yet, barren heath, you've nothing to think about ! A

world of wonders above your head and beneath your feet, and

yet, poor thought-ridden mortal, yov've nothing to think about.

All nature around you teeming with events, every one of

which has its cause, and most of them a cause within your

reach, and yet, thought-starved mortal, you've nothing to

think about ! Poor thing, you shall have a name and a place

among other idiots.

To any young person, then, I say, think. Wherever you

are, whatever you are doing, if you see anything you do not

comprehend, whether in nature or art, ferret out its cause, and

then think about it : do not be ashamed to expose your ignor

ance in order to gain knowledge. Take a walk every day,

two or three times a day to think, muse, meditate, contem

plate.

" Oh, but I'm too busy for that," says one. . Then you ought

to be too busy to eat and sleep ; for the mind requires food

and exercise as much as the body. " But I have not sufficient

time even to eat and sleep," is the reply. No matter, then,

for you must find time to die the sooner for not thinking. In

i
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tellectual culture is directly calculated to prolong life, as well

as a means of rendering it much more happy, and of effecting

much more. Even as a means of accomplishing mere icorldly

ends, you will be a gainer by cultivating your intellects ; for,

its increased power will enable you to save more time by

taking a shorter and surer road to your ends, than you lose in

its culture. Besides : there is hardly an occupation in life,

which does not allow of more or less opportunities for thought ;

for, whilst the hands are employed in labor, the mind can also

be employed in meditation. Of all occupations suitable for

intellectual culture, farming is the most favorable. Labor is

promotive of mental action, whilst mornings, evenings,* rainy

days, &c., increase these facilities.

The study of Phrenology is also highly promotive of intel

lectual culture; because, first, it deeply interests, and thereby

excites the mind to new and vigorous action ; and, secondly,

it opens a far richer mine of thought, and field of intellectual

research, than all other studies united, for it unfolds man.

I will just add that night thinking is highly injurious. While

the natural sun pours its benign rays upon the delighted world,

let your thoughts be also poured out upon the fields of nature,

to be gathered in, expanded and instructed, as he descends be

neath the western sky. Rise with the sun, or rather, with the

break of day, nerve your mind gradually to action,as the skilful

hunter gradually strains his unstrung bow, and be ready to

commence your day of intellectual vigor with the rising of the

sun, and, by the time he disappears in the west, you should

have exhausted your cerebral energy for the day, and be sink

ing with him into the refreshing slumbers of night, to re

awaken and rise again with him the next day.

I will just observe in passing, that if you have anything to

do more important than cultivating your intellects, do, in all

»The allusion here made to farmer's studying evenings, ie adapt

ed, not to the nature of man, but to that false custom ef setting up late

at night, a practice as reprehensible and injurious as it is universal.

The good old Yankee custom of retiring at least by nine o'clock, is

well worthy its high origin. All children should be taught to retire with

the setting of the sun, and all adults should practice it, and lectures,

meetings, &c., should be held in the day time. But more of this in

another place.
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conscience do it. If you cannot spare time from the fashiona

ble world, or the working world, or thepolitical world, or the

religious world, or the trading world, or the money-making

world, or the ambitious world, then do go on ; for, your busi

ness is indeed of the utmost importance. All these things

must of course be done up first, and intellect be thurst away

back behind them all ; because, if a man be rich, he gets

alone well enough without intellect ; if poor, he has no time

or means to use it ; if he has on a fashionable coat, or can

make a dandified bow, intellect would spoil both ; if she be a

young woman, she must first get married, and study how to

attract the admiration of gentlemen instead of thinking; but

if married, must take care of her family and children ; and so

it goes the world over. Hence, intellect is considered of very

little account any how, and not worth the time or pains of

raising, except to a few in an age.

LANGUAGE.

The communicating faculty : power of expressing one's

ideas by words, both spoken and written : ability to learn

spoken languages, and to rise such words as will exactly

express one's ideas : memory of words : versatility of

expression : talkativeness, volubility, garrulity.

Adaptation. Man is a communicative being. He has

thoughts and feelings which he wishes to express, and which

his fellow men may be profited by hearing. This faculty is

adapted to the exchange and inter-communication of ideas be

tween man and man, and is highly promotive of human hap

piness and improvement. Besides being one of the most pow

erful stimulators imaginable of nearly every one of the other

faculties, it is certainly an instrument of intellectual improve

ment, and moral and social enjoyment unsurpassed by any

other faculty.

Let every human being be tongue-tied, let every word ever

used be blotted from existance, and writing, printing and read

ing totally abolished, and what an intellectual, moral, social

and business stagnation would follow ! Nothing could be sent

for ; the American Phrenological Journal must stop ; scarcely

a want expressed or supplied, and man's condition in every

way most wretched. But, thanks to the great and good Au-

hor of our being, man can talk, write, speak, chain and be
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chained to the mighty car of eloquence^ and drink in the

thoughts and feelings of others, in all their endless numher and

variety.

The value and uses of this faculty being great, its proper

cultivation is equally important. How then, can it be cultiva

ted? Do I not hear a word-bereft stammerer say, "Oh, I

would give all I have to be able to express what I think and

feel ! to have the power of transplanting my ideas, and infu

sing my thoughts into the minds of my fellow-men? to be elo

quent, to be fascinating in conversrtion, in short to have large

language? I have tried my best, I have studied Greek and

Latin—have translated Homer, Virgil, Demosthenes, Cicero,

and Horace ; have learned Hebrew and Arabic, French and

Spanish, and yet, I cannot speak in public, or even express my

ideas freely in conversation." Then I pity you ; for, you have

been walking a treadmill all your life to get forward, but have

gone backward faster than forward. I can put you upon the

track of cultivating your Language in short order. Go to talk

ing. That is what you have to do. Just talk, talk, talk.

This will exercise the organ of language, and increase your

power of expression, whereas, studying the dead languages

from books, will do you more harm than good. "It will?

Why you astonish me ; I thought this was the way to cultivate

it !" and that is just where the learned have always erred.

The one, distinctive office of Language is to employ words to

communicate ideas, especially orally ; and the one and only

method of materially improving it is to communicate, especi

ally to talk. This point is clear and certain, and though at war

with the whole learned world, it is right To set a child "on

a bench to say A," and to send a youth to the academy and

college to learn languages, in order to make him a fluent speak

er, is sending him to the equator for ice, or to the poles for flow

ers. By preventing his talking, it rusts his organ of language,

making him worse instead of better. But the most serious

point of this serious evil is, the injury it does to his health,

which directly impairs the tone and power of the organ, and

thereby weakens the faculty. The law that produces this re

sult, will be explained elsewhere. Sufficient for the present to

say, that this organ, being close to the body, partakes intimate
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ly of the state of the body, being weakened or strengthened as

the physical powers are increased or impaired. Most college

graduates, break down their health, and weaken instead of in

creasing, their speaking and talking talents. Has the reader

never observed that he could converse, write, and speak with

infinitely greater case when well, than when unwell ? This

principle explains the cause, and teaches you this valuable les

son, that, in cultivating both your own and your child's lang

uage, health should be preserved first of all. Confining chil

dren in school, prevents exercise and physical development,

and this reduces the power and versatility of Language.

Jill children are insessant talkers. Whether or not they

have ideas to communicate, is quite immaterial. Their tongues

are always running. Their prattle is incessant. Not so with

adults, especially with Yankees. Now why this falling off of

Language ? Attend to my reply. " Hark ! Who is that whis

pering there ? Stop that whispering yonder, or I'll box your

ears for you," says a school master to a child with large Lan

guage. And if, prompted by the instinctive workings of this

faculty, another is caught whispering, he is surely punished.

Better punish him lor breathing tor getting hungry; for, each of

the three is equally natural and useful ; and to punish for

either, is cruel and unjust. In giving them Language and a

tongue, the. Author of their being gave them the desire and

the right to use them in talking : nay, he even made talking

their duty as well as privilege. Who, then, art thou, teacher

or parent, that dare suppress this right derived from heaven,

or punish its exercise ? God and the child will hold you guilty

for doing it ; the former, for nullifying his works, and the latter,

for weakening so pleasurable and useful a faculty.

Then what shall we do? for we cannot have the whole

school jabbering away so that we can't hear ourselves think,"

say the teachers. Then send your children home. " But,"

says a parent, "how in the world can I get along with all my

children pothering me, and deafening me with their eternal

clatter ? I must send them to school in order to get rid of

them, and when there, they must keep still, or I'll whip them."

Good lady, if your children are so very much in your way,

you had better not have any. But since you have them, con

sult their good, and especially intellectual advancement, not

 

I*
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your own comfort. Phrenology says, let children talk all they

please, and who art thou to "muzzle the mouth of the ox that

treadeth out the corn ?"

Besides, all will concede that expressing the ideas, increases

their flow, and quickens the action of the mind. This truth

is too self-evident to require either proof or illustration. Pre

venting your children from talking or whispering, is prevent

ing them from exercising, and thereby enlarging, their intel

lects. " But must I be forever harrassed by their incessant

chamoring and hallooing ? Have I not a perfect right to keep

them still ?" Just such a right as you have to stop their breath

ing or eating, or to cut off their heads, or as the Hindoo mother

has to drown them. You certainly have no right to cramp,

or in any way embarrass the development of their intellects.

The best possible method of making a child an eloquent

speaker, is to allow him the full, unrestrained use of his tongue

during childhood and youth ; but, send him to school, and let

him be kept from saying a word there for the seven hours of

the fourteen he is awake, and kept very still at home the rest

of it, and then send him to college to break his constitution in

thumbing lexicons, allowing him little chance to speak except

passages committed to memory from some bombastic speaker,

and, when he graduates, have him always speak from notes,

(excuse the self-contradiction of speaking a written discourse,)

and if he does not make as dull and prosy a speaker (?) as the

generality of our college graduates are, and as formal and ar

tificial in tone and gesture as though mind and body were lash

ed in a staight jacket, then water will not run down hill. Com

pare our Methodist clergymen with our Presbyterian, and tell

me which class is the most eloquent ? Those who mount the

pulpit, and go to speaking from the first. Scarcely a spark

of true eloquence escapes college-learned clergymen, except

what congeals on the pen. Seldom do written discourses come

from the heart or reach the heart. Eloquence can never be

written—can never be dug up among Latin rubbish or Gre

cian mythology. No! it must be fell and spoken. Nor does

it consist in words merely, nor in the ideas, but mainly in the

thrilling, melting tones of the voice.

How glorious a gift is that of eloquence ! See it in Demos

thenes, when he made his listeners sieze their arms, and cry
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out, " Let us march against Philip. Let us conquer or die"

—in Patrick Henry, when he roused and electrified Congress,

and prepared the way for drafting the Declaration of Inde

pendence ; and in a few others who, by this power, exerted

an almost unlimited influence over the minds of their fellow

men. To say that there is a thousand times more natural

eloquence in man than is brought out by culture, or by the

modern method of education, or rather, to say that most of our

natural eloquence is buried in our school-houses, academies,

and seats of learning, is to utter a palpable but lamentable

truth. You who hesitate for words, who have ideas but do

not know how to let others have them, who lose much of the

force and beauty of your ideas, or the power of your feelings,

in vain attempts to communicate them, who hesitate for

> words, and want to say something but can not, may thank

your "setting on a bench and saying A"—your being boxed,

or ferruled, or disgraced for whispering in school, and kept

still at home for it. In other words, thank those who sup

pressed, when they should have encouraged your talking dis

position. From such thankless thanks, "good Lord deliver us."

If you wish to regain this lost sheep, go to talking. Drive

out your ideas somehow, anyhow ; but, at all events give them

wind. Join debating societies, and speaking clubs, and make

talk with every one you meet. Commit to memory, and re

peat; in short, communicate and use word* as much and as

well as possible. This will call this faculty into action, and

improve it, as well as enlarge the organ. It is worth your

trial. Especially if you wish to become a public speaker,

speak in public, and take down your notes in your brain,

employing the principle already presented.

Much pains are taken to teach children good grammar.

This may be obviated. Your rules of parsing, &c., are of little

service. I will point out a far more excellent way. Let pa

rents only speak properly, and always use good language, and

their children will do the same. To speak and write properly,

is as natural as to speak at all, and this is as natural as seeing

or breathing, because each is the intutive exercise of its appro

priate faculty. The error commences in the cradle. Parents,

especially mothers, usually talk baby talk to their children,
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which consists in saying silly things ungrammatically. If in

fants do need milk to nourish their bodies, they certainly do

not need silliness to feed their minds. Talk ideas to them

or say nothing, and speak grammatically, and also use good

language, and your children will do the same.

A word more as to this baby nonsense. Like excites like.

This is as true of infants, comparatively, as of adults. Chil

dren over two years old, understand, or are capable of under

standing most that is said to them. If ideas are spoken, their

ideas are excited, and intellect developed; and, ifgood language

be used, they will not only imitate the same, but even feel

their sentiment of the beautiful excited, and good taste there

by cultivated, besides having matter for reflection. "A word

to the wise." The conversation of parents to their children, and

of adults before children, might and should furnish an intel

lectual feast to their opening minds —should be grammatical

ly expressed, and clothed in good language. Then will chil

dren, too, speak correctly, and charm you with the beauty and

power of their words, as well as grow up with superior and

fascinating conversational powers, if not become natural ora

tors, and man's enjoyment derived from talking and listening

be augmented twenty-fold.

Parents, will you not be persuaded to banish your baby

balderdash, and your grovelling associations, and elevate and

instruct your children by conversation, as well as by example?

In what has been said relative to learning the dead lan

guages, the reader is not to infer that I consider a knowledge

of them useless or valueless, or am hostile to their being,

taught, and learned. I approve of them highly, but I repudi

ate the modern method of teaching them ; for, it is unphreno

logical. The method of teaching and learning them pointed

out by Phrenology is, talking them. Books may be used as

an auxiliary, merely, but not as the main method. Besides

their spending several years of the best portion of their lives

in acquiring Greek, Latin, and Hebrew, they usually forget all

they ever knew about them, soon after leaving college. If

they would have a school for teaching Greek, or Latin, or

•See the article on a kindred subject in the Journal department,

•igned Cormac. It is worthy of high commendation, though not re

ceived til! the text was prepared.
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Hebrew, in which all the conversation was in the language

they were learning, besides acquiring a thorough knowledge in

one-tenth the usual time, they would then retain this knowl

edge, and be able to turn it to some practical account. The

modern method of teaching French, by taking the pupil into

a school and family where no other language is spoken, ex

cept in explanation of what they are learning is the only true

one. But the best time to learn the languages, is in childhood,

the nurse, or parent,or teacher, talking these languages to them.

Committing to memory comes under this organ, and is a

valuable quality. The extent to which this power can be car

ried, is astonishing. A clergyman in England, delivered a

lengthy address from manuscript, which he refused to let be

published. One of his listeners, however, wrote it out from

memory, and on comparing the two, there were only four

teen words that were not the same in both, and these were

analogous.

Every body knows Attree of the Herald. As a reporter,

he has few equals, and yet does not write short hand. Still,

he gives his reports almost verbatim. His organ of Language

is large, and he commits or writes a speech from memqry,

with astonishing facility. In a recent conversation with him,

he remarked that, unless he kept it in habitual exercise, this

faculty became rusty. This power of committing to memory,

is extraordinary in most children, and should always be kept

vigorous by exercise. They love to learn by rote, and they

should be indulged in it.. This exercise can and should be

commenced long before they are old enough to learn to read,

and continued through life. Printers in particular require it.

FORM.

Cognizance and recollection of the shape of objects, and of

the faces or countenances of persons, of the form and

looks of things, offamily resemblances, fyc. : good eye

sight.

Adaptation. Every physical thing, all the pieces or items

of matter which constitute our world, have some form, or

shape. No physical thing can exist without having some shape

or configuration. By means of it, we are able to designate

and remember one person or thing from another. Infinite wis
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dom has wisely given the quality of shape to all bodies, and, at

the same time imparted to man the faculty of Form, to enable

him to perceive and make a useful application of this elementa

ry property of matter Without this element in nature, man

could not recognize his fellow man, or any thing in nature ; but,

with it fully developed, he recollects persons and things seen

years ago, and distinguishes the animal, vegetable, or miner

al kingdom by their shape.

This is one of the principle faculties employed in reading

and spelling, though Language renders important assistance ;

Form by recollecting the shape of letters and words, and

Language, by committing to memory. This leads me to speak

of two important errors in the present method of teaching

reading and spelling : first, of teaching children the shape of

letters instead of words, the other, of teaching them to spell by

rote—by the way it sounds, instead of by the looks of the

word.

From what has before been said against teaching young chil

dren to read, let it not be supposed that I am opposed to their

being taught these branches at all. Though I believe learning

to read so as to understand the sense, requires much maturity

and strength of mind, and though teaching children to read me

chanically by rote merely, just as a parrot says "pretty polly,"

is a positive injury by compelling them to call the words but

skipping the sense, and fall into that monotonous sameness of

tone which characterizes most readers, adults as well as chil

dren, and is easily detected in most speakers, especially clergy

men ; still, after the way has been p'repared by reading inter

esting stories to them, and kindling in them a desire to read, so

as to read these stories themselves, and after they are capable

of comprehending the sense, they should by all means be

taught to read. Few, if any children, are capable of this be

fore they are six or eight years old, and when they begin to

tease you to teach them how to read, because they wish to

enjoy reading, almost any child could be taught to read in one

month and to read better than he would have read if he had

begun at three years old. The reason is obvious. By begin

ning to read before they are capable of understanding the

sense, they not only take no interest in the matter, and there

fore learn slowly, but often conceive a dislike to reading, and
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hence read only when compelled to. But, wait till they are

eager to learn, and they will take the deepest interest in the

matter, and form a teste for it, which is of immense advant

age. Scarcely one child in fifty but hates study, and the reason

is here disclosed—they learn to read before they are able to

understand what they read, and therefore conceive a dislike to

books, which lasts through life. The mother of Wesley would

not let her son learn a letter till,the day he was five years old,

and that day she taught him every letter of the alphabet; and,

the next day, she taught him to read the first verse in the Bible.*

I have always brought out this point at my lecture on the

intellectual organs, and have afterward been waited upon by

hundreds who have stated facts showing that children from

six to eight years old, could be taught to read well in one

month. In 1837, 1 gave this lecture in New Haven, and in

going to New York the next day, a gentleman, one of the

theological students, stated as an illustration of this point, that

a friend of his forbid his boy learning a letter or opening a

book till he was six years old; that, by that time, the boy's

desire to read had kindled almost to a passion ; and that, in

one month, he learned to read fluently in the Bible, and had

ever since been devoted to books. Hundreds of similar facts

have been told me, and if any parent will pursue a similar

course, I stand sponsor for the result.

But I will point out a method of teaching childran to read,

shorter and better than the present, and one that will obviate

two-thirds of the difficulty connected with reading. It is this.

Teach your child words instead of letters. Thus : it is just

as easy for your child to learn has, as to learn h, or a, or s; and

this method saves him that immense difficulty of comjmunding

the elementary sounds. And it must come to this after all. I

appeal to every good proof-reader in Christendom, whether he

does not detect typographical errors by the looks of the word,

not by spelling it over, or by remembering its gingle. The

word looks wrong. It strikes his eye as incorrect. In other

words, Form is the proper organ for spelling and reading, and

therefore children should be taught to read and spell by the

looks of words, not by rote. And this cultivates the organ of

Form, or the natural organ for reading and spelling.

To cultivate this faculty, bear in mind the countenances of
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those you see, so that you may know them again. Formerly,

the circus performers and exhibitors of live animals, often

allowed those who visited them in the forenoon, to pass in

free in the afternoon or evening. If they gave tickets, they

would be transferred, so that others would go in. Hence, the

door-keeper was compelled to recollect them. To do this,

he was obliged to look sharply, not at their dress, which might

be changed, but at their faces. I have seen scores of trials,

and every device contrived, to cheat the door-keeper, but never

saw a failure. I regarded this as almost supernatural, but now

see that their vigorous exercise of Form, enabled them to carry

faces in their eye. This is practiced very successfully on our

southern and western travelling routes. The collectors on the

steamboats, rail-roads, &c., are obliged to remember who has

paid, and who not, and where they came on board. I appeal

whether their power in this respect is not often remarkable—

all from its exercise. In England, there is a class of persons

connected with prisons whose business is to detect old con

victs. They closely scrutinize every one who is brought in,

looking at every peculiarity in the form of the nose, or its

insertion, at the mouth, eyes, forehead, shape of the body, &c.,

and rarely allow any one who has been in before, to pass

undetected.

This affords a hint to all who would cultivate this faculty.

Look every one full in the face: notice, and impress on your

mind, the cast or expression of countenanae, the general con

tour of body ; and continue looking till you have rivited it

upon this faculty, and this will increase its power.

WEIGHT:

Or intuitive perception and application of the principles of

gravity : ability to balance one's self—to ride a fractious

horse, hold tke hand steady, throw a ball, stone, or arrow,

straight: shoot well, walk the edge of a plank, climb

aloft without falling, preserve and regain the centre of

gravity, keep the balance, fyc.

Adaptation.—Without the arrangement, in nature, ofgrav

ity, or of attraction and cohesion, not only would all bodies

be as likely to rise as fall, and incapable of being kept in any

particular position, but even the particles composing every

body, would be dissolved, and scattered any where and every
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where throughout space. No house could be built ; for, what

would keep its materials together ? What keeps the ocean in

its bed, or the rivers from running up the mountain, or from

being scattered over hill and dale, and destroying every thing ?

The rain would ascend as quickly and as often as descend, and

our world be utterly uninhabitable.

That same Wisdom which made this indispensable arrange

ment in nature, also created the faculty of Weight to be its

counterpart in man, and to perceive and apply its laws ; else,

we should have fallen and rolled where gravity carried us, and

been incapable of doing the first thing to counteract its sway.

But, thanks to the Author of our being, we can not only resist

its action, in part, but even convert it to our service. Without

it, we could not walk or sit; with it, we can stand against wind

and tide, manage machinery, and effect beneficial ends innu

merable.

Its cultivation is highly important, yet little attended to.

Who ever thinks of inculcating its exercise in children, or prac

tising it themselves, unless by chance ? And yet it should be

commenced in infancy. Instead of holding or bracing up a

child, so that it cannot roll over or fall, let it hold itself up, or

else roll into some uncomfortable position, so as to teach it to

steady itself, and sit up, creep, &c., early. As soon as it can

stand or walk, encourage it, and as early as possible, take it

on your hand, in a setting or standing posture, and, partly

holding it and partly not, carry it around the room on your ex

tended hand, and change its position more and still more quick

ly, so as to teach it to keep itselffrom falling.

But most mothers take the opposite course, which is highly

injurious. They forbid their climbing up on chairs, by the

window, on fences, trees, &c., because "you'll fall," and are

continually ringing in their ears, " take care ! take care, I tell

you ! you'll fall ! you'llfall ! /" This always reminds me of a

fidgety old grand-mother, who charged her grand-son never to

go near the water till he had learned to swim, lest he should

get drowned. This is just like those mothers who forbid their

children's climbing lest they fall. The very way to prevent

their falling, is to encourage their climbing. This exercises,

and thereby enlarges their organ of Weight, which, when

large, renders them more safe aloft than those who have it

j
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small are on the floor. Cultivating this faculty, in these and

other ways, will prevent their getting many an extra bump,

which injures their brain, and induces its disease, just because

the parent prevented its exercise by forbidding its climbing,

throwing stones, &c. And then, too, it is useful in so many

thousand ways through life, that its due exercise should form

a part of early education, as much as talking, and for the same

reason, namely, that both are a function of our nature.

CALCULATION :

Or, ability to reckon figures in the head, memory of num

bers : intuitive, perception of the relations of numbers or

figures : mental arithmetic : numerical computation :

adding, subtracting, dividing, and multiplying mentally.

Adaptation. Every thing and collection of things in na

ture, has a number. We cannot help regarding things as one,

two, three, four, &c., that is, counting. Let all idea of number

be effaced, and ho business could be transacted ; millions of

dollars would be as one, and one as millions ; or rather, man

would be incapable of comprehending or distinguishing either

one or many, and all pecuniary transactions must cease. Im

portant advantages grow out of this arrangement in nature

and faculty in man. It should therefore be cultivated, but not

as it generally is, by waiting till a child is old enough to " ci

pher," and then give him a slate-pencil, and arithmetic, and re

quire him to learn a rule, and then work out the sum on the

slate. All children love to count. Encourage and aid them

in this. At two years old, teach them to count your fingers,

and other things, and then to perform other numerical opera

tions mentally. I verily believe that if every arithmetic in

Christendom were destroyed, and no more printed, the rising

race would learn to cast accounts better than now. I grant

that properly used, they might be useful, but they are now

made to supersede the natural method of reckoning things,

that is in the head. Nature is always better than art. Though

the latter may aid the former; yet, when art usurps the pre

rogative of nature, it only spoils her operations. This teach

ing children ciphering, and that by rule, and thereby leaving

mentalarithmetic almost uncultivated, accounts for our being

obliged to employ figures ; whereas, in nearly all business

transactions, the head alone should be used.
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Those who would cultivate this faculty, should rely upon

their heads, both for casting accounts, and remembering them,

and should embrace every opportunity when riding or walk

ing, to exercise it. Thus : in riding on a rail-road, observe by

the minute or second hand of your watch, how many seconds

you are in going a mile, then reckon the number of miles per

hour, then per day, per year, &c. Then count the rails of a

fence and its crooks in a mile, and then multiply the number

of rails in a crook, with the number of crooks in a mile, and

so wherever you go, you can be making similar calculations.

You should also charge your memory with things. Thus :

Eighty million pounds of coffee are consumed annually in the

U. S., and 25 millions in Great Britain ; and so of other statis

tics. You would then seldom be at a loss for statistical infor

mation—the most difficult matter to be recollected. Applying

this to dates, you should recollect the date of things recorded

in history, that is, the number of the year ; though recollect

ing the time from one event to another, comes under

TIME:

Or cognizance and recollection of when, of succession and

the lapse of time, of duration, dates, 4-c, : disposition and

ability to keep the beat in music, dancing, fyc.; and to

tell the time of the day, when things occurred, fyc.

Adaptation. Instead of being planted down in the midst

of one unchanging now, man is placed in a world of succes

sion. One event happens before or after another. His life

is composed of a continuity of times—of a continual varia

tion of periods. From infancy to old age, up through child

hood, youth, middle age, old age, and death, every day, hour,

second, and item of existence, follows its predecessor, and -pre

cedes its successor in point of time. We look back upon the

past, and cast the eye of hope or dread forward into the fu

ture. We make appointments to do certain things at certain

times to come, and all are able to discern the arrival of that

time. This faculty adapts man to this arrangement of succes

sion. But for this arrangement in the nature of things, all

doings or exercises of mind relating to the past or future

would be annihilated, all conception of any other period than

the present—than one monotonous now* obliterated, and with

•The only rational idea man can form of eternity is, one continuous
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it, all the arrangements relating to eras, ages, years, the

seasons, months, days, hours, seconds, the relations of infancy,

childhood, youth, middle age, old age, death, the past, and the

future, &c., extinct to man ; which would effectually break up

the present order of things. With this arrangement in na

ture, but without this faculty in man, though they would exist

and succeed each other, that existence and succession, and their

application to appointments and to every thing connected with

the past and future, would be as utterly inconceivable to man,

as the beautifully blended colors of the rainbow are to the

blind, or music is to the deaf. But with this arrangement

of time in the nature of things, and this faculty in man adapt

ed to it, man can hold converse with what has been, and what

will be for thousands of years each way—can divide and sub

divide the future and the past to his liking, and have a time

for every thing, and every thing in its time.

This arrangement is highly calculated to promote health,

and eminently useful in the dispatch of business. Nearly all

the operations of life require its assistance, and are facilitated

by its full development. Hence, its cultivation becomes an

item in education of very considerable importance ; and yet,

that cultivation is scarcely once thought of from the cradle to

the grave ; and hence too, it is usually one of the smallest or

gans in the human head. This need not, and should not be ;

it should be cultivated from infancy to old age.

The only means of cultivating it is to exercise it, and this

can be done, not by carrying a watch in your pocket, and often

reading the time of day from its dial, or from a clock before

you, but from keeping the time of day in your head, and re

taining in your memory the when things took place, or the order

of their occurrence, how long certain events occurred before

now, or the utter abolition of time, and substitution of one continuous

now. To talk about eternity continuing through myriads of succes

sive ages, is utter folly; for a succession must have both a beginning and

an end. The idea of periods of time, can no more be connected with

eternity, than an end can be connected with the circle. Thus, Phrenolo

gy will help religionists out of many an otherwise inexplicable diffi

culty. Mind, unconnected with matter, knows nothing about space,

bulk, ponderosity, colors, &c., which are terms belonging to matter.
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or after others ; the day of the week, month, and year of their

occurrence. I verily believe that if every time-piece in Chris

tendom were destroyed, and no others made, mankind would

be better off than they now are ; for, then they would be com

pelled to exercise this organ vigorously, which would so

strengthen it as to enable it to do all that time pieces now do,

with equal accuracy, and a thousand other things which

time-pieces can never do; whereas now, the time being kept

in their pockets, this organ has nothing to do, and therefore

does nothing, becoming small from mere inaction, and the

pleasures flowing from its exercise, abridged. Men would be

more punctual then than they now are. Their time-pieces

would vary less, never run down, and admonish them that a

certain time has come; whereas now, nature's time-keeper be

ing laid by, we often forget to look at that of art, and so the

time appointed pases unobserved.

I have always strenuously advocated the superiority of na

ture over art. The latter may often be employed to aid the

former, but never to precede or supersede her. Time-pieces

may aid Time just as arithmetic may aid Calculation—books,

Language—notes, Tune—geography, Locality —logic, the

reasoning Faculties, &c. ; but they should never supercede it.

It should be the boss workman, they, its assistants merely, and

rarely employed. If the works of man can excel those of his

Maker, if art can do better than nature, then are time-pieces

better than keeping the time in the head. The thought is pre

posterous, and this relying upon time-pieces to the neglect of

that thne-keeper placed by the God of nature in the head of

man, must eventuate in evil. To avoid this evil, exercise this

faculty by keeping the time within yourself.

The extent to which the exercise of this faculty is capable

of augmenting its power, is astonishing, far greater than most

persons imagine. The experienced nurse will throw herselt

upon her couch—first charging this faculty to awaken her in

just two hours, or half an hour—as the Doctor may have or

dered—and this watching sentinel counts off the minutes and

hours while the other faculties sleep, till me time arrives, when

it sounds the alarm, and summons the other faculties* to the

post of action. Many of our elderly farmers, who were not

biassed (?) with a time-piece when boys, can sleep soundly till

j*
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the time previously appointed for rising arrives, and in\

bly awaken within a few minutes of the time they appoi ,.

Many elderly persons are in the habit of waking and rising

at a given hour, and, whether or not they may have been pre

viously broken of their rest, awaken at the usual time. Every

one might and should habituate himself to this and similar

practices. They will soon become second nature, and be of

incalculable value through life. Magnetized patients, when

required by the magnetizer to awaken in any specified number

of minutes, do so, almost to a second, and with an accuracy

incomparably greater than that possessed by most persons in

their natural state.

In order to cultivate this faculty,think often during the day,

what time it is, and compare yourjudgment with a time-piece ;

keep steps in walking, marching, dancing, &c., and the beat in

music ; in reading history, impress the era, and the order of

events, strongly upon your mind, and compare eras, that is, the

destruction of Carthage with the reign of Julius Caesar, and

also with the founding of Rome, the reign of Cyrus, the Pelope-

nician wars, &c. Give yourself so many minutes or hours to

do certain things, and observe the time taken in doing them,

which, besides improving this faculty, will greatly aid you in

laying out your time. Be punctual at your meals, appoint

ments, and every set time for doing things, and fix a time for

doing things whenever it is practicable ; and above all things,

employ allyour time.

This leads me to speak of an almost fatal error or omission ;

namely, that of allowing many a minute and hour to pass

without doing much of any thing in particular. True, persons

breathe, and perhaps move, or talk, but effect nothing of im

portance. They regard the loss of a half-hour at breakfast,

an hour at dinner, and many minutes and scraps of time du

ring the day, and perhaps the morning or evening or both, as

of little account, and thus soon squander weeks and years,

which, rightly employed, might have contributed largely, not

only to their present, but also to their future enjoyment. I know

of no lesson that can be instilled into the forming minds of

childrea more important than teaching them to Jill up every

minute, every second of time with something useful to them-
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selves or others. Who ever saw a great or a good man not

full of business, too full to find any leisure time to waste ?

Another immense consumption of time occurs in not doing

the most important things first, and throwing minor matters

into the background. A vast amount of time is consumed in

being fashionable, in altering dresses, bonnets, &c., in prepa

ring for parties, in making a display ; in idle, foolish conver

sation that does no one any good ; in making things of little

comparative value, too numerous to mention ; in preparing

and drinking tea, coffee, chocolate, wines, spirituous liquors,

&c., &c., which do more harm than good ; in building elegant

mansions, and making splendid furniture, carriages, equipage,

in acquiring wealth, &c., &c., mainly for looks, the extra time

spent upon them, being a waste of that precious gift—exist

ence; and so of thousands of things of which these will serve

as samples.

The fact is, that man's standard by which he values things,

is utterly erroneous, and this error is fatal to his happiness. Let

him but consult his nature, as developed by Phrenology; let

him see what faculties he has, their relative size, when large,*

and the conditions of their action, their wants, and natural

functions, and he will have the true data for the division of

his time. Two or three faculties combined, now usually en

gross most of the time of man, besides enslaving the other

faculties. Let all the time spent in every thing appertaining

to raising and preparing food and eating it, and in drinking, (Al-

imentiveness) to fluttering in the sunshine of fashionable life,

[Approbativeness and Self-Esteem,] and to love, [Amativeness

and Adhesiveness,] and to acquiring property, [Acquisitive

ness,] be separated from the time spent in other things, and

the balance would be small indeed. Is it right, is it wise to

allow these few animal feelings to rule the entire man ? Was

man made merely, or even mainly, to eat, show off, be sen

sual, and amass wealth ? Is this the degrading destiny of

man? "No!" exclaims Phrenology; "for, man has other

* Large Cautiousness occupies several times more brain than large

Size, and large Causality or Adhesiveness, than large Color, or Weight,

&c. ; and the larger any faculty is in this sense, the more happiness or

suffering will its action impart.
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and larger organs to be fed and exercised. His moral and

intellectual faculties, should engross most of his time. At

tention devoted to them, is the most important, the most mo

mentous business of life. Let time be spent on them first,

and then let surplus time go to the lower feelings.

A vast amount of time is also consumed by one person

trespassing upon the time of others. Time is life ; and as

one man has no right to take the life of another, so he has

none to consume his time. Hence, whenever with our fellow

men, we should either let them entirely alone, or else do our

best to benefit them, and be very careful how we encroach

upon the time of others. Nor should we allow our time to

be encroached upon by others, because silly fashion has made

it a rule to drop whatever we are doing, and attend to com

pany. I, for one, despise and disregard this requirement ; not

giving any of my time to others for politeness sake, and con

sidering my short stay on earth too valuable to myself, too im

portant to my fellow men, to be squandered in dancing attend

ance at the shrine of fashion.

These remarks upon the value and improvement of time,

have struck a deep and rich vein, which, at other times, and

in other connections, I intend to follow out more fully ; for, it

is a subject that lays near my heart, and one over which

I have longed mourned.

TUNE.

The musical faculty : disposition to sing : ability to learn

tunes and detect discord bt the eah: sense ofmelody and

musical harmony.

Adaptation.—Man is a musical animal, and so constituted

as to receive a great amount of real pleasure in singing and

listening to music ; and this faculty is the means and medium

of that pleasure. It is adapted to musical sounds and to con

cord in music, and the musical octave is adapted to it. With

out it, or in its absence, one note in music cannot be distinguish

ed from another, and that soul-stirring delight experienced in

its exercise would be unknown. With it, the merry, friendly,

mournful, devotional, martial, and almost every other senti

ment and prssion can be combined, and stirred up to a degree

of intensity scarcely possible without it. It may also be em
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ployed as a means of refining and elevating the feelings, and

exciting the thrilling,touching, melting, exquisite, beautiful, &c.

Music is music, the world over, and concord and discord

affect the ears of the savage and the civilized in the same man

ner. What is music to the refined Anglo-Saxon, is equally so

to the red man of the forest, and the sons and daughters of

China and Siberia, and their octave is our octave. The mu

sical feeling is planted in nearly every human soul, being as

much a constituent portion of man, as lungs, or brain, or a

mouth, and is designed and calculated greatly to augment hu

man happiness and improvement. It should, threfore, be uni

versally cultivated, especially in the young. It is generally

cultivated, but not rightly, or in harmony with its natural

function.

Its one, distinctive function is to learn to sing by ear. It

scorns the trammels of notes, gamuts, and fa, sol, las, but gives

a spontaneous expression to this musical feeling by appropri

ate sounds, or else learns tunes by rote, or from hearing them

sung or played. True, it calls notes and instruments, and the

science of music to its aid, but only as attendants and servants ;

whereas the modern method of teaching music has rendered

them primaries and principals, to the almost entire exclu

sion of singing by ear. And then, too, our concerts, olois,

theatre, church, and parlor music, is nearly all purely artificial,

scarcely a vestage of natural music remaining. True, they

display great science, and wonderful skill and art, but artificial

music does not come from the heart, nor reach the heart. It

may make you wonder at the skill of the performer, but does

not stir up the fountain of feeling, nor make you happy. I

very believe that burning every note of music ever printed,

and preventing any more from being printed, would augment

man's pleasure derived from music, besides faciliating its ac

quisition. When art can excel nature, when man can outdo

his Maker, then, but not till then, may we be benefited by

learniug and practicing music scientifically, or from books

first. Many music teachers forbid their pupils singing by

rote, yet, they may as well pull out their teeth, or sow up their

mouths, in order to help them eat, or set them to studying the

dead languages in order to make them good speakers. [See re
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marks on Language.] Teach them to sing by ear first, and

then, if you see fit to aid them hy teaching the science and

" rules" of music, and to read tunes by note, they may be aided

and perfected, but teaching them the latter first, is like

standing a pyramid on its apix.

And then, too, learning to sing the natural way, is as much

more easy than by rule, as walking on the feet is easier than

on the hands, because the former is natural, and the latter,

unnatural. I cordially approve a practice quite common in

New England, of frequently relieving the tedium of the school

room by singing a tune in which the scholars take part, and

thereby cultivate this faculty early, and in the natural way.

Let all young children be sung to a great deal by parents and

nurses, and encouraged to sing themselves, and let all, espe

cially the young,^instead of waiting till they have taken les

sons in music, or for a formal set-to at the piano or accordian,

strike up the cheerful lays when about the house, or garden,

or field, and promote their own happiness, as well as that of

those about you, by giving frequent and unrestrained expres

sion to those lively buoyant, cheerful, happy feelings so com

mon to youth. Let boys whistle, and let laborers make the

fields ring and the forests echo with their merry, thrilling notes

of music, and our young ladies (except those who are corseted

too tight to inspire breath enough to sing well,) as they skip and

fly from room to room, strike up some lively song or pleasing

chorus.

It should be added that singing is highly promotive of health ;

for it exercises and thereby strengthens and invigorates the

lungs, by increasing the amount of air inhaled, and aids diges

tion, besides affording much exercise of parts too liable to re

main dormant—three of the main functions of animal life, as

well as conditions of health. It also throws a cheerful, serene

influence over the mind and feelings, and infuses new life into

the whole man, physical and intellectual. Plaintive tunes, and

minor modes, should seldom be sung, especially to children, for

they depress the feelings, diminish the circulation, and over

cast the mind with gloom and sadness, yet sacred music is

highly beneficial; for, it imparts a calmness andserenity to be

obtained no where else.
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The combinations of Tune' are inimitably beautiful, and,

by means of them, nearly every feeling and sentiment may be

enjoyed and expressed sweetly and delightfully. Thus : com

bined with Language and the social feelings, it expresses af

fection and love ; with Combativeness and Destructivcness, it

revels in the martial sounds of the fife, the bugle, and drum;

with Constructiveness,it whiles away the tedious hours of la

bor by song ; with Veneration, it sings the songs of Zion, and

elevates and purifies the soul by kindling and expressing the

sentiment of devotion, of gratitude, of praise, &c. ; with Phi-

loprogenitiveness, it sings cradle .ditties; with Mirthfulness, it

sings the comic song, and with unbridled Amativeness added,

it joins in boisterous revelry and mirth, &c. Hence, it can be

rendered subservient to the best of ends, or to the worst—can

be employed to elevate and purify, or degrade and debase, its

possessor ; so that its combinations with the higher sentiments

should be cultivated ; but not in accordance with the modern

musical tastes and fashions, which are mostly wrong. A few

of their errors are too glaring to be allowed to pass unexposed

and unreproved.

1. Though the musical taste and talent are strong and active

in infancy and childhood, yet the artificial singing of adults,

does not call it into vigorous exercise, and therefore, it becomes

small. After its size has been thus reduced, girls and young

ladies are set down to the piano us a task, and compelled to

practice hour after hour from notes without any aid or relish

from love of music, till they become tired and disgusterJ. And

then, they must be laced so tightly that they can not perform

with ease, and are injured instead of being benefited, and the

whole of their singing rendered stale and artificial. Still, they

must learn music in order to get husbands; to be laid aside

when that one end of female education is attained. Now, if

this singing by rote, and singing when about the house, while

the hands are employedin labor, were cultivatedfrom childhood,

it would be continued through life, pouring an almost contin

ual stream of pleasure into the soul of its possessor.^

2. The words usually set to fashionable music meets my un

qualified censure ; for, three-fourths if not nine-tenths of them

are love-sick ditties, or the piuings of unrequited love. I can
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not see how half of them can be sung by a modest lady with

out crimsoning her cheek with the blush of shame. And then,

to give music its full power, the performer must feel both the

words and the song. It is passing strange how fashion can so

"strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel," but no more strange

than true. However, those ladies who think otherwise, have

the same liberty to sing these love-sick verses that I have to

think what I please about those who do it.

3. But the principal fault of modern singing, is that it is un

natural, strained, and artificial. This is a natnral conse

quence, however, of the method by which it is taught, and

can be obviated only by teaching children to sing, and that by

rote. Listen to the music of the concert, the parlor, the thea

tre, the field, and even the sanctuary, and how little emotion

does it stir up, compared with what might be done. Sacred

music, properly conducted, would fill all our churches, and

induce many to attend meetings, whom this artificial singing

will not induce to come.

I doubt the utility of having the singing in our churches per

formed by a chosen few, called "the choir." Rather let it be

done by the whole congregation. Pursue the plan already

pointed out, and all will be as competent to sing in a church as

any now are; for, all have the organ, and, by beginning young

all might learn to sing. This organ averages several degrees

larger in children than in adults ; the cause of this has already

been attributed to artificial music having been so generally

substituted for that which is natural.

A good voice is also indispensable to a good singer, and a

strong constitution is equally indispensable to a good voice ; so

that a good voice for singing—one that is clear and strong, is a

sign of good health, while a feeble voice, formed at the top of

the throat, and not shrill, clear and, full, evinces a weak, frail

organization. I have noticed, also, that in addition to a strong

constitution, good singers usually have the sanguine nervous,

or vital mental, temperaments; which give remarkable inten

sity aud jower of feeling, and this intensity of feeling is the

most essential element in good singing.
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Time and Tune naturally act together, and mutually aid

each other. Hence, it is as natural for children to keep correct

time in singing, as to sing at all. There are probably two

organs of Tune, the lower one for catching tunes and singing ;

the upper, for appreciating the higher qualities of music, such

as its harmony, and the lofty, the the thrilling, and exquisite

in song.

Instrumental music is very good, and playing on wind

instruments is calculated to strengthen the lungs, (unless carried

to excess,) yet, after all, no instrument ever made by man, can

equal the human voice, either for melody, or expression, or

sweetness of tone. Let no person neglect to sing much, and

sing daily.

After making remarks analogous to these at Chelmsford,

Mass, the Presbyterian clergyman of that place remarked, that

they were in striking harmony with the system of Pestalozzi,

and added that a singing master then in C, was conducting a

school upon this principle. About that system I know little

or nothing, not as much as I wish ; but, if it be analogous to

this, it must certainly be correct, because founded in the nature

of mind.

LOCALITY.

Local memory ; recollection of the place where we have

seen persons or things ; the geographicalfaculty ; memory

of roads, scenery, the looks of places, where on the page

certainfacts or accounts were seen, fyc. ; desire to travel

and see places, and ability to find them ; the where

where faculty.

Adaptation.—Every physical thing must be in some place,

and one thing cannot be where another is. Space exists, and

constitutes a necessary property of matter ; and thus far, man

has been unable to find its limits. Around us, above us, every

way, it is to us boundless. The extent to which man has

carried his observations, though millions on millions of miles ,

is probably but a small moiety of those endless fields of space

which have been stretched out by the hand of the Almighty.

But for this element of things, our houses and every thing

«lse, could have no place to be, could be no-where, that is,

16
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could not be at all ; and without this faculty in man adapted

to this element of matter, though his house and other things

might have a "local habitation," yet he would be unable to

find them, and would be perfectly lost every time he left one

place or thing to find another. This faculty enables its

possessor to retrace his steps through a winding road with

many cross roads, or through the forest ; to call to mind the

looks of places and position of things ; to find places once seen ;

and to keep the points of the compass correctly in his head, &c.

Those in whom it is small, soon lose themselves in a city or

the woods, and find places or learn geography either practically,

or from maps, with difficulty.

The valuable ends attained by the full development of this

faculty, are very great ; and the importance of Cultivating it, is

ofcourse equally so. The present system of teaching geography,

is probably less faulty than that of teaching any other science,

yet it might be improved,

1. By being begun earlier, and rendered more practical.

Thus ; when your child is two years old, it will know the

house in which it has lived from other houses, and should have

its attention called to this point. Beginning with the rooms

in your house, teach it which way is east, west, north, and

south, above, below, right, left, &c., and often a.sk it in which

room the bureau, or sofa, or clock, or stove, &c. is, and then,

in what part of the room. Then, if you live in the country,

or have a garden or fields, teach it their geography, and

frequently ask it where certain trees, or fields, or stones, &c. &c.

are ; where the woods, wheat-field, corn-field, meadow, &c. are ;

where such and such neighbors live, and a thousand similar

questions. If you live in the city, pursue a similar course in

regard to houses, &c., and when you walk out, ask in what

direction home is, or any curious thing it may have seen.

In presenting this subject, I cannot probably do better than

to draw my illustrations from the course pursued by myself in

reference to my own daughter. After moving from 210

Chestnut st., Philadelphia, when she was just two years old,

I observed that whenshe passed it, she stopped, sayi ng, "I used

to live there." Taking her upon my horse, (which, in spite of

its being unusual, I did for her health, as well as my own,) as
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I rode up or down the street, I ask her which way home or

mother was ; and then turning a corner, I asked " which

way noio?" I one day called her attention to a place some

what unusual in looks, and stopped my horse, requesting her

to look at it, so as to remamber it next time. A little further

on, we saw a parrot, which delighted her exceedingly. The

next day, as we came to the place just mentioned, she exclaim

ed with joy, "Oh pa, we are coming to the parrot soon." I

asked her which way the parrot was,and thus embrace every op

portunity to exercise her Locality as well as Individuality,

Eventuality, Language, and Causality.

After pursuing this course for a time, you can extend your

explanations to the geography of the earth, but, in so doing,

baar one thing in mind—namely, to teach them the natural

divisions of the earth, such as its divisions into mountains,

rivers, oceans, valleys, &c. first, before you begin to explain

the artificial divisions of the land into different countries or

states. Thus, in teaching them the great natural landmarks

of the earth, suppose you begin with the mountains ; and,

commencing, at the southern extremity of South America,

show them a map, or some representation of the Andes, an€

their passage north and east through the isthmus of Darien,

and forming the rocky mountains, which extend to Behring's

straits, cross into North-eastern Asia, forming Kamskatska,

and extending on to the Himmaleh mountains, and then

branching off, one branch forming the Polynesian Islands,

and the other running east and forming Mount Ararat, the

Alps, Pyrenees, rocky cliffs of Gibraltar, and the mountains of

the Moon, in Northern Africa, &c. Here they have the

mountainous framework of our globe.

Then teach them the divisions of this land into the basins

of rivers ; such as the valley of the Mississippi, St. Lawrence,

Hudson, Connecticut, &c., and their sub-divisions, the former

into those of the Ohio, Missouri, Arkansaw, &c. Then show

them the leading characteristic, or topography of each. Each

valley has its leading features. Thus ; the St. Lawrence is

characterized, throughout its course, by innumerable falls,

exactly like those of Niagara and Genesee, except in size.

The same range of rocks that forms the Niagara falls, also
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extends on east and forms the Genesee falls, and those in the

Black River at and near Watertown. The same horizontal

strata of rocks, the same deep gully below the falls, and the

same fossil remains in the same strata, characterize them all,

and all the rivers that enter the St. Lawrence, whether from

Canada or from the U. S. The same is true of the aspect of

the country.

The Susquehanna, again, has an aspect entirely different

from that of the St. Lawrence. Its bed, from the head-waters

of all its branches, throughout its entire course, is broad, and

its waters shallow, and on each side, at almost any part of it,

or any of its branches, will be found terraces, or rapid ascents

from the bed of the river for a few feet, and then a level, and

another rise and level, corresponding on each side of the river.

Its waters often run close under the base of the mountain,

which often rises rapidly to a great height, and is quite regular.

Any person at all acquainted with the general aspect of either

ofthese rivers, or ofany oftheir branches, in casually entering

any part which he had not seen, and did not know to what

river it belonged, would know where it belonged just from its

topographical resemblance to the other portions of that river.

Combining the organs, or calling several faculties into action,

at the same time, will be found of incalculable value in teach

ing and learning geography, as, indeed, any thing else. That

is, while you are exhibiting the position of places and the geog

raphy of a country to Locality j let Eventuality also be called

into action by mingling the events or history of the people,

with the geography and aspect of the country. In other words,

let the teacher tell them all that is known of the history, pe

culiarities, modes of life, habits, government, laws, customs,

&c., &c., of each country, together with landscape views of

their principal cities, buildings, rivers, mountains, scenery, &c.

For instance, connected with the geography of England, show

them a view of London, taken from some point from which it

can be seen to the best advantage, and then other views of

"Westminster Abbey," "The Tower," "Buckingham Palace,"

&c., &c., with the history and remarkable events that have

transpired in relation to each. And then, by a very cheap

cosmorama, or a mere magnifying lens even, each pupil
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could be placed in full view of London, or any other

place, or scenery, or building in the world, and see it

apparently in the distance and as large as life, and at an ex

pense not greater than the present method of supplying each

scholar with a geography and atlas ; for then, one set could

be made to serve the whole school. Let each civilized nation

employ artists to take and lithrograph views of their principal

landscapes, cities, &c. ; and then let the nations interchange

these specimens ; and let government supply them to the pub

lic, schools. This is what we want governments and public

officers for; not to make long speeches, and roll logs, and vote

for each other, that is, "I'll tickle you if you'll tickle me."

As our governments are now conducted, they do more harm

than good, besides spending immense sums of money which,

spent in the way just proposed, and other similar ones, would

do good, whereas it now only robs the pockets of the people,

to be squandered by public (not servants, but) spendthrifts and

cheats : but more of this in that series of articles entitled, "ex

isting evils and their remedy," in which I shall expose politi

cal evils and abuses, and propose a more excellent way.

By teaching geography in this way, children would not have

to be whipped to school, nor for playing truant, but would long

for the hour to arrive when they could go to partake of so

rich an intellectual feast.

This course presents still another advantage—that of teach

ing the true nature of man. Civilized life is mainly a per

version of human nature ; but, a summary of the true nature

of man, and thus of the true road to happiness, would thus be

forced home upon every one of the rising generation, and this

would lead to an immediate reform; for, it would reveal

many excellent customs practiced in savage and half civilized

life, and expose many that are injurious, and thereby lead the

youthful mind to reflect upon the true nature of man, as well

as to select "the good, but cast the bad away."

Another suggestion. The national phrenological develop

ments of every nation, should be given, and the coincidences

betwsen their heads and characters, should be drawn. This,

besides teaching them Phrenology, both in theory and practice,

would enable them still farther to form a correct estimate of

16»
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the nature of man, and to see what customs of different na

tions are in harmony with it. Drawings of national heads,

and busts of their leading characters, might and should be pro

cured. If our Exploring Expedition had taken along a skil

ful and devoted Phrenologist to make examinations of na

tional heads, and to set all hands at work collecting sculls, busts,

specimens, drawings, &c., of national heads, as well as of the

animals, including birds &c, of different climes, his labors and

report alone, would have been worth more than that of all the

rest besides and been a "quidpro quo," or equivalent for its

immense expense. "When will the nations learn wisdom ?"

Still another suggestion. Every school should be furnished

with a geological and minerological cabinet, embracing all the

most important specimens of the globe. This might be done

very easily, by that system of exchanges proposed and practiced

by Josiah Holbrook. His plans are excellent. Let them be

adopted, that is, let a school, situated in or near a coal or iron

region, collect a great amount of iron oar, or coal of the kind

near them, and let another school, situated in a marble, or

granite, or scionite region, collect large quantities of marble,

or granite, or sienite, &c ; and then let each school exchange

with evrey other. Let this system be extended to nations, as

well as schools; or, rather let there be a national institution,

to effect these and similar ends, including the geographical

drawings mentioned above, and the good effected thereby,

would be incalculable. It would also give employment to

many discerning and talented artists, who are now almost

starving, as well as foster a taste for the natural sciences and

the fine arts, and spread light and knowledge throughout the

earth. And think you that this would not lessen our calen

ders of crime, empty our prisons and penitentiaries, and] pro

mote moralpurity and intellectual attainments, to a degree

which would well nigh drive vice and crime from our world,

and do infinitely more to induce the reign of the moral and in

tellectual faculties than any other, if not than all other means

now in operation, modern preaching included.'' This would

as assuredly beget a love of study, and especially of the study of

nature, of the laws, and operations, and adaptations of nature,

which, in adition to the knowledge imparted, and the pleasure
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afforded thereby, is more effectually and certainly promotive

of moral purity, than any thing else in which the human mind

can be engaged. To every student of nature, I appeal : Is not

the study of nature eminently purifying and elevating to the

soul ? What more than the study of the works of God, is cal

culated to call forth Veneration in his worship, or Conscien

tiousness in living an upright, blameless hfe ? What will fill

the soul with wonder, praise, and love to God, more than be

holding the infinite wisdom displayed in his works, and all to

enable man to be happy in both body and mind ? What will

equally carry us

" Through nature up to Nature's God ?"

What will equally quell the passions, promote good feeling, and

moral integrity, and dispel vice and immorality in all their

forms? But I forbear, fori am encroaching upon ground

appropriated to another department of my subject, namely, the

importance of training the intellectual and moralfaculties to

act together, that is, of teaching God in all his works, of

not teaching children any thing in science or nature, without

teaching them God in hall ; or, the importance of studying and

teaching natural theology. After analysing the moral fac

ulties, I propose to show that the juxtaposition of the moral

and intellectual organs, as well as the facility with which the

two combine, establishes the conclusion that natural science

and natural theology, should be taught and learned to

gether ; that the latter should form a part of early education,

that the noxious dogmas and superstitions of modern religious

sectarianisms, should be rooted up, and the study of the works

of God, and of God in his works, substituted in theire stead—

that modern religion is sadly defective n not being founded in,

and built upon, natral religion and that natural theology and

the character of God as drawn from his works, is indispensable ;

or rather, should preceede and prepare the way for, the teach

ing of salvation by Christ, which is only the superstructure of

natural theology ; and which must be founded in it. Both

religion and education are sadly deficient by each standing sep

arately, whereas they naturally go together, and "what God

hath joined together, let not man put asunder."

The studies of Geology and Astronomy come as appropri-

ateley under the faculty of Locality, as any other. We cannot
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see a rock or an embankment, a mountain, a valley, a river, a

stone, a mineral, without having the convictionforced upon us,

that some most important geological changes have occurred,

and continue to occur, in regard to our earth. To me, geologi

cal facts and observations, have always been most interesting,

and, though I know little about the science of geology, still I

observe and reflect upon all the geological phenomena within

my reach, as I travel from place to place. Nor do I fail to put

together what I see in different places, and to search for a

common cause, as well as to philosophise upon the earlier con

dition of our earth, &c., &c. The various layers of earth,

seen on digging into an embankment, and the different strata

of rocksand substances in the same rock, the different veins in

rocks, the crystalizing ofearths, pudding stones, conglomerated,

rocks, the shells often found imbedded in rocks, stones laying

far above the water and yet appearing as if worn by running

water, and having eddies in them, dug out by running water,

petrifactions of fish and animals in stone, the tracks of animals

in stone, and also even imbedded in rocks, and that on the

tops of mountains,* the remains of animals, often of immense

size, whose race is now extinct, found imbedded deep in the

earth, and often even in solid rocks—these, and innumerable

kindred phenomena, one and all, teach lessons about the past,

if not prognosticate future events, which man can know and

should learn, and which will yet lead to some discoveries of

immense utility and magnitude. I say, then, let children and

youth be taught geology. As you walk with them, past a rock

composed of different materials, or see an embankment having

different strata and qualities ofsoils, pebbles, clays, &c.,one above

another, point them out and explain what jis known or suppos

ed of their cause ; and so of other things. Whenever prac-

* A few years ago, Prof. Hitchcock, of Amherst College, discovered nu

merous tracks of birds as large as the ostrich, aud even larger, in the pa

ving stones of the streets of New Haven. Posterity will award immortal

honor to this distinguished devotee of science ; and this eminently talented

expounder of geology, for his successful labors in this and other depart

ments of science. His head is the head of a truly great man,—one in

an age,—andhis talents are of the very highest order, besides their being

turned to the best account, and being assiduously cultivated. Prof.

Edward Hitchcock will belong and gratefully remembered and honored.
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ticable, take them into coal and other mines, to salt-springs,

sulphur-springs, mineral-springs, (those of Saratoga included,)

or into a well before it is stoned up, and thus put them upon

the track of observation and reflection, for themselves, and

you will thus "sow seed on good ground," which will take deep

"root, spring up, and bring forth fruit, some thirty, some fifty,

and some a hundred fold," not only of immediate pleasure,

but also of subsequent pleasure and profit to them through

out their whole lives. Get them a hammer, and take

them with you to quarries, and upon the mountains in seaich

of minerals, (at the same time calling their Attention to inter

esting flowers, vegetables, &c., &c., as directed under the

heads of Individuality and Eventuality,) and think you that

these rural rambles will not invigorate and expand hoth mind

and body, and stimulate the intellect a hundred fold more

thandoes "setting on a hench andsaying A," or spelling "baker,

cider, brewer," &c., for the hundredth time ? If not, then am I

no judge of the nature and operations of mind—then have I

been misled both by experience and observation. I repeat

what I have before said, that our schools as now conducted,

axe public curses—that they cramp, instead of improving, the

intellect—that they deadenanddiminish both mind and body—

that they violate nearly every law of intellectual culture—that

they cause the intellectual dwarfishness of mankind, and also

foster all the vices by creating a dislike for study, as well as

by propagating the vices of every bad scholar through the

school, throughout the district, and throughout the town—that

we must have a change—and that Phrenology will work it.

This glorious science has only to be spread and studied, com

pletely to revolutionize man civilly, politically, religiously,

morally, intellectually, and physically, so that a hundred years

hence, he would not be recognised as belonging to the same

race. Phrenologists, remember, that, in propogating this sci

ence, you, though a mere handful, are doing more good, pro

moting more happiness, abolishing more vice, and sowing the

seeds of virtue, more than all the lawyers, doctors, teachers,

clergymen, and religionists, of all Christendom, and ten years

will prove it by experiment. Ten years will turn, and

overturn these United States, till the true principles of this sci
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ence leaven society, till existing institutions totter on their basis,

and are "rolled together and pass away as a scroll," to make

way for the principles revealed by this science. A greater in

strument of good to mankind, was never raised up than this

same "American Phrenological Journal," anda few years wil'

give it the influence it is destined to exert. These pages will

remodel the intellectual educati on of children—the first step

towards this great and glorious result, and the balance of this

work will remodel the government and moral training of chil

dren ; which alone will gain the day ; and then Phrenology

applied to religion, will complete the victory, and renew man

morally as well as socially,* intellectually and physically.

Mark these prophecies, and place them by the side of 1852.

I have alluded to the study of Astronomy in connexion with

Locality, because the relative position of the heavenly bodies,

at different periods, comes under this organ more appropriately

than under any other ; though it involves Form, to give good

eye-sight ; Size, to appreciate distance ; Weight, to take cog

nizance of motion ; Calculation, to do the numerical computa

tion ; Eventuality, to take cognizance of the changes and

motions of the heavenly bodies ; Order, to perceive their har

mony—" heaven's first law"—Time, to calculate their posi

tions atpast a.n&future periods ; andCausality and lower Com]

parison, to do the requisite reasoning. Still, space and posi

tion are the two main things concerned in Astronomy, and

therefore, my remarks on this science, come appropriately un

der this faculty.

From the summary just given of the organs enlarged in

studying Astronomy, it is self-evident that no study affords

more intellectual discipline than that of Astronomy. It

should be generally studied, —not by the scientific few, who

make almanacs,—but by all classes. Nor is this impossible

on account of the difficulty connected with its being too deep

and abstruse. I fully believe that good practical instruction

only, is necessary to enable youth, if not children, to under

stand and practise it sufficiently for all ordinary purposes. At

least, the various constellations might be pointed out, and the

* My work on Matrimony, will reform man in his social and matrimoni

al relations.
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relative positions of the principal stars, together with the mo

tions and distances of each, &c., &c. Nor is this all : the time

of day and night might be correctly ascertained from their

motions and positions. How is it that many of our old farm

ers, will get up at any time of the night, and tell the hour ac

curately by the position of the stars? And "if these things

be done in a green tree, what shall be done in the dry ?" If

these things can be learned without a. teacher or early instruc

tion, but from casual observation alone, what could not be ob

tained by beginning these observations ear/y, under excellent,

practical tuition, and continuing them through life ? Even

the Indians can not only tell the time of the year and the hour

of the day or night, with an accuracy impossible to us, but

what is more, they can predict the weather for days and years

to come. Our Astronomical observations are exceedingly

limited and inaccurate ; and yet, I am fully persuaded, that we

might be able to tell the stale of the weuther and its changes

for days and weeks, i( not an entire season, and probably several

seasons in advance. The animals do this. Then why not

man ? The spider shapes her net in anticipation of the weather,

and changes it before we discover a sign of a change. If the

season is to be wet, the beaver builds his hut one story higher

the preceding fall ; and, if the winter is to be very severe or

protracted, the squirrel lays in an extra supply of nuts ; and so

of many other animals. A knowledge of these things is cer

tainly more important to man than to animals, in order that,

in a wet season, he may raise more of those crops that are

adapted to wet weather, and in a dry, or cold, or hot season,

he may plant and sow the kinds of crops that will grow best

in that season, as well as plant or sow early or late, as the

season is to be early or late. Does a merciful God, who has

shown so much greater care for man than for brute, supply to

brute so important a knowledge which he denies to man ?

True, they are said to be guided by what is called inst inct, ( I call

it intuition, or the natural, intuitive action of the phrenologi

cal faculties ;) but, if man has not the instinct, he has what is

better, namely, greater powers of observation and reflection.

And in addition to this, I believe he has as much instinct, at

least in regard to the weather, as brutes, if he would only dis

play it.
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But however this may be, one thing is clear, that the weather

is governed by invariable laws of cause and effect. Every

change in the weather is caused ; and these causes, or at least

most of them, are within the scope of man's observation. I

remember once hearing an old farmer observe,that the charac

ter of the equinoctial storm, was a sample of all the storms of

the next six months—that if that storm came off clear and

cold, all the storms of the fall and winter, would clear up in

the same way, and the snow and cold be abundant, and the

winter severe ; but, if that storm cleared off warm and muggy,

all the storms of the fall and winter would end in rain, and the

winter be open. I have observed this every winter since,

and found this sign invariable. The equinoctial storm of Sep

tember, 1841, was remarkably warm, and the winter unusual

ly mild and open.

0 I have also observed that the cold snaps, as they are called,

of fall and winter, continue about three days—the first day

being cold, the second very cold, and the third, cold, but less

so than either of the others, which concludes the spell. And I

believe a similar principle governs the seasons as well as days.

So also, the frosts of fall tally with this arrangement. The

first night of a cold spell brings a frost, the second, a heavy

one, for the season, and the third again, lighter; though, early

in the season, it may not be cold enough to cause a frost the

third night, nor even the first; yet the relative coldness wilj

be much the same.

I do not, however, intend to point out signs of the weather,

so much as to illustrate my idea that there are signs, which,

if observed, would be of incalculable advantage to seamen,

agriculturists, and indeed, to all, and that these signs should

be pointed out to children, and additional ones observed. In

other words, let this department of nature also be observed

and studied, and all the advantages within our reach, derived

from it. Many also think that the changes of the moon effect

the weather, and even the feelings, as well as influence the

crops. This may be, but I have never observed this point, and

therefore only say, look to it.

In passing, I will add, that the study of the starry heavens

has in it a certain something calculated to awaken emotions of
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the sublimeandthe beautiful, surpassing all other studies. Thus,

the rolling thunder—the forked lightning—the western sky,

tinged with gold as the descending sun sinks to rest—the clear,

star-spangled canopy of heaven in a cloudless night—the twink

ling stars rolling over your head—the northern lights pouring

their radiance upon you, or rushing and roaring over your

head—the pouring rain and rushing hail and snow—the im

mensity of space above, below, and all around you—all be

speak the power, glory, and grandeur of that being who crea

ted them, and are in themselves calculated to fill i he soul with

admiration and adoration for their great and all-powerful Archi

tect. Who can contemplate the immensity of the Universe,

without bowing in worship

" Before Jehovah's awful throne V

Let " Dick's christian Philosopher," and kindred works, be

studied, and a knowledge of Astronomy become general, and

man will be the better and the more happy.

In order to cultivate Locality, I observe the country through

which I pass ; and, to do this the more easily, I mount the top

of the stage, or promenade the deck of the steamboat as it trav

erses the valley and parts the hills, and catch a glimpse of

hill, dale, field, and the aspect of the country as I dart past them

on the Rail-Road ; but, rapid travelling affords fewer facilities

for its cultivation, than proceeding more slowly. And I stop

no-where, even for the night, without following a river for a

few miles, or ascending a hill-to obtain a prospect ; or follow

ing the shore of the ocean, or bay, or lake for miles, to see its

geography, and always keep the points of the compass in my

head.

I cannot forbear here expressing the hope that the dangers

and expenses of travelling, will soon be diminished. Every

steam-engine I see, enforces still more deeply the conviction

I have long entertained, that we are on the eve of some simple

discovery, in the application of steam, or in steam-machinery,

by which the present immense consumption of fuel will be re

duced ninety-nine times in every hundred, and the complica

tion of the machines be obviated, so that they will not cost a

hundredth part as much as now. I call the attention of me

chanics, to this suggestion—not to the improvement of tha

17
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steam engine, but to its entire remodelling, so that the steam

.will emerge directly from the boiler upon—not the piston ; for,

that must be obviated—but by which it shall press directly

upon a revolving cylinder, and give you the whole power

of the steam—now not half its power is obtained—without

any complication of the machinery, or danger of explosion.

Then will the immense expense now attendant upon travelling,

be obviated, and all the pleasure and advantages of travelling,

which are very great, be enjoyed with very little loss.

The study of Phrenology affords excellent discipline to this

faculty ; for, every organ must be located exactly right. A

successful Phrenologist must have it large and well disciplined

Often, on retiring from the severe labors of examining heads

all day, I have felt the brain composing this organ, as it were,

appear to crawl, and have a prickling sensation, and in Dec.

and Jan. last, when confined with the small-pox, and threat

ened with the brain fever, the heat of my forehead was great,

and the pain most intense, in Locality, Individuality, Form,

Size, Eventuality, Comparison, and Benevolence ; but, in ] lo

cality the most severe. In every other part of the body and

head, the disease worked to admiration, and the pustules filled

out finely, but above these organs, they refused to come to a

head, and were a long time in recovering. Nor was it until

this portion of my head was bathed in cold-water for two days

and nights in succession, that the fever abated at this point,

though it had subsidedevery where else. But more in another

place of the organs broughtinto exercise in the successful study

and practice of Phrenology.

The study of anatomy, also, comes under Locality more

properly than under any other organ ; for, it is the position or

location both absolute and relative, of the organs of the

body, which constitutes the first and main item of this study,

although their shape is next in order and importance. Strange

as the doctrine may seem, I maintain that children should be

taught anatomy, in connexion with physiology; that is, that

they shouldbe taught the locations emdfunctions oftheprincipal

organs of the body. So important a study should not be con

fined to a few physicians and literati, but should be known by

all. All need not be profoundly versed in it, yet all should

understand it practically, amd in the general. Thus: put chil
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dren's fingers upon your pulse, and, as they are delighted and

astonished to observe its throbbing, tell them its use, namely,

the action of the heart, and then explain the position and looks

of the heart, and the whole doctrine of the circulation and

respiration. As you may have occasion to kill a chicken for

your table, or slaughter a calf or pig, on opening it, show them

the position of the heart, and the manner in which it receives

and ejects the blood, and give them all the information you

can concerning it. Then do the same by the lungs, liver, in

testines, &c.

Then ask them what has become of the great amount of

food they have consumed ; amounting, in all, to many times

their ownbulk. Then explain to them the office of the stomach,

its position, looks, and the whole process of digestion,* and

nutrition. What will delight or benefit them more ? And

think you that this knowledge will not make them careful in

regard to injuring their health ? What will more effectually

promote the vigor of the constitution than a knowledge of the

aws of life and health ? Compared with this, all other know

ledge is utter folly ; and in point of utility, "is as a drop in

the bucket."

Then put their hand on the back-bone, (I ought to be learn

ed, and to call it the spinal column ; though back-bone is just

what I mean,) and, as the person moves his body, they will

see the workings of the joints. (Oh, I forget to be classical, I

shouldhave said vertebras; although fewchildren oradultsknow

what vertebras means; but all understand whatjoints signify.

Then clinch your fist, and show the cords or tendons of the

hands and wrist, and the hardness (I mean rigidity) of the

muscles of the arm, and their shortening and lengthening (con

traction and relaxation) as you lift things in your hands ; and

show them how it is that this shortening of a muscle moves

* The studies of Anatomy and Physiology ought never to be separated

from each other. When the location and appearance of an organ are

studied, let its office, and the end in the animal economy it performs, be also

studied ; ior, the study of each will facilitate that of the other, and each

impress the other. Studying Anatomy alone, is like cutting up a dead

man to see what a live one will do. Unite the two. Teach children the

location and appearance of the several parts of the body, and at the same

time teach them what each part does.
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one of the bones of the joint over which the muscle passes,

&c. Then tell them that these muscles by means of which

we move, labor, &c., consistute the red flesh of all animals,

and are what is usually eaten. Then show the workings of

the bones upon each other at the joints. This can be done

conveniently and beautifully when cutting up (I mean dissect

ing ; how unaccountably unclassical I am though,) a chicken

for dinner, or a hog (I mean swine ; for, it is very vulgar to

say hog) for salting.

Then cut open the brains of animals ; (brains are very good

to eat, especially for those who have but few of their own,)

and show them the structure of this organ of thought and feel

ing—this palace of the soul—its lobes, convolutions, and con

nexions with the nerves of the eye, ear, spinal marrow, (or

medulla oblongata, as Dr Latin would have it,)* nose, Sue. &c.

as well as what portions of the brains of various animals are

developed in accordance with their habits and characteristics.

Pursue this course during childhood and youth, and every

man, woman, and child would be as familiar with the names

aud functions of all the organs of the body, as they are with

their alphabet. These studies, besides the thrilling interest

connected with them, will teach them how to husband their

vital resources, preserve their constitutions unimpaired

through life, and live twice as long and thrice as happily as

now. For want of this knowledge, most children and youth,

almost or quite break down their constitutions before twenty,

or well nigh ruin themselves in both mind and body.

If you object that you do not know enough to teach all

these studies, I answer, wait, and I will elsewhere tell you

how, both to find the time, and obtain the knowledge, required,

or else how not to gel married.

Under the head of Locality, I cannot well forbear recom

mending the perusal of Voyages and Travels ; "Stephen's

Central America," is deservedly popular, but it, in common

with all other travels, is sadly defective in this, that it does not

* I have employed some irony here and above, in order to expose what I

deem the utter folly of the "learned world," in calling things by names

which few understand. I intend to call the Phrenological organs by their

English names. To write medical prescriptions in Latin, is foolish, except

where all understand Latin. Away with the technicalities of science.
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givethe Phrenology of the present inhabitants, or of the relics

observed. Add this, and the most interesting if not most in

structive department of reading, would be Voyages, Travels,

&c,. by a Phrenologist—in connexion with the manners and

.customs of different nations and ages. And if my life be spared,

I intend eventually to travel with a view to the preparation

of such works.

ORDER.

Method : arrangement, system : having a place for every thing, and every

thing in its place, so lhatit can be found at once : system in business, &c".

" Order is heaven's first law"

Adaptation. System, or uniformity, pervades the

whole physical world, and has stamped its impress upon every

work of God. Order reigns supreme in the worlds on high,

and in the earth below, producing regularity in both. It has

arranged a place for every organ of the human body, and al

ways puts every organ of the body in its own place, so that

Locality may find them, or Comparison infer where they may

be found. It puts the feet always at the end of the lower ex

tremities instead of on the top of the head or the end of the

arms, and the head on the top of the body instead of on the

back, or ankles, or the wrists, and systematizes all the works and

operations of nature. Indeed, without this principle of order,

or system in nature, all creation would be one vast bedlam—

one grand chaos of " confusion worse confounded," without

beauty, and marred in all its other qualities, but with this ar

rangement in nature, harmony usurps the reign of chaos,

beauty is brought forth out of deformity, and all nature moves

on with a systematic regularity as beautiful in itself as it is

beneficial to man. But, without this faculty of order in man,

adapted to this contrivance of system in things, though this

quality might have existed and beautified all nature, yet man

could not have perceived this beauty, or applied this contri

vance to any beneficial purpose. But this principle exists in

nature, and this faculty in man, and it is therefore his duty and

pleasure to exercise it ; and, its cultivation should form an im

portant part of the education of children. And yet, that cul

tivation is scarcely once thought of.

Its primary office seems to be, to keep one's own things in

order, and, to cultivate it, let children have things of their own,

17»
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and be told and encouraged to put things in their places—to

fold and lay away their garments; to put their play-things away

in the places assigned them; to lay their hat or bonnet &c., in a

particular spot ; to lay off their clothes at night so that they

could jump into them in case of fire ; to have each book

in its own place and keep it whole and clean ; to keep their

garments whole ; (and parents should never allow their chil

dren to go dressed shabbily, or with holes in their garments) and

to take care of every thing.

That business man whose accounts are not kept straight,

will most assuredly fail, and that farmer who keeps his fences

up, and all his farming utensils in their places, will thrive. If

farmer A tells his son John to yoke up the oxen and draw any

thing,if John says : "where's thechain," or"I dont know where

the yoke is," that is, if John does not know, without

asking or looking, where to find the chain, or yoke, or hoe, or

axe, or scythe, or sickle, or rake, &c., &c. down to the hammer

and nails, mark it when you will, that farmer will get behind

if not fail. But if John knows at once, just where to find

whatever he wants to use, that farmer will prosper ; for, this

order facilitates despatch, and doubles the work done ; whereas,

disorder wastes every thing, and will ruin any farmer, much

more a business man. Let parents note this; and, if they would

see their children become prosperous and happy, instil early

into them, principles of order and despatch.

And then again, how much more agreeably and happily that

family lives in which every one knows just where to find any

thing he wishes, and always returns it to its place when he

has done using it. Disorder spoils the temper, as well as pre

vents success in business. Parents, see to it that you train

your children in harmony with these important inferences.

The Society of Friends, usually have this organ large, and

their women generally very large ; and, they are among the

most remarkably systematic and methodical people known

This doubtless contributes largely to their thrift and uniform

success in business. "Go thou and do likewise ;" and "teach

these things to your children, and your children's children."

This organ, combining with Time, produces regularity in all

the habits of its possessor, lays out the time beforehand, giv

ing so many hours daily to certain things, having meals punctu
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ally, retiring and rising at given periods ; and being regular

in all the habits and affairs of life. Nothing is more promotive

of health, and life, and happiness, as well as of peace and

prosperity. Mothers should begin to inculcate this in the

cradle. Put your children to bed at a given hour—waken

them at a fixed period, and they will soon awaken of them

selves ; give them their breakfast, or a piece, or nurse them at

stated times : have them take their naps regularly at a certain

hour of the day, and so have a time for every thing, and every

thing in its time. This course will save you a vast amount of

time and trouble; be of incalculable advantage to them

physically and mentally ; besides forming in them a habit of

method in every thing ; and save them a great deal of peevish

ness and bad temper. The power of habit is great indeed ;

far greater than is even attributed to it. A habit, indifferentin

itself, may be followed so regularly, as to become really use

ful. What then, may not a habit, good in itself, do for the

physical health, and the moral and intellectual advancement,

of its possessor. To every parent and teacrjer then, I say,

form habits ; but form good ones, in your children.* Do not

these remaks commend themselves to every parent and teacher

as immensely important, and deserving of being put into vigor

ous practice forthwith ? N

If you wish to cultivate your own faculty of Order, be sys

tematic. Begin and arrange all your things, tools, papers, ac

counts ; and, every thing, and above all, remember and replace

your things after using them, which, after all, is the main thing.

And you, young men, in search of a wife, see to it that you

do not marry a young lady who, on returning from a walk or

ride, leaves her bonnet on the bed, gloves in a chair, parasol in

thetorner, &c. ; or, who is for ever and a day in getting ready to

go out : for, this indicates either that she cannot find her things,

or is slow, or else is more nice than wise. If this organ be

small in yourself, you need a wife in whom it is large, to assist

this defect and to aid you in cultivating it ; but, if it be large

in yourself, you do not wish to be continually annoyed or tor

mented with its deficiency in a companion. Still, that compan

ion should not have it over developed ; for, "enough is as good

* I intend ere long, to collect together, and publish the habits ot distin

guished men, and recommend to my readers to observe this point.
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as a feast." "and too much of a good thing, is worse than

nothing."

This organ, combined with Ideality, gives neatness of per

son, and attends to the outward man. It cuts off a long beard,

lays by a soiled linen, and keeps the clothes neat and clean;

and, with Approbativeness large, patronizes the tailor and mil

liner, and chases the fashions. Phrenology discards the

fashions, yet requires personal neatness."

Many are of opinion that this organ extends to the mental

operations also ; but I confess my conviction that its one spe

cific function is physical system and arrangement. Still, I in

cline to the opinion that there is also an organ of mental order,

and arrangement of ideas, located by the side of that ofphysi

cal order.

SIZE.

Cognizance of bulk, magnitude, and proportion : ability to judge of size,

LENGTH, BREADTH, HEIGHT, DEPTH, DISTANCE, the WEIGHT of tilings by

observing their bulk, &c., &c. : judgment of angles, perpendiculars,

disproportion, ice. : accuracy of eye in measuring things, ice.

Adaptation. The element of size, or of relative magni

tude, necessarily appertains to all physical substances. No

material thing can exist without being relatively large or

small, compared with other things. But for this element in

nature, there could have been no difference between a drop of

water and an ocean of water ; between a mountain and a

mole-hill ; between a giant and a pigmy ; and all conception

of big and little, would have been inconceivable to man.

And again ; with this element in nature, though the ocean

would have been larger than the rain-drop, and the mountain

larger than the hillock, yet to man,il would all have been the

same ; and, he could never have distinguished his fellow-men

by the size of their bodies as a whole, or any feature or

portion of them. Of course, all knowledge of the relative

size of the phrenological organs, would have been unknown,

and Phrenology a sealed book to man. But both this element

in nature, and this faculty in man, exist, and are adapted to

each other ; so that we are able to distinguish material things

by their size merely ; study Phrenology, and apply this facul-

• All who know me, will say, "Physician, heal thyself." "Brush up

moTe, and look more trim and tidy." Yes, when I've nothing more im

portant to do.
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ty to thousands of the operations of life. The husbandman

requires it to make his fences, roes of corn, furrows,

swaths, &c. straight : the mechanic, so that he can often fit

and measure things by his eye, and without a rule : the tailor,

to guide his shears and needle ; the artist, to perceive the pro

portion of parts in drawing, chiselling, &c. Indeed there is

scarcely an occupation in life in which it is not eminently use

ful, and in most, it is indispensable. Hence, the importance

of its proper cultivation even in children ; and yet, who ever

once thinks of disciplining or exercising this faculty, either in

children, or in themselves, unless by mere chance ?

The German teachers, have an excellent method of cultiva

ting this faculty in'their pupils, which will show parents, teach

ers, and all who wish to improve this faculty, how they can do

so. It is this: the teacher takes his pupils out into the

fields, woods, mountains, &c., and asks them how far it is to

yonder tree, or house, or stone, or any thing else. Each pupil

takes the same position, and passes his opinion, which is record

ed, and then the actual distance is measured, so that each one

can compare his judgment with the actual distance ; and thus

improve and correct his judgment as to the distance &c.

Farmers can exercise this faculty in judging of the number

of acres embraced in a certain enclosure ; the number of

bushels of grain in a certain pile, &c ; drovers, butchers, &c.,

in judging of the weight of a bullock, horse, hog, &c ; the car

penter, in erecting and building a house ; landscape-painters

and drawers, in foreshortening, and giving the perspective to

the picture ; portrait-painters, in making the picture the size

of life, &c. To improve this faculty, look at things with a

view to judging of, and ascertaining their qualities appertain

ing to this faculty.

The Studv of Geometry, comes as appropriately under

this faculty, as under any other, though it calls nearly all the

intellectual organs into exercise. This study should unques

tionably form a part of primary education, if not even of the

plays of children. Let even their play-things be so made, that

they can be put together into various geometrical-figures, and

also from the most important geometrical problems. Thus: the

problem that "the squares of the sides of a rect-angle triangle,
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are equal to the square of the hypotenuse," may easily be solved

by having blocks, say an inch square, and taking an hypote

nuse of any size, say three inches. This square will be filled

by nine of the blocks, and the other two squares will be found

to hold just nine blocks, but no more; so if the hypotenuse is

four, or six, or twelve, or any other number of inches, it will

take just as many blocks to fill the long side of any triangle,

as to fill the other two. By placing with geometrical blocks,

they would soon become as familiar with the names of hexa

gon, pentagon, cone, apex, cylinder, globe, segment, prism, &c,

&c., and all the various steps that can be formed from them,

as with the meaning of dinner, or bread. But plays of this

character include also

CONSTRUCTIVENESS.

Ingenuity: skill and dexterity in the use of tools: the mechanical

taste and talent : SLErcHT of hand in making things and turning off any

kind of work: ability to tinker, make, build, construct, manufacture,

use tools, &c.

Adaptation. Man is so constituted as to require houses,

garments, machinery, agricultural and other implements and

instruments, &c., &c., in order even to live, much more to be

happy ; and, this constructing faculty) adapts him to this want

or economy of his nature. In addition to this, man is emphati

cally a tool-making, and a tool-using animal, as well as a

working being ; and, this faculty gives him this working pro

pensity, as well as the skill to execute most kinds of manual

labor. Even the farmer and day-laborer, use this faculty in

every stroke with the hoe, or axe, or scythe, and all mechan

ics, artists, engineers, builders, &c., employ it in every thing

done with the hands or with machinery ; and, other things

being equal, the greater this faculty, the greater the success,

and the more rapid the despatch of every kind of work.

The utility, as well as convenience, of this faculty, is in

deed great, not to the mechanic and laborer merely, but to all

as a means both of convenience ; so that they can do many a

little tinkering job for themselves better than anybody else can

do it for them: but, also as a means of amusement and healthy

exercise. "By the sweat of thy brow, shalt thou eat bread all

the days of thy life," and "Whosoever will not work, n either

shall he eat," are written upon the constitution of man,aswell
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as on the page of Revelation ; and, in accordance with this

law, he is endowed with Constructiveness, or the disposition

and ability to work. Let all children, therefore, be taught to

labor ; the rich as means of pleasure, the poor, of support.

Accordingly, this organ is large, and faculty active, in nearly

all children. Let it be cultivated, not only by giving them

blocks and building materials, as mentioned under Size, but

also by encouraging them to make kites, wind-mills, mill-dams,

water-wheels, bows and arrows, cross-guns, miniature sleds,

boats, rail-roads, steam-engines, &c., and by drawing birds,

horses, houses, landscapes, &c. Instead of this, when the boy

would draw pictures on his slate, in place of ciphering, he is

scolded or chastened. Let drawing be encouraged. I would

to-day give a handsome proportion of all I am worth, to be

able to draw accurately, so that I could sketch and draw ex

actly to suit me, such phrenological heads and illustrations as

I often meet in real life ; whereas now, I am compelled to ob

tain but few, and then to trust to artists who do not understand

Phrenology.* Let children use tools, and take your knife, and

be encouraged to whittle, carve, make sleds, wagons, &c.,

&c., and even have a shop of their own, supplied with tools

with which to tinker ; and this is doubly important to those

who are delicate, as a means of strengthening their muscles,

and drawing the blood and energies from their heads to their

muscles ; and equalizing their circulation. (See Phrenology

applied to Education and Self-Improvement, p. 29.)

The German teachers, in addition to the cultivation of Size,

already mentioned, take their pupils to a machine, and require

them to notice minutely every part of it, from the origin of

the power all the way to its expenditure, and to remember the

looks, (Form,) position, (Locality,) and office (Eventuality,) of

every part, and to draw them after they get back ; which

furnishes a most excellent exercise of nearly all the intellectual

faculties. I admire this practice, and long to see it introduced

into all the schools of America.

*The importance of combining a knowledge of Phrenology with the arts,

especially with portrait painting and engraving, is very great, and too ap

parent to require comment. In a few years, every artist must be a Phre

nologist, or be out of employ.
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This also gives that exercise to their bodies which I have

all along insisted upon as so all important to the development

ofboth their physical and their intellectual powers. I advocate

strongly, I even urge upon parents and teachers, the peripa

tetic method of teaching, namely,that of showing and explain

ing things to children and youth while their bodies are in

motion. Who does not know that his mind is far more active

while his body is in motion, and his circulation increased by

exercise ? I write my best pieces, after having exercised ; and,

before lecturing, I walk or ride several miles rapidly, or

chop, saw, or split wood, or do something, for one or two

hours, to getup the circulation ; and, then the words and ideas

flow rapidly, and every one is 4« like a nail in a sure place."

And also when I write, I usually, have a high desk, at which

I stand, and a place to walk. I walk out an idea, and then

write it down, and walk out another, and so on. One reason

why people sleep in church is because their bodies are motion

less, which prevents the circulation of the blood through their

brain, and stupor follows. But let them stir around, and they

feel wakeful and clear-headed again.

Who does not think more clearly,yce/ more intensely, and

speak more freely and in point, when walking, or laboring, or

at least, when their bodies are active, than when they have been

sitting for hours? And remember that this principle applies

with tenfold greater power to children, than to adults. One

day of teaching such as I have described, that is having things

shown to children while abroad and on foot, is worth a

month's study in school. Aye ! more, the one deadens the

brain, and thereby injures the intellect, while the other

powerfully excites the brain, and expands and invigorates the

intellect. I shall elsewhere show that the relation between the

body and the brain, is most intimate, and especially between

the body and the base of the brain, in which the perceptive

organs, or the organs of the memory, are located ; and therefore,

in teaching children, and even in cultivating the memory,

preserving the health and keeping the body vigorous, are two

of the first and most essential things to be attended to.
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION.

Although the Author is fully convinced, that the premature publica

tion of this work will not do honor to himself or justice to the subject,

yet he cannot longer resist the importunities of those who have earnest

ly solicited its publication in a cheap and abbreviated form. It will

soon be revised, enlarged, and incorporated into the American Phreno

logical Journal. (See Prospectus of that work.)

It expounds scientifically the laws of man's social and matrimonial

constitution ; and thereby exposes some of the evils caused by their

violation : shows what organizations and phrenological developments

naturally assimilate and harmonize with each other; that is, with whom

given individuals can, and with whom they cannot, so unite as to live

affectionately and happily : explains, in order to diminish or remove,

occasions of discord between husbands and wives, by showing them

how to adapt themselves to the phrenological developments of each

other, and thus how to strengthen the ties of connubial love: and con

ducts all who follow its principles to a happy union for life with a

congenial spirit. Some of its positions are new, others startling, and

all vitally important to the virtue and well-being of man. Read at

tentively, ponder deeply, and act accordingly.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

Though the first edition of this work was all written in the business

intervals of one week, and therefore, necessarily imperfect, yet an edi

tion of 5000 copies sold in three months. This, together with the al

most unqualified commendation every where bestowed upon it, shows

that the intrinsic merit of its matter—for which the reader is indebted

to Phrenology—outweighed the minor defects of its composition. Only

one point has been criticised, namely, that love constitutes matrimony;

which, a little farther explanation and qualification wouid, doubtless,

have rendered unexceptionable. But the argument on which it is

based, is invulnerable, namely, that matrimony consists in mutual

love, and not in legal enactments; and that making it consist in its

man-made ceremony, strips it of all those high and holy sanctions with

which basing it in mutual love invests it ; because the latter makes its '

origin divine,—the former, human. If legal enactments make and

break marriage, it is easily broken and modified—and a very different

thing one inch east of the line separating New York from Vermont,

but quite another thing an inch west of that line.

But if marriage consists in mutual love, a feeling implanted by God,

its origin is divine, and its obligations infinitely more sacred and bind

ing than they can be made by all the legal injunctions and penalties that

can possibly be thrown around it, Let this portion be read and pon

dered, and also the one entitled " Marry your first Ijove," which

assigns the cause, and points out the only remedy, of licentiousness.

As long as the main cause of this vice exists, and is aggravated by

purse-proud, high-born, aristocratic parents and friends, and even by

the virtuous and religious, just as long, and exactly in the same ratio,

will this blighting Sirocco blast the fairest flowers of female innocence
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and loveliness, and blight our noblest specimens of manliness. No sin

of our land is greater . Reform in no other department of vice is equally

demanded, and the Author wishes this work to contribute its share to

wards poin.ing out the cause and remedy of this evil, and thereby pro

mote moral purity. Those who concur in this opinion will, of course,

aid in extending its circulation,—to facilitate which its price is put low,

—and those whom it rebukes, will of course rebuke it ; but it will be

like iron cutting steel. Its main positions are immutable, because

founded in the nature of man. Let time be my judge, and common

sense my jury.

lis directions to the married, if followed, will enable even those hus

bands and wives who disagree, to adapt themselves to each other as far

as to prevent discord, if not to secure harmony of feeling and concert

of action.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

The second edition of 10,000 copies of this work was exhausted t»

four months, and the third edition, containing nearly three times as

much matter as the first, and greatly improved in regard to style and ar

rangement, is now offered to the public. An important chapter has been

added on Female Education, and another on "Single-Blessedness;"

and that on " Directions to the married," has been changed so as to

present the doty and means of making families happy, and neighbor

hoods agreeable.

Thus improved, it is sent forth to be an agreeable and healthful in

tellectual repast to the reader,—a beacon light to guard the unmarried

against making matrimonial ship-wreck upon the rocks and shoals

of discordant and unsuitable marriages; and a pilot to guide them into

the haven of matrimonial felicity, as well as an olive-branch of peace to

discordant husbands and wives.

Instead of encountering that deadly opposition which the Author

expected it would excite, not only has its reception been most cordial,

but hundreds have expressed the most heart-felt gratitude for the plea

sure and profit of its perusal. To have thus laid my fellow-men under

a contribution of gratitude by benefiting them, is the highest object of

the labors and efforts of my life. It was written to do good, and its

success in this respect gives me unspeakable pleasure. May it continue

to throw a fresh stream of benign, purifying, and reforming influences

over the marriage relations of mankind, till all are brought to drink

deep, and drink through a long and happy life of reciprocal love, at

this fountain of connubial bliss.

THE AUTHOR.

New York, 131 Nassat/-st.

July, 1842.
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PHRENOLOGY

APPLIED TO MATRIMONY.

Man is eminently a social being. This is evinced by bis phren

ological developments, and by his disposition to congregate and

form friendships. His social affections even lie at the very basis

of his virtue and happiness, or vice and misery. Parental and con

nubial love are among the highest species of enjoyment belonging

to his nature ; while blighted affections and family dissensions bear

the most bitter fruits he can taste—the former, placing its happy

possessor above the reach of trouble ; and the latter, being the can

ker-worm of his eveiy pleasure. No element of his character is

more conducive to virtue or happiness, and the destruction of none

would leave him more utterly desolate and wretched.

The domestic relations, how beautiful, how perfect throughout !

The family group, gathered around their own fire-side, how com

fortable, how happy ! Husbands and wives quaffing the unalloyed

sweets of connubial love—parents protecting their children, and

children nestling under the kind wings of parental fondness—the

former providing for the latter, and the latter serving the former,

and waiting upon one another—the elder children serving the

younger, and the younger clinging affectionately around the elder

—the whole family commingling their joys and sorrows ; bound

together by the strongest and most tender ties of our nature ; be

stowing and receiving the caresses of affection, and reciprocating a

continual succession of kind offices. Oh ! if there be a green spot

on our barren earth—a pleasing picture upon which the fatigued

eye rests with delight—a redeeming trait in fallen man—it is the

fmppy family—it is domestic bliss. What other class of faculties
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exerts a greater influence upon his present or future happiness or

destinies than his social 1 From what other fountain of his nature

gushes forth a deeper, broader, or more perpetual stream of happi

ness or misery 1 And, since the obedience or violation of those

laws which govern these social relations cause all this enjoyment

or suffering, a knowledge of these laws is all important, especially

to young people ; for, by obeying them, they will enjoy all the bless

ings flowing from their obedience, and avoid the penalties attached

to their infraction. Phrenology beautifully and clearly unfolds and

expounds these laws, and conducts the inquirer in the paths of their

obedience to the fruits they bear.

But, in order fully to appreciate the vast power of the social fa

culties, or understand those laws which govern their action, by

obeying which their exercise will be rendered always pleasurable,

we must briefly analyze them. They are—

AMATIVENESS:

The reciprocal attachment and love of the sexes for each other.

Some means for multiplying our race, is necessary to prevent its

extinction by death. Propagation and death appertain to man's

earthly existence. If the Deity had seen fit to bring every member

of the human family into being by a direct act of creative power,

without the agency of parents, the present wise and benevolent

arrangements of husbands and wives, parents and children, friends

and neighbors, would have been superseded, and all opportuni

ties for exercising parental and connubial love, in which so much

enjoyment is taken, cut off. But, the domestic feelings and rela

tions, as now arranged, must strike every philosophical observer as

inimitably beautiful and perfect—as the offspring of infinite Wis

dom and Goodness combined. Amativeness and its combinations

constitute their origin, counterpart, and main medium of manifesta

tion. Its primary function is connubial love. From it, mainly,

spring those feelings which exist between the sexes as such, and

result in marriage and offspring. Combined with the higher senti

ments, it gives r.se to all those reciprocal kind feelings and name

less courtesies which each sex manifests towards the other ; refi

ning and elevating both, promoting gentility and politeness, and

greatly increasing social and general happiness. So far from being

in the least gross or indelicate, its proper exercise is pure, chaste,
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virtuous, and even an ingredient in good manners. It is this which

renders men always more polite towards women than to one ano

ther, and more refined in their society, and which makes women

more kind, grateful, genteel, and tender towards men than women.

It makes mothers love their sons more than their daughters, and

fathers more attached to their daughters. Man's endearing recol

lections of his mother or wife, form his most powerful incentives to

virtue, study, and good deeds, as well as restraints upon his vicious

inclinations ; and, in proportion as a young man is dutiful and af

fectionate to his mother, will he be fond of his wife ; for, this fac

ulty is the parent of both.

Those in whom it is large and active, are alive to the personal

charms and mental accomplishments of the other sex ; ardent ad

mirers of their beautiful forms, graceful movements, elegant man

ners, soft and winning tones, looks, accents, &c. ; seek and enjoy

their society ; easily reciprocate fond looks and feelings with them ;

create favorable impressions, and kindle in them emotions of friend

ship or the passion of love ; and, with Adhesiveness (or Friend

ship)* large, are inclined to marry, and capable of the most devoted

connubial love.

Those in whom it is deficient, are proportionally cold-hearted,

distant, and ill at ease in the society of the other sex ; and less ten

der and affectionate, less soft and winning in their manners, less

susceptible of connubial love, less inclined to marry, &c.

Its combinations, which so modify its action as actually to change

its character from the best of feelings to the worst of passions, will

be given after the other social faculties have been analyzed. They

are given in full in " Fowler's Phrenology."

Amativeness, is supposed to be sub-divided ; the lower and inner

portion manifesting the mere animal passion, or physical love ; the

upper and outer portion, next to the ears, giving a disposition to

caress, accompanied with pure Platonic affection.

* Phrenology has suffered somewhat from the attempt of its founders to put it

on a scientific footing, and especially in giving learned names to the organs, in

stead of plain, English names, expressive of the function of the faculties. In

order to make himself more fully understood by all, the author will use the term

Friendship, instead of Adhesiveness; Parental Love, instead of Philoprogeni-

tiveness; Resistance, instead of Combativeness ; Appetite, instead of Alimen-

tiveness ; Belief, instead of Marveil ousness ; Observation, instead of Individual

ity ; and so with others the names of which do not already express the function

performed by the organ.



PHILOPROGENITIVENESS :

Parental love : attachment to one's own children : love of children generally.

If man had been brought forth, like the fabled Minerva from the

brain of Jupiter, in the full possession of all his physical and mental

powers, capable, from the first, of taking abundant care of himself,

without requiring parents to supply a single want, this faculty would

have been out of place ; for then it would have nothing to do.

But the fact is far otherwise. Man enters the world in a condi

tion utterly helpless. Infants require a great amount of care and

nursing. This infantile condition of man has its counterpart in this

faculty. Without its stimulus to provide for and watch over in

fancy, every infant must inevitably perish, and our race soon be

come extinct. No ether faculty can fill its place, or accomplish its

end. Infants cannot be regarded as friends, so that Adhesiveness

cannot help them. Though Causality might devise ways and means

for their relief and comfort, yet it would not execute them ; and,

though Benevolence might do something, yet it would be far too

little for their physical salvation, or for their moral and intellectual

cultivation ; for, how many are there who are kind to adults, but

unwilling to take care of children, and even unkind to them 1

These vexatious and expensive little creatures, are far more likely

to array Combativeness, Destructiveness, Acquisitiveness, Self-Es-

teem, &c., against them, than Benevolence, or any other faculty, in

their behalf. If parents were not endowed with a faculty expressly

adapted to the nursing and training of children, their burden would

be intolerable ; yet this faculty not only casts into the shade all the

toil, trouble, and expense they cause, but even lacerates the pa

rental heart with the keenest pangs when death tears parents and

children asunder. It renders children the richest treasure that pa

rents possess ; their greatest delight ; and an object for which they

willingly labor, sacrifice, and suffer more than for all others.

What sweetens parental toil by day, and watchfulness by night 1

Parental Love. What parent will sell his child for gold ? But why

not? Because lacerated Parental Love causes far greater pain

than gratified Acquisitiveness gives pleasure. What loss, save that

of companions, equals that of children 1 None : not all others

combined. But why ? Let the amount of brain allotted to this

faculty, especially in mothers, answer.
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Its primary, distinctive function is, Parental Love—attachment

to one's own children : and the more helpless the child, the more

rigorous its action. It also extends to grand-children, anil the

children of others ; yet its power is far less towards them, than to

wards one's own children. None but parents can ever know the

genuine feelings of a parent's heart. There is something peculiarly

endearing in the thought that our offspring are bone of our bone,

and flesh of our flesh ;* and this feeling is still heightened by their

being born of a wife, or begotten by a husband, whom we dearly

love. Hence, children are regarded as " the dear pledges of connu

bial love ;" because Parental Love is located by the side of Connu

bial Love ; so that the exercise of either, naturally excites that of

the other.

This train of remark renders it self-evident, that husbands and

wives, having children, should never be divorced ; for, then, this

parental feeling must be lacerated, at least in one parent. For

parents to dislike each other, and yet love their mutual children,

must make both unhappy. On no account, therefore, should hus

bands and wives, who do not love each other, become parents ; yet

those who do love each other, will find their enjoyments greatly

augmented thereby.

The duties and relations of mothers to their children, require a

much stronger development of this faculty in woman than in man.

* This analysis renders the inference clear and forcible, that parents should

wtTRSE and educate their own children. What end in life is more important ?

Is it not infinitely more so than making of money, or acquiring fame, or office 1

If parents cannot do all they desire, and yet find time to care for and educate

their children, let them hire the other things done, while they themselves, not

over-see, but actually train and educate their own children. If they do not

know enough, or if they cannot afford the time, they are bound, by the most sa

cred obligations of our nature, not to become parents. Getting children nursed

out ; sending them to school just to be rid of them ; employing " wet nurses,"

and pretending to be too great a lady to nurse or tend one's own children, is a

breach of nature's laws, and will inevitably incur the consequent penalties.

Strange ! that mothers will ruin their children, and violate their natures, just to

be fashionable. Let those who cannot hire their children taken care of and

educated, count this their gain ; and let those who employ low, ignorant, or vi

cious nurses—a practice as common as it is reprehensible—bear in mind the

principle brought to view in the text, and also remember that these grovelling

and often immoral associations are sure to pollute their children ; besides, their

intellects being often too feeble to excite or discipline the intellectual faculties of

the young- But more of this in my work on " Phrenology applied to Education

and Self-Improvement," in which mothers are presented with a recipe for find

ing time to educate their own children.
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Accordingly, it is much larger in females than in males. This in

creased size of the organ, and power of the feeling in woman, and

their adaptation to the far greater demand made upon her by her

offspring, not only evince the truth of Phrenology, by showing it

to harmonize with nature, but show that upon her devolve more of

the nursing, training, and early education of children, than upon

man. They peculiarly adapt woman to dcvelope the minds, and

train the feelings of children ; and hence teachers of small scholars

should always befemales. Woman's delicacy of feeling and quick

ness of perception ; her tenderness and willingness to do and to suf

fer ; her intuitive knowledge of their little wants ; her gentleness

and playfulness, peculiarly adapt her to expand and mature the

tender germ of infant intellect ; to train the feelings, and to instil

into their susceptible heart the first principles of moral rectitude and

sense of character ; to purify and elevate their feelings, and implant

a disgust for vice and immorality ; to cultivate benevolence and

piety, and all the moral virtues ; to develope the affections, and to

start the immortal traveller in the paths of virtue and intelligence

the goal of their terrestrial and celestial enjoyments.

The great development of this organ in woman, is a beautiful

instance of Divine Wisdom and Benevolence, in thus rendering her

principal duty, her greatest pleasure. But this delightful task, con

ceded by all to woman during infancy, is too soon wrested from

her hands. Mothers should be their children's chief instructors.

Happy would it be for families, happy for society, if woman were to

devote herself more exclusively to these duties. To you, young

ladies—ye future mothers of our race ! do we look for the faithful

performance of this momentous duty. In more respects than one, you

are to form the intellectual and moral character of our race, and

should prepare yourselves accordingly. Is it right, then—does it

comport with this great end of your being—that your time should

be spent in following the fashions, in acquiring "the graces" (as this

fashionable foolery is called,) or in fashionable boarding-schools,

where not a thing is thought of appertaining to a preparation for

becoming wives and mothers ? Before you " set your caps" for a

husband ; before you think of bestowing or receiving a single atten

tion from a gentleman, see to it, I beseech of you, for his sake, for

your own sake, for the sake of your offspring, that you fit your

selves to develope all the physical, the moral, and the intellectual

capacities of children.
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This powerful development in woman renders it evident, that the

primary object of female education should be to fit young ladies for

the station of wives and mothers, and to act well their parts in that

capacity. But more will be seen, in reference to female education,

in another portion of the work.

ADHESIVENESS:

Friendship: the Social feeling: love of Society : desire and ability to form at

tachments, congregate, associate, visit and entertain friends, &c.

If man had been created a lonely, unsocial, solitary being, nearly

half his faculties, having nothing to excite them to action, would

have lain dormant, and the balance have been but feebly exercised.

The activity of every faculty in one, naturally excites the same fa

culty in those around him. Hence, without the element of Friend

ship, to bring mankind together into associations, neighborhoods,

families, &c., they could have had no opportunity for the exercise

of Language, Ambition, Imitation, and many other faculties, and

little for that of Kindness, Justice, &c. ; and all the remainder

would have been far less efficient and pleasurable than now.

Without this arrangement, co-partnerships, and those public and

private works which require the combined labor and resources of

more than one individual for their completion, would have remained

unknown, and the selfish propensities have rendered all men Ish-

maelites ; turning every man's hand against his neighbor, render

ing each most hateful to all ; kindling rising jealousies, animosities,

&c., into burning flames, and for ever blotting out the pleasant

smile of glowing friendship—the cordial greeting of old associates

—the hearty shake of the hand, and that silent flow of perpetual

happiness which springs from being in the company ofthose we like.

This faculty casts into the shade the modern ceremony of formal

introductions and waiting for the last call to be returned, or letter

answered. It should be in constant action, and therefore, lonely

travellers should wile away their tedious hours by opening at once

the portals of their hearts, engaging freely in conversation, and

"scraping acquaintance" at first sight. Still, intimate friendships

should be formed judiciously ; for, it is a most powerful means of

intellectual and moral elevation or degradation. Young people in

particular, (though they should form speaking acquaintances and

passing friendship readily, to which they are strongly predisposed,)
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should, nevertheless, be careful how they make confidants and bo

som friends.

The young form attachments much more readily than those who

are older, partly because the latter become hardened by frequent

disappointments in finding supposed friends unfaithful, and partly

because they have been longer separated from the friends of their

youth. This blunting of the fine, glowing feelings of friendship, is

certainly most unfortunate. Friendship should be regarded as most

sacred, and never to be trifled with. Do almost any thing else

sooner than violate this feeling ; and let friends bear and forbear

much, at least, until they are certain that a supposed injury or un

just remark was premeditated ; and then, when friendship is thus

violated, think no more of your former friend, not even enough to

hate him. Dwell not upon the injuries done to you, but banish

them as you do him' from your mind, and let him be to you as

though you had never known him ; for, dwelling upon broken

faith only still farther lacerates and blunts or sears the feeling

of genuine friendship. Neverform friendships where there is any

danger of their being broken, and never break them unless the occa

sion is most aggravating and intentionally given ; but rather let

friends try to make up little differences as soon as possible.*

These remarks apply with redoubled power to members of the

same family. Let parents cultivate, affection for one another in

their children, and let brothers and sisters separate as little as pos

sible, correspond much, and never allow a breach to be made in

their attachments. Add continually new fuel to the old fire of fam

ily friendship. Let the right of hospitality be extended more often

than it now is, and let friends entertain friends around the family

board as often as possible, instead of allowing them to eat their un

social fare at the public hotel. We have too little of the good old

Yankee custom of " cousining," and of English hospitality, and

spend far too little time in making and receiving social visils. Still,

those formal, polite calls are perfect nuisances—are to friendship

what the smut is to the grain—poisonous. True friendship knows

hoformality.

* I have seen a young man rendered crazy, and thrown into a perfect phrenzy

of excitement, by being imposed upon by a supposed friend, one too of his own

sex. He appeared very much like those who have been recently disappointed

in love.
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UNION FOR LIFE.

There is little doubt of the existence of another faculty, located

between Adhesiveness and Amativeness, which disposes husbands

and wives in whom it is large and active, to be always together.

They cannot endure the absence of their companion, even for an

hour, and feel as though the time spent away from them, was so

much of their existence lost. It is developed before Amativeness

appears, and hence this Union is often formed in childhood. It pu

rifies and refines the sentiment of love ; desires to caress and be ca

ressed ; and is the soul and centre of connubial love ; creating that

union, that oneness of feeling, that harmony of spirit, and thatflow

ing together of soul, which characterize true conjugal affection.

It is very reluctant to fasten upon more than one, and that is the

first love.

I have seen several striking proofs and illustrations of the exist

ence of this faculty, and the location of its organ. I know a lady

in whom both are marked, who, whenever her husband is about to

leave her for a few days, feels an acute pain in that organ. When

she pointed out the location of this pain, and stated that it always

accompanied the absence of her husband, I saw that it belonged to

neither Adhesiveness nor Amativeness, but was located between the

two. As the intensity of the pain rendered this matter certain, I

surmised the existence of another organ, and, two years afterwards,

found it confirmed by observations- made in France.

It is much larger and more active in woman than in man, and

which causes and accounts for the far greater power and intensity

of woman's love than that of man.

INHABmVENESS :

Or love of home, and the domicil of both childhood and after life : attachment

to the place where one lives, or has lived : unwillingness to change it : de

sire to locate, and remain permanently, in one habitation, and to own and

improve a homested : Patriotism.

" Home, home .' sweet, stoeet home .' There's no place like home."

The advantages of having a permanent home, and the evils and

losses consequent upon changing it * are each very great. " Three

• It is estimated, that the expenses of moving on the 6rst of May, in the city

of New York alone, exceeds $25,1X10.
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moves," it is said, " are as bad as a fire." Those who have homes

of their own, be they ever so homely, are comparatively rich. They

feel that no crusty landlord can turn them homeless into the streets,

or sell their furniture at auction for rent. Rent-days come and go

unheeded, and the domestic affections have full scope for delightful

exercise. Every married man is bound by this inhabitive law of

his nature, as well as in duty to his family, to own a house and gar

den spot ; and every wife is bound by the same law and duty, to

render that home as agreeble as possible. The prevalent practice

of renting houses, violates this law and arrangement of man's do

mestic nature, and must necessarily produce evil to both owner and

tenant. This is established by facts as well as theory ; for, what

observer is not at once struck with the general fact, that landlords

improve their houses only to raise their rents, and charge enor

mously for every additional convenience; and tenants will not

make improvements, because they intend soon to " move besides,

often wantonly damaging their dwellings. All permanent improve

ments, such as fertilizing or beautifying a garden, rearing fruit of

various kinds, setting out trees, shrubbery, &c., raising stock, and

getting conveniences and comforts for a family around you, require

a succession of years ; and, therefore, tenants are compelled to do

without them. If they wish fruits or vegetables, instead of pluck

ing the fully ripe cherry, the delicious peach or pear, and the ever

varying fruits of the seasons, and setting down quietly to enjoy

them " under their own vine and fig tree," by which their relish

would be doubled, they are obliged to take their hard-earned money,

pay a four-fold price in market, and, after all, take up with articles

that are green, wilted, or stale ; it being the universal custom to

pluck fruit for market before it is ripe, so that it may keep the

longer, and not spoil by being transported. Who has not tasted

the difference in eatables fresh from the garden, compared with

those purchased in the market 1 Again : market men, being gene

rally too poor to own land, are obliged to demand high prices in

order to cover exorbitant rents, which furnishes an excuse for

t hose who raise things for market on their own land, to do the same.

This, together with the markets being forestalled by hucksters and

speculators, increases the price of provisions so enormously, that one

dollar earned by those who own a house and bit of land, brings more

than five, if not than ten, earned by city tenants. What consum

mate folly, then, to emigrate from the country to cities, because
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a dollar a week more wages may be given, when the increased ex

penses of rent, fuel, food, &c. are perhaps five times more than the

additional earnings. This reveals one cause of the greater degree

of poverty, privation, and suffering in the city than in the country.

Again, city tenants usually buy a small quantity at a time, such

as a pound of meat, half a pound of sugar, a pint of milk or mo

lasses, a cent bunch of onions or radishes, an ounce of tea, a pound

of flour, &c., and hence are obliged to pay double price, or at least

all the diflerence between the wholesale and the retail prices, be

sides the increased price of articles in the city above those of the

country ; while those who own land, usually raise, or else lay in,

their year's supply of provisions at the time of their production-,

and at a comparatively trifling cost. To this renting system mainly

do we owe the exorbitant, but merely nominal, prices of "city

property," the rents and the rise of the property combining to in

crease them ; whereas, were there but few tenants, the city prices

would sink far below those demanded for country property, from

which a living could be obtained. It is one of the most efficient

causes of" hard times" and distressing poverty. For a small room,

too contracted to yield scarcely a comfort, and often in the base

ment or attic, many tenants are compelled to pay their hard-earned

dollar every Saturday night, or be turned into the streets. It has

infused its baneful influences into nearly all the arrangements and

relations of life. Indeed, so great and multifarious have its evils

become, that they will compel men ere long to abandon it, and buy

a poorer house in preference to Tenting an expensive one. Rents

will then fall, and landlords be losers. To own the house you live

in, is enough ; owning more, will injure all concerned.

This faculty and its combinations, plainly indicate that the prev

alent practice of boarding, is not the most profitable or agreeable.

Those generally take boarders who are too poor to take care of

them, so that the fare in a boarding-house is far inferior to that in

the family. And then, too, the social feelings cannot find gratifi

cation or reciprocation. Boarders frequently waste more than is

necessary, so that boarding creates a selfish feeling, where all

should be harmony and friendship. And, then, to be sick in a

boarding-house or tavern ! Let those who know its horrors, bear

witness. To be sick at home, with all the attentions that affection

can bestow, is bad enough ; but to be sick among strangers, and

have only such attention as money can procure, is the climax of

2*
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wretchedness. Let young men whose circumstances compel them

to board, choose some good family, and identify themselves with it,

and cultivate the social affections, and then change the boarding-

house for a home as soon as possible. Nor should young men leave

their father's house as soon as they generally do, but, in most cases,

they should stay at home till they get homes of their own.

I have always observed, that children who have lived in one

dwelling, and especially on a farm, till they were fifteen, have this

organ large ; whereas it is small in those who have lived in differ

ent places during childhood. This shows the importance of culti

vating it in children, and says to parents, in the language of nature,

—" Make as few moves as possible, and generally keep your chil

dren at home."

It is also large in most farmers, and, with Approbativeness large,

gives a kind of pride in having a nice farm, house, furniture, garden,

&c., together with a disposition to improve one's residence. The

lower portion of Parental Love, is supposed to create a fondness for

pets, stock, and young and tender of animals, with a disposition to

improve their breed ; and the union of the two, increases the charms

of husbandry and farming. No life is equally independent, or free

from care, or healthy, or more favorable either to virtue cr to intel

lectual pursuits. If our farmers, instead of laboring with all their

might to become rich, would labor just enough to earn a livelihood,

and devote the balance of their time to reading and study, no class

of people on earth would be equally happy, or moral, or talented ;

and to leave the farm for the city or counting-room, evinces a

species of folly bordering on derangement, or else sheer ignorance

of the road to happiness. The best heads I have examined, are or

have been farmers ; and a majority of our great and good men, will

be found to have once followed the plough, and reaped the

harvest.

This organ, also, is supposed to be double ; the inner portion

creating attachment to the home of childhood, to the family domi-

cil, to the stones, trees, and place of youth, and delighting to re

visit them ; the outer, creating patriotism, and love of the more

recent homested, with unwillingness to " move."
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THE COMBINATIONS OF THE SOCIAL FACULTIES.

Though the individual action of these social faculties, is power

ful, and productive of intense enjoyment or suffering, still their

combinations are much more so ; and also account for the infinite

diversity of tastes in the selection of friends and companions, and in

the management of children. I will give enough of them here to

present to view the general doctrine and law of the combinations,

and for additional ones, refer readers to my work on Phrenology.

Thus, those who have large Amativeness, combined with large

Adhesiveness, not only love the other sex as such, but contract a

strongfriendship for them, and make them their warmest and most

confidential friends ; and, with the addition of large " Union for

Life," experience that love for some congenial spirit, some kindred

soul, which makes " of twain one flesh," and perfectly " unites two

willing hearts," and are tender and affectionate as companions;

will mingle pure friendship with devoted love ; " cannot flourish

alone," but will be inclined to love and marry young ; will invest

the beloved one with almost angelic purity and perfection ; mag

nify their mental and moral charms, and overlook their defects ;

feel happy in their company, but miserable without it ; freely un

bosom every feeling ; communicate and share every pain and pleas

ure ; and have the whole current of the other faculties enlisted in

their behalf, with large Ideality: and the mental Temperament

added, will experience a purity, a devotion, a fervor, an elevation,

an intensity, and even ccstacy of love well nigh romantic, especially

the first love ; fasten upon mental and moral, instead of personal

charms, or, rather, blend the two ; can fall in love only with one

who combines good looks with refinement, good manners, and much

delicacy of feeling; will be soon disgusted with what is improper,

not in good taste, coarse, or vulgar in the person, dress, manners,

conversation, &c. of the other sex, but exceedingly pleased with the

opposite qualities ; will express love in a refined, delicate, and ac

ceptable manner ; be fond of poetry, love-tales, romances, and the

sentimental ; but with Ideality moderate or small, will be the re

verse : with Parental Love also large, will be eminently qualified to

enjoy the domestic relations of companions and parents; be as

happy in the family relations as they can be in any other, and stay

from home only when compelled to : with Inhabitiveness also
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large, will travel half the night to be at home the other half; sleep

poorly from home ; and remove only when they cannot well avoid it :

with large Firmness and Conscientiousness added to this combina

tion, will be constant, and keep the marriage relations inviolate,

regarding them as the most sacred feelings of our nature : with

large Combativeness added, will defend the object loved with much

spirit, and indignantly resent scandals or indignities offered them :

with large Approbativeness added, will hear them praised with de

light, and greatly enjoy their approval ; but be cut to the heart by

their reproaches ; and if moderate or small Self-Esteem, and large

Ideality, and only average or full Conscientiousaess and Causality,

be added, will be too ready to follow the fashions demanded by the

other sex, and too sensitive to their censure : (a combination too

common in woman :) with large Secretiveness and Cautiousness,

will fed much more affection than is expressed, appearing indiffer

ent, especially at first, or till the other party is committed ; and

perhaps not bring matters to a direct issue till too late ; but with

Secretiveness only moderate or small, will throw wide open the

portals of the heart ; freely showing in every look, word, and ac

tion, all the love felt : with Firmness, Self-Esteem, and Friendship,

all large, will not be subdued by love, however powerful, nor be

humble or servile in this matter ; and bear its interruption with for

titude ; but will be the reverse when Self-Esteem, Firmness, and

Combativeness, are only moderate, or average : with Causality and

the head only moderate or average in size, the vital or mental

temperament predominant, and Adhesiveness, Approbativeness, and-

Ideality large or very large, will prefer the company of the fash

ionable, dressy, gay, superficial, witty, showy, &c. of the other sex,

and love to talk small talk with them, and love and marry those

of this class : with the moral faculties predominant, will choose the

virtuous, moral, devout, and religious for friends and companions :

with the intellectual organs large or very large, can admire and

love only those who are intellectual, sensible, and literary, and will

almost adore them ; but be disgusted with the opposite class : with

the vital or vital-motive temperament predominant, Ideality large or

very large, and Causality and Conscientiousness only average or

moderate, will be less particular as to their moral than their per

sonal charms ; will love the pretty face and figure last seen ; and

have an attachment by no means exclusive ; courting many, rather

than being satisfied with individual attachment, and inclined to the
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merely animal gratification of Amativeness ; and with large Lan

guage and Mirthfulness added, will delight to joke with and about

the other sex ; often be indelicate, fond of hearing if not of relating

improper anecdotes about them, and of seeing vulgar prints, &c. ;

and, with large Tune also added, be prone to sing objectionable

songs, if not to revelry and profligacy ; and extremely liable to

pervert Amativeness : and, with large Acquisitiveness added, will

many for money quite as soon as for true love, especially after the

first attachment has been interrupted, &c.

But those in whom Amativeness is only moderate or small, the

mental temperament predominant, and the moral faculties more ac

tive than the propensities, will not love or marry young, and have

more friendship and pure, Platonic affection than animal feel

ing, &c.

These combinations are given mainly as a sample of the others,

and also to illustrate the law of love, and account for different mat

rimonial tastes. Additional ones will be found in the author's work

on Phrenology.

LOCATION OF THE SOCIAL ORGANS.

These social organs are located together, in a kind of family

group, in the back and lower portion of the head, behind the ears,

as seen in cut No. 2. They predominate in the cut of the " affec-

 

No.2.

 

The Affectionate Female.

No. 3
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tionate female," No. 3. This is the usual form of the female

head, and the social faculties constitute the predominant quality of

the female character ; though Amativeness is usually smaller in

women than in men. These organs, when very large and active,

elongate the head backwards, behind the ears, as in cut No. 3, and

their activity causes the head to recline directly back towards the

spine. Those who have a slim neck, and a head projecting behind

the ears, but narrow at its junction with the back of the neck, as in

cut No. 3, are susceptible of much purity and tenderness of love,

which will be founded in friendship and union of soul more than in

animal passion : but those whose heads are broad between the ears

and at their union with the back of the neck, and the back parts of

whose heads do not project much behind the neck, or are nearly on

a line with it, as in cut No. 4, will have more animal passion than

pure affection. Though a full development of Amativeness is im

portant in a companion, yet large Friendship and high moral facul

ties are quite as much so.

In this family group, there may be two or more additional organs,

one of which is doubtless located between Friendship and the upper

part of Parental Love, and creates attachment to keepsakes, or gifts

presented by friends, to old household furniture which has de

scended from parents, to children; also, to things long used.

Another is probably located at the sides of Parental Love, which

experiences the emotion of Filial Love, causing children to love,

obey, and wait upon their parents ; to sit at the feet of age and ex

perience, and learn lessons of wisdom, or listen to their stories ; fol

low their counsels, especially those of parents ; and to cherish for

parents that filial affection which delights to serve, nurse, love,

and support them, and weeps over their departed spirits.

Let parents assiduously endeavor to cultivate filial affection in the

bosoms of their children, and avoid every thing calculated to wound

or weaken it ; and let children love their parents, and cherish a

disposition to serve them, so that when they become feeble or help

less, Filial Love may delight to return those unnumbered attentions

received in childhood at the hands of Parental Love. How wise,

how admirable, this Parental Love ! How beautiful, how perfect,

this Filial Attachment ! The former, giving the highest pleasure

in nursing and providing for their children ; and the latter, giving

these same children equal pleasure in bestowing the very same kind

of attentions upon the very same parents : the former, softening the

pillow of infancy, and supplying its wants ; the latter, softening the
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pillow of age, and alleviating the infirmities of dotage, and kindly

proffering those attentions which Filial Love alone can bestow !

What quality in youth is more praise-worthy ; what recommenda

tion for virtue or gooduess more unequivocal, than obedience and

devoted attachment to parents ? How can vice or immorality

dwell in a bosom filled with love and devotcdness to an aged or

needy parent 1 What is more meritorious, or what yields a richer

harvest of happiness, than toiling to support an infirm parent 1

But, on the other hand, how ungrateful, how utterly depraved,

liow superlatively wicked, must those be who neglect this pleasing

duty of taking care of them, or who let them want ; or, above all,

who desire their death, or hasten it by neglect or abuse, in order

the sooner to inherit their patrimony ! Give me the glorious privi

lege of cherishing my dearly beloved parents—of listening to their

advice, and being guided by their counsels ; and, at last, when their

days are all numbered, let them breathe their last breath in my

arms, as is my desire to do in those of my children, to be gathered

unto our fathers in the family sepurchre ! Let my bones repose by

the side of those of my ancestors, and let those of my descendants

rest in peace by the side of my own ; and let this family feeling

be cherished from generation to generation !

A A
 

No. 4. No. 5.
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or vice and misery. Is a man but happy in the domestic relations,

he is happy every where, in spite of all the evils that can assail

him. What though the storms of adversity beat violently from

every quarter upon his devoted head, and misfortunes thicken upon

him ; what though every wind wafts tidings of evil ; though scan

dal and reproach assail him without and sickness within ; though

riches take to themselves wings and fly away, and all his plans and

prospects prove abortive : if he but live affectionately with his

wife, and sees his children growing up, to love and bless him ; his

lot is fortunate, and his joys are beyond the reach of misfortune.

The arrows of affliction drop harmless at his feet, and his burdens

become his pleasures, because borne with andfor those he loves.

But, let a man be miserable at home ; let his wife prove unfaith

ful or a termigant, and his children become a disgrace to him ; and

no matter if every breeze is wafting to him the wealth of the Indies ;

no matter if the trumpet of fame is sounding his name throughout

Christendom ; if the sunshine of prosperity beams with full efful

gence on his pathway, and success every where attends him ; so

that he has at command every thing that heart can wish ; still, still,

a canker worm is preying on his vitals—he is most wretched. All his

joys are rotten at their core, and his life is the veiy dregs of bit

terness. It is in the power neither of poverty, nor reproach, nor mis

fortune to blast, nor even to embitter the fruits of domestic felicity ;

while it is in the power of domestic discord or unhappiness to poi

son every sweet that riches, or fame, or learning can bestow, and

to mar every other enjoyment of life ; even the consolations of re

ligion not excepted. Let the blasting winds of adversity blow

upon me a perfect hurricane of trouble ; let my fellow men all

cheat, and scorn, and reject me ; let the afflictions even of Job be

repeated upon me—only let me live in the bosom of my family, and

let my wife and children be spared always to greet me with the

smiles of love and the kisses of affection, and my cup of pleasure is

full.

• And if these things be true of man, how much more so of woman,

whose home is the family, whose heart is tenderness, and whose

very being is connubial and maternal love ; but whose bligliied af

fections occasion the most bitter agony experienced beneath the

sun ! Indeed, words cannot express the amount either of happiness,

aye, of perpetual bliss, which the social affections are capable of

pouring into the human bosom, and that perennially, or the amount
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AMOUNT OF BRAIN ALLOTTED TO THE SOCIAL

ORGANS.

Nothing exhibits the power and energy of these social faculties,

or the importance of their proper exercise, in a more striking light

than the great amount of brain allotted to their organs,—which

averages from one-twelfth to one-sixth of the whole. The accom

panying cuts of " a fond mother," Nos. 5 and 6, exhibit this point in

its true light. In her, these feelings were too strong, especially

Parental Love ; and, in harmony with this development, her exces

sive fondness spoiled all her children by extra attention and nurs

ing, by indulging them in idle habits, and rendering them helpless by

doing every thing for them. Nearly all the brain behind the line

A. A., belongs to the domestic group, which, it will be seen, en

grosses nearly a third of the entire brain. The cut of the perfect

female head, (to be inserted hereafter,) will show about how much

brain should be allotted to the social organs. Do not, on any ac

count, marry one the back of whose head resembles cut No. 4 ; nor

is an excess of affection, as represented in cuts Nos. 3 and 5, advis

able ; for one may have too much even of affection. Still, an am

ple development behind the ears, is a primary and most important

requisite in a companion and parent. Those in whom it is deficient,

.will never enjoy a family, nor render it happy.

It is a well established principle of Phrenology that, activity and

other things being equal, the larger the amount of brain called into

action, the greater will be the enjoyment or suffering experienced.

This, in part, explains and imparts the immense power of the social

feelings over the happiness and misery of mankind. And this

power is greatly augmented by their location, or physiological rela

tion to the other portions of the brain,—it being directly calculated

to throw much of the latter into a state analogous to their own.

Hence, the natural action of the social feelings, tends to quiet

all the others, which is highly promotive of virtue and enjoyment ;

but, their fevered or inflamed condition, tends to inflame the whole

brain, especially the animal propensities, among which they are

located, which causes vice and misery. This inflammation renders

those recently disappointed in love, irritable, fault-finding, and dis

pleased with every thing and every body, and unfit for study or the

advantageous exercise of intellect ; because their whole brain and

3
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But, in order to many so as to be happy in the domestic rela

tions, we must first understand the precise thing to be done, and

then the means of doing it. That thing is, to secure Connubial

Love, which consists in the reciprocal exercise of the social facul

ties of two persons of opposite sexes, in harmony with all their

other faculties. Union of soul, harmony of views and sentiments,

perfect congeniality of tastes and feelings, and a blending of the

natures of both, so as to make " of twain one flesh," is the end to

be obtained. This is Love—that wonderful element of our nature

which made Eleanor of Castile jeopardize her own life to save that

of her beloved husband, Edward the First, and suck the poison

from his otherwise fatal wound—which induced Gertrude Van der

Wart to bid defiance to the ribbaldry of the soldiers, and stand reso

lutely by the side of her racked and mangled husband during the

whole of an awfully tempestuous night, soothing him by her sym

pathies, and sustaining him by her fortitude till the cruel rack ended

his life and sufferings together—and which makes every fond wife

and devoted husband willing, and even glad, to sacrifice their own

ease and happiness upon the altar of love, and rejoice in enduring

toil, suffering, and self-denial, to relieve the sufferings or promote

the happiness of their dearly beloved companion.*

Having seen precisely what requires to be done in order to enjoy

married life, the question returns upon the means of doing it.

They are brief and simple, but clear and plain, covering the whole

ground.

* There are two kinds of love,—the one healthy, the other sickly ; the one

virtuous and elevating, the other questionable ; the one strong and natural, and

governed by judgment; the other, a green-house exotic, governing the intel

lect, springing up 'before its time, and bearing unripe, unhealthy fruit. Per

sons afflicted with this unnatural parasite, are said to be love-rick, and sick

enough it sometimes makes its youthful victims. This kind of love will fre

quently be found described in novels, and its workings seen in young people in

high l\fe, (improperly so called ;) for, it afflicts those of a nervous temperament

and sentimental cast of mind most grievously. Those who are above (1 below)

labor, who are too good too bad) to mingle with the medium classes or engage

in any useful occupation; who have little to do except attend balls and parties,

to dress in the tip of the fashion, thumb the piano, and such high-Kfe occupa

tions ; those whose parents roll in luxury or live in affluence ; Ihose boys and

girls whose worth is neither in their heads nor hearts, but in their father's name

and pockets, are most apt to be attacked by this love-sickness. They are usually

" mitten" with it at a party, or dance, or sail ; they exchange love-looks, sigh,

simper, say and hear soft things, press hands, exchange kisses, lie. and conclude

by proposing and accepting, and sending for the parson. This love-rick kind
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SELECT A COMPANION WHOSE PHRENOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND

TEMPERAMENT RESEMBLE YOUR OWN.

That is, select one whose feelings, desires, sentiments, objects,

tastes, intellectual and moral qualities, &c., harmonize with your

own ; at least in all their leading elements.* Follow this rule, and

you may be sure of securing connubial love and congeniality of

feeling, provided care be taken properly to cement these kindred

developments.

The one main and fundamental law of both love and friendship

is this : We become attached to those whose qualities of intellect and

feeling resemble our own. The reason of this is found in the fact,

that as the proper exercise of every faculty gives pleasure, and as

the active faculties of each excite the same faculties of the other,

we become attached to those whose tastes, objects, sentiments, and

other qualities resemble our own, because they most powerfully ex

cite, and thereby gratify, our own largest organs, which at the

same time harmonize with theirs, and this gives both the greatest

amount of pleasure. Thus, if your Conscientiousness, or sense of

justice, be strong, the same faculty in another will agreeably excite

and gratify this organ in yourself, and thus give you pleasure ; but

the want of moral principle in another violates your sense of right,

and gives you pain, and this reversed or painful action of Conscien

tiousness excites your Resistance, Firmness, Intellect, Apprehension,

and nearly all your other faculties against him.

of feeling is much more prevalent in the city than country, and attacks its vic

tims there much earlier; besides, rendering them, if possible, still more soft and

sickish there than elsewhere ; and is one of the principal causes of so many un

happy marriages.

The other kind of love appears in—a small waist, seldom if ever ; in cities

rarely ; but in—our hard-working, substantial swains and dames, who think little

and care less about love and matrimony till their physical powers are fully de

veloped, their characters and judgments matured, and their intellects sufficiently

developed to guide their love understandingly into the paths of domestic hap

piness.

* This rule is, as it should be, in direct hostility to a leading doctrine of Wal

ker, who contends that opposite! unite. Whatever may be the ground of prefer

ment or law of tastes in regard to merely physical qualities, which are of little

account compared with those of mind and character, Phrenology recognizes no

such doctrine in regard to mental and moral preferences. The text goes into

this matter more deeply than the mere shape of the body, color of the eyes or

hair, &c., ' ,
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As this principle of the reversed or painful action of the faculties

bears with great force upon our conclusions, and will frequently be

employed hereafter, a short digression is necessary in order to ex

plain and illustrate it. Every faculty has its natural, and also its

reversed or painful action. Thus, the natural function of Benevo

lence is to feel that lively sympathy for distress which induces ef

forts to relieve it, whereas its reversed action is that keen anguish,

that poignant grief which the benevolent heart experiences on be

holding distress which cannot be relieved. The natural function of

Approbativeness is that pleasure felt when our laudable actions

meet deserved commendation, but its reversed action is that shame,

mortification, and chagrin caused by a counsciousness of being dis

graced. The natural function of Conscientiousness is that satisfac

tion derived from a consciousness that we have done rigid ; but its

reversed action produces the goadings and compunctions of a guilty

conscience. Order is gratified by having a place for every thing,

and every thing in its place, but reversed by disorder and confusion.

Size is gratified by proportion, but reversed and pained by dispro

portion. Ideality, in its natural action, is gratified by beholding the

beautiful in nature or art, but pained and reversed by the vulgar or

disgusting : and so of the other faculties. And what is more, the

reversed action of any faculty, calls the other faculties into reversed

action. Thus, reversed Conscientiousness reverses Cautiousness,

which makes the wicked flee when no man pursueth. Reversed

Self-Esteem, or wounded pride, reverses Combativeness and Adhe-

siveness ; converting the warmest friendship into the bitterest hatred;

and so of other reversals.

Let us apply this principle to the reversed action of the Social

faculties. Though Amativeness in each sex creates a predisposi

tion in favor of the other, yet how much greater disgust, and even

hatred and abhorrence, does virtuous woman feel towards the man

who has insulted her, or who would rob her of her virtue, than she

ever can feel towards one of her own sex ? No element of our na

ture is more powerful or inveterate than the reversed action of

Amativeness and its combinations. Though Amativeness alone

could never turn against the opposite sex, yet the other faculties

may reverse it even against a husband or wife ; but oh ! the loath

ing and disgust, the abhorrence and even perfect hatred engender

ed thereby, may be felt, but can never be told. And then the lin

gering misery of being chained for life to a loathed and hated hus
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band or wife, and shut out from the embraces of those that are loved,

can be known to those only who experience it. Over such a pic

ture, let the curtains of darkness be drawn for ever !

But, to return to the reason why we should select companions

whose developments accord substantially with our own. When

Ideality is large in the one and small in the other, the former will

be continually disgusted and offended with the coarseness and vul

garity of the latter, and the absence of taste and gentility, of refine

ment, personal neatness, and sense of propriety, who, in turn, will

be equally displeased with the former's attention to trifles, and pref

erence of the ornamental to the useful. This disparity of tastes

calls Combativeness if not some of the other faculties into reversed

action, and widens the breach made in their affections, till even

Adhesiveness and Amativeness may become reversed, and both

rendered most wretched, merely from want of similarity of develop

ments. But where Ideality is large in both, each will be continually

delighted with the other's refinement of manners, delicacy of feel

ing, and admiration of the beautiful in nature and art ; which will

redouble their love, enable each to administer pleasure to the other,

and thus swell their mutual happiness. What pleases either will

gratify both, and what disgusts either will also offend the taste of

the other. On the other hand, when Ideality is deficient in both,

each will be satisfied with home-made, common articles of dress,

furniture, &c. ; the slovenliness of either, so far from offending,

rather pleases, the other, and though they do not enjoy the pleas

ures flowing from the exercise of this faculty, yet neither will ob

serve their want of it, but each will love the other the better for

their being alike.

Large Mirthfulness in the one, will throw out continual sallies of

wit, which small Mirthfnlness in the other, unable to comprehend

or return, will call upon Combativeness to resent ; whereas large

Mirthfulness would be gratified thereby, and even delight to hear

and return them.

If the husband has large Hope and deficient Cautiousness, and

the wife large Cautiousness but deficient Hope, the husband, hoping

every thing and fearing nothing, will see only sunshine and pros

perity before him, yet be careless, continually plunging into new

difficulties, and utterly incapable of sympathizing with or soothing

the gloomy cast of mind which afflicts his wife, and even displeased

with it ; while she will be continually dreading the effects of his

4
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imprudence, and reproving him for it, not only without effect, but

with his marked displeasure. She being timid, and frightened al

most at her own shadow,will feel very much in want of some care

ful, judicious husband, in whose care she may feel safe, yet will be in

the hands of an imprudent husband, who, insteed of keeping her out

of danger, will be continually exposing her to it, and doubly fright

ening her with both real and imaginary dangers. He will be con

tinually looking upon the bright side of every prospect ; she, upon

the dark side : he, never seeing a difficulty or danger ; she, seeing

more than there are, and nothing else. How can they love each

other 1 or, rather, how can they avoid mutual contention and fault

finding, and the consequent reversal of their social feelings 1 But

if each one is cautious in reference to the other, and both look at

the same measures and prospects in the same light, this similarity

of character will augment their love, and increase their happiness

and prosperity.

Suppose your large Benevolence fastens upon doing good as your

chief delight, your highest duty, how can your other feelings har

monize with a selfish companion, whose god is gain, and who turns

coldly away from suffering humanity ; refusing to bestow a charity,

and contending with you for casting in your mite 1 His Selfish

ness reverses your Benevolence against him, and this not only utterly

precludes congeniality in other respects, but even engenders that

displeasure which is the very antipode of love. But if you see in

your companion that same gushing fountain of humanity which

overflows your own heart, how does this common feeling, this congen

iality, swell the love and estimation of each for the other, and en

dear both to each other !

If thoughts of God, eternity, and things sacred, be uppermost in

your own mind, you can no more commingle your joys, sorrows,

affections, and feelings with one who trifles with these things, than

you can assimilate oil and water, to say nothing of the painful ap

prehension often entertained by such that death may separate them

for ever. Nor can your irreligious companion esteem or love one

whom he regards as deluded or fanatical. Not only will there be a

want of congeniality of views and feelings in a most important point,

but your reversed religious feelings will reverse your other faculties

against him, and his Combativeness be reversed against you on ac

count of those religious feelings which you regard as most sacred,

and this will be liable to reverse his love, and to root out the last
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vestige of affection between you. But if you both love to worship

God together, to pray with and for each other, and mutually offer

thanks to the Giver of ' every good and perfect gift ;' if you can walk

arm in arm to the sanctuary, sweetly conversing, as you go and

come, upon heaven and heavenly things ; if you can mutually and

cordially succor each other when tempted, and encourage each

other to religious zeal, and faith, and good works, will not this

religious union unite you in other respects, and enhance your mu

tual esteem and reciprocal love 1 Unless I have seen and felt in

vain, and in vain deeply pondered the volume of man's nature, as

unfolded in the book of Phrenology, this harmony in other respects

is but the precursor—the necessary concomitant, and the co-worker

of connubial love—the former the root, the latter the branches and

fruit, and each decaying and dying when cut off from the other.

Even when husbands and wives belong to different religious sects,

this concord is essentially marred, in regard both to themselves and

their children. Paul's advice to Christians to marry, " but only in

the Lord" is in beautiful harmony with this our leading principle.

If Approbativeness be large in the one, but small in the other,

the conduct of the latter will frequently incur the reproach of his

fellow-men, which will mortify and displease the other extremely,

and be liable to create in each unfavorable feelings towards the

other : but if the desire for the good opinion of others be strong in

both, each will be delighted with praises bestowed upon, and de

fend the character of, the other—be ambitious to merit the other's

approbation, and so conduct as to secure for both a respectable

standing in society. How many men abstain from doing wrong,

lest they should bring disgrace upon their wives and children ?

And how many more are incited to praise-worthy deeds because of

the consequent honor shared with them 1

If the large intellectual organs of the one prefer the paths of

literature to fashion, and philosophical conversation to idle chit

chat, while the weak intellectual organs and excessive vanity and

Ideality of the other, seek the gaudy splendor and parade of fash

ionable life; the former will be continually disgusted with the

fashionable fooleries of the latter, and the latter equally displeased

with the intellectuality of the former. But if both be intellectual,

if both love to think and read, and especially if both prefer the

same class of books and studies—which they will do if their organs

are similar—they will not only be delighted to hold intellectual in
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tercourse with each other by conversation and reading, but they

can promote the intellectual advancement of each other ; criticise

each other's ideas and productions ; and, continually and immensely

advance each other in the main object of desire and pursuit. How

exceedingly delighted must President Adams have been with the

highly intellectual correspondence of his uncommonly talented wife,

and how much more with the masterly manner in which she con

ducted the education of their son ex-President John Quincy Adams,*

and instilled into his tender mind those principles of integrity and

uncompromising moral rectitude which, together with his acknowl

edged intellectual superiority, placed him in the Presidential chair,

and have distinguished his long, laborious, and useful life ? A cor

respondence which is all love, would soon cloy and sicken an intel

lectual companion, while one rich in ideas and good counsel, and

also full of tenderness and elevated love, is a rare treat, a treasure

which, to be appreciated, must be experienced.

If the Temperament and feelings of the one be coarse and harsh,

while those of the other are fine and exquisite ; if the one be phleg

matic, and the other sentimental ; one quick, and the other slow ;

one elevated and aspiring, the other grovelling ; one clear-headed,

the other dull of comprehension ; one frugal and industrious, the

other idle and extravagant ; true Connubial love cannot exist be

tween them. How can two walk together unless they be agreed?

And, if Phrenology be true, how can they be agreed unless their

temperaments and organs be similar? How can husbands and

wives live happily together whose tastes, dispositions, objects, sen

timents, views, opinions, preferences, feelings, &c. &c. are conflict

ing, or even unlike ? For then, every faculty of either only excites

those of the other to discordant and disagreeable action ; the prod

uct of which is pain, which engenders dislike ; whereas the very

essence of connubial love, that in which alone it consists and has

its being, is this very congeniality the necessity of which I am

urging.

Let the reader now pause and examine the correctness of this

principle. Inquire at the shrine of your own heart, and question

* If any should desm this allusion irrelevant or improper, let such read the

published correspondence between President John Adams and his wife, particu

larly in reference to the education of their children, and at the same time re

collect, that scarcely any one thing will attach an intellectual man to his wife

■ooper or more effectually, than to see her employ a vigorous intellect and an en

lightenedjudgment, in the training and Acme-education of their children.
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tiie experience of the married, in regard to its validity. I call

upon you who are married to bear witness, whether you love each

other as far as your qualities of mind harmonize, and on account of

that harmony, or the reverse 1 Do those Of you who admire and

love each other, do so on account of your mental similarity or dis

similarity ? And do those of you who in part dislike each other,

do so as far as, and because, you are alike, or as far as, and be

cause, you are unlike 1 Is not the main procuring cause of that

frequent want of love between husbands and wives, founded in this

want of similarity in their feelings and intellectual qualities?

Does not this dissimilarity account for there being so many pairs

yet so few matches ? This is Phrenology—this is human nature.

If to this you answer, by asking " how it happens that they love

and marry at all, since this similarity is the law and the basis of

love, and since, after marriage, they find they do not possess it V I

reply, that, when first " smitten," they find, on a casual comparison

of views and feelings, that they are alike on some one or two

strong points, and marry before they have compared notes and

feelings in other respects. Before marriage, only the concordant

points were brought out ; after marriage, their dis-cordant points

are brought into collision, and their attachments reversed.

To every unmarried man and woman, then, I say in the name of

nature and of nature's God, marry congenial spirits or nonb—con

genial, not in one or two material points, but in all the leading

elements of character. And to obtain this congeniality, marry one

whose Temperament and Phrenological developments are similar

to your own ! Do this, and you are safe, you are happy : fail to

do this, and you marry sorrow and regret.

But, if this principle hold true of the other faculties, how much

more so of the social ? If they be unlike ; if Amativeness or

Friendship be strong in the one and weak in the other, the former

will be all tenderness and affection, but the latter, too cold-hearted

to reciprocate them, which will put the affectionate one upon the

rack, besides other items of disagreement certainly not less essen

tial. Of all other points of dissimilarity, those in regard to the

social faculties are the most momentous, and disagreement here

the most disastrous ! See to it, therefore, those of you who have

large domestic organs, that you marry one in whom they are also

large, and not pre-engaged, or fastened on another.

4*
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In case your own excesses or defects are liable, if equally devel

oped in a companion, to endanger your happiness, or prove injuri

ous to your offspring, it may be best to violate this rule by choosing

a companion whose qualities are the opposite of your own in these

injurious extremes. Thus, if your Cautiousness be deficient, you

should not marry one in whom it is also small, lest your combined

imprudences keep you both always in difficulty ; but you should

select a companion having this organ large, one who will take

care of things, and stand sentinel for you both, warn you of ap

proaching danger, and check your imprudences. Though these ad

monitions may at times annoy you, still, if you bear in mind the

good conferred upon you by this dissimilarity, it will only tend to

increase your love, especially as this course was pointed out by in

tellect and required by your own good. But if Cautiousness be so

excessive in you as to produce irresolution, procrastination, or

cowardice, you require a companion in whom it is less, who will be

bold and prompt, and encourage you to action, as well as dispel

your groundless fears. Their carelessness may often make you

afraid, yet this evil is less than its excessive development in both.

Still, a full and equal development of it in each is altogether pre

ferable.

If Acquisitiveness be small in yourself, you should by no means

marry one in whom this organ is also small, lest the combined ex

travagance of both and the economy of neither, bring you to pov

erty, and keep you there ; but you should choose a frugal, acquisi

tive, industrious companion ; one who will make good bargains,

hold on to the purse-strings, save every thing, and check your

profuseness. Though this parsimony may sometimes disgust you,

yet, by recollecting that this very quality benefits yourself, this

dissimilarity will only serve to increase your mutual esteem and

affection. And yet, unless you saw, in the light of this principle,

that this disagreement worked out your own personal good as well

as theirs, and was dictated by intellect, evil consequences would

almost inevitably grow out of it. But by " agreeing to disagree"

for the sake of the common good, this opposition of qualities, in

stead of breaking in upon your affections, will only strengthen

them.

But these exceptions to this rule are few, and can occur only

upon the animal. propensities or lower sentiments. On no account

should they ever occur in reference to the moral sentiments or intel
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tect. Agreement here is indispensable to true connubial love ;

while disagreement here, is fatal to domestic happiness. This law

is imperative. Whoever marries in violation of it, must abide the

consequences, and they will be found to be terribly severe.

If, however, your own animal propensities predominate, you

should by no means marry one whose animal nature also predomi

nates, for this will cause a perpetual strife, and a continual boiling

over of the animal natures of both. Nor should you marry one

whose sentiments predominate ; first, because their goodness will be

a living, ever present reproof to your badness, tormenting you con

tinually, (for moral purity always rebukes selfishness;) and, secondly,

because your propensities will be a perpetual thorn in the side of

your moral companion. As well marry a chicken to a hawk, or a

lamb to a wolf, as high moral sentiments to predominant animal

passions. But, say you, if I must neither marry one having the

propensities predominant, nor one of predominant moral sentiments,

what shall I do, whom shall I marry 1 I'll tell thee, friend : Don't

marry at all. Your own good demands this course. The farther

you keep from the marriage state, the better for yourself and all

concerned. Till you rid yourself of your selfishness— till your

moral sentiments rule—you are neither fit to marry, nor to mingle

with your fellow-men at all. Your Selfishness renders you neces

sarily miserable, and also all with whom you have to do. So have

as little to do with your fellow-men as possible, both on your own

account and on theirs. Above all, avoid this closest of all contacts,

and especially refrain from becoming a parent, lest you render your

posterity miserable by entailing upon them that animal organization

which torments yourself.

An extremely active Temperament forms another exception to

this rule. When both parents are extremely active and nervous,

their children will be liable to precocity, and subject to a premature

death. For the same reason, too, persons having small chests and

weak vital powers, should not become parents, but should off-set

these defects by opposite qualities in their companions, not in order

thereby to promote connubial love, which will be weakened by this

course ; but, on account of offspring. The domestic felicity of pa

rents, and indeed of the whole family, is greatly augmented or

diminished by the good or bad dispositions of the children, by their

life and health, their sickness or death, &c. &c. ; hence, this matter
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becomes an item of no inconsiderable consequence to be taken into

account in selecting a husband or wife.

Since this subject has thus inadvertently been broached, I will

just allude to the manifest impropriety of choosing companions

who have any hereditary tendency to mental or physical diseases,

such as insanity, consumption, scrofula, apoplexy, &c., and show

the importance of choosing a companion who is qualified to become

the parent of healthy, moral, and intelligent offspring : although

to show what qualities are requisite in parents as parents, in order

to prepare them to impart to their children the most desirable phys

ical and mental qualities, does not come within the design of this

work ; it being reserved for one on " Hereditary Descent, its

Laws and Facts," which will be published in connexion with the

" Phrenological Journal." (See Prospectus.)

The leading principle of Phrenology in regard to marriage, to

gether with its reasons, is now before the reader. But the next

inquiry is, How can this harmony be effected? By what means,

and in what way, can it be brought about ? for, to know how to

obtain this harmony, is quite as important as the harmony itself.

The answers of Phrenology here, also, are clear and directly in

point, and its directions so plain that " he that runs may read."

They are—

FIRST, STUDY YOURSELF THOROUGHLY.

Study both your physical organization and your phrenological

developments. Ascertain your own qualities, and that will tell you

just what qualities you require in a companion, to harmonize with

them. I say, study yourself phrenologically ; because no other

method is equally satisfactory or certain. Without a knowledge

of this science, your Self-Esteem, if large, will magnify all your

good qualities, and throw the mantle of charity over your defects ;

or, the deficiency of this organ with large Conscientiousness, will give

you too low and humble an opinion of yourself; magnifying your

faults and hiding from you your good qualities. Our own organi

zation constitutes the medium, or the colored glasses, through which

we look at all subjects, ourselves included. If that organization be

defective, that is, if our characters be faulty, our standard of self-

estimation is erroneous, and our self-knowledge proportionably defi
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cient or defective. But, in case Phrenology be true, it affords cer

tain and tangible data for self-examination—data that cannot be

mistaken—so that it leaves scarcely a possibility of our being de

ceived or mistaken in regard to our real characters: especially

when we combine our own consciousness with a knowledge of our

phrenological developments.

Secondly.—Phrenology will also tell you the true character and

disposition of your intended, and thereby show wherein each is

adapted to the other, or discover their want of adaptation. Modern

courtship is little else than a school of deception. The time being

previously appointed, the best dress is put on ; the mouth put in

prim and set off with artificial smiles ; the gentleman arrayed in his

best broadcloth, and the lady dressed in the tip of the fashion, and

corsetted too tight to breathe freely or appear naturally ; line say

ings, well spiced with flattery, cut and dried before-hand ; faults all

hid, and virtues set in the fore-ground ; and every thing white

washed for the occasion. And, what is even worse, the night season

is usually chosen ; whereas this, the most momentous and eventful

business of our lives, should be transacted in open day-light, when

both parties are fully themselves, and have all their faculties in

vigorous exercise. Is there any shame or deformity in this matter

requiring the shades of darkness to screen them 1 Let courting be

done in the day time, with an open heart, and in your every day

clothes. The one main object of courtship should be, to become ac

quainted, especially with each other's faults ; for, if the parties

many, they are sure to find out these bad qualities ; but it will then

be too late. In trying to cheat the other party by concealing your

faults, you are only cheating yourselves ; for, how can those love

jou whom you have deceived ? and how can you live happily to

gether when you both find yourselves taken in by each other ?

Hence, you should freely disclose—your faults especially : your

virtues will exhibit themselves. Besides, persons in love are quite

liable enough to be blind to the faults of their sweet-hearts, with

out any attempts to keep these faults concealed. The great dan

ger—the main point to be guarded against—is, a relapse, a re-ac

tion after marriage ; which will be effectually prevented or indu

ced by both disclosing or concealing theirfaults before marriage.

But even in case your intended should follow this almost univer

sal custom of practising these harmless (?) deceptions, a knowledge
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of Phrenology, with one scrutanizing glance, strips the character

of all artificial deceptions that can be thrown around it, and furnishes

an unerring index of character, talents, tastes, sentiments, pre-dis-

positions, &c. ; for the developments can neither be inflated nor de

pressed to suit the occasion, but are fixed and permanent signs of

the naked character, just as it will be found to be on acquaintance.

This science, therefore, is an invaluable directory to candidates for

marriage. If it were studied and applied, there would be no more

need of making a bad choice, or of mistaking a poor husband or wife

for a good one, than of mistaking a thistle for a rose.

But if you have not sufficient time to study it so as to apply it

with the requisite certainty for yourself, you can employ the ser

vices of an experienced practical Phrenologist, or if this cannot be

done, a comparison of charts, carefully prepared by him, may an

swer. At this course, you smile in ridicule ; but what is there in it

at all absurd, or even improper ? Is it improper to ascertain the

qualities of each other ? Certainly not : whereas it is ridiculous to

marry a stranger, or even one of whose qualities you know but lit

tle. Does this absurdity then consist in the proposed means of ob

taining this knowledge 1 In what else can it consist ? The only

reason for smiling at this proposed method is, that it is novel, which

evinces the folly, not of this method, but of the laugher. Let such

laugh on ; for, they laugh only at themselves ; but let those who

would avail themselves of an assistant superior to all others, observe

the heads of their intended, and marry phrenologically. And let

matrimony, instead of being treated lightly, and as a matter of

merriment, which is usually the case, be regarded by both parties,

and also by their friends, as it really is—the most momentous busi

ness of our lives.

If to this it be objected, that Cupid is blind, and though I have

told how to select a suitable companion, yet, what is even more im

portant, I have not shown how to get in love with the one selected ;

I reply, by admitting the truth of the quaint adage, that " where

love falls, it falls flat." I know full well that mankind generally

fall in love, whereas they should get in love ; and that, from time

immemorial, Cupid has been blind ; but Phrenology opens his eyes,

and shows how to love intellectually. In order to do this, you

have only to
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RECTIFY YOUR STANDARD OF ESTEEM AND ADMIRATION.

If Cupid has always been blind, he has always blindly followed

admiration. We fall in love with whatever we admire and esteem,

and with that only. The young man who admires a delicate hand

or handsome figure, a pretty foot and ancle, or a fine set of teeth, a

small waist or find bust, a beautiful face, or genteel manners most,

will fall in love with one possessing the admired quality, and be

cause she possesses it. But he who admires moral purity, or supe

rior talents, or piety, or tenderness of love, will love a woman pos

sessing these qualities, and on account of this possession. Is not

this proposition founded in a law of mind ? Who can controvert

or essentially modify it 1 To you whose experience enables you to

judge feelingly in regard to this matter, I make my appeal for its

correctness.

This point being established, it follows that whoever regards

particular forms of the head, or certain phrenological developments,

as indications of those qualities of mind admired, will fall in love

with one having these developments just as deeply and as effectu

ally as with one having a pretty face, handsome figure, &c., when

they are admired, and for precisely the same reason—namely, be

cause they are admired. Why should this not be the case 1 My

position that love follows admiration, embodies the entire experience

of mankind, and is invulnerable ; and the consequent inference

that those who admire an excellent head, will surely fall in love

with it, is conclusive. Whatever, therefore, a young man or wo

man admires most, whether personal beauty, a sweet smile, a talent

for music, or poetry, or painting, or high intellectual or moral at

tainments, or kindness, or industry, or frugality, or wit, or strong

common sense, or a well formed head, as indicating a superior

mind or excellent feelings, will be fallen in love with first. To

this rule, there can be no exception. By applying it, you can

guide your love in any channel pointed out by intellect, or sanc

tioned by the moral sentiments. This principle is to your love what

the helm is to a ship, and intellect should be the pilot. Let your in

tellect and higher sentiments rectify your standard of admiration

and esteem, and this will effectually govern your love, and guide it

into the peaceful haven of connubial bliss.
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Allow me to add, that my own experience accords entirely with

- this principle, besides fully confirming the preceding, namely, that

of selecting a companion by the developments. I say, with empha

sis, and from experience, that I would place more confidence in a

good phrenological head, in connexion with a good physical orga

nization and training, than in ten years acquaintance and courtship,

added to all the recommendations that can be produced. They never

vary, never deceive ; while the latter may be only outside appear

ances. How often have they deceived the most cautious ? So of

ten—so egregiously—that choosing a companion has been appro

priately compared to buying a ticket in a lottery. You may draw

a prize, but the chances are ten to one that you will draw a blank;

and if a blank only, it might be endured, but a blank here, is a con

tinual eye-sore, a perpetual fountain of bitterness. In hundreds of

instances have I seen the course here proposed, of courting and

marrying by the developments, followed, and in as many instances

have been called upon professionally to decide on the fitness and

the adaptation of the parties to each other, and never saw one ter

minate any other way than happily. I stake my reputation as a

Phrenologist on the success of this direction properly applied, and

am entirely willing to abide any evil consequences resulting from its

failure.

But, continues our objector, though you show us how to make

our choice, and then how to get in love with the object chosen, yet

it is quite as important that you show us how to get the object of

our choice in love with us. I reply, that Phrenology discovers at a

glance the " blind side" of every one, and thus shows you just how

successfully to address them—just how to take them ; but as my

present object is rather to point out the course to be pursued before

marriage, I shall waive this point for the present. After I have

shown you how to marry, I shall give directions to the married, for

exciting and perpetuating each other's love, and living affection

ately and happily together. Suffice it for the present to say, that

in case the affections of the other party are not previously engaged,

very little difficulty need be apprehended about engaging them ;

for, both young men and young women are apt to get in love quite

easily enough without effort. In fact, the great difficulty consists

in keeping them from loving till they are fully matured and pre

pared for marriage.
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And now, good reader, let us pause and review the ground al

ready gone over. The three points thus far presented, are :

1. THE POWER OF THE DOMESTIC FACULTIES OVER THE HAPPINESS OR

MISERY OF MANKIND.

2. LET YOUR COMPANION BE SIMILAR TO YOURSELF.

3. RECTIFY YOUR STANDARD OF ESTEEM AND ADMIRATION, and this

will enable you to control your love.

If this last direction should call out the question, " By what model

shall we rectify our standard 1 On what principles shall this esteem

and admiration be based V I answer, on

A FULL DEVELOPMENT OF THE MORAL SENTIMENTS.

This, according to Phrenology, is one main condition of virtue

and happiness. Not only does their proper exercise give a great

amount of enjoyment of the purest, highest kind, but the action of

the other faculties can be productive of pleasure only when exer

cised in harmony with them, and under their sanction. This con

stitutes the phrenological definition of virtue—its principal condi

tion of enjoyment—and is the Moral Law of Phrenology. The ex

ercise of the animal propensities without their sanction, or in oppo

sition to their dictates, constitutes that violation of this law which

brings down its penalties upon the head of the offender. By the

still, small voice of these sentiments, man instinctivelyfeels that he

should be governed. He is intuitively conscious of his obligation to

yield obedience to their mandates. He feels their dictates to be

imperious and sovereign. When large Acquisitiveness would fain

take what belongs to another, Conscientiousness, even though less

in size, resists the enticement with more energy and success than

Acquisitiveness urges it. It is only after the moral sentiments have

been disarmed of their power by having been perverted, that they

allow the propensities to lead astray. No exercise of these pro

pensities without their sanction, or at least in opposition to it, can

ultimately produce happiness, but always pain. It is a law of our

nature that selfishness and sin—only other names for the predomi

nance of the propensities—should invariably punish themselves;

and, on the other hand, that virtue and moral purity—only other

names for the ascendency of the moral sentiments properly directed—

constitute their own reward, and make their possessor Ixappy. To

enjoy any relation, and especially the domestic relations, your own

5
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moral faculties mastfirst be exercised and gratified ; and, to do this,

you require their full development in your companion, so that this

companion may continually and agreeably excite and gratify your

own moral faculties. But in case your own moral sentiments are

feeble, you should certainly not marry, as already shown. If, there

fore, you do not wish to be put in perpetual torment, by having

your own propensities continually excited by their predominance in

your companion, or if you would inhale, day by day, and year by

year, the balmy breezes of high moral sentiments, of pure and holy

emotion, see to it, I beseech you, that you choose a companion

having large moral organs, so that your own may be continually

and agreeably excited, and never outraged.

To woman this principle applies with double force : first, because

she is much more under the power, and subject to the caprice of her

husband than he is to hers, and therefore her happiness depends

more on his being a good-feeling man, than his happiness depends

on her good feelings ; but what is more, man is less likely to be

moral and virtuous than woman : that is, woman has generally

better moral developments than man ; and, secondly, woman is more

social, affectionate, and domestic than man ; that is, she enjoys a

good husband, and suffers from a bad one, more than it is possible

for man to enjoy from a good wife, or suffer from a bad one.

The reader hardly requires to be told that a predominance of the

moral sentiments is indicated by a high head, ami one that is long,

especially on the top ; but, that a large neck, and a thick, broad,

conical head, one that runs up as it were towards a peak upon the

top, somewhat resembling a cone, largest at the base, and neither

high nor long, indicates the ascendency of the propensities. Do

not marry a man with a low, wide, flat head ; for, however fascina

ting, genteel, polite, tender, plausible, or winning he may be, you

will repent the day of your espousal. I would not have you marry

a head too long, or too thin, lest your husband should lack the re

quisite force of mind and energy of character to support yourself

and children ; but, marry a well proportioned head and body. In

my work on education, pp. 33 to 44, I have shown that, other

things being equal, the best heads are those in which the organs

are the most evenly and harmoniously developed and balanced—a

pnnciple which should be borne in mind in selecting companions for

life ; for, the better their characters, the greater the enjoyment you will

derive from their society and affection, and, education and other things
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being right, the more equally developed their organs, the more per

fect will be their characters, and the greater the amount of brain in

your head that wrll be called into action by them, and, consequently,

the greater your happiness.

Let us now look at a few illustrations and applications of our

second leading principle, namely, The importance of marrying so

as to gratify the whole brain, or the moral and intellectual faculties

in conjunction with the propensities, rather than fb gratify the pro

pensities merely. If your standard of admiration be beauty, and

you love and marry this quality, you gratify Amativeness only, com

bined perhaps with Ideality and Form, so that but a small portion

of your brain is exercised or gratified, nor that long ; for, beauty-

soon fades, and with it all your pleasure connected with marriage ;

leaving your other faculties liable to be reversed, and you in a fair

way to drag out a miserable life of connubial wretchedness, and all

because your standard of admiration was erroneous.

So, if you admire a singing-bird, and love and marry her because

she gratifies your organ of Tune, combined with one or two others,

the cares of a family, blended with another kind of music, are liable

to drown the tones of the piano or harp, and compel you to exclaim

with Micah, " Ye have taken away my Gods ! what have I more V

If Acquisitiveness determine your choice, and you love and

marry for riches, though you may gratify a single faculty, and that

a lower propensity, still, you thereby violate the main law already

presented, which requires the ascendency and dictation of the moral

sentiments, and incur its penalties. Married gold soon vanishes ;

but, even though it remain, the other party cannot fail soon to dis

cover your real motive for marrying, so that this very money is al

most sure to become a bone of contention between you for life.

No ! you cannot violate this law without incurring its penalties,

and they are terribly severe, because the law broken is so all-impor

tant. The rage of American gentlemen seems to be for rich wives

and small waists—both curses to any man. The habits of women

brought up in affluence, are any thing but those calculated to make

a husband happy. They usually know little or nothing of domes

tic matters ; are neither able nor willing to work ; and, worst of

all, arefashionable !—which is only another name for " a whitened

sepulchre," full of hypocrisy ; fashionable life being only one

continual round of deception, and a tissue of hollow-hearted preten

sions. Rarely have such much sterling sense, much energy of char
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acter, or power of intellect. They expect all around them to be

their waiters, to have their every whim gratified, and all their re

quisitions implicitly obeyed. And then, too, most of them have

been in love, and many of them several times over. The parties

they have attended, and the company they have seen, have brought

with them love scenes and blighted affections, till their elements of

love have been seared and frost-bitten by disappointment. Nor do

those who marry for wealth often secure to themselves even that

very wealth for which they married, and to obtain which they vio

lated the sacred relations of matrimony; for, rich girls, besides

being generally destitute of both industry and economy, are gene

rally extravagant in their expenditures, and require servants enough

about them to dissipate a fortune. They generally have insatiable

wants, yet feel that they deserve to be indulged in every thing, be

cause they placed their husbands under obligation to them by bring

ing them a dowery. And then the mere idea of living on the money

of a wife, and of being supported by her, is enough to tantalize

any man of an independent spirit too much for endurance. What

spirited husband would not prefer to support both himself and wife,

rather than submit to this perpetual bondage of obligation. To

live upon a father, or take a patrimony from him, is quite bad

enough ; but to run in debt to a wife, and owe her a living, is a

little too aggravating for endurance, especially if there be not

perfect cordiality between the two, which cannot be the case

in money matches. Better hang yourself, or drown yourself, or any

thing else, rather than marry for money. Whoever violates the

sacred relations of matrimony by marrying mainly for riches, should

be, and is cursed, and deserves to drink deep, to drink through life,

to drink to its very dregs, of the cup of matrimonial bitterness : nor

does he merit our pity, for his punishment is just.

" What !" you exclaim, " should the rich never marry Vs It is

not against riches as such that I exclaim, but against those things

that usually accompany them. I have elsewhere shown, that the

possession of great wealth violates a law of man's constitution, and

therefore brings its punishments along with it. These punishments

are inseparable from wealth, and, therefore, follow it into married

life as well as every where else. Wherever riches go, they entail

unhappiness, and parents who leave their children wealthy, in this

very act entail a curse upon them proportionate to the amount left

them above a mere competency, including the means of intellectual
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and moral improvement. Let facts be my vouchers. Do they not

bear me out in this assertion 1 Take it which ever way you please,

rich girls make poor wives, and yet they are the first selected.

Shame on sordid wife-seekers, or, rather, money-seekers ; for, it is

not a icife that they seek, but only filthy lucre I They violate all

their other faculties simply to gratify miserly Acquisitiveness ! Verily

such " have their reward !"

Still, I would not have you many a companion from the depths

of poverty ; for, extremes either way are unfavorable. The prayer

of Agur, " Give me neither poverty nor riches" is the golden me

dium in this respect.

And to you, young ladies, let me say with great emphasis, that

those who court and many you because you are rich, will make

you rue the day of your pecuniary espousals. They care not for

you, but only for your money, and when they get that, will be lia

ble to neglect or abuse you, and probably squander it, leaving you

destitute, and abandoning you to your fate.

Above all, do not many a soft and delicate hand ; for, soft hands

necessarily accompany soft brains, and a mind too soft to be sensi

ble ; because the whole organization, mental and physical, partakes

of one and the same character ; so that a soft, pliable, yielding,

delicate hand indicates a predominance of the same characteristic

throughout. Such may do for a parlor toy, but not for a wife or

mother.

Ladies take too much pride in cultivating delicacy and softness ;

refusing to labor, lest they should spoil their hands. But if work

ing spoils the hands, its absence spoils the brain ; for, labor, or at

least a great degree of exercise, is indispensable to vigor and strength

of body, and this, to a vigorous brain and strong mind. Marry

a working, industrious, young lady, whose constitution is strong,

flesh solid, and health unimpaired by confinement, bad habits, or

late hours. Give me a plain, home-spun farmer's daughter, and

you may have all the rich and fashionable belles of our cities and

villages.

Marrying small waists is attended with consequences scarcely

less disastrous than marrying rich and fashionable girls. An am

ply developed chest is a sure indication of a naturally vigorous con

stitution and a strong hold on life ; while small waists indi

cate small and feeble vital organs, a delicate constitution, sickly

offspring, and a short life. Beware of them, therefore, unless you

5*
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wish your hearts broken by the early death of your wife and chil

dren. Temperance ladies have wisely adopted the excellent motto,

" Total abstinence, or no husbands." Let men adopt the equally

important motto, " Natural waists, or no wives." Tight-lacing is

adual suicide, and almost certain infanticide, besides exciting im-

:rre feelings.*

But to return to the necessity of amply developed moral organs

Ji a companion and parent. A story or two from real life will il

lustrate and enforce this point better than all the reasonings that

can be adduced. It was in a country village, and just before tea-

time on a scorching hot day, that a boy, returning tired and hungry

from the blackberry field, entered the store of a very pious mem

ber of a church, and asked how much he would give for the ber

ries. " A sixpence," answered the man of prayer, though his prac

ticed eyed saw that they were amply worth double that sum. On

turning them out, the poor boy saw that he had not obtained half

* The object of the ladies in thus padding some parts and compressing others,

is, to make themselves, not better, but the more handsome ; though corslets de-

ttroy the very beauty they are designed to impart ; for, beauty depends upon

health, and tight-lacing impairs this, and makes them thin, scrawny, and pale,

(nor can rouge supply the place of the rosy cheek of health,) besides shortening

the period of youth. Better far adopt the Chinese method of lacing the feet, or

even the Flat-head Indian method of compressing the head; for, the compression

of no other part is as equally detrimental as that of the waist, because it retards

the action of the vital organs, which sustain life. Abundance of exercise and

fresh air, is the best recipe for promoting beauty. Those who keep up the tone

and vigor of their physical organs, will be sprightly and interesting, and, even

though coarse-featured, yet their freshness, wide-awake appearance, and the ani

mated glow of their checks, will make a far deeper impression than laced but

sickly beauty. A tight-laced woman always reminds me of a foolish woman.

But, since the late Parisian fashions discard corslets, I hope this crying evil

will be arrested; for, if it progresses twenty years longer as it has for the twenty

years past, it will kill off all our American ladies, and leave only our large-waist-

ed, full-chested, Dutch-rigged, hearty Irish and German girls for wives and

mothers. Words cannot express my deep-toned indignation at the evils inflicted

on the present and rising generation, by this death-dealing practice. It is high

time to speak out, and warn fashion-loving women of the sin and danger of tight-

lacing ; and also for men who wish healthy wives and offspring to shun small

waists, and patronise full chests. Still men are mostly in blame; for, women

would never dress thus except to accommodate the perverted taste of the gen

tlemen.

For a full exposition of the evils of this practice, the reader is respectfully

referred to my work on this subject, just published, which is well illustrated

with appropriate engravings.
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their value, and began to cry ; for his heart was set upon this

money to procure a much desired gratification. " A bargain is a

bargain," said the praying man of little conscience, as he ordered

the berries prepared for the supper-table. " Do let the boy have

his berries or their full value," said his conscientious and benevolent

wife. This occasioned an altercation which ended in the wife's

crying along with the boy, and refusing to partake of the berries,

and even of her supper. How could she relish a repast the pur

chase of which outraged her Conscientiousness and Benevolence, as

well as exposed her husband's utter want of moral principle and

good feeling ! But if Conscientiousness and Benevolence had been

large in him also ; if, when he saw that the sobbing boy repented

of his bargain and bad not been paid enough for his berries, she

had seen him pay the boy the full value of his earnings instead of

swindling him because he could, she would have admired the noble

act, loved her husband the better for his stanch integrity, and eaten

the berries with increased relish. How could she love a cheat 1

How. avoid apprehending that this utter want of kindness and jus

tice would sooner or later be manifested towards herself or chil

dren?*

Another wife of great kindness and a nice sense of justice, saw

her husband wrong her mother, and prove ungrateful as well as

untrue to his promises, and declared that for ever after this, she

loathed and even hated him.

Another wife caught her husband in a trifling deception, unim

portant in itself, and not calculated to injure any one, but it threw

her into such an agony of feeling that the cold drops of perspiration

covered her face ; the color fled from her cheeks ; hope departed

from her soul, and she became almost deranged ; nor is the impres

sion effaced to this day, though she never saw a similar instance.

This single, trifling deception reversed her Conscientiousness, and

this came near reversing even her devoted love for him.

Reader, suppose you bury your face in your hands, and think over

similar occurrences between husbands and wives, which have fallen

under your own observation, and then ask yourself, if all the gold in

Christendom would tempt you to be similarly situated 1 And if

* The sequel of this story is, that the next January, this praying cheat was

imprisoned for stealing. The wife's grief on the occasion of the berries was tri

fling compared with that on his being imprisoned; yet such a result might have

been almost predicted; for, the man who will cheat a boy out of a cent, will

cheat his fellow-men in larger matters.
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you ask how to avoid such a fate, I answer, marry a companion ha

ving amply developed moral organs.

These remarks have incidentally evolved another principle, which

accounts for a phenomenon of frequent occurrence, namely, the fact

that some husbands and wives-can neither live together nor apart

Their organs of Adhesiveness make them love each other too well

to be happy when separated, yet some of their other faculties, hav

ing become reversed, repel a close contact, and forbid their living

together. Both love and yet hate each other, and are in a dilemma,

either horn of which is most painful, yet both might have been

avoided by marrying one of kindred developments.

In marrying a wit or a talker merely, though the brilliant

scintillations of the former, or the garrulity of the latter, may amuse

or delight you for the time being, yet you will derive no permanent

satisfaction from these qualities, for there 'will be no common bond

of kindred feeling to assimilate your souls and hold each spell-bound

at the shrine of the others' intellectual or moral excellence. Though

these qualities are good in their places, yet they should be allowed

no more weight in the scale which determines your choice of a

companion for life, than the size of these organs compared with

the rest of the brain. Still, if these are superadded to a fine moral

and intellectual organization, you are the gainer to the amount of

the pleasure they afford.

Other facts and illustrations of this subject might be added to any

extent ; but these render it too plain, too apparent to require them,

or to require those of an opposite character, showing how it is that

the high moral sentiments of each promote the happiness of the

other. Without the strictest fidelity of each party to the other,

—without unreserved candor and perfect good faith,—reciprocal

love cannot exist ; for, that esteem will be destroyed on which, as

already shown, true love can alone be founded.

A similar train of remark applies to marrying an economist or a

worker. Each is excellent in its place, though subordinate to the

character as a whole. Many men, especially in choosing a second

wife, are governed by her known qualifications as a house-keeper

mainly, and marry industry and economy. Though these traits of

character are excellent, yet a good house-keeper is far from being a

good wife. A good house-keeper, but a poor wife, may indeed

prepare you a good dinner, and keep her house and children neat

and tidy, yet this is but a part of the office of a wife ; who, besides
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all her household duties, has those of a far higher order to perform.

She should soothe you with her sympathies, divert your troubled

mind by her smiles and caresses, and make the whole family happy

by the gentleness of her manners, and the native goodness of her

heart.

BEING A GOOD WDJE, IMPLIES BEING A GOOD HOUSE-KEEPER.

Far be it from me to underrate a good house-keeper as a constitu

ent part of a good wife. On the other hand, I know her value,

and I tell every young man that he cannot have a good wife vrith-

out her being a good house-keeper, any more than he can live bj

bread alone ; and, I tell you, young ladies, that to be good wives,

you must be good house-keepers. True, this is but one duty, but it

is a most important one. You cannot love a husband without wish

ing to make him happy, and to do this, you must know how to

economize ; how to make his hard-earned money go as far as pos

sible, anil procure as many of the comforts of life as can well be

obtained with it ; how to prepare his meals properly, and gratify

his appetite ; how to make his home agreeable, and feed and clothe

his children ; how to make and mend things promotive of his com

fort ; and how to wait on him ; for there is a certain mysterious

something in the relations subsisting between husbands and wives

which renders the meal prepared by a beloved wife far more pala

table than the same meal prepared by a servant; an agreeable

beverage still more agreeable by its being served by her ; and even

a bitter medicine less bitter. For the correctness of this remark, I

appeal to every man who has a good cook and house-keeper in the

person of his wife—the others are incapable of judging. To aU

young men in search of a good wife, let me say with emphasis, Let

the woman of your choice be familiar with the Icitchen and the

smoothing iron. If to these she adds those graces and accomplish

ments requisite to shine in the parlor, so much the better ; but at

all events, select a good house-keeper. I despise the modern notion

that fashionable young ladies must know little of kitchen duties—

that a wife must be too pretty and too accomplished to work. As

soon would I deem it a recommendation in a woman not to know

how to eat or sleep t What ! a woman put herself in the market

for a husband when she does not know how to make bread and
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wash dishes ! She certainly will impose on the man she marries ;

for, no other quality or talent can compensate for the absence or

inactivity of the working talent.

These remarks involve ingenuity on the part of a good wife ; for

it is very convenient to have a wife who can use her needle in

making linen, cotton, and other garments for her husband and chil

dren ; repairing garments, making convenient articles, &c. &c., as

well as in turning off every kind of household-work. Every girl

should be taught to sew, spin, weave, make dresses, &c., as well as

to sweep, wash, cook, &c. Before you " pop the question," see

what kind of bread your intended can make ; for I assure you

that home-made bread is better and cheaper than baker's bread.

To young men who are poor, and even to those in moderate circum

stances, these qualifications are invaluable, and even indispensable ;

and to the rich, especially in these times of pecuniary embarrass

ment and uncertainty, they are scarcely less so.

And let the ladies, before giving their assent, see to it that their

would-be husbands have some occupation which can be relied upon

to support a family. Industry and economy are invaluable recom

mendations that will rarely be wanting in a good husband. The

man who is without them, may possibly make a good one, yet he

must have virtues many and rare to offset tor these deficiencies.

Shun the dandy : dismiss the young man of leisure who has drawn

his support from a father's pocket. If he can love you, (which is

doubtful,) he cannot support you, and therefore, at the farthest,

cannot be more than fialf a husband, just as you can be only a part

of a wife if you do not understand domestic matters. Get a whole

wife or husband, or none ; for, while you require congeniality of

feeling as the foundation, you also require these as no inconsidera

ble parts of the superstructure.

AMPLES OF WELL DEVELOPED FEMALE HEADS.

Duty to his subject, perhaps requires that the Author should draw

a beau-ideal head, as a model of a well-balanced character ; yet

things of this kind can hardly be put on paper. The rules al

ready presented, together with the accompanying cut (No. 8), will

present the principles which should govern this point. It may be

summed up in a well-balanced and a uniform head and character.
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An uncommon head indicates an uncommon character, which may

be very good in some things, but is liable to be defective or excessive

in others. Such heads may be good, but are not the best. Cut

No. 9 was drawn from a head fairly developed in all its parts, with

excellent moral, and amply developed social faculties, and with

good perceptive and fair reasoning organs. Its owner is an ex

cellent specimen of a superior wife and mother.

 

No. 8. Highly moral and intellectual Head. No. 9. A well balanced Head.

Cut No. 8, was taken from a woman noted for superior talents

and high moral qualities, a natural lady, a first-rate house-keeper,

and an invaluable wife. This class of female heads is rare, few

women having their intellectual lobe as amply developed, yet one

that I esteem above all others, though perhaps less exquisite and

perfect. Her high, wide, and ample forehead, indicates superior

judgment, great penetration, and especially a faculty to contrive

and manage. In point of size and activity, her brain is more than

ordinary, while her temperament is of the finest and firmest quality,

and her person of good size, with much sprightliness and strength

combined. She has a full supply of auburn-colored hair, which

indicates great delicacy, sensitiveness, and exquisiteness of feeling,

the keenest perceptions, amounting almost to intuitive knowledge,

a brilliant fancy, a refined taste, and high-toned moral purity. The
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main difficulty accompanying this temperament is its liability to

excessive sensitiveness, and consequent debility,—its activity being

too great for its strength ; but this lady combines great activity

and delicacy with great strength of constitution.

This prepares the way for a few general remarks on the im

portance of

A GOOD PHYSICAL ORGANIZATION AND A STRONG CONSTITUTION.

Another leading element in this standard of admiration should

be,- a good -physical organization, or a strong, healthy constitution.

On the importance of health in a companion and parent, it is hardly

necessary to dwell. Nine tenths of the pains experienced by mo

thers as mothers, have their origin in feeble constitutions or physi

cal debility ; and delicate, sickly, peevish, scrofulous, consumptive,

short-lived children, owe their pains while alive, and their pre

mature death, to the feeble, broken constitutions of their parents.

And, what is more, the state of the mind takes its origin from that

of the body. Hence, those who are subject to dyspepsy, liver-com

plaint, indigestion, ennui, a sour stomach, heart-burn, hypochondria,

&c. &c.—all only different forms of the same disease, namely, the

morbid excitement or predominance of the brain and nervous sys

tem— are continually oppressed with sad, melancholy feelings;

with that depression of spirits which turns every thing into occa

sions of trouble, and sees impending misfortunes in every trifling

thing. It renders them miserable, and all connected with them

unhappy. But, how much more enjoyment can be taken in the

company of a husband or wife who always has a cheerful and

happy flow of spirits ; who is free from sickness and requires no

nursing ; who is always healthy and able to endure fatigue and ex

posure, and to take a rural ramble, or turn off a smart day's work ;

who docs not sink under misfortune, and is not the creature of mor

bid feeling, &c., than in the company of a companion who is mis

anthropic, irritable, weakly, and often requires the doctor, or con

tinually excites your sympathy. Both should be healthy, or forego,

not the pleasures of matrimony, but its pains ; for, no chronic in

valid can enjoy life, much less married life.

In the light of the importance of health in a companion and pa

rent, look at nearly all the ladies' fashions of the present day ! Are

they not directly calculated to destroy the health and ruin the con
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see a rock or an embankment, a mountain, a valley, a river, a

stone, a mineral, without having the convictionforced upon us,

that some most important geological changes have occurred,

and continue to occur, in regard to our earth. To me, geologi

cal facts and observations, have always been most interesting,

and, though I know little about the science of geology, still 1

observe and reflect upon all the geological phenomena within

mv reach, as 1 travel from place to place. Nor do I fail to put

together what I see in different places, and to search for a

common cause, as well as to philosophise upon the earlier con

dition of our earth, &c., &c. The various layers of earth

seen on digging into an embankment, and the different strata

of rocksand substances in the same rock, the different veins in

rocks, the crystalizing ofearths, pudding stones, conglomerated

rocks, the shells often found imbedded in rocks, stones laying

far above the water and yet appearing as if worn by running

water, and having eddies in them, dug out by running water,

petrifactions offish and animals in stone, the tracks of animals

in stone, and also even imbedded in rocks, and that on the

tops of mountains,* the remains of animals, often of immense

size, whose race is now extinct, found imbedded deep in the

earth, and often even in solid rocks—these, and innumerable

kindred phenomena, one and all, teach lessons about the past,

if not prognosticate future events, which man can know and

should learn, and which will yet lead to some discoveries of

immense utility and magnitude. I say, then, let children and

youth be taught geology. As you walk with them, past a rock

composed of different materials, or see an embankment having

dirTerentstrata and qualities ofsoils, pebbles,clays,&c.,one above

another, point them out and explain what,is known or suppos

ed of their cause ; and so of other things. Whenever prac-

* A few years ago, Prof. Hitchcock, of Amherst College, discovered nu

merous tracks of birds as large as the ostrich, aud eveu larger, in the pa

ving stones of the streets of New Haven. Posterity will award immortal

honor to this distinguished devotee of science ; and this eminently talented

expounder of geology, for his successful labors in this and other depart

ments of science. His head is the head of a truly great man,—one in

an age)—and his talents are of the very highest order, besides their being

turned to the best account, and being assiduously cultivated. Prof.

Edward Hitchcock will belong and gratefully remembered and honored.

6
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ticable, take them into coal and other mines, to salt-spring?,

sulphur-springs, mineral-springs, (those of Saratoga included,)

or into a well before it is stoned up, and thus put them upon

the track of observation and reflection, for themselves, and

you will thus "sow seed on good ground," whi«h will take deep

"root, spring up, and bring forth fruit, some thirty, some fifty,

and some a hundred fold," not only of immediate pleasure,

but also of subsequent pleasure and profit \o them through

out their whole lives. Get them a hammer, and take

them with you to quarries, and upon the mountains in search

of minerals, (at the same time calling their attention to inter

esting flowers, vegetables, &c., &c., as directei under the

heads of Individuality and Eventuality,) and think you that

these rural rambles will not invigorate and expand both mind

and body, and stimulate the intellect a hundred fold more

thandoes "setting on a bench and saying A," or spelling "baker,

cider, brewer," &c., for the hundredth time ? If not, then am I

no judge of the nature and operations of mind—then have I

been misled both by experience and observation. I repeat

what I have before said, that our schools as now conducted,

ate public curses—that they cramp, instead of improving, the

intellect—that they deadenanddiminish both mind and body-

that they violate nearly every law of intellectual culture—that

they cause the intellectual dwarfishness of mankind, and also

foster all the vices by creating a dislike for study, as well as

by propagating the vices of every bad scholar through the

school, throughout the district, and throughout the town—that

we must have a change—and that Phrenology will work it.

This glorious science has only to be spread and studied, com

pletely to revolutionize man civilly, politically, religiously,

morally, intellectually, and physically, so that a hundred years

hence, he would not be recognised as belonging to the same

race. Phrenologists, remember, that, in propogating this sci

ence, you, though a mere handful, are doing more good, pro

moting more happiness, abolishing more vice, and sowing the

seeds of virtue, more than all the lawyers, doctors, teachers,

clergymen, and religionists, of all Christendom, and ten years

will prove it by experiment. Ten] years will turn, and

overturn these United Slates, till the true principles of this sci
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ence leaven society, till existing institutions totter on their basis,

and are "rolled together and pass away as a scroll," to make

way for the principles revealed by this science. A greater in

strument of good to mankind, was never raised up than this

same "American Phrenological Journal," and a few years will

give it the influence it is destined to exert. These pages will

remodel the intellectual education of children—the first step

towards this great and glorious result, and the balance of this

work will remodel the government and moral training of chil

dren ; which alone will gain the day; and then Phrenology

applied to religion, will complete the victory, and renew man

morally as well as socially,* intellectually and physically.

Mark these prophecies, and place them by the side of 1852.

I have alluded to the study of Astronomy in connexion with

Locality, because the relative position of the heavenly bodies,

at different periods, comes under this organ more appropriately

than under any other ; though it involves Form, to give good

eye-sight ; Size, to appreciate distance ; Weight, to take cog

nizance of motion ; Calculation, to do the numerical computa

tion; Eventuality, to take cognizance of the changes and

?notions of the heavenly bodies ; Order, to perceive their har

mony—" heaven's first law"—Time, to calculate their posi

tions at past andfuture periods; and Causality and lower Com

parison, to do the requisite reasoning. Still, space and posi

tion are the two main things concerned in Astronomy, and

therefore, my remarks on this science, come appropriately un

der this faculty.

From the summary just given of the organs enlarged in

studying Astronomy, it is self-evident that no study affords

more intellectual discipline than that of Astronomy. It

should be generally studied, —not by the scientific few, who

make almanacs,—but by all classes. Nor is this impossible

on account of the difficulty connected with its being too deep

and abstruse. I fully believe that good practical instruction

only, is necessary to enable youth, if not children, to under

stand and practise it sufficiently for all ordinary purposes. At

least, the various constellations might be pointed out, and the

* My work od Matrimony, will reform man in his social and matrimoni

al relations.

6*
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relative positions of the principal stars, together with the mo

tions and distances of each, &.C., &c. Nor is this all: the lime

of day and night might he correctly ascertained from their

motions and positions. How is it that many of our old farm

ers, will get up at any time of the night, and tell the hour ac

curately hy the position of the stars ? And "if these things

be done in a green tree, what shall be done in the dry ?" If

these things can be learned without a teacher or early instruc

tion, but from casual observation alone, what could not be ob

tained by beginning these observations ear/y, under excellent,

practical tuition, and continuing them through life ? Even

the Indians can not only tell the time of the year and the hour

of the day or night, with an accuracy impossible to us, but

what is more, they can predict the weather for days and years

to come. Our Astronomical observations are exceedingly

limited and inaccurate ; and yet, I am fully persuaded, that we

might be able to tell the state of the weather and its changes

for days and weeks,\( not an entire season, and probably several

seasons in advance. The animals do this. Then why not

man ? The spider shapes her net in anticipation of the weather,

and changes it before we discover a sign of a change. If the

season is to be wet, the beaver builds his hut one story higher

the preceding fall ; and, if the winter is to be very severe or

protract ed, the squirrel lays in an extra supply of nuts ; and so

of many other animals. A knowledge of these things is cer

tainly more important to man than to animals, in order that,

in a wet season, he may raise more of those crops that are

adapted to wet weather, and in a dry, or cold, or hot season,

he may plant and sow the kinds of crops that will grow best

in that season, as well as plant or sow early or late, as the

season is to be early or late. Does a merciful God, who has

shown so much greater care for man than for brute, supply to

brute so important a knowledge which he denies to man ?

True, they are said to be guided by what is called instinct, ( I call

it intuition, or the natural, intuitive action of the phrenologi

cal faculties ;) but, if mail has not the instinct, he has what is

better, namely, greater powers of observation and reflection.

And in addition to this, I believe he has as much instinct, at

leastm regard to the weather, as brutes, if he would only dis

play it.
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Rut however this may be, one thing is clear, that the weather

s governed by invariable laws of cause and effect. Every

change in the weather is caused ; and these causes, or at least

most of them, are within the scope of man's observation. I

remember once hearing an old farmer observe, that the charac

ter of the equinoctial storm, was a sample of all the storms of

the next six months—that if that storm came off clear and

cold, all the storms of the fall and winter, would clear up in

the same way, and the snow and cold be abundant, and the

winter severe ; but, if that storm cleared off warmand muggy,

all the storms of the fall and winter would end in rain, and the

winter be open. I have observed this every winter since,

and found this sign invariable. The equinoctial storm of Sep

tember, 1841, was remarkably warm, and the winter unusual

ly mild and open.

I have also observed that the cold snaps, as they are called,

of fall and winter, continue ab^it three days—the first day

being cold, the second very cold, and the third, cold, but less

so than either of the others, which concludes the spell. And I

believe a similar principle governs the seasons as well as days.

So also, the frosts of fall tally with this arrangement. The

first night of a cold spell brings a frost, the second, a heavy

one, for the season, and the third again, lighter ; though, early

in the season, it may not be cold enough to cause a frost the

third night, nor even the first; yet the relative coldness will

be much the same.

I do not, however, intend to point out signs of the weather,

so much as to illustrate my idea that there are signs, which,

if observed, would be of incalculable advantage to seamen,

agriculturists, and indeed, to all, and that these signs should

be pointed out to children, and additional ones observed. In

other words, let this department of nature also be observed

and studied, and all the advantages within our reach, derived

from it. Many also think that the changes of the moon effect

the weather, and even the feelings, as well as influence the

crops. This may be, but I have never observed this point, and

therefore only say, look to it.

In passing, I will add, that the study of the starry heavens

has in it a certain something calculated to awaken emotions of
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the sublime and the beautiful, surpassing all other studies. Thus,

the rolling thunder—the forked lightning—the western sky

tinged with gold as the descending sunsinks to rest—the clear,

star-spangled canopy of heaven in a cloudless night—the twink

ling stars rolling over your head—the northern lights pouring

their radiance upon you, or rushing and roaring over your

head—the pouring rain and rushing hail and snow—the im

mensity of space above, below, and all around you—all be

speak the power, glory, and grandeur of that Being who crea

ted them, and are in themselves calculated to fill ihe soul with

admiration and adoration for their great and all-powerful Archi

tect. Who can contemplate the immensity of the Universe,

without bowing in worship

" Before Jehovah's awful throne V

Let " Dick's christian Philosopher," and kindred works, be

studied, and a knowledge of Astronomy become general, and

man will be the better and the^more happy.

In order to cultivate Locality, I observe the country through

which I pass ; and, to do this the more easily, I mount the top

of the stage, or promenade the deck of the steamboat as it trav

erses the valley and parts the hills, and catch a glimpse of

hill, dale, field, and the aspect of the country as I dart past them

on the Rail-Road ; but, rapid travelling affords fewer facilities

for its cultivation, than proceeding more slowly. And I stop

no-where, even for the night, without following a river for a

few miles, or ascending a hill to obtain a prospect ; or follow

ing the shore of the ocean, or bay, or lake for miles, to see its

geography, and always keep the points of the compass in my

head.

I cannot forbear here expressing the hope that the dangers

and expenses of travelling, will soon be diminished. Every

steam-engine I see, enforces still more deeply the conviction

I have long entertained, that we are on the eve of some simple

discovery, in the application of steam, or in steam-machinery,

by which the present immense consumption of fuel will be re

duced ninety-nine times in every hundred, and the complica

tion of the machines be obviated, so that they will not cost a

hundredth part as much as now. I call the attention of me

chanics, to this suggestion—not to the improvement of the
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steam engine, but to its entire remodeling, so that the steam

will emerge directly from the boiler upon—not the piston ; for,

that must be obviated—but by which it shall press directly

upon a revolving cylinder, and give you the whole power

of the steam—now not half its power is obtained—without

any complication of the machinery, or danger of explosion.

Then will the immense expense now attendant upon travelling,

be obviated, and all the pleasure and advantages of travelling,

which are very great, be enjoyed with very little loss.

The study of Phrenology affords excellent discipline to this

faculty; for, every organ must be located exactly right. A

successful Phrenologist must have it large and well disciplined.

Often, on retiring from the severe labors of examining heads

all day, I have felt the brain composing this organ, as it were,

appear to crawl, and have a prickling sensation, and in Dec.

and Jan. last, when confined with the small-pox, and threat

ened with the brain fever, the heat of my forehead was great,

and the pain most intense, in Locality, Individuality, Form,

Size, Eventuality, Comparison, and Benevolence ; but, in lo

cality the most severe. In every other part of the body and

head, the disease worked to admiration, and the pustules filled

out finely, but above these organs, they refused to come to a

head, and were a long time in recovering. Nor was it until

this portion of my head was bathed in cold-water for two days

and nights in succession, that the fever abated at this point,

though it had subsidedevcry where else. But more iu another

place, of the organs broughtmto exercise in the successful study

and practice of Phrenology.

The study of anatomy, also, comes under Locality more

properly than under any other organ ; for, it is the position or

location both absolute and relative, of the organs of the

body, which constitutes the first and main item of this study,

although their shape is next in order and importance. Strange

as the doctrine may seem, I maintain that children should be

taught anatomy, in connexion with physiology; that is, that

they should be taughtthe locations andfunctionsofthe principal

organs of the body. So important a study should not be con

fined to a few physicians and literati, but should be known by

all. All need. not be profoundly versed in it, yet all should

understand it practically,and in the general. Thus: put chil
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dren's fingers upon your pulse, and, as they are delighted and

astonished to observe its throbbing, tell them its use, namely,

the action of the heart, and then explain the position and looks

of the heart, and the whole doctrine of the circulation and

respiration. As you may have occasion to kill a chicken for

your table, or slaughter a calf or pig, on opening it, show them

the position of the heart, and the manner in which it receives

and ejects the blood, and give them all the information you

can concerning it. Then do the same by the lungs, liver, in

testines, &c.

Then ask them what has become of the great amount of

food they have consumed ; amounting, in all, to many times

their ownbulk. Then explain to them the office of the stomach,

its position, looks, and the whole process of digestion,* and

nutrition. What will delight or benefit them more ? And

think you that this knowledge will not make them careful in

regard to injuring their health ? What will more effectually

promote the vigor of the constitution than a knowledge of the

laws of life and health ? Compared with this, all other know

ledge is utter folly ; and in point of utility, "is as a drop in

the bucket."

Then put their hand on the back-bone, (I ought to be learn

ed, and to call it the spinal column ; though back-bone is just

what I mean,) and, as the person moves his body, they will

see the workings of the joints. (Oh, I forget to be classical, I

shouldhave said vertebrae; although fewchildren oradultsknow

what vertebras means; but all understand whatjoints signify.

Then clinch your fist, and show the cords or tendons of the

hands and wrist, and the hardness (I mean rigidity) of the

muscles of the arm, and their shortening and lengthening (con

traction and relaxation) as you lift things in your hands; and

show them how it is that this shortening of a muscle moves

* The studies of Anatomy and Physiology ought never to be separated

from each other. When the location and appearance of an organ are

studied, let its office, and the end in the animal economy it performs, be also

studied ; for, the study of each will facilitate that of the other, and each

impress the other. Studying Anatomy alone, is like cutting up a dead

man to see what a live one will do. Unite the two. Teach children the

location and appearance of the several parts of the body, and at the same

time teach them what each part does.
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one of the bones of the joint over which the muscle passes,

&c. Then tell them that these muscles by means of which

we move, labor, &c., consistute the red flesh of all animals,

and are what is usually eaten. Then show the workings of

the bones upon each other at the joints. This can be done

conveniently and beautifully when cutting up (I mean dissect

ing ; how unaccountably unclassical I am though,) a chicken

for dinner, or a hog (I mean swine ; for, it is very vulgar to

say hog) for salting.

Then cut open the brains of animals ; (brains are very good

to eat, especially for those who have but few of their own,)

and show them the structure of this organ of thought and feel

ing—this palace of the soul—its lobes, convolutions, and con

nexions with the nerves of the eye, ear, spinal marrow, (or

medulla oblongata, as Dr Latin would have it,)* nose, &c. &c.

as well as what portions of the brains of various animals are

developed in accordance with their habits and characteristics.

Pursue this course during childhood and youth, and every

man, woman, and child would be as familiar with the names

aud functions of all the organs of the body, as they are with

their alphabet. These studies, besides the thrilling interest

connected with them, will teach them how to husband their

vital resources, preserve their constitutions unimpaired

through life, and live twice as long and thrice as happily as

now. For want of this knowledge, most children and youth,

almost or quite break down their constitutions before twenty,

or well nigh ruin themselves in both mind and body.

If you object that you do not know enough to teach all

these studies, I answer, wait, and I will elsewhere tell you

how, both to find the time, and obtain the knowledge, required,

or else how not to get married.

Under the head of Locality, I cannot well forbear recom

mending the perusal of Voyages and Travels ; "Stephen's

Central America," is deservedly popular, but it, in common

with all other travels, is sadly defective in this, that it does not

* I have employed some irony here and above, in order to expose what I

deem the utter folly of the "horned world," in calling things by names

which few understand. I intend to call the Phrenological organs by their

English names. To write medical prescriptions in Latin, is foolish, except

where all understand Latin. Away with the technicalities of science.
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give the Phrenology of the present inhabitants, or of the relics

observed. Add this, and the most interesting if not most in

structive department of reading, would be Voyages, Travels,

&c,. by a Phrenologist—in connexion with the manners and

customs of different nations and ages. And if my life be spared,

I intend eventually to travel with a view to the. preparation

of such works.

ORDER.

Method : arrangement, system : having a place for every thing, and every

thing in its place, so that it can be found at once : system in business, ice.

" Order is heaven's first law."

Adaptation. System, or uniformity, pervades the

whole physical world, and has stamped its impress uponevery

work of God. Order reigns supreme in the worlds on high,

and in the earth below, producing regularity in both. ,It has

arranged a place for every organ of the human body, and al

ways puts every organ of the body in its own place, so that

Locality may find them, or Comparison infer where they may

be found. It puts the feet always at the end of the lower ex

tremities instead of on the top of the head or the end of die

arms, and the head on the top of the body instead of on the

back, or ankles, or the wrists, and systematizes all the works and

operations of nature. Indeed, without this principle of order,

ar system in nature, all creation would be one vast bedlam-

one grand chaos of "confusion worse confounded," without

beauty, and marred in all its other qualities, but with this ar

rangement in nature, harmony usurps the reign of chaos,

beauty is brought forth out of deformity, and all nature moves

on with a systematic regularity as beautiful in itself as it is

beneficial to man. But, without this faculty of order in man,

adapted to this contrivance of system in things, though this

quality might have existed and beautified all nature, yet man

could not have perceived this beauty, or applied this contri

vance to any beneficial purpose. But this principle exists in

nature, and this faculty in man, and it is therefore his duty and

pleasure to exercise it ; and, its cultivation should form an im

portant part of the education of children. And yet, that cul

tivation is scarcely once thought of.

Its primary office seems to be, to keep one's own things iii

order, and, to cultivate it, let children have things of their own.
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and be told and encouraged to put things in their places—to

fold and lay away theirgarments; to put their play-things away

in the places assigned them ; to lay their hat or bonnet &c., in a

particular spot ; to lay off their clothes at night so that they

could jump into them in case of fire ; to have each book

in its own place and keep it whole and clean ; to keep their

garments whole ; (and parents should never allow their chil

dren to go dressed shabbily, or with holes in their garments) and

to take care of every thing.

That business man whose accounts are not kept straight,

will most assuredly fail, and that farmer who keeps his fences

up, and all his farming utensils in their places, will thrive. If

farmer A tells his son John to yoke up the oxen and draw any

thing, if John says : "where's the chain," or"I dont know where

the yoke is," that is, if John does not know, without

asking or looking, where to find the chain, or yoke, or hoe, or

axe, or scythe, or sickle, or rake, &c., &c. down to the hammer

and nails, mark it when you will, that farmer will get behind

if not fail. But if John knows at once, just where to find

whatever he wants to use, that farmer will prosper ; for, this

order facilitates despatch, and doubles the workdone ; whereas,

disorder wastes every thing,. and will ruin any farmer, much

more a business man. Let parents note this; and, if they would

see their children become prosperous and happy, instil early

into them, principles of order and despatch.

And then again, how much more agreeably and happily that

family lives in which every one knows just where to find any

thing he wishes, and always returns it to its place when he

has done using it. Disorder spoils the temper, as well as pre

vents success in business. Parents, see to it that you train

your children in harmony with these important inferences.

The Society of Friends, usually have this organ large, and

their women generally very large ; and, they are among the

most remarkably systematic and methodical people known.

This doubtless contributes largely to their thrift and uniform

success in business. "Go thou and do likewise ;" and "teach

these things to your children, and your children's children."

This organ, combining with Time, produces regularity in all

the habits of its possessor, lays out the time beforehand, giv

ing so many hours daily to certain things, having meals punctu
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ally, retiring and rising at given periods ; and being regular

in all the habits and affairs of life. Nothing is more promotive

of health, and life, and happiness, as well as of peace and

prosperity. Mothers should begin to inculcate this in the

cradle. Put your children to bed at a given hour—waken

them at a fixed period, and they will soon awaken of them

selves ; give them their breakfast, or a piece, or nurse them at

stated times : have them take their naps regularly at a certain

hour of the day, and so have a time for every thing, and every

thing in its time. This course will save you a vast amount of

time and trouble ; be of incalculable advantage to them

physically and mentally ; besides forming in them a habit of

method in every thing; and save them a great deal of peevish

ness and bad temper. The power of habit is great indeed ;

far greater than is even attributed to it. A habit, indifferent in

itself, may be followed so regularly, as to become really use

ful. What then, may not a habit, good in itself, do for the

physical health, and the moral and intellectual advancement,

of its possessor. To every parent and teacher then, I say,

form habits ; but form good ones, in your children.* Do not

these remaks commend themselves to every parent and teacher

as immensely important, and deserving of being put into vigor

ous practice forthwith ?

If you wish to cultivate your own faculty of Order, be sys

tematic. Begin and arrange all your things, tools, papers, ac

counts ; and, every thing, and above all, remember and replace

your things after using them, which, after all,'is the main thing.

And you, young men, in search of a wife, see to it that you

do not marry a young lady who, on returning from a walk or

ride, leaves her bonnet on the bed, gloves in a chair, parasol in

the'eorner, &c. ; or, who is for ever and a day in getting ready to

go out ; for, this indicates either that she cannot find her things,

or is slow, or else is more nice than wise. If this organ be

small in yourself, you need a wife in whom it is large, to assist

this defect and to aid you in cultivating it ; but, if it be large

in yourself, you do not wish to be continually annoyed or tor

mented with its deficiency in a companion. Still, that compan

ion should not have it over developed ; for, "enough is as good

as a feast," and "too much of a good thing, is worse than

nothing." •

This organ, combined with Ideality, gives neatness of per

son, and attends to the outward man. It cuts off a long beard,

lays by a soiled linen, and keeps the clothes neat and clean;

and, with Approbativeness large, patronizes the tailor and mil-

* I intend ere long, to collect together, and publish the habits of distin

guished men, and recommend to my readers to observe this point.
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liner, and chases the fashions. Phrenology discards the

fashions, yet requires personal neatness.'*

Many are of opinion that this organ extends to the mental

operations also ; but I confess my conviction that its one spe

cific function is physical system and arrangement. Still, 1 in

cline to the opinion that there is also an organ of mental order,

and arrangement of ideas, located by the side of that ofphysi

cal order.

SIZE.

Cognizance of bulk, magnitude, and proportion : ability to judge of size,

LENGTH, BREADTH, HEIGHT, DEPTH, DISTANCE, the WEIGHT of tilings by

observing their bulk, &c., &c. : judgment of angles, perpendiculars,

disproportion, &c. : accuracy of eye in measuring things, &c.

Adaptation. The element of* size, or of relative magni

tude, necessarily appertains to all physical substances. No

material thing can exist without being relatively large or

small, compared with other things. But for this element in

nature, there could have been no difference between a drop of

water and an ocean of water; between a. mountain and a

mole-hill ; between a giant and a pigmy ; and all conception

of big and little, would have been inconceivable to man.

And again ; with this element in nature, though the ocean

would have been larger than the rain-drop, and the mountain

larger than the hillock, yet to man,\t would all have been the

same ; and, he could never have distinguished his fellow-men

by the size of their bodies as a whole, or any feature or

portion of them. Of course, all knowledge of the relative

size of the phrenological organs, would have been unknown,

and Phrenology a sealed book to man. But both this element

in nature, and this faculty in man, exist, and are adapted to

each other ; so that we are able to distinguish material things

by their size merely ; study Phrenology, and apply this facul

ty to thousands of the operations of life. The husbandman

requires it to make his fences, roes of corn, furrows,

swaths, &c. straight: the mechanic, so that he can often fit

and measure things by his eye, and without a rule : the tailor,

to guide his shears and needle ; the artist, to perceive the pro

portion of parts in drawing, chiselling, &c. Indeed there is

scarcely an occupation in life in which it is not eminently use

ful, and in most, it is indispensable. Hence, the importance

of its proper cultivation even in children ; and yet, who ever

once thinks of disciplining or exercising this faculty, either in

children, or in themselves, unless by mere chance?

The German teachers, have an excellent method of cultiva

ting this faculty in their pupils, which will show parents, teach-

—* All who know me, will say, "Physician, heal thyself." "Brush up

more, and look more trim and tidy." Yes, when IVe_ nothing more im-

fortanl to do.
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ers,and all who wish to improve this faculty, how they can/do

so. It is this : the teacher takes his pupils out into the

fields, woods, mountains, &c., and asks them how far it is to

yonder tree, or house, or stone, or any thing else. Each pupil

takes the same position, and passes his opinion, which is record

ed, and then the actual distance is measured, so that each one

can compare his judgment with the actual distance ; and thus

improve and correct his judgment as to the distance &c.

Farmers can exercise this faculty in judging of the number

of acres embraced in a certain enclosure ; the number of

bushels of grain in a certain pile, &c ; drovers, butchers, &c.,

in judging of the weight of a bullock, horse, hog, &c ; the car

penter, in erecting and building a house; landscape-painters

and drawers, in foreshortening, and giving the perspective to

the picture ; portrait-painters, in making the picture the size

of life, &c. To improve this faculty, look at things with a

view to judging of, and ascertaining their qualities appertain

ing to this faculty.

The Study of Geometry, comes as appropriately under

this faculty, as under any other, though it calls nearly all the

intellectual organs into exercise. This study should unques

tionably form a part of primary education, if not even of the

plays of children. Let even their play-things be so made, that

they can be put together into various geometrical-figures, and

also form the most important geometrical problems. Thus: the

problem that "the squares of the sides of a rect-angle triangle,

arc equal to the square of the hypotenuse," may easily be solved

by having blocks, say an inch square, and taking an hypote

nuse of any size, say three inches. This square will be filled

by nine of the blocks, and the other two squares will be found

to hold just nine blocks, but no more; so if the hypotenuse is

four, or six, or twelve, or any other number of inches, it will

take just as many blocks to fill the long side of any triangle,

as to fill the other two. By playing with geometrical blocks,

they would soon become as familiar with the names of hexa

gon, pentagon, cone, apex, cylinder, globe, segment, prism, &c.,

Sua., and all the various shapes that can be formed from them,

as with the meaning of dinner, or bread. But plays of this

character include also

CONSTRUCTIVENESS.

Ingenuity: skill and dexterity in ihe use of tools: the mechanical

taste and talent: sleight of hand in making things and turning off any

kind of work : ability to tinker, make, build, construct, manufacture

use tools, &c.

Adaptation. Man is so constituted as to require houses,

garments, machinery, agricultural and other implements and

instruments, &c , &c., in order even to live, much more to be

happy ; a"nd, this constructing faculty adapts him to this want
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or economy of his nature. In addition to this, man is emphati

cally a tool-making, and a tool-using animal, as well as a

working being ; and, this faculty gives him this working pro

pensity, as well as the skill to execute most kinds of manual

labor. Even the farmer and day-laborer, use this faculty in

every stroke with the hoe, or axe, or scythe, and all mechan

ics, artists, engineers, builders, &c., employ it in every thing

done with the hands or with machinery ; and, other things

being equal, the greater this faculty, the greater the success,

and the more rapid the despatch of every kind of work.

The utility, as well as convenience, of this faculty, is in

deed great, not to the mechanic and laborer merely, but to all

as a means both of convenience ; so that they can do many a

little tinkering job for themselves better than any body else can

do it for them ; nnd also asa means of amusemmt and healthy

exercise. "By the sweat of thy brow, shalt thou eat bread all

the days of thy life," and "Whosoever will not work, neither

shall he eat," are written upon the constitution of man, as well

as on the page of Revelation ; and, in accordance with this

law, he is endowed with Constructiveness, or the disposition

and ability to work. Let all children, therefore, be taught to

labor ; the rich as a means of pleasure, the poor, of support.

Accordingly, this organ is large, and faculty active, in nearly

all children. Let it be cultivated, not only by giving them

blocks and building materials, as mentioned under Size, but

also by encouraging them to make kites, wind-mills, mill-dams,

•water-wheels, bows and arrows, cross-guns, miniature sleds,

boats, rail-roads, steam-engines, &c., and by drawing birds,

horses, houses, landscapes, &c. Instead of this, when the boy

would draw pictures on his slate, in place of ciphering, he is

scolded or chastised. Let drawing be encouraged. I would

to-day give a handsome proportion of all I am worth, to be

able to draw accurately, so that I could sketch and draw, ex

actly to suit me, such phrenological heads and illustrations as

I often meet in real life ; whereas now, I am compelled to ob

tain but few, and then to trust to artists who do not understand

Phrenology.* Let children use tools, and take your knife, and

be encouraged to whittle, carve, make sleds, wagons, Sic.,

&c., and even have a shop of their own, supplied with tools

with which to tinker ; and this is doubly important to those

who are delicate, as a means of strengthening their muscles,

and drawing the blood and energies from their heads to their

muscles; and equalizing their circulation. (See Phrenology

applied to Education and Self-Improvement, p. 29.)

•The importance o{combininga knowledge of Phrenology with the arts,

especially with portrait painting and engraving, is very great, and too ap

parent to require comment. In a few years, every artist must be a Phre

nologist, or be out of employ.
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The German teachers, in addition to the cultivation of Size,

already mentioned, take their pupils to a machine, and require

them to notice minutely every part of it, from the origin of

the power all the way to its expenditure, and to remember the

looks, (Form,) position, (Locality,) and office (Eventuality,) of

every part, and to draw them after they get back ; which

furnishes a most excellent exercise of nearly all the intellectual

faculties. I admire this practice, and long to see it introduced

into all the schools of America.

This also gives that exercise to their bodies which I have

all along insisted upon as so all important to the development

ofboth their physical and their intellectual powers. I advocate

strongly, I even urge upon parents and teachers, the peripa

tetic method of teaching, namely, that of showing and explain

ing things to children and youth while their bodies are in

motion. Who does not know that his mind is far more active

while his body is in motion, and his circulation increased by

exercise ? I write my best pieces, after having exercised; and

before lecturing, I walk or ride several miles rapidly, or

chop, saw, or split wood, or do something, for one or two

hours, to get up the circulation ; and, then the words and ideas

flow rapidly, and every one is "like a nail in a sure place."

And also when I write, I usually, have a high desk, at which

I stand, and a place to walk. I walk out au idea, and then

write it down, and walk out another, and so on. One reason

why people sleep in church is because their bodies are motion

less, which prevents the circulation of the blood through their

brain, and stupor follows. But let them stir around, and they

feel wakeful and clear-headed again.

Who does not think more clearly, feel more intensely, and

speak more freely and in point, when walking, or laboring, or

at least, when their bodies are active, than when they have been

sitting for hours? And remember that this principle applies

with tenfold greater power to children, than to adults. One

day of teaching such as I have described, that is having things

shown to children while abroad and on foot, is worth a

month's study in school. Aye ! more, the one deadens the

brain, and thereby injures the intellect, while the other

powerfully excites the brain, and expands and invigorates the

intellect. I shall elsewhere show that the relation between the

body and the brain, is most intimate, and especially between

the body and the base of the brain, in which the perceptive

organs, or the organs of the memory, are located ; and therefore,

in teaching children, and even in cultivating the memory,

preserving the health and keeping the body vigorous, are two

of the first and most essential things to be attended to.
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conceded, on all hands, that every form of alcoholic drinks excites

Amativeness, which exposes any woman, when slightly exhilarated,

(I do not mean intoxicated,) to be taken advantage of. If the ex

hilarating effects of ardent spirit render a man liable to be taken

advantage of in business—and this is conceded on all hands ; for,

the most effectual way to take advantage of a man is first to treat

him, not till he is drunk, but till he becomes excited and exhila

rated—then surely the exhilaration produced by any kind of ardent

spirit, even by wine, exposes her also to be taken unawares, and

robbed of her most costly jewel. No urine-drinking woman is

safe, even though she drinks only enough to become somewhat

exhilarated ; for it is the exhilaration—whether of wine or stronger

liquors is immaterial—that does the mischief. Let those young

men who gallant the ladies home from balls and parties where wine

is drank, be my vouchers. Hence for a woman to drink wine or any

kind of exhilarating drinks, I deem immodest and even gross vul

garity.

If this allusion be deemed improper, surely it is far more so for

a woman to drink even wine. Only wine-drinlcing women will

object to it, and they know it to be true.

And to every young woman, I would say, with great emphasis,

adopt the motto, " Total abstinence or no husband -" for there is a

world of philosophy in every word of it. The philosophy of the

" total abstinence" is, that unless a young man abstains totally from

every form and degree of intoxicating drinks, he is in danger, aye,

almost sure to become a drunkard, and not only to neglect to pro

vide for a wife, but to drink up even her earnings, besides abus

ing her. The philosophy of the last clause, " or no husband," is,

that it is infinitely better to have no husband than a drunken one.

I appeal to you, wives and mothers of drinking husbands, if you

would not infinitely prefer never to have married ? If words are

not utterly inadequate to describe your sorrows and your sufferings,

both on your own account and on account of your children ?

Do not flatter yourselves, that you can wean even an occasional

wine drinker from his cups by love and persuasion. Ardent spirit

at first, kindles up the fires of love into the fierce flames of burning

licentiousness, which burn out every element of love, and destroy

every vestige of pure affection. It over-excites Amativeness, and

thereby finally destroys it,—producing at first, unbridled libertinism,

and then an utter barrenness of love ; besides reversing the other

7
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faculties of the drinker against his own consort, and those of the

wife against her drinking husband. Read my work on " Intempe

rance," and you will never wish to marry even a moderate drinker,

though it be of wine only.

But, another direction, still more important if possible than either

that precedes it, and one more intimately associated with the virtue

and well-being of man than any yet given—it is,

DO NOT ALLOW THE DOMESTIC FACULTIES TO BECOME ENGAGED UNTIL

YOU HAVE MADE YOUR CHOICE, AND OBTAINED CONSENT.

It has already been shown, pp. 24-34, that no small part of

man's happiness or misery depends upon the condition of his Social

Faculties ; and also, that domestic enjoyment can be secured only

by obedience to the laws of their constitution, while domestic misery

is the inevitable consequence of their infraction. Let it ever be

remembered that love is one of the most sacred elements of our

nature,* and the most dangerous with which to tamper. It is

a very beautiful and delicately contrived organ, producing the

most delightful results, but easily thrown out of repair—like a

tender plant, the delicate fibres of which incline gradually to

intwine themselves around ' its beloved one, uniting two willing

hearts by a thousand endearing ties, and making of " twain one

flesh :" but they are easily torn asunder, and then adieu to the joys

of connubial bliss ! but prepare to meet the impending penalties

attached to the violation of those laws which govern the Social

relations. The domestic faculties are easily violated and seared.

It is with them as with seared or violated Conscientiousness, Bene

volence, Approbativeness, Veneration, &c. Thus, how pungent,

how overwhelming, are the first compunctions of a guilty con

science ! but every new violation wears off its tender edge, and

blunts the moral sensibilities, and persisted in, soon effectually si

lences and sears it. So, when Approbativeness in a child, espe

cially in a girl, is first wounded by reproof or reproach, her feelings

of shame and mortification are so intolerable that she knows not

where to hide her head, crimsoned with the blush of shame and

* What is called sudden love, has its origin mainly in the action of Amative-

ness, and is another name for animal passion. True love is of slower growth,

—always mutual and reciprocal, and founded in esteem, and in an admiration of

moral and intellectual qualities, while sudden love is excited by physical charms
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sense of disgrace. But reproaches and blame administered a few

times, sear this faculty so effectually that she holds up a bold and

brazen face to all the reproaches that can be heaped upon her ;

being callous to all sense of shame and regard for character. So,

also, if one whose heart is all alive to the miseries of sensitive be

ings, sees an animal killed for the first time, or a fellow-being rack

ed with pain, reversed Benevolence inflicts even greater agony than

that endured by the object pitied ; yet, a few such sights so effec

tually harden the heart and drown the voice of pity as even to pre

pare him to take part m causing pain or killing animals. His

Benevolence is seared, never again to experience that exquisitive-

ness of pity which accompanied its primitive, unviolated tenderness.

So, in regard to Veneration, when the name of God is profaned ;

with Ideality, when vulgarity is witnessed ; with Cautiousness,

when danger is frequently incurred ; and so with every other facul

ty. This principle applies with peculiar force to the social facul

ties. And since these organs are very large, the evils attendant

upon their violation are proportionably great.

But how are these faculties seared ? What constitutes their vio

lation ? The interruption of love. This—this alone—is capable

of violating and searing them. Interrupted love places its sufferer

precisely in the same position, in regard to loving subsequently, that

violated Conscientiousness does in regard to moral principle, or be

ing disgraced does in regard to character, or witnassing pain does

in regard to subsequent sympathy. To love after this interruption

with the same purity and tenderness as before, is as utterly impossi

ble as to enjoy the same unblemished moral purity after the goad-

ings of a guilty conscience have been endured for months or years

as he could before this faculty was violated ; or to feel the same

tender sympathy for suffering in others, after scenes of distress have

been witnessed as long as that love has been interrupted. Yea,

more impassible. As this interruption violates several large organs,

the injury inflicted, and pain endured, are so much the greater than

the mere searing of a single organ, such as Conscientiousness, or Be

nevolence, or Approbativeness, &c. It is also proportionally the

more injurious to all the other faculties, on account of that intimate

reciprocal intercommunication already shown to subsist between the

social and the other organs. Interrupted love causes the feverish

and painful action of the social organs, and this causes the morbid
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and painful action of the other faculties, and converts all their joys

and pleasures into pains and sorrows.

If exception be taken to this view of interrupted love, I have only

to say, that this doctrine of searing, or hardening, or blunting the

faculties, by violating their legitimate and natural action, is a law

of our nature, and supported by innumerable facts in the history

of almost every individual. What possible exception to this law

can free the social organs from the evil effects of its action ? Do

not facts, drawn from the experience of those whose love has been

interrupted, bear out this principle 1 Then let candidates for mar

riage remember this all-important law of mind. See to it, that

your love is never interrupted. Do not allow your affections to be

come engaged, till you have made your choice, and are certain of

marriage.

This courting by the quarter, " here a little and there a little," is

one of the greatest evils of the day. This getting a little in love

with Julia, and then a little with Eliza, and a little more with Mary,

—this fashionable flirtation and coquetry of both sexes—is ruinous

to the domestic affections ; besides, effectually preventing the for

mation of true connubial love. Though I consider this dissipation

of the affections one of the greatest sins against Heaven, ourselves,

and the one trifled with, that can be committed, (because a direct

and palpable violation of one of the most important laws and sacred

elements of our nature—the law and element of love,) yet I urge it

solely on the ground of selfish motives, and purely in consideration

of its effect upon your own happiness.

Young men commence courting long before they think of marry

ing, and where they entertain no thoughts of marriage.* They

fritter away their own affections, and pride themselves on their

conquests over the female heart ; triumphing in having so nicely

fooled them. They pursue this sinful course so far as to drive their

pitiable victims, one after another, from respectable society,f who,

becoming disgraced, retaliate by heaping upon them all the indigni-

* An infallible sign that a young man's intentions are improper, is his trying

to excite your Jlmalitieneaa. If he loves you, he will never appeal to that feel

ing, because he respects you too much for that. And then the woman who allows

a man to take advantage of her ju3t to compel him to marry her, is lost and

heartless in the last degree, and utterly destitute of moral principle as well as

virtue.

t Man it seldom drives from society. Do what he may, woman, aye, virtuous

and even pious woman, rarely excludes him from her list of visitors, if of suitors,
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ties and impositions which the fertile imagination of woman can in

vent or execute. Nearly all this wide-spread crime and suffering

connected with public and private licentiousness and prostitution,

has its origin in these unmeaning courtships—this premature love—

this blighting of the affections. And every young man who courts

without intending to marry, is throwing himself or his sweet-heart

into this hell upon earth.f And most of the blame rests on young

men, because they take the liberty of paying their addresses to the

ladies, and discontinuing them, at pleasure, and thereby mainly

cause this vice.

True, young ladies sometimes " set their caps," sometimes court

very hard by their bewitching smiles and affectionate manners ; by

the natural language of Amativeness, or that backward reclining

and affectionate roll of the head which expresses love ; by their soft

and persuasive accents ; by their low dresses, artificial forms, and

many other unnatural and affected ways and means of attracting at

tention and exciting love ; but women never court till they have

teen in love and experienced its interruption—till their first and

most tender fibres of love have been frost-bitten by disappoint

ment.

But man is a self-privileged character. He may not only violate

the laws of his own social nature with impunity, but he may even

trample upon the affections of woman. He may even carry this

sinful indulgence to almost any length, and yet be caressed and

smiled tenderly upon by woman ; aye, even by virtuous woman.

He may call out, only to blast, the glowing affections of one young

lady after another, and yet his addresses be cordially welcomed by

others. Surely a gentleman is at perfect liberty to pay his ad-

Bat where is the point of propriety—the Rubicon of virtue—the transgression of

which should exclude either sex from respectable society'! Is it that one false

step which now constitutes the boundary between virtue and vice .' Or, rather,

the discovery of that false step 1 Certainly not ! but it is all that leads to, and

precedes, and induces it. It is this courting without marrying. This is the

beginning of licentiousness, as well as its main, procuring cause, and therefore

infinitely worse than its consummation merely.

t Of ltj'J convicts in the Connecticut State Prison, 104 were never married ;

and of the residue, 11 have lost their wives, and 22 had parted from their wives

when the crimes were committed which carried them to prison. Leaving only

32 (out of 169) who at the same time of their fall remained within the influence

of the conjugal relation.

Further, of the whole number, 108 were intemperate, 78 sold liquors, 92 left

their parents under 21 years of age, 76 visited houses of ill-fame, 32 had been

sailors, and 12 soldiers.

T
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dresses, not only to a lady, but even to the ladies, although he does

not once entertain the thought of marrying his sweet-heart, or,

rather, his victim. Oh, man, how depraved ! Oh, woman, how

strangely blind to your own rights and interests ! Ah ! little does

he think that he is planting thorns in his own side, and taking into

his own bosom a promethean vulture, to gnaw for ever at his own

heart's core. No ! he cannot thus violate these most sacred rela

tions without thereby bringing down upon his own head all the

righteous retributions which his depraved nature can bear. He has

sown the wind, and must now reap the whirlwind. He has seared

his social affections so deeply, so thoroughly, so effectually, that

when, at last, he wishes to marry, he is incapable of loving. He

marries, but is necessarily cold-hearted towards his wife, which of

course renders her wretched, if not jealous, and reverses the facul

ties of both towards each other ; making both most miserable for

life. This induces contention and mutual recrimination, if not un

faithfulness, and imbitters the marriage relations through life ; and

well it may.

This very cause, besides inducing most of that unblushing

public and private prostitution already alluded to, renders a

large portion of the marriages of the present day unhappy. Good

people mourn over this result, but do not once dream of its cause.

They even pray for moral reform, yet do the very things that in

crease the evil. Do you see yonder godly mother, weeping over

her fallen son, and remonstrating with him in tones of a mother's

tenderness and importunity ? That very mother prevented that very

son's marrying the girl he dearly loved, because she was poor, and

this interruption of his love was the direct and procuring cause of

his ruin ; for, if she had allowed him to marry this beloved one, he

never would have thought of giving his " strength unto strange

women." True, the mother ruined her son ignorantly, but none

the less effectually. That son next courts another virtuous fair

one, engages her affections, and ruins her, or else leaves her

broken-hearted, so that she is the more easily ruined by others, and

thus prepares the way for her becoming an inmate of a house

" whose steps take hold on hell." Meanwhile, this godly (? proud)

mother prays daily for the " Magdalen cause," and gives monthly

to Moral Reform Societies* She means no harm (only to have

* I adjure you, Editors of this class of papers, and Managers of these Societies,

not to give this work one word of commendation, lest you pollute your pages

with Phrenology, and help on that very cause in which you pretend to labor, an
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her son marry wealth orfashion), but does wickedly, and ignorantly

perpetrates a crime of the blackest die. Ah, proud, but foolish

mother ! Oh, ruined and abandoned son ! Alas, wretched vic

tims ! ! If the painful consequences attached to this violation of

the social feelings by this courting and loving without marrying,

were confined to the principal offender, all would be right, for

every voluntary agent has an undoubted privilege of doing for him

self as he pleases, yet he alone should abide the dreadful conse

quences ; but he certainly has no " Divine right" to plant thorns

of anguish under the pillow of his wife, or, rather, of his victim,

(for a wife he cannot have) ; not to mention the evils brought upon

his children by this disagreeable state of feeling between their

parents.

I say, then, with emphasis, that no man should ever pay his address

es to any woman, until he has made his selection, not even to aid

him in making that choice. He should first make his selection in

tellectually, and love afterward. He should go about the matter

coolly and with judgment, just as he would undertake any other

important matter. No man or woman, when blinded by love, is in

a fit state to judge advantageously as to what he or she requires, or

who is adapted to his or her wants. I know, indeed, that this doc

trine of choosing first and loving afterward, of excluding love

from the councils, and of choosing ' by and with the consent of the'

intellect and moral sentiments, is entirely at variance with the feel

ings of the young and the customs of society ; but, for its correct

ness, I appeal to the common sense—not to the experience, (for so

few try this plan,) of every reader. Is not this the only proper

method, and the one most likely to result happily 1 Yet, why ap-

hundred fold more effectually than you are now doing. I have struck the very

fountain of this corrupt stream; but do not lend me a helping hand, for you will

be doing more good than you now are. And, ye Editors of the N. Y. Observer,

N. Y. Evangelist, (Zion's Herald and Zion's Watchman excepted) and other

religious papers and periodicals, see to it that you never mention Phrenology,

except with a sneer, nor advocate any of its moral or philanthropic bearings,

however effectually they may promote that very end for which you labor, lest a

David should obtain rule in the kingdom of a Saul ; but rather let the Sauls

that now rein the religious world, oppose every step of this David of" Phrenology,

though that very David has come to smite the Goliath of wickedness, and conquer

the Philistines of immorality ; though he is cutting away at the root of that tree

of sin of which you are hacking away at its branches merely ; though he is using

an axe, while you are whittling away with a penknife; though he is doing more

at one stroke than you do at millions, and will effect ' permanent, radical reform,

while you reach only those who are in no danger.
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peal at all 1 I know that I am on phrenological ground ; enough

for me to know. Phrenology requires, as an indispensable condi

tion of virtue and enjoyment, that the propensities (that of love of

course included,) should be governed by the moral sentiments and

intellect, and the more momentous the matter, the more imperious this

requisition ; shall we, then, in this the most momentous and eventful

transaction of our whole lives, be governed by blind animal feel

ings ? This science forbids. Your own happiness forbids it. Rather

follow its advice, and hold a tight rein upon your love till intellect

shall have designated a suitable time, and selected a desirable ob

ject on whom it may rest for ever, and the full fruition of all those

joys designed by nature to flow from marriage, will abundantly re

ward you for this temporary self-denial.

And, especially, let no young lady ever once think of bestowing

her affections till she is certain they will not be broken off-—that is,

untill the match is fully agreed upon ; but rather let her keep

her heart whole till she bestows it for life. This requisition is as

much more important, and its violation as much more disastrous to

woman than to man, as her social faculties are stronger than his.

As a " burnt child dreads the fire," and the more it is burnt, the

greater dread : so your affections, once interrupted, will recoil from a

second love, and distrust all mankind. No ! you cannot be too

choice of your love—that pivot on which turns your destinies for

life.

But here an apparently insurmountable difficulty rises to prevent

putting this direction in practice. These matrimonial instincts

usually develop themselves early, long before the judgment is ma

tured, and often rage to a degree well nigh ungovernable, refusing

to wait till the tardy intellect has made its selection, and has all

things ready. In such cases, what must be done ? Kind reader,

listen ; moralists and philanthropists, attend, while I strike the very

root of this Bohun Upas, or poisonous tree of domestic bitterness—

while I lay open the primary cause and fountain-head of this un

blushing licentiousness, which constitutes the sin of this sinful age—

this nucleus of all the vices—this hell upon earth, whose fierce

flames are continually consuming the very life and souls of millions,

by inflicting upon them all the mental and physical agonies which

our nature can bear. On the two preceding pages, I gave the di

rect and ostensible cause, but I shall now present the primary

cause, or the cause of -mm cause ; and that is, the premature he
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rELOPMENT and the artificial stimulation of Amativeness. I will

expose a few of those causes, kept in constant operation by nearly

all classes of the community, which tend to bring forward the pas

sion of love prematurely, and to keep it constantly and morbidly

excited.

1. The conduct and conversation of adults before children and

youth. How often have I blushed with shame, and kindled with

indignation at the conversation of parents, and especially of mothers.,

to their children ! " John, go and kiss Harriet, for she is your

sweet-heart." Well may shame make him hesitate and hang his

head. "Why, John, I did not think you so great a coward.

Afraid of the girls, are you 1 That will never do. Come, go

along, and hug and kiss her. There, that's a man. I guess you

will love the girls yet." Continually is he teazed about the girls,

and being in love, till he really selects a sweet-heart. I will not

lift the veil, nor expose the conduct of children among themselves.

And all this, because adults have filled their heads with those im

purities which surfeit their own. What could more effectually

wear off that natural delicacy, that maiden purity and bashfulness,

which form the main barrier against the influx of vitiated Amative

ness 1 How often do those whose modesty has been worn smooth,

even take pleasure in thus saying and doing things to raise the

blush on the cheek of youth and innocence, merely to witness the

effect of these improper allusions upon them ; little realizing that

they are thereby breaking down the barriers of their virtue, and pre

maturely kindling the fires of animal passion ?

As puberty approaches, the evil magnifies. The prematurely

kindled embers of love now burst forth into the unextinguishable

flames of unbridled licentiousness or self-pollution. Most of the

conversation of young people is upon love matters, or used in throw

ing or pretending to parry the shafts of love ; and nearly all their

plays abound in kissing, mock-marriages, &c. &c. The entire ma

chinery of balls and parties, of dances and the other amusements of

young people, tend to excite and inflame this passion. Thinking it

a fine thing to get in love, they court and form attachments long

before either their mental or physical powers are matured. Of

course, these young loves, these green-house exotics, must be

broken off, and their miserable subjects left burning up with the

fierce fires of a flaming passion, which, if let alone, would have
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slumbered on for years, till they were prepared for its proper man

agement and exercise.

Nor is it merely the conversation of adults, that does all this mis

chief: their manners also increase it. Young men take the hands

of girls from six to thirteen years old, kiss them, press them, and

play with them so as, in a great variety ofways, to excite this organ,

combined, I grant, with Friendship and Refinement—for all this

is genteelly done. They intend no harm, and parents dream of

none ; and yet their embryo love is awakened, to be again still

more easily excited. Maiden ladies, and even married women, of

ten express similar feelings towards lads, not perhaps positively

improper in themselves, yet injurious in their ultimate effects.

READING NOVELS, LOVE TALES, ETC. INJliRIOUS.

The fashionable reading of the day is still more objectionable.

As to its amount, let publishers, and the editors of family news

papers, testify. Whose sales are the greatest ? Whose patronage

is the most extensive 1 Those who publish the most novels, and

the best (? worst) love-tales. Let those weeklies that boast of

their " 30,000 subscribers," and claim " the largest circulation in

the world," have a red line drawn across every column containing

a story, the substance and seasoning of which is love, and more than

half their entire contents will be crimsoned with this sign of Ama-

tiveness ! Try this experiment, and it will astonish you. Country

newspapers also must have a part or the whole of some love-tale

every week, or else run down. These stories, girls are allowed and

encouraged to read. How often have I seen girls not twelve years

old, as hungry for a story or novel as they should be for their din

ners ! A sickly sentimentalisrn is thus formed, and their minds are

sullied with impure desires. Every fashionable young lady must

of course read every new novel, though nearly all of them contain

exceptionable allusions, perhaps delicately covered over with a thin

gauze of fashionable refinement ; yet, on that very account, the

more objectionable.* If this work contained one improper allusion

to their ten, many of those fastidious ladies who now eagerly de-

* I do not undertake to say, that there are no good novels, yet their number is

very small. Even those of Scott, the very best (or rather the least bad) of novels,

are full at love; and I maintain that this passion in man is quite strong enough,
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Tour the vulgarities of Marryatt, and the dauble-entendres of Bul-

wer, and even converse with gentlemen about their contents, would

discountenance or condemn it as improper. Shame on novel-read

ing women ; for, they cannot have pure minds or unsullied feelings,

but, Cupid, and the beaux, and waking dreams of love, are fast

consuming their health and virtue.

Not that I impute the least blame to those respectable editors and

publishers, who fill their coffers by feasting this diseased public ap

petite, especially of the ladies, even though they thereby pander to,

and increase this worst vice of this our vicious age and nation ;

any more than I blame grog-sellers for making money out of ano

ther diseased public taste ; because both are aiming mainly at dol

lars and cents, yet stabbing public virtue to the heart. But their

money will be a curse to them, and their trash is a curse to its

readers.

3. A stimulating diet preternaturally excites and prematurely

develops this organ. That there exists an intimate and perfectly

reciprocal relation between the state of the body and that of the

animal propensities, is a plain matter of fact and experience, sus

ceptible of the clearest demonstration by appealing to facts, espe

cially of a collective character. Although the proof of this princi

ple is indispensable in order to enforce the conclusion that flesh,

tea, coffee, tobacco, snuff, candies, condiments, spices, &c. &c.

stimulate the propensities, and especially excite Amativeness, yet

our restricted limits forbid its introduction here j but the reader is

referred to my work on " Temperance, founded on Phrenology and

Physiology," pp. 13 to 23, and to my work on " Phrenology ap

plied to Education and Self-Improvement," published in the Phre

nological Journal, in which the principle, that whatever artificially

stimulates the body thereby stimulates the animal propensities much

more in proportion than the moral or intellectual organs, is proved

beyond all doubt or cavil, to be a law of our nature. Tea, coffee,

flesh, tobacco, spices, &c., as well as wine and ardent spirit, are

unquestionably highly stimulating, much more so than water,

breadstuffs, vegetables, &c. ; and therefore powerfully excite these

propensities. And since the relation between the body and Ama

tiveness, and especially between the stomach and this organ, is

without any artificial stimulant. Works of fiction might be turned to most ex

cellent account by enforcing valuable morals, yet are and might be are two very

different things, for their morals are mostly drowned in love.
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more direct and intimate than between the body and any other por-

iion of the brain, the inference is clear that stimulating food and

drink tend directly and powerfully to develop this organ prema

turely, and keep it in a morbid, feverish state of action. Children,

therefore, should not be allowed a stimulating diet, nor is it exactly

proper for young ladies.

Want of exercise is another means of exciting impure desires ;

while labor tends to subdue them. The principle just stated, ap

plies here with increased force. As the energies of the system are

continually accumulating, they must have some door to escape.

Labor and exercise carry them off through the muscles ; but when

this door is closet! by fashionable idleness, their next medium of

egress is through the propensities. This is established by facts as

well as by this principle. What class of society is the most vir

tuous ? The laboring. But, who are the most licentious ? Idlers,

loafers, " soap-locks," men and women of leisure, and those who

are too good (query, too bad) to labor. When the laborer retires,

he falls asleep at once, while those who are too proud or fashiona

ble to work, retire to indulge the nightly reveries of their fancies,

mingled with unclean thoughts, and stained with impure desires.

Labor, or, at least, vigorous exercise, is as indispensable to moral

purity as breath is to life. All who break this law, even fashiona

ble ladies included, must abide the consequences, one of which is,

a depraved imagination, full of unclean desires ;* but whoever obeys

it, thereby reaps a rich reward of personal happiness.

To children and youth, this principle applies with increased

force. Keeping them housed up in-doors, and from play or labor,

prevents the free circulation of their blood thoughout the body, and

of course sends it up to the brain, and especially to its base, to ripen

this feeling prematurely, and then to keep it morbidly active. This

is the cause of its appearing two or three years earlier in the city

than in the country, and several years younger even there than un-

thwarted nature would develop it. A city is no place to bring up

children. It is a hot-bed for all the passions, ripening all the fac

ulties too early, but hastening their decay in even greater propor-

* Every laborer will bear me witness, that these feelings are more active

when they do not work than when they do—on a Sabbath evening, for example,

than on other evenings. Hence, doubtless, the custom of selecting Sabbath even

ings for courtship.
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Hon. Were these and other causes of its premature development

done away, it would not probably appear till between the

twentieth and twenty-fifth year, and then be five years longer in

ripening up to a maturity sufficient for marriage, and, by this time,

the judgment would be sufficiently matured to make a proper se

lection.

Theatres, and theatrical dancing, also inflame Amativeness, and

are " the wide gate" of " the broad road" of moral impurity. Fash

ionable music is another, especially the verses set to it, being mostly

love-sick ditties, or sentimental odes, breathing this tender passion

in its most melting and bewitching strains. Improper prints often

do immense injury in this respect, as do also balls, parties, annuals,

newspaper articles, exceptionable works, &c. &c.

MODERN FEMALE EDUCATION.

But, perhaps, nothing tends to develop or inflame this passion at

all to be compared with modern female education. It really does

seem as though the one main object of the education of fashionable

females, was to excite and gratify the Amativeness of fashionable

gentlemen—to enable them to get a dashing beau, and a rich

husband. Most of our fashionable boarding-schools are public

curses ;* for, they make their pupils mere parlor toys and senseless

chatterers, yet miserably poor wives and mothers. Not a thousand

miles from Troy, N. Y., is a mother school of this class, the

baneful influences of which will long remain to curse, not its own

sex merely, but the other also, with fashionable wives and weakly

mothers. These schools teach the graces and accomplishments

mainly, which are only polite names for beaux-catching, cap-setting,

coquetry, and such likefashionable attainments. They only white

wash the out-side of these rouge-painted, tight-laced sepulchres,

but efface almost every element of the true woman. They teach

her to screw her waist into artificial forms, and her face into ar

tificial smiles, and to learn to say soft things very softly. They

* I am gratified to be able to except the schools of Rev. Mr. Avery, of Danvers,

Mass.; Mrs. Burrill, of South Boston ; and Miss. Lyon's Mount Holyoke Seminary,

near Northampton, Mass. There are doubtless others, yet they are " few and for

between,"—too few to require any important modification of these strictures on

female seminaries as a class.

8
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inculcate the sentiment that " the chief end of woman is to" please

the men, and pander to their depraved appetites ; that to engage

personally in domestic duties, is a direct violation of all good breed

ing, and even down right vulgarity ; that a lady must know how

to draw, embroider, sing, write letters, but nothing farther ; that she

must express as much " mischief" (Amativeness) in her eye as

possible, and aim at making conquests, rather than at fitting herself

to become a wife and mother ; that dress, and show, and fashion,

and splendid style, must supersede all other considerations ; that

extravagance is a virtue, and economy obsolete ; that making morn

ing calls and fashionable parties, and telling polite lies, (that is,

pretending to be very glad to see persons whom they dislike, and

pressing them to " call again," when they hate the very sight of

them,) together with a thorough knowledge of the art of making

love and playing the coquet, and such like fashionable flumery,

constitute the main duty of woman. A recent English work de

voted to teaching ladies manners, occupied some fifteen pages in

teaching them how to get into a carriage, so as to show just enough,

but none too much, of their handsome ancles, feet, &c. &c. &c. &c.

&c. &c. ; and a recent American work dedicatad to the fair sex,

eccupies several pages in pointing out the infinite importance of

leaving a blank place on the third page of a letter for the wafer,

" Et id omne genus /"

If there be any one thing in civilized society more utterly desti

tute of common sense, and evincing more consummate folly ; or, if

there be any thing more totally at war with the designs and ar

rangements of nature, than any other, it is the modern fashionable

method of conducting female education. What is the nature of

woman, as indicated by her phrenological developments 1 and in

what respects does her fashionable education correspond with it, or,

rather, in what point does it not outrage and violate that nature ?

If sufficient space were left, it would be of great service to show-

just what the phrenological character of woman is, and what her

education should be to adapt her to it ; and also to contrast that

education with the one now dealt out to her by her lords and mas

ters—fashionable men, or rather dandies and libertines. But as there

is not sufficient space left, I must again refer the reader to my

work on that subject.

In view of these evils, one gentleman of this city said—

" I would sooner let my daughter ran wild, than receive a
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modern fashionable education ;" and another, whose name, if given,

would be at once recognised by almost every school-boy in the

United States, " Though I would not go to that extent, yet I would

sooner see my daughters get their living by begging, or follow them

to their graves to-morrow, than brought up fashionably." To this

latter sentiment, I heartily respond ; and, I pray God that neither

my daughters nor sisters may be fashionably educated. Over

no evil do I mourn more—no crime do I deplore more—than the

perversion of woman's nature by modern education. Though

deeply interested in the cause of Temperance, yet it would give me

ten times the pleasure to see woman properly educated, and placed

in her proper sphere, than to see every drunkard in Christendom re

formed ; for, the latter would benefit the few, but the former, all

mankind—the latter would relieve only a part of the present gene

ration from a cruel bondage, but the former would deliver the half

of our race, together with all future generations, from a thralldom

more tyrannical, and a condition more pitiable, than any other now or

ever endured by man. And in this fruitful field will I labor and

die.* I call upon woman to pause, and consider the oppressive

evils under which she groans and dies, to rise and shake off the

chains, and follow the dictates of her nature ; to assert and main

tain her independence ; to rise from her abject servitude,! and as

sert and maintain her rights, and her freedom, and be herself. I

know hundreds of women who allow their husbands, as it were, to

drag them through life by the hair of their heads, on account of

their children ; and, taking woman as a class, even in these United

States, her sufferings no tongue can tell, and none but woman can

endure. But I must stop ; for Ifeel and think on this subject more

than my limits allow me to express ; but, if my life be spared, I in

tend to probe this subject to the bottom, and tell woman, in the

name of Phrenology, what she is by nature, and should be by prac

tice and station.

* As soon as I can command the time, I intend to publish, in a neat little book,

a Ladies Edition of this Work, which, besides being free from all expressions

and allusions to which even prudish fastidiousness can object, will be expressly

adapted to woman in the matter of marriage and education, showing her how she

should be educated to become a wife and matron, and then how to choose and

Main a suitable husband.

f For years, the fact that Self-Esteem is small in nearly all women, and Firm

ness rather feeble, surprised me ; but Phrenology soon opened my eyes to the

true situation of women,—that of abject slavery to a dozen masters—to the fas;
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MARRY YOUR FIRST LOVE.*

This is the most important direction of all. On pp. 74-80, will

be found one cogent reason for it; namely, that interruptions

in love sear and benumb the element of love. I do not say

that you cannot love a second time ; but, I do say, that first love

experiences a tenderness, a purity, an unreservedness, an exquisite-

ness, a devotedness, and a poetry belonging to no subsequent at

tachment. " Love, like life, has no second spring." Though a

second attachment may be accompanied by high moral feeling, and

a devotedness to the object loved ; yet, let love be checked or

blighted in its first pure emotion, and the beauty of its spring is

irrecoverably withered and lost. It may yet retain the glory of its

summer, but the dew of its youth has vanished, never to return.

The fruits of its autumn may be enjoyed, but the flower of its

primrose has faded away, never to blossom again.

When the Bible, that book of human nature as well as of good

morals, would illustrate God's love for his children by the strongest

and most tender of human emotions, it employs the term " first

love ;" because love is the strongest of human passions, and first

love is the purest, strongest kind of love. It glows with a disin

terestedness and devotedness which appertain to no subsequent at

tachment. It is more Platonic and less animal than any other.

In it, Amativeness, as such, is not once thought of. Personal

charms appear as nothing when compared with the superior beau

ties of the mind and heart. It also unites with it a feeling of sa-

credness which appertains to no other love. Perfectly satisfied

with each other, neither bestows one iota of love upon any other,

and both regard a change of objects as profanity and moral treason

ions, which make her pinch her feet and screw in her waist till she can have no

peace of her life; a slave to man, and especially to the worst class of men—the

genteel class ; and a slave to the artificial wants of man, in the family and out

of it ; a slave as regards property ; for, as a wife, she is allowed to hold none in

dependently ; a slave in almost every form in which it is possible for man to

command or woman to obey.

* First love, as employed here and elsewhere in this work, has no reference

to that green boys-and-girls' love often experienced by children just entering

their teens, especially when the causes specified in the text have developed this

faculty prematurely ; but it refers to the first strong, reciprocal attachment,

founded in esteem, and formed after the parties arrive at an age sufficient to ex

perience the full power of love.
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in their worst forms. It is only after this first love has been inter

rupted, that either party can once indulge even an impure feeling

towards another. Not only does the formation of a relation so

tender, erect an impregnable rampart against this vice, but the very

anticipation of it guards the heart of youth against destructive hab

its and impure passions. That young man is safe, though sur

rounded with the temptations even of a Joseph, whose love is recip

rocated, and whose vows are plighted. As long as his heart is

bound up in its first bundle of love and devotedness—as long as

his affections remain reciprocated and uninterrupted—so long temp

tations cannot take effect. His heart is callous to the charms

of others, and the very idea of bestowing his affections upon an

other is abhorrent. Much more so is animal indulgence, which is

morally impossible.

But, let this first love be broken off, and the flood-gates of pas

sion are raised. Temptations now flow in upon him. He casts an

amative eye upon every passing female, and indulges unchaste ima

ginations and feelings. Although his Conscientiousness or intellect

may prevent actual indulgence, yet temptations now take effect, and

render him liable to err ; whereas, before, they had no power to

awaken improper thoughts or feelings.

MUTUAL LOVE CONSTITUTES MATRIMONY.

In what does matrimony consist ? In some one thing ? or, in

many things ? In mutual love, or in the legal ceremony, or in both

combined ? If marriage consists in human law,—or, rather, just so

far as it consists in law—it does not and cannot consist in love ;

and is, therefore, human in its origin and character, and just so far

should human law be relied upon to create and perpetuate mar

riage, and punish its violation. But no human legislation can so

guard this institution but that it may be broken in spirit, though,

perhaps, acceded to in form ; for, it is the heart which this institu

tion requires. "What would any woman give for merely a nominal

or legal husband, just to live with and provide for her, but who en

tertained not one spark of love for her, or whose affections were

bestowed upon another ? How absurd, how preposterous the doctrine,

that the obligations of marriage derive their sacredness from legal

enactments and injunctions ! How it literally profanes this holy

of holies, and drags down this heaven-born institution from its ori

8*
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ginal, divine elevation to the level of a merely human device ! Who

will dare to advocate the human institution of marriage 1 Or, who

will maintain that a compliance with its legal requirements strengthens,

or a non-compliance, weakens, or either at all alters the matter 1 All

must admit that marriage is wholly divine in its origin and obliga

tion, and, as such, above, and independent of, all human laws, and

consisting entirely in reciprocal and connubial love. " Whom God

hath joined together, let not man put asunder." The Bible, in all

its allusions to marriage, implies and asserts that its obligations de

rive all their value and sacredness from God. Unless, therefore,

he makes our marriage laws, marriage cannot consist in any injunc

tions or enactments thrown around it by these laws ; and, hence, to

maintain that he imposes these obligations by means of human law,

is next to blasphemy. No human tribunal or legislature can in

crease or decrease their obligations one jot or tittle. If so, their sa

credness vanishes at once, because this makes them of men, where

as, now they are of God.

But how does God "join together" two congenial spirits so

closely as to make of twain one flesh ? By ties the strongest, most

tender, and most indissoluble of our nature—ties in comparison with

which, friendship is but as a straw, and even self-interest but as a

shred of flax in a burning candle. This tie is the passion of love.

This element of our nature, and this alone, constitutes matrimony,

and as it was implanted by God, matrimony is divine in its origin

and obligations. The happy, loving pair are always married in

heaven, before they can be on earth ; for, their agreement to live

together in nature's holy wedlock, is marriage, with all its rights

and privileges, and constitutes them husband and wife.

I repeat the simple, single point at issue, namely, that the mar

riage relations are divine in origin and obligations, and therefore,

have no possible connexion with the marriage ceremony, but are

infinitely above all human enactments ; and that, making marriage

consist in, or depend upon, human law, makes it human, which

completely strips it of all those high and holy sensations thrown

around it by basing it in mutval love. Just as far as it consists in

law, just so far is its purity corrupted, its exalted nature debased,

and its sacredness converted into sacrilege !

" What !" says an objector, " would you then annul the law of

marriage, abrogate the legal ceremony, and leave man to his own

unbridled desires 1 Depraved man requires all the restraints of hu
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man law, added to the thunderings of divine vengeance, in order to

make him faithful, and is wofully frail and faithless at that." I an

swer, that, since laws have been enacted, and a ceremony instituted,

it may perhaps be well enough to obey the former and observe the

latter as aform, merely, but human law cannot touch the point any

more than it can regulate the appetite. If law required that we

should be hungry at particular periods, and forbade our eating at

others, would this affect our appetites either way in the least, or

prevent our eating 1 Of course not. Nor does its requirement, that

legalized husbands and wives should love, and be faithful to, each

other, have the least influence in promoting either. If those who

are married according to law, love each other, they love wholly in

dependent of legal requirements, but if they do not love each other,

no human law can either create attachment or weaken enmity ; for,

it does not and cannot reach the case. In no way whatever, either

for good or evil, can it affect those feelings of the heart which

have been shown to constitute marriage.

" Of course, laws do no harm," retorts an objector. I answer,

that relying upon law to effect what law can never reach, does much

more injury than relying upon a broken reed only to be pierced by

it, because the matter concerned is so all-important. The perpetuity

of love nature has provided for, and infinitely better than man can

do, and therefore man need not feel concerned about it. Let men rely

solely upon the affections of the heart ; for, their very nature is

self-perpetuating. They need no law, and are above all law. Let

them but be properly placed at first, and they will never once de

sire to change their object ; for, the more we love an object, the

more we wish to continue loving it, and the longer husbands and

wives live together affectionately, the stronger their love. Love in

creases itself. Hence, we no more need a law requiring husbands

and wives to love each other, than one requiring us to eat, or sleep,

or breathe ; and for precisely the same reason. True love recoils

from a change of objects as a burning nerve shrinks from a scorching

fire. Let men but rely upon the law of love instead of upon the

laws of the land, and they will certainly have more connubial hap

piness, and less discords and petitions for divorces. Nor should the

law ever compel two to live together who do not love each other ;

for, it thereby only compels them to violate the seventh command

ment. Impotent as our laws are, touching marriage, they need re
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vising, for they are sadly defective and cruelly oppressive, especially

upon woman, 'whom they should protect.

The inference, therefore, is clear and conclusive, that those whose

legal marriage is prompted by motives of property, or honor, or any

consideration other than mutual love, are no more husbands and

wives than as though they had not sworn falsely by assenting to the

marriage ceremony. Does their nominally assenting to a mere

man-made ceremony make them husbands and wives ? It simply

legalizes their violation of the seventh commandment. It is licensed

licentiousness. If they do not love each other, they cannot possibly

become husbands and wives, or be entitled to the sacred relations

of wedlock.

So, on the other hand, if two kindred spirits are really united in

the bonds of true, reciprocal love, whether legally married or not,

they are, to all intents and purposes, man and wife, and entitled to

all the rights of wedlock. If they have reciprocated the pledge of

:ove, and agreed to live together as husband and wife, they are

married. They have nothing to do with law, or law with them.

It is a matter exclusively their own ; and, for proud or selfish pa

rents, from motives of property or family distinctions, to interfere

or " break up the match," is as criminal and cruel as separating a

husband and wife ; or, rather, it is separating them. It is as direct

and palpable a violation of. the married relations—for it is the very

same crime—as putting asunder those " whom God hath joined to

gether. Ambitious mothers, selfish fathers, and young men seek

ing to marry a fortune, may bolt at this ; but, any other view of

marriage, makes it a merely human institution, which divests it of

all its sacredness and dignity.

Yea, more ! For a young man to court a young woman, and excite

her to love till her affections are riveted, and then (from sinister mo-

rives, such as, to marry one richer, or more handsome,) to leave her,

and try elsewhere, is the very same crime as to divorce her from all

that she holds dear on earth—to root up and pull out her imbedded

affections, and to tear her from her rightful husband. So, also, for

a young woman to play the coquet, and sport with the sincere af

fections of an honest and devoted young man,* is one of the high

est crimes that human nature can commit. Better murder him in

body too, as she does in soul and morals. There is no possible way

* If she be only coquetting a male coquette, the crime and injury are mutual.,

and the accounts square, for each is equally guilty.
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of escaping these momentous inferences. No wonder, therefore,

that so heinous a crime as separating man and wife, should result

in all those wide-spread and terrible evils attributed to interrupted

love, pp. 74r-80. The punishment does not exceed the crime.

Young men and women ! Let these things sink deeply into your

hearts ! Pause, and reflect ! and, in every step you take towards

loving and marrying, remember that mutual love constitutes matri

mony ; and, that interrupting love is separating man and wife !

Let me, then, be distinctly understood as maintaining-

1. That mutual love constitutes matrimony :

2. That breaking off this love is a breach of marriage :

3. That first love pre-eminently constitutes marriage, because

stronger, more tender, and more Platonic than any subsequent

attachment can be :

4. That interruptions in love, or courting and winning the affec

tions without marrying, is the direct cause of licentiousness, by

being a breach of the marriage covenant ; and

5. That the order of nature, as pointed out by Phrenology, is

ONE LOVE, ONE MARRIAGE, AND ONLY ONE.

One evidence that second marriages are contrary to the laws of

our social nature, is the fact, that almost all step-parents and step

children disagree. Now, what law has been broken, to induce this

penalty 1 The law of marriage ; and this is one of the ways in

which the breach punishes itself. Is it not much more in accord

ance with our natural feelings, especially those of mothers, that

children should be brought up by their own parent 1 The analysis

of Philoprogenitiveness (p. 10) shows why it is that step-parents,

as a general thing, cannot bestow all the love and attention upon

step-children that they can upon their own. This partiality, so na

tural, is soon detected by the children, and causes unpleasantness

all around.

Another proof of this point is, that second marriage is more a

matter of business. " Pll give you a home, if you'll take care of

my children."—" It's a bargain" is the way most second matches

are made. There is little of the poetry of first-love, and little of

the coyness and shrinking diffidence which characterize the first

attachment. Still, these remarks apply almost equally to a second

attachment, as to second marriage.
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I grant, that, in case a companion dies, marrying again may be

a lesser evil than living unmarried, and, therefore, preferable. Se

cond marriages are like a dose of medicine, bitter to the taste and

painful in its operation, yet a lesser evil than the sickness. A second

love and marriage, are directly calculated to heal the lacerated af

fections, (as far as they can be healed,) and make up the breach, and

therefore advisable, but, as not to be sick is better than to take medi

cine, so not to have a companion die, is better than for either to be

compelled to marry again, or to live deprived of one. But, I main

tain that the death of a companion need not and should not occur till

too late to marry again. The -proof of this startling declaration is,

first, that every physiological law of our nature—every physical

contrivance and adaptation ofthe body—fully establishes the inevita

ble conclusion, that, in case the laws of life, health, and physiology

were obeyed, sickness would be unknown, and death would occur

only after the body was literally worn out with old age ; and, sec

ondly, that sickness and death are merely the effects of their ap

propriate causes, and governed "byfixed laws, and therefore within

our control. If life, health, sickness, and death, be not caused by

the action of the laws of physiology, then this part of nature's ope

rations is mere chance and hop-hazard—a result as absurd in itself

as it is derogatory to the wisdom of the God of nature. But, if

sickness and death be governed by laws of cause and effect, it is

self-evident, that, by applying the appropriate means (which are in

the hands of ourselves, our parents, and mankind), all may be

healthy, and five to a good old age ;* so that husbands and wives

need not be separated from each other or from their children by death

until the former are too old to marry again, and the latter old

enough to provide for themselves, (extraordinaries of course except

ed.) This renders the inference clear and most forcible, that all

married men and women are under obligations to their families the

most imperious and sacred, to take all possible care of their health;

and to avoid all exposures calculated to shorten life, or even impair

* If this doctrine be deemed heretical or chimerical, I answer, 1st, that

Charles G. Finney advocates it: 2dly, that Physiology establishes it to a demon

stration : and 3dly, that any other view of this matter substitutes chance in the

place of cause and effect. It is high time for mankind to know that sickness and

death, in the prime of life, are merely the penalties of violated physical laws,

and therefore wrong; and to act accordingly.
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health. Their duties to their families are among theirfirst duties ;

and, that branch of their domestic obligations which regards the

preservation of their Jiealth, is paramount to all others of this class ;

because so much of the happiness of their families depends upon

their life and health, and the sufferings caused by their sickness and

death are excruciating and aggravated.

It should be added, that it is the duty ofparents to be at home as

much as possible, and in the bosom of their families, making them

glad by their presence, and enjoying, and causing them to enjoy,

the sweets of domestic life. The moment parents enter their dwell

ings, they should banish all those unpleasant feelings engendered

by crosses, losses, impositions, vexations in business, &c., and place

their domestic feelings and higher sentiments on the throne, relax

ing, and, perhaps, even playing with their children. How often

are angry or unpleasant feelings carried into the family to mar

their joys, and how natural to pour them out upon the innocent

members of the family, not because they have done any thing

wrong, but because we were previously in anger. When anger

has been excited, how natural to direct it to those about us, though

entirely innocent ; but how unreasonable, especially if they be an

affectionate wife or innocent children.

In regard to marriage, then, the order of nature, as pointed out

by Phrenology, is unquestionably this : 1st, that the matrimonial

instincts or feelings should not appear till from the twentieth to the

thirtieth year : 2d, that true love requires from three to five years

to ripen into a, preparation for marriage : 3d, that, by this time, the

moral and intellectual faculties will generally have become suffi

ciently matured to restrain them, or else to select the proper object

upon which they may continue for life in virtuous wedlock : and,

4th, that then, the happy pair, hand in hand and heart in heart,

should ascend the acclivities and descend the declivities of life to

gether, commingling their joys, sorrows, and affections, until each

becomes too old to marry again ; so that both may pay the com

mon debt of nature nearly together, loving and marrying once, and

but once, and thatfor ever ; and thus combining all the intellectu

ality of a mature mind with all the poetry of fdist love. This is

marriage in full fruition—marriage as it came from the hand of

God, and is indelibly stamped upon the nature of man.
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IHRECTIONS TO THE MARRIED FOR LIVING TOGETHER AFFECTIONATELY

AND HAPPILY, AND FOR MAKING FAMILIES HAPPY, AND NEIGHBOR

HOODS AGREEABLE.

Having now given directions for choosing suitable companions

for life, I proceed to give directions to the married for living to

gether affectionately and happily. Having tied the gordian knot,

you naturally ask, " How can we intwine and strengthen the cords

of love, and prevent roots of bitterness from springing up to mar or

poison domestic happiness ? How derive the most enjoyment from

a happy choice, or ' make the best of a bad bargain'?" Phrenol

ogy answers :

1. excite each other's faculties agreeably.

Every faculty has its pleasurable, and also its painful, action;

and, as happiness is one, if not the one, great end of creation, let

each excite the faculties of the other agreeably, and avoid exciting

them painfully—a course dictated by selfishness as well as by love.

The following principle shows how to do this :—The activity of any

faculty in one, naturally excites the same faculties in others ; and

excites them pleasurably or painfully, according as its action is

painful or pleasurable. Combativeness in one, for instance, kindles

Combativeness in others, while Benevolence excites Benevolence;

Causality, Causality, &c. Thus, when Kindness does you a favor,

you are anxious to return it, and are rendered more obliging to all ;

Benevolence in him, exciting kindly feelings in you ; but, being ad

dressed in an angry, imperative tone, kindles your own anger in

return, and causes in you a spirit of resistance and resentment. For

example :

Mr. Sharp* said, angrily, to a lad, " Go along, and bring me

that basket yonder. Be quick, or I'll flog you !" The boy went

tardily and poutingly, muttering as he went. " Why don't you

hurry there, you idle vagabond, you? Come, be quick, or I'll

whip your lazy hide off your back, you saucy, impudent rascal

* I employ this form of expression, because it enables me to personify the

organs, and thereby to embody and bring the full force of the idea presented, and

the principle illustrated, directly before the mind in a manner more tangible and

easily remembered than any other.
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you," re-echoed Mr. Sharp, still more imperatively. ' The boy

went still more slowly, and made up a face still more scornful ; for

which Mr. Sharp flogged him ; and, in return, the boy conceived

and cherished eternal hatred to Mr. Sharp, and eventually sought

and obtained the long desired revenge. But, Mr. Benign said,

kindly, to the same boy, " John, will you please run and bring me

that basket V " Yes, sir," said John, and off he started on the

run, glad to do the good old man a favor.

All the neighbors of Mr. Contentious cordially hate him, because

he is continually contending with, and blaming, and suing them.

His Combativeness manifested towards them, has excited their en

mity towards him so as to cause a perpetual warfare. Hence,

they all cherish ill-will against him, and most of them watch every

opportunity to injure him, and he seeks to be revenged on them.

But every neighbor of Mr. Obliging gladly improves every op

portunity to serve him ; his neighborly feelings towards them hav

ing excited their better feelings not only towards him, but even

towards each other.

Mr. Justice deals fairly with all—asking and offering but one

price ; so that Mr. Banter never tries to beat him down, nor thinks

of making or receiving a second offer, but deals fairly with him. But,

when Mr. Banter deals with Mr. Close, he stands more upon a six

pence than it is worth, or than he does for a dollar when dealing

with Mr. Justice, and will neither sell as cheap nor give as much

for the same article to Mr. Close as to Mr. Justice, because the

Acquisitiveness of Mr. Close and Mr. Banter each excites that of

the other, while the higher faculties of Mr. Justice restrain the ac

tion of this Jewing spirit in all who deal with him.

As Parson Reverence enters the sanctuary, clothed with the

spirit of devotion, and in the air and attitude of sanctity, instantly

a solemn feeling pervades the whole assembly, so that even the

playing boys in the gallery catch the pervading spirit of solemnity,

and drop their sports. But, when Parson Gaity enters the church,

a gay, volatile feeling spreads throughout the congregation, and the

boys laugh aloud. The former is a successful preacher of right

eousness, and has been instrumental in promoting many revivals of

religion ; while Parson Gaity has a worldly, fashionable congrega

tion. Revivals of religion beautifully and forcibly illustrate this

principle of sympathy.

9
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Mr. Elegant enters into the company of Messrs. Useful and Misses

Plain, and at once a feeling of refinement and elegance infuses

every breast, chastens every remark, and polishes every action and

feeling ; but, when Mr. Homespun enters the company of Messrs.

Wellbred and Misses Genteel, the elevated tone of feeling that be

fore pervaded the company, is lowered as effectually and percepta-

bly as when a mass of ice is introduced into a heated atmosphere ;

and he is not well received simply because he interrupts the exercise

of refinement and good taste.

Mr. Self-Esteem swells and struts past you in the natural ex

pression of pride and scorn, and instantly your own self-sufficiency

is excited, you straighten up and feel that you are as good as he is ;

whereas, but for this manifestation of pride on his part, you would

not once have thought of yourself—pride and scorn in another ex

citing the same feelings in you.

The Messrs. Mum were sitting silently in a room, neither hav

ing a word to say, when Mr. Talkative entered, and began to rat

ter away. This so excited the Language of Messrs. Mum, that

they talked incessantly, so that there was not room to put in a word

edgwise ; whereas neither would have said a word had not the

Language of Mr. Talkative excited Language in Messrs. Mum.

Mr. Logical Reason began to discuss and expound certain im

portant philosophical principles to Mr. Business, who, though he

had been too busy before to take time to think or investigate, saw

their force, and immediately exclaimed, " How true that is, though

I never thought of it before !" and then proceeded to show how

perfectly the principle brought to view, explained what he had often

seen, but never before understood. It also set him to thinking upon

other subjects, and to investigating other causes.

Miss Display came out in a splendid, new-fashioned attire, and

almost every lady in town was set on fire by a spirit of emulation,

and would not let their husbands or fathers rest till they too could

dress like her ; although, unless Miss Display had indulged her

own Approbativeness, that of the other milliner-made ladies would

not have been excited.

Mr. Witty threw off a joke, and this excited the risibles of Mr.

Serious, who, in return, manufactured another ; whereas, but for

Mr. Witty's influence, the face of Mr. S. would still hare remained

as long as ever.
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Mrs. Timid, while in a church, screamed out with fright, and

nearly all in the house were instantly electrified with fear, but for

what, they did not know.

In 1836, Mr. Hope embarked in speculations in stock, real es

tate, mulberry trees, &c., and counted his thousands in prospect,

which inspired confidence in the breasts of thousands of the Messrs.

Doubtful, who were excited by his spirit and followed his example.

Mr. Appetite commenced eating his breakfast greedily, when in

came his boy, who soon cried out for a piece, which he probably

would not have thought of for hours if he had not seen his father

eating so greedily.

I now appeal, whether this principle of sympathy, this feeling as

others feel—this spreading of the emotions from heart to heart—is

not a law of human nature, as well as a doctrine of Phrenology ?

whether it is not as universal and as uniform as the nature of man,

and as powerful as it is universal 1 What heart is so adamantine as

not to experience its power, or be swayed by its influence 1 But,

of all others, husbands and wives are, or ought to be, the most so.

They are capable of deriving the greatest happiness from its proper

application, or subjecting themselves to the greatest suffering from its

improper exercise. Every day and hour, this principle furnishes them

an opportunity to exert a most powerful influence over each other

for good or evil, and to make their lives most happy, or else

wretched beyond description or endurance.

Let us now apply this principle, first to Courtship,* or, rather, to

theformation of love, and the cementing of the affections, and then

to married life. How can this principle be employed to cause hus

bands and wives to love each other 1 and, then, how will it enable

them to perpetuate that love 1

It has all along been implied, that the choosing should be

done intellectually, and before the parties begin to love; and that

all the loving should be done after marriage, or, what is the same

thing, after the parties have mutually agreed to become husband

and wife. After they have made their choice as already directed,

they should employ the principle above mentioned to get each other

* I employ this term, not because it conveys my precise meaning, but because

its use in this connexion is so general. I mean by it, the blending and uniting

of the affections, although it is generally employed to express the fun and sport

which usually accompany flirtation. Its use shows how lightly so grave a sub

ject is treated.
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in love ; nor is there the least danger but that its application will

enable any two whose organs are similar, to love each other cor

dially and most devotedly. To illustrate :—If Approbativeness

predominate and Causality be only moderate, you may flatter, and

if the brain be rather small, put it on thickly.* Praise their dress,

features, appearance on particular occasions, and any and every

thing they take pride in. Take much notice of them, and keep

continually saying something to tickle their vanity ; for, this organ

ization will bear all the " soft soap" you can administer. When

you have gained this organ, you have got the " bell-sheep," which

all the other faculties will blindly follow on the run. But, mark,

if Approbativeness be only full or large, with Reason and Morality

quite as large or larger, and the head of a good size and well de

veloped, " so/i-soap" will not take, but will only sicken ; for Rea

son will soon penetrate your motive, and Morality will reverse the

other faculties against you, and destroy all chance of gaining the

affections. See to it, that you really esteem those with this organi

zation—esteem them not for their dress, beauty, manners, &c., but

for their moral purity, their elevated sentiments, their fine feelings,

and their intellectual attainments. As they estimate themselves

and others, not by a standard of wealth, dress, beauty, &c., but by

a 'moral and intellectual standard, so your showing them that you

really esteem those qualities which they prize so highly, will cause

them to perceive that your tastes harmonize with their's, and thus

turn their leading organs in your favor, and unite and endear them

to you. To gain such an one, your own moral character must be

pure and spotless.

If Benevolence predominate in your intended, show yourself

kind, not to your intended alone, nor in little matters of modern

politeness, but as an habitual feeling of your soul, always gushing

half, which will draw the other faculties along with it.

* The morality of this illustration is of course objectionable; but, as I hare

already directed the reader not to marry a bad or inferior head, such as this is,

this will of course be regarded as an illustration merely of a strong case, for the

purpose of presenting the principle the more clearly and fully.
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To an intended who has large intellectual organs, do not talk

this fashionable nonsense, or words without ideas—this chit-chat,

or small talk—I mean, the polite tete-a-tete of fashionable young

people ; but, converse intellectually upon sensible subjects ; evince

good sense and sound judgment in all you say and do ; present

ideas, and exhibit intellect. This will gratify their intellects, and

lay a deep, intellectual basis for mutual love, as well as go far to

wards exciting it.

If your intended be pious and devout, be religious yourself, (not

feign to be, and join the church to get married, as many do,) and

your religious feelings will strike a chord that will thrill through

her whole soul, kindling an irresistible flame of mutual love.

If your intended be a timid damsel, do not frighten her ; for, this

"will drive away every vestige of lurking affection, and turn her fac

ulties against you ; but be gentle and soothing, and offer her all

the protection in your power, causing her to feel safe under your

wing ; and she will hover under it, and love you devotedly for the

care you bestow upon her.

If Ideality be large, show refinement and good taste, and avoid

all grossness and improper allusions ; for, nothing will more effect

ually array her against you than either impropriety or vulgarity, or

even inelegance. Descant on the exquisite and sentimental, on

poetry and oratory, and expatiate on the beauties of nature and art,

and especially of natural scenery. If Order be also large, see to it,

that your person be neat, apparel nice, and every trace of the

slovenly removed. If the object of your love have this organ large,

you also should have it large, or not marry—(see p. 35) ; but if

you have it large, this manifestation of refinement and good taste

will be natural to you, as will that of all those you require to man

ifest ; so that there is no occasion for being hypocritical.

But, since it is the affections mainly that you wish to enlist,

show yourself affectionate and tender. As like always begets like,

whatever faculty is active in you, will be excited in them ; therefore,

your Friendship and Love, as they beam forth from your eyes, sof

ten your countenance, burn on your lips, escape through the soft

and tender tones of your voice, light up your countenance with the

smile of love or impress the kiss of affection, imbue your whole

soul, and are imbodied in every look, word, and action, will as sure

ly find way to their hearts as the river to the ocean, and kindle in

them a reciprocity of love. By these and other similar applications

*9
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of this principle, the disengaged affections of almost any one can

be secured, especially if the organs of both be similar ; for, the

command which Phrenology thus gives over the feelings, will, and

even judgment of mankind, is almost unlimited.*

Having shown you how to commence ingratiating yourself into

the affections of your intended,—(on p. 47, you have been told

how to get yourself in love with your intended,)—I proceed to the

most important department of this whole subject, as well as the

most important matter connected with marriage, namely,

THE MEANS OF PERPETUATING LOVE.

To select a suitable companion (provided the difficulty offinding

one be not great,) is comparatively easy, and getting in love is all

down-hill, while to get your intended in love with you, has just

been shown to be an easy matter. But, to 'perpetuate this love—

this is the most difficult of all, and the most rare. It is even re

garded as a matter of little importance, and the germ of love is left

either to grow, or else to wither and die, according to circumstances.

The wedding over—the honey-moon past—a neighboring city

visited and a few rides and rambles taken, excursions and visits

made, and soft words and looks exchanged, that intoxication of

love which they have thus far indulged, begins to satiate and induce

reaction ; partly, because founded too much on personal charms,

and too animal in its character, and partly, because it is not cher

ished by proper means. Little petty difficulties then spring up, and,

by and by, a sour feeling, a cross look, a tart remark, are exchanged,

which too often increase till both are heartily sick of their bargain,

and wish themselves in Texas, and their companions still worse off.

Now, much of this originates in this getting in love before making

their choice intellectually, and then in their being too amorous and

enthusiastic in their love at first. The excess of any faculty brings

on re-action ; and the greater the excess, the greater its re-actioa

The final result, especially as regards the unfortunate wife, is, that

* This principle, of itself, independently of its application to courtship, is in

valuable as a means of operating on the minds of men ; and, in my work on the

application of Phrenology to Education, I shall carry it out more fully, esrocially

as regards its application to the training and government or CKtioiwr.

See also my work on Phrenology, p. 425.
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she loses all ambition, and settles down into an intermediate state

between life and death—a purgatory, in which she neither enjoys

life nor cares for death—and all from not beginning married life

aright.

How, then, should it be begun? How can the love of thi

"honey-moon" be rendered perpetual? How can it always be

made to retain the freshness of its spring, and the glory of summer 1

Phrenology kindly answers. It says, and in the language of

Nature,

ADAPT YOURSELF TO THE PHRENOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF YOUR

COMPANION.

Thus, if Hope be large in the husband, but small in the wife, he

magnifies every prospect, and under-rates difficulties and dangers ;

but she, especially if her Cautiousness be large, looks at them in a

light directly opposite ; she fearing, and perhaps fretting ; he hop

ing and rejoicing. If Anger be large or active in either or both,

each will be inclined to blame the other for this difference of views ;

whereas, knowing its cause, (namely, the difference of their devel

opments,) will teach him, that his large Hope has over-rated the

prospect ; and her, that her despondency and fear were occasioned

by her small Hope and large Cautiousness, and not by any impend

ing evil ; and adapting themselves to each other's developments,

will cause each to concede a little, and thus heal the breach. The

husband, instead of chiding his wife for her groundless fears, should

encourage her, and the wife should not place herself in opposition

to the hopes and efforts of her husband, though they be exagger

ated, but express her opinion and make suggestions, and then aid

him what she can. Thus should the intellects of each correct the

failings of the other, and, make allowance for each other's errone

ous views, mutually conceding a little, till both come nearly to

gether, and unite in a correct judgment.

When Causality is called into requisition, if it be large in the

one and small in the other, the latter should cheerfully accede to

the decisions of the former, provided the knowledge and experience

of both, as to the matter in hand, be equal.

If Ideality be larger in the wife than in the husband, in all mat

ters of taste, let her decision govern the choice ; and, if Order be

also large, see to it, that, on entering the house, you clean your feet,
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and do not carelessly make a grease spot, or soil or displace any

thing about the house, lest you excite her anger, or permanently

sour her temper. In other words, do what will gratify this faculty

as much as possible, and offend it as little as may be. And let the

wife remember, that if this organ and that of Ideality be both very

large in her, she is liable to be too particular, and make her " apple-

pie order" cost herself and family more than it comes to.

If your companion be frugal and saving, do not wantonly destroy

even a paper-rag, or fragment of food, or incur any expense that

is not necessary, but take pains to gratify this faculty as much as is

consistent—remembering, that you thereby promote the happiness

of your companion, and thus indirectly your own.

The application of this principle will be found a sovereign reme

dy—a real Panacea—for all differences between you. Try it.

That is, ascertain the phrenological developments of yourself and

your companion, and then both adapt yourselves to them, by acced

ing and yielding to each other as the comparative size of the

organs in each may require, and depend upon it, it will only need

an obliging disposition in you both to heal all differences that may

arise from the causes referred to, and all others. Thus, you become

individually acquainted with your own character and that of each

other : a knowledge indispensably necessary to enable you both to

know the true cause of difference, and the only effectual remedy.

If you ask, " How does this principle direct me to conduct when

my companion becomes angry 1 Phrenology answers :

Do not get angry yourself ; for this, instead of quelling his or her

anger, will only excite it still more, and raise it into a perfect hur

ricane of fury; but, just remember, it is only the momentary workings

of excited Combativeness. Say nothing till your companion be

comes cool, and then always address the higher sentiments. This

will produce repentance and reform ; but blaming the person, will

only make matters worse, and render you both the more unhappy.

" A soft answer turneth away wrath, but grievous words stir up

strife." " Leave off contention before it be meddled with." Let

your own moral sentiments dictate all your conduct towards them,

and this will excite their better feelings towards you, and render

you both infinitely more happy than the opposite course.

Besides, your companion may be fretful or disagreeable, because

worn down by labor, care, or anxiety in business, or feeble or fe
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vererl in body. Physical indisposition usually excites the animal

propensities, producing peevishness, irritability, a sour temper, un

kind remarks, &c. Such should be doctored, not scolded—should

be borne with and pitied, not blamed. Remember your own fail

ings, and make liberal allowance for those of your companion. Try

the mild, persuasive course. Avoid collision ; and, on points of dis

agreement, " agree to disagree." Endure what you cannot cure,

and where you cannot attain perfect harmony of feeling, at least

strive for peace ; and, if you cannot live together perfectly happy,

live as happily as possible ; and, at all events, never, on any account,

allow a harsh remark to pass between those whose relations are so

sacred as those of man and wife. Nor will this be the case where

true love exists, unless caused by that fevered, irritated state of the

body already mentioned ; for, there is something in the very nature

of love calculated to break down and subdue all minor points of

disagreement, overlook defects, place the favorable qualities in their

most exalted light, and produce a forbearing, forgiving spirit. And,

if those who are married do not possess this spirit, and pursue this

forbearing course, they do not really love each other,—and one of

them, if not both, has been in love before.

Another important suggestion is, to be careful about giving of

fence in small matters. You cannot be too particular about little

things. It is the " little foxes that spoil the vines." So exceedingly

tender is the plant of connubial love, and so susceptible of being

lacerated, that trifles impede its growth and imbitter its fruits. A

single tart remark, or unkind tone of voice, will penetrate the sus

ceptible heart of a wife who loves you, and render her most wretch

ed ; whereas, if she did not love thus devoutly, her feelings would

not be thus easily wounded. " A word to the wise is sufficient ;" and

in this matter, " he that is wise, is wisefor himself" as well as for

his companion.

GRATIFY EACH OTHER'S FACULTIES.

That is, if your companion have any predilections in regard to

food, dress, habits, friends, &c., not only should you pursue the in

dulgent course, but you should assist in procuring the desired in

dulgences. True, you should not go beyond the bounds of reason,

or violate the conscience, or indulge any positively injurious habit ;
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but, in non-essentials, and in matters of gratification merely, oblige

and aid your companion as far as possible. If your wife insist or

lacing your daughter tight, or on any thing else that is wrong or

hurtful in itself, it is your duty to resist such wrong, though it may

place you in opposition to each other; but, if she relish any little

delicacy in diet, &c. gratify her appetite as often as you can. If

she fancy a particular dress, do your best to obtain it ; if she love a

particular book, or study, or pursuit, or amusement, not injurious in

itself, do what you can to obtain it for her ; but, never compromise

moral principle.

In like manner, wives, also, can often gratify their husbands by

cooking some favorite dish, or decorating a room, or playing or

singing a favorite piece of music, &c. &c.

Let husbands and wives take pleasant rides, rural excursions and

rambles, agreeable promenades, &c., and make visits together to

their friends, as often as possible ; and, hold frequent conversations

on subjects of interest or importance to both, freely exchange views

and feelings, ask and receive advice; and, above all things, be open

and frank. If you have committed errors, confess them and beg

pardon, and let there be no item of business, no hidden corner in

the heart of either, into which the other is not always freely admit

ted. Scarcely any thing is more destructive of love than conceal

ment or dissembling.

Another method by which the smoldering embers of love may

be re-kindled, and new fuel added to the fire, after its first fierce

flames have subsided, is, to read to, and entertain and instruct each

other. When love has become an old story, let the husband (after

supper, while his frugal wife is sewing or attending to her domestic

duties, putting the children to bed, &c.), read to her from some inter

esting work, or explain something that will store her mind with useful

knowledge, enlarge her range of thought, &c., and he will kindle in

her breast a feeling of gratitude that will redouble her love, and

make her still more anxious to be in his company. Make valuable

suggestions, and aid her all you can in cultivating and exercising

her intellect ; and, as you come in to your meals, tell her the news

of the day, as well as matters of interest that may have happened

to yourself while absent. Especially be kind to Jier about the house,

in seeing that she has good wood prepared at her hand, abundance

of water, and all the materials and conveniences required in the

family in good order.
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Be kind and affectionate to the children also, and amuse them,

and even play with them ; for, as the mother loves her children

most devotedly, nothing will gratify her more, or more effectually

promote her love, than seeing her children caressed. To make

much of your children, is to make much of your wife ; nor is it in

compatible with the dignity of parents to play with and amuse their

children. Indeed, the relations between parents and children should

be of the most familiar and intimate character, and calculated to

endear them to each other. Austerity and authority in parents, is

tyranny in its worst form. Be familiar with your children, and, as

early as possible, let them become cheerful and welcome social

friends in the family circle.

But, there are some things that should not be done. Husbands

and wives should never oppose each other in regard to the govern

ment of their children. Let there be a mutual understanding and

agreement between them touching this point, and let a plan be

concerted before-hand, so that the feelings of neither may be wound

ed by the interference of the other.*

By doing or avoiding these and a thousand similar things, may

love be cherished and fostered till it takes deep root in the hearts of

both, and extends its fibres into every nook and corner of your souls,

and imbues every look, word, and action with its soft and endear

ing influence. Practice these things, and those who even dislike,

each other at first, (by thus removing the cause,) may live together

oomfortably ; and, two who do not positively cherish ill-will for

each other, may render themselves affectionate and happy.f

* When I come to publish that part of my work ou the application of Phre

nology to Education in which the Government and Management of Children is

treated of, parents will doubtless find in it a directory, by which both may and

should be governed, and thus secure harmony and concert of action in this most

important department of family arrangements.

t There is another cause and remedy for disagreement between husbands and

wives, mention of which, however important in itself, might offend, and therefore

t pass it, with the remark, that I am preparing another work on a similar sub

ject, to be entitled " The Causes and Remedies of perverted Amativeness,"

which, besides giving suitable warnings to the young, and disclosing an easy and

efficient remedy for morbid or powerful Amativeness, will point out one cause

of disagreement between husbands and wives, certainly not less prolific of discord

and unfaithfulness than all others united, together with its easy and effectual

remedy, as well as a perfect cure for both jealousy and unfaithfulness. The

pamphlet will contain about 40 pages.
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A single remark, in regard to rendering neighborlwods agreeable,

and I close. Next to an affectionate family, an agreeable neigh

borhood and good society become objects of desire, because calcu

lated to promote happiness. A contentious, tattling neighborhood,

where each is backbiting his neighbor, or indulging unkind feelings,

is exceedingly annoying, besides souring the temper and lowering

the tone of moral feeling. The amount and prevalence of neigh

borhood scandal, is really surprising ; nor are religious denomina

tions wholly exempt from its contaminating and unholy influence.

This ought not so to be. So far from it, the relations of neighbor

hoods slumld be of the most friendly and accommodating character.

Let village scandal be frowned down by every respectable citizen,

and let tattlers be regarded as quite as bad as the one slandered.

They are usually even worse, and slander others because they know

that they themselves are guilty, and in order to screen their own faults

by charging them upon their neighbors. Disregard them, there

fore, and let their spleen, as it enters one ear, pass out at the other.

One of the best means of promoting good feelings among neigh

bors is, to manifest and excite public spirit, to form literary and other

societies, be free to borrow, and glad to lend, (but always prompt

to return, and to pay damages,) and, above all, toform associations

or clubs, for the purchase of such articles as are required in fa

milies. Thus: let a dozen or more heads of families unite in

purchasing a cargo of coal, a piece of broadcloth, an assortment of

pieces of muslin, or calico, or cambric, or silk, or a hogshead of

sugar, &c., each paying his share for what he takes after they are

divided ; and this, besides saving nearly half their expense, will

excite a help-one-another feeling, and bind them together in the

bonds of fellowship. Let the members of each family make fre

quent visits, and, especially, let the " upper-crust"—the aristocrats,

those who are too good to mingle with or marry the rest of man

kind—live on their pride ; that is, let them alone, and they will

soon see their error and be induced to unite in endeavors to promote

good feeling and become useful members of society.

That this work may make more and better wives and husbands,

and also improve the social and domestic condition of man, is the

object of its publication, and the ardent prayer of its Author.
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ARTICLE I.

MY PBOPOSED COURSE.

In assuming the Editorship of the American Phrenolog

ical Journal, the public will doubtless expect a statement of

the proposed manner of conducting it. My experience in lec

turing upon, and practising, Phrenology for the last ten years,

in most of the cities and villages, and in many of the country

towns in the Union, has made me fully acquainted with one pre

dominant characteristic of our age and nation, namely, a desire

for pacts. I have found nothing else to be half as interesting

or instructive, or convincing. Phrenology shows why this is.

It shows that the exercise of the reflective faculties without the

perceptive, is comparatively valueless ; and that perceptive in

tellect must prepare the way, by collecting and treasuring up a

vast number and variety of facts, before the reflective facul

ties can draw correct conclusions. By all the abstract reason

ings of the metaphysicians, by all the thereforesand wherefores

of logicians, it sets very little store,and even rebukes the merely

speculative reasoningsof Phrenologists themselves. Indeed, the

science itself consists mainly in a compilation of coincidences

between the cerebral developements of individuals and their

intellectual and moral qualities, as evinced in feeling and action.

Reasoning is good in its proper place—and that place is after

the facts have been collected—r.'Ut unless founded on these

"stubborn things," and supported and enforced by them, it must

fall, "like the baseless fabric of a vision." It was mainly to

VOL. IV. 1.
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furnish a medium for recording and circulating these constantly

occurring phrenological facts, that this Journal* was establish

ed, and that I have sacrificed so much in its support.

Since the publication of " Phrenology Proved, Illustrated,

and Applied," all my time and energies have been consumed

in augmenting my cabinet, and in defraying the expenses of

this Journal, so that I have had no opportunity to commit to

paper those numerous and exceedingly interesting coincidences

between character and developments which have been con

stantly flowing in upon me, and which have been so long

accumulating, that many of them are liable to be lost forever.

I found the hundred pages in my work which are occupied

in giving the phrenological developements of distinguished

men, accompanied with a brief description of their lives and

characters, to constitute the most interesting portion of it, and

I intended long ago to have published a work devoted exclu

sively to this subject, in which to give the results of examina

tions, but the expenses of the Journal have thus far allowed

no time to prepare, or capital, to publish them. After months

of deliberation, and with unfeigned diffidence as to my ability

to edit the Journal, I have finally resolved to give the resultsof

those examinations .and observations to the public through its

pages, accompanied with such suggestions and directions as

may be valuable and important to the amateur. I design to

render it highly practical, and to adapt to the million, in doing

which, I shall make free use of the developemnts and charac

ters of all persons noted for peculiar or striking qualities. I

deem this due to the science and demanded by the public, and

have been long persuaded that the phrenological developments

of a man, reveal more of his true character, than all the biog

raphies that can be written. Phrenological biography is far

superior than any other biography, and is destined eventually

to become the only clear, certain, and satisfactory method of

estimating character and talents.

In founding this Journal, 1 hoped to have been able to give

a much greater number and variety of cuts than its receipts

The present Editor of the Phrenological Journal was its originator

and founder
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=thus far have enabled me to prepare,* but as the prospects of

the fourth volume are daily brightening and its subscription

list rapidly increasing, besides several hundred dollars already

pledged in its support, I hope to be able to publish a much

greater number and variety of cuts than heretofore, accom

panied with a brief statement of the characters of those rep

resented.

After mature deliberation I am fully convinced that min

iature engravings and cuts, are comparatively valueless, be

cause the reader, not knowing exactly how much some parts

have been enlarged and other diminished, has nothing certain

and tangible to rest upon. This science requires, and the

student needs, an exact representation of their originals.—

This can be done only by making its cuts the size oflife.—

But such cuts will be expensive. This expense should of right

be borne by those who are benefitted by them. I therefore

make an appeal to subscribers, Do you wish each number to

contain cuts or portraits of heads accurately drawn, and the

size of life? and will you pay for this improvement, not by

increasing the price of single subscriptions, but by augmenting

-their number? Rather than discontinue the Journal, and even

* One cause of its expenses having so far exceeded its receipts, has

been, not a lack of paying subscribers, but a want, in making the orig

inal contracts, of that shrewd, pecuniary, bargaining, acquisitive talent,

that economy in little matters of expense, bordering on closeness—

which is indispensable to a publisher; another is paying the highest

prices merely for the name of its publisher, for printing, stereotyping,

•writing, editing, &c., &c. ; a third, neglecting to see that subscribers

paid fully and punctually, besides entering loo many on its free list,

and disdaining to employ those humbug methods in obtaining subscri

bers to which many publications are almost entirely indehted for a live

lihood. Subscribers must come to me, for I have not impudence enough

to urge subscriptions upon them. But as the heavy expenses of the

stereotyping will now cease, and also the salaries of publishers, writers,

editor, &c., and as I shall adhere rigidly to the cash system of sending

out no copies until paidfor, I hope to be able to expend more upon

cuts and other like improvements. In point of mechanical execution,

this volume will be far superior to the preceding, the type having been

<cast expressly for it.

I*
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to improve it, I am willing to sacrifice hundreds of dollars an

nually, but not thousands as I have thus far been compelled

to do. By way of submitting this matter to a cash test—the

main modern standard of valuation—I intend to publish in

the next number, a correct portrait of the head of a Chinese,

the size of life, drawn to measurement from a bust taken from

hishead,and, therefore, representing exactly the shape and size

of theoriginalr and of his phrenological developments. And

when the subscription list approximates towards a thousand,

I will give one or more such portraits in every number ; so

that former subscribers who wish to secure to themselves and

the public the full benefits of this proposed improvement, and

obtai i the next thing to a cabinet of actual busts and casts, have

only to procure an additional subscriber each ; and in propor

tion to the number of subscribers obtained, will be the increas

ed value of the work to each. These portraits will also furnish

admirable illustrations of the doctrines of the Temperaments

and the Physiology, than which no subjects are more import

ant, or less understood.

My means of furnishing the originals for these drawings,

are not equalled in this country, if in any other ; and the ad

vantages of my extensive cabinet, in collecting which I have

expended several thousand dollars, and the value of which is

yet little known, will then be transferred to the pages of the

Journal, and to the librariesof subscribers, and spread over the

Union. Phrenological Biographies of Clay, Webster, Adams,

Preston, of eminent Lawyers, Jurists, Divines, and others,

accompanied with their phrenological developments, accu

rately represented by portraits the size of life, cannot fail to be

pre-eminently interesting and instructive; and I hope subscri

bers will enable me to bring them before the public.

From my experience and standing in practical phrenology,

the public have the merns of judging whether they may safely

rely upon my examinations and statements as to the size of

organs, and my inferences as to the accompanying character

istics; and from articles that have occasionally appeared in the

Journal under my signature, and also from my works upon

Phrenology, great numbers of which are already before the

public, the reader will be able to decide upon my ability to

edit the Journal,
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1 shall endeavor to render my style clear and forcible, rath-

«r than finished or elegant. The graces of style may do weH

when used in a subordinate degree, but are too apt to so gild

over, and cover up the points of ideas, as to prevent their

penetrating the mind, and leaving a district and lasting im

pression, or exciting action. A prevailing error of modern

writers is, their substituting beauty of style for strength of

thought—their laboring to produce a finished composition, to

the comparative neglect of their subject matter. The former

will never carry home a lasting convictien of the truth or im

portance of Phrenology, nor are they what the present state

of the science demands. My own organization leads me to

prefer the condensed and pointed, to the flowing or Johnsonian,

and to sacrifice the merely beautiful and ornamental upon the

altar of the plain and useful. Aware that I am less polished

and finished than the modern taste., especially of our cities

and large towns, demands, or that my Ideality was not large,

it was with much reluctance that I undertook to edit the Jour

nal, but I shall now prosecute it with baldness and energy.—

I shall narrate rather than argue, and communicate my ideas

in a plain, clear, direct, condensed, and common style, rather

than attempt to round off the periods, or polish up the sen

tences, regarding my subject matter more than my manner.

From my extensive intercourse with the mass of American

minds, I believe them to be thoroughly practical. They do

not require deep, profound, labored, learned, or lengthy essays,

but something short, plain, to the point, and that they can

understand at a glance. They drive directly at their objects,

comparatively regardless of mere outside appearances. Ta

this leadingcharacteristic of our age and nation, I shall en

deavor to adapt the Journal.*

Above all, I shall endeavor to be e±act in my statements.

Exaggeration and hyperbole are not necessary. They are

even positively injurious, to true science. Naked truth, unvar

nished/acte, exactly as they occur, are what is mainly required.

* It is said that Webster was once asked upon what he most relied to

make those deep and lasting impressions for which he is so justly cele

brated, to which he replied, " On clothing my ideas in plain, cormnori

words of Saxon origin."
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These the reader shall have. He may place full reliance

upon every description of either character or developmeut

given in the Journal. As often as practicable, I shall give

measurements, but I shall have occasion elsewhere to show-

that an accurate eye is far preferable to any measuring instru

ment.

A knowledge of Physiology, and with it, of those conditions

of the body which are productive of given states of the mind,

and also of the influences of various kinds of food, drink,

climates, temperatures, habits, &c,upon the intellect and moral

manifestations, is probably more needed, if not more sought

for, at this time, than any other species of information. To

ignorance on these subjects, may be traced most of the physi

cal evils, pains, and sufferings, as well as moral maladies and

vices, which now so afflict mankind, and their remedy is to-

be found only in the dissemination of correct physiological

and phrenological facts and principles. To give these, will be

a leading object of this Journal.

Opponents will be let pretty much alone,partly because few

of them are worth noticing, but mainly because to show what

Phrenology is, constitutes not only the most unanswerable

refutation of their objections, but by far the most convincing

proof of its truth. Argument and discussion seldom convince

or convert men. They only excite Combativeness, Firmness,

and Self-Esteem, and thereby render them still more tenacious

of their errors. Let unbelievers mostly alone, and they

will often convince themselves, whereas arguing against them,

generally drives them farlher from the- end desired-

Phrenology shows lohy this is. It shows that men should be

influenced by appeals, not to their animal nature, but to their

moral and intellectual powers, whose province it is to hold the

helm of action and belief. And surely the advocates of such

a science, should conciliate, not denouuce, unbelievers. I

shall therefore answer no opponent for the sake of victory, but

only where replies will enable me the better to present my own

facts and evidences. When I have been thoroughly provoked

by misrepresentation and injustice—when it would seem that

every principle (of right and justice, if not of self-defence

demanded severity and sarcasm, acting upon this principle,.
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I have often abstained from rebuke because I wished to prac

tice the science I profess.

Nor shdll fear or favor ever deter me from exposing the

false doctrines and erroneous practices of the age, however

popular or fashionable they may have become. A. thousand

customs exist diametrically opposite to the dictates of Phren

ology. No true phrenologist can refrain from shedding the

tear of pity over the self-induced evils and miseries of mankind,

or help feeling indignant at his perversions and distortions of

the high ends and noble gifts of his nature. The causes and

the remedy of these evils, Phrenology clearly points out.

Society must be reformed, and this science, under God, is

destined to become the pioneer in this great and good work.

To undertake this reform is hazardous, because it pre-supposes

opposition to the existing order of things, which always brings

down the vengeance of those who are opposed, upon the heads

of the innovators. To fall in with those evils, and to aid in

riveting their chains, is the politic course, their opposition,

is worse than a mere thankless task ; but if I ever sacrifice

truth upon the altar of interest, if I ever fail fearlessly to ex

pose evils even though in high places, and clothed in the garb

of religion too, "let my right hand forget its cunning, and my

tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth." If this Journal must

not show up existing evils in bold relief, and point to their

true remedy, if cannot tell the whole truth without fear or

favor, if it cannot maintain its existence without temporizing

with wrong and evading the right, it is not worth supporting.

Phrenology is pre-eminently a moral andphilanthropic science,

though generally regarded in the opposite light. It clearly

exposes the wrong, and beautifully unfolds the right, pointing

to the true pole-star of happiness and virtue, both public and

private. A knowledge of it lays the axe of reform at the root

of those evils and vices that have bees engrafted upon society,

and to be imbued with its true spirit, is to use this axe in cutting

away these evils. But woe to the user of this axe ! If I

were obliged to obtain my living by the income of this Journal,

I should be compelled to temporize; but, thank heaven, I

am not. I am abundantly able and willing to pursue an in

dependent course, unawed, uninfluenced by frown or favor,
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by patronage or the want of it. I write, not to please, but to

benefit, mankind, relying for my reward upon the conscious

ness of doing good, and doing right. The tone of my lectures

in this respect, especially within the last two years, will be

found to be a sample of my manner of conducting the Journal.

May Benevolence be my prompter, Conscientiousness my law

giver, and Intellect my guide.

ARTICLE II.

NATIONAL HEADS CHINESE.

Among all the subjects interesting and instructive to the

Phrenologist, none is probably more so than the examination

of National Heads. Nations, as well as individuals, have

distinctly marked qualities of mind and feeling which charac

terize them as nations ; and although the individuals composing

each nation may differ from each other in their shades of char

acter, just as the leaves of a given tree differ from other leaves

on the same tree, still each will bear the type of his nation clear

ly stamped upon his phrenological developments, by which he

can be as readily distinguished from individuals of any other

nation, as the leaves of the maple or hickory can be distin

guished from those of other trees. Scarcely any where can we

find stronger evidence of the truth of Phrenology, than that

afforded by a comparison of these national heads. For in

stance, the French head presents large Approbativeness and

small Self-Esteem, which corresponds with their extreme sen

sitiveness to every thing touching their national and individual

honor, with their love of the fashionable, and their being the

arbiters, of the fashions of the civilized- world, their national

gaiety, their love of pomp, titles, &c.

The English have large Firmness, Self-Esteem, and Combat-

iveness, which give resolution and firmness. Hence that

indomitable perseverance, that resistless energy which bears

down every thing before it, subduing, or laying under contribu

tion, most of the nations of the world, and making even the
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elements theirservants. By stepping across the British lines into

the territory of our Canadian neighbors, we find their phreno

logical developmentsdifferent materially from our own,although

their language, origin, and manners are much the same. Even

the heads of northern men compared with those of southern, of

the inhabitants of the east compared with those of the west, al

though of the same genus, differ so materially in their species as

to be readily distinguishable from each other. It is not my pur

pose here to inquire why heads growing south of Mason and

Dixon's line, differ so essentially from a Bay State Yankee, or

a real down easter, but simply to state the fact, and show

wherein the heads of nations differ, and how perfectly their

national developments harmonize with their national characters.

I intend to give a series of articles on this interesting subject,

and shall commence with the Chinese. Till of late, little has

been known of this most extraordinary people. A few

years ago, I took the bust of a Chinese for my cabinet. His

temperament was peculiar to himself, differing from all the

others I have taken ; being a compound of sanguine and

lymphatic. He was thick-set, square-built, broad-shouldered,

large chested, and compactly organized throughout. His

hair was very abundant, coarse, stiff, and dense, indicating a

coarse, animal temperament. His motions were quick, and his

step elastic. His flesh was unusually dense and firm ; but his

nervous or mental organization was quite inferior to his vital

or physical developments. His head was moderate in size, and

round rather than long or high. His leading organs were

Amativeness, Adhesiveness, Inhabitiveness, Acquisitiveness,

Secietiveness, Approbativeness,Conscientiousness, Veneration,

Benevolence, Constructiveness, Individuality, Eventuality, and

Language, which were all very large. Marvellousness and

Hope were large; while Self-Esteem, Combativeness, Destruc-

tiveness, and Causality were moderate or small. The head as

a whole did not evince much power, though integrity, good

feeling, and a love of physical pleasures were strongly indi

cated upon it. This cast may be seen in our cabinet.

A short time since, I was deeply interested in a visit to

"Dunn's Chinese Collection," which, besides containing a great

number and variety of rich and gorgeous costumes, of splendid
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and magnificent drapery, of mechanical implements and other

"things" illustrative of the mannersand customs of the country,

derives its chief interest, especially to the Phrenologist, from its

painted and modelledfigures, said to be accurate copies of their

originals, taken from living Chinese, in their actual dresses,

occupations, &c. Some were admiring the slippers, from three

to four inches in length, worn by the Chinese ladies of fashion;

examining their beautifully embroidered robes and gorgeous

dresses; and others still were attentively surveying their

mechanical, household,and other implements whilst we found

ourselves riveted involuntarily to the contemptation of their

physiological and phrenological developments, as indices of

their minds and morals. Go where he will, see what or whom

he may, the Phrenologist has within himself a mental feast, a

repast of mind on mind, of which others know nothing. Always

has the study of mind deeply interested mankind. But phys

iognomy, the facial angle, metaphysics, ethics, and all the other

forms in which mind has been studied, are shorn of their interest

and utility when compared with the study of mind through

Phrenology. Hence it was the phrenological developments of

these Chinese strangers, that first and mainly interested us.

The leading feature that arrested our attention, was the

fact that each cast, class, and occupation, had an organization

peculiar to itself. This was no more than we expected. We

have long desired to visit the eastern world to witness the extent

of this uniformity. Their physiology diners totally from that

of all the other nations of which we have seen specimens.

In the Oriental Museum, in Salem, Mass., we saw a modelled

stature, and in Dunn's Chinese Collection, a painting of Hoqua,

the richest of the Chinese merchants, who could pay the

enormous sum of $ 100,000 for the title of Mandarin of the

first class, and $50,000 for defraying the expenses of his

daughter's wedding. He is very tall, being over six feet, and

has the best temperament we saw in the collection, it being

bilious-nervous. Corpulency is much admired, as is also long

and delicate fingers; the former indicating a predominance of

the vital, or of the sanguine-lymphatic, temperament, and the

latter, the absence of the motive or bilious temperament.

The half open eyes of the Chinese, their sleepy, or at least
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dull and heavy, countenances, their apparently indolent pos

tures, and other similar evidences, proclaim them to be an

ease-loving people ; yet they are far from being idle. They

evidently lack that energy, that intensity of feeling, and

that vigor of mind, which characterize the Anglo-Saxon

race. Every thing indicates that they take the world easily,

and enjoy animal life, yet have little strength of mind, or force

of intellect and feeling, but much of the kind, good, soft,

omiable, and pleasure-loving. The bilious temperament is

wanting, as is evinced by their plump, oval forms, flat and

moderately sized noses, which are broad at their base, and the

want of energy and expression in their countenances. They

seem to have none of those lines and prominence of features,

none of that distinctness of muscle which characterize our own

race, and which always accompany the bilious or energetic

temperament.

Their diet, love of animal indulgence in eating, &c., lead to

the same conclusion. Says the Catalogue of Dunn's Collec

tion: "The wealthier Chinese are much addicted to gastronom

ic pleasures, and are as delicate in their tastes as any other

epicures ; but pinching poverty makes the mass as little fastid

ious as can well be conceived. They make little use of beef

or mutton, owing to the scarcity of pasturage. Of animal

food, the most universal is pork. Their maxim is, 1 The

scholar forsakes not his books, nor the poor man his pig.'

Immense quantities offish are consumed. Ducks are reared

in large numbers, and wild fowls, of various species, are abun

dant. The flesh of dogs, cats, rats, and mice, enters into the

bill of fare of the Chinese poor. The larva; of the sphinx-moth >

and a grub bred in the sugar-cane, are much relished, as also

sharks' fins, the flesh of wild horses, the sea-slug, and a soup

made of a species of birds'-nests. At an imperial feast given

to the last British embassy, a soup concocted of mare's milk

and blood was among the dishes!

"Of vegetables they have a large variety, not needful to

mention. Rice is the most esteemed and the most abundant.

Certain sailors once asked Gutzlaff whetherthe western barba

rians used rice, and as he was rather slow in replying, they

exclaimed, 1 0, the sterile regions of barbarians, which produce
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not the necessaries of life : strange that the inhabitants have

not long ago died of hunger !' "

This physical temperament, though unfavorable to the de

velopment of mind as such, or to deep, philosophizing, origin

ating intellect, is favorable to the exercise of perceptive intel

lect, and of the feelings.

(To be continued.)

ARTICLE III.

PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY NO. 1.

DIRECTIONS FOB MAKING EXAMINATIONS, WITH RULES FOR FINKING THE

ORGANS.

It is so much easier for men to reason than observe, to

speculate than inquire for truth at the shrine of experiment,

that even Phrenology, this matter-of-fact science, although

founded exclusively upon observation, is in danger of becom

ing more hypothetical than practical. Most of its writers deal

too much in the abstract and argumentative. They reason

ably, and perhaps correctly, upon its various applications to

law, politics, medicine, insanity, education, religion, &c., yet

scarcely one in a thousand of its believers or advocates know

how to institute phrenological experiments, or make correct

observations upon character and talents. If one half the time

now spent in arguing its merits, were but occupied in learning

the location of its organs, and in applying it in practice, its

opponents would be silenced or converted, and the science

progress much more rapidly and certainly than it now docs.

The object of this series of articles will be to teach learners

how to examine heads, and to induct beginners into the exper

imental part of the science. This is the one great desideratum.

Here it is that most works and writers fail, yet this is the very

point of all others, to the attainment of which the learner's

attention should be mainly directed. Success or failure here,

isfundamental. It is upon this point that I propose to give
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instruction. I shall endeavor to point out as clearly as

possible, the physical and cerebral conditions and indications

of given intellectual and moral manifestations; and to give

rules by which the uninstructed by learn the location of the

organs, and their appearannes when large' and small, and be

enabled to make successful observation. They will contain

the results of long and varied experience in the practical

application of Phaenology to the delineation of character and

talents.

Upon the value and importance of a practical knowledge

of Fhrenology, it is needless here to dwell. That it exceeds

that of any other science or knowledge, if not of all others

combined, is self-evident. Considered merely as a matter of

amusement, it excels all the museums and theatres, all the

operas and parties, all the romances, garnet of chance, fashion

able resorts, and all the other contrivances for amusement, put

together. Its study and application possess all their capacity

to afford recreation, without any of their evils ; combining the

highest gratification with the greatest benefit which the human

mind is capable of experiencing. In short, no other class of

experiments throughout nature, are equally interesting, or

instructive, as all who witness or make them, testify by their

devotion to the science.

" But." says one, "obtaining this practical knowledge is

quite as difficult as it is valuable. None but those who devote

their entire lives to this one thing, can ever excel in it. This,

few are able to to do." This objection is founded in error. It is

granted that to learn, so as to apply, all the phrenological con

ditions, does indeed require a vast amount ofstudy, with a most

rare and fortunate organization ; but who knows all of any

science? Only the mere threshhold, even of Astronomy and

Mathematics, has yet been entered. Their full extent, the

human mind can never fathom. So with Phrenology ; and yet

to begin its study, is by no means difficult. No labored prepar

ation, no profouud knowledge of Latin or Greek, nor even of

Anatomy, is indispensable, though their assistance is valuable.

No committing of rules, no tedious study of first principles, is

demanded. Only two simple requisitions are necessary ; the

first, to know the function of a single faculty, and the second,
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to ascertain the location of its organ. These learned, he can

begin his examinations at once ; and always afterwards,

whenever he sees either, can observe the concomitance of the

other. If in addition to this, he can learn the function of a

second faculty, and then of a third, and the location of their

organs, so much the better. He can then combine the relative

influences of each, and watch their effects upon the characters

and talents of their possessors. Unlike Mathematics and most

of the other sciences, he is not obliged to have comprehended

all that precedes. He can begin anywhere, and stop wherever

he pleases, without losing the knowledge obtained. And

what is most fortunate, the impressions made by these experi

ments are so much more vivid and lasting than those made by

almost any other mental operation, that they can seldom be

effaced, besides the pleasure attendant upon the mere making

of them. If you do not possess the developments requisite

for excelling in practical Phrenology, this deficiency only

affords an additional motive for prosecuting a study which is

better calculated to discipline the mind, improve the memory,

and increase defective organs, than any other study or mental

exercise whatever.

But to proceed with our rules. Th J.y are, ]st, make your

Jirst observation upon the Physiology, which involves also the

Temperaments. However important a knowledge of these

may be to amateurs, our restricted limits forbid its being pre

sented ; but I intend to publish in the Journal a series of ar

ticles on the influences of the various Temperaments and or

ganizations upon the mental manifestations, showing what

forms and general aspects of body accompany given disposi

tions and talents, illustrated by appropriate cuts, probably the

size of life. I allude here to but one physiological condition,

and to that, because it lays at the very foundation of all

phrenological arid physiological observation; probably never

before mentioned. It is this.

There is one general type which pervades both the body and

mind of every individual. The entire man, both mentally and

physically, is cast in one and the same mould throughout.

That there exist a harmony and proportion of parts, a common

resemblance of every portion of the body to every other, and
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in short, a unity of construction throughout, is apparent to all.

It is in harmony with this principle that, from the length of the

fleck, or of any bone or part of the body, anatomy predicts

with accuracy that of any other portion. Thus, if the face is

long, the fingers, hands, arms, all the limbs, and all the bones

of the body, will also be long. Indeed, everything appertaining

to the person will be extended, the individual tall, and the phren

ological organs also long instead ofbroad. This construction de

notes great activity. But when the face is broad, the whole per

son will be built upon the broad principle ; the shoulders will be

wide, the chest deep,and the person short, thick-set, square-built,

&c. The phrenological organs will also be broad, and the head

wide rather than high, which denotes strength, power of

endurance, animal vigor, long life, and a love of ease and phy

sical pleasure, rather than a tendency to spontaneous action.

Not only is there this common resemblance of every portion

of the body to every other portion, but it also extends to the

mind, so that the cast, contour, or leading characteristics even

of the intellect and feelings, may be learned from those of the

body. Thus, if the features of the face be irregular, projecting,

or homely, not only will every portion of the body partake of

this irregular and projecting characteristic, but the phrenological

organs will be unevenly developed, and the head be peculiar

in shape; full of protruberances and depressions, or hills and

hollows, and the mind, feelings, arid character equally uneven,

peculiar, and eccentric. He will present many strong and

weak points ; be " sui generis lack uniformity and consist

ency of character, opinion, and conduct; be likely to be driven

back and forth hy strong currents and counter currents of

excitement ; and to be the subject of many changes, incidents,

vicissitudes, and remarkable events. His ideas and expressions

will depart from the common order. In short, he will do and

say many singular things. But if his features be regular

and in no way marked or striking, he will be likely to have

good common sense and judgment, and few excesses or defects;

to "hold the even tenor of his way," and like a round ball, to

roll smoothly along the floor of life. When the nose is sharp,

pointed, and angular, not only will the whole body be built

upon the same principle of angularity, and the cheek bones
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and all the bones and joints be angular, the teeth sharp, and

consequently liable to early decay, and the voice sharp, high,

and shrill, but the phrenological developments also will be

angular; which always indicates and accompanies sharp and

intense feelings; posiiive likes and dislikes; strong preposses.

sions and prejudices; a susceptibility of exquisite enjoyments

and the keenest suffering ; eager desires, with correspondingly

vigorous efforts to gratify them, which gives efficiency ; a clear

active mind; quick perceptions ; a fiery, irritable temper, with

fervidness in all the mental operations. This explains the

proverb, that " a sharp nose indicates a scold," yet it equally

indicates a spontaneous flow of all the feelings, good as well

as bad, together with a liability to be governed more by impulses

than by " sober second thoughts." If the face be cast in the

mould of beauty, not oxly will the form of the whole body be

also exquisite and perfect, and the manners graceful, polished,

and refined, but even the mind and feelings will also partake

of the same exquisiteness which characterizes the body.

Beauty is not merely " skin deep." It extends even to the

inner man, and pervades the whole being.* But if the features

are coarse and hard favored, not only will the skin and hail

be also coarse, but the feelings, expressions, and actions,

partaking of the same rough characteristics, will be unpolished,

severe, and harsh, and the voice heavy und coarse : but when

either the hair or skin is fine, the other will be also fine ; and

the feelings fine, exquisite, refined and delicate. The voice

will also be fine and soft ; its tones tender, touching, thrilling,

and pathetic, as well as full of feeling.

In like manner also, the manners, walk, carriage, mode of ex

pression, chirography, and in short, every look, word, and action,

will bear the same impress which characterizes the construc

tion of the body. Hence, a truly great man never has a

* Men's opinions as to what and who are beautiful, vary as their

phrenological developments differ. On this point, that is, on the

application of Phrenology to various kinds of criticism, I have some

remarks in store. If to the doctrine presented in ihe text, it should be

objected that beauty of face is often coupled with a sour temper, I

reply, that this is not true of real beauty, unless accompanied with phy

sical disease, and that the preceding remarks on sharrj noses will cleat

up this point.
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prettyface, because exquisiteness belongs to a directly opposite

species of organization.* But he will have bold, prominent,

strongly marked features, and look so singularly that his

face once seen, will never be forgotten. The impress of

greatness will be stamped upon every feature of his face, upon

every expression of his voice and countenance, upon his walk,

his look, his every action. Webster is a Webster in his walk,

his looks, and features, as well as in his speeches ; his body

and mind both being cast in the same mould of greatness. Men

great in one particular line, have a remarkable or peculiar con

formation, walk, countenance, manner of thinking, action, and

expression, being odd and eccentric, and differing from the com

mon run of people throughout, and are usually homely.

So, also, mean, or ugly, or cunning, or roguish persons, will

have a mean, or hateful, or low-lived, or down-cast look, walk,

and expression, which expose the construction of their minds.

A fashionable dandy, whose walk is mincing, artificial, Miss

Nancy-nincy, and as though he was treading upon eggs ; who

employs the minuet step'of the dancing room; who bows, and

scrapes, and simpers ; who is extra-polite, and attends to little

matters, is of small calibre ; dances in a peck measure ; and is

as incapable of a great thought, or act, or feeling, as a lillipu-

tian. He is contracted throughout, and hollow at that, having

but little sense. Butwhoever walks fast,and goes straight ahead,

bearing down whatever is in his way, is forcible and energetic,

carrying every thing before him. His mental operations are

rapid and efficient. He feels, talks, and acts just as he walks

—right straight ahead, directly at his mark. Governed by

this same law, those who eat fast, also work fast, think fast,

feel fast, talk fast, and accomplish much in a short time. But

whoever eats slowly, is lazy; dull of comprehension and feel

ing, ; stupid, sleepy, slow-moulded in both mind and body ;

and only half feels, or thinks, or desires, or acts, and hence

effects but little.

This principle explains why it is that a prominent nose in

dicates mental power. Not that a projecting nose causes

talents, nor talents cause a large nose ; but both originate from a

Hence, for a man to be called "pretty," "handsome," ^"beauti

ful," "delicatelooking," &c., is a doubtful compliment,

voi. iv.—2.
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vigorous organization. The Bilious Temperament gives prom-

inance to every feature, and to the nose among the rest, and

also, a vigorous and powerful brain, which gives the talent.

This same principle holds good in its other applications to the

other forms of the nose, and to all the features, and indeed to

all the physiognomical signs.

This doctrine is not Physiognomy. It is pure Phrenology,

in connexion with Physiology, or rather with the organization.

We predicate nothing on the lines of the face, and make no

use of the signs of Lavater, but are governed solely by the

Phrenological developments. True, we employ these phys

iognomical signs to ascertain these developments. They

reveal the stamp, or mould in whichthe entire man, phrenologi

cal developments included, is cast. In this world, mind is un

questionably dependent upon organization. Its action is modi

fied by that organization, and the conditions and qualities of

the character and talents can be learned from those of this

organization. This principle explains the relations which the

eye bears to the mind, showing why and how this organ be

comes "the window of the soul." Let the student of Phren

ology but observe this type of the organization, and see what

is the general principle upon which both the mind and body

of any person are constructed, and he will have a key which

unlocks all about him, even though it may be dark or hidden.

He will be upon the right track, which, followed out in its ap

plications to the particular developments of the organs, will

place him in possession of whatever is primary or fundamental

about the person. And we put it to every reader, whether this

one rule does not form a far shorter and better basis even for

physiognomical observations, than all the lines, angels, and

rules of Lavater put together. This constitutes the root and

trunk, they the branches only, of the tree—man.

This subject is closely allied to that of the natural language

of the faculties, which teaches those postures and positions into

which the organs, when large and active, throw the head and

body, they being always in the line of the acting organs. This

highly interesting and instructive subject, reveals the predomi

nant characteristics at a passing glance, even at a distance, and

we hope our patronage may be sufficient to enable us to bring
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it fully before our readers, amply illustrated by appropriate

cuts of the whole persons of men noted for predominant

qualities, showing their posture, hold of the head, contour of

expression, &c.

ARTICLE IV.

PHRENOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS OF WILLIAM HENRT HARRISON,

LATE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

 

The following is taken from the Phrenological Almanac for

1842, edited by Mr. L. N. Fowler, who kindly loaned us the

cut.

The head of the late President Harrison was rather large

and very active. He had a predominance of the Nervous
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Bilious Temperament,with a full development of the Sanguine.

His whole organization was well adapted to endurance, both

physical and mental. His constitution was naturally strong

and vigorous, bearing the indications of his having originated

from a healthy and long-lived family. There was great con

sistency and uniformity between his bodily and mental powers,

each sympathizing with, and aiding, the other. His head was

strongly marked, being very high and long, but comparatively

narrow. His leading mental qualities grew out of his strong

social feelings, moral sentiments, and observing intellect—the

selfish faculties as a class, having but a limited influence.

His social organs were all very large, rendering him strongly

attached to his friends, and capacitating him for great enjoyment

in social and domestic life. Benevolence was large, which, with

his strong social feelings,made him fond of society,kind-hearted,

and hospitable, and, with moderate Acquisitiveness, his own

happiness would be secured by promoting the happiness of his

friends. Inhabitiveness was large, which with strong feelings

created strong domestic attachments, a love of home, and of

dwelling in one place. Of the strength of this faculty in Gen.

Harrison, we have sufficient evidencein his heroic defence ofthe

western frontier against the aggressions of the wily savages.

Cautiousness was larger than Secretiveness, giving him a

great amount of prudence and forethought, with but little art

or cunning ; and also more frankness and straight-forwardness

of conduct, than either tact or management. Combativeness

was large, and Destructiveness only full, giving him courage

without severity ; energy and force of character, without reck

lessness of conduct or indifference as to human suffering, always

avoiding, if possible, the infliction of pain. His head was very

fully developed in the coronal-occipital region, indicating great

ambition, a high sense of character, and a strong love of liberty.

Approbativeness was larger than Self-esteem, rendering him

very affable, polite, and disposed to exchange his thoughts and

feelings in a common, familiar manner, rather than to manifest

a haughty, distant, and aristocratical spirit. His Conscientious

ness, Benevolence, and Veneration were all large, and had

a great influence on his character, giving him a clear and strong

sense of justice,joined with much devotional feeling and regard
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for things sacred, with greatkindness,sympathy, and humanity

towards objects in want and distress. The organs in the side

of the head, Acquisitiveness, Constructiveness. and Ideality,

were not large, and had not a marked influence on his character.

His Mirthfulness was only fair, giving him considerable humor

and hilarity, but not much wit or sarcasm. His intellectual

faculties were naturally strong and well balanced. His percep

tive intellect was better developed than the reflective. He

possessed sound judgment, good common sense, and excellent

business talents, qualifying him for almost any station in life.

Such were the phrenological developments and character of

the late William Henry Harrison—a truly greatand good man.

ARTICLE V.

EXAMINATION OP A COLORED SERVANT GIRL.

A short time since, Mrs. H., of Philadelphia, brought her

servant-girl to my office for examination. The moment I

teuched her head, I discovered great Secretiveness and

Acquisitiveness, and exclaimed, "Cunning as a fox, and also

light-fingered ; yet she is too conscientious to retain what she

has stolen, or to carry out her deceptions. I have rarely seen

such large Conscientiousness, combined with so much Secretive

ness and Acquisitiveness. Hence, question her closely, and

she will tell the whole truth,and restore the stolen property.

Such is her combination, that every thing depends upon her

education and treatment. She is very bad, and yet very good.

Only manage rightly"—-"Ah, that's the very point," said Mrs.

H. ; "that is just what I came for. Do pray tell me, if possible,

how I can manage her, for she gives me a world of trouble.

She will steal every thing she can lay her hands upon, and is

one of the most cunning and deceptive creatures I ever saw."

I replied, "Her large Conscientiousness gives you one sure hold

upon her, and her intellect another. Reason with her and she

will understand and feel its force, and if you impress upon her

a sense of right and guilt, she will repent and reform ; but
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as Firmness is only moderate, she will not stay reformed. She

wishes and intends to do better, but yields to temptation. Bear

with her errors and aid her in correcting them, forher intentions

are better than her actions. . Press her Conscientiousness, and

you will get along with her ; but blaming, or scolding, or

chastisement, will only make her worse. When she has done

wrong, wait till she becomes cool, and talk to her not reproach

fully, nor as though she had forfeited all claims to a good

character, but encouragingly, as though she might and should

do better. She should be reasoned with, not commanded. By

these means you will reform her, and once reformed, she will

make an excellent servant, for she has great physical strength,

and is able to do much ; and also Benevolence, so that she can

be made willing. So strong is her Love of Approbation,that

she is very anxious to preserve her character ; therefore do not

talk to her as though she had lost it, nor accuse her, nor throw

her faults continually into her face, but be good to her, appeal

to her sense of right, to her gratitude, of which she has much,

and you will conquer her deceitful and pilfering habits. All

the rest is right.

Mrs. H. knew something of Phrenology, and replied that

she had pursued much the same course as that recommended,

•'but," said she, " I find her character so contradictory that I do

not know what to make of,or to do with,her. She will steal and

lie with a brazen face, deny, in the most positive terms, what is

true, and is the pest of the neighborhood, but when I sit down

and talk with her, tell her how wrong her conduct, and how

wicked it is to falsify and take what belongs to others, she will

cry like a child ; promise to reform, and seem full of repentance,

and then she will go and do the same things over again. But

she is better now than she has been. You have described her

exactly as she is."

Turning to the girl, I told her that she could and should

mend her ways ; that she would steal and lie, and that as she

grew up, every body would look at her head and see by it just

what she was ; but if she would only continue to do right, her

head would improve. As I talked, the tears flowed freely down

her cheeks. She promised reform, and felt encouraged in her
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efforts to do right, and to subdue her bad habits and propensi

ties.

This case suggests two things ; first, that a phrenological

examination affords the very best method to be found, of telling

any one of their faults, because they are told, not by one who

is prejudiced, or who has reiterated the fault, accompanied with

reproaches, for the thousandth time, till the reproof only irritates

to madness ; but it is told scientifically—told with authority,

and it must be so. Secondly, we should make more allowances

for people than we are accustomed to do. This girl's Consci

entiousness was large, and she desired lo do right, but her

Secretiveness and Acquisitiveness often overcame her good

will, and her weaker Firmness and Self-esteem, left her

a prey to her easily besetting sins ; and then her wounded

Conscientiousness and Approbativeness would torment her

with poignant compunctions of remorse and shame. Many,

when they would do good,find evil present with them. Towards

such we should exercise forbearance and forgiveness, virtues

now-a-days quite too rare, even among so called Christians.

TO PHRENOLOGISTS.

The spirit of Phrenology is a spirit of Benevolence. It desires to

belter the condition of mankind, and is generally guided by correct

principles. This is one main cause of the devotion of its disciples.

Looking with the optics of Phrenology, they for the first time discover

many defects in our social system, many things to be wrong, many evils

to be corrected. These same optics also show them the causes and the

remedy of these evils. Phrenology opens the eyes of the intellect and

expands the pulsations of the heart. 1 1 creates a new current of feeling,

and opens up new and rich mines of ideas, invigorating all the mental

operations. Those who have intellectual powers capable of compre

hending its sublime principles and their ultimate bearings, and with them

moral feeling enough to imbibe its true spirit—and these are few—feel

that a new sun has dawned upon them, and desire that its rays might

enlighten and cheer all mankind. They prize it above all price, and

describe it as above all description. It teaches forbearance and incul

cates charity. It calls forth all the latent energies of intellect, and opens

new fountains of feeling. It creates new springs of action, new objects

of desire and pursuit, new motives of conduct, and those of grert power.

Its mines of subject matter for reflection and contemplation, are exhaust-

less, and its treasures rich beyond all comparison or description.
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It is not surprising, therefore, that our card of March last, stating that

this Journal, unless better supported, must be discontinued, called forth

responses like the letter of "Albert," (see vol. III., No. 8, p. 358,)and

like th.e following, extracted from a letter to the Editor from E. '

Smith, of Erwinton, S. C. :

" [ received your notice that unless some greater efforts were made

the friends of the Journal, it must cease with the present vol

If you resolve to continue the Journal for another year, upon reach"

Augusta, I will purchase a draft for $50, and forward it to the publishv..,

in support of the next volume, and will then seek to procure as manj

subscribers as I can. I am willing to try and continue the above amoinr

for three years, provided it is needed, and the Journal sustains its ch

acter. I would regret exceedingly to see the work cease."

C. Townson, Esq., of Ann Aibor, remarks as follows : "I can

you that, next to my religion, I consider Phrenology dearer to me th

any thing this side of heaven. It is my idol, and it is difficult for me

pursue it as I wish to, unaided by books and busts." • * 1 shall

you $10 in a few days, for seven more copies of the Journal."

Nor are these isolated cases. Many others have expressed sim

feelings, and, what is mainly needed, have accompanied them w

energetic and successful efforts to obtain subscribers. Two

phrenologists have pledged themselves to obtain one hundred su'

L. N. Fowler, as many more : and others, seven, ten, and twenty,

This encourages me greatly, and the more so when it is remembered

the receipts of this volume will decide the fate of the Journal,

one thing is now needed, namely, effort on the part of Phrenol

to obtain subscribers. And this effort must be voluntary, and put

on account of the good cause in which we and they are embark"

you, ye lovers of this benign science, to you alone, the appeal is

All that I can do, I will, do, and your co-operation must effed

balance, or the Journal mnst cease. And you must do it for this v«

Sustain this volume, and you place the Journal on a permanent fa

tion. Neglect this, the crisis in its affairs, and all is lost. No!

another soon be started. Can you hand down to posterity af

precious boon ? Will any other thing diffuse as much light, at

the very light needed ! Will any other agent of human improv

or reform be half as efficient ? What else is capable of affording

moral or intellectual gratification even? Shall "Master Hum

Clock" be devoured by the hundred thousand ? Shall those

whose main merit is love tales and "ladies' fashions," so destruc

health and virtue, and others whose only recommendation is pi

news (lies) and blackgardism, be circulated by tens of thous

Shall the "Divine Fanny" command thousands of dollars per nig!

shall countless thousands be expended yearly upon theatres andci

and even upon monkey shows and other similar extravagancie

shall a Phrenological Jonrnal, acknowledged to have been most ah

ducted, receive only the small pittance of a few hundred dollars, nj

enough to pay its Editor ? We hope not. Its present prospects I

Every true-hearted Phrenologist will say no, not by words,!

deeds. With you the issue is left. And be it remembered, th)

exertions alone during this volume, are to decide the eventful d

of its continuance or its final failure.
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ARTICLE I.

NATIONAL HEADS, NO. 2 CHINESE.

(Continued from page 12.)

Since writing our first article on this subject, we have taken

the bust of another Chinese, a lithographic drawing of

which, the size of life, will be found in the present number.

Every part is drawn to measurements, and therefore perfectly

accurate. The likeness is excellent. The cast was taken

from the head of the Chinese who came to this country accom

panied by Dr. Parker, Missionary to China. He is one of

their literati, having been a teacher, and his developments

harmonize admirably with this occupation. He understands

and speaks English tolerably well, and appears to be quite

active and intelligent. To the questions, "Do the Chinese

walk much?" he replied, "Yes, very much; more than the

Americans." "Do they ride much?" "Only a little, very

little." " How many miles do they usually walk in a day ?"

<l Fifty to sixty." His walk and manners are certainly easy

and graceful to a degree rarely seen in this country. He

appeared to be a natural gentleman, a true son of nature,

evincing good taste, and good breeding in every thing.

His Temperament is Nervous-Bilious, or Mental-Motive,

which is better adapted to a literary occupation than any

other. He moves with perfect ease; seems to walk almost

without effort; has a firm, elastic muscle; is rather tall and

slim, being about five feet, eleven inches, and weighs about 1 35

pounds. His hair is long, black, straight, and rather coarse

and stiff, and his constitution excellent.

VOL. lv.—3
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The organs most fully developed are, 1st, the Selfish Senti

ments, or Self-Esteem, Approbativeness, Firmness, and Cau

tiousness ; his head running far upwards and backwards in

this direction; (see fig. 13 on the drawing,) 2d, the Perceptive

Faculties, of which Individuality, Eventuality, and Language

are very large ; and, 3d, large social organs, especially Adhe

siveness and Philoprogenitiveness ; the head projecting far

back behind the ears. The greatest elongation of the head is

from the perceptive faculties to Self-esteem, the former of

which give memory and literary talent, and the latter, ambition,

dignity, and elevation of character, with an aspiring disposi

tion. Benevolence and Veneration are large, but the side

organs, or selfish propensities, are small. Nearly all the organs

over the middle line of the head, or those from Individuality

over Benevolence to Philoprogenitiveness, are large or very

large, and the head high and long, but narrow between the

ears; evincing much goodness, high moral feeling, and supe

rior talents for acquiring and retaining knowledge, with but

little selfishness, little force of character. His head is only

moderate in size ; it being 21 i inches around Individuality and

Philoprogenitiveness, and the forehead low, narrow, and

retreating. Comparison is fairly developed, but Causality

is pitifully small; evincing but little depth or originality of

intellect, or power of thought. His very large Language

enables him to learn his own and foreign languages, and to

converse, speak, and write with facility. Small Causality, and

a moderate sized brain, takes limited views ef subjects ; whilst

Concentrativeness and Firmness, with perceptive intellect, give

perseverance and application, especially in literary pursuits.

His predominant Self-esteem and Approbativeness, added to

this combination, give unbounded ambition, particularly in

literary pursuits; together with that pride and self-conceit

which characterize the inhabitants of the celestial Empire.

His large Veneration and Imitation enable him to imitate to

the life the manner of bowing, kneeling, &c., required of those

who approach the Emperor. His imitation of it was regarded

as most perfect, it being profound and humiliating in tho

extreme, yet perfectly graceful.

In all the modeled busts in "Dunn's Chinese Collection,"

and in the Oriental Museum in Salem, Mass., as well as in all
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the paintings of the Chinese, together with both the busts in

the Editor's collection, the organs of Individuality, Event

uality, and Language were very large, and Causality small.

They form a leading characteristic of the Chinese. If this

were not the case, how could they recollect the immense num-

' ber of words in their language ? The following extract will

show how perfectly these developments harmonize with the

character of their literature, and with their intellectual tastes

and acquirements.

" The Education and Literature of China. This is,

beyond comparison, the most interesting and instructive point of

view in which the Chinese can be contemplated. We cannot,

indeed, praise the kind of education practised in China. The

studies are confined to one unvaried routine, and to deviate in

the smallest degree from the prescribed track, would be regarded

as something worse than mere eccentricity, (Veneration large.)

Science, therefore, properly speaking, is not cultivated at all.

There is no advancement, no thirsting after fresh achievements

of knowledge, no bold and prying investigations into the

mysteries of nature, (small Causality.) Chymistry, physiology,

astronomy, and natural philosophy, are therefore at a low ebb,

(because these studies require more of the bilious temperament,

and more Causality, and especially larger heads than they are

usually found to possess.) The instruction given in their

schools is almost wholly of a moral and political complexion,

being designed solely to teach the subjects of the empire their

duties. Within the allotted circle all are educated, all must be

educated. According to Mr. Davis, a statute was in existence,

two thousand years ago, which required that every town and

village, down even to a few families, should have a common

school ; and one work, of a date anterior to the Christian era,

speaks of the " ancient system of instruction." There are

annual examinations in the provinces, and triennial examina

tions at Peking, which are resorted to by throngs of ambitious

students. (Large Approbativeness and Self-esteem, combined

with perceptive intellect.) The whole empire is a university,

a mighty laboratory of scholars. The happy men who pass

successfully through the several ordeals necessary to be under

gone, are loaded with distinctions. They are feasted at the

expense of the nation ; their names and victories are published
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throughout the empire ; they are courted and caressed ; and

they become, ipso facto, eligible to all the offices within the

gift of the sovereign. All this is that the emperor may "pluck

out the true talent" of the land, and employ it in the adminis

tration of the government. The fourteen thousand civil man

darins are, almost without exception, the beaux esprits—the

best scholars—of the realm. Educated talent here enjoys its

just consideration. All other titles to respect, all other qualifi

cations for office, are hel i as naught compared with this. This

undoubtedly, in connexion with the rigid doctrine of responsi

bility, [Conscientiousness,] is the true secret of the greatness

and prosperity, the stability and repose of the Celestial Empire.

For, as Dr. Milne truly remarks, they are the ambitious who

generally overturn governments ; but in China there is a road

open to the ambitious, without the dreadful alternative of

revolutionizing the country. All that is required of a man is

that he should give some proof of the possession of superior

abilities ; not an unreasonable requisition certainly.

"The Chinese are a reading people, [Individuality, Eventu

ality, and Language large,] and the number of their published

works is very considerable. In the departments of morals,

history, biography, the drama, poetry, and romance, there is

no lack of writings, "such as they are," [large perceptive fac

ulties.] Of statistical works, the number is also very large.

Their novels are said to be, many of them, excellent pictures

of the national manners. The plot is often very complex, the

incidents natural, and the characters well sustained, [large

Individuality, Eventuality and Ideality.] China has had, too,

her Augustan age of poetry. It is remarkable that this brilliant

epoch in Chinese letters was during the eighth century of our

era, when almost the whole of Europe was sunk in gross

ignorance and barbarism."—" Catalogue of Dunn's Chinese

Collection," pages 12 and 13.

The perfect parallelism between this description of Chinese

literature, and their developments, as a nation, is most striking,

and forms an irrefutable argument in favor of Phrenology.

Their heads show small Causality, and their literature exhibits

no new discoveries or inventions; no grasping or application of

first principles ; and mark, no progression. Their education

consists wholly in learning facts, historical, political, &c »
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including languages, &c., and this agrees perfectly with the

intellectual organization they are found to possess, namely,

very large Individuality, Eventuality, and Language, with

large Locality, full Comparison, and small Causality, with a

moderately sized brain. Let opponents explain away these

remarkable coincidences, or else admit the conclusions to which

they lead.

" We speak here not so much of the education received in

schools, as of that which consists in an early, constant, vigor

ous, and efficient training of the disposition, manners, judg

ment, and habits both of thought and conduct. This most

efficient department of education is almost wholly overlooked

and neglected by us ; but it seems to be well understood and

faithfully attended to by the Chinese. With us, instruction

is the chief part of education, with them training ; let the

wise judge between the wisdom of the two methods. The

sentiments held to be appropriate to man in society, are imbi

bed with the milk of infancy, and iterated and reiterated

through the whole of subsequent life ; the manners considered

becoming in adults, (Self-esteem and Approbativeness,) are

sedulously imparted in childhood ; the habits regarded as con

ducive to individual advancement, social happiness, and

national repose and prosperity, are cultivated with the utmost

diligence; and, in short, the whole channel of thought and feel

ing for each generation, is scooped out by that which preceded

it, [large Veneration,] and the stream always fills but rarely

overflows its embankments. The greatest pains are taken to

acquaint the people with their personal and political duties*

wherein they again set us an example worthy of imitation,

" Our rights," is a phrase in everybody's mouth, but our duties

engage but a comparatively small share of our thoughts. Vol

umes are written on the former where pages are on the latter."

—Catalogue ofDunn's Chinese Collection,pages 100 and 101.

This feature of their character is an instiuctive lesson to us

who are content with instructing the intellect, which occupies

but a small portion of the brain, whilst that great mass of brain

devoted to the feelings—the proper or improper exercise of

which, causes most of man's happiness or misery—is com

paratively overlooked.
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" Persons are selected for civil office in China with an almost

exclusive reference to their talents and education. Strange as

it may seem, there is probably no other country on the globe

where cultivated talent exercises its legitimate sway to an equal

extent. Wealth, and titular nobility, and purchased rank,

have their influence, no doubt ; but, unless accompanied by

personal merit, and, above all, by education, their power is

comparatively limited and feeble. The emperor chooses for

his officers none but men of the highest attainments and most

commanding abilities."—Catalogue of Dunn's Chinese Col

lects, page 6.

How striking the contrast between the ground of preferment

there and here. Here rich rascals are honored and toasted, and

even above the reach of law ; whilst talents and moral worth

are allowed to pass unheeded. And our politicians and public

officers are selected with scarcely the least reference to talents

or fitness, but mainly to serve party and selfish ends. Business

talents depend mostly upon these same faculties, aided by

Order, Calculation, and Acquisitiveness. Their talents in this

respect may be learned from the following extract :

" The merchants and shopkeepers of Canton, are prompt,

active, obliging, and able. They can do an immense deal of

business in a short time, and all without noise, bustle, or disor

der. Their goods are arranged in the most perfect manner, and

nothing is ever out of its place, [Order.] These traits assimi

late them to the more enterprising of the western nations, and

place them in prominent contrast. with the rest of the Asiatics.

It is confidently asserted, by those who have had the best oppor

tunities of judging, that, as businessmen, they are in advance

of Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese merchants."—Catalogue

of Dunn's Chinese Collection, p. 26.

Acquisitiveness is large in the bust alluded to on p. 9, and

in nearly every specimen in Dunn's and the Salem collections.

In accordance with this development, they are noted for their

frugality, industry, and economy. They save every thing

capable of enriching their lands, even to bones, carcases, the

hair shaven from their heads, &c. The preceding extract

referring to their trading habits, evinces large Acquisitiveness,

which is confirmed by the following:

3*
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"There is a variety of amusing inscriptions on the scrolls hung

up in the interior of some of the shops, which serve at the same

time to mark the thrifty habits of the traders. A few speci

mens are subjoined : " Gossiping and long sitting injure busi

ness." " Former customers have inspired caution—no credit

given," [Cautiousness.] "A small stream always flowing,"

[Comparison.) Goods genuine, prices true." "Trade circling

like a wheel," [Comparison.]—Catalogue of Dunn's Chinese

Collection, p. 26.

"Economy should, therefore, be held in estimation. A

store is like a stream of water, and moderation and economy ■

are like the dams which confine it, [Acquisitiveness and Com

parison.] If the course of the water is not stopped by the

dam, the water will be constantly running out, and the channel

at length will be dry. If the use of the store is not restricted

by moderation and economy, it will be consumed without stint,

and at length will be wholly exhausted."—lb. p. 102.

" There can hardly be a doubt that the Chinese manage to

get more out of an acre of ground than any other nation, the

English alone excepted. It is stated en the authority of Amiot,

that the cultivated lands of the country amount to about 596,-

172,500 English acres. This immense territory is divided into

patches of a few acres each, generally owned by the occu

pants. A rigid economy of soil is practised. With the excep

tion of the royal gardens at Peking, no land in the empire is

taken up with parks and pleasure-grounds. Of meadows there

are none ; of pasture-grounds, scarcely any. The few rumina

ting animals, scattered thinly over the country, gather a scanty

subsistance, as best they may, on mountains and marshes,

unfit for cultivation. As wheel carriages are not used, the high

ways are but a few feet wide, and nothing is thrown away

there. No fences are allowed to encumber the soil, no hedges

to prey upon its strength. Sepulchres are always on hills too

barren for cultivation. A narrow foot-path separates neigh

boring farms,and porcelain landmarks define more permanently

their respective limits. Even the sterile mountains are terraced

into fertility, and glow with ripening harvests, intermingled

with the brilliant foliage of clustering fruit trees.

But their economizing of the soil is not more rigid, than the

methods by which they seek to preserve or to renovate its
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strength are new and various. Necessity may here truly be

said to have been the mother of invention. Every conceivable

substance, possessing any enriching qualities, has been con

verted into manure. Not only lime, ashes, dung of animals,

&c., but hair of all kinds, barber's shavings, horns and bones

reduced to powder, soot, night soil, the cakes that remain after

the expression of their vegetable oil, the plaster of old kitchens,

and all kisds of vegetable and animal refuse, are among the

substances used as manures. These are all carefully collected

and husbanded, being frequently kept in cisterns constructed

for the purpose, or in earthen tubs sunk in the ground, where,

covered with straw to prevent evaporation, and diluted with a

sufficient quantity of water, they are left to undergo the putre

factive fermentation, after which they are applied to the land.

The Chinese understand well the 'enriching effects of fre

quent ploughings.* Horses or oxen are rarely attached to

their ploughs ; moie commonly a small species of buffalo; and

oftener still, men and women. Frequently the plough is not

used at all, the spade and hoe supplying its place. In the irri

gation of their lands, they display great ingenuity, and dili

gence. Their numerous rivers are here of essential utility.

Rice is their staple grain. They always get two crops a

year out of their land ; sometimes three. When a third is not

raised, the soil is nevertheless, again taxed in the production of

pulse, greens, potatoes, and other vegetables. Millet is exten

sively cultivated. Women labor on the farms equally with

the men. A stout and healthy wife is therefore a great desid

eratum with a Chinaman, and the "working wives of Kiang-

see" are said to be held in high estimation througout the

provinces.

Notwithstanding the immensity of labor bestowed on the

cultivation of the earth—and the Chinese agriculturists are

like ants or bees in respect to both their number and industry—

it seems incapable of sustaining the swarming popidation of

the empire. Hence every harbor, lake, river, and stream of

whatever description, are literally thronged and darkened by

*Sir Joseph Banks expresses his surprise that this principle is not

turned to greater account by the Europeans. Repeated ploughings are

almost the only fertilizing process known among the Hindoos.
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fishermen, who resort to the most ingenious and novel methods

of alluring and entrapping their victims. 'Nor do they forget

or omit to take care that the waters be not, as it were, depop

ulated by these ceaseless ravages. They take the utmost pains

to collect the spawns of fishes, and deposite them in convenient

places for breeding."—lb., pages 31 and 32.

They also exhibit this faculty in a species of gaming:

" Gaming prevails among the lower orders, but so much in

famy attaches to gamblers, that government officers and the

more respectable of the people are free from this taint. Dom

inoes, cards, dice, and chess, are favorite games. The venders

of fruit often gamble with purchasers in thefollowing manner :

A boy wishes a half dozen oranges. The fruit and half the

price demanded for it are laid down together. Resource is then

had to the dice box. If the urchin throws the highest number,

he pockets his money again, and gets the fruit for nothing ; if

the seller, he in like manner sweeps the stakes, and the disap

pointed gamester may whistle for oranges, or try his fortune

elsewhere."—Catalogue ofDunn's Chinese Collection, p. 16

Their Emperors also appeal to the same faculty in the form

of premiums, not for excellence in wrestling, &c., but for the

best specimens of certain manufactures.

" The deterioration, as well as the high degree of perfection

it (the manufacture of porcelain ware,) had then attained, are

easily explained. The emperors who flourished about that

period encouraged the manufacture by munificent premiums on

the most beautiful specimens, and by large annual orders for

the finer wares. A premium of 15,000 tael, or more than

820,000, was bestowedfon the manufacturer of the best speci

men ; 10,000 tacl on him who produced the second-best ; while

third-rate excellence received a reward of 5,000. The empe

rors no longer bestow any special encouragement, and hence

the decline of competition, and consequently of excellence."—

Catalogue of Dunn's Chinese Collection, p. 45.

(To be concluded in next number.)
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ARTICLE It

PHHENOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS.

In our introductory article, we alluded to the value and

importance of facts in proof and illustration of Phrenology,

accompanied with a promise to intersperse them throughout

the Journal. That promise we now proceed to redeem, by

giving an account of some public examinations.

No. 1. On the evening of the 26th of October, we examined

the head of Mr. Irish, before a large audience assembled at

St. Luke's Buildings, New York city. We ascribed to him

very small Marvellousness and Veneration, dwelling with great

emphasis upon their utter absence, and adding, by way of

illustration, that he was extremely sceptical; and required

ocular demonstration before he would believe any thing ; and

hence, that he was liable to regard religious matters as all moon

shine. The next day, he called upon us to express his disbe

lief in the existence of a God, and argued that as we could

not see him, and as none of our senses could take cognizance

of him, we could not know any thing about him, and therefore

should believe nothing.

We also described him as having small Secretiveness, great

Firmness and Self-Esteem, and small Approbativeness, the

combination of which gives openness in expressing opinions,

even though they are unpopular, together with a defiance

of public opinion, and" a feeling of " don't care." This he

evinces in the unhesitating manner in which he avows his

atheistical doctrine, and the utter contempt in which he

holds the odium incurred thereby. He even declared his

atheism before the audience, as a proof of the truth of Phre

nology. We also gave him large Language, Combativeness,

and Comparison, and nothing pleases him more than to argue

these points, to the great annoyance of others. To the above

combination, we added that as Ideality was small, his manners

and expressions were homespun and coarse ; which a subse

quent acquaintance has fully confirmed. These qualities were

so notorious that he was known all over that section of the
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city, and to most of the audience, many of whom were convin

ced of the truth and practicability of Phrenology by this exam

ination.

No. 2. On Thursday evening, Jan. 13,atClinton Hall,in exam

ining the head of Mr. , we remarked that Marvellousness

and Veneration were almost wholly wanting, but that Benevo

lence and Conscientiousness were large ; hence what little reli

gion he had (if he had any,) consisted in kindness and integrity.

The gentleman who nominatedhim for examination, then stated

that he was a noted sceptic, but strictly honest. As Acquisi

tiveness was also large, we inferred that he was close but honest,

requiring every cent, but no more, and refusing what did not

belong to him. His friend stated that this was a striking feature

of his character.

No 3. On the 28th of October, at the New York Society

Library, we gave a lecture on the evideiices of Phrenology,

and dwelt at some length upon the proof drawn from patho

logical facts.* In connection with this subject, and as a lower

order of facts of the same class, wc stated that the protracted

and vigorous exercise of any faculty, often turned the hair

covering its organ, grey ; and adduced several instances illus

trating this point. After the lecture, our brother, L. N. Fow

ler, in examining the head of Mr. Simpson, of this city, remark

ed that the organ of Benevolence was not only very large, but

covered with grey hairs, whilst the other portions of the head

were free from them. Prom this he inferred that he had expe

rienced a powerful and long continued exercise of this faculty ;

that he was doubtless then engaged in some philanthropic ob

ject ; and that his whole life had been marked by the exercise

of this faculty.

After the examination, it was stated that though he had for

merly been quite wealthy, yet that he had lost his property by

being too liberal, especially in giving too much to charitable

objects; that he was the originator of the city Orphans' Asy

lum, and mainly instrumental in bringing about that good

work; and that he was devoting all his time and energies to

reforming inebriates, in which he was zealous, even to enthu

siasm, and eminently successful. To do good seems to be the

main object of his life, as his numerous friends testified.

•Some recent facts of this class will be found detailed in our answer to,

Dr. Hamilton.
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My brother also stated that he was descended from a long

lived family, and asked what the fact was. He replied that

all his grand parents were then alive, (he was above 50,) and

two of them above 90 years old. His Order was dwelt upon

with much emphasis, as being very large, and the result show

ed that he possessed the faculty in proportion to the size of the

organ, for he was perfectly fastidious on this point. The exam

iner also remarked upon the great size of the organ of Lan

guage, and was afterwards informed that he not only learned

spoken languages with much facility, but also wasa great talker,

and a very fluent speaker. It is needless to add that in all

these cases, the examiners were entirely unacquainted with

those examined.

No. 4. Mr. P. recently brought a friend to our oflice, re

questing us to make a careful examination, and give him good

advice. We proceeded as follows : "You lack self-government ;

are too hasty and impulsive, and too liable to be carried away

by your present feelings, likes, dislikes, and first impressions,

&c. ; which besides being almost spontaneously active, are too

deep rooted to be eradicated- You also speak out what you

think and feel, and just as you feel it.

You are too independent for your own good ; are too unben

ding and determined ; run square against the beam rather than

stoop to avoid it, and are wilful and headstrong in the extreme ;

besides being too sure that you are in the right. You may ask

advice but refuse to follow it ; insist upon being your own man

and master; are too combative, and the more you are opposed

or driven, the more obstinate you become.

Within three years, your Combativeness, Destructiveness,

and Self-Esteem have been excited much more than before

that period. You have had much to contend against; have

fought a hard battle with somebody or something ; and had

much to anger you.

"Stop," said Mr. P., "Mr. F. has now told you just what I

brought you here to be told. Have I not warned you a thou

sand times that you were driving yourself mad by your obsti

nate refusal to make up with your parents ? Mr. F. says

these organs are too large and too active. Hence it is you, and

not your parents, whose duty it is to yield and conciliate." Hs

then confessed that his difficulty with his parents, whom ha
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both loved and hated, almost made him deranged, yet he said

he would die sooner than yield one iota, even though his pa

rents had tried a variety of means to induce him to return.

The data from which we inferred this recent action, was the

sharpness of the organs at their head, a point which we shall

more fully explain hereafter. Mr. P. regarded the examina

tion throughout as a perfect transcript of his character.

No. 5. At a public examination in Rochester, N. Y., of the

Deputy Sheriff of that city, we stated that there had been a

change in his circumstances or business within the last three to

five years, which had called Self-Esteem and Combativeness

into unusual activity. One of the audience called out, " He

knows him." We assured the audience that we had never

seen him, and knew nothing of his business, which he con

firmed. On being asked by one of the audience on what

development we founded this remark, we replied, that Com

bativeness and Self-Esteem were not large, yet were sharp at

their heads, which denoted recent activity ; and that activity

through life would have rendered the organs larger and broader.

He had been a Deputy Sheriff for three years, and the

promptness and resolution which he had evinced, had sur

prised all who had before witnessed his general modesty and

peaceableness. No calling requires the exercise of these

organs more than this.

At a public examination in Clinton Hall, January 20th, we

remarked the absence of Cautiousness in a gentleman, and

inferred that he was rash, and therefore liable to misfortunes.

A friend of his stated that we were incorrect, and that he was

considered very prudent. We re-asserted the absence of Cau

tiousness, and staked our reputation on the fact, and then ap

pealed to the young gentleman himself.' He said that his

friends were always telling him, that his utter recklessness

would yet cost him his life. Phrenology often tells a man's

character much more accurately than any of his neighbors.

vol. iv.—4.
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ARTICLE III.

AN INDICATION OF THE ACTIVITY OF A FACULTY.

To the means of ascertaining the activity of any faculty by

the sensations of its organ, contained in the following commu

nication, we invite particular attention. The writer's observa

tions strike us with much force, not only as being in harmony

with our own observation and experience, but also as analogous

to pathological facts, and to the one on page 35, in which the

activity of a faculty is found to be accompanied with grey

hairs on its organ. If the writer's views are sustained by gen

eral observation, as we doubt not they will be, they furnish a

direct and easy method of ascertaining the precise location of

the organs, as well as a tangible proof of the truth of the

science

"Toronto, Canada, Dec., 1841.

"The Extra copy of the Phrenological Journal, I intend to

distribute or loan to those persons who I think will become

subscribers. I am sorry to find, that you have not hitherto met

with that support which might reasonably be expected ; but 1

am led to hope, that as the public mind is becoming more and

more convinced of the truth of Phrenology, and more alive to

that subject, the friends of the science will at once come forJ

ward and support your useful and very ably conducted Journal.

To me it has long been a matter of surprise, that mankind

are so loath to investigate a science which, of all other sciences,

is calculated to do most good to the human race. I say, loath

to investigate ; for it is want of investigation, that makes so many

even learned and capacious minds disbelieve the truth of Phre

nology. I am thoroughly convinced, that every individual of

common sense who disbelieves that noble science, every person

who wavers or is undecided in his belief of it, and especially

every person who speaks or writes against it, be he who he

may, never investigated or studied it. No person who ever

considers the subject in a proper manner, can come to the

conclusion that Phrenology is not true, or is not a science foun

ded in nature.
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Nothing can be more groundless, than the apprehensions of

some sincere Christians, that Phrenology will or does prove a

stumbling-block to our Holy Religion. There is not the least

fear of this ever being the case ; for in fact, Phrenology, when

properly understood, tends to convince the sceptic of, and con

firm the believer in, the truths which the Divine Redeemer of

mankind hath promulgated. It really points out (by showing

that religion is in every respect adapted to our nature, or rather,

by showing the perfect adaptation of certain organs of the

mind to the principles of the Christian religion, and thereby

proving in the most convincing manner its divine origin,) the

necessity of an atonement for past guilt, and an exemption

from future sin, in order that depraved man may be restored

to the image, favor, and enjoyment of God, and the garden

of Eden.

Heaven forbid that I, or any other person who believes in

Phrenology, should unduly exalt this science, or place it above

religion, inestimable and indispensable as religion undoubtedly

is to the best interests of man ; but I may be allowed to say,

that Phrenology is at once the handmaid and companion of

true religion. They mutually adorn and support each other ;

for while the calm deductions of reason, enlightened by a

knowledge of Phrenology, regulates the ardor of christian

zeal, the warmth of a holy enthusiasm gives a fixed brightness

to the otherwise glimmering light of Phrenology. To remain

willingly ignorant of a knowledge of the Divine Power, as in

part exhibited by Phrenology, is a crime next to that of reject

ing a knowledge of the revelation of the Divine will. We

should

" Seize upon Truth where'er 'tis found—

Among our friends, among our foes :

On Christian, or on heathen ground,

The flower's divine, where'er it grows,

Refuse the prickles, and assume the rose."

In order hereafter that no person of even ordinary mind

may be in doubt of the truth of the science of Phrenology, I

will now give him a test which he will not be able to gainsay

or resist ; which, in fact, willforce him to believe in its truth.

It is this :—When anyperson calls into exercise any organ of

the mind more freely than usual, (or indeed, in some cases,
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when in ordinary exercise,) he will experience an itching of

the cuticle over that part of the head in which that particular

organ of the mind is situated. This itching will occasion

him to scratch his head. When he is in the act of doing so,

let him hold his fingers on the spots or spot just scratched, and

refer to a Phrenological chart, (in which the names, localities,

and functions of the different organs are given,) if he does not

know the names and location of the organs ; and then let him

recollect what were his thoughts or actions at the precise mo

ment of the itching of his head. He will, to his surprise at

first, find that he has just been scratching that part of his head

in which lies the organ or organs by which the mind manifests

the very faculties just brought into action, whether it be thought,

feeling, or emotion.

Let him also observe other persons when scratching their

heads, and reflect upon what those persons, whose actions or

words he is noticing, have just said and done ; or ask them

what is the present subject of their thoughts, (if he can take

this liberty,) at the time they are scratching ; and if they will

tell him candidly, he will have quite sufficient evidence of the

truth of Phrenology. By this test, any person of sane mind

may daily and hourly be convinced and confirmed in his

conviction, of the certainty of the truth, that Phrenology is a

science founded upon actual observation, and not, as some say,

upon metaphysical supposition.

This itching of the head is easily accounted for. It is well

known that the brain, when unduly exercised, presses so hard

against the scull, that head-ache is frequently the result. This

pressure of the brain upon the scull, of course occasions a

slight pressure of the scull upon the sensitive bulbous roots of

the hair, which is the cause of the tickling sensation felt upon

the surface of the skin.

Had the venerated Gall or Spurzheim discovered this simple

test, how amazingly would their labor in ascertaining the lo

calities of the different organs of the mind, have been abridged,

and how much would their means of observation have been

increased, and consequently their noble discoveries have been

facilitated ! Yours, &c.

JNO. MOSLEY,"
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ARTICLE IV.

EXISTING EVILS AND THEIR REMEDY,* NO. I.

" The times are out of joint ;

O, cursed spite, that ever I was born to set them right again."—Shakspearc.

Dissatisfied with the past and present, mankind seem deter

mined to better their condition for the future. Reform, reform,

reform, is emphatically the watchword of the age. Each

political party urges its claim to ascendancy, by promising

"retrenchment and reform." The financial world is in a most

deplorable condition, rotten to its core, and diseased throughout

all its ramifications The product of this disease, is the "hard

times," the failures of the rich, and the starvation and destitu

tion of the poor. The condition of the moral world is no

better. Christianity requires the pruning knife of reform, to

cut off many of her branches engrafted by sensual professors

to bear unholy fruit suited to their depraved appetites, and

the hoe of truth applied to her weeds of inconsistency and error,

that she may again grow luxuriantly, and bear fruit unto

righteousness. Hence it is, that so many preachers are crying

"lo here," and "lo there;" each declaiming against exist

ing abuses, and proposing his remedy for them. Nothing

is stable. The very foundations of society appear to be

breaking up. Like the troubled sea, the public mind cannot

rest upon any thing, but is demanding change, and effecting

reform in every thing,. Nor is all this without abundant cause.

That numerous evils, and those of a most aggravated character,

exist, is self-evident. Long enough has society borne them

patiently, and groaned under the torments inflicted by them.

She now seems determined to throw off "her yoke, to break the

chains of her bondage, and to emancipate herself from the

* On p. 404 of " Phrenology Proved, Illustrated and Applied," will

be found a note referring to a work then in progress, entitled " Society

as it is, compared with society as it should be ; or the evils of society

and their remedies, by the application of the principles of Phrenology."

As many enquiries have been made concerning this work, and as its

completion is still delayed, we shall occasionally publish extracts from

it in the Journal.

5»
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remaining thraldom of the dark ages, and of the still existing

oppressions riveted upon her by the old feudal system of lord

and serf, of the purse-proud aristocrat, and his cringing, pov

erty-stricken vassal. Such is the conservative policy of man's

nature, and his love of long established usages ; such the force

of examples set by age and superiority, aad so tenacious is his

adherence to established usages. ; that slight causes could not

produce commotions like these, which have shaken the political,

financial, and moral world?.; to thnii very centres. The fact is,,

that mankind has rendered hirriF.elf so thoroughly artificial,

that but a faint type of his. '<riginal nature is preserved. His

faculties, tastes, &c., have become so unlike their primitive

design and constitution, that it would really seem as though

** Nature's journeymen had made man." The simplicity and

perfection, the beauty and majesty of his original nature, seem

to be so thoroughly erased, as to have left only an occasional

glimpse of it discernible, and to have substituted glaring mon

strosities for perfection itself.

Need we wonder, then, at this struggle for reform and

improvemsnt ? This restlessness of the public mind, this

clashing and commotion of popular feeling, this clamor for

change, this breaking away from old land-marks, together with

these "hard times," and the physical and moral sufferings with

which mankind are afflicted, clearly prove that something is

wrong, and that this something is radical, deep-laid, and seated

in the very foundations of society. Disease has fastened upon

the very vitals of public virtue and happiness. Corruption

pervades the entire body politic, producing unhappiness in all

its individual members. Nor are the causes of these diseases

hidden. They are apparent ; they are powerful ; and yet they

have hitherto escaped observation. The lame spot, the over

sight which has thus far rendered abortive all the attempts of

reformers to improve the condition and prospects of mankind,

is simply this : Reformers have lost sight of the primitive con

stitution of man ; or, at least, have not based their reforms

upon it. Though they have seen the evil fruit, they have not

discovered its root. That root, once exposed, will at once be

recognized as such. Improvements and reforms, based upon

the nature of man, will, of themselves, and by their own

intrinsic merits, carry conviction, and obtain sway. " Magne
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est Veritas, et prevalebit." There is a power in truth by which

it commends itself to every man's conscience, and produces a

conviction which cannot be effaced. Few, if any, of the

changes thus far effected, have struck the root of the evil aimed

at. The New Harmony plan of Robert Dale Owen, Fanny

Wright, & Co., has been tried and failed. Joe Smith's has not

succeeded. Andrew Jackson & Co., undertook to mend the

currency, but only made matters worse. No better success has

attended, or probably will attend, the efforts of the Whigs. None

of our "currency-tinkers" have comprehended the true cause

of our pecuniary embarrassments, and none of our " National

Banks," or "Fiscal Agents," are calculated to remove the

evil. None of our religionists, with all their divisions, sub

divisions, new-school divinity, new lights, &c., &c., have yet

hit upon those doctrines and practices which accord fully with

the nature of man, or else they would have produced a more

general conviction of their correctness, and effected a valuable

reform. There is something weak, or rotten, or defective in

them all. But the true religion, the best system of political

economy, the correct doctrines in regard to banks, the laws of

trade, the relations of property, &c., the best system, or rather

the only proper method of educating the human mind, together

with the only true principles in regard to legislation, civil and

criminal jurisprudence, government, matrimony, &c. &c., will

each be found to have its counterpart in the doctrines of Phren

ology. This science is the mould in which man is cast, and

developes the laws in harmony with which he was created. It

is man dissected, and exposed fully to view. It therefore

embodies the model after which society should be formed. By

exhibiting to view what man's true nature is, and thereby

showing wherein he has departed from his primitive constitu

tion; by engrafting unnatural customs and pernicious practices

upon the original stock of his nature ; it reveals the true causes

of those evils under which he groans, and from which he is

struggling to free himself. Every faculty has its natural

function, the fruit of which is sweet ; and hence, when we

experience pain, it is easy to trace it to its origin, and see upon

what primary faculty it is, that the evil custom has been

engrafted.
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The object of this series of essays will be, to point out various

existing evils and abuses appertaining to property, politics,

law, religion, education, the habits and customs of society, &c.,

&c. ; to trace them to the faculties, the abuse, excess, or defi

ciency of which, produces them ; and to point out their remedy,

by showing the legitimate function and proper exercise of that

faculty. Each article will be short, but complete in itself. We

shall begin with the relations of property, including the causes

and remedy of the " hard times," banks, &c., and shall now and

tben drop a few hints to the ladies.

The hard times—their causes and remedies. Their causes

are not to be found, as is generally supposed, in the measures

of General Jackson in relation to the U. S. Bank ; nor in the

course pursued by Van Buren ; nor by the democratic party ;

nor by the Whigs ; nor has the U. S. Bank caused them ; nor

any, nor all the other banks of our own or foreign nations ; for

neither of these causes, nor all combined, are capable of pro

ducing a result a hundreth part as great. After the disease has

become fairly seated upon the body politic, and fastened upon

the vitals of community as a mass, either of these causes

might bring this disease to a crisis, yet they could never create

it. The causes of our present pecuniary embarrassments are

not to be found in any of these things, nor in any thing of a

similar nature, but in the people—in their excessive love, and

too eager pursuit of money.

This point is an important one, and easily rendered self-evi

dent. The violation of every law of nature induces its own

penalty ; and the kind of penalty is always similar to the na

ture of the law violated. And what is more, this penalty

always flows in the direct line of the transgression. The sin

for which the nation is now expiating in its suffering caused by

pecuniary embarrassment, has its origin, not in the doings of

one man, nor set of men, but of the mass; and that sin is,

The excessive exercise ofAcquisitiveness.—Phrenology fully

establishes the doctrine, that the excessive exercise of any fac

ulty is productive of evil ; and that evil generally affects the

objects of the abused faculties. Theie are certain limits set to

the exercise of every faculty. To keep within these limits is

virtue, and like the river flowing within its banks, it produces

happiness ; but to exceed them is sin, and like the overflow
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ing of that river, carries destruction throughout its course.

Thus the over indulgence of Alimentiveness deranges the di

gestive apparatus, and through it, the whole system, including

the mental functions, and besides producing an amount of pain

proportioned to the excess, abridges those very pleasures of the

palate, the excessive indulgence of which constituted the

transgression. This fully established principle of Phrenology

applies to every faculty, and to none more than to Acquisitive

ness. It also has its prescribed limits, flowing within which,

its delightful waters bear on their bosom the means of gratify

ing almost every other faculty, but overflowing which, it

sweeps all our other enjoyments with the besom of destruction.

In the light of this principle, we ask what is the ruling pas

sion of our age and nation? What pursuit consumes the

largest proportion of man's time, and constitutes his chief

object of desire ? What does he value most, both as a means

and as an end ? Love of money ; and for the correctness of

this answer, we appeal to every observer of men and man

ners. Does he not regard wealth as his highest good, as the

philosopher's stone, the alpha and omega of life, the one only

thing needful, the all in all of his existence ? If the whole

brain were merged into this single organ ; if all man's happi

ness were derived from dollars and cents ; if he could experi

ence no enjoyments from any other source; then this univer

sal scrambling after money, this climbing of each over the

heads of all, this working, and manoevring, and trading, and

cheating, just to make money, to make it any way and every

way, so that one but make money ; would be all right, but

could not be more excessive. But man has other faculties to

gratify—other and higher ends to attain. As the organ of Ac

quisitiveness occupies but a small portion of the brain, so this

faculty should consume only a proportionate amount of our

time and feelings. Beyond this, it thwarts itself, besides cutting

off other sources of pleasure.

In our next, we shall run out the application of this principle

more in detail, show how the hard times have been caused by

it, and point out their remedy.

(To be continued.)
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ARTICLE V.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL ORGANS EXCITED BY MEANS OP ANIMAL

MAGNETISM.

To decide whether Animal Magnetism be true or false, with

out examining the facts in the case, is highly unphilosophical.

Phrenology has taught us the valuable lessons, never to admit

or deny any thing, without proof; and to follow facts wher

ever they may conduct us. We have seen so many make fools

of themselves, by condemning Phrenology without a hearing,

just because it appeared unreasonable to them, that we have

determined to hold ourself open to conviction upon all sub

jects, however improbable they may seem. We do not say that

animal magnetism is true or false ; because, though we have

seen a few, yet we have not seen a sufficient number and vari

ety of experiments, upon which to base a philosophical belief.

Those that we have seen, have been, without exception, in its

favor, and bave determined us to look into the matter. Ac

cordingly, in connexion with a few scientific gentlemen of this

city, we have had several sittings of the lady referred to in

this article, with special reference to the excitement of the

phrenological faculties. A report of the results of one of these,

we give below. We were present, and ourself pointed out the

particular organs magnetized, and can therefore vouch for the

correctness of this portion of the experiments. We also wit

nessed the results, and saw the manifestations of the patient's

mind and feelings, and assure our readers that the report is

correct, as far as language could express it. Words, however,

are not adequate to describe the beauty and force with which

some of the faculties, and especially their combinations, were

exhibited. We took full notes of other sittings, which we shall

give in our next. If these experiments are to be relied upon,

they certainly furnish the best means of deciding upon the

precise location of the several organs, and the primary func

tions of their faculties ; because the latter are exhibited with a

power and energy which we have never before witnessed in

real life. These experiments, if they prove uniformly success

ful, besides proving to a demonstration, and in a short-hand
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and unanswerable manner, the truth of Phrenology, will serve

to test new discoveries and establish old ones, to aid in making

additional ones. They form a new era in phrenological science,

and are well worthy the special attention of Phrenologists.

For five years, We have been in the habit of remarking, that,

if true, Animal Magnetism could and should be applied to the

excitement of particular faculties, and we are glad, that applica

tion has at last been made.

Should any of our patrons think us unwise in thus admitting

this subject into the Journal, we reply, that we should deem

ourself untrue to Phrenology, and unfaithful to our readers, to

suppress facts like those quoted below, and like those we have

in reserve. We dare not suppress them, for truth requires

their publication. We shall simply narrate the unvarnished

facts in the case, and leave our readers to judge for themselves.

Many have tried to dissuade us from publishing these facts,

because, say they, Phrenology has enough to struggle with now,

without heaping upon it the odium attached to Animal Mag

netism. We reply, that we give facts just as they have occur

red, and are not answerable for the use that may be made of

them. We expect, that those of our editorial brethren who

live by feasting the whims of the public, rather then by defend

ing truth, will sneer ; but they will only sneer at the operations

of nature—the works of God.

Dr. Buchanan has also succeeded in producing a similar ex

citement of particular organs, by friction. We shall take an

early opportunity to lay his observations before our readers.

Whether the introductory remarks of Rev. Mr. Sunderland,

who drew up the following report, in reference to the prece

dency of discovering a method of exciting particular faculties,

are true or not, we do not know, but should be happy to pub

lish any thing from Dr. B. in reply.

We have been credibly informed, that Dr. Caldwell is a firm

believer in Animal Magnetism, and has succeeded in magne

tizing and that the same is true of Dr. Nott, President of Un

ion College. It is also said that Spurzheim was also a believer

in it. Let it be tested, and stand or fall accordingly.

"interesting phenomena."

" Since our last number, we have seen an account of what

purports to be Dr. Buchanan's discoveries in 1 Neurology,' in
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Louisville, Ky.; and also, an account of what are called " Ex

periments in Cerebral Physiology," of the same kind, made

by a Mr. Purkitt, in Newark, N. J., quite recently. These

experiments, of Mr. Purkitt, were made upon the same pa

tient, of whom the following is written. And yet these accounts

inform us, that Dr. B. and Mr. P. declare themselves as having

nothing to do with what is called mesmerism ! But, they

might just as well tell us, that they have nothing to do with

Phrenology, or the brain. The truth is, they are afraid of the

stigma which has been cast upon this name, and hence these

disclaimers.

We have yet to learn, that these experiments upon the sep

arate organs of the brain were ever heard of or thought of,

till they were performed at the New York Museum, in this

city, some six months since, a full account of which was

published in our columns soon after. That Dr. B. saw these

accounts is quite probable, as our paper is taken in Louisville,

and we sent a few numbers to him, containing those accoimts.

Those of our readers who have seen the articles concernirtg

Dr. Buchanan's experiments, will notice, that in one most

essential respect, the facts detailed below, exceed all that has

ever been known or done before, of this kind with the sepa

rate cerebral organs. We refer to the fact, of Mr. Peale's hav

ing not only excited different organs when the patient was

wide awake, but to his having done it when the patient was

asleep, without touching the organs excited at all! ! As far

as we know, nothing of the kind was ever before heard of, or

attempted by any one.

The following are details of what we saw and heard in com

pany with Dr. H. H. Sherwood, and Mr. O. S. Fowler, and

others, on the 31st of December last, and also, on the 4th, 6th,

and 7th, of January, 1842. In reading this account, bear in

mind :—1 . That the patient has been perfectly blind from birth.

2. The organs to be excited were designated by Mr. Fowler

and myself, generally without speaking. 3. Frequently, and

always when requested, the organs were excited without

touching the head. 4. When the organs were excited, no one

spoke till the patient had spoken, and manifested the bent, or

state of her mind. 5. In every instance, the natural lan
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guage of theorgans, by the action of the head,was most striking.

6. In the account which follows, we have made a plain state

ment of the facts as they occurred, reserving inferences for

another number of our paper.

Combativeness.—These organs were excited in a few sec

onds. The head of the patient was immediately thrown back,

alternately over the left and right shoulders. The features

were distorted, and she gnashed her teeth, exclaiming, « I am

mad!' 'Yes, I am mad." These and similar exclamations

were continued, till the excitement was removed from the or

gans. When asked with whom she was mad, she mentioned

various individuals, and assigned different trivial causes ; one

had not called to see her; another had neglectedto do so and so.

Tune.—This was excited in connection with Combativenes.

Before a word was spoken, she commenced singing, and stop

ped now and then, and exclaimed as before, ' I am mad, I am so

mad.' She was led to the piano, and commenced singing ' the

Maniac.' We can truly affirm, that it never fell to our lot to

hear any piece of music sung or played as this was done.

Every note of the piano spoke madness, and the motions of

her head, and the distortions of her features, were so true to the

feeling of real madness, that any person, not knowing the cir

cumstances, would have at once supposed it a case of real

insanity.

Mirthfulness.—Before one word had been spoken by any

one, and instantly on the passes being made, the patient com

menced a fit of immoderate laughter. The scene which ensued

beggars description. She was now literally laughing mad!

Laughing and exclaiming all the while,' ' I am mad ;' ' Yes, I am

mad,' ' I am mad.'

Veneration, was next excited in connection with the other

organs, before named, except music. The first thing she said,

and before any one had spoken,was uttered with a loud laugh,

* I want to go to church ;' and continued, ' 0 ! I am so mad, and

yet, I want to go to church ! Do send for Mr. McCauley, and

let us have service here ! I am mad, I am mad ;' and laughing

all the while. The excitement was now removed from the

coronal region of the head, and Destructiveness was called into

action. In an instant she seized her clothes and hands with
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her teeth, witpthe greatest violence, and would, apparently,

have bitten her"bvcn. hand, had she not been restrained from

doing it. A linen handkerchief was given her, which she

tore into shreds in a moment. Her features and gestures were

now terrific. Indeed, she gave every appearance of real in

sanity and madness. The teeth were often shut with violence ;

the fists clenched, and thrown about as if in the act of striking^

the breathing became much quickened, and the entire system

was convulsed with violent rage. Thiswas continued foi some

minutes.

The excitement was now removed from all these organs,

and the patient remained merely asleep. I asked her about

what she had just been saying and doing; but she declared that

she had not the least recollection of any thing of the kind, and

would not believe that she had felt any thing like madness or

anger against any one.

Jtlimentiveness.—These organs were no sooner excited, than

the patient attempted to bite her own hand, declaring herself

starving with hunger. A cracker and piece of cake were

given her, which she devoured instantly. These organs were

allayed, and Imitation and Mirthfulness were excited. Be

fore a word had been spoken by any one, she commenced

laughing, and imitating the mewing of a cat, and moving

her hands as if mimicking some one. A number of persons

were referred to, whom she mimicked to the life, and laughed

during the process most heartily. Nothing could exceed th»

aptness with which she imitated the tones, conversation, man

ners, and gestures of certain persons. To describe these exer

cises, would of course be impossible. But no candid mind

could witness them and resist the conviction, that they were

not and could not be affected.

Caution.—The fingers of the operator were passed over

these organs a few times, and the patient laid hold of his arm,

exclaiming, 'O, I shall fall—I am afraid I shall fall. Don't

let them hurt me,' etc. And she expressed great fear, lest a

man who is said to have murdered his wife, in this city, on

new year's day, should come and murder her also.

Philoprogenitiveness.—This organ was no sooner excited,

than the head was thrown directly back a number of times,.
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and she cried out for a little child she had recently seen, ex

pressing, at the same time, the most intense love for it. A

roll of cloth was given her, which she caressed with the

greatest fondness, as she did, also, a bahe which was put into

her lap.

Causality—On the excitement of these organs, the patient

immediately asked ' Why cannot I go to Boston?' It had

lately been proposed to her, by Mr. Hill, an actor in Boston,

to come there. A number of questions were asked by her,

without any assistance from any person present, in which she

used the words ' Why,' 'because,' etc. These organs were

excited a number of times, and various conversations were

had with her, involving their exercise, which were intensely

intereiting. On being asked why she could not remember the

exercises above referred to, she said she supposed it was be

cause those organs had been put into an unnatural state.

And here the reader will notice the striking resemblance

between .these states of this patient's brain and insanity. ' Per

sons generally remember little or nothing of what takes p^ce

Insanity is caused by an over excited or diseased state of par

ticular organs ; and in such states, the mind does not take

perfect cognizance of its own exercises.

Self-Esteem.—This organ was excited without touching the

patient's head in any way, and while she was in conversation

with another person. She was sitting in a stooping posture,

with the head bowed upon the breast ; but on making the passes,

she instantly raised herself, andstuck her head back in a pecul

iar position, which we know not how to describe. The fol

lowing conversation now ensued. We give her precise words,

taken down at the time :—

Question. Mary, do you wish to go to Boston with Mr.

Hill? Answer. 'No! Do you think / [with a most signifi

cant emphasis on I] would go to Boston to be mesmerized by

an actor ?' Q. But you know that mesmerism is quite popu

lar there, and the people would think much of you. A. 'But

/ shall not go after them. If they want to see this subject,

they must come to me. I shall not stoop for the praise of any

one; if I cannot command it, I shall not have it.'

in a state of mental derangement.
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Love of Approbation being excited in connection with Self-

Esteem, the conversation was continued :—

Q. How do you feel now, Mary ? A. ' Very well, sir, what

feelings should I have?' Q. Why, you should feel humble.

A. '/ am humble, sufficiently. I cannot humble myself. I

think /am very good.' This was said with a peculiar kink of

the neck and head. Q. Would you be willing to become a

servant to Queen Victoria? 'No, indeed, I would not.' Q.

Why, do you think you are as good as she is ? A. '/am bet

ter than any of you. Yes, indeed I am!' Q. In what res

pects? A. My mental attainments make me superior.' (J,

Mr. Hill wants you to come to Boston very much. A. '1

shall not go! I go to Boston to be mesmerized by an actor?

No ! NO ! ! /think too much of myself for that.' Q. What

have you to be proud of? A. ' My talents.' Q. Do you love

to have persons think well .of you? A. 'Certainly! They

have no reason to think ill of me.' Q. Would you be willing to

give up mesmerism to gain the good opinion of any ? A 'No,

indeed ! Do you think / would stoop to gain the praise of men ?

I line praise as well as any person; but I shall not go after it

No ! esteem yourself if you wish to be esteemed.' Q. Well,

I think you are right. A. ' You'll find I am right if youreflect

upon it.' Q. Wouldn't you go to Boston if you could be pop

ular there'? A. ' No ; let the people of Boston come : New

York, if they wish to see me. Boston is not equal to my city.

No ) I shall not go to Boston to gain praise. I told you, that

unless I command praise, I will not receive it. There is no

dignity in my going after praise. I prefer New York to Bos

ton because / have lived in it.' Love of Approbation was

now still more excited, when the questions and answers were

as follows:—Q. Do you love to be caressed ? If you go to

Boston they will think well of you. A. 'Well, I certainly

think I ought to go. I would go and be mesmerized by an

actor if I could gain praise by it. I like to be thought well of."

Q. They lay your gown looks well. A. 'That I like. 0! I

am very fond of dress."

Other answers were given equally striking, showing the nat

ural and excited language of Self-Esteem and Approbative-

ness ; but the above is sufficient, surely, to demonstrate not

merely the locality of these organs, but also, what we are to
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expect, when we find them large, or much larger, in propor

tion, than the other organs ; also, how persons appear when

they are diseased, as in cases of insanity.

The excitement having been removed from the last named

organs, the passes were made over the organs of number, upop.

which the patient instantly commenced counting the folds in

her sleeve. Then she took hold of her hair, and attempted to

count that, and seemed quite impatient because she could not

count fast enough. This organ in her head is quite small ; but

when excited, she seems raving with a desire to count every

thing and any thing which presents itself to her mind.

Benevolence.—The head immediately foil forward on the

excitement of this organ, and she expressed deep concern for

a poor man whom she had seen during the day. She wanted

to help him ; and, also, for a member of the family who was

sick, she expressed much feeling and pity.

In connection with this, Veneration, Marvellousness, and

Hope were excited. The countenance immediately assumed a

most placid and inimitable calmness. Not a word was spoken ;

but, in silent admiration, the spectators stood andgazed for some

time upon the wonderful phenomena, which gave so clear an

illustration of the human mind, and the power of those or

gans by which its faculties are manifested. The answers she

gave to our questions, involving the exercises of these organs,

were expressed in tones which corresponded exactly with her

looks. She expressed a great desire to go to church. She

felt no doubt but that God's providence had been exercised

over her in the minutest affairs of her life, ever since her birth.

And as we have repeatedly seen those organs brought into

action while the other portions of the brain were dormant, we

have been most solemnly impressed with a sense of the wisdom

and goodness of God displayed in this constitutionof the human

mind, in thus appropriating a sufficient portion of the brain to

the exercise of the Christian graces, and the knowledge of Him

self, by which man is distinguished from all the other creatures

he has made."—New York Watchman.

6*
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ARTICLE VI.

PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY NO. S.

Directions for making Examinations, with rules for finding the Organs. '

In jut first article on this subject, we showed that there

exists a oneness, a harmony of construction, between every

portion of uhe body, and every other portion, the phrenological

organs incluaed ; that this principle of unity applies also to

• the mind, so tin: t the general characteristics of the body and

those of the mind, harmonize with each other ; that prominence

of features indicates sJrongly marked points of character; that

beauty and proportion 01 body indicate a well-balanced char

acter and fine feelings ; that coarse hair accompanies coarseness

of the fibres of the brain, together with coarse, harsh feelings;

but that a delicately organized body indicates and accompanies

delicacy of feeling, &c. ; in short that there is a unity of char

acter running through the whole person, mentally and physi

cally. Our second rule is :

Observe what regions of the head are most developed. The

general shape of the head reveals the leading cast of character.

There arc wide heads and long heads, high heads and flat

heads ; heads that are smooth and nearly rouud, apparently

without developments, and those that are singular in shape,

and full of protuberances and depressions. A cursory glance

of the eye will show what portion is most developed, and this

will indicate the character. Thus, if the head is long and

narrow, the side or selfish organs are feeble, the affections

strong, and probably powers of observation great. This form

of head indicates warm-hearted attachments, and a readiness

to sacrifice much upon the altar of friendship ; a strong sus

ceptibility of connubial and parental love; openness of char

acter, and a disposition to sacrifice his own interests in order to

make friends and family happy. If the head is nearly round

at the base, almost as broad as it is long, and short or conical

on the top, you may look out for a selfish, narrow-minded

man, who will be your friend just as long as he can make any

thing out of you, and oblige you provided you pay him well

for it. He may be honest, but do not trust him. Deliver him
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from temptation, by not giving him an opportunity to wrong

you. Such a man will bear watching ; still Conscientiousness

may keep him from doing wrong. If one with such a head

is in a really suffering condition, help him, but expect to receive

evil for good. His gratitude, like the morning cloud and early

dew, will pass away with the favor; and the next want he has,

he will fly to you, and if you do not gratify it, you make him

your enemy. Because you have helped him once, he thinks

you are in duty bound to do so again and again.

There is one form of the head to which we wish to call

special attention; and in order effectually to rivet that attention,

we will relate the following anecdote. In August, 1839, in

going from Danville to Williamsport, Pa., we invited Judge

Lewis, probably the most talented and literary man in central

Pennsylvania, to take a seat in our carriage. As we came in

sight of one of the taverns on the road, Judge L. pointed oat

the landlord, and wished us to take special notice of his head.

His hat remained on, but we saw that his head widened very

fast from the outer arch of the eye-biows to the top of the

ears. We shook our head, and turning to Judge Lewis, said

"we would not trust him out of sight; for he is selfish and

dishonest in the extreme. Acquisitiveness is particularly

developed, and his whole organization is animal." He was

particularly kind and polite to the Judge, offering him wine and

refreshments, seeming as though he could not do too much.

After watering our horses, we started on ; but his wide animal

head engrossed our attention so deeply, that we looked at him

more than at our horses, and drove against his sign-post, break

ing a trace. Here his kindness was renewed. He brought a

thong and repaired the breakage, but refused compensation.

"And what think you now?" said the Judge. "As before;

all animal. A real cheat and knave, notwithstanding his

kindness. So wide a head cannot be on an honest man's

shoulders." And so it proved. For above twenty years, he

received counterfeit money from Canada, and dealt it out to a

gang whose only business consisted in passing counterfeit

money, robbing, &c. His house was a general rendezvous

for rogues; yet for twenty years he was too cunning to let him

self be caught. At last, tardy justice overtook him. He was

arraigned before Judge Lewis, convicted, and sentenced to ten
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years imprisonment. He served three years; and by the

indefatigable exertions of his wife, was pardoned and liberated.

The moment we drove up, she came rushing out to greet the

Judge, presenting a large, high, and prominent forehead ; and

the Judge remarked that the superior abilities she evinced in

conducting the trial of her husband, and in her efforts to release

him, excited the admiration and astonishment of all. Her

head was high, and well proportioned.

Observe it when and where you will : those whose heads

widen rapidly from the outer angle of the eyes to the tip of the

ears, are bad at heart; mean in money matters; dishonest

when they can be ; miserly ; and will say and do almost any

thing for money. Many of the Jews have this shaped head,

and they have always been noted as an acquisitive nation.

Abraham amassed immense hoards of live stock, then the prin

cipal kind of property; and Jacob artfully employed Secret-

iveness, Acquisitiveness and Intellect, to get most of Laban's

flocks into his possession, and then dissolved partnership. But

more of this when we come to speak of the national peculiari

ties of the Jews. We say, beware of those heads that are

short from the ears forward, and that widen rapidly as you

pass backwards from the eyes to the ears. Acquisitiveness

prevails ; Secretiveness and Alimentiveness aid it, and bury

all that is great and noble in the grave of sordid selfishness.

But if the head be high, and long on the top, or long from

the root of the nose over Firmness to the occiput, the disposi

tion will be fine ; the feelings high, virtuous, and ennobling ;

the moral sentiments predominant ; and the^character a desir

able one. One with such a head may have blemishes, but

they will be like the transient cloud, momentarily hiding the

effulgence of the moon, but lasting only for a moment, when it

will resume its wonted serenity. Trust such ; make friends of

them ; confide your interests to their care ; do them favors, for

you will thereby only cast your bread upon the waters to reap

twenty fold. Yet few of this organization require favors ; and

those few will receive aid only when compelled by dire neces

sity, and then they will not ask for it. Such a head seldom

swears ; and yet it may, or may not, be pious ; but it will

respect things divine, and always lea 3 a moral, virtuous life.
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It only remains for us to describe smooth heads, and the

forehead. Moderate or small smooth heads, have but little in

them, and that little is likely to stay there ; but smooth, large,

and active heads, denote a strong mind ; one that is well bal

anced, consistent, judicious, and calculated to take correct

views of subjects, and to act rightly. Go to such heads for

advice. Mark their general conduct, and take pattern from

it. You will find them always just about the same, evincing

good feeling, good judgment, and strong common sense. They

will do well as public men, and exert a good influence in

society. They may not be distinguished for talents ; yet they

will fill a more important station in life than either they or

their neighbors imagine. They are well calculated to enjoy

life, and to promote the happiness of others. They possess that

balance of character which, in another place, we shall show

to constitute the most favorable development or condition for

enjoyment and virtue.

The form of the forehead reveals much of the true char

acter, as well as the talents. Thus, according to our first arti

cle, pp. 15 to 18, we show that unevenness, or singularity, or

projection, in one part of the body, indicates projection in every

part, together with unevenly developed organs, which

shows that some qualities are very strong, and others weak.

The shape of the forehead, besides giving a clue to the whole

character, reveals in a special manner the talents. A "villain

ously low forehead" indicates a want of of intellectuality, a

stupidity, with obtuseness of mind, a dislike of study,

and feeble powers of comprehension, whereas, a high, bold,

towering, ample forhead, other things being equal, indicates

strength of intellect, power of thought, and a love of intellect

ual pursuits. Many are deceived by a retreating forehead,

thinking it indicates a want of intellectuality. This is by no

means always the case. A forehead may be retreating from

two causes: first, small intellectual developments; andsecond^

from a predominance of the perceptive faculties.

The rule given by Geo. Combe for determining the size of the

intellectual lobe, is this :—Erect a perpendicular line from the

most prominent point in the zigomatic arch, (that bone which

commences just in front of the ear, and runs forward to

wards the eye,) and the amount of brain forwardof that bone
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indicates the size of the intellectual lobe. This is the best, and

indeed the only true method of ascertaining the amount of

brain devoted to the intellect. The old rule of measuring

from the ear forward, besides including a part of the propensi

ties, is very imperfect, on account of the organs sometimes

being short and broad, and sometimes slim, and long in propor

tion to their breadth.

There are three forms of the forehead, each of which indi

cates a distinct species of talent. First, a predominance of the

perceptive organs. This may be known by two signs ; 1st, a

long, heavy arch over the eyes; 2d, by the projection of the

eye-brows over the eyes, or, what amounts to much the same

thing, a deep sunken eye, with a large socket. This develop

ment indicates a talent for judging of matter, and for operating

upon the material world ; for deciding upon the value of goods,

and the best means of effecting physical ends. Combined with

Acquisitiveness, it gives accurate judgment of the value of

property, land, live stock, &c.; of what property is most likely

to improve, as well as of the feasibility of given investments,

and the shortest, surest road to wealth. Such men as Astor,

Girard, and all those who have made their fortunes by their

own talents, have this development. Combined with Cou-

structiveness, it gives a love of machinery; a talent for judg

ing correctly in reference to machines, inventions, mechani

cal works, architecture, public works, contracts, &c. ; &c. : as

well as a taste and talent for applying mechanical means to

mechanical ends. Great inventors, such as Fulton, Whitney,

Winans, Bennet, &c., have this development. It is usually

large in first rate engineers and contractors on public works.

Cuvier, the great French Naturalist, Professor Eaton, the dis

tinguished Botanist, Prof. Edward Hitchcock, the Geologian,

President Day, the great Mathematician, Herschell, the distin

guished Astronomer, Stevens, the great English Engineer, and

all men of this class, have this development. With the nervous

or mental temperament, it constitutes the truly scientific form

of head; gives a love of natural science, and particularly of

the exact sciences, as contra-distinguished form polite litera

ture. Secondly; the literary form of forehead. This consists

in a prominence from the root of the nose upwards, through the

center of the forehead to where the hair usually appears ;
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showing Individuality, Eventuality, and Comparison, to be

large or very large. Whilst large perceptive organs give a

talent for studying physical nature, and judging of matter

and its conditions, qualities, &c., this gives a love of reading ;

a talent for making correct observations on men and things;

for collecting facts and storing the mind with those kinds of

knowledge selected by the other faculties ; together with a taste

for literary pursuits; especially if the mental temperament

predominates. Such men will give you information in their

line ; be intelligent ; well read according to their opportunities ;

and best adapted to professional life. They will be discrimi

nating ; express themselves clearly ; be fond of attending lec

tures, forming literary societies, or taking an active part in

conducting them, &c.; and usually very fond of travelling, in

order to gratify their insatiable love of seeing. They will be

smart rather than great, and able to show off their talents to

advantage ; to tell all they know, and converse intelligibly upon

matters and things in general. If either of the three mentioned

forms of forehead is preferable to the others, this is the one.

The only remaining form of forehead is that in which the

reflective faculties predominate. This may be known by a

high and wide forehead ; one that is perpendicular, and has a

square appearance at the upper part. This indicates a thinking,

reasoning cast of mind ; a desire to look into the causes of

things ; a faculty of adapting means to ends ; for contriving

and creating resources, inventing, and effecting much with

scanty means. What is commonly known as good judgment

depends upon this organization. It gives depth and strength

of intellect, and the higher kind of mind, yst not briliancy,

nor what is called smartness, which depend upon the form of

head last described. This class of faculties is less likely to be

called out than most others, and hence men having strong

minds and great originality and penetration, often pass through

life like a lion in a cage, without an opportunity of showing their

intellectual strength. Such are great only on great occasions,

yet placed in situations calculated to call out their powers, and

they will be found adequate to the emergency, and the natural

leaders of those whose perceptive faculties prevail. Reasoning

intellect oversees and directs, whilst perceptive intellect exe

cutes.
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A hollow, or depression, in the centre of the forehead, indicates

a defective memory of details and smaller matters ; whilst a

depression extending through the middle of the forehead from

side to side, indicates a treacherous memory of details, names,

dates, incidents, every-day occurrences; &c.

In our next number, we shall take up the separate organs ;

show how to apply the hands to the head ; and describe the

forms and appearances of the head which indicate the size of

given organs.

MISCELLANY.

The number of Lecturers on Phrenology who do honor to the science

by placing it on high moral ground, is so few compared with those

whose quackery, dishonesty, or infidelity, disgrace ^it, that we feel

bound in duty to the science and our readers, to recommend the truly

deserving. Mr. D. G. Derby has been lecturing in the towns on the

Hudson with marked success, placing Phrenology upon high moral

ground, and commanding for it the respect of the intelligent. His object

evidently is, to do good by promulgating the principles of this benign

science, rather than to make money. It gives us pleasure to extend to

such the right hand of fellowship. He appears to be thoroughly imbu

ed with the true spirit of Phrenology, blended with the spirit of philan

thropy. Let believers aid him in securing audiences, and enquirers and

disbelievers go and hear him.

Each of our next three numbers will contain a lithographic drawing,

the size of life, executed in the style of the one accompanying this num

ber. We are determined at least to make a thorough trial of this plan,

and hope our readers will be so well pleased with it, as to be induced

to make an effort to have it continued throughout the volume.

We suspended the Journal three months in order to commence and

close this and subsequent volumes with the year.

We learn from good authority that Geo. Combe contemplates revis

iting this country in the spring, not to lecture, but for the improvement

of his health.

We have received several communications and works, notices of which

are reserved for future numbers. A review of Dr. Hamilton will be

commenced in our next.
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ARTICLE I.

NATIONAL HEADS, NO. 3 CHINESE.

(Continued from page 33.)

Constructiveness is large in nearly every specimen in both

the collections alluded to, and also in both the busts. It is

particularly large in the tinker and the cobbler. Its manifes

tation in the Chinese character, will be seen from the following

quotations :

" Lamps and Lanterns.—These depend from the ceiling in

all parts of the saloon, and are of almost every imaginableform

and size. In scarcely any thing do the taste (Ideality) and

ingenuity (Constructiveness) of the Chinese appear to better

advantage, than in the manufacture of these curious and char

acteristic articles. They are made of horn, silk, glass, paper,

and sometimes of a netting of fine thread, overspread with a

thick coating of varnish. The frame work is often carved in

the richest manner ; the silk which covers it is elegantly embroid

ered or painted with landscapes, representing nature in her

gayest moods ; and the various decorations lavished upon them

are in a coriesponding style. As a national ornament peculiar

to the Chinese, the lantern does not give place to any thing

found in any other country."—Dunn's Catalogue of Chinese

Collection, page 74.

" The fine arts in China are undoubtedly far from having

reached the perfection that belongs to them in the enlightened

nations of Christendom ; yet an examination of the paintings

in this Collection, will satisfy every candid mind, that great

vol. iv.—6
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injustice has been done to Chinese artists, in the notions hitherto

entertained respecting their want of ability and skill. They

paint insects, birds, fishes, fruits, flowers, and the like, with

great correctness and beauty; (Form, Constructiveness, and

Imitation ;) and the brilliancy and variety of their colors can

not be surpassed. (Color.) They group with considerable

taste and effect ; (Comparison ;) and their perspective, a depart

ment of the art in which they have been thought totally defi

cient, is often very good. Shading they do not well understand,

and they positively object to the introduction of shadows in

pictures."—lb., p. 77.

"Whoever attentively examines the immense collection of

Chinese curiosities, of which we have given but a compara

tively meager sketch, will need no further proof of the ingenuity

of the Chinese in arts and manufactures. In several branches

of labor, both agricultural and mechanical, which evidently

originated with themselves, they have never been surpassed;

and in some, they are unequalled by any other people. With

out any claims to be considered a scientific nation, the various

contrivances by which they economize labor, and force nature

to become their handmaid, are many of them equally simple,

ingenious, and efficient. (Perceptive faculties large.) The

three inventions and discoveries which, in their results, have

contributed more powerfully than all other causes combined to

give to modem society its peculiar form and fashioning, and

which are destined, instrumentally, to carry forward, to its

utmost limit of perfection, the civilization of the human race,

first started into being in the Celestial Empire; and, whatever

mortification the statement may inflict upon our vanity, there

is much reason to suppose, that those who, throughout Christen

dom, are generally considered as the inventors of the art of

printing, the composition of gunpowder, and the magnetic

needle and mariner's compass, received their first promptings,

and had their genius quickened into activity, by information

flowing, through different channels, from the springs of East

ern Asia."—lb., p. 105.

"The figures are modelled out of a peculiar species of clay,

admirably adapted for the purpose. They are highly creditable

to the taste and ingenuity of the Chinese, who, though not

good sculptors, are excellent modelers, (Perceptive faculties
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and Imitation,) and they afford specimens of a style of art

altogether novel to an American."—lb., p. 33.

As the following quotation throws light on their Physiology

and Temperament, it will be read with interest.

"The attentive observer will have noticed a remarkable same

ness of features and expression running through the whole

collection, though all are accurate likenesses of originals, most

of whom are now living. High cheek bones, flat noses, small

black eyes, a yellowish complexion, and a rather dull, heavy

expression of countenance, are the general characteristics.

Chinese physical nature is said to be cast, as it were, in the

same mould, throughout the whole empire, notwithstanding

its various provinces differ so widely in soil and climate. And

this characteristic sameness extends to the mind as well as body.

The phenomenon has been ingeniously explained by the author

of ' Egypt and Mohammed Ali,' who traces it to despotism as

its primary cause ; for he reasons, that the multitude, all reduced

to the same level, urged by the same wants, engaged in the

same pursuits, actuated by the same passions, through a long

succession of ages, necessarily assimilate, both mentally and

physically. Corpulency, and small, delicate, taper fingers, are

also much esteemed, as indications of gentility. There is a

goodly rotundity of person in most of the figures in this collec

tion ; but the attentive observer will be particularly struck with

the characteristic smallness and delicacy of the hands."—

Dunn's Catalogue of Chinese Collection, p. 33.

The following, quotation shows, that the strong observing

faculties of the Chinese have caught a glimpse of Phrenology.

" The Chinese put faith in the external developments of the

skull, and are, therefore, to a certain extent, phrenologists.

They look for the principal characteristics of a man in his fore

head, which evinces intellect, and of a woman on the back of

the cranium."-Dunn's Catalogue of Chinese Collection, p. 34.

This is sound, practical Phrenology; for the leading charac

teristic of man should be judgment and intellect, indicated by

an expansive forehead ; whilst that of woman is love, which

is indicated by a large occipital development.

Approbativeness and Selp-Esteem are represented large

in all the modelled heads and paintings, as well as in the accom
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panying drawings. The projection of the head upwards and

backwards, is immense ; and in accordance with these devel

opments, they regard themselves as infinitely superior to all

the other inhabitants of the globe.* Their pompous, swelling

language is another evidence of their proud and boastful spirit.

Their excluding foreigners from the " Celestial Empire," ex

cept in a single city, probably originated in the same faculties,

and if we may credit the statement of John. Q. Adams, con

tained in his recently published lecture on China, they require

the most humiliating obeisance of foreign ambassadors, which

he alleges as the first cause of the war with England. Their

love of the gaudy, pompous, and gorgeous, in apparel and

equipage, establishes the same conclusion. The following

quotation is in point.

" The Chinese government is, nominally at least, patriarchal.

The authority of a parent over his children, is the type of the

imperial rule. The emperor claims to be the father of his sub

jects. As such, he exercises supreme, absolute, unchecked

power over more than one-third of the human race. He has

but to sign the decree, and any one of three hundred and fifty

millions of human beings is instantly deprived of rank, pos

sessions, liberty, or life itself. This is a stupendous system,

a phenomenon unmatched in the annals of time, and worthy

to engage the profound attention of statesmen and philosophers.

The subjects of the Macedonian were but as a handful com

pared with the teeming millions of Eastern Asia ; the Roman

Empire, when at its widest extent, numbered not more than

one-third of the present population of China ; and the throne

of the Caesars was, in the power it conferred upon the occupant,

but as a little child's elevation, in comparison with that on which

the Tartar sits. We can but glance at a few of the details of

this system, and the causeswhich have given it stability.

" At the head of the system stands, of course, the emperor.

His titles are, the " Son of Heaven," and the "Ten Thousand

Years." Ubiquity is considered as among his attributes ; tem

ples are erected to him in every part of the empire ; and he is

worshipped as a god. Yet he sometimes styles himself « the

» See a burlesque sample of their style in the letter from the Emperor

of China to Dr. Sewall, in Vol. II. page 46, of Phren. Journal.
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imperfect man,' and his ordinary dress is far from splendid.

While the grand mandarins that compose his court, glitter in

gold and diamonds, he appears in a plain and simple garb.

Nevertheless, no means are omitted to keep up the prestige of

his majesty. The outer gate of the imperial palace cannot be

passed by any person whatsoever, in a carriage or on horse

back. There is a road between Peking and the emperor's

summer residence in Tartary, wide, smooth, level, and always

cleanly swept, on which no one but himself is permitte i to

travel. At the palace, a paved walk leads to the principal

' hall of audience, which is never pressed but by imperial feet.

' Despatches from the emperor are received in the provinces with

prostrations and the burning of incense. The succession is at

the absolute disposal of the emperor."—Dunn's Catalogue

of Chinese Collection, pages 94 and 95.

They are also governed by the highest sense of honor, and

keep their word with punctilious exactness. The natural lan

guage of their postures, their walk, their courtly, pompeus

manner, their dignified stateliness, all evince great Self-esteem

and Approbativeness; whilst their sedateness and condescension,

and especially the fawning sycophancy of inferiors to superiors,

evince large Reverence in combination.

The organs located on the sides of the head above and

around the ears, or the selfish propensities, are small, as seen in

the front portrait, the head being very thin, but very long.

This will probably be found to be a leading feature in the

Chinese character. It prevails in most of the specimens in

Dunn's collection, and in the Oriental museum. In the other

bust taken by us, the side head is full, yet Destructiveness is

small. Hence their mildness and goodness; the lenity of their

laws; and the ease with which a few Englishmen, under every

disadvantage, can conquer thousands of Chinese upon their

own soil; yet we shall soon see that this last has an additional

cause in their small brain. The following extract is in keeping

with their small Combativeness and Destructiveness, and pre-

dominent moral sentiments.

" Every officer is held to a strict responsibility for the good

behavior and fidelity of all who are under him. Letters are

held in higher esteem than arms, and the civil officers of course

outrank the military. This may be set down to their credit,

6*
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as it is certainly a mark of social advancement."—Dunn's

Catalogue of Chinese Collection, p. 97.

"But, reflecting that they are men from distant lands, and

that they have not before been aware that the prohibition of

opium is so severe, I cannot bear, in the present plain enforce

ment of the laws and restrictions, to cut them off without

instructive monition."—Extractfrom the Edict of the Impe

rial Chinese Commissioner to Foreigners of all nations.

The organ of Amativeness is very large in the casts we

have, and also in all the specimens contained in the museum.

From the following extracts its action seems to be vigorous, yet

controlled by the higher sentiments.

"Marriages are promoted by every consideration that can

act upon the human mind. The national maxim is, that 'there

are three great acts of disregard to parents, and to die without

progeny is the chief.' The barrenness of a wife is therefore

regarded as a great calamity, and is one of the seven grounds

of divorce allowed to a Chinese husband, notwithstanding

there would seem to be an all-sufficient remedy in legal concu

binage. The six other causes of separation are, adultery,

talkativeness, thieving, ill-temper, and inveterate infirmi

ties."—Dunn's Catalogue of Chinese Collection, p. 90.

" The whole policy of the government, and all the tenden

cies of the empire, that can at all bear upon the matter, are in

favor of multiplication. Children are obliged to provide for

the old age of their parents ; and the want of offspring, who

may pay the customary honors at the family tombs, and in the

hall of ancestors, is considered the most grievous of calamities.

These considerations are vigorous stimulants to marriage, and,

coming in aid of the natural instincts of the race, leave fewer

bachelors and maids in China than in any other country on the

globe. The owners of slaves who do not procure husbands

for their females, are liable to prosecution. Three generations,

and more, often live under the same roof, and eat at the same

board; a system of clubbing which, by diminishing the expen

ses of living, tends strongly to the increase of population."—

lb., p. 104.

"Formerly, in the family of Chang-kungze, nine genera

tions lived together under the same roof. In the family of
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Chang-she of Kiang-cheu, seven hundred partook of the same

daily repast. Thus ought all those who are of the same name,

to bear in remembrance their common ancestry and parent

age."—lb., p. 102.

We subjoin a few of the national texts or maxims which

exhibit their character, taste, predilections, and kind of intel

lect, in the strongest and clearest light, and shall add in paren-

thisis the faculty which produced each.

" The sixteen discourses of the emperor Yong-tching, on

the sixteen sacred institutes of Kang-hy, the most accomplished

and virtuous of Chinese sovereigns, are read twice every moon

to the whole empire. We subjoin the texts of these discourses.

"1. 'Be strenuous in filial piety and fraternal respect, that

you may thus duly perform the social duties. (Adhesiveness

and Veneration.) 2. * Be firmly attached to your kindred and

parentage, that your union and concord may be conspicuous.'

(Same.) 3. 'Agree with your countrymen and neighbors, in

order that disputes and litigation may be prevented.' (Benev

olence and the moral faculties predominating over Combative-

ness.) 4. 'Attend to your farms and mulberry trees, that you

may have sufficient food and clothing.' (Acquisitiveness.)

5. ' Observe moderation and economy, that your property may

not be wasted.' (Same.) 6. 'Extend your schools of instruc

tion, that learning may be duly cultivated.' [Eventuality.]

7 'Reject all false doctrines, in order that you may duly honor

true learning.' [Eventuality with Conscientiousness.] 8. ' De

clare the laws and their penalties, for a warning to the foolish

and ignorant.' [Benevolence and Conscientiousness large, De-

structiveness moderate.] 9. 'Let humility and propriety of

behavior be duly manifested, for the preservation of good

habits andlaudablecustoms.' [Moral sentiments predominant.]

10. Attend each to your proper employments, that the people

may be fixed in their purposes.' [Order.] 11. 'Atten'l to the

education of youth, in order to guard them from doing evil.'

[Philoprogenitiveness and Conscientiousness.] 12. 'Abstain

from false accusing, that the good and honest may be in safety.'

[Conscientiousness and Benevolence predominating over Com-

bativeness and Destructiveness.] 13. 'Dissuade from the con

cealment of deserters, that others be not involved in their guilt.'

[Same with moderate Secreti /eness.] 14. 'Duly pay your
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taxes and customs, to spare the necessity of enforcing them.'

15. 'Let the tithings and hundreds unite, for the suppression

of thieves and robbers.' [Conscientiousness predominating over

Acquisitiveness.] 16. ' Reconcile animosities, that your lives

be not lightly hazarded.' [Combativeness and Destructiveness

moderate.] ' An unlucky word dropped from the tongue, can

not be brought back again by a coach and six horses.' (Secre-

tiveness and Cautiousness large.) ' As the scream of the eagle

is heard when she has passed over; so a man's name remains

after his death.' (Comparison.) 'Though a tree be a thousand

chang* in height, its leaves must fall down, and return to its

root.' ' Following virtue is like ascending a steep : following

vice like rushing down a precipice.' ' Man perishes in the pur

suit of wealth, as a bird meets with destruction in search of its

food.' 'The cure of ignorance is study, as meat is that of

hunger.' (Comparison.) ' Unsullied poverty is always happy;

while impure wealth brings with it many sorrows.' (Conscien

tiousness.) ' Petty distinctions are injurious to rectitude ; quib

bling words violate right reason.' ' Those who respect them

selves will be honorable ; but he who thinks lightly of himsell

will be held cheap by the world.' (Large Self-Esteem.) » Vir

tue is the surest road to longevity; but vice meets with an

early doom.' "—Dunn's Catalogue of Chinese Collection,

pages 101 and 76.

In point of size, the heads of the Chinese are truly diminu

tive when compared with those of the Anglo-Saxons. Some

of the Mandarins, however, have a fair development of brain ;

but taken as a nation, we doubt whether their average volume

of brainequals that of children three years old. Hence millions

of them flee before a few Englishmen, and that, although the

former have their country and a righteous cause upon their

side, whilst the latter can bring to their aid only their animal

passions and intellect, and their moral sentiments can but

revolt at the gross outrages they are perpetrating.

We found Causality sadly deficient in nearly every head,

and have thuEffar looked in vain for its manifestation in charac

ter. Indeed, the smallness of the intellectual lobe, as a whole,

greatly surprised us. Excepting Individuality, Eventuality,

Locality, and Language, their intellectual organs were not a

*A chang is ten Chinese cubits, each fourteen and a half inches.
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tenth, probably a fifteenth part as large as in the average Amer

ican head. Judging from their developments, the majority of

them would be pronounced flats. The usual distance from the

ear forward was about three inches, and from that to four.

Mirthfulness is also small.

We hope that sea captains or others will take pains to secure

a number of Chinese sculls, that we may be able to haye more

accurate and comprehensive data on which to form our esti

mate of the character of this most interesting and peculiar

nation.

Their Animals.—We were also gratified to find that the

phrenological developments of their animals, birds included,

coincided perfectly, like those in other parts of the world, with

the principles .and facts of Phrenology. Their wild-cat has

great Destructiveness and Secretiveness ; then- graminivorous

animals small Destructiveness, and none of them seem to pos

sess reasoning organs, or evince the qualities they impart.

Thus it would seem, that Phrenology is as true on the other

side of the globe as on this—that it developes those laws in har

mony with which the whole human family are created, in

cluding the entire range of the animal kingdom

ARTICLE II.

PATHOLOGICAL FACTS.

The following facts are from the pen of the Rev. Mr. Barlow,

Episcopal minister at Flatbush, L. I., and may be implicitly

relied on. The first we deem particularly interesting and

valuable, as showing that Phrenology was as true thousands

of years ago as now. How inspiring the thought, that we are

prosecuting a science which now governs, always has govern

ed, and always will govern the whole human family—all

animated nature.

The minuteness and accuracy of the whole history of Jose-

phus, has always been a subject of admiration, and is here

strikingly evinced. His description of the deranged function
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of Amativeness is particularly happy, and his coupeling it with

"pain in the hinder part of his head," is a striking proof of the

truth of Phrenology. Will Dr. Hamilton, or any other Ann,

please to " explain away" this coincidence ?

Written for the American Phrenological Journal.

DERANGEMENT OF THE ORGAN OF AMATIVENESS.

Having occasion some time ago to recur to the account given

ill Josephus, of Herod the Great, I was.much struck with his

description of the illness of that Prince, occasioned by the death

of Mariamne, as an instance of the reversed action of the or

gan ofAmativeness.

That Jewish Bluebeard, like his royal English antitype,

Henry VIII., was remarkable for the strength of the sexual

passion, and the furious jealousy and revenge to which it occa

sionally gave rise. The beautiful and chaste, but indiscreet

Mariamne, was the object of his most devoted love. The

selfishness of that passion was twice evinced, by his giving

private orders for her execution, in the event of his own death,

lest she should fall into the hands of Anthony. These orders

were betrayed to her, and, together with the death of hor

brother by Herod's orders, had the effect of alienating her

affections from him. This circumstance enabled his mother

and sister to effect her ruin. In a sudden paroxysm of jealousy,

which they had excited, he caused her to be tried, condemned,

and executed. On the subsequent discovery of her innocence,

he was seized with the deepest remorse, which was followed

by a severe illness. The account of it given by Josephus is as

follows.

"But when she was once dead, 'the King's affections for her were

kindled in a more outrageous manner than before, whose old passion for

her we have already described; for his] love to her was not of a calm

nature, nor such as we usually meet with among other husbands ; for at

its commencement it was of an enthusiastic kind, nor was it by their

long cohabition and free conversation together, brought under his power

to manage ; but at this time, his love to Mariamne seemed to seize him in

such a peculiar manner, as looked like divine vengeance upon him for

the taking away of her life ; for he would frequently call for her, and fre

quently lament for her, in a most indecent manner. * * * He was

so far conquered by his passion, that he would order his servants to call

for Mariamne, as if she were still alive, and could still hear them. * *
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At length he forced himself to go into desert places, and there, under the

pretence ofgoing a hunting, bitterly afflicted himself; yet he had not borne

his grief there many days, before he fell into a most dangerous distemper

himself. He had an inflammation upon him, and a pain in the

hinder part of Ris head, joined with hadness; and for the rem

edies that were used, they did him no good at all, but proved contrary

to his case, and so at length brought him to despair.''—Josephus Aut.

b. xv, c. vii, 7.

This was a clear case of the deranged action of the organ of

sexual love. Deprived of its object, it put on a morbid action,

and drove the frantic monarch through the apartments of his

palace, calling for the murdered Mariamne. The unconscious

sleeper answers not ; and the wretched tyrant flees from the

halls and chambers which remorse and hopeless love had made

a dreary solitude, and seeks a refuge from self reproach in the

desert. The aggrieved organ at length becomes acutely inflam

ed, producing "pains in the hinder part of the head, with

madness." The inflamation extended at length to the neigh

boring organs of Combativeness and Destructiveness, and made

him, as Josephus goes on to inform us, "readier than ever upon

'all occasions to inflict punishment upon those that fell under

his hand. He also slew the most intimate of his friends."

They might well suppose him to be smitten by the curse of God,

or possessed of the devil. The Phrenologist, however, will

find no difficulty in giving a more rational account of the

King's distemper.

REVERSED ACTION OF PHILOPROOENITIVENESS.

Several years ago, an intelligent lady related to me the follow

ing occurrence. Riding with a party of friends, she had

occasion to stop her carriage, and turned to speak to the persons

in the carriage behind. Hei little girl, who was sitting in front

at the instant, fell between the feet of the horse. As she turn

ed, she saw the foot of the horse descending directly upon the

head of her child, and apparently in contact with it ; and she

doubted not that it would be instantly crushed to death. She

took up the child, however, unharmed. As the infant fell be

tween his legs, the " half-reasoning" horse had lifted his foot to

make room for it; and on putting it down, finding the child

under it, he had raised it again, and carefully set it aside, and

remained motionless till she was removed.
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The lady went on to say, that at the instant she discovered

the peril of her child, she felt a sudden and violent pain in the

hack part of her head, and thought she had received a blow

there. The distress continued with great severity for some

minutes ; and she declared her belief, that had the child been

killed, she should have expired upon the spot. The pain con

tinued for several days, but gradually wore away.

I requested her to place her finger upon the spot where she

had felt the pain. She placed it precisely over the organ of

Philofrogenitiveness. I found that organ excessively de

veloped. The lady knew nothing of Phrenology, nor had that

science been a subject of our conversation. This illustration

of Phrenological theory was given unconsciously, and seems

to me worthy of preservation in your valuable Journal. The

violent pain in the organ, I suppose, was produced immediate

ly by a spasm, into which it was thrown by her maternal alarm.

The story affords also a beautiful instance of sagacity in a

horse. It is probable that could the scull of the noble brute be

examined, the organs of Benevolence and Cautiousness would

fully account for the singular preservation of the child.

TIME.

An interesting little girl with whom I was acquainted feveral

years ago, has the organ of Time remarkably large ; so much

so as to take somewhat from the grace of an otherwise beauti

ful forehead. The force of the organ is evinced by her great

fondness far music, and her singular proficiency on the Piano

Forte While yet in early infancy, her mother, who is a skill

ful performer, found that she could at pleasure soothe her bya

lively strain on the instrument ; and on suddenly changing to a

plaintive air, the little creature, to use her own expression, "put

up its lip, and began to cry." This, I suppose, is not unusual,

but what follows seems to me to be very much so. While

yet scarcely able to speak intelligibly she noticed the blunders

of her mother's pupils, and imitating the signs of displeasure

which she had observed in her parent, would cry out " Stop !

dat's wrong." When I last saw her she was about nine years

of age. She could tell by the ear alone, what key of the in

strument was struck. You might strike at random, one, two,

three, or four notes at a time, and she would instantly tell the
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octave and 'he keys struck, whether black or white, whether

the sounds were concords or discords. I have often seen the

experiment tried while her eyes were blindfolded, or her face

turned from the instrument ; but the answer was almost inva

riably—I don't know, but I may say without qualification—•

invariably accurate. This faculty may be more common than

I suppose, but I have never met with it in any other person.

To the above we subjoin the following case of the derange

ment of the social organs, and their cure by applying a blister

to them. In this case, reducing the inflammation of the de

ranged organs, removed the deranged function. This princi

ple has been often applied with success to the cure of monoma

nia, and doubtless might be so applied as to cure nearly alK

No other class of human beings suffers more, or is more de

serving of our pity ; and since Phrenology can be so effectually

applied to their relief, it is the solemn duty of all who have the

care of these poor unfortunates, to study it so as to apply it to

the cure of mental derangement.—Ed.

Philadelphia, Nov. 1, 1841.

Dear Sir:—About two years ago, a gentleman in a state of

mental derangement was placed under my care, in conjunction

with an eminent physician of this city. The subject to which

his mental hallucinations were more particularly directed, was

the fear that his family, and especially his children, would be

reduced to povertyand distress, through his (supposed) inability

to provide them an adequate support.

After a continuance of more than two months in a course of

treatment deemed most appropriate for his disease, without

any apparent advantage, it was decided to shave the inferior

portion of the posterior part of the head, and apply a large

blister, extending also to the superior portion of the neck.

The blister drew well—was attended by a good deal of inflam

mation, and an almost immediate abatement of the mental

disease followed, so that, in the course of a month, the gentle

man was quite well.

Should you think the above statement of facts of any im

portance in the illustration of your Phrenological views, you are

at liberty to use them for that purpose.

Yours, &c. THOS. T. SMILEY.

O, S. Fowler, Esq.

VOL. iv.—7
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ARTICLE III.

EXISTING EVILS AND THEIR REMEDY.—No. 2.

Iii our former article on this subject, we showed that various'

evils exist in society, and that Phrenology points out their cause

and remedy ; and concluded by stating that our pecuniary em

barrassment, commonly called "hard times," was caused by

that inordinate scrambling after money which characterizes the

present age. We stated the general principle, that the exces

sive action of any faculty, always brings derangement and evil

in the objects secured by that faculty ; and in the light of this

principle, showed the cause of our pecuniary embarrassment

to be the excessive action of Acquisitiveness. We now pro

ceed to illustrate the action of this principle still farther, and

to show how this cause has brought about this result.

An inventory of the failures that have occurred since 1836,

will show that traders are almost the only bankrupts, and that

those who trade most are most likely to fail. Farmers, me

chanics, and laborers, who rely upon their daily earnings for

support, never fail. They cannot fail, unless in consequence

of crediting those who cannot or do not pay them.

Again: One hundred failures overtake the rich, where one

occurs to those in medium circumstances; and this one will gen

erally be found to have been induced by the failure or dishon

esty of some rich man, who failed because he spent more

money than he earned. Riches naturally beget extravagance,

and extravagance induces bankruptcy. The rich are the ones

that do suffer, the ones that should suffer most from the hard

times; because they violate the laws of nature most by their

excessive indulgence of Acquisitiveness. The prayer of Agur,

" Give me neither poverty nor riches," is founded in the nature

of man, and that nature is the medium principle here present

ed. This neithcr-poverty-nor-riches condition, is the true one

to which man is adapted ; because it furnishes him the means

of satisfying the actual demands of his physical, intellectual,

and moral nature, but does not allow him to create, and their

attempt to satisfy merely artificial wants, which invariably re
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suit in evil. Whoever violates this law of nature by stepping

over this medium line in regard to property, is almost sure to

be thrown as much farther to the other side of it. Nature is

always true to herself, and if she cannot secure voluntary obe

dience to her laws, she compels obedience, or at least prevents

disobedience. How many, found too rich in the evening, has

she leveled in the morning, aye, worse ihan leveled, by loading

them with a debt of thousands, without one cent even to live

Jupon. They are only punished according to their transgres

sions, and by those transgressions. And yet our silly legisla

tors must spend months of time, and tens of thousands o f money,

to enact the " Bankrupt law," in order to shield these violators

of nature's laws from the punishment brought upon bankrupts

by their excessive love of gain. We predict that this law will

not only fail to do good, but be a blighting curse to our country.

The evil can be cured only by obviating its cause. They had

far better enact laws prohibiting the amassing of wealth beyond

a certain sum.

In these strictures, we would not be Understood as reflecting

upon all who fail. Such is the relation of men to their fellow

men, that they sometimes suffer for the sins of others, because

of their connexion with them. But we cannot break in upon

our discussion of general principles in their wholesale operation,

just to insert minor qualifications incident to their application.

Again : Why is it that immense wealth can never be accumu

lated to any great extent, nor long retained, in a single family ?

If the father becomes very rich, it is only that his sons may

ruin themselves in squandering his property. And if his chil

dren do not scatter it to the winds, and make themselves, soul

and body, most miserable in so doing, his grand-children most

surely will. If he has no children, but leaves it to relations, or

like Stephen Girard, bequeaths it to the public, that public

-will be cursed by it, as the city of Philadelphia is now cursed

by the immense Girard estate. How long since the Girard

Bank failed ? How many thousands of the laboring poor of

that devoted city, have been reduced almost to a state of star

vation by this failure, and through it indirectly by the property

of Girard? The rich have also suffered much ; the city has

been molested by a lawless mob ; and the money of the whole
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state depreciated. In all our lectures in that city for the last

three years, whenever we have given the analysis of Acquisi

tiveness, wc have introduced the train of remark we are now

presenting, and forewarned them that they would soon suffer

severely in consequence of that bequest. We even doubt

whether the Orphan's Asylum—to build and endow which he

left millions of money—will ever be completed. At all events,

we proph«cy evil to the city in consequence. Already has it

introduced corruption and foul play into a city government till

now proverbial for its integrity, and as long as it remains in

the hands of the city authorities, so long will it continue to be

a bone of contention between opposing political parties ; a bait

to allure selfish politicians to bribe the people in order to obtain

city offices, so that they may fatten on the Girard spoils ; and

thereby a curse to the whole city. It is liable even to cause

the bankruptcy of the city itself, for the same reason that the

children of the rich become poor, namely, because every thing

connected with the excessive exercise of Acquisitiveness, pro

duces evil to all concerned.

But why all this evil to the inheritors and possessorsofriches?

Because they have violated the laws of nature, and she sets

her face against them. But how does she baffle the miser, and

impoverish the rich ? By giving their inheritors small Acquis

itiveness. But how is this caused ? By its not being exercised.

It is almost invariably small in the children of the rich, be

cause their every want is supplied, so that they have nothing

to call it into action, and thereby enlarge it. Meanwhile, a

thousand artificial wants have been generated, injurious and

extravagant habits formed, and animal desires kindled, which

soon squander any amount of inherited money, leaving them

dissipated, unable and unwilling to work, and vastly more

wretched than those always poor. The book of Revelation

has pronounced a deep wo upon those who " hasten to be

rich," and this wo is reiterated in the book of nature. This

medium condition of wealth which we advocate, is the only-

one for enjoyment, so far as property can effect it. Both the

excessive indulgence, and also the deficient exercise of

Acquisitiveness, are fraught with evil. The rich are almost of

necessity miserable. Minety-nine in every hundred will be

found to lead a life more wretched than poverty could make
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them. Having nothing to do, they either become nervous,

peevish, and melancholy, or else give themselves up to those

indulgencies which produce suffering. Almost always they

are unhappy in their parental or matrimonial relations, or else

rendered miserable through fear of losing their property.

Let Acquisitiveness be duly exercised and gratified in making

money, and then let the other faculties also be gratified in

procuring with it the means of their gratification—and man's

enjoyment is doubled ; but let this faculty occupy the time and

engross the attention required by the other faculties, and not

only will it cut off the stream of pleasure flowing from their

exercise, but it will even embitter its own cup, thus doubling

the punishment of amassing wealth.

But let us bring our remarks to a bearing still more plain and

direct. One leading function of Acquisitiveness is trading.

It exchanges commodities between man and man, clime and

clime, to make money. It opens stores, builds houses to live

in and rent, creates banks, buys lands, houses, goods, &c., to

sell again, and is the main instigator of speculation, &c. Its

excessive action, therefore,produces o«e?Mrading,besides grasp

ing at large profits. This has induced too many of our inhab

itants to engage in mercantile and trading employments,

causinga surplus oflandlords, agents, importers,and speculators,

both in the productions for the market, and in nearly every

article of consumption. All these must not only live, but

must get rich, not by their own earnings, but by theirprofits,

which must of course be large. No one ever thinks of buying

to sell again, unless he can make at least thirty-three per cent.,

whilst they endeavor to make from fifty to five hundred. This

accumulates wealth in the hands of the few, but proportionably

impoverishes the many, reducing their means of producing

even the necessaries of life. Not a dollar of money, not a

single item of property, possesses ubiquity. Consequently,

every cent amassed by the Astors, Girards, Barings, Rothchilds,

and other rich capitalists, abstracts a proportionate amount

from what remains to be shared by the community, besides

inducing that extravagance which injures the rich few, and that

abject poverty which grinds the face of the poor many. Thus

it is, that the large profits induced by over-trading, raise the

7*
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price of every thing consumed by the community, which re

doubles the distress of the poor, who are doubtless as capable

of enjoying life as those into whose hands this wealth falls.

Let us apply this principle in detail. Molassess in the West

Indies costs about fifteen cents per gallon A cent or two per

gallon, will pay all charges of transportation, except duties—

which we shall hereafter show ought never to be levied on any

thing—and the balance of from sixty-two and a half cents up

to that of one dollar, (a price often paid in the western

country,) is mostly profit paid to importers and sellers. Thus

the poor consumer pays from four to eight times its origi

nal cost, besides the profits of the Jamaica manufacturer.

If this is true of an article the consumption of which is so enor

mous, is not the profit on other articles the consumption of

which is less, and the facility of monopoly greater, liable to be

still more enormous ? True, a part of this enormous profit

should be deducted on account of rent ; but our enormous rents

are induced by this self-same over-trading, or excessive Acquis

itiveness, already shown to be the cause of our hard times

A still better illustration of this principle is found in the fur

trade. The original cost of the fur for a fifteen dollar cap or

muff, is a mere trifle, and the profits enormous. These profits

have accumulated the immense wealth of John Jacob Astor,

Henry Brevoort, Robert Stewart, and others, besides all they

and their families have spent. But who pays all this? Those

who wear furs, use Buffalo robes, &c. Let these profits be

less, and furs would be cheaper, and those who use them would

have the same comfort in wearing them, but spend less time

and labor in paying for them; whilst the fur traders themselves

would be more happy, because less wealthy, and thus mankind

benefitted, their expenses reduced, and the hard times propor-

tionably softened.

This principle shows how it happens, that the country is

always in debt to cities, and especially to New York. The

vast surplus productions of the west, all its grain, cattle, beef

pork, &c., all the cotton, rice and sugar of the south; the rich

mines of coal, iron, lead, &c., and all the manufactures of the

north, are not equal to these profits; otherwise they would pay

off the debt of the country to the city, which would equalize

the value of country and city money, and thereby banish the
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hard times. But because these surplus productions do not equa1

the trade of the cities, country money must be brought to the

city to pay the balance. This gluts the city with country

money, which causes its depreciation. Brokers take advantage

of this depreciation, and make large profits out of it, besides

paying high rents at almost every corner. They live and fatten

solely on the losses of their patrons, or rather victims. If there

were no brokers, our currency would be better than it now is ;

and if the city trade were not greater than all the productions

and manufactures of the country, brokers would have to be in

the country ; because the difference of exchange would be in its

favor.

Similar remarks apply to the difference of exchange be

tween England and this country. We buy more of them than

our products will pay for. The difference must be made up

in gold and silver, which every little while drains our banks,

and deranges the currency. We must import less, or produce

more, or suffer from hard times.

These remarks unfold the primary cause of the hard times,

of which over-trading is only secondary. Both city and country

consume more than they earn. The plain fact is, that society

is loaded down with a most oppressive burden of artificial

wants. These induce that excessive trading which causes

our pecuniary embarrassment. Nature's wants are few, and

not expensive; but modern refinement has created a hundred

expensive and merely artificial wants, to one engrafted upon

our original nature. It is the gratification of these unneces

sary desires, which has induced these hard times, and their

retrenchment alone can cure them. They cause the commu

nity as a whole to buy more than they can pay for—to import

more than they export—to spend more than they earn, and

make the laboring classes mere slaves to the wealthy, just to

support them in idleness, and to administer to their unnatural

wants and appetites.

If a family consumes thirty dollars worth of tea and coffee

per year—articles which do no one any good, but invariably

injure the drinker—that family is thirty dollars the poorer for in

dulging in this purely artificial luxury. True, the merchant

is the richer by his profits, which, as just seen, is one direct

cause of our hard times, by inducing the excessive riches of
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the rich, and the abject poverty of the poor. The original cost

of this tea and coffee, including all expenses, was probably less

than five dollars ; the balance is clear profit—a curse to those

profited, an injury to the community, and thirty dollars out of

pocket to the family consuming it. Above $3,000,000 worth

of coffee alone is consumed annually in the United States ; no

inconsiderable item in causing and perpetuating the hard times.

Our novel readers must get up a ball to Boz, a{ an expense

offrom $75,000 to $80,000, including tickets, dresses, "fixings,"

&c., &c., which, with all the balls and parties in the Union, add

another item to the account. True, they stimulate trade, but

this only augments the evil.

The fashions, in all their ever varying forms, are immensely

expensive, powerfully stimulate trade, and thereby increase

th'i hardness of the times. The bonnets, dresses, &c., of the

ladies, must be changed every six months, not because they

are worn out, but because the fashion has changed. So with

a thousand other things unnecessary in themselves, but deman

ded by fashion alone. If, Quaker-like, one permanent form

or fashion of bonnet, diess, hat, coat, carriage, &c., were deem

ed sufficient, as it certainly is, how great the saving of time

and money, and the consequent softening of the "hard times!"

This principle applies with equal force to the use of tobacco,

wine, all alcoholic drinks, building, many expensive articles of

food, house-hold furniture, equipage, and a thousand things

now deemed indispensable. Man's purely artificial wants

are almost innumerable, highly injurious, and immenselyexpen

sive, causing a proportionate amount of trade, and proportion-

ably rendering the hard times worse. Nor can this pecuniar)'

derangement be obviated by any system of banking, or kind

or amount of money. Their cause is over trading, which is

caused by man's artificial wants ; and their cure can be

effected only by abridging these wants. Man has shamefully

departed from the simplicity of his nature ; and our pecuniary

embarrassment is one of the punishments flowing in the direct

line of the transgression, and naturally calculated to remedy

it, by cutting off the means of unnecessary gratification.

But we have not yet probed this subject quite to the bottom,

yet hope to do so in future numbers.
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ARTICLE IV.

8UPPOSEB DISCOVERT IN PHRENOLOGY IN CONJUNCTION WITH

MAGNETISM.

In our last we promised to give our readers the results of

experiments then in progress of exciting and benumbing par

ticular faculties. If these experiments can be relied upon,

they have led to some valuable and important improvements

in regard both to Phrenology and Physiology. We do not

presume to think or believe for our readers, but if they could see

what wo have seen, thoy would think this subject worth seri

ous investigation. We do not regard these supposed discove

ries as fully established, because we have not made a sufficient

number and variety of experiments on different subjects, and

hence state them as only probable. There are two indubitable

proofs that these experiments are natural, not hypocritical :

1st. The natural language, in every instance, was perfect.

Not all the actors in Christendom could imitate the natural

language of Causality, Mirthfulness, Self-Esteem, Firmness,

Combativeness, Philoprogenitiveness, &c., when each was exci

ted, with anything like the perfection of our patient. The

tones of the voice, the expressions of the countenance, and the

wording of every sentence accompanying the excitement of

each organ, bore internal evidence, that they were the prompt

ings of nature, not put on by art. We certainly never saw so

heavenly a countenance as that of our magnetized patient, when

her moral faculties were all highly excited, and the propensi

ties put to sleep. "O, this is Heaven!" she exclaimed ; and in

tones and language the most touching, she continued: " O can't I

be here always? Must I go back again to earth? O do let me

stay in this state always ! Not an evil thought troubles me ! O

I am perfectly, perfectly happy !" But no sooner was Acquis

itiveness also excited, than she exclaimed, "O1 want some

money—I must have it; and yet, what do I want of money?

It is wrong to think about money when I am in this heavenly

state of mind ; yet I can't help it ; I must have some money; I

wish it was not wrong to steal ;" and then reproached herself

for mingling wicked thoughts with her heavenly aspirationsi

and also us for taking off her mind from contemplating God
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and holy things. But no sooner was Conscientiousness put to

sleep, (her Veneration and Marvellousness still left excited.)

than she craved money with indescribable eagerness ; and when

it was given to her, she grasped it with inexpressible delight,

and then talked about going to church and saying prayers ; and

when Secretiveness also was excited, she laid plans to steal and

rob, asserting that it was not wrong to rob A»tor, because he

had more money than he knew how to use, and she was a poor)

needy girl. But she whispered all this to the one with whom

she was put into communication, telling him not " to tell"

We certainlynever saw the faculties so powerfullyand perfectly

exhibited, either singly or in combination, as they have been

manifested during these examinations. We proposed to devote

several pages of this number to a detailed statement of them,

taken from our notes, but must defer it. We have room only

to allude to some

Supposed Discoveries, in which the second leading point of

interest to us is brought to light. This point involves the beau

tiful philosophy contained in these experiments, and also their

perfect harmony with well known facts. This point appears

in two aspects : 1st. Showing how it is that the several organs

give their different expressions to the face ; and 2d., carrying

out that same principle of grouping which is evinced in the loca

tion of the organs. Men have always known that all the pas

sions, such as anger, love, cunning, pride, decision, kindness,

piety, fear, reflection, &c., were expressed in the countenance ;

but no one has ever discovered the rationale of this, or shown

how it was done. As all effects have their legitimate causes,

also their means, through the instrumentality of which they are

effected, these expressions must have both their causes and in

struments by which these passions are expressed. These, we

think, we have discovered. Itappears that every organ of the

body and brain has a certain magnetic connexion with the face,

or a place there for its indication. For want of a better name,

we will call these places and connexions the poles of the organs.

Thus the poles of the heart are in the chin, by exciting which

the heart labors, and is raised to so violent a state of action as to

prevent the circulation of the blood, and to all appearance,

would cause death in a few seconds. The poles of the lungs

are in each cheek—just where the hectic flush appears in con.
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sumption. Hence the inflammation of the lungs excites these

poles, producing that rosy redness of cheek which indicates

and accompanies lung-fevor. In the name of philosophy, we

ask if this coincidence does not indicate truth, and is not in

harmony with nature ? And beyond a doubt, this discovery, if

founded in truth, will soon be employed in the cure of consump

tive complaints, lung fevers, asthma, &c. The poles of the

stomach are found to join Alimentiveness on its inner side,

This shows how it is, that the excitement of the stomach by

hunger, disease, &c., excites Alimentiveness, and through it

Combativeness, Destructiveness, &c. In other words, it shows

why hunger produces a desire to eat, rather than to worship, or

be kind—''why the morbid and inflamed condition of the stom

ach, brought on by over-eating, (a disease called dyspepsia>

liver-complaint, &c.,) produces a craving, insatiable appetite ;

the inflammation of the stomach being felt at its poles adjoining

Alimentiveness, and thereby exciting this organ, and creating a

desire for food ; and also why and how hunger produces irrita

bility, ill temper, &c., rather than kindness, or penitence, &c. ;

these poles of the stomach being close by Combativeness and

Destructiveness, which partake of the excitement of the stom

ach through these poles. All the other organs of the body are

found to have their poles in the face, and in all probability,

when dormant, can be excited and cooled off when inflamed,

merely by magnetizing their poles, or by putting them to sleep.

Each of the phrenological organs, also, is found to have its

poles in the face, and to transmit their expressions to the coun

tenance through these poles. Thus, the poles of Self-Esteem

are between the mouth and nose, about an inch and a quarter

apart, and about half an inch below the outer portions of the

nose. Hence its action produces that curl of the upper lip

which expresses scorn, contempt, pride, and self-sufficiency.

The poles of Firmness are about half an inch apart, near the

edge of the upper lip, and in the hollow between the nose and

mouth. Hence its action produces that compression of the

upper lip which is said to indicate 'decision of character ; and

hence, encouraging another to be firm, is expressed by the

saying, " Now keep a stiff upper lip ;" also, "That man carries

a stiff upper lip," is in harmony with this supposed discovery.

The poles of Mirthfulness are just within and above the

comers of the mouth, and hence its action, as when a joke is
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given and laughter excited, draws the mouth outward and up*

ward. The poles of Approbativeness are mostly horizontal with

the corners of the mouth, a little above them, and about a quar

ter of an inch towards the lower part of the ears. Hence its

action produces a smile similar to that of Mirthfulness, as when

a person is commended, or does or says something to elicit

praise. "Vain persons in their smiles say, " Am I not smart ?

Have I not said a witty thing."

Philoprogenitiveness has its poles in the upper lip, about half

an inch from the corners of the mouth ; and hence mothers give

their most affectionate kisses to their babes out of the sides of

their mouth instead of thejmiddle. The poles of Amativeness

are in the upper lip, about three-fourths of an inch apart, just

above its edge, and nearly half an inch each side of the

middle of it; whilst the poles of Adhesiveness are between the

two last mentioned. The poles of the reasoning organs are

just below the edge of the lower lip, and those of the moral

organs still further down, between the lower lip and chin.

This brings us to the second point of interest connected with

this portion of our subject, namely, that the poles of the organs

are grouped in the face, much as the organs themselves are

grouped in the head : that is, the poles of organs that are most

likelyto aid and accompany another, are located near each other.

Thus, it is a leading principle of Phrenology, that the moral and

reasoning faculties should co-operate in directing and govern

ing the actionsof all the other faculties, and incontrolling nearly

all the doinys of life ; and in accordance with this principle,the

poles of these organs are near neighbors, just as are the organs

themselves.

In conclusion, we beg our readers not to dismiss this subject

with a sneer, nor treat it lik". a humbug, as Animal Magnetism

has generally been treated ; for it is not impossible, that on a

careful examination, they may find, that they have been "en

tertaining angels unawares." It may be true ; and if so, good

will certainly come out of it. Phrenologists should be the last to

dismiss any matter unexamined which appeals to experiment.

We also think we have discovered several new organs ; but

want of space compels us to omit their presentation in this num

ber. We intend soon to lay before our readers similar discove

ries made by Dr. Buchanan, of Louisville, Ky.
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N. B.—Since the last four pages were put in type, we have

'determined to add another twelve pages to the Journal depart

ment, which will enable us briefly to allude to some additional

discoveries.

Another interesting discovery consists in the duality of the

'organs. Most of them, probably all, are double, both in organ

and function. Thus, Causality is supposed to have two func

tions and two pairs of organs ; lower Causality planning,

adapting means to ends, contriving, inventing, and acting on

matter, whilst upper Causality reasons, manufactures ideas,

thinks, investigates the laws of things, especially of mind,

morals, &c. Lower Comparison compares physical things,

whilst its upper portion compares ideas, discriminates, and

c reates a logical, metaphysical, analytical cast of mind. Lower

Philoprogenitiveness is fond of pets, upper, of one's own chil

dren. Lower Adhesiveness is "union for life," that disposition

which makes lovers, husbands and wives who love eachofher^

.&C, wish to be always together, and shrink from bestowing their

affections upon another ; whilst upper Adhesiveness exercises

the function usually assigned to it—that of pure friendship.

Upper Inhabitiveness creates a love of one's homestead, fath

er's house, or his own dwelling as a place, and disturbs his

sleep taken abroad ; whilst its lower and outward portion

creates a love of country, patriotism, &c. Upper Self-Esteem

creates love ef dominion, and gives dignity and weight to

character ; whilst its lower portion creates willfulness, self-de

termination, or that much disputed article " the will." The

back part of Firmness produces a set, determined, persevering

course ; whilst its front portion -always operates in conjunction

with Conscientiousness ; creating moral decision, a determi

nation to do what is right in spite of consequences, and because

it is right.* The back part of Veneration adores God, espe

cially in his works, and also creates a desire for religious wor

ship ; whilst its front portion respects men, and produces defer

ence to superiors. The frontal portion of Benevolence produ

ces kindness, active benevolence, a desire to do good, an

*Our magnetised oracle pronounced these organs to be particularly

strong in our head. Whether they are so in character, each reader will

be able to judge for himself before the close of this volume.

VOL. Iv. 8
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obliging disposition, &c.j but its back portion produces sym

pathy for distress, pity, &c., but docs not prompt to active

benevolence, especially not to giving. Posterior Marvellous-

ness trusts in Divine Providence, and reposes under the protect

ion of the Almighty, creating that essential element of true

piety called Faith, trust in God, &c,; whilst its lower anterior

portion believes in witches, ghosts, marvellous tales, &c., and

wonders at every thing. When we excited this organ, the

magnetized patient exclaint.ed, "Omy! did you ever hear that

whilst Mr. E. was preaching, his church and congregation

ascended up into heaven, and the city hall sunk right down

into the ground?" We answered no. She replied, " Hain't

you? Why I have, and believe it, too : Don't you ?" The in

ner portion of Mirthfulness towards Causality makes fun, and

helps Causality ascertain the truth by detecting the absurdity

and ridiculousness of error; whilst its external portion creates

the disposition to laugh. Tune is also double, one portion

giving the ability to learn and perform tunes, the other portion

delights in the harmonious, melodious, &c. We assure our

readers that We have a rich banquet of philosophical and phren

ological fact and philosophy, which we are sure will delight

and expand every reflecting mind. Every supposed discovery

thus far is beautiful—indescribably beautiful and philosophical,

accounting for, and according with the well known facts and

phenomena of mind so perfectly, that no reflecting person can

close his eyes upon its truth. If any of our readers are doubt

ful as to this matter, let them come to New York, and we will

soon show them what wo describe, and show them, too, the

utter impossibility of collusion or deception. No one, so far

as we know, who has seen them, doubts their reality.

We shall still prosecute our inquiries and investigations, and

make experiments on other subjects, and as fast as we become

well nigh certain. of the truth of successive discoveries, shall

give them publicity. We shall also, in a short time, prepare

and publish in connection with the Journal, plates or engra

vings, the size of life, in which each organ, new and old, will

be properly located and described, which, of itself, will, we

trust, equal in value the price of our subscription.

Since we have incidentally broached this subject, our readers

will allow us to add that our pay subscribers for this vear
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already ont-number those of last, and continue to come in

more and more rapidly. This delights and encourages us be

yond measure—not because of the money received, but because

it unfolds a bud of promise as to the continuance of the Journal

and to the propagation of this heaven-born science. Phrenol

ogy is taking deep root, and leavening the entire mass of the

American mind. Its doctrines will soon take a general and

permanent effect, and produce reform, delivering man from

that thialdom of pernicious customs and incorrect opinions in

which he is now involved, dispelling the clouds of dark

ness that now hang over his virtue and happiness, and usher

ing in the dawn of that glorious era,

" Which kings and prophets waited for, '

And sought, but never found.'"

ARTICLE V.

"Lecture on Phrenology, by Frank H. Hamilton M. D., Professor of the

theory and practice of Surgery in Geneva, Medical College, and the

Vermont Academy of Medicine. Delivered before the Rochester

Athenaeum, Feb. 9th, 1841. By request."

REVIEW.

A Mr. Juror was once summoned to attend Court, but as he

died before its sitting, his neighbor Mr. Simple, was commis

sioned to state to the court the reason of his non-appearance-

Accordingly, wnen Mr. Juror's name was called, Mr. S. arose

and said, "May it please your honor, I have twenty-one

reasons why Mr. J. does not appear in court. The first is that

he is dead—the second"—"That one will do," said the Judge,

interrupting him. "One such reason is quite sufficient."

To the thousand and one minor points contained in Dr. Ham

ilton's lecture against Phrenology, we shall make no reply,

partly because it will weaken the force of our main argu

ments, but chiefly because the following quotation brings the

whole matter in discussion to one single issue.

" This constitutes, as we are now prepared to show, the very

essence of phrenology ; or that essentially which distinguishes

it from all other doctrines of the mind. It is not that 'the men
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tal faculties are innate'—that 'the brain is the organ of the

mind'—that 'size, other things being equal, is the measure of

power,' nor indeed, that the form of the skull, and of course,

the contained mass, will, to no inconsiderable degree, prove

the index of the character and propensities of the individual,

and even mark national differences and difference of habi

tudes, &c., among animals ; but it is, 'that the mind possesses

distinct faculties, and the brain {cerebrum) is composed of

distinct organs, and that each mentalfaculty is manifested

through a distinct cerebral organ.

"That this is really the 'vexed question,' and that alone

which distinguishes tins philosophy from the philosophy of

other modern schools, we have already shown, by proving

their assent to the first three. propositions, while it will be seen

that the two remaining propositions are mere dependencies

upon the one now under consideration. We propose to show,

also, that they themselves, as well as others, declare this to

constitute the great and leading principle of their science. The

foundation of this doctrine is, that the brain is not a single or

gan but is composed of as many nervous systems as there are

primary and original faculties of the mind.' Dung. Phys. v. 1.

p. 263. Again, Fow. phr. p. 10. 'The mind consists of a

plurality of innate and independent faculties.' 'In the general

argument in proof of phrenology, this proposition is all import

ant and even fundamental. It is indeed the test and touch

stone of the truth of the science. If this proposition should

be disproved, phrenology would fall like the baseless fabric of

a vision and leave not a wreck behind.' p. 17."

On this point alone, we join issue ; in it our whole discus

sion centres. Defeated here, we quit the field disgraced, and

abandon Phrenology ; but if we fully establish this point,

namely, that the mind is a plurality of powers, and the brain

of organs, he, by his own showing, becomes the vanquished.

Let this point become established, and the last fourteen pages,

of his lecture go for nothing ; because they are exclusively oc

cupied in stating the difficulties and objections which he sup

poses appertain, not to the truth of the science, but wholly to

fts practical application. Now if this "vexed question" is

once settled in our favor, that is, if Phrenology is found to be

true, the difficulties that surround it, the objections drawn

from anatomy, the sciences, &c., &c., become of little account.

Do not difficulties surround every science ? And are they not

doubled and quadrupled in relation to the very science he prac

tices, and upon which he lectures ? So also his first eight pages

are taken up in admitting the first three principles of the science.
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Admirably has (he learned doctor opened up his subject,

and, what none of his "illustrious predecessors" have done,

having had the sagacity and candor to place this "vexed ques

tion" in its true light, he darts off in a tangent form what he

himself has just laid down as the only point at issue, namely,

whether the brain be a single organ or a plurality of organs,

to make war, not upon this "vexed question" itself, but upon

the arguments adduced in its support. Throughout his entire

lecture, he has not brought one single argument, nor but

one seeming fact, either against the science itself, or against

this "vexed question ;" thus leaving both just where he found

them. To overthrow the arguments adduced in support of

any doctrine, is by no means to overthrow the doctrine itself.

Having, as he vainly supposes, demolished these arguments,

he stops short, and that at the very point where truth, and with

it every principle of reason, require him to proceed and show

the palpable inconsistency of the science itself, not of the ar

guments of its supporters, and its contrariety to the well known

laws and operations of nature, as well as the truth, beauty and

harmony with nature, of his boasted doctrine of the unity of

the brain. These points, the only ones at issue, he has left

wholly untouched ; and thereby signally failed to secure the

"key stone" of his argumentative arch. Now why this glar

ing omission ? Why consume his whole lecture without even

once touching that very question which, on page 8th, he says

constitutes the very essence of Phrenology ? Let his inability

to overthrow it, answer ; and let it also account for his arguing

against the phrenological arguments, and not against Phren

ology.

A knowing lawyer having a bad cause, wisely contents him

self with picking minor flaws in the arguments of the opposing

counsel, without adducing any of his own, because he has

none ; all the arguments in the case being against him. And

lf a second rate lawyer, even with a bad cause, cannot make a

plea as plausible and valid as that of Dr. H., he is only third

rate. The confessedly superior talents of Dr. H., with truth

upon his side, and a good cause as clearly stated as he stated

this, would have annihilated Phrenology by showing its one

doctrine of a plurality of the mental faculties and the brain, to

be utterly incompatible with all well known facts, and estab

8*
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lishetl principles bearing on this point. Instead of contenting

himself with acting merely on the defensive, simply protecting

his own one-organ-and-one-faculty territory against the depre

dations of Phrenology, why does he not make war upon his

enemy's camp, by showing the fallacy, not of their arguments,

but of their leading principles ? Why not show how and

wherein our main doctrine of the plurality of the mental pow

ers and cerebral organs is absurd, and inconsistent in itself?

Simply because he could not.

We have dwelt the longer upon this omission of Dr. H., be

cause it lies at the very basis of our discussion, and saps the

entire superstructure of his whole lecture; nor does a strictly

logical answer to it require another word, either in our own

defence, or his exposition. Still the cause of truth and of

Phrenology requires us to go farther, and render our one strong

hold invulnerable. But before we offer our evidences of its

truth, we must still farther clear our coast by quoting and re

futing his negative arguments, or rather cavils.

" We now come directly to the arguments by which they en

deavor to sustain their fundamental principle,—the plurality of

the organs,—in which we shall follow Dr. Spurzheim. But

we should remark, that while Dr. Spurzheim proceeds at once

toprove the plurality of the organs, he passes over as granted

or assumed, the antecedent and most essential proposition, that

the faculties are multiplex."

But Dr. H. will see that to establish the plurality of either

the organs or the faculties, presupposes and necessarily implies

the plurality of the other. To suppose that the mind consists

of a plurality of powers, and yet that each power uses the

whole brain in succession, is a palpable absurdity. Through

out all the operations of nature, we find a distinct instrument

or organ for every class of functions, and also that every dis

tinct class of functions is exercised by its particular organ.

Thus, instead of our seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling ar d feel

ing, all by means of one and the same apparatus, each is per

formed separately by its appropriate instrument. This arrange

ment is universal, and the plain inference is that the truth of

each is inseparable from, and established by, that of the other.

The two together, constitute the very essence and substance,

both the foundation and the superstructure, as also the char

acteristic feature, of Phrenology. Establish either, and you
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(hereby establish the other, and with it the truth of phrenolo

gical science ; overthrow either, and you thereby overthrow

the other, burying the entire science in the fall ; so that it was

unnecessary for Dr. H. to establish more than one, and no

matter which, the other following as a matter of course.

Dr. H. continues : "His second argument is "analogy,"

which might at once be wholly rejected as illogical and un

sound ; since, by all reasoners it is considered butslippery testi

mony, and as capable of proving one thing as well as another.''

If a child should ask this anti-analogy Dr. where a certain

apple grew, his reply that it grew on an apple-tree, would be

highly " illogical and unsound," because he did not see it grow

ing there,and has no possible reason to suppose it did. except

its " analogy" to other apples which he has seen growing

there ; and " all reasoners" (Dr. H. of course included) con

sider this purely analogical evidence that the apple grew on

an apple-tree and not in a potatoe-hill, " as but slippery testi

mony, and wholly reject it as illogical and unsound." Hence

the child's question must remain unanswered, and so must all

questions of a similar nature, and all our knowledge derived

from comparing things that we have not seen with those we

have seen, must be rejected ; which would cut off two-thirds of

all the knowledge we possess, and Correctly regarded as

certain.

Should this anti-analogist find a tooth, let him not be so

" unsound and illogical" as to infer from its analogy to other

teeth (for he has no other ground for making any inference

whatever about it,) that it was made for mastication rather

than for walking, nor that it belonged to an animal of the size,

habits, &c., denoted by the tooth ; because all these illogical (?)

inferences are founded solely upon its " analogy" to other

teeth known to belong to animals having certain characteris

tics. Let him be consistent, and of necessity reject all the

splendid discoveries and inferences of Cnvier, the greatest

comparative anatomist known, who by having any of the bones

of any animal whose natural history he did not know, could

tell, from their " analogy" to similar bones of animals whose

natural history he did know, the natural history, food, and

other habits of the animal in question, with as much certainty

as if it were alive before him ; because these inferences, even
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though they strike the human mind as perfectly conclusive,

" are wholly rejected by all reasoners, as illogical and un

sound." Before ascertaining by repeated experiments inevery

case, he must not infer that a particular horse will not eat

meat ; nor a dog oats ; nor a tiger foliage ; nor man

tobacco ; because each of these inferences, with thousands of

similar ones about which we feel as certain as about the sun's

rising, are founded solely upon the analogy between one horse,

dog, tiger, &c., and others, and what one will or will not do

compared with others. Unless he saw a particular potato*

growing, how does he know it did not grow in an animal, or

on a tree, instead of in the ground ? Its " analogy" to other

potatoes known to have grown in the ground, reveals all that

is known as to where it grew, or from what it sprung. How

do we know that a certain man, of the origin of whose exist-

ance we know nothing, " was born of woman" instead of

growing on a tree like fruit ? His analogy to others thus bora,

alone answers, and answers truly.

Dr. H. and all ' reasoners' are bound to ' wholly reject as illog

ical and unsound" all the magnificent discoveries in astronomy,

because founded solely upon the analogy of matter on this

earth to matter eveiy where else—of worlds revolving to an

apple falling. Not the shadow of an argument founded on

any other basis, can be adduced in support of Sir Isaac New

ton's Principia, except that based upon " analogy," which is

such " slippery testimony" that its adoption by " all reasoners"

only shows how much more Dr. Hamilton knows than all the

reasoning world besides.

And then, too, the entire Baconian system, after revolution

izing the literature of the world, bringing truth out of chaos,

and substituting the inductive, or the only true method of arri

ving at correct conclusions in place of the scholastic jargon of

the dark ages, must be "wholly rejected," because it is only

from the concurring and converging testimony of numberless

analogous facts that we draw the therefore that other anal

ogous facts are governed by the same law. But this testimony

is too slippery to be relied upon, and " as capable of proving

one thing as well as another."

Dropping our " reductio ad absurdum," we boldly assert that

all real " analogy" is an unerring guide to truth. The distrust
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with which it is received, has been occasioned by seeming

analogies having been substituted for real. Thus, when one

thing is shown to be analogous to a second in a given particu

lar, a plausible but fallacious argument is often drawn from

some other point in the second which has no analogous point

in the first. Analogy is only the uniformity, the resemblance,

the sameness of character appertaining to phenomena having

a common cause. Causation is their fountain; analogy the

uniformity of the stream flowing therefrom.

The argument from analogy which Dr. H. ridicules, is simply

this : As each of the five senses of sight, taste, smell, hearing,

and sensation is a distinct mental faculty, yet is manifested,

not by means of the brain as a whole, but by means of a partic

ular part of it, called its organ, so in like manner each of the

other classes of the mental operations, such as kindness, resist

ance, appetite, reason, &c., is alss manifested by means of its

particular organ in the brain. We will quote Dr. H.'s state

ment and refutation of this phrenological argument, as a sam

ple of the injustice done to our arguments by his manner of

stating them :

"'The five external senses,' says Spurzheim, 'are separate

and independent of each other,' and each has, says the phren

ologist, its appropriate organ within the brain, as ' color' for

the sense of sight, 'tune' for the sense of hearing, &c. Why

then, according to fair analogy, have not 'firmness,' 'venera

tion,' &c., each an external sense like the eye or ear through

which their appropriate sensations or perceptions may be con

veyed? Why, in short, should 'color,' 'tune,' &c., have an

external organ of sense and not each of the thirty-thiee other

faculties ? Thus analogy is seen to prove as much or more

against phrenology, as in its favor."

We call upon Dr. H. to show what standard Phrenologist

has ever advocated any such doctrine that " Color is for the

sense of sight," " Tune, for that of hearing," &c. Do not all

Phrenologists regard Color as separate and distinct from sight,

and Tune from hearing? Do they not expressly declare that

many whose sight is perfect, cannot distinguish colors, and that

others whose hearing is perfect, cannot tell one tune from

another? We grant that sight assists Color, and hearing, Tune,

just as Ideality or Imitation assists Tune, or Combativeness or

Self-Esteem aid Firmness in producing perseverance, but in no
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other way. , He first misrepresents our analogy, and then

ridicules his own misrepresentation. Does he think to refute,

not Phrenology, for this he no where attempts to refute—hut

its argument drawn from analogy by such flimsy " analogy,"

such unfair ridicule ? Lest we should be accused of misrep

resenting Dr. H.,we have in this instance, as in many others,

quoted all he says on this point, and appeal whether he has fairly

stated, or at all invalidated our argument from " analogy." If

not, and if our analogical argument be correct, it alone estab

lishes the truth of Phrenology. " One such reason is quite

sufficient."

" Fourth.—' Every one has his peculiar gift ;' and this, it is

asserted by Phrenologists, can only be explained by ascribing

to each gift a distinct organ." p. 10.

This argument, fairly stated, is this : Some have certain tal

ents or propensities strong, others weak. One has a genius for

poetry, but is poor in mathematics ; some will steal, others

care nothing for money ; some have powerful memories, others

are forgetful ; and so of other talents and propensities. Now

since the brain is the organ of all these mental powers, if it

be a unity, acting in turn upon these various subjects, it must

act upon all subjects with equal power, which is not the case.

Hence this endless diversity of humancharacter can be explain

ed only by supposing the mind to be a plurality of faculties,

and the brain of organs ; some vigorous, others feeble, corres

ponding with these " peculiar gifts" aud propensities. This

argument has lost most of its force by the feeble manner in

which Dr. H. states it, but his reply is still more feeble.

This doctrine, founded on the Doctor's " we believe," if true,

would annihilate the whole doctrine of the hereditary descent

of any quality, mental or physical, from parents to children :

a doctrine established beyond all dispute. Nay more. By

leaving our offspring without any congenital influence, it leaves

them just as liable to become wild beasts, or even trees or stones,

or, more properly, to be any thing and every thing as chance

might dictate, as to became men and women having fixed

mental and physical constitutions. Man's primary powers

are caused wholly by education, or else wholly by parentage «

for in this matter, there is no co-partnership. If by the latter, Dr.

Nott can just as well educate a chesnut sprout to become an
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Oak tree, as to educate all his pupils to become " braves,'' of can

educate a horse to amputate a limb as scientifically as Dr.

Hamilton can. Dr. Nott can educate a dog to understand

mathematics, or a fish to live on land, just as much as he can

educate a child with large Cautiousness and small Combative-

ness to become courageous ; because each has a fixed nature

derived from parentage. If Dr. Hamilton's hypothesis that

education makes all the difference, both in the kinds and de

grees of talents, propensities, tastes, &c., be correct, then parent

age does nothing, not even so much as to impart primary qual

ities, or original capabilities, which completely sets aside the

whole influence of parentage, or in other words, nullifies the

doctrine of the hereditary descent of both mental and phys

ical qualities from parents to children—a doctrine seen and felt

to be true by every observing parent—a doctrine supported by

too many unequivocal facts to be set aside by Dr. Hamilton's

«'we believe," or Dr. Mudie's mere assertion, or Dr. Nott's

naked declaration. The saying "Pocta nascitub non fit"—"a

poet must be born, not made"—embodies the experience

and observation of past ages and all mankind, establishing the

phrenological doctrine that, as parentage imparts to children a

general build of body and expression of countenance re

sembling their parents, so it also gives certain forms of head

or cerebral developments like those of their parents, which

determine the general type of the character, talents, propensi

ties, &c. Education may modify, increase, diminish, improve

and direct this type, but cannot create or radically change it.

Was it education that made Patrick Henry the greatest orator

of his age ? Was not his luhole education such as to unfit

him to become eloquent? But he was descended on his mo

ther's side from the Robinson family, so celebrated for the

classical elegance and beauty of their histories, and their fe-

licious style of composition, and from an eloquent father. Was

it education that made Gera Colburn a mathematical won.

der at six years old ? O wo forget. Perhaps he saw "a pin

fall in the cradle." p. 10. Was it education that made a Ben

jamin West so celebrated a painter, when he never attended a

drawing school, and his parents whipped him at home, and his

teacher at school for indulging his propensity to draw before

he was seven years old ?
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But why lower down our argument by citing detailed

cases, or direct the reader's mind from the one idea we wish

now to enforce, namely, that the Deity has established certain

hereditary relations between children and their parents, by

which the mental as well as physical qualities of the latter are

transmitted to the former, and appear prior to all education,

and even in the very "teeth" of it ? Shall the whole world

stand corrected by the Doctor's "we believe," and his "even the

falling of a pin while yet in the cradle ma?," yes, and it may

no/ ; but our may is backed by millions of facts to his—none,

Our doctrine imposes upon parents a double responsibility,

first as parents, secondly as educators of their children ; qis, as

educators only. Our's renders the child doubly dear to its

parents, because bone. of their bone, flesh of their flesh , mind

and tastes of their mind and tastes, whilst his leaves us to love

children as children only, but not as our own children. We

leave " all reasoners" to decide how far Dr. H. has shown that

hereditary influence does not exist, and even if he has, does

this prove the brain to be' a unity, and the mind a single

faculty—the only "vexed question," whilst we leave you, pa

rents, and especially mothers, to decide which doctrine is true,

which the law of nature, which accords with your own

experience, whether the phrenological doctrine that you im

part to your offspring certain primary faculties,some stronger

than others, which, at least in part, (howevej little decides the

question in our favor,) determines their tastes, talents, apti

tudes, capabilities, desires, propensities and predispositions, or

Dr. Hamilton's long-ago-exploded hypothesis that "we believe''

the human mind to be a blank, on which "education and ac

cidental circumstances" write all the varieties and degrees of

character and talents among men, leaving it destitute of all

orignal inherent character of its own.*

* We shall soon publish an able article, composed mainly of histori

calfads of distinguished men and women, showing that strongly marl

ed quahies are hereditary, and not caused by education, nor by seeing

" pins fall in the cradle."
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(Continued from page 87.)

He continues : "Fifth. 'Study of the same subject, too long

protracted, causes fatigue ; by changing this, we may still con

tinue our labors.' This assertion is no doubt true ; yet we need

not invoke phrenology for a satisfactory explanation. A subject

long studied loses its novelty and interest (why?) "and it re

quires, therefore," [wherefore ? why requires ?] "a much greater

effort of mind to continue our attention ; and if persisted in,

the brain becomes over-burdened ; we are then relieved by

any novel study ;" (but why does a novel study give relief?)

u which possesses for a while more interest." (But whypossess

more interest ? Dr. H. says the want of interest was caused

by "the brain becoming overburdened and fatigued." Then

why or how should re-burdening it by additional exercise give

relief? Why, when a man becomes tired by carrying a load,

would he be "relieved" by carrying another on the top of it ?

Why when a man is tired out by walking east, does it "relieve"

him to walk back again ? Can't you tell, Dr. ? Let us tell

you. A parrot scholar once went to college, and got along

well in Euclid, by committing every proposition to memory

verbatim. Whilst flippantly rattling off a committed propo

sition which he had not brains enough to understand, as he

9
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got to the "therefore" of it, Dr. Nott, or some other professor,

asked him, wherefore ? Pretty polly had to sit-down. So Dr.

H. tells us that a novel study, although it re-taxes a brain al

ready "over loaded," relieves it ; but does not tell us how or why

this relief is caused, or why another study becomes a novel

one. It is as though he had argued, If you carry a pail of

water in your left hand till it is "overburdened and fatigued,"

carrying another pait of sand back again in the same hand,

will relieve it, because it is novel. However, as this argument

is only drawn from "analogy," Dr. H. will, of course, "whol

ly reject it as illogical and unsound."

Butifioeare asked whyand how achange of studies givesre-

lief, we answer, for the same reason that when you have car

ried a heavy weight in the right hand till it is "fatigued," you

experience relief by taking it into the left, to which hand it is

a "novelty." (Another illogical (?) analogy,) "and when that is

"overburdened," by swinging it upon the back, &c. Observe,

reader, the beauty with which Phrenology accounts for this

relief, by maintaining that one part of the brain reasons, an

other performs music, another studies mathematics, and there

fore, (aye, and there is a wherefore to this therefore,) when

Causality is fatigued by thinking, our turning to music calls a

fresh organ into exercise, just as changing your load from the

right hand to the left, calls a set of fresh muscles into action.

"'Monomania, or hallucination upon a particular subject

while the mind is sane upon all others, proves incontestibly,'

say they, 'that each organ has its appropriate function ; and is

wholly inconsistent with the doctrine of the unity of the brain.'

Let us examine—A man has long and deeply dwelt upon the

subject of religion until it becomes to him a matter of para

mount and intnse interest; his brain" (as a whole of course,)

"'.ias acquired a morbid and feverish irritability, so that the

slightest mental agitalion," (of whatever kind, ofcourse,) "pro

duces a rush of blood to the head, and positive derangement.

Now speak to this man upon the subject of politics ; he an

swers you correctly and talks sanely—he is cool, calm and

rational." [Why ?] "Introduce any other subject—bis profes

sion or trade, and still he manifests no excitement, noi sign of

derangement. He has no interest in all these matters and his

brain" [as a whole of course,] "remains sound. But speak to

him on the subject of religion—no matter how cautiously, and

you touch the string to which all his feelings vibrate ; cerebral

congestion immediately ensues, and he talks with all the wild
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ness of a confirmed maniac." [But why a maniac when "his

brain remained sound," but the second before ? Why does

religion produce instantanous madness, and a rush of blood to

the head ? In short has Dr. H. given us one solitary reason

why the brain is sound one instant and congested the next, but

sound the third, or why religion excites him, and other things

do not. Dr. H. gives us a therefore without a wherefore. He

continues:] "It is now clear," [as mud] "that he is only a mono

maniac when the subject of his monomania is before him, and

that it is the whole mind and not a portion which is then de

ranged." But how muchclearer the phrenological explanation

that the non-continued over-exercise of one organ renders it in

flamed, and morbidly susceptible of excitement, whilst the other

organs maybe healthy,so that when you converse with him on

any subject that excites a healthy organ, he is perfectly sane,

but the moment you introduce religion, you excite a diseased,

inflamed, congested organ, which produces the mono part of

the mania. When this parrot scholar was asked for his where

fore, he was obliged to set down. So when we ask Dr. H.

wherefore or how introducing religion causes his brain to be

come inflamed in an instant, and how changing the subject re

stores his brain to a perfectly healthy state the next instant, he

too must set down, and sit there forever.

That the reader may see whether the Doctor has clearly

stated, or at all iefuted, this incontestible argument in proof of

the plurality of the mental faculties and cerebral organs, we

quote the six lines embodying it from our "Practical Phrenolo

gy," p. 7. "Sixth. Insane persons are often deranged only

upon a single subject, whilst they are sane upon every other.

Now, were the mind a single power, and the brain a unity,

sanity upon one subject, and insanity upon another, could not

co-exist; whereas, were it a plurality of powers, and the brain,

of organs, a given organ, and with it its power, might be de

ranged, whilst the others remained in a healthy state." One

such proof of this "vexed question," "is quite sufficient."

Dr. Hamilton himself being judge, we ask whether we have

not quoted the strongest passages (we mean the least weak) of

his lecture, and we appeal to the reader whether he has inval

idated our leading principle in the least, or adduced the first-

proof that the brain is a unifcv ?
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The reader will observe that one of Dr. Hamilton's " posi

tive" objections is the merely negative argument that Phrenol

ogists have not demonstrated lines of separation between the

organs. However, says he, it matters little, for there may

be difference of function in the brain, just as there is in the

different parts of the spinal column, without your being able

to demonstrate a difference of structure. That is, as anato

mists know that the spinal marrow performs several functions,

yet have been unable to demonstrate lines ofseparation between

the different parts performing them, so there may be a difference

in the functions of different parts of the brain without any per

ceptible difference of structure between the different organs.

We now come to his "pathalogical facts," or his

" Unkindest cut of all,"

which he and his friends regard as his strong point, his great

battering-ram. We quote them entire, and shall answer them

thoroughly.

" The following case was published in the "American Medi

cal Intelligencer" for April, 1837, a work edited by Prof. Dun-

glison. Dr. G. W. Boerstler, of Lancaster, Ohio, was the

surgeon in the case and made the post mortem examination in

presence of Drs. Edwards, Ohr, and Newcomer. The man

ner in which the report is drawn up, is in itself sufficient evi

dence of his competency to make the examination.* A boy

had been kicked by a horse, and his skull fractured. There

was no compression, save by the fractured pieces, which were

readily removed. The boy's faculties were not destroyed,

but there was some intellectual confusion from the time of the

injury, during the operation, and for two hours after ; from

which time he recovered everyfaculty of the mind, and they

continued vigorousfor six weeks, and to within one hour of

his death, which tookp tace on the forty-third day." * *

The space of the sku}l, previously occupied by the right an

terior and middle lobes of the cerebrum, presented a perfect

cavity, the hollow of which was filled with some sero-puru-

*On p. 5. ol his lecture, Dr. H. after admitting " that the brain is the

organ of the mind," says, "and this no person of common intelligence

at the present day pretends to deny;" and yet this same highly " com

petent" Dr. B. denies it ; for, in commenting on this case, he says, that

it not only explodes the Phrenological doctrine, but also that it equally

overthrows the doctrine that the brain is the organ of the mind. [See

Medical Library, Vol. I., No. I.] Ergo, according to Dr. Hamilton's

own showing, the "competent" Dr. B. has not "common intelligence."
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lent matter ; the lobes having been destroyed by suppuration :

the third lobe was much disorganized. The left hemisphere

,was in a state of ramollisment down to the corpus callosum.

It was so much softened, that the slightest touch would remove

portions ; and, with the aid of a sponge, I wiped away its sub

stance to near the corpus callosum, when it began to be firmer,

but presented more the appearance of a homogeneous mass,

than of regular organization. The chiasm of the optic nerves,

as well as their entire tract, was so soft as to yield to a slight

touch with the handle of the scalpel, and the olfactory were in

the same condition. The corpus callosum, thalami nervorum

opticorum, and tubercula quadrigemina, presented no patho

logical condition. The cerebellum and medulla oblongata

were in a physiological state. The spinal column was not ex

amined. This boy was remarkably intelligent. In my daily

visits, I held frequent conversations with him ; and in all my

observations, I could not discover the slightest derangement of

his intellectual faculties—no dullness of sensibility, no obtuse-

ness of perception, no impairment of judgment, no want of

memory, and, so far as mind is concerned, he gave no evidence

of disease. His vision, audition, and voice were unimpaired."

The trite proverb that " Too much of a good thing is worpe

than nothing," applies with emphasis to this report. The state

ment that " the chiasm of the optic nerves, as well as their en

tire tract, was so soft as to yield to a slight touch," whilst

the lad's "vision was unimpaired," refutes itself, and nullifies

the whole force of this fact. (?) As well might Dr. B. tell the

scientific world that a boy in Ohio could see without eyes or

optic nerves, or breathe without lungs. Natural Philosophy

fully proves that, though the eye collects and adjusts the rays of

light, yet that vision is performed by the optic nerve alone.

Who believes that any body ever retained their vision unim~

paired, after the nerves of vision were thoroughly disorganized?

No one ; not even Dr. Hamilton! The very statement is pre

posterous ! Then why should Phrenologists believe the other

equally absurd part of the report, namely, that his "perception,"

"judgment," "memory," and "mind" remained "unimpaired,"

after the entire brain, except a small portion in one corner, was

equally disorganized? The report renders it self-evident that

the brain and the optic nerve were both in precisely the same

condition : the former "so much softened that the slightest

touch would remove portions the latter, "so soft as to yield

to a slight touch." Hence, if Dr. B.'s assertion that " the

9*
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brain was so much softened as to yield to a slight touch," over

throws Phrenology, his assertion that " the optic nerves were

so soft as to yield to a slight touch" whilst his "vision remained

unimpaired," eywa/ty overthrows the established and admitted

principles of vision. But since Dr. H. asserts the former, if after

this, he ever believes or teaches the optic nerves to be the in

struments of vision, he does not believe that part of Dr. B.'s

report relating to the optic nerves ; nor will any but bigoted

anti-Phrenologists believe the other part. Even Dr. Hamilton

does not believe that very part relating to the boy's retaining

his intellectual powers after the disorganization of most of his

brain ; for, on page 3 of his lecture, he distinctly admits that

the " brain is the organ of the mind ;" yet here argues that it

may be disorganized, and most of it abstracted, whilst the

boy's intellectual faculties remained "unimpared." [See

"Phrenology Proved," &c., p. 337.]

This report must be received or rejected as a tchole. Shall

then, the whole literary world, shall even natural Philosophy

herself, bow and stand corrected by Dr. B.'s report ; or shall

we rather conclude that both the brain and the optic nerves

were thus softened after death, and before dissection ? Or shall

this new discovery that the optic nerves are no longer the in

strument of vision, or, if they are, that their being all disor

ganized does not impair the vision, and also that men can

think, remember,judge, &c., without brains, or with their brains

decayed by suppuration, as well as with them in a sound state,

or shall we regard Dr. B.'s report as erroneous ? Had he

omitted the last sentence quoted, his report would have been

less self-contradictory ; but as it is, the report refutes itself.

After asserting that this fact (?) overthrows Phrenology, Dr.

B. adds that it equally overthrows the doctrine that the brain

is the organ of the mind ; a doctrine which Dr. H. admits,

and says no man of ordinary intelligence denies, page 4

Yet here he denies it, or at least, says that a boy in Ohio

could think, remember, judge, &c., with most of his brain

matterated or softened ! Those who argue against truth, should

have excellent memories in order not to contradict themselves.

If the mind's eye of Dr. H. had been half open, and that half

not blinded by prejudice, he must have seen that this fact (?)

does not touch Phrenology as such—does not militate against
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its one distinctive, characteristic feature, as stated by Dr. H. on

p. 8, and quoted on p. 86 and 87, namely, whether the brain

be a plurality oforgans, but only against the doctrine that the

brain as a whole exercises the mental functions as a whole.

Even these great men like Dr.'s H. and B. will sometimes

commit and copy palpable absurdities—will occasionally put

dead flies in their ointment.

Prof. Worcester, of Cincinnati, once asked Dr. Mussey

whether he would be willing to stake his reputation on this re

port of Dr. B.'s ? rtNo!no! it contradicts itself," was his

reply. Dr. H. continues :

"Prof. Mussey, of Cincinnati, related to us some years since,

a case which came under his observation. An adult had lost,

in consequence of a severe injury, and consequent sloughing

of the parts, most or many of the perceptive organs on each

,side : yet by examination, he learned that he retained the

faculties peculiar to these organs as well as ever. In this case,

there could be no deception ; for the frontal bone in front of

the destroyed organ, had also sloughed, and a deep and wide

cavern was left, into which the fingers might be introduced.

We are happy to hear from Prof. Mussey, that he intends soon

to give a paper to the public on the subject of phrenology ;

in which, we presume, the particulars of this interesting case

will be more minutely detailed. He is a distinguished scholar,

and has proved himself an able antagonist of phrenology.—

We shall look for this article with much impatience."

It will be time enough for Phrenologists to answer this case,

after Dr. M. reports it, which will not probably be very soon,

unless he makes greater progress in anti-Phrenology than he

has done for. the last four years. Why did he omit to give his

accustomed lecture against Phrenology to his last class at Fair

field ? Perhaps he has become convinced that there may be

some truth in Phrenology, and hence, being a conscientious ad

vocate of truth, fears to oppose it. " Go thou and do likewise."

But the following is the most plausible point in Dr. Hamil

ton's whole, lecture :

" For the particulars of the following case, which we have

taken the liberty considerably to abridge, we are indebted to

the politeness of Erastus Cushing, M. D., of Cleveland, Ohio,

who was himself the attending physician, and made the post

mortem examination. In the autumn of 1839, Miss E. Atkins,

of Cleveland, a young lady of high intellectual accomplish

ments, while passing from her chamber into the hall adjoining,
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made a misstep, and was precipitated down a flight of stairs.

She was taken up insensible, and died three days after.

" Twenty-four hours after death, an examination was made

in the presence of Drs. Terry, James L. Ackleyr Hutchinson,

Cangan, Mendenhall, and Cushing, all of Cleveland. Remov

ing the scalp, an extensive fracture was found traversing the

left parietal hone, obliquely upwards and backwards across

the sagittal suture. The calvarium being next elevated, the

skull was seen to be less than half its usual thickness ; while

the dura mater was much thickened. The surface of the brain

appeared a little more vascular than natural. A firm promi

nent point now presented itself between the hemispheres of

the brain, pressing so firmly against the upper part of the os

frontis, as that it had become perforated by absorption, for the

space of one inch in length, and 3-8 in width, the periosteum

alone remaining entire. Examiningfarther, this wasascertained

to be a bony tumor, situated nearly in the centre, but inclining

a little more to the right than left, extending from the top to the

base of the skull, and depressing considerably the right orbitar

plate of the frontal bone ; of an irregular cuboidal shape, and

occupying nearly all of the anterior third of the cavity of the

cranium. Its exact weight was one pound and six drachms,

apothecary. Dr. Cushing describes it as being no where at

tached to the skull, and only in one point to the dura mater,

»between the bifurcation of the optic nerves.' It seemed,

however, to 'arise from, and be incorporated with, the sub

stance of the brain,' from which it was with diflicuUy separ

ated. Prof. A. W. Ackley, of Willoughby College, Ohio, to

whom the tumor was immediately handed, made a section

through the center with a saw, and states in a letter to me on

the subject, 'on careful examination, I have no doubt it was

an osseous transformation of the substance of the brain, in

creasing in density from the surface to the center.' Here, then,

was a total destruction of the perceptive and intellectual or

gans, as well as some of the sentiments—benevolence, &c.

The following, however, will show that her mind retained

nearly its wonted power and integrity, until the day of the ac

cident, three days before her death.

" She had been occasionally ill during the last three years ;

during which time her sight had been gradually failing, and

at length she became totally blind ; her right eye being slight

ly protruded. Her occasional attacks of illness, were evident

ly the consequence of the pressure of this tumor ; being at

tended with more or less stupor, pain in the forehead, &c.

From these, however, she always soon recovered by proper

treatment, and her mind in the intervals possessed nearly its

usual accuracy and vigor, and seemed only to lack in quick

ness or readiness of conception, 'although,' says Dr. Cushing,
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*it was in the end correct.' A few days before her death, she

sung a favorite hymn, (time and tune,) and had no other diffi

culty than that of indistinct articulation, which arose from the

partially paralyzed state of the muscles and mouth.'

What right has Dr. H. to attribute her "difficulty" in singing

to "the partially paralized state of the muscles of the mouth"

rather than to the partial paralysis of the phrenological organ

of Tune ? As these muscles were not dissected, we have as

undoubted a right to attribute it to the latter, as he to the for

mer. The report itself renders it self-evident, first, that her

organ of Tune was impaired, and secondly, that her singing

was indistinct ; which converts the case, as he reports it, into

a phrenological fact. The report itself asserts that Time and

Tune on the left side, were not destroyed, though obviously

injured, and that she sung with difficulty.

Dr. H. says, there " was a total destruction of the intellect-

organs, by a tumor nearly in the centre, yet inclining a little

more to the right than left." Its effecting a "total" destruc

tion of the intellectual lobe, yet being partly on one side, is like

having a " total" eclipse of the moon partly on one side, or

having a part equal to the whole—another dead fly—a real

Irish bull.

Mark what follows: "Here then, was a total destruction of

the intellectual lobe by a tremor situated nearly in the centre."

How "nearly" ? " Nearly" an inch would be " nearly in the

centre," yet " nearly" an inch would give Phrenology " near

ly" all the leeway required ; for her mind retained only "near

ly its wonted power and integrity ;" and these two nearlys

" nearly" overthrow th j. whole force of this only " nearly"

anti-phrenological fact. A "nearly" fact is no fact at all. Until

Dr. H. brings forward a whole fact, in which not " nearly in the

centre, yet a little more to the right than left," but the entire

organ on both sides is destroyed, whilst the corresponding fac

ulty retains its power, he only " nearly" hits the mark where

"a miss is as good as a mile."

These remarks apply equally to the balance of this self-con

tradicting story. The report says that "nearly" all her intel

lectual organs were removed or abstracted, " yet a little more

to the right side than left;" and also, that "her mind in the

intervals possessed" only "nearly its wonted accuracy and
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vigor, and seemed to lack" (mark, reader, her mind and braia

both lacked) " in quickness, or readiness of comprehension,"

(poor thing, how could she comprehend quickly with her intel

lectual lobe nearly absorbed,) " being attended with more or

less stupor." (No wonder.)

Comment is unnecessary. From being a "young lady of

high intellectual accomplishments," she became " dull of com

prehension, attended with stupor" and "lacked vigor of mind;"

her intellectual faculties becoming impaired by this injury of

her intellectual organs, and " nearly" in the same proportion.

Having shown from the report itself that this case bears in

favor of Phrenology, we do not assert, but merely suggest,

that her "falling down stairs" might have been caused by the

tumor's injuring her organs of Locality and Weight. How

much of the faculty of Causality, Language, Mirthfulness,

Eventuality, &c., she possessed, report "saith not and yet

" this is really the vexed question."

As Dr. H. is so poorly off for facts of the right kind, we

will help him to one. Prof. Horner, of Philadelphia, in h'm

Anatomy, states that a patient of his lost nearly all of his an

terior or intellectual lobe by suppuration, including the percep

tive organs on both sides, yet retained his intellectual faculties

to the last. Dr. H. annually exhibits this brain, preserved in

spirits, to his class, as a refutation of Phrenology. Year after

year, his students triumphantly pointed us to this brain as

conclusive against the science. At last, accompanied by Rev.

S W. Fuller, Prof. J. Bryant, and several other literary gen

tlemen, we accepted an invitation to examine it. Dr. Homer

placed it before us in a highly dignified and positive manner,

at the same time taking down his work on Anatomy and begin

ning to read from it his report of the case. When he came to

that part of it in which he says, " The Phrenological organs of

all the perceptive faculties, and most of the intellectual, on

both sides, were destroyed by suppuration," we said, stop Dr.,

and pointed out the lobe of each of the perceptive faculties,

and Causality as being entire on one side. " Oh, but," inter

rupted the Dr., "see what the book says" ! We replied, "Re

ally, Dr., you must indeed excuse us for believing our own

eyes in preference to your book ."

Although this brain was dissected twenty-eight hours after
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a. lingering illness, which allowed decay to progress to its ut

most limits before dissolution, and though it has, of course, de

cayed some since, yet when we pointed out to all present one

lobe of each of the intellectual organs, except Comparison and

Eventuality, Dr. Horner rebuts the testimony of our own

eyes, by referring to " what his book says." We presume that

this is the case alluded to by Dr. Hamilton on the authority of

Dr. Mussey.

We asked Dr. Horner whether he closely examined the

boy's mind to ascertain whether he actually retained thefacul

ties of Causality, Eventuality, Comparison, Locality, &c. He

answered, " Oh, no ! The boy was too weak for that," (very

likely,) " but I did not discover their absence." We replied,

significantly, " Doctor, no fact is of any avail against Phren

ology, unless it is ascertained, to a certainty, that a phrenolo

gical organ is wholly wanting on both sides, and its faculty

palpably manifested : in this case, we have neither."

(To be continued.)

ARTICLE II

examination of a religious cheat.

Our world is full of anomalies and self-contradictions. We

have learned fools and foolish wise men ; honest infidels and

cheating Christians ; ignorant men endowed with superior

talents, and others who are geniuses in one department, but

perfect tyros in another. One man has a remarkable talent

for making money but no mechanical ingenuity, and no liter

ary taste or talent ; whilst another can neither make money,

nor use it to advantage, but is devoted to books. Even Dan

iel Webstei, with all his intellectual greatness, is said to be

destitute of economy in money matters.

But the most remarkable of these self-contradictions, occur

in those who are governed by their propensities at one time,

and by their religious feeling at another. These are our pray

ing rascals ; our conscientious cheats ; our Sunday Christiana
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but week day sinners. This subject will be best illustrated,

as well as accounted for, by the following fact :—

In August, 1841, at one of our public double-test examina

tions in Utica, N. Y., which examinations were made by both

ourself and brother L. N. Fowler, Mr. N. was selected. We

saw the physical, animal temperament to be predominant,

combined with strong animal propensities, and also with large

Veneration. We were nonplused, for in point of relative size,

the propensities and moral organs were about equal. In this

case, of course, education, occupation, and circumstances,

mainly determine the conduct. If they incline to the side of

virtue and religion, the conduct is biased in that direction ; but

if to the side of vice, they turn the scale in the opposite direc

tion. Applying this principle to Mr. N., we asked if he was

a professor of religion, and when answered in the affirmative,

we proceeded to describe him as a conscientious, praying, hon

orable man, yet as very fond ofmoney, and very close mouthed,

though too conscientious to be a hypocrite. This information

as to his religious profession, misled us ; for, though he was a

professor, yet the influences of religion reached only to his

feelings, but did not control his conduct. Like a scale evenly

balanced, he was good and bad by turns ; and, as his Tempe

rament was very fervid, he was like Jeremiah's grapes—

the good very good, but the bad so very bad that they could

not be eaten. Six times he had been converted and received

into the church, and six times excommunicated for his gross

immoralities. By attending church on the Sabbath>his Vene

ration would be wrought up to so high a pitch that he would

pray in the most fevent manner, weep over his sins, repent

ing them from the very bottom of his heart, and pray most

devoutly for grace to enable him to overcome them; and the

next morning, cheat the first man he could find that would be

lieve his plausible falsehoods. He resorted to every artifice

and stratagem imaginable, in order to take in his neighbors.

His falsehoods were so plausible, and uttered with such perfect

assurance, and his deceptions so cunningly devised, that he

would cheat his neighbors time after time, and yet the next

Sunday be as pious, and, at the evening prayer meeting, as

penitent as before. Nor was this hypocritical. He felt it all.

The fact was this. His Temperament was of the most ar-
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dent and excitable kind, and, therefore, all his feelings were

strong to excess. Hence, when his Veneration was excited

by the voice of prayer and praise, he, too, poured out his soul

in penitence and supplication before his God. But, when

again in business, his religious paroxysm subsided, and his

Acquisitiveness and Secretiveness excited, he would cheat and

lie with a relish, and for the sake of the pleasure afforded

thereby. The case of the colored servant girl, mentioned

on page 21, is similar In this particular. We have a vast

many Mr. N.'s in society. They may not carry their dupli

city and knavery to great lengths ; but, they will be very pious

from Saturday night to Monday morning, and yet sell a poor

article for a good one, knowing it not to be what they posi

tively declare it to be ; entice you to buy even against your

will, and then sell your property under the hammer for not a

tenth of its true value, and have a proxy on the spot to bid it

in, and still visit the sanctuary and partake of the sacrament

the next Sabbath. Their brethren in the church account them

hypocritical, yet they are not so ; and " the world " take occa

sion, from these inconsistences, to reproach Christianity.

It is generally thought that no man can be truly pious, with

out being perfectly honest. This is by no means the case. A

Shylock may worship his God just as fervently and as sincerely

as though he were honest ; and, " vice versa," a man may bo

perfectly honest without having a spark of true piety. The

fact is that honesty is exercised by one class of developments,

and piety, by another ; and hence, one man may have the de

velopments of a pious man combined with powerful propen

sities, each ruling him by turns, according to the amount of

excitement placed before them ; while another may be per

fectly upright, yet never be imbued with gratitude or praiso

to God.

Men have so little charity for each other, that they allow

one sin to hide a n.ultitude of virtues. They generally regard

the man who does one bad act as bad throughout and utterly

wicked, and make little or no allowances for extenuating

circumstances, but condemn by the wholesale, considering him

«* that sinneth in one point as guilty of all." Censorious man !

Open the book of Phrenology. Read in it a lesson of forbear-

VOL. IV 10
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ance, if not of forgiveness. Look mainly at his virtues. And,

when you see a neighbor, in an unguarded hour, overcome by

a passion against which he is struggling with might and main,

do not throw into the shade all his former good works, but

rather let them become a mantle of charity to hide his faults.

Instead of condemning and neglecting him on account of a

temporary indulgence of his animal feelings, try to aid. him in

doing better, remembering that you, too, may have failings of

which you are not aware.

One extenuating circumstance in Mr. N.'s case, was his oc

cupation. It was that of a butcher—almost of necessity a dis

honest one. Meats are expensive, and unless sold immedi

ately, spoil. Their profits also are great, so that Acquisitive

ness on the one hand, and Cautiousness on the other, both ex

cited to the highest pitch, tempted him, and tempt all butchers,

to sell out at all events ; and, this wear and tear of Conscien

tiousness, blunts its sensibilities, though naturally keen.

We will just add, that Phrenology furnishes the only true

and satisfactory explanation of these and other similar intel

lectual and moral anomalies. Piety depends upon one class of

developments, and honesty upon another. One may have the

former and not the latter, and, therefore, be a pious rascal;

while another will have tha latter and not the former, and

thus be an honest infidel. So of the various kinds of talent ;

and, this beautiful solution of a moral problem, hitherto un

solved, is a strong evidence that it develops the laws of mind.
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ARTICLE III.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND CHARACTER OF A

NOTORIOUS THIEF AND PROBABLE MURDERESS.

In August, 1841, we were waited upon by Dr. Wilson Jew

ell, Jno. B. Jewell, his brother, and Dr. J. D. Smiley, (the latter

mentioned on p. 73,) who requested our opinion of the phren

ological developments and character of a scull which they

brought. Taking it in hand, we proceeded as follows:

This was unquestionably the scull of a female. It is low

and wide, which indicates a decided predominance of the an

imal propensities, with but feeble moral sentiments to control

them. Only one moral organ is large enough to have any per

ceptible influence upon her conduct, and that is Benevolence.

Hence, she was kind-hearted towards those she liked, but a

most violent, bitter, and implacable enemy. Her two largest

organs were Amativeness and Acquisitiveness, which, being

uncontrolled by the moral sentiments, would render her liable

to become licentious, and an inveterate thief. Her predomi

nant Amativeness with her feeble Conscientiousness, would

predispose to its mere animal indulgence, and render her liable

to be a harlot. Her predominant and uncontrolled Acquisi

tiveness, would naturally induce a thievish disposition, which

her large Secretiveness would conceal most artfully. She

would steal every thing on which she could lay her hands.

There was no end to her stratagems and deceptions.

She was also proud, arbitrary, domineering, haughty, and

imperious ; would bear no reproof; always justify herself; most

revengeful when provoked; and capable of almost any act of

revenge, means for which she never lacked. She was obsti

nate, incorrigible, impervious to conviction, implacable, and

destitute of moral principle, yet noble-minded, good-hearted,

a true and warm-hearted friend ; and would fight for the poor

and oppressed. She had great command of words ; was

probably profane, and had good practical talents which her

predominant propensities converted to selfish ends. Her lead

ing qualities were thievishncss, licentiousness, revenge, kind

ness, friendship, and cunning. Her defects were, smaller

Cautiousness, Conscientiousness, and Marvellousness
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The gentlemen named above, and Mr. Samuel Smith, of

Eng., are onr witnesses that immediately on the presentation

of the scull, we gave the above description in the order stated;

and, turning to our desk, wrote it out on the spot. The descrip

tion of character previously drawn up, was presented ; but,

as we, in connexion with our brother, L. N. Fowler, had a

public lecture on Phrenology at Temperance Hall, that even

ing, we requested that they might be withdrawn, and present

ed before the audience. We said nothing to our brother about

it ; for, we wished to hear his opinion, and also to test practical

Phrenology. The scull was accordingly brought forward by

the standing committee appointed to select subjects for exam

ination, viz : John Evans and George Simpson, both exten

sively known in Philadelphia, who kindly gave us their certifi

cates that my brother gave the following description of the

scull, presented by Dr. Jewell through them. These are the

notes taken during the examination.

From the indications of this scull, I judge it to be that of a

female, possessing an active mind—quick and vivid sensations,

excitable, but a slim development of Conscientiousness, with

strong selfish and social propensities, and large firmness, but

small moral sentiments. I should think she was in danger of

perverting the animal with the social propensities, both of

which are large. Hers was an active intellect, showing smart

ness, and shrewdness, and tact, (the result of an active mind

and fair perceptive- talent)—a strong tendency to licentiousness,

and too much will to admit of amiableness. Benevolence was

her only moral organ capable of influencing her character.

She was capable of being cunning. Acquisitiveness is very

strong; and, if a criminal, she was undoubtedly a thief.

This was given in our absence. We were then re-called,

and repeated as above, what we had said and written in the

morning, and called for the reading of the written character

prepared by Dr. Jewell, the owner of the scull. This written

description of her real character we shall give in our next,

accompanied with another engraving.

Both engravings were accurately drawn the size of life, from

measurement, and represent the real form of the scull itself,

which Dr. J. kindly presented to us. We will, at any time,

gladly show it to those who wish to see it, or furnish fac-simile

casts, for phrenological collections.
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In our next, we shall give the relative size of the develop

ments according to our scale of numbering (from 1 to 7); call

the readers attention to thoseforms of the scull which indicate

this relative size ; and, also publish the written description of

the character and disposition of the individual, thereby furnish

ing not only an indubitable proof of the truth and practicability

of Phrenology, but also what forms of scull and head indicate

certain qualities, showing how to examine heads and sculls.

This will also serve to settle accurately the location of Acquis

itiveness, about which there has been some dispute.

ARTICLE IV.

ON THE INCREASE OF ORGANS BY THE EXERCISE OP THEIR

FACULTIES.

One of the most important principles of Phrenology, is con

tained in its doctrine of the increase of the organs by the exer

cise of their faculties. This principle, besides cutting down at

one fell blow the objections that Phrenology leads to fatalism

and materialism, holds out the star of promise to those who

aspire after self-improvement. It also shows parents and

teachers how to mould and form the opening minds and morals

of children in accordance with that standard of intellectual and

moral excellence which Phrenology develops—an object of

the highest possible moment.

This principle of the increase of organs was a favorite Doc

trine of Spurzheim, and is equally so with ourself ; though we

regretted to hear Geo. Combe, in his lectures in Philadelphia,

maintain that the form of the scull could not be materially

changed after thirty—a doctrine overthrown by a multitude of

facts of the most direct and unequivocal character. For a full

presentation of this subject, and its bearing on "education and

self-improvement," we refer the reader to the other depart

ment of the Journal, p. 48.

The history of this fact is as follows: Our worthy friend

J. G. Forman, was mentioning the case in our office a few

days ago, when we at once determined to send our artist to

10*
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take a mask. Mr. F. kindly volunteered to accompany him.

At our second glance at the mask, we were forcibly struck with

the fact, that just those organs which employ the eye in the ex

ercise of their functions, and those only, namely, Individual

ity, Form, Size, Locality, and Color, were much larger upon

the side opposite the seeing eye, than over it—a point not be

fore observed, and the point of the fact. This single fact

speaks volumes, and if the friends of the science do not appre

ciate the facilities afforded by the existence of a Phrenological

Journal in which to record, and through which to disseminate

facts like this, and that like Herod the great, and others, they

do not look at this matter in the same light that we do. As

long as we live we hope to see this medium sustained, and

shall do all that one man can do for its support.—Ed.

For the American Phrenological Journal.

Mr. Editor :—As one of the objects of the Phrenological

Journal is to collect facts in physiology, and preserve from ob

livion the many interesting cases that occur in the progress of

Phrenology towards that perfection which it is ultimately des

tined to attain, I beg the privilege of communicating the fol

lowing. It came under my observation during a visit to the

State Prison, at Sing Sing, and confirms, in the most striking

manner, the discoveries which Phrenologists have made in the

physiology of the brain.

A female convict, Margaret Cain, among others, was brought

in for examination. Her forehead presented a remarkable ap

pearance in the region of the perceptive faculties, amounting

to a deformity. The organs of Form, Size, and Locality,

were extensively developed in the left hemisphere of the brain,

while the same organs in the opposite hemisphere, presented

a marked deficiency. The left eyebrow, in the region of these

organs, projected nearly half an inch beyond the other.

It appeared on inquiry, that early in July last, Dr. Post, of

New York, had performed several operations in the prison for

Strabismus, and this convict had been one of his subjects. Pre

vious to this operation, the left eye had been turned in towards

the nose so far as to prevent its use from infancy ; and, the other

eye, alone, had been exercised in the sense of vision.

Now let it be borne in mind, that the perceptive faculties are
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principally exercised through the medium of the eyes,—par

ticularly the organs of Form, Size, and Locality, and it proves,

beyond a doubt, the principle that exercise will enlarge, and

neglect diminish any of the phrenological organs, in the same

manner that the muscles or any other organ of the body may

be enlarged or diminished by the same means. In judging of

the form, size, proportion and position of objects, the impres

sions are made upon the eye and conveyed by the optic nerve

to their appropriate organs in the brain. In this case, one of

the eyes had never performed its functions, and those organs

in the opposite hemisphere of the brain, with which it held

communication, have remained small, as in infancy, from a

want of natural and regular exercise : the other had always

conveyed its impressions regularly to the brain, and those or

gans with which it communicated, had become very much en

larged.

In addition to this, the case proves what is, perhaps, already

established, that the organs in one hemisphere of the brain

effect the opposite side of the body ; and that the optic nerves

cross each other, instead of being united in the centre. Hence,

in this convict the right eye had always performed the office

of seeing, and the organs in the opposite hemisphere had at

tained their natural size, whilst the others remained small.

It is remarkable that the greatest difference existed between

those organs that are most exercised through the eye. The

organs of Order and Number were nearly alike in both hem

ispheres, and could be exercised without the aid of seeing.

May it not also account for the fact, hitherto unaccountable,

that the impression of external objects upon the retina of the

eye are reversed or upside down, and yet when conveyed to

the brain we see them as they are ? The optic nerves in cross

ing each other may restore the object to its proper position, and

present it to the mind as it is.

I deem all facts of this nature of the highest importance to

the cause of science, and feel gratified that the Journal is in

hands that will enable it to collect and preserve from oblivion

facts and experiments that would otherwise be lost to the scien

tific world. Yours, &c.,

J. G. FORMAN.

Peekskill, March, 1842.
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ARTICLE V.

EXISTING EVILS AND THEIR REMEDY.—-No. 3.

Our last article closed with stating the main and primary

cause of our pecuniary embarrassment to be over-trading,

which results from, and is induced by, our having too many

artificial wants ; and, their remedy to be found only in

abridging these wants. In this article, which our limited

space in this number necessarily abridges, we shall simply al

lude to a collateral branch of this tree of evil, namely, the

retail system. The number of retail stores, groceries, drugge-

ries, groggenes, confectioneries, &c., is immense, and the num

ber of clerks, &c., employed in them, much greater. The

enormous rents of the former, and the compensation of the

latter, must be paid by the consumer, and out of the prices

at retail above those at wholesale. This system operates with

great severity, particularly upon the poor, who usually buy a

little at a time, and, therefore, pay most for it. Take your stand

in a city grocery store, on a Saturday evening, and hear a little

girl call for a three cent candle, (which is eighteen cents per

pound, though the price per pound is about fourteen, and by

the box only ten cents, or scarcely above one half, and still

cheaper and better when made in the family) ; a boy call

for a pound of sugar, a servant for half a pint of milk, or a

cent's worth of vinegar, or half a pint of molasses, a tipler for

a pint or dram of liquor, &c., and he will see that they pay in

cash double and triple their price by the quantity. If they

would lay in their year's supply of sugar, molasses, &c., when

the new crop reaches the market,—if they would buy a year's

stock of vegetables, grain, flour, fruit, meats, &c., at the time

of their growth or production,—purchase dry goods by the

piece, and to wear, not to flutter in the fashions, and make gar

ments and many other things in the family which they now

purchase at stores, and lay in family supplies at wholesale,

they would iequire to purchase comparatively little, and that

little at half price. The surplus moneys, thus saved, would

soon diminish our pecuniary embarrassment, and the surplus

time now lost by consumers in going and waiting for them,
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and by sellers in doing them up and selling at retail, would be

quite as profitably spent in moral and intellectual culture. And,

what is still more, in order to do a press of business on a fair

day, or on some special occasion, most stores have more clerks

than permanent business, who must be closely confined in

doors, to the ruin of their health, just to wait for such occa

sional customers as may chance to purchase a yard of tape, or

a paper of pins, or a penny's worth of needles, or a brass

thimble.

It is true that the wages of clerks, are often saved by employ

ing apprentices ; but, to save time, and especially the time of

lads, is far more important than to save the wages of adults ;

for, the former need their time for growth, and for improving

their minds and morals. And, what is nearly as bad, all that

is saved by the labor of apprentices, instead of being deducted

from the price of goods, is added to the coffers of the owner,

to augment the extravagance and luxury, and consequent mis

ery, of his family.

We appeal whether the amount of time and money which

might be saved by having fewer stores, groceries, and pur

chasing by the quantity, selling sugar by the barrel instead of

by the pound, &c., would not be immense, and might not be

far more profitably spent than now in doubling and tripling

the price of every article consumed.

The mistaken opinion every where prevails, that the greater

the number of stores, the cheaper the goods. But the truth is

the reverse ; for, the greater the number of stores, the more rent

and clerk hire must be paid, and paid solely by the increased

price of the goods, besides the greater number of owners to be

made rich out of the profit, that is, out of the losses of con

sumers.

If to this it be objected that a multiplicity of dealers pre

vents monopoly, we reply by referring to the fable of the

fox entangled in the brambles. When a friend kindly offered

to drive away the flies that were sucking his blood, he replied,

"by no means, for if these few, now almost satiated, be driven

off, larger swarms of hungry ones will succeed, and rob me

of every drop of blood remaining in my veins."

Besides, whole-saleing is conducted upon far more honora
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ble principles than the retailing, which is only another name

for bantering, jewing, bargaining about cents, or rather pence,

so as to get the odd half cent, &c. The palpable dishonesty re

sorted to by retailers, is too well known to require comment.

In conclusion, then, we say to young men wishing to make

for themselves fortunes of ill health, as well as trouble and

vexation attendant upon bankruptcy, or, what is far worse

upon pecuniary embarrassment,—to turn merchants; and to

those whose means are too limited to allow of their paying

more for articles than is absolutely necessary, we say, purchase

necessaries only, and them by the quantity, and, as often as

practicable, directly from the producer. Have more or less

land attached to your dwelling, so as to raise as many of your

eatables as may be ; encourage domestic economy, and do

mestic manufacturers, so as to live mainly within yourself,

buy but little, and pay for it down.

In our next, we shall discuss the banking and the credit sys

tem ; both being of the same genus, if not species.

MISCELLANY.

Animal Magnetism and Phrenology.—Having already laid before

our readers some of the results of those experiments made at our scien

tific investigations, we shall, in our next, commence a mnre detailed

account of them, in which we feel sure our readers will lake a lively

interest. We shall state nothing but fads upon which our readers

may place implicit reliance.

In reference to Magnetism, independent of Phrenology, we have

little to say, except that many of the literary savans of both the old

and the now world, admit its truth ; among whom are Lord Brougham,

Charles Dickens, Dr. Elliotson, Dr. Nott, Pres. of Union College, Dr.

Charles Caldwell, &c.; and George Combe, in his " Tour" speaks ol it

rather favorably. In short, the public are waking up to examine and

believe at least its facts. Combining it with Phrenology, will shed

new lightuponboth, and open a new field of physiological investigation.

The Rev. La Roy Sunderland will soon publish a work devoted to this

subject, in connexion with Phrenology, Physiology, &c., which we

cordially recommend to our readers. We have every confidence in its
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editor, and predict a most valuable "accession to both Physiology and

and Phrenology, from this source. It will be published in monthly

numbers of 24 pages each, royal octavo. Price $2 per year, in advance.

Those who wish to subscribe, will incur no risk in ordering it; direct

orders to 138 Fulton st., N. Y. They will, without doubt, get double the

value of their money. We will try to find room for his prospectus

hereafter

Phrenology in England.—Our English correspondent, M. B.

Sampson, whose name is familiar to former readers of the Journal, has

communicated the following interesting intelligence concerning Phren

ology in England :

" In June next, the Phrenological Association hold another session

in London. The meeting last year did much good ; and I trust that for

the future we shall be able to act with increased effect. In 1843 we meet

at Edinburgh, and I look forward to that occasion as one which will tend

most completely to arouse the public mind. I subjoin a list of our com

mittee as it is at present constituted. Last year the science sustained a

loss in the death of one of our members, Lord Douglass Holyburton.

Committee—Henry G. Atkinson, Esq. F. G. S., Dr. Barlow, Thos.

H. Bastard, Esq., Fras. B. Beamish, Esq., Richard Beamish, Esq., F.

R. S., Dr. Browne, H. B. Churchill, Esq., Geo. Combe, Esq., Dr.

Conolly, Dr. A. Cox, Richard Cull, Esq., James Deville, Esq., Dr.

Elliotson, F.R.S., Professor Evanson, M.R.I. A., John J. Hawkins,

Esq., William Hering, Esq., Sir Geo. Mackenzie, Bart., F.R.S.,L. &

E., Dr. Moore, Robert Maugham, Esq., M. B. Sampson,Esq., James

Simpson, Esq., Samuel Solly, Esq.,F.R.S., J. Soper Streeter, Esq.,

Edmond S. Symes, Esq., Walter R. Trevelyan, Esq., F.R.S. E.,

Charles A. Tulk, Esq., F. R.S., Erasmus Wilson, Esq.

M. B. Sampson, Esq., Clapham New Park, Surrey, Honorary Sec'y."

Will Mr. S. have the kindness to send a full report of these meetings

for insertion in the Journal ? Should not American Phrenologists send

a delegation},

The New Fork Lunatic Jlsylum, at Utica.—No Phrenologist, and

few unprejudiced men of science, require to be informed that a knowl

edge and application of Phrenology is indispensable to the successful

treatment of the insane. Their malady—the most grievous that exists,

because it effects the mind—is caused solely by a derangement of the

brain, and can be cured only by restoring this disordered brain to healthy

action. And what is still more, Phrenology shows that different por

tions of the brain, perform different functions, and therefore, that mon
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omania, the most common form of insanity, is caused by one of these

portions, or one organ, being inflamed, and can be cured only by reducing

this inflammation. Now, Phrenology points to the precise portion, the

disorder of which causes this grievous affliction ; and, thereby, shows

just where to apply the remedy. What has given Dr. Woodward his

marked success in this department? The application of Phrenology.

Without some thorough Phrenologist within its walls, this institution

will be hardly worth supporting ; with one, its good will be incalculably

augmented. Ten years will not pass, before the absence of this knowl

edge will be regarded as an unpardonable• omission. Let Phrenologists

look to this matter, and speak out in a voice that shall be heard and obeyed ;

for, it is the voice of reason, dictated by philanthropy.

The accession from this source to our stock of phrenological knowl

edge, of precisely the kind wanted, would also be invaluable. Will

Dr. M'Caul look to this matter? Will Amos Dean help him ?

An illustration of Comparison, Mirthfulness, Approbativeness and

Self-Esleem.—A foppish, swelling, senseless dandy, who had lately

managed to get himself elected a squire, dressed in the top of the iashion,

and strutting egregiously, smoking a cigar, met Prof. Bascom riding on

a fine horse in a dignified and imposing manner, whom he accosted as

follows :

" How is it, Prof. Bascom, that you mount yourself in this splendid

style, on so superb an animal ? AV hy do you not imitate your Lord

and Master who was humble enough to be seen riding on an ass?"

Bascom replied, " Because I can get no asses ; for they have taken

them all to make squires of !

Dr. Caldwell has recently published a work on Animal Magnetism,

in which he is said to have placed this matter upon an immoveable basis,

and demonstrated the existence of Clairvoyance by facts which cannot

be set aside nor rebutted.

"The Social Moniter.''—The second "and third numbers of this

excellent Monthly, published at Boston, are before us. We like its

tone and spirit. It is calculated to do good, especially in elevating the

character of woman, and in promulgating the true social and domestic

principles of our nature. We cordially recommend it, and may occa

sionally quote from it. It takes grounds in reference to marriages sim

ilar to those embodied in our pamphlet on " Phrenology applied to Mat

rimony," which is to be published in connexion with the Journal. . [See

prospectus on the cover.] j
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REVIEW.

(Continued from page 107.)

Having now followed Dr. Hamilton through—not his argu

ments against Phrenology, for, as stated on p. 10, he confines

his whole lecture to an attempted refutation of the phrenolo

gical arguments; excepting his cavils drawn from "Anatomy,"

which, as he truly says, " affords no argument in its favor, while

it furnishes some against it" (and a mighty little " some" it is,

too,)—we drop our refutation of his refutation, and " put the

main question," viz : whether the mind be a single power, and

the brain a unity ; or, whether the mind consists of a plurality

of powers and the brain of organs, each faculty exercising a

distinct function by means of its particular organ ? Not that

the mind itself is a plurality, but that it requires each of these

faculties collectively to constitute a mind, just as its requires

all the bodily organs, as a whole, to constitute a body, or all the

Divine attributes collectively, to constitute the Deity.

In settling this question, we need not adduce profound argu

ments, or deep and abstract reasons, but have only to inquire

at the shrine of nature, and follow the plain indication of ev

ery day facts. As in the physical, so in the mental world,

«Straws show which way the wind blows." Neither is it ne-

vol. iv—11
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cessary to adduce our " twenty one reasons," nor a million of

facts ; for, one class of facts, directly in point, will either estab

lish or refute it. No matter how short or how simple our

proof, so that it is conflusive.

We shall then select two classes or ranges of facts, each ex

actly to the point, and either as conclusive in settling this really

"vexed question" as the death of Mr. Juror was conclusive

that he could not appear in court. Our first is " pathological

facts our second, comparative Phrenology.

The evidence of pathological facts as to whether the brain

be a plurality of "organs, each organ performing distinct func

tions, is of a class too positive, too decisive, too directly in point

to be mistaken or evaded. It is precisely the kind of proof

required to demonstrate the point at issue. It being admitted

by all, "that the brain is the organ of the mind," it is plain

that if it be a unity, its inflammation or injury will effect the

mind as a vrhole—will effect all the mental functions equally

and similarly. But if it be a plurality of organs, each exer

cising different functions, the inference is equally plain, that

.when any of these organs are effected, its function will be

equally and similarly affected. Thus, if any organ be infla

med, its function will be morbidly excited ; but ifany organ be

destroyed on both sides, its function cannot be manifested.

To surgical fads I make my appeal, and will abide their de

cision.

What then are the facts in the case ? In order that there

may be no mistake, I shall give names and dates, and refer

to living witnesses for the truth of every fact stated, in all its

particulars ; so that every reader may satisfy himself, by re

turn of mail, of the truth of them all ; and so that neither

Dr. H., nor I, can " escape detection in error ;" (p. 27,) nor

evade the inevitable conclusion to which they may bring

us both.

To give even a synopsis of the almost endless number and

variety of this class of facts, and touching nearly every organ,

would prolong this discussion beyond its proposed limits. Still

I shall give quite enough to satisfy any candid, reflecting

mind, and quite as many as Dr. H. can "explain" away, (see

page 5.)
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At my lecture for the benefit of the orphans in Rochester,

ill giving a general view of the proof in favor of Phrenology,

I stated one pathological fact as a sample of this class of evi

dence in.its support.

As I descended the stairs, Mr. Hitchcock, of Rochester, asked

me " where a wound should be located in order to cause a

disposition to laugh." " On the organ of Mirthfulness, of

course," said I. He answered, u And where is that organ lo

cated?" Removing his cap, I placed my finger upon the

organ of Mirthfulness. " There it is," said I. " And there,"

said he, " is the scar—your finger is now upon it—the wound

of which caused me to laugh so immoderately that I could

hardly contain myself, and that too, when I was dangerously

ill of the wound."

The pith of this fact is this. In telling him where a wound

should be located to cause laughter, I put my finger upon the

very scar of the wound which did cause this laughter, and I

refer to Mr. Hitchcock himself, a man of high intellectual and

moral worth in Rochester, as a witness to my having stated

the case, in every particular exactly as it occurred, and that the

scar is on the organ ofMirthfulness. The wound was made

by a sharp instrument, which perforated the scull, and punc

tured, and thereby inflamed, the organ of Mirthfulness. This

caused his disposition to perceive things in a ludicrous light,

and then to laugh at them. I have in writing Mr. H's. state

ment of the case, and intend to publish it.

The particulars of another most interesting case, were re

lated me by Dr. L Skinner, of Lockport, N. Y., at which Dr.

Webster was present, who now has in his possession the brain

of which mention is made, preserved in spirit.

Dr. S. said, that, during an extensive practice of twenty

years, he had known Mrs. F., a lady noted for her modesty, *

propriety, kindness, and purity of feeling, being also fond of

her bible. Her health gradually declined, till, four years ago,

she evinced alienation of mind in the form of hysteria, and in

1839, showed decided signs of mental derangement. Nothing

was right with her. She was peevish, found fault with every

body and every thing, but most with her best friends. At

length, she became outrageous ; would break things, tear her

«lothes, and doomed every thing to destruction. Meanwhile,
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her memory became very good, particularly of what occurred

when she was a girl. Her religious feelings became also ex

cited. She talked much on religious subjects, prayed much,

and with great apparent devotion—sent for different clergy

men, but was not satisfied with any, and denounced others for

a want of piety.

As the disease progressed, her religious feelings diminished,

that inflammation of veneration which produced her religious

zeal having disorganized this organ. She became profane,

and, at length, called herself Jesus Christ, and pretended to be

familiar with the Deity, and would order him to do this, and

not to do that. From being highly filial and obedient to pa

rents, she became insolent, dictatorial, and regarded herself as

a being infinitely above them, and called them by the most

indecent names imaginable. Her conversation now became so

improper and vulgar, as to shock the most hardened. No

woman, however much they had before loved her, would stay

with her. She took every opportunity to expose her person to

men, invited them to her bed by looks the most lascivious and

inviting, says Dr. S. K., that I ever saw or imagined ; her

every word, look, and action being the personification of Ama-

tiveness. She pretended to be General Wadsworth, an im

mensely rich land-holder in Geneseo, and would present one

man with one farm, and another with another, accompanying

each with a sly, loving wink and innuendo. Her musical talents,

naturally fair, were augmented by her disease. Before this

attack, she had never been known to make poetry, but during

the first part of it, she became highly poetical, and would go

on for hours with rhymes, poetical effusions, sallies of wit,&c.,

into which she wove much of the spirit of poesy. She talked

much, but reasoning power was absent. Still she remembered

'every thing she had ever read or heard with perfect precision

and minuteness, refreshing the memories of all with things

which they had long since forgotten.

Dr. Webster, on dissecting her heart, lungs, &c., not finding

them sufficiently diseased to account for these phenomena,

said : " Gentlemen,we now turn to her head, and if Phrenology

be true, her reasoning organs should be diseased." On re

moving the top of her scull, a deep abscess, the size of a com

mon hen's egg, was found, embracing Causality, Mirthfulness,
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Ideality, and Veneration, on the right side. The base of the

brain was inflamed, and the cerebellum in particular, gorged

with blood.

The above is a verbatim transcript of notes taken as the nar

rative fell from the lips of Dr. Skinner. Dr. McKenzie, of

Lockport, who was expelled from near Hamilton, U. C, by

the Tories, at the time of the Canadian insurrection, was the

first to name the fact to me. Dr. Sherman was also referred

to by Dr. Skinner, as cognizant of these facts. I have also

seen her brain, which is now in Dr. Webster's office. It shows

a diseased condition of nearly all the moral organs. Thus we

see that her faculties of religion and Ideality, were the first to

be excited, and these organs the main seat of the abscess.

This abscess was caused by their inflammation. As this in

flammation extended to her perceptive organs, her various

kinds ofmemory, (the functions of these organs,) became won

derfully vivid and retentive, and as it extended backward to

Self-Esteem and Approbativeness, and downward to Destruc-

tiveness, she became proud, domineering, and violent in her

anger. As her Veneration became exhausted by its inflam

mation, she became profane, and reason departed as the ab

scess appeared, while the inflammation receded to the cere

bellum, which it reached last. This being found gorged with

blood, produced her amative manifestation.

I desire that this fact may stand, not upon my own authority,

but upon that of Dr. I. Skinner, so long and favorably known

in Lockport, and who, from being a doubter as to the truth of

Phrenology, became a thorough convert. Even Dr. Webster,

when he removed the top of the scull, and saw the abscess just*

where, but a minute before, he had said it should be in case

Phrenology was true, exclaimed, " Gentlemen, this science at

least deserves a careful investigation." If Dr. Hamilton has

not seen pathological phrenological facts, it is not because they

have not occurred in his immediate vicinity, but, because his

eyes have been hermetrically sealed against them.

Another pathological fact occurred in Rochester, and will be

found reported by Dr. Ried, under his own signature, on page

325 of the American Phren. Jour., vol. 3.

11*
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Still another was related to me at Merchin's drug-store,

Lockport. One of their clerks, in descending a rope, fell, and

coming into the store after the fall, he often put his finger upon

Eventuality, saying, " I feel a dark spot here." This he re

peated many times over, and when asked if he had fallen or

hurt himself, answered " no ;" for, he had forgotten the fall.

He remembered the names and places (Locality still active) of

medicines in the store, yet forgot facts. This my informant

discovered, and with a view of farther testing it, asked him

when he was going to Chicago, to which place he had just

completed arrangements to go. " I going to Chicago," said

he. "I did not know it." Nor could his engagement to go

be brought to his recollection. At short intervals, the same

question was put, and the same answer returned. He was re

ferred to his letters as establishing this point. On looking at

their superscriptions, he would say, " That's from the old man,

—that's from my sweet-heart,—that, from mother ;" and so of

the others, recollecting from whom they came by the hand

writing, (Form unimpaired,) yet, on starting to go for anything

he would frequently forget what he wished to do or to obtain.

About 11 o'clock at night, my informant, returning from the

circus, knocked at the back door. The wounded man asked,

" Who is there ?" The name being given, he was requested

to open the door. " Yes," said he, but instantly forgot it.

For nearly one hour my informant continued to rattle at the

door ; the wounded man, though willing to open it, would

start, but forgot his errand. The "dark spot" was in the organ

of Eventuality, and this faculty alone was darkened. For

interesting additional particulars, and for the truth of the

above, I refer to the gentlemen who in 1841, were connected

with Morchin's Apothecary store, upper village, Lockport ;

and to the physician in Lockport who attended him, who

kindly gave me a written statement of this interesting case.

In Watertown, Jefferson Co., N. Y., I examined the head ofa

man from an adjoining town, whose Amativeness was very

large, (I having marked it 7 or at the top of my scale,) and

who, for several years, and without cause, had been extreme

ly jealous of his wife. After the examination, he stated that

his neighbors called him crazy, and asked my opinion of it.

" Then, sir," said I, "it is in reference to the organ of Amative
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ness, which is very large, and shows signs of great activity."

He invited me to visit B., where he lived, to examine the

head of his wife. I found no indications of a bad head, or

of an unfaithful wife, and plainly told him so. He then called

at my rooms, and asked me what I really thought about his

being crazy on that point. I replied, that his answer to a

question I would put, would fully settle his question. " Have

you any pain in any part of your head ?" "Yes," said he.

" When I feel the worst, or the most distracted by my suspi

cions, I feel a pain in the back part of my head, here," said

he, grasping his organs of Amativeness. "There, sir, is not

the least doubt but this organ is morbidly alive ;" or, in other

words, that he was deranged on the organ of Amativeness,

which was the sole cause of his jealousy. I pointed out the

location of the organ, he attested that this was the seat of his

pain, and requested me to give him a certificate to that effect,

which he wished to show to his wife, in order to effect a rec

onciliation. I gave it, adducing the pain in his cerebellum

as an indubitable proof of it. I obtained his permission to

publish the fact, but not his name, except in answer to private

inquiries, which I should be ready to do as a confirmation of

the truth of the above fact. My brother, L. N. Fowler, is

also acquainted with this fact. In describing the pain to my

brother, he said that when he felt the worst, his head became

heated, and sweat profusely in that part, and that hard bunches

would often appear. He told me that no man and wife ever

loved each other better, or enjoyed married life more than

himself and wife, for the first four years after marriage ; that

since then they both had been most miserable. The very ex

cess of his affliction, induced that inflamed state of Amative

ness which caused his jealousy. It might be added, that

jealousy |is to Amativeness what sympathy for distress is to

Benevolence.

In 1838, a young gentleman from Del. Co., Pa., called on

me for a phrenological examination. I found Veneration to

be very large and active ; his head high and long, and Marve -

lousness also fully developed. I told him he would take his

chief delight in adoring his God, and also could often brave the

hand of Frovidence in the events of his life. He then stated

that, for about a year and a half, he had experienced a most
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excruciating pain in the top of his head—that his mind had

been deeply and constantly exercised upon religious subjects,

that when his mind was most troubled on that subject, the pain

in the top of his head was most severe, and that he had called

mainly to inquire what he could do to obtain relief. I directed

him to wet his head frequently, especially upon the top, and to

divert his mind as much as possible from religious subjects by

keeping it pre-occupied with other things.

(To be continued.)

ARTICLE II.

PRACTICAL PHRENOLOGY—NO. 3.

Directions for making Examinations, with rules for finding the Organs.

Making those general observations mentioned in the last

article under this caption, is comparatively easy, but finding

the particular organs, has always been considered so very

difficult as to deter the majority of believers in the science,

from making phrenological observations upon heads. This

difficulty is much less than is generally supposed. The main

difficulty is not in finding the organs, but in knowing how to

find them in starting right : and my extensive practice will

doubtless enable me to throw out some valuable suggestions

on this subject, in doing which, I advance my third rule ;

namely :

Apply the balk instead of the ends of your fingers, to the

head. Your object is to get a knowledge of the surface of

the head ; and, to do this, you mustfeel that surface. Apply

ing the ends of the fingers to the head, obliges you to feel too

small a portion of it at a time to observe the relative develop

ment of the organs. But feeling with the balls of the fingers,

enables you to feel two or three organs at a time, and thus to

calculate the relative size of each one.

Thus, if you wish to ascertain the size of Firmness, place

the joint next to the end of the second finger, about upon the
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middle of the organ, and the part of this finger next to the

end, will tell you the size and shape of thefarther end of Firm

ness ; and the portion next to the hand, will inform you as to

that portion of the organ next to you ; while the first finger

will tell you#the size and shape of one side of Firmness, and

the third finger, of the side. A similar course should be pur

sued in reference to each of the other organs you may wish

to observe. When the two lobes of an organ are not united,

as are those of Firmness, and each of the organs on the mid

dle line of the head, apply one hand to the lobe of an

organ on the right side of the head, and the other to that on

the left side. ..

Some of the organs may be observed by a different process.

Thus, besides the method already pointed out, there are two

others for observing Combativeness. One consists in standing

nearly by the side of the person observed, and placing the

thumb upon Combativeness on one side, and extending the

second or largest finger to the other organ of Combativeness.

Another consists in putting your left hand upon the forehead,

with a view of steadying the head, and the ends of the first,

second, and third fingers upon Combativeness on the opposite

side of the head.

I repeat ; let your first effort be to learn how to feel—to

learn how to apply your fingers to the head, so as to obtain at

once a clear, distinct impresssion of the surface and shape of

the head. In teaching private classes practical Phrenology, I

invariably devote one whole lesson to teaching them how to

feel. The next rule is,

Find afew of theprincipal organsfirst, as land-marks from

which to calculate the geography and distance of the adjoin

ing ones. This is comparatively easy, and of immense ad

vantage. Amateur Phrenologists, eager to grasp the whole

science at once, try to catch a cursory glimpse of the location

of every organ almost at the same sitting. Passing too rapid

ly from one to another distinctly to recollect any, they lose

their only partially formed, cloudy impressions, and then

throw the whole thing up in disgust. The error lays in them,

not in Phrenology, nor in the inherent appertaining to finding

the location of organs. Begin right, proceed gradually, and

then keep every point gained by frequently reviewing it and
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applying it to finding the organs gone over in the heads of

those around, and you will experience little difficulty.

The fable of breaking the bundle of sticks, applies well to

this point. The whole bundle could not be broken at once ;

but, each stick, taken singly, the whole bundle was soon and

easily broken. Take one organ at a time. Break that first

and alone. Pay no attention to any other organ till you have

learned this one so thoroughly and fully that you can place

your finger exactly upon it, at any time and in any head. Try

ing to find too many at a time confuses you, and is to your

progress in practical Phrenology, what running so fast as to

fall down, is to your progress in a race. Better go too slow

than too fast.

When you have learned how always to find one organ,

then take another, then another, and another, as fast as you

thoroughly learn each, but no faster. And take prominent

organs to begin upon; those that are large, and easily found,

such as Combativeness, Firmness, Benevolence, Cautiousness,

Causality, &c. When you have learned these, it is easy to

calculate the location and distance of surrounding organs from

their proximity and relative position to those already ascer

tained. Drive down your stakes first. Draw your outline,

and, when that is accurate fill up the minor points in the sketch.

I have said that to find these leading organs, is comparative

ly easy. I will show you how to find them. First take the

natural land-marks of the head as your starting points, such

as the opening of the ear, the root of the nose, the crown of

your head, &c., and draw the lines hereafter to be mentioned,

from these starting points. Thus, to find Firmness, draw a

perpendicular line, when the head is erect, from the opening

of each ear to the top of the head. These lines will meet on

the forepart of Firmness ; the main body of this organ being

back of this point and on the middle of the back and upper

part of the head. It is almost always large in men, and mostly

prominent, that is, projecting beyond the surrounding organs.

In giving these practical lessons, just alluded to, after teach

ing them how to feel, and then requiring them to find the most

prominent organs, as just described, I require them to begin at

the root of the nose, or else at Philoprogenitiveness, (Parent
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iveness is a better name, and will often be used in its stead,)

and find the organs in the middle line of the head. They are

then prepared to find the row of organs on each side of this

row, and have the geography of this, the most difficult portion

of the head.

In the next article on this subject, I shall enter into this sub

ject still more minutely, and also give some valuable sugges

tions relative to the shape of the organs, and the direction in

which they run. The discovery of many new organs, as allu

ded to on p. 81, in connexion with Animal Magnetism, will

considerably increase the difficulty of finding the organs, yet

that difficulty will be mainly obviated by following the direc

tions given above, and by remembering that these divisions of

organs only make a family of two or three, where only one

was supposed to exist, and by finding the family first, and

the particular organs composing that family, afterward. By

the term family, is meant the group of Combativeness, for ex

ample, which as far as we have been able to ascertain, probably

consists of Resistance, Dissatisfaction, and physical Courage.

But more of this subject in the proper connexion, and after

the results are rendered more certain and satisfactory.

ARTICLE III.

ON THE TRAINING OF THE INFANT MIND. AN APPEAL TO

WOMAN.

Although the following communication contains no direct

reference to Phrenology ; yet, it was written by one of the oldest

and most zealous Phrenologists in America, and touches a

point in education seldom adverted to, yet a point which

is to education precisely what the foundation is to the super

structure. Most gladly, therefore, is a place given to it in the

Journal, because of its intrinsic value, and because it shows

just where, and by whom, education should be commenced.

This communication harmonizes perfectly with my own views,

as will be seen by comparing it with p. 67 of the work on

Education, and what follows to Causality, published in this and
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the preceding Numbers. This, shows when to begin it, name

ly, from birth, that, shows how to begin it, mainly, by showing

hem thingsfirst. In the subsequent portions of this work, when

I come to apply Phrenology to the training of the feelings and

propensities, I shall show how to conduct this department of

infantile education. My [remarks thus far, were penned and

printed before this communication was received, or they might

have been extended.

I am gratified to find this one point—the duty of parents,

and especially of mothers, to educate their own children,

properly presented—a point urged in the last Number of the

Journal, but reserved to be still more fully urged hereafter.

It is high time that the almost universal opinion or notion of

parents that nothing can be done by way of educating chil

dren till they are three years old or thereabouts, that is, till

they are old enough to go to school, and then that all respon

sibility of parents to educate their children devolves upon the

teacher, be exploded.

But the greatest evil connected with this course is, that good

children must of necessity associate with those that are bad—

that they hear bad language and learn immoral practices—

that the very fountain head of happiness is thus poisoned, and

their pure minds stained, and impregnated with the seeds of

corruption and vice. Parents feel this evil, but know not how

to avoid it. This is the way. Let parents become the moral,

and the intellectual, teachers of their own children. But more

of this in the connexion alluded to above.—Ed.

For the American Phrenological Journal.

Again another improvement in steam ! another improve

ment in a paddle wheel ! ! another invention by Erickson, or

some one else ! ! ! The wits of the most ingenious, and most

cunning of mankind, it would appear, are ever at work, al

most without sleeping, to carry invention and discovery still

farther and farther.

And for what end is this never-ending, this same distracting

tale ? Why, to make one man more rich thana thousand others.

But will riches make that one man more happy than any one

of the thousand, unless he spend them benevolently ? Could

we look into the heart of the selfish rich man, I fear we should
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• Dr. O. K. Sammis, of Philadelphia, related a case that came

under his practice last fall. A child of about two years old,

took a violent cold, and appeared to experience the keenest

of pains between the ears, the head at that part being very

sore. Meanwhile, the child was most violent in temper, and

on the slightest provocation, would throw itself furiously upon

the floor, and strike, bite, scream, beat the floor, even with

his head, and showed more rage and violence than he ever

saw in any other child in his life. This violence was fol

lowed by a copious discharge from the ears, and a subsiding

of its anger. Before the attack, the child was well disposed,

and also was a good child after it. In other words, both the

organ and the faculty of Destructiveness were inflamed and

restored together.

" A few days ago, a friend of mine, Mr. Francis, book-binder,

in William st., near Fulton, New York, invited me to visit a

lady of his acquaintance, who resides in Bleecker St., near

Wesleyan place, this city, who, from being gay and fashion

able, had, of late, by attending a series of Methodist meetings,

become deeply exercised upon the subject of religion, and

who had been much afflicted with swellings and sores on the

top of her head. In conversing with her upon the state of

her feelings, she stated to me that her religious exercises had

vol. iv.—13.
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been of the most painful character, and to a degree greater

than she ever imagined the human mind could experience.

She knew and fell the importance of becoming religious, yet

loved worldly pleasures and the amusements of fashion, par

ties, &c., too well to give them up. This struggle continued

till she finally despaired of salvation, imagining that she had

resisted these divine influences till it was too late to be saved.

Her mind remained in this awful state for nearly a week, find

ing fault with the Deity, and indulging despair. Her distress

of mind even banished sleep from her eyes. At length, she

experienced relief ; and soon after, a lump or gathering ap

peared upon the organ of Marvel lousness on the left side of

the head, and encroaching somewhat upon Hope, accompa

nied with numbness, and a dull heavy pain in the whole

of the top of her head. This lump gathered and broke.

Another followed, and at the time of the visit, a third was

gathering upon Veneration. She stated that when the top of

her head was thus numb, she would be dull and stupid in her ,

religious feelings, and could not account for it.

I told her that she had induced the attack by over-exercising

the religious organs, which had inflamed them, and caused

the pain and ulceration, and directed recreation, exercise, and

abstinence from all stimulants, tea and coflee included, the

latter to lessen the inflammation of the whole system, and the

former to divert the blood from her head to her muscles, and

to wet the top of her head in cold icater. At this she evinced

surprise, because she said when she felt the worst, her head

was so hot on the top that she wet it in cold water to soothe

the pain, and her physician had attributed these gatherings

to this wetting of the head. What a simpleton ! Wetting

her hands would have produced these ulcers just as quick !

This shows how successfully Phrenology may be applied to

the cure of mental diseases, and that no physician should

be ignorant of it. A phrenological physician would have

cured her head in the outset.

The point of this fact is this. Her excited religious feel

ings heated her organs of Marvellousness and Veneration, so

as to inflame and disease them. This disease finally formed

three abscesses exactly upon the organs brought especially in

to action in a Methodist revival, through which it passed off.
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If Dr. Hamilton or anyotner one doubts any portion of this

report of the case, he is referred to Mr. Francis, or I will ac

company him to No. 21) Bleecker st., where he will find every

particular of this case exactly as it is here reported. Perhaps

Dr. H. would be glad to accompany me there in order to " ex

plain " it away, or bring up the case in some of his lectures

against Phrenology.

The fact that this young lady's grand-mother is now a re

ligious lunatic, affords additional proof that these ulcers were

produced by the excessive action of her religious feelings ; or

that the mental derangement, and the physical disease, of

Veneration, were cause and effect, being hereditary.

Lawyer Plympton, of Boston, related to me a case in

which the organ of Tune, and with it the musical feeling,

were both preter-naturally excited, and in which the exces

sive disposition to sing was cured by reducing the heat and

inflammation of Tune, which were very apparent. I re

ceived a written statement of the case from Mr. P., and re

served it for publication in this connection, but find it mis

placed, and have written for another ; which, when received,

will be published in the Journal.

Scarcely a month passes in which some fact of this kind is

not related to me; and, averaging the three and a half years

of the existence of the Phrenological Journal, two new, origi

nal pathological facts have been recorded in it every month.

No. 1, Vol. 1, contains one, reported by Dr. Miller, of Wash

ington, D. C, physician to President Harrison, at his death.

A boy received a kick from a horse, above his eye, which in

flamed the organ of Tune, and excited an uncontrollable de

sire to sing ; which diminished as he grew better. In No. 5,

Vol. I, a ense of a very interesting character is given, in

which the organ of Destrtictiveness was powerfully excited,

even to fury and raging madness, accompanied with a most

excruciating pain between the ears. In the same volume,

another similar fact is reported by a lawyer, of a negro boy at

the South, who became outrageous and violent, and com

plained of a severe pain around his ears. Vol. II, also con

tains a report from Dr. Monker, of Waterville, N. Y. of a pi

ous, good man, who became highly excited upon religious sub

jects, and finally a religious lunatic, and whose brain, on dis
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section, was gorged with blood on the top alone—those organs

being inflamed, the functions of which were deranged.

The same volume, I think in the July No., contains a com

munication from myself, in which are a dozen or more facts,

of a class quite as positive as any introduced into this reply,

and accompanied by references to witnesses of them now alive.

To repeat them here, or even to give a synopsis of them, is

not necessary ; and yet it is necessary for Dr. H. to !< explain "

them away, or else admit the truth of Phrenology. The one

reported by Dr. Reid, of Rochester, in Vol. Ill, is also quite to

the point, besides showing that these facts can occur, even at

Dr. Hamilton's own door, and he not know them.

What Dr. Hamilton says by way of explaining away the

fact reported by Dr. McClellan, of Philadelphia, would have

been less conclusive, if the full force of that fact had been

given exactly as it transpired. The subject, Thomas Richard

son, received a blow on Self-Esteem, which caused a bony

tumor to form, and develop itself internally, as well as exter

nally, crowding down upon the back part of Firmness, the

whole of Self-Esteem, and also Concentrativeness, as will be

seen on the cut that accompanied it, or on the bust now in my

collection ; and in describing the state of his mind, Mr. R. per

fectly describes the effects produced by small Self-Esteem

and Concentrativeness.

The facts given in No. 3 of the present volume, in relation

to Herod the Great, to the sudden and powerful excitement of

Philoprogenitiveness in a mother by the imminent danger of

her child, and the accompanying pain in this organ, and of the

curing of a deranged state of the domestic feelings, by blister

ing the domestic organs, reported by Dr. Smiley, of Phila

delphia, are of a character too forcible, too unequivocal, to be

denied or evaded, even by the logical ingenuity of Dr. Ham

ilton. And what is more, my main motive in answering Dr.

H., and especially in giving my reply in the Journal, was to

present such new pathological facts as have accumulated on

my hands within a year, as well as to present the facts and

arguments in support of Phrenology drawn from the whole

animal kingdom.

But all these pathological facts are only as a " drop in the

bucket," compared with the whole that have been published.
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"Gall on the cerebellum," a work which every physician

should peruse, is literally full of them. So is the Edinburgh

Phrenological Journal ; and so are the works of Gall and Spurz-

heim. If Dr. H. has not read these works, he certainly is not

prepared to write against Phrenology ; but if he has read them,

he is bound to refute them. Has Dr. H. ever read the state

ment of Baron Larey, surgeon general of Bonaparte's army,

who lays it down as a general rule, that all soldiers who have

been wounded in the cerebellum, are incapable of becoming

parents'? If not. it is high time he had ; and if he has, I call

on him to explain it away.

But more. Even " out of thine oxen mouth do I condemn

thee." On p. 13, he says, " We once attended a patient,

with a temporary derangement, who fancied there were three

fires in his brain, all singing together, and each an octave

above the other: and he was constantly trying to catch the

notes with his own voice ; which case, if allowed to prove

any thing, would locate the organ of Tune in the top of the

head, lor that was the seat of the pain." Here is a plain case

of the deranged function of Marvellonsness, accompanied with

pain in the top of his head, where the organ of Marvellons

ness is located. Strange that Dr. II. should have adduced so

plain a casein proof of Phrenology, as an argument against it.

Let the reader now pause and contrast the evidences for

the science, drawn from these pathological facts, with the

lame, self-contradictory, and puny answer to them of Dr. H.,

and with the pretended facts adduced by him against it. and

judge for himself which carries the stamp of truth indelibly

branded upon its front. And let him also remember that all

those here presented and alluded to, are but a few of the un

numbered thousands daily transpiring in all parts of the coun

try, or even of those recorded in phrenological works. Let

him open his eyes upon surgical facts affecting the head, that

occur around him, and he will need no farther proof that

Phrenology is true, and also that Dr. II. either knows but lit

tle, at least upon this subject, or else misrepresents what he

does know.

I repeat that the bearing of these facts is positive and con

clusive, as much so as the death of Mr. Juror was positive ev

idence that he could not appear in court. And what is mote,

13*
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all that Dr. H. has said on this subject, has only tended to

prove it to be invulnerable, and to be founded in the nature of

mind, and supported by all the facts that bear upon this sub

ject. Were I in Dr. Hamilton's place, I certainly should feel

ashamed of my position in relation to these pathological facts.

(To be continued.)

ARTICLE II.

EXISTING EVILS AND THEIR REMEDY. No. 4.

The credit and banking systems, both essentially the same,

appeal to and excite Acquisitiveness and Hope mainly—or

gans already too large in the American head and character;

and, therefore, they should not be stimulated. But it is the

organ of Hope in particular, that they excite most—an organ

altogether too large, especially in the Northern States. The

difference in the development of this organ between the

United States and Canada, or between this country and Eng

land, is really astonishing, and coincides with the difference

in the enterprise, the bold, ventursome, and almost chimerical

spirit of our citizens, compared with the methodical, prosing

spirit of the English. There is also something in our very

atmosphere highly bracing and buoyant, sufficient, with only

average Hope, to create a due share of enterprise; but, with

large Hope, almost to ruin us. Now add to all this the pro

digious stimulus of the credit and banking systems, added to

Hope and Acquisitiveness combined, and I ask whether it is

not abundantly sufficient to account for and cause the exces

sive speculations of 1835 and '38—the mulberry fever, the

western fever, and the speculations in merino sheep. To

this development mainly, may be traced the pecuniary em

barrassments that now afflict us. It builds our banks, and

then brings crowding thousands to their counters, with un

numbered 11 sixty days from date" thereby rendering a man

in moderate circumstances suddenly rich, and, money being

abundant, disposed to pay more for things than they are worth.

Not that the value of the thing bought has fallen, but the
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value of money has been depreciated by its abundance. When

the value of this money is brought back to its proper level,

you have the dilemma in which we now find ourselves—the

prices of things, and the value of the dollar both increased,

which is a double disparity. There are three aspects in which

the banking and credit system should be viewed.

1. That the basis of our currency should not be gold and

silver, the value of which fluctuates with their scarcity or

abundance, thereby destroying the uniformity of the currency,

which is its most essential quality ;

2. That no institution for furnishing a currency, should

itself be a money making institution ; from fear both of its

being corrupted, and making over-issues ; and,

3. The principle of loaning money upon interest is wrong,

and will soon destroy any currency, however sound, because

every fifteen or twenty years, according to the rate of interest,

it doubles itself ; so that any money making institution, how

ever sound or honorably conducted, will soon swallow up,

and lock up in its vaults, double the money it disburses.

1. In maintaining that gold and silver should not be the

basis of any currency, and that the silver dollar should not

give the value to the paper dollar, I attack an idea usually

entertained as the only basis of currency, the only standard

valuation. Still, I think this point can be rendered self-evi

dent at once, and by a single remark, which is this : If specie

is the standard of valuation, every dollar in paper must have

its dollar in specie in the banks, or it is good for nothing; for

if there are $100 in paper to $33 in specie, (which is the pro

portion of specie usually required for the bills,) then the other

$66, or two-thirds of the paper money, are valueless, and

worth no more per pound than other paper rags. Can anything

be more clear than this 1 And yet, what bank can afford to

have just as many dollars in specie in its vaults as it has

paper dollars in circulation? Not one: for then, what would

pay rent, clerk-hire, the salary of officers, &c. 1 Just in pro

portion to the issue of bills over the amount of silver in the

vaults, will be the depreciation, the utter want of value in

the bills. Acquisitiveness and Conscientiousness require the

full amount of value in specie, in case specie is the only basis

of the currency ; which would effectually and for ever pre
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vent every bank from going into operation ; for, what possible

object. could be gained by getting up a bank, or what possible

mode is left of defraying expenses?

, 1 1 is clear, then, that the Oasis of valuation should not be

the precious metals, unless bank bills are excluded from cir

culation, and specie alone used in making payments, which

would be very inconvenient. But is there nothing else that

can furnish this basis, or impart value to paper issues ? Cer

tainly there is; for, any thing, every thing that Acquisitive

ness regards as property, will satisfy it, and thereby afford a

proper basis of valuation and circulation. Hence, landed

property, all the staple productions, all the necessaries of life,

will satisfy this organ, and afford value to bank bills.

Thus, a bank pledges for the redemption of a thousand

dollars of its notes, a house and lot, fully worth, in all emer

gencies, that thousand dollars. The holder of these bills

presents them at its counter, and requites their equivalent.

The bank has not the silver, but offers the house. If he does

not want the house, some other person does. and will give

him what he does want for his bills, and take the house. In

this way, the face of the bill is good to its full amount, and

the bank cannot he drained, or rendered bankrupt, because

this house cannot be shipped across the Atlantic, as specie

can, which, by rendering it scarce, increases its value, and

drains the hanks, even of the 33 per cent of specie in their

vaults, thus rendering their vhole issue valueless. Mean

while, the stockholder have pocketed, and probably squan

dered, the profits and stock both, and the bill-holders alone

suffer. Just as long as specie is the basis of valuation, when

ever our imports exceed our exports, (which is all the time.)

the balance will be paid in bills ; these presented at the coun

ters of the banks, and the specie drawn and shipped, (because

our bills will not pass in other countries,) leaving thr; banks

drained, and consequently compelled to break, or else to con

tract their issues, either of which injures the holders; the

former, by rendering the notes valueless; the latter, by ren

dering the money market tight; and deranging the business

of the country.

If there could be no other basis to impart value to bank

notes, the banking system must either fall itself, or else cause
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me country to fall, probably both ; but there are other bases,

and they should be resorted to. They are,

Real estate, the products of labor, such as dry goods, iron,

wooden, earthen and other wares ; manufactures, grains, eat

ables, and all the products of industry, and necessaries of life.

But to this one proviso, special attention should be paid,

namely, to see that, under all circumstances, the guarantee,

or the security for the payment of the notes, should be ample,

and even more than abundant, so that, at all events, the bills

may be worth their full face.

But, as long as specie, that slippery, movable article, so

liable to take to itself wings and fly away, is regarded as the

basis of valuation, just so long the value of money will fluc

tuate, and the currency lack uniformity and stability, which

are the main requisites of a good currency ; banks will fail ;

brokers fatten on the losses of the people ; and the people be

cheated out of their laborious earnings.

So long, also, will bankers themselves fatten on their over

issues and enormous profits, and either revel in luxurious

extravagance, thereby ruining themselves and families, or

fraud will be used, banks robbed, legislatures bought and

sold, party ends secured by their influence, and a speculating,

selfish, harpy-like, and cheating spirit engendered among the

people. I regard the banking system as it is now conducted,

as all rotten—as a public curse, as legalized swindling in its

worst form, and on a scale of millions at a sweep, and utterly

unworthy the confidence of the people. And yet it is so

thoroughly fastened upon the very vitals of this people, that

it cannot soon be shaken off, or remodelled, but will con

tinue for years to plunder the people, curse the rich, and rob

the poor.

One way of avoiding a part of their baleful influences, is,

trading upon the cash principle. Trading on credit, is analo

gous to drawing money from banks; and, though not as bad

in some things, yet it is worse in others. Thus, a young man

starting in business, especially if Hope be large, will buy more

than he can pay for ; and, when his notes become due, he is

pressed for that money which, when flush, he expended too

freely. He makes a sacrifice to raise it; and, after struggling

along for a time, breaks, being rendered desperate and misan
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thropic by his failure, his happiness destroyed, if not seeds

of dishonesty engendered. Now if he had paid daicn for

what he bought, and sold for cash at a small advance, all

would have gone on smoothly; the comforts of life, instead

of rushing upon him so fast as to destroy their value, would

have accumulated gradually and everyone duly appreciated ;

no bad debts would have disturbed his equanimity; no pro

tests would have impaired his own credit, and a happy state

of mind would have taken the place of that chagrin, and

mortification, and ill-feeling which has been continually

rankling in his bosom. Doing a cash business, besides re

lieving note-givers from all anxiety as to paying their notes,

would cheapen every thing we buy at least one-third. Busi

ness men who trust, always add a certain per cent for bad

debts; so that those who do pay, are compelled to pay, not

only for their own goods, but also for those who do not pay.

Doing a cash business will obviate all this. Has the reader

never observed how much cheaper cash stores are than credit

stores '? Then patronise them. Purchase nothing till you

can pay for it : rather do without it till you can pay.

It was upon this principle that the Journal was first estab

lished, and I intended it should have been rigidly enforced,

but clerks who did the business of the second and third years,

gradually yielded this point, till thousands of dollars are now

standing on its books, of which I never expect to realize a

dollar. This was one of the means of cramping it, and, but

for my bringing in large supplies of money, from my practice

of Phrenology, would have broken it. This fact determined

me not to send out another copy till it iras paid for, however

responsible the applicant. The cash system is the only correct

system of doing business, either of buying or of selling. " No

trust," and "here's one thing and there's tother," prevent

those fluctuations in the scarcity of money from materially

affecting a cash business. It will also effectually prevent ex

travagance, and immediately relieve our pecuniary embar

rassments. It prevents Hope from cheating you with "six

months from date" 1 can pay this with ease, and allows

Acquisitiveness no opportunity for becoming dissatisfied with

losses, and for calling Combativeness, Destructiveness, and

Cautiousness, so effectually and continually into action, as
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thoroughly to sour the temper, engender suspicion and jeal

ousy, even of friends, and a loss of both public and private

confidence. " Short settlements make long friends," is a

pithy proverb, imbodying this cash principle, and expressing

the experience of the whole past.

ARTICLE III.

DISCOVERIES BY DR. BUCHANAN.

In October last, too late for insertion in the first No., Dr.

Buchanan sent to the Journal a paper containing an account

of some important discoveries in Phrenology and Physiology.

Subsequent numbers have alluded to them, but the space de

voted to Journal matter is really too circumscribed to publish

matters of real importance as fast as they appear. That part

of Dr. B.'s communication in which he replies to Mr. Sunder

land, and complains of his not publishing a similar communi

cation, is omitted; because Mr. S. published that communica

tion since Dr. B. wrote this, so that it is unnecessary for the

Journal to do it. Besides, though it is proper to award merit

to whom merit is due, yet the true philosopher and Phrenolo

gist will think less of the discoverer than of the glorious

truths discovered. But one self-evident remark is this : Mr.

S. makes his discoveries by the aid of Animal Magnetism ;

while Dr. B. has made his by some other process, which he

has not thus far seen fit to reveal. Philosophy hardly sanc

tions keeping any thing of importance a secret.

The communication mentioned by Dr. B. as in progress for

the English Phrenological Journal, will be cheerfully admitted

into the American Phrenological Journal.

" Louisville, Ky., April 22d, 1842.

To the editor of the American Phrenological Journal :

The last three numbers of the Phren. Journal have just

been placed in my hands, by Prof. Caldwell. Not having

seen it for some months, I was induced to suppose it had been

discontinued. As you invite a reply from me to Mr. Sunder

land's remarks, I change the destination of this and address
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it to you. I have prepared a communication about three

times as long as the present, for the Edinburgh Phrenological

Journal, setting forth my discoveries in general terms more

extensively—a copy of which I will send you for the Phren.

Journal as soon as I have leisure. Have I not some right to

complain that you should have omitted all notice of my dis

coveries which were published last fall ?

When discoveries of such magnitude came into my posses

sion, I felt eager to establish them immediately, by crossing

the Atlantic and giving demonstrations in London and Paris.

The propriety of perfecting my discoveries as far as possible,

has induced me to remain thus long engaged in their prose

cution, and preparing for the press an exposition of what I

have done. During this time some newspaper notices have

appeared in reference to my experiments; but, the greater

part of what I have been doing is entirely unknown to the

public. I felt assured that while thus remaining in compara

tive obscurity, others would undertake such operations as I

have been engaged in ; but, regarding the discovery of cere

bral excitability as a trivial matter compared with the science

arising from it, I felt willing that others should attract the

public attention to their own operations in this way, if any

should be attempted, and directed my efforts to improving

instead of propagating the science.

Hence, it is not yet known to the scientific world, that

discoveries have been made which show what are the psycho

logical and what are the physiological functions of the brain,

to such an extent as to make it requisite to substitute the

term Neurology, (science of the nervous substance,) for

Phrenology, (science of the mind.) Were the functions of

the brain exclusively mental, the term Phrenology would be

sufficient; but the corporeal are fully as important as the

mental functions which it manifests. Neurology is the only

admissible term for this department of science, as Cephalology

and Cerebrology, being new and uncouth terms, would be

incorrect; for the mass of nervous matter within and without

the cranium is concerned in the manifestations of mind and

life. Neurology is indeed a comprehensive term, and in its

fullest range of meaning as applied to man, is almost as com

prehensive as Anthropology.
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To this science I have invited public attention, and the

investigation of the scientific. Having given demonstrations

before the Board of Managers of the Medical Institute of

Louisville, that body, satisfied of the reality of the new,

science, adopted a resolution requesting three of the professors

of the Institute to investigate the subject, and report upon the

facts and utility of Neurology. One of the gentlemen ap

pointed having been too closely engaged, during the session,

in the duties of the anatomical department, the investigation

has not yet commenced.

What Neurology is as I have taught it, will soon be illus

trated by a small work which I am now preparing for the

press, giving the outlines of the new science, and especially

of its psychological portion. The results of my labors, while

they elucidate physiology and revolutionize the details of

Phrenology, throw a brilliant light upon Animal Magnetism.

To this subject I must now allude, in consequence of the

following paragraph in your editorial article :

" These accounts inform us that Dr. B. and Mr. P. declare them

selves as having nothing to do with what is called Mesmerism. But

they might just as well tell us that they have nothing to do with

Phrenology or the brain. The truth is, they are afraid of the stigma

which has been cast upon this name, and hence their disclaimers."

My name is here associated with that of Mr. P., of whom

I know nothing beyond the statement of the newspapers,

which represents him as repeating my experiments. Answer

ing for myself, I would remark that I have not been engaged

in making my Neurological experiments upon subjects in a

magnetic or somnolent condition, but solely upon persons in

their natural condition.

Those who know me will not suspect me of thus endeavor

ing to avoid any stigma which an unenlightened and tyran

nical public sentiment may affix upon the votaries of science

for seeking prohibited knowledge. I honor the cultivators

of Animal Magnetism as the intrepid leaders and benefactors

of their race ; and, had I not a particular line of investigation

for myself, leading to more important results, I would be

actively engaged in the daily investigation of that subject.

Let me beg to be held responsible for my own language alone,

and not for what may be said about me. Let me say to you

14
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what I have been repeatedly compelled to say in " defining

my position."

While ignorant scoffers, (disregarding the very meaning of

the word Neurology, and probably ignorant of its etymology,)

would assert that it was nothing but the old story of Animal

Magnetism, Clairvoyance, &c. ; others would assert that it

was totally unlike and distinct—(both confounding the science

of Neurology with experiments by which it was demonstra

ted,) and others, by a singular combination of skepticism and

credulity, were led to adopt the laughable theory that I pro

duced these results by the mere power of my will, controlling

every one whom I touched or approached ! and compelling

them to feel such emotions as I willed them to experience! !

Such notions being afloat. I have been compelled to express

myself frequently in public and in private, in something like

the following manner : Neurology is a comprehensive science,

including all the phenomena of mind and body. The Animal

Magnetists are engaged in cultivating one department of this

science, which is next in wonders ; their results, although they

seem incredible, are established by unanswerable testimony,

and must, therefore, be received. The experiments which I

am performing are different, as they are simply designed to

illustrate the ordinary or normal functions, and the pathology

of the human mind and body. My operations aim at utility

by explaining the machinery of life and the powers of each

organ ; those of Animal Magnetism, develop extraordinary or

transcendental powers by the joint influence of two or more

individuals. The phenomena thus developed are mysterious

and wonderful ; indeed we seem in a fair way to realize

through these operations, that " truth is strange—stranger

than fiction."

The present is indeed an important era. About fifty years

since, the revolution commenced which is now in progress.

Instead of the Mental Philosophy of former days, which was

separated from Physiology, and was therefore a crude, inaccu

rate, and useless system, Dr. Gall gave us the science of Phre

nology, in which Mental Philosophy, connecting itself with

the congenial science of Physiology, became rational and

useful. This constituted the first great era of Anthropology.

In the present day, Phrenology, blending into a perfect
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union with the whole of Physiology, and extending its juris

diction over the phenomena of Animal Magnetism, comes

forth with dignity, a demonstrable certainty, and an impor

tance which before were unknown, and bids fair, under the

title of Neurology, to originate greater blessings to mankind

than were ever anticipated by its illustrious founder, Dr. Gall.

To all who engage in this great work I would say, the

field is ample enough for a million of laborers ; and should

our countrymen take the head and maintain it as we have

begun, we may make the amplest return for the stores of

medical and philosophical knowledge which we have derived

from the land of our ancestors.

JAMES R. BUCHANAN.

P. S. Please to correct the mistake of saying that I excite

the organs by friction—I have never excited an organ by

friction. I believe I sent you the proper documents respecting

ray discoveries last fall, and was surprised at not having

heard from you. It is my design to visit the East very soon.

J. R. B.

ARTICLE IV.

THE MENTAL QUALITIES IN PART HEREDITARY, NOT ENTIRELY AC

QUIRED.

No Phrenologist disputes the proposition that genius and

talents are, in part, the result of cultivation; but they do

maintain that they are in part hereditary. They maintain

that, as the form of the face is hereditary, inasmuch as chil

dren resemble their parents, so the form of the head also is

hereditary, and this in part determines the phrenological de

velopments, and the characteristics of mind and feelings.

Neither parentage nor education, independently of each other,

produce intellectual greatness, or moral worth. The two

require to be united.

Doubtless every reader of the Journal has heard of Elihu

Burritt, the learned blacksmith ; and also heard that, in one

of his lectures, he maintains that talents and moral qualities

are all acquired, and not influenced by parentage—that every

man can become as great and learned as any man ever has
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been or ever will be. This doctrine is unquestionably erro

neous ; and, as it is at war with a leading doctrine of Phre

nology, namely, that certain forms of the head, and with

them certain developments are hereditary, the injurious ten

dency of his lecture should be counteracted. It is, therefore,

that the accompanying letter addressed to him, is inserted in

the Journal. It is the second of a series on that subject; the

first of which being introductory, and not bearing so directly

upon the one point under discussion, is omitted. The last

will be found particularly interesting and instructive, as it

contains the parental histories of a great number of distin

guished men, showing that causes in operation before their

birth, exert an influence upon their subsequent characters.

In passing, it may be added, that the phrenological devel

opments of Mr. B. are most remarkable. His Individuality,

Eventuality, Form, and Locality—the very faculties he

evinces in a degree so astonishing—are far more fully devel

oped than in any other head in our collection. Language is

also large, but he learns to read languages rather than to speak

them, the former requiring the faculties just named, the latter,

that of Language. The reader is invited to call and examine

his bust, for it is a literal wonder—a phrenological prodigy.

The readers of the Journal will not have forgotten that its

prospectus advertised a work on hereditary influences by the

Editor, to be commenced as soon as the present work on

Education, and another on Matrimony, are completed.—Ed.

\ Nkw York, Dec. 2d, 1842.

I No. 1 Bond Street.

Mr. Elihu Burritt,—You, my dear sir, gave your expe

rience as a " per contra" to all the " vagaries" in the world

about " native genius." Now, this was taking for granted

the very thing that ought to have been proved! Or, as logi

cians say, it was " begging the question."

Now, dear sir, permit me to say, as an offset to your state

ment on this subject, that I have known scores of young men,

who have spent more time (diligently, too) in acquiring a very

imperfect knowledge of two languages, than yourself, if I am

rightly informed, in acquiring a knowledge offifty and two!!

But leaving your own case for the present ; I wish to inquire
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concerning your numerous, and interesting historical facts,

whether your conclusions were found legitimately in your

premises ; or, whether your conclusions were not always

broader than your premises, and therefore illogical.' Pardon

me if I here give an instance of your facts, and your deduction

from those facts, (as I understand you,) in a syllogistical form.

" Demosthenes was not born an orator; for, he made his

first appearance before the public, as a rude, uncouth stam

merer; and, it was not until he used the most untiring zeal,

and persevering iudustry, that he became an orator :

But every man is, (being thus defective at first,) possessed

of the same powers for improvement as was Demosthenes ;

Therefore, every man may, by the same perseverance, be

come a Demosthenes in oratory ! "

There are, in this syllogism two things assumed, which are

the very things that ought to have been first proved, unless

admitted, as self-evident ! First; it is virtually assumed that

every man has the same material to work upon : and, sec

ondly; it is formally assumed that he has the same powers

with which to improve and refine that material ; but these

are the very things not admitted as self-evident ; ergo, they

need to be proved. And should either of them be disproved,

or even not proved, the syllogism falls to the ground. Let us

illustrate.

The beautiful columns of the Custom House, being origi

nally shapeless masses of rock, required immense labor and

toil to give them their present form and polish. But all rock,

(being thus shapeless,) is capable of receiving the same

amount of labor ;

Therefore all rock may be converted into like beautiful

columns.

You will see that this conclusion is illogical, because not

found in the premises ; unless you assume virtually, as be

fore, that all rock is, in quality, the same ; then, indeed, we

should admit that the conclusion was found in the premises ;

but the premises being untrue, the conclusion is fallacious.

I believe that all men are susceptible of improvement, and

that many, in the retired shades of private life, are susceptible

of the highest state of mental cultivation : and, believing this,

I rejoice at every effort that is made to call them forth from

14*
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obscurity and nothingness. I admire both the troth and the

poetry of the following familiar lines from Gray's elegy in a

country churchyard.

"Perhaps in this neglected spot is laid

Some heart onre pregnant with celestial fire !

Hands, that the rod of empire might have sway'd,

Or wak'd to ecstasy the living lyre !

Some village Hampden, who, with dauntless breast,

The little tyrant of his fields withstood,

Some mute inglorious Milton here may rest,

Some Cromwell, guiltless of his country's blood !

Full many a gem of purest ray serene

The dark unfathom'd caves of ocean bear !

Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,

And waste its sweetness on the desert air!"

To return to Demosthenes : let us inquire how much of

native talent he possessed, and how much he owed to art and

culture ? He certainly had all the elements of oratory to be

gin with ! He had, if you please, the marble in the quarry.

He had a wonderful memory ; (not quite equal, perhaps, to

Themistocles, who could call by name every man in Athens,)

he had a large development of Language, giving him great

command of words; for, a jumbled rapidity of enunciation

was his chief defect. At the time he was hissed from the

stage he had the most vivid imagination, as all his speeches

demonstrate; or as the Phrenologist would say, " large Ideal

ity—Causality and Comparison prominent—an uncommon

development of the perceptive faculties, giving him the keen

est insight into the designs of his country's foes—he had

large Benevolence, inciting to great exertions for his country's

good—he had Firmness which sustained him under all mortifi

cations and trials, except that of the battle field ; here it failed

him, for he had little Combativeness—and to crown all, he

had large Hope, which painted the glittering rainbow of prom

ise on the bright visions of the future, and told him if he failed

to-day, he would succeed to-morrow I"

I have thus spoken of him, in a phrenological style, not be

cause I wish to take any thing for granted, that is not

granted, or to make a draught upon the credulity of any one,

but as a matter of taste. 1 adopted this style, in which to set
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forth the well-known traits of his mind and character ! And

now, what were his defects. He was a stammerer, and had

an uncouth shrug of his shoulder ! He was the block of

marble, but needed polishing—and for this he went to his

cave.

Most respectfully yours, &c.,

M. S. CLAPP.

E. Burritt, A. M.

ARTICLE V.

HINTS TO PHRENOLOGICAL SOCIETIES. No. 1.

Few associations for the study or propagation of Phrenolo

gy, have long maintained their interest, or even their exist

ence. The Boston Phrenological Society gave up the ghost

long ago, but not till after societies in Philadelphia, Baltimore,

and many other places had expired. Indeed, I know of but a

single phrenological society now in active operation ; and

that is in Philadelphia. What is the New York Phrenologi

cal Society now doing? What has become of the London

and Edinburgh societies'? Asleep, all !

Why this death of most, and lethargy of all the rest? Is it

want of interest in their subject matter ? Far from it ; so far,

that probably no subject is more interesting or instructive, or

that, properly conducted, would elicit more attention.

The value and importance of these associations, are too

self-evident to require proof. It is really a matter of surprise

that, notwithstanding all the continually increasing interest

manifested in regard to Phrenology, so few associations for

prosecuting this delightful and most profitable study, have

been formed. Among the advantages they afford, is, that at

a trifling expense to each, facilities in the way of books, spec

imens, casts, &c., can be collected, which no one individual

of the society could afford, much less each member. Another

is, that each learns for all ; and by communicating to the oth

ers what he has learned, each of the others is in possession of

the knowledge which would have cost each separately much

hard labor. This, like lighting one candle by another, ren
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ders none the poorer, but all the richer. Another is derived

from that laudable emulation to promote the interests of the

society, which an association generally inspires ; and another

still, from that powerful combination of intellect with friend

ship, which quickens both by action.

What, then, can be the cause of their so generally falling

through : that is, of their failing to excite an interest suffi

cient to keep them alive 1 In what consists these errors, evils,

or omissions, which produce their dissolution 1 In their organ

ization and management. 1 will specify a few.

1st. They are too philosophical. They lack matter-of-

fact, and are too speculative. They consume their time by

reading prosy essays, instead of examining heads.

I said I knew but one active phrenological society that did

much, and the course there adopted is the course here present

ed. In 1839, vigorous efforts were made in Philadelphia, to

start a respectable society, but it failed ; and on its ruins arose

one, the main object of which is to examine heads. To facil

itate this, each member invites a friend or child, whose char

acter he knows, and each marks off the numbers which he

thinks express the relative size of his organs, and then ihey

compare notes and declare off the real character. Any one

known to be remarkable for music, or mechanics, or mimicry,

or any peculiarity of character or talent, is brought in, and

the interest thereby kept up to the highest pitch. There is

a certain something in the very nature of facts so thrilling,

so soul-stirring, that the human mind is eager to see and ex

perience them, and this, this alone, will keep a society, aye,

any society, together. Give its members facts to feed upon,

and so far from requiring a fine to bring them together, they

will pant for the delightful time of meeting to arrive. But

give them prosy essays of a speculative inferential character,

and they require a thong to whip them to the meeting.

2d. Let the by-laws and regulations be as few, brief, and

simple as possible. The fact is, that very few of either are

required. Presidents and vice presidents are hardly necessa

ry; and as to secretaries, let each member keep the "proceed

ings " in his head, as recommended in my work on education,

and the improvement of the memory. As to a treasurer, and

an annual tax to support the society, let the money be raised
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mainly by voluntary presents or by subscriptions for specific

objects, and laid out at once. No compulsion, no fines, no

punishments should ever be resorted to : for if members will

not do their duty voluntarily, they cannot be made to do it.

Let all the punishment inflicted be, the interest lost by their

non-attendance ; and let the only inducement to attend be,

the pleasure and profit derived from such attendance. This

formal organization, this electing officers, is mostly " in my

eye;" and does not add a feather to the interest or value of

the society, but detracts from both; for then, in the absence

of their officers, the society is obliged to wait or disband.

One other suggestion as to funds. Let each member, from

the abundance of his means, and according to his own taste,

make presents to the society. Thus : Mr. A. likes Combe's

Constitution of Man, and buys and presents it to the society.

B. likes Fowler's Phrenology, or Fowler on Matrimony, and

buys and presents it. C. subscribes for the American Phren

ological Journal, which he loans or presents to the society,

and D. presents Gall's works, or Spurzheim on Education, &c.

Another says: " what a striking proof of Phrenology is af

forded by the skull ofPatty Cannon ! Gentlemen of the so

ciety, I present you with a cast," and the society record the

donor's name upon it. In this way you will need few funds,

no officers, no formal organization as such, and will be able,

at all times, to keep up and extend the interest, value, and

utility of the science.

Another suggestion, analogous to the one already presented,

in relation to exhibiling facts, and making observations.

The Washingtonian Temperance society have hit upon just

the best plan in the world to interest and instruct a phrenolog

ical society. Let each member, during the week, make all

the observations he can, and note them down, (in his head of

course, for the reader knows that I reject written notes,) and

at their weekly meetings, tell, in familiar language, and con

versational style, his experience, what he has seen, &c., and

if that does not stir up and draw out the members, they are

dead indeed.

As already implied, every association requires a library of

nearly all the works on Phrenology published. See how

much less expensive this course is ; for if fifty Phrenologists in
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a village should each purchase a library for himself, the ex

pense would be fifty times as great as to have one library for

the use of all. And then, too, it brings into powerful action

some strong elements of our nature, especially Friendship

and Benevolence, combined with intellect. Probably no ties

of Friendship are stronger than those based on intellectual as

sociations. Literary friends are the best of friends.

But a cabinet of phrenological specimens, is even more

important. It affords members something to see, and some

thing to learn. Thus : let the cast of Patty Cannon be one

of the number. An account of this notorious character is

found in the Phrenological Journal : and the catalogue accom

panying the specimens gives, (or should give in a table,) the

size of all her principal organs, both large and small, so that

with a phrenological bust you are informed in what portion

of the head to look for Acquisitiveness, or Destructiveness, or

Marvellousness, and in the catalogue, you are told that such

and such organs are small, full, very large, &c., as the case

may be. Here, then, you have materials for a week's study

on one specimen ; but when you have it, you have it for life ;

and after you have gone over a few specimens, organ by or

gan, thoroughly, you will be able to go over the others with

facility and delight.

Most societies and individuals, regard ,these specimens as

very expensive. Far otherwise. Twenty-five dollars will

furnish a choice and invaluable collection of nearly a hun

dred of the most striking specimens, at prices ranging from

25 to 37J cents each. Some will exceed that price, but not

many.

In my next, I shall specify some of the best specimens by

which to prove, illustrate, or learn Phrenology, accompanied

with a short description of the leading characteristics, and

relative size of the principal organs, and before closing this

series of articles, give a table, like that in my work, showing

the relative size of each organ in each specimen.
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MISCELLANY.

I, my, and me, vs. we, our, and us.—As we, our, and us, are

plural, they signify more than one, while I, my, and me, designate

one person—the one using them. Now, as this Journal is edited by

one person, the use of we, our, and us, and ourself, (what kind of

grammar is ourself1) besides conveying an erroneous impression,

is palpably incorrect. Though custom is allowed to make law, yet

it cannot render that proper which is in its very nature improper, or

make two of one. Hereafter, therefore, the Journal will be conducted

in the singular number. If an apology for this departure from com

mon usage be deemed necessary, or if it be censured as savoring

of self-esteem, the answer is that it is right—apology enough for

those possessing Conscientiousness.

The above was written for an early number of the Journal, but laid

aside, until a practical evil grew out of the use of we and our,

namely, a complaint that the editor arrogated to himself the discove

ries published in relation to the connexion of Animal Magnetism

with Phrenology. The "we" there used, was intended to refer to

those scientific gentlemen who engaged in making these experi

ments, namely, Rev. Le Roy Sunderland, Dr. Sherwood, and my

self. The editor never once thought of claiming them as his. Mr.

Sunderland first made this application of Magnetism to Phrenology,

and proposed to Dr. Sherwood and myself to join him.

A farther account of the results of these scientific experiments has

been postponed for two reasons ; first, because the space devoted to

the Journal matter is too circumscribed ; and, secondly, because

these experiments are not yet sufficiently matured. They have been

tried, with success, all over the country, and in regard to their truth,

not the shadow of a doubt remains ; and yet it is still uncertain how

many new organs really exist. Thus far, nearly every supposed

discovery harmonizes both with what I knew to be wanting in Phre

nology, and with observations made since, or rather, with a com

parison of the new organs with the characters of those in whom they

have been found large and small. At all events, the Journal will

soon give the results produced by exciting the several organs, both

old and new, though preparing the cuts alluded to in former num

bers, will take a longer time than was supposed.

The Magnet.—The first number of this periodical, dated for June,

edited and published by Rev. Le Roy Sunderland, has been laid on
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the Editor's table, but too late for a suitable notice, as our space was

previously appropriated. Of the importance of its subject matter—

Animal Magnetism—and its connexion with Phrenology, Physi

ology, and terrestrial and solar magnetism, there cannot be a doubt;

and the same is true of the ability of its editor to conduct it. Price

$2 per year, or 18f cents per number. Each number contains 24

royal octavo pages, and the present is illustrated with cuts, showing

the electro-magnetic currents, phases, and phenomena. A more

extended notice may be expected.

Uncle Sam on Phrenology, is the title of a neat little work on

Phrenology, issued by the Harpers, and written by " Uncle Sam."

Its design and execution are excellent. The author deserves the

thanks of the public for this contribution to the science—that is, for

having presented the principles and facts of the science in so lucid

and popular, and, withal, humorous and entertaining a manner. If

the work does not have an extensive circulation, it will not meet its

deserts. This, also, was received late, and will be noticed more

fully hereafter.

Mrs. Gove's Physiological Lectures to Women.—Though the Ed

itor has not seen this work as yet, it is highly spoken of as just the

thing required to reform woman. Of all others, woman should know

and obey the laws of Physiology, both herself and in educating chil

dren. A more extended notice of this work will appear hereafter.

Dr. Burdell, Chamber-st., near Broadway, has re-published the

writings of the justly celebrated Lewis Carnaro; a full account of

which will be given hereafter. The work is invaluable.

Comparison.—The best stock in which a man can invest, is the

stock of a farm ; the best shares are plough-shares ; and the best

banks, are the fertile banks of rural streams. The more they are

broken, the better dividends they pay.

One cup of molasses will catch more flies than a barrel of vinegar.

This trite comparison beautifully illustrates the influence on our fel

low-men of a predominance of the moral faculties over the propen

sities. As a means of managing men, governing children, &c.,

kindness is infinitely more efficient than force.
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find an answer little expected by the thousand, and incredible

to most of them.

We send expedition after expedition to prove the existence

of a Passage, of an Island? or a Continent in regions inacces

sible for one useful purpose, and large sums of money are ex

pended, and ships and lives are lost in the search. And what

are the results ? Honor to the nation which sends them forth,

and honor to those who heroically face such dangers. Nor

are these expeditions without their advantages also : nor do I

complain of them in the abstract. But when I see the efforts

thus made in search of unknown regions of this material

world of ours ; and when I look at the almost total neglect of

the infant minds of our children, not among the poor and the

ignorant only, but among the children of the educated classes

also, and see the fearful increase of vice and crime consequent

upon this neglect ; and when I compare the amount of mental

power and of treasure employed upon the first mentioned

class of pursuits, and the almost universal neglect of infant

training ; I can truly say my soul is sorrowful. When I pass

along the streets of our towns and see the great numbers of

idle and ragged children, aye, and some also of those ex

pensively dressed, left wholly to the uncontrolled power of

then own natural feelings, propensities, and passions, lam not

only sorrowful, but sickened at the sight.

When I see Colleges and Universities built and endowed"

at vast expense for the education of youth, and even of man

hood—for the mere purpose, almost, of cultivating the under

standing, or rather the intellect only, leaving the feelings to

grow as they please ; or, if influenced at all, as frequently so

toward evil as in the direction of reform, I contrast the conduct

of our cultivators of the human mind with the practice of the

cultivators of the earth. Who among the latter now thinks

of sowing the seed before he prepares the soil with the ut

most care, expense, and labor. But turn where I will, I see

the infant mind left in its development, for the first and second

years, and even longer, to the influences of chance, or to the

evil influence of ignorant, selfish, superstitious, or vicious ser

vants. And much as I have ever regarded with respectful af

fection the female sex, yet I must declare, that, I have known,

many mothers, even among the educated classes, who were

VOL. IV—12
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wholly unfit to guide, as they ought, the minds of their in

fants; and, I see daily the most melancholy instances of per

nicious treatment on the part of some, who yet love their off

spring dearly, but whose minds have never been properly in

structed in this most important of all their duties.

I have written the word "reform" in the last paragraph,

without reflection, else I could not have written it. Instead,

however, of expunging it, I will declare how much my aver

sion towards it is growing. For fifty years I have kept a watch

ful eye upon reform and reformers, and so small has been the

good which I have seen produced by the latter, that I have

been at length almost convinced that reform will never do

much good ; for, I fear that vice and crime are everywhere

outrunning improvement, and I believe that nine-tenths of the

world's reformers are among those most needing reform them

selves, and are, therefore, the authors of evil much more than

those they pretend to reform.

But I now desire to see raised up, in our day and generation,

a race of formers ! Let the infant mind be formed, and it

will rarely need reform. "Train up a child in the way he

should go, and [when he is old he willj not [depart [from it."

This most true and excellent command of the Scriptures, is

little understood, and still less wisely obeyed. For fifty years

have I watched with anxious care the treatment of the infant

children of the high and of the low ; of the rich and of the

poor, in Europe and in America, and if I could show forth

its real character, and could make the minds of men rightly to

appreciate it in all its consequences, I would rouse the world

to instant energy in applying every needful means to the right

training of every infant born into the world, whether he were

the child of a Prince, a Peer, or a Peasant. I am convinced

that thus, in a single generation, would more blessings and

happiness be conferred on the human family, than if the lon

gitude were discovered, and perpetual motion, and the philoso

pher's stone, or than ten thousand new discoveries in steam

could ever confer upon mankind.

Without infant improvement, your schools, your Colleges,

your Universities will be ever striving against the stream ; a

stream too powerful for them adequately to master. It is in
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fact a stream to which, in many instances, they add a fearful

power through the teacher's ignorance of the material, and of

the state of the material which he labors to improve : and thus

many pupils, with highly cultivated intellects, but with unsub

dued or ill regulated passions, are sent forth among their fellow

men to be a scourge and a curse to them.

We make a display of Schools, of Colleges, and Universities

for our boys, and we have expensive Governesses and Board

ing Schools for our girls, while for our infants, we have igno

rant, perhaps passionate, perhaps vicious servant-maids, under

whose ignorance the child is, at best, left to the indulgence of

its own feelings; or, under whose passions it becomes a tyrant

when it can tyrannise, and also a slave to its own passions ; or,

in the view of whose vices it is itself corrupted. And then,

forsooth, the Teachers in the Schools, and the Colleges, and

the Universities are expected to Reform all this ruin, while

some, even of themselves, were never yet sufficiently reformed

and fitted for such service. In truth, what constitutes the

right training of the feelings, has hitherto formed but a small

part of their teaching. They know how difficult a task it

generally is, and they chiefly confine themselves to cultivating

the intellect, leaving the moral sentiments very much at rest,

and the propensities almost entirely without care or efficient

control.

I will not call on you, parents, to "turn ye" for your own

improvement; for, I fear I should often call in vain; your

habits being now deep rooted ; but I call on you to turn to

your beloved infants, and pray to the Almighty to enable you

to keep them from the ways of the destroyer. Upon you,

mothers, do I most earnestly call to turn your hearts, your

souls, your every affection upon your innocent offspring while

they are yet in the cradle, and fit them for the School, and the

College, and the University, and the Governess, and be assu

red that you will be abundantly rewarded and blessed by the

Great Lord and Father of all, whose ears are ever open to all

who devoutly and fervently pray to him.

Would that I could sound an Archangel's trumpet, and rivet

the attention of every human being to that one great duty,

that highest and most holy of all duties, the training of the
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infant mind. Our blessed Savior took little children in hi*

arms and blessed them, and said, " Of such is the kingdom of

heaven." But we are not careful enough to keep them in

His fold, but often leave them to stray away and fall into the

sinful ways of the world. I would proclaim to the world that

without efficient infant training, evenfrom the day of birth,

all the Schools and Teachers on earth can do little to improve

mind, but that upon woman, chiefly, must depend the future

happiness of our race, which never can he secured in this

world, without the right application of the means of infant

education.

" Oh, Mothers ! much from you, your God expects!

The rising generation look to you,

For man would only ruin them—you can save ! '.

Oh, win them as they lisp upon your knees,

To love each other ; tell them God is love !

Instruct them not to covet others' toys. g «

Oh ! teach them to forgive, and set, yourselves

The example, by avoiding harsh rebukes,

And such severity as only makes

lEye-servants. Gentleness in you'will teach,

Far better than a thousand homilies,

The beauty of a gentle spirit ! Fruit

Is not the produce of one day; the sun

Must often beam upon its downy cheek,

The dews of heaven often water it,

Before the peach has changed its bitter taste

And crude appearance, for the glowing hue.

The mellow flavor of its ripening hour.

And thus with patient,1 persevering care,

Should you assist the Holy Spirit's part

To change the evil tempers of thejyoung,

And wrong propensities. It was a woman

Brought sin into the world ! It was a woman

Who bore a Savior to redeem that world !

Oil, then, let patience have a perfect work,

And, as to her man owes his sinful birth,

Let woman be the Spirit's instrument

To give a new and better birth to man!";

Cormac.
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MISCELLANY.

The lithographic drawing of the " Thief and probable murder

ess," prepared for this number, is unavoidably postponed in consequence

of the printer's losing that part of the manuscript which embraced her

character, as given by Dr. Jewell. It will appear in our next No.

Removal.—My own and brother's Office and Cabinet, together with

the publication office of the Journal, are removed to 131 Nassau street,

the next store below our former one. Our present rooms being larger,

and every way better, a much greater number and variety of specimens

are now exhibited than heretofore. We invite students of Phrenology

to call and see our collection, which is always free to visiters, and we

think well worthy at least a cursory visit, if not of close study. Nearly

every organ will here be found in several stages of development, with

the accompanying character. We intend soon to publish a catalogue of

our principal specimens, the most interesting of which will be introdu

ced into the Journal, and both the character and the developments stated

together, and compared. We think this is just what is required by the

student of Phrenology. We have long labored to prepare such a col

lection for the public, and at great expense, which we hope they,will

appreciate, and avail themselves of its advantages.

Notice of Mr. L. N. Fowler's Lectures in Lowell, Massachusetts.

—The following notice and synopsis of the Lecture of Mr. L. N.

Fowler, are copied from the Lowell Courier. If other lectures are re

ported they also will be published. He is truly an excellent lecturer,

because hefeels his subject, and presents it in a clear and forcible man

ner, employing plain language, the expression of which is often beauti

ful. He has only to be heard to be appreciated. His examinations

also are excellent. To say that he has not a superior as a correct and

successful examiner is but saying that to which probably every phren

ologist in the country who knows him, will cordially respond.

"Phrenology.—Mr. Fowler's Lectures.—Thinking that many of

our readers will be interested in the subject matter of Mr. Fowler's

Lectures, delivered at the City Hall, we intend furnishing a short anal

ysis of them, as they are given. His first lecture, last Saturday even

ing, we suppose, was in a measure a preparatory one, laying down some

of the broad principles which must be borne in mind while entering

with him into the minute details of his science. He appears to be ful

ly impressed with the great importance of the subject, and must be

qualified, from his extensive and thorough acquaintance with its most

difficult practical bearings and applications, to give his audience clear

and definite information, regarding Phrenology, and the many theatres

12*
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for its useful and successful application. He first established that it was

highly necessary to devote a portion of our time to the study of our

selves. That all the principles existing in the Physical world—in the

Mental world, and the Moral life, not only existed in ourselves, but

centred there, and that in order to obtain a real knowledge of tbem, k

would only be necessary to study our own varied organization. The

knowledge thus obtained must be correct ;* nature never giving utterance

to falsehood ; and he pronounced it to be incumbent upon all, an actual

moral duty, to do all that in their power lies, towards disseminating

these truths, throughout the world, until all were governed (nations in

their political conduct—associations in the establishment of institutions,

and every individual in his daily social intercourse) by a due regard to

the Laws of Mind. After briefly enumerating the foundation princi

ples of Phrenology, he branched off and dwelt more particularly upon

the Physiological Laws. Physiology was the most important physi

cal science that could be studied ; as a knowledge and obedience of its

laws were so ultimately connected with our health and actual existence,

that in order to enjoy a sound state of mind, it was absolutely necessary

rigidly to observe the restrictions of Physical Law.

" The most important principles of Physiology to be understood as

connected with Phrenology, were the Temperaments, or general con

ditions of the body, upon which in a great measure, both mental and

physical activity depended. These were divided under three general

heads: 1st. The VITAL or sanguine, which is manifested by the in

ternal organs, such as the heart, lungs, liver, digestive apparatus, &c.,

these being the most important organs connected with man's existence.

Vital power is great, and life is prolonged in proportion as these organs

are large and healthy. They are ultimately connected in their exercise,

with the base of the brain, where are located the faculties which have

to do with supplying the bodily wants, and are, therefore, termed the ani

mal properties ; the connection thus existing between this particular part

of the biain, and those organs to whose nature the function of these

faculties existing in the basilar region, are adapted, is another beautiful

illustration of the harmony which exists throughout all correct natural

phenomena. This temperament should be subdivided into three divisions,

showing the distinct influence of the blood, lungs, and digestive powers.

It is the first temperament which develops itself in organic life, and

containing as it does within itself the inherent qualities necessary to ex

istence, its possession ensures us health and long life—aside from acci

dents. Nature, from the fact that it is the first temperament she gives

our children, intimates in strong and forcible terms, the necessity of its

being encouraged in them. From this, a strong argument in favor of

early physical education was adduced. The habit of shutting children
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up in school-houses all their younger days, retarding the growth of this

temperament, and prematurely cultivating that of the nervous, was high

ly reprobated. If we followed out the order of nature, the school-house

for our children, at least until the age of 12, would be the open air, and

their studies that of climbing the hill, traversing the woods, anon wield

ing the axe, the hoe. Their spelling book would be the different gra

dations of manual exercise, and their teacher would be the promptings of

a healthy and joyous animal nature. This temperament, when strongly

developed, or not combined with a proper degree of the others, and not

regulated, tends to an excess of animal enjoyments, and of,the lower class.

The next temperament considered, was the motive or bilious, which

is manifested through the bones and muscles, or the frame-work of marr

—the house tenanted by the internal organs. The perfection of this

temperament depends much upon the former one ; the body increasing

through the nourishment derived from the food we eat and the air we

breathe. This temperament, when fully developed, gives strength and

powers of endurance, and leads to boldness and indefatigability of action.

The great reason why there are so many poor, weak, frail, and imper

fect bodies carried about in society^ is, because the functions of these

two temperaments are not sufficiently understood and complied with ;

and, it is from the same cause that society is deprived of the brightest

and most useful ornaments, in the infancy and prime of life ; exhibiting

the paramount importance of parents, studying these natural laws, and

applying their principles to the rearing of their children.

The third and last temperament is the mental, which is manifested

through the nervous system, giving sensation, susceptibility, and is the

highest state of physical organization. It is very nearly connected with

mental action, and disposes to thought and acquiring knowledge—to

mental activity. It conveys to the brain and mind the condition of the

body ; it is the last temperament designed by nature to be cultivated or

exercised ; and, one radical error prevalent in society, to a great extent,

is the stress and particular attention that is paid to the early cultivation of

this temperament, contrary to physical law ; and, it is the cause of myr

iads of premature deaths. The mental temperament is necessary to

elevation and perfection of character.

These temperaments are very rarely found purely alone in any person,

although one of them may take the lead. Their influence upon the

mind is a general one, giving predilections for different kinds of business

and intellectual pursuits. The vital temperament has to do with the

physical world and enjoyments. The mental temperament is connected

with mind and mental enjoyments. The bilious may be exhibited with

either, giving strength to both. The lecture was completed by a very
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interesting exposition of the different kinds and proportions of the tem

peraments required to give a prospect of success in the various pursuits

of life—as a mechanic, clerk, merchant, farmer, and ihe separate branches

of literature and science, including the professional. The different tem

peraments and their combinations were exhibited to the audience by a

great variety of drawings of eminent persons, possessing them in differ

ent degrees, and shown by their lives and stations. At the close of the

lecture descriptions of the characters of two individuals were given from

their cranial developments, which were pronounced by their friends tobe

very correct.

Subject of the next lecture—Analysis of the passions, and education,

socially, of children.

Importance of Pphrenolooy in conducting Education.—The

following is the opinion of a successful teacher on the application of

Phrenology to the education and government of children.

" On the — of November, I commenced my school, and after giving

those present a short address, proceeded at once to business. JYo rod

or rule—those relics of atrocious barbarity—are admitted in the govern

ment and discipline ; nothing but the pure quintessence of Phrenology,

guides me. I find it to be better than ten thousand whips andbludgeons.

Strange, cruelly strange, that people possessing common sense will

leave the simplest, natural corrective for any abuse or error which may

exist in any department of life, and cling with a tenacity without paral

lel, to the only modes, most odious, most repulsive. And why thus?—

Simply, and solely, and only, because they were so educated, (what a

beautiful system !) and because men (and sometimes women, too,) were

wont to gratify their bloody propensities ; having no regard for the tri

umph of intellect—satisfied themselves with displays of physical chiv

alry. But I do "thank God," yes, "and take courage" that the dawn

of a brighter day has burst upon my vision—that a new era has been in

troduced with its glorious enlightened reform ; and that barbarity is to

be succeeded, nay, superseded by truth and wisdom.

The deputy Superintendent has visited my school ; said he liked it

well, and the good order which prevailed. After gaining such infor

mation as the law requires, and making such inspection as is deemed ne

cessary, he gave us a short address and left. I spent the evening with

him, and acknowledged my utmost confidence in Phrenology. He asked

what was my guide of government and discipline in school. I told him

the much despised system of Phrenology. 1 have several times since

been told that he has said, " There is not that man in the county of—

who has the discipline in school that has, and yet he says he does

it all by Phrenology." Now, so far am I from receiving this as flattery,
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that I cheerfully credit the whole to the Bump-science ; and say to oth

ers that they may be as successful as I have been. "Truth is mighty

and will prevail."

^ I have one boy in my school who, I am satisfied, will come to a horrid

end, and I have arrived at this conclusion from a slight knowledge of the

bumps. He is a lad of about ten years of age, and withal a smart fel .

low, but his organization is such—no fault to find with the Great Arch

itect—that I am fearful of consequences. His very large Hope, very

large Combativeness and Destructiveness, towering Firmness and Self-

Esteem, with small Conscientiousness, and the moral organs very inac

tive, large Causality, together with his excessive Amativeness and Ac

quisitiveness, and added to all these, his temperament the best adapted

in the world to pervert the whole man, and you have the boy as he is.

None but Phrenologists know how to meet and manage every case

that presents itself to their view. May a Divine Providence so^ direct

that he may find a home among those who know how to mete out cor

rection for the best, to treat and educate him as he ought to be, and then

I shall have some hope. (See the Editor's work on Education.)

Metaphysical reasoning, or Chop-Logic.—A sailor, hankering after

his morning dram, but not havingjthe wherewithal to pay for it, entered

a grocery and liquor store, corner of Canal and Lawrence sts., and called

for three cents worth of crackers, which were handed him. He handed

them back, saying, " I guess I'll take a glass of liquor for them." The

exchange was made, and the liquor drank, when the sailor began to put

out. " Stop, stop," said the man of the grocery, "and pay for your

liquor." " I have paid for that." " How ?" " In crackers," was the

answer. " Then pay for your crackers," said the landlord. " No, in

deed, for you've got them. Why should I pay for what I have not got?"

The sailor's arguing in proof of his point, was just about as conclusive

as that of the old school metaphysicians about the nature and faculties of

the mind, and quite analogous to that of Dr. Hamilton's therefore with

out any wherefore, p. 98, and like Dr. Homer's " O, but, see what the

book says," p. 106.

Mr. J. G. Foreman. This youthful Phrenologist promises fair to

be a valuable accession to the advocates of Phrenology. Though

young, still he has attained an enviable reputation, both as a lecturer

and examiner, and has a happy faculty of gaining converts to this good

cause. He puts in practice one of the leading principles of this sci

ence, namely, a predominance of the moral sentiments and intellect.

This is true of his head, also, as well as of his character. He reasons

closely and forcibly, especially upon the various applications of Phren
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ology to education, morals, &c. Phrenologists can hardly take a more

effectual method of promoting the interests of the science, and to grati

fy their own intellectual and moral faculties, as well as social organs,

than by lending him their aid in securing audiences. They need not fear

countenancing a quack, for the ground he takes is high, and his manner

of supporting it, dignified, and calculated to impart respect to the science.

May success attend him, and prosperity crown his labors in this cause

of God and humanity.

Practical Phrenology. This series of articles has been suspended

for the two preceding Numbers ; first, from a press of other val

uable matter ; secondly, because but little farther progress can 'well

be made without a cut, the size of life, on which all the organs are ac

curately marked ; this cut we are now preparing, or, rather, several cuts

showing the location of the organs in several views, the back, side, top

and front, which, in the editor's humble judgment, will be much more

valuable than any cuts of the kind which have recently, if ever, been pub

lished. They will be continued in the next No., and the cuts introdu

ced in the July and following Nos. They will, doubtless, b«

/itgWy^interesting and instructive.

That7 portion of the work on " Education and Self Improvement"

which relates to the cultivation of the Memory, the Intellectual Educa

tion of Children, and Strengthening of the intellect, will be published

on thejfirst of May as an extra of the Journal. It will contain 48 pp..

and be furnished at 12£ cts. single copy, or $1 00 per dozen, and §6 00

per hundred. They are held at this uncommonly low price, because

their author regards them as pre-eminently interesting and instructive

—as just the thing required to reform and perfect education, and to

guide those in pursuit of a good memory and a vigorous intellect, to a

successful result. Subscribers and their friends who wish to obtain

them, can forward the money by mailfree of expense, by getting an ac

commodating P. M. to sign and frank their letters ; it being an extra,

and therefore on business appertaining to the Journal. Will not the

friends of the science exert themselves to benefit the Journal, themselves,

and the public, by spreading them far and wide ? Can they obtain more

value for less money ? or do more good with less exertion ?

; A story illustrating large Hope.

"Hope springs eternal in the human breast,

Man never it, but always to be blessed."—Pope.

r The influence of hope on the feelings and actions, is wonderful, and

its effect upon the happiness or misery of its possessor, greater than

most people suppose. It lights up the future with the glow of antici
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pation, often rejoicing in the hope of things even more than in their frui

tion, besides consoling its happy possessor under affliction, by

" There's a better day a coming ;"

or, "It is always darkest just before day;" or, " It's a long lane that

has no turn ;" or, " It's an ill wind that blows no one any good ;" or

as an old simpleton once said on the death of his wife, " Though my

wife be dead, yet my darter Peggy, she be well clothed." The fol

lowing story, though not very dignified, beautifully illustrates the work

ings of this faculty in "making the best of misfortune."

A little boy came running in to his father, eager to tell him that their

sheep had three lambs ; " 0, has she ?" said the father, " I'm very glad

of it ; because now we can have her for a show, and every body will

flock to see such a curiosity." " Oh, but," interrupted the boy, " one

is dead." "Well, no matter for that, because now she can take the

better care of the other two, and make them fat and nice," said the

father. " Yes, but there's two dead/'^replied the boy. " Well, what

of that?" said the father, "I'm glad on't, for now she can take still bet

ter care of the other one, and make it just as fat as pork." " But,

father, all three's dead," said the boy, half stifled with sorrow. " Oh

well, no matter, I'm glad of it, because now the old sheep herself will

get fat enough for mutton next fall. I'm glad of it, for they want worth

raising, I'll warrant." " Yes, but father, the old sheep is dead too,"

said the boy. " Oh well, no matter, for she was always a poor old

thing any how."

" An address before the Graduates of the Eradelphia Society, of

Miami University, August, 1841, by Thos. Millikin, of Hamilton,

Ohio," has been received. It contains some remarks in relation to

the value and influence of labor that I deem worthy not only of a

place in the Journal, but in the hearts of every student in Christendom.

If our students and literati labored more, they would be sick less, and

perform a vastly great eramount of intellectual effort. We regard with un

qualified approbation, the main principle brought to bear in our " man

ual /afior" institutions. It is founded in a fundamental principle of

physiology, namely, that of exercising the whole man, body as well

mind, daily. From this address we extract the following detached

quotations :

" The dignity of labor is displayed first in giving unwavering force

of will."

" Effort, long continued and unrelaxing, alone will check his desul

tory career. Difficulty and resistance will arouse and concentrate the

energies. Patient toil, by its undivided attention—its silent sufferings—

its deep and thorough convictions, and its almost miraculous conquests,
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gives a masculine tone and force to the will, which it could never acquire

in the lap of luxury and repose."

" Force of will is greater than genius itself."

" Napoleon was indebted for much of his success to those hardy spir

its whom his sagacity had raised from the ranks to be leaders of his

armies. They were not the pensioned and effeminate followers of

Courts ; but children of necessity, the groundwork of whose character

had been laid amid suffering and toil. The history of American States

men, is but a record of the triumphs of Labor. Reared amid toil, diffi

culty, and misfortune, they acquired a power over the feelings, a self-re-

liance—an untiring patience, and decision of purpose which secured

success."

" Labor gives independence of character. No opinion has ever gone

forth more fatally erroneous, than that the tendency of toil is to tame and

degrade the spirit. It is an opinion venerable only for its antiquity."

" There is something in the very nature of labor, that teaches Free

dom. Its chief characteristic is self-reliance. It cultivates a generous

self-confidence, which scorns to live by efforts not its own. It gives

man an extended idea of his own exhaustless energies—his individual

worth—and his relative weight in the transactions of Society."

" Labor cultivates integrity. A state of inaction is the great source of

corruption. The stagnant pool sends forth noisome vapors which breed

pestilence in Society ; and the atmosphere restrained, in its circulation,

becomes poisonous. So when human energies are unemployed they

become the sources in which are fostered, and from which aresentforth

polluted streams of vice and misery."

"The associations of toil are pure and just."

" The man of labor is peculiarly the depository of virtue. With him

does she make an abiding home upon earth."

"The Swiss reared to toil in his bleak and inhospitable mountains,

and the Italian, wallowing in dissipation amid his luxuriant vales, present

an admirable contrast which is full of instruction. The one in his "home

of eagles," is a pattern of human dignity in physical structure, hardy

resolution, indomitable courage, and incorruptible honesty. The other

weak, puerile, crafty—a coward in spirit, yet unparalleled in crime—

the alternate minion of every power of Europe, yet the friend of none—

unworthy descendant of his own ancestors, the iron men of the Heroic

age. Hence, too, the active habits and enterprising zeal of her thrifty

population, have given a glory to New England as enduring as her own

indented shores, and granite hills."

Precipe for prolonging life. Keep your animal machine going,

but so as not to wear it out. Let it wear itself out.
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(Continued from page 160.)

It is not because Dr. Hamilton's attack upon Phrenology

merits so much notice, that these strictures on it are continued,

but because it affords so excellent an opportunity to present

the fads and principles of Phrenology in a light more

clear and forcible than they could otherwise be presented.

It was the intention of the editor not to extend this reply

beyond two additional numbers, and not to continue that part

of it relating to pathological pacts ; but, since the last No.

was issued, several additional facts of this class have been

sent to the Journal, which, independent of all reply to Dr. H.,

are worthy an insertion ; and, as they bear on that subject,

they are inserted in this connexion. An additional motive for

inserting them in this reply is, that as many pathological facts

as possible, may be placed in a body so that they may be

referred to the more readily. The gentlemen from whom

these reports come, may be relied on for veracity and ability,

Mr. Forman being an excellent phrenologist and a highly

worthy young man, and Dr. Buttolph being a physician of

considerable eminence, andparticularly interested in studying

partial insanity in connexion with Phrenology. The third

vol. iv—15
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volume of the Journal contains another pathological fact from

his pen.

For the Phrenological Journal.

PATHOLOGICAL FACT.

Mr. Editor :—While lecturing in Ridgefield, Ct., the follow

ing pathological fact came under my observation. It is a

valuable illustration of the principles of phrenology, and as

such I think you will deem it worthy of a place in the Phren

ological Journal.

At the close of my first lecture, a gentleman was brought

forward as a subject for a blindfold examination, and test of

the science. The first remark made was—"This gentleman

has received an injury of the brain in the region of Cautious

ness and Conscientiousness." The description of character

was then concluded with other remarks, which many of the

audience testified to, as substantially correct ; ajid, the next

day the gentleman called on me and gave the following

account of the accident and injury that had occurred to his

brain.

He first gave his name as Rufus H. Pickett, and, as I after

ward ascertained, is well known in that region as a cabinet

maker. Several years ago he was engaged with some other

men in clearing the timber from a piece of land ; and, in felling

the trees, was struck by the branches of one on the head, and

knocked senseless to the ground. He was carried home in

this condition, and remained totally unconscious for a period

of some weeks. His friends had lost all hopes of his recovery 5

but continued to use all their exertions, with the aid of

physicians, in keeping his head properly dressed, and endeavor

ing to restore him to consciousness. At the end of this period

he came to himself, and the first thing he recollected was

the falling of the tree, and the voices of his fellow-workmen

calling to him to get out of the way. To him it seemed as

though the*accident had just happened, and he wondered that

he should be in the house and upon a bed. The whole number

of weeks to him was but "a point of time, a moment's space."

He saw his friends around him, and heard them conversing :

but what was his astonishment on finding himself unable to

speak ! He beckoned to them, and felt conscious of what he
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wanted to express ; but could not utter a word. Finally they

brought him a slate and pencil, and he felt confident that he

could write what he wanted to say ; but taking the pencil in

his hand, the words that he wanted to use had taken their

flight, and he gave it up in despair. In this state he remained

nearly two weeks longer, without being able to hold communi

cation with his friends. He saw every thing that was passing

around him : heard the clock strike in the adjoining room, and

was perfectly conscious of time and place ; but he had lost the

power of using language.

One morning, however, he observed that the clock did not

strike as usual ; and wishing to communicate it to his family,

he pointed to the door of the room where the clock was kept,

and waved his hand backward and forward to indicate the

motion of the pendulum ; but they could not understand him.

Anxious to have it wound up and running, he sprang out of

the bed, and in his excitement and impatience at not being

able to make them understand, ran to the door of the room,

and opening it, pointed to the clock. From this time his

power of language began gradually to recover, but has never

acquired the fluency it possessed previous to the injury. Even

now he hesitates for words, and expresses himself with the

greatest difficulty ; and, in giving this detailed account of his

own case, I was obliged to sit for hours, and listen with the

greatest degree of patience to obtain the facts.

In the region of Cautiousness and Conscientiousness there

was a deep furrow in the skull, and he stated voluntarily that

previous to the accident he had been remarkable for his

caution and high sense of justice ; but since his recovery had

become a stranger to fear, and had lost that nice sense of right

that formerly governed his actions. To his present reckless

character in some things, many of his neighbors testified from

their own observations.

In addition to the injury of Cautiousness and Conscientious

ness, it is evident from the manner in which the accident

occurred, and the facts in the case, that the organ of Language

received a severe injury also. If we bear in mind the situation

of this organ, over the super orbiter plate, (the plate on which

the anterior lobe of the brain rests, above the eyes,) and the

act that the blow was received on the top of the head, we see
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at once that this organ must have suffered more than the

surrounding ones, from the concussion that took place in the

brain ;] and this accordingly was the fact. After the other

faculties had partially recovered from the shock, Language

remained for a considerable length of time unable to perform

its functions.

From this interesting case we draw a beautiful illustration

of the principles maintained by phrenologists, namely ; that

the brain is the organ of the mind, and that when it is rendered

incapable of performing its functions, by accident or injury in

such a manner as to produce a pressure upon its substance,

the action of the mind, as far as the present world is concerned,

ceases. A brain, mutilated and injured in its organization

can no more manifest mind in a harmonious manner, than a

musical instrument with its strings broken and destroyed can

be made to produce music ; and for the same reason. Both

depend on certain necessary conditions : one is the organ or

instrument of the mind ; the other of music. And yet not

withstanding this plain and simple proposition we find such

men as Doctors Sewall, Hamilton and others, in the warmth

of their opposition to phrenology, endeavoring to overthrow it

by citing a few doubtful cases that bear the evidence on their

very face of having been incorrectly reported ; and that if true

would not only overthrowphrenology,but the whole physiology

of the brain, even to the functions of the nerves of the external

senses. But from time immemorial, even intellectual men, in

pursuing the object of their opposition, have become so intent

upon its overthrow as to involve themselves in difficulties, and

lose sight of many important truths, which in their more

reflective moments they would not have failed to discover.

In prospect of the period when phrenology will be recognised

as the only true science of mind; and when facts in its support

will become more and more abundant, I subscribe myself your

fellow-laborer in the cause of truth. J. G. FORMAN.

Westchester, Pa., May, 1842.

Friend Fowler,—I submit the statement of the following

case to your inspection, and request that you make such use

of it as you may judge the interest of the science of phrenology

may dictate.
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Master C, aged eight years, early in March last, received a

blow from one ofthe swiftly revolving woollen knives of a flax

machine, which produced an extensive and complicated wound

of the face. The lad came in contact with the machine while

in motion, and received a lacerated wound, commencing under

the middle of the chin, and extending toward the left side in

thedirection of the lower jaw, backward half its length, where\

it severed the bone, with the loss of a molar tooth, and

numerous splinters of bone requiring removal. The wound

of the flesh extended upwards to a point three-fourths of an

inch above the external angle of the eye. In its course, the

duct of the parotid gland,the muscles, blood-vessels, and nerves

of the face were rent asunder, and the molar, or cheek-bone

raised, fractured, and somewhat displaced, so that the eye was

considerably depressed. The wound of the bone involved the

external angle of the eye, and to a point as high as the centre'

of the brow above; the flesh wound extending still farther, as

before stated.

After the wound was cleansed from splinters of bone, wood

and lacerated fragments of flesh, such dressings were applied as

the nature of the case indicated, but which it is not my object

here to detail. The boy has nearly recovered, but of course

with the deformity occasioned by the extensive scar of the

wound, and the paralysis of the muscles of that side of the face.

The point that I conceived might be of interest to you, was,

that for some days after the injury, during the feverish excite

ment that followed it, the patient had an almost irresistfble

desire to sing, the paroxysms continuing for an hour or more

at a time. He did not attempt to sing a variety of words, but

only applied musical sounds to the words diddla, diddle, &c.

His mother informed me that he was not at all inclined to gnis

before the receipt of the injury ; neither has he been since the

period of feverish excitement alluded to.

Respectfully yours,

Sharon, Ct., May, 1 842. H. A. BUTTOLPH, M. D.

New Faikfield, Conn., June 8, 1842.

Bear Sir,—I can no longer entertain the shadow of a doubt

in relation to the derangement or diseased action of the various

faculties of the mind in consequence of over-excitement or

15*
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exercise of their respective organs. Mr. T. Parsels, of this

town, has for several weeks past complained of having a most

violent pain in the coronal region of his head. Knowing he

had recently connected himself with the church, and that of

late he had been very thoughtful upon religious subjects, I

concluded it was probable an undue excitement of these organs

had created the pain in his head ; inasmuch as he had made

use of the usual remedies for headache proceeding from a

disordered stomach. He also said it was entirely different

from common headaches. I then asked him if religion were

not the chief subject of his thoughts while awake. He

answered, he could scarcely think of any thing else, that he

had been uncommonly exercised in his mind on this class of

subjects for the last two months—had dreamed of hearing a

voice that waked him from sleep, when at once the Savior

clothed in white appeared before him, and conversed with

him. I asked if he experienced any pain after this vision.

"He said the pain was very severe across the top of his head."

I then placed my fingers on the organ of Marvellousness and

asked if the greatest pain were not there. He said it was. He

has at other times within a few weeks dreamed of seeing the

Saviour, and always experiences the same violent pain in the

organs of Marvellousness and Veneration. I observed in

particular that these organs were much warmer than other

portions of the head. Veneration, however, is smaller than

Marvellousness, and the pain is much more severe in the latter

than in the former. Conscientiousness and Cautiousness are

large, and this combination, I apprehend, produces his occa

sional doubts and fears of being lost, &c. I advised him to

keep his mind from dwelling upon this class of subjects as

much as possible for the present, and to work moderately:

then if it did not subside to apply a blister, which I thought

would reduce the excitement, and he would soon be well.

I am no doctor, these are simply my views of the subject,

and accord, I believe, with many similar instances recorded in

your most valuable Journal. Please to give me your opinion,

and oblige yours, &c. B. J. GRAY.

0. S. Fowler, A. B.

On p. 147, a case reported by lawyer Plympton, of Boston,

is referred to, the particulars of which are as follows. A lady
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of his acquaintance related to him a remarkable manifestation

of the singing propensity in her daughter, a girl about ten

years old ; who will be designated as Harriet. During a

temporary illness she became very musical, so much so as to

annoy her mother, who frequently requested her to "stop

singing." "Well, Harriet will stop," was the girl's reply, but

involuntarily she struck up her favorite tune, and continued

to sing more and louder, till again interrupted by her mother

with a still more emphatic request to "stop singing ;" which

was followed, as before, with the reply, "Well, Harriet will

stop." Harriet tried to stop, but without effect, for this sing

ing propensity was involuntary and irresistible. It continued

to increase upon her till the mother, finding that she could not

prevent her daughter's singing, sent for the family physician,

who was utterly unable to stop it, or even to divine its cause,

all being utterly ignorant of Phrenology. At length the girl's

temples were discovered to be heated, and throbbing violently.

In describing the location of the heated portion to Mr.

Plympton, the mother pointed to the phrenological organ of

Time saying that the doctor thought this portion was the

hottest, while she thought "it was the hottest here"—pointing

exactly to the location of Tune. Measures were immediately

taken to reduce this inflammation, and as this heat diminished

the singing propensity decreased, and finally died away, after

a paroxysm of nearly twenty-four hours. I call upon Dr. n.

to explain this patho-phrenological fact, or else impeach its

validity. If he wishes, I will accompany him to the mother

and child and physician, and thus give him ample opportunity

to condemn Phrenology or himself, which ever way the fact

may be found to bear. The testimony of Mr. Plympton is

unimpeachable.

By mere accident the true cause of the phenomenon was

discovered without a knowledge of Phrenology, and this

discovery led to the application of the remedy ; yet, how

essentially would a knowledge of Phrenology aid every

physician almost daily ? Yet Dr. Hamilton's pupils enter

their profession deeply prejudiced against this science. One

of his pupils recently entered a village in central N. Y., full of

anti-phrenology, and even lectured against it. How will that

pupil, ten years hence, feel towards his preceptor for thus

leading him astray ?
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Other pathological facts are suppressed for want of room ;

for, however important or interesting, they must not be allowed

to engross the space demanded by other departments of the

science. In the next No. in continuation of this reply, the

facts drawn from comparative Phrenology will be presented

amply illustrated by cuts.

(To be continued.)

ARTICLE II.

The following is one among thousands showing that phre

nology has only to be examined in order to be believed. I

never knew but one anti-phrenologist who ever examined the

subject, and he became an anti simply because he hated Dr.

Caldwell, and opposed phrenology for no other reason than

to injure Dr. C. This Dr. S. confessed to me with his own

mouth, and a precious confession for the science it is too. It

was a Jive dollar bill that made Dr. S. an anti-phrenologist.

This I can prove. EDITOR.

At the time the writer of this article commenced lectur

ing upon Phrenology in S., Ms. (1834,) much ridicule was

thrown upon the science by those who would not compre

hend, or could not reason. The subject was then new to most

people in this region ; and, while some good-natured, welJ^

intentioned—perhaps pious blue-stockings, were instructed to

utter the cry of infidelity—heresy—Fatalism—Materialism, &c.

without probably knowing the just definition, tendency, or

bearing, of any of the words in question, others were content

with ridiculing arguments they could not refute or answer in

any other manner. While the candor and good sense of some

led them to take up the subject seriously, and investigate in

earnest its claims to originality and truth.

Among those who occasionally threw off scintillations of

wit, and indulged in remarks of a satirical nature, at the

expense of Phrenology, was the Rev. S. Deane,* a Unitarian

clergyman of acknowledged talents, and considerable critical

* Now deceased.
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acumen. He had not, at that time, however, given the sub

ject a candid hearing, and probably had* imbibed some

erroneous notions respecting it from the misrepresentations and

caricatures of its opponents, which at that period certainly did

not much resemble the laconic description of angel visits—

" Few and far between."

It was about this time too, that the wisdom of Solomon was

personified in the Rev. Mr. Hedge, of Cambridge, in his attack

on Phrenology in the "Christian Examiner,"* an article we

doubt (had it been deferred to the present time,) whether he

would now risk his reputation in publishing, independent of

the consideration that he was subsequently " handled without

gloves," and "literally used up" by his antagonists ! But his

case is not an isolated one; for, we believe that most anti-

phrenologists, who had any reputation to lose, are now heartily

ashamed of the stand they took against the newly discovered

science.

But to our subject. Mr. Deane was of a somewhat nervous

temperament, and in this case, at least, was too hasty in his

conclusions. He had made up his mind to lecture against it.

But lest he should fight as " one who beateth the air," he

thought it most prudent, in order to overturn the whole fabric

and raze the foundations thereof, that he should truly acquaint

himself with the principles upon which it is based, and the

facts by which it is supported. Accordingly he procured the

works of Dr. Spurzheim, and commenced reading them. It

was characteristic of the man, that whatever he thought worth

reading, he read with attention. While going through these

works the writer saw him daily, and could but mark the

change that had come over his feelings on the subject. During

this process he had, with much ingenuity, carved a wooden

bust, and laid down the organs as well as he was able. Still

the opinion in community was, that he would lecture against

it ; and, whenever the question was put to him his answers

were evasive and unsatisfactory. From the moment I dis

covered that he was unwilling to risk the attack, merely from

the garbled versions and mis-statements of anti-phrenologists ;

* A Unitarian periodical of acknowledged merit, and conducted with

great ability.
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from the moment I was assured that he felt the necessity of

going to the fountain head for information, I felt the conviction

strong as "moral certainty," flash across my mind, that the

evidence which would be presented to his superior powers of

discrimination, would be fatal to the hopes of those who

anticipated that Phrenology would "be killed!"

The evening at length arrived on which Phrenology was to

die! The building was capacious—the audience was very

large. A veiled bust, the workmanship of the lecturer, stood

before him. Curiosity was "on tiptoe." One individual,

apparently more anxious than the rest, stepped up towards

the speaker, and in true Yankee phraseology—half interroga

tive and half negative—said, "You don't believe any thing in

it, do you ? " "I will let you know directly "—was the laconic

answer. "But you don't>ea//y believe'any thin gabout it, do

you ?" was the second salutation. "I shall let you know how

much I believe directly," was again the reply. "Directly"

soon came, and with it also came an able exposition and

defence of Phrenology ! It did not appear to him, "the hallu

cination of a moon-struck imagination ! " Here were justice,

candor, truth. He was afterward solicited to repeat the

lecture before different societies, but declining health forbid

the exercise.

In the obituary pronounced at his interment, allusion was

made to the wonderful elasticity and buoyancy of his mind

in undertaking the investigation of -a new science when

oppressed by disease. It proves how earnestly he coveted

truth—how solicitous he was to do it homage. Nor can I con

ceive it at all singular, that a mind constituted like his should

feel solicitude in searching out new truths, although "the lamp

of life was glimmering in its socket." For this truth threw

new light upon theology, moral philosophy, physical and

mental education. Yes, Phrenology has disclosed truths which

claim, and which will receive the everlasting gratitude of every

true philosopher, philanthropist, and Christian ! Truths which

time nor talents can ever shake, but which, like pure gold,

will shme the brighter the more they are used !

ALPHA.
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ARTICLE III.

THE MENTAL QUALITIES IN PART HEREDITARY, NOT EN

TIRELY ACQUIRED.

Mr. E. Burritt,

Dear Sir,—Bear with me this once, and I shall, I trust,

have delivered myself fully on the subject of your lecture.

In the mean time it grieves me, even to attempt to tear out

a corner-stone from that beautiful superstructure which it was

the labor of your address to rear. There was no one of your

applauding auditors who was more delighted than myself with

the eloquent indignation in which you uttered that saying.

"Nascitur non Jit," is "a lie !" Now, friend Burritt, I do

not believe that it is wholly " a lie ;" but that it is a sentiment

liable to great abuse, you most clearly showed ; yet I think

it can also be as clearly shown that there is something of truth

in the saying ; and, as prefatory permit me to quote a saying

of the Great Teacher while he was upon the earth—a sentence

which I think contains a philosophical truism of universal

application to the vegetable, animal, and intellectual kingdoms,

as well as to man's moral nature, to which it was originally

applied. Suffer me here to give a rather free, yetjust transla

tion of the original, instead of the common version. "A

flourishing (or healthy) tree cannot bring forth diseased fruit ;"

(literally rotten fruit) "neither can a diseased tree bring forth

fair fruit." Luke vi., 43.

That this rule obtains throughout the vegetable kingdom

universally, surely needs no proof. That in like manner it

obtains in the animal kingdom, is also fully evident. The

offspring of the diseased and weak, through all the ranks of

the brute creation, partakes of those infirmities ; while the

offspring of the vigorous and robust inherit in like manner.

" Like produces like," is the philosophical adage ; and as true

in regard to quality as kind. Need I offer any proof that this

is a true of man as of the inferior animal creation ? Ask of the

physicians a list of those diseases which they call hereditary.

All those diseases called chronic are of those character.

A volume might be filled with such facts as that concerning

James I. ofEngland,viz; that all hisdays he suffered excessively

from nervous excitability, constant forebodings, and the most
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absurd timidity when anything sudden or unexpected came

upon him ; and all (doubtless) because his embryo existence

was convulsed by the assassination of Cardinal Rizzio in the

presence of the agonizing queen-mother.

I now assume the position, that the mental qualities and

propensities of our race, are as certainly transmissible as

physical qualities or accidents.

To begin just around me ; the people reared in the city. .

cling to city life like the oyster to his native rock, whilst the

people of the country regard the city as the next thing to the

penitentiary.

A man born here would rather be a fourth-rate lawyer, or

a half-starved physician, or a pauper dentist in this city, than

attain to honorable independence in the country ; whilst on

the other hand, nothing but an inordinate desire either for

wealth or display, could ever bribe a man of the country to

take up his residence in the city.

Probably I should add, that a man of great benevolence

might be led to adopt a city life, from the conviction that he

could do more good there, as he might thereby have access to

such a multitude of people.

The Laplander, from age to age, has the same exalted opinion

of his own inhospitable region ; and while he feeds on the

flesh and milk of his reindeer, and clothes himself with its

skin, he thinks himself the happiest being on earth ; and so

does the African, reposing all day long under his native cocoa

or palm.

Consider, I pray you, the uniformly meek and patient sub

mission of the colored race, under the most cruel wrong and

oppression ; then turn and consider the equally uniform char

acter of the aboriginal inhabitants of this country—fierce,

vengeful, and untameable, and sure you cannot doubt that

mental qualities are hereditary ! Look also at the uniformity

of Spanish and Portuguese character—dark and suspicious,

sullen and vindictive : then turn to merry, versatile, licentious

France ; then cast a look on England, profound, dignified, and

aristocratic, from sire to son, and you will surely say mental

qualities are hereditary.

Again, take the denomination of Friends, and what a con

trast do they usually present to those around them. 'Tis true,
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ARTICLE I.

EXISTING EVILS AND THEIE REMEDY, NO 5.

The exchange system is closely allied to the cash system,

remarks on which closed our last article on this subject. It

is not money that we want, but the necessaries and comforts

of life. Neither gold nor silver, nor bank bills will support

life, nor shelter us against rain and snow, nor make us gar

ments, nor warm nor furnish our houses. They are valuable

only as a means of obtaining what we do want. What they

purchase, is what we want ; and, if we can only manage to

get these things without money, as easily as we now do with it,

we shall be just as well off as we now are, and even better

off to the amount lost by the failure of the bank, and the shave

of the brokers. The community can get along with very little

money, by adopting a

GENERAL EXCHANGE SYSTEM.

To illustrate. Neighbor W. raises a hundred bushels of

wheat more than he requires for his own consumption, yet, as

his farm is better adapted to grain than esculents, he raises but

few potatoes. But Mr. P. raises more potatoes than he can

consume, yet has but little wheat. Mr. P. says to Mr. W., "I

will give you so many bushels of my potatoes for so many

bushels of your wheat." "Agreed," says neighbor W., and

both are benefited by the exchange, and can make it as well

without cash as with it.

But Mr. W. also wants some sugar, dry-goods, &c. Ac

cordingly, he harnesses up his horses, and takes a load of wheat,

—not to market to get the money, and then go to the store to

vol. if—18
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buy his goods, but to take his wheat to the store direct, and

offers Mr. Grocer a given number of bushels of wheat for a

year's supply of sugar, and Mr. Drygoods a certain number

more for a given amount and quality of articles in his line.

Messrs. G. & D., each make the exchange, and deposite the

wheat in the storehouse, to be shipped in payment of their

dues in, say New York, or any city where they trade. The

whole-sale dealer here supports his own family out of these

products, and pays the board of his clerks in them, (for those

who take boarders may just as well receive a barrel of flour,

or a few bushels of potatoes, or fifty pounds of butter, or a

barrel of pork or beef, as to receive a certain amount in money

to be taken and paid out for these articles.) The balance may

be shipped to the manufaeturer of these dry-goods, &c., to feed

the operatives employed in their manufacture, and their fami

lies. Or, if not to support those particular operatives, they

may be again exchanged to feed some other operatives or

laborers. A little money may be required, yet, if the people

will but create facilities for these exchanges, and then prac

tise on this principle systematically and extensively, they

will show the banks that they can get along without their

trash, and this will compel the banks to give them good money

or none. If there be evils and difficulties connected with the

making of these exchanges, there are no losses from the failure

of banks and the unprincipled shaves of the broker.

The people of the United States need not then pay annn

ally millions of dollars in shaves ; nor the whole union be

prostrated by that most wretched and despicable currency

which now shuts up our manufactories, throws the honest

laborer out of employ, and introduces that universal distress

which now cripples the most prosperous nation under heaven.

Once more : What currency we have should be uniform

the same in all parts of the nation. We need no brokers, and

should have none. But how to make this currency uniform,

is the grand question at issue. That a gold and silver basis

will not and cannot effect this object, is as self-evident as the

most ample and extensive practical experiment can possibly

make it. Nor can a national bank do it, else the United States

Bank would. have done it. But a union of this general ex
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change system and giving checks, or bank notes, will do it ef

fectually, besides equalizing the value of all the products of

the union. It would make wheat, flour, pork, leather, butter,

cheese, &c., &c., the same in the western states that they are in

New York, minus their transportation only, and effectually de

stroy these speculations in the necessaries of life which starve the

poor only to augment the wealth of capitalists, and thereby

increase the misery of the rich. If our government were

faithful and honest, these exchanges and this money, or the

checks founded on them, should be a government concern, and

the states be the medium of effecting them. Thus, let prop

erty, especially the staple products of our country, its flour,

wheat, corn, oats, butter, cheese, pork, beef, hides, wool, cot

ton, lard, tallow, cloths, iron, coal, farming and other utensils,

&c., &c., constitute the basis of a currency, and give value to

the bills issued. Let each state have a state depot, with

branches at all points of convenient access, especially on

Rail-Roads and canals, where farmers, mechanics, and others

could carry and deposite their wares, products, &c., with fa

cility, and either obtain in exchange such other commodities as

they want, or else receive a check, or draft, or bank-bill for

the balance. If the precise value of the deposite cannot be

agreed upon, let him receive a note for a portion of it, to re

ceive the balance when the article he brings is sold or its prices

determined. The only difficulty connected with this arrangement

will be to decide upon the value of the commodities deposited .

but, I see no more difficulty in deciding on their value when

they are made the basis of a bank note than when they are

taken to a country store, or furnished again for family con

sumption. This value will be far less difficult to arrange

than the discount on an unsound or distant bank note, or even

on the actual value ofa silver dollar. The real value of a silver

dollar is now more than double what it was in 1836, and

fluctuates almost every month, rising and falling with the

scarcity or abundance of money. Every other difficulty is

trifling, and this would greatly diminish the very same difficul

ty under which we now labor. Since we must have the diffi

culty of deciding upon theprice of the dollar, we may just as

well have the same difficulty in deciding upon a dollar's worth

of wheat, flour, pork, cotton, &c. 18*
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But look at the convenience of this method. The holder of

the bills would be perfectly safe, (or could easily be made so,)

and not experience one cent's shave from Maine to Louisiana.

Thus ; a farmer in Ohio, wishes to take the Phrenological

Journal. He takes two or three bushels of wheat to one of

these depots, and receives an order, or a cheek, or a bank-bill

—all one and the same thing ni this arrangement—to the

amount he deposites, and forwards this bill to me at N. Y., in

payment for the Journal. If I want wheat, or butter, or any

thing that this check will draw, I go and draw it ; if not, I

hand it over to my printer on account of wages. If he have a

family and wants any of these staples, he draws it, if not, he

passes it to his landlord, or to some one else, and whoever

takes it, has its value at command, just as effectually than

if he had the silver in his pocket.

The southern planter wants the Journal. He deposites two

dollars worth of cotton, or rice, or sugar, or molasses, and for

wards his check. I should not then be compelled to go, as I

now am, with my foreign bill sent me, to a broker to suffer a

loss of from ten to twenty-jive per cent before I can use that

money, and all to fatten a drone of a broker, and fleece me of

my just dues. The bill is fully worth its nominal value, and

passes readily in any state and hamlet in the union. It is bet

ter than silver, because it can be sent by mail, and will draw

the necessaries of life. But let the same Ohio farmer or Ala

bama planter have a two dollar bank bill, as good as'gold and

silver can make it, and send it on to the Journal, and I must

lose on it because it is uncurrent. No gold and silver cur

rency can ever render the same bill good in all parts of the

union, nor can any national bank that can be chartered, ever

do it.

And then, how easy to rob a bank, and how much more

easy for bank directors and clerks to turn robbers, aud pocket

the avails of money that is in the hands of the honest work

ing man, only to rob him of the avails of those hard blows by

which he earned this money. A temptation to dishonesty is

inherent in the (very nature of the present banking system;

being inseparable from it until men become honest, which will

be—God only knows when. But what chance to rob a depot
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such as I propose? A thief could not very well carry off the

bank in a peck measure, or his pocket.

But after all, the very worst feature of our banking system,

is the fact that the bank directors speculate, and thereby ex

pand and contract the currency. In these hard times, when

every thing is down, they buy up great amounts of property.

This disbursement of paper-and-mk money, renders money

plenty, stimulates speculation, and raises the prices of things

far above their real value. When these issues are wanted in

gold and silver, only one dollar in three can be redeemed, an 1

crash comes the bank. Bill holders run to heartless brokers

and sell these notes for just what their Acquisitiveness with

out Conscientiousness * pleases to offer, and lose Ihe balance. '<

Or, if the bank does not break, she suspends, or else resorts to

a species of dishonesty called financiering in order to keep up

her credit. Meanwhile the property purchased with these

issues, has made either the owners of the bank, or else those

who borrowed the money from the bank, rich, and proud, and

a great deal better than the rest of the world, or than they

were before; and, being thus extra great and good, that is,

being rich, they are of course good enough to live on the fat

test of the land—to roll in luxury and revel in extravagance,

and lord it over those that lose the very money that purchased

their extravagances. The dishonesty ingendered by the pre

sent banking system, and the rage implanted by it in the breasts

of man, is ruinous to the public morals and happiness. They

open a highway—a broad road to wealth—icithout earning

any thing, and thousands throng that road by turning specula

tors, and living on the profits of those facilities of trade offer

ed by banks.

But this plan which I propose, gives money to those only

who labor—whoproduce—to those who earn it; whereas the

present banking system shuts its doors against the poor man,

and against laboring men. Those who do not need money,

•The heads of brokers, whom I have examined, are, as a class, al

most destitute of Conscientiousness ; first, because conscientious men

cannot become brokers ; and, secondly, any man to be a successful

broker, must pocket his conscience; so that it becomes small by in

action.
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(though they want it prodigiously,) and who do not deserve

money, because they do nothing towards earning it, are the

very ones that alone can get it. The man who labors for a

living, or who produces—the only man on earth who deserves,

or should have money or its equivalent, is utterly unable to ob

tain it, first, because he cannot get it ; secondly, because if he

could get it, he could not afford to pay the interest on it, onl

of the avails of his labor, over and above supporting himself

by that labor.

To this one point, then, let me call the reader's attention—

to the fact that the present banking system tends directly and

powerfully to augment the wealth of the wealthy, which, in

No. 2, p. 74, was shown to be productive of misery to both

rich and poor, and that the system I propose, is as directly cal

culated to throw it into the hands of all—to diffuse and

equalize property—to set men toproducing instead of specu

lating—besides encouraging honesty and industry. Is not

this plan infinitely superior to the present system ? is it not also

feasible and easy of trial ?

I have suggested that government should take hold of it.

But that they will do it, there is no hope. Our government,

as a government, is crazy, and blinded at that. It is as effec

tually deranged, and its primary functions as much perverted

as are the faculties of any^ mad man living. The people

have iiothing to hope for from government, but every tiling to

fear. They must take their own affairs into their own hands.

Government will never make a bank, nor create a currency,

that will do the people any good. I therefore propose starting

a new political party, to be called the phrenological party, the

object of which shall be to make, and use, and enjoy our own

money, /propose a new currency. I propose that your neigh

bor Wheat, who want to get the Phrenological Journal for

Vol. IV., to take wheat to the amount of two dollars worth, to

some forwarding merchant or transportation company, and

through him ship it to O. S. Fowler, 131 Nassau st, New

York ; and on its arrival, I will forward you the Journal—the

risk and loss and expense of transportation being yours, and

the price of the wheat, or flour, or whatever you send, to be

legulated by the price of the article you send, in New York.
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Send me any of the staple commodities, any article of general

utility and demand, and I will send you the Journal.

I say you paying the transportation. This you can do by

an additional supply of the article you send. But, if you lose

the price oftransportation, you gain much more, namely the

difference in the price of commodities between your place and

New York.

But as it will be very inconvenient to send two dollar's worth

of produce at a time, let a combination be formed, and ten or

twenty dollars worth be sent at once. But let it be understood

that I do not run the risk of transportation, nor pay its freight

expenses. Its safety will depend upon the way in which it is

sent. In thus throwing myself upon the integrity of my read

ers, I trust that no one will take an undue advantage of this

offer. Yet I fear this but little, because no dishonest man will

want to lake the Journal, and honest ones will do the fair thing.

But a still more feasible plan will be, to take your grain,

&c., to a miller who ships his flour to New York, and procure

an order on his agent in N. Y. This order can be franked,

because on business relating to a periodical, and when drawn

here, the Journal will be sent.

In conclusion, I would respectfully suggest the propriety of

forming associations at the south and west for the systematic

transfer of these products to New York, with the view of cre

ating a currency on this basis. I feel sure that, sooner or later,

in a greater or less degree, associations analogous to those I

have named, will be formed, and a new currency established.

Begin this system right, and it will soon undermine and de

molish the present banking system, give the poor man the im

mediate avails of his labor, and turn all his commodities into

ready cash, equalize the fprices of our staples all over the

union, the transportation alone excepted, raise the price of

grain at the west, and diminish it in the east ; but above all,

be the most effectual tariff that can be adopted, because then,

those who sell their manufactures to us, that is, importers,

must take their pay in our money, and if they draw it, must

draw grain, or must simply exchange manufactures and com

modities with us. They now receive payment in bank notes,

and draw and ship specie, which cripples our banks, and
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obliges them to contract their issues, which makes the money-

market tight, and deranges both the currency and the manu

factories. I appeal to every man of common intelligence, if

this is not the MOST effectual protective tariff that cajt be cre

ated ? and whether it is at all possible, so long as our imports

exceed our exports, to prevent the balance from being drawn

in specie from our banks, and they thereby drained, and com

merce crippled. Foreigners have no confidence in our banks,

and require the specie, and this will ruin any currency under

heaven, even an exclusively gold and silver one. We now

have the very worst currency that can be. Essentially defec

tive, conducted on principlesfundamentally erroneous in their

very nature, because they outrage Acquisitiveness by giving

only one-third the face of air the bills out, and that in the

best ofthe banks, and then doubly outraging it in the failure of

banks, and in the shaves to the brokers, it would ruin any na

tion under heaven but our own; and, it would ruin, I mean ruin

even this nation if its resources were not inexhaustible, and

its enterprise unbounded. And then, to have even this mis

erable currency picked all to tatters by our tinkering legislators,

adding fuel to those spontaneous flames that are consuming

both it and the nation as fast and as far as they can possibly

be consumed, is too aggravating, too intolerable to be borne.

Look at the Pennsylvania Legislature—at one time, sanction

ing a suspension ; that is. telling the banks that they may cheat

and rob the people by law, and again telling them, you may

issue small notes (if it be proper to issue any notes at all, it is

certainly as proper to issue smullones, and forbidding the issue

of small notes, but allowing the issue of large ones, is telling

the people, that they shall not take poison in small doses, but

cramming it down by the mouthful at a time,) provided you

lend the government a proportion of these issues to pay us for

making long speeches, passing charters, legalizing suspensions,

and compelling the people to take their pay in rags. Let the

banks alone as far as legislating for or against them is concern

ed, and the people will regulate this matter themselves, by ac

cepting or rejecting their issues, according as the banks are

good or bad, but give the banks legislative protection on the

one hand, and then force their spurious issues down the throats

of the people on the other, and if you do not make the times
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as hard as our times now are, it will not be the fanlt of your

measures ; and, if you do not ruin the nation, it will be sim

ply and solely because you can not.

In these remarks, I have aimed rather at making out a gen

eral plan of operation—at giving an outline or skeleton, than

arranging its details. These minor arrangements can be made

only by a convention, and an interchange of ideas. But can

not even this crude plan be immediately adopted and impro

ved by practice ? It is simple in principle, safe in its operation,

and certain in its beneficial results, and, above all, it gives you

money without resorting to lones, which, in a previous article,

p. 150 I showed was injurious by its stimulating Hope and

Acquisitiveness—organs already quite too large in the Ameri

can head.

ARTICLE II.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND CHARACTER OF

PRESIDENT TYLER.

When asked to which political party I belong, I uniformly

say, "to neither." If questioned still farther, "Then what is

your private opinion as to the two most prominent parties?"

I reply, "I think both parties ought to be served as the yankee

school-masters were wont to serve two naughty boys, namely,

whip them, and then send them home to be whipped over

again." Politics, as now conducted, I scorn and despise. The

reason of my contempt for them, I will give in the series of

articles entitled "Existing evils and their remedy."

Hence, in speaking of the head and character of Pres. Tyler,

I shall not be biased a hair's breadth by party predilections,

but shall tell the truth, especially as regards his bumps—his

character, and administration can be judged of by others as

well as myself.

In 1835, 1 examined the head of John Tyler, ex-governor,

and then U. S. Senator, of Virginia, and in my work publish

ed soon after, gave the following description of him. Governor

Tyler of Va., furnishes another striking proof of the truth of
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Phrenology. His head is large, his temperament extremely

active, (it is the bilious-nervous, or motive-mental, which

gives and indicates strength of intellect and power of feeling,

with some brilliancy of talents ;) his intellectual organs through

out are developed in an unusual degree; while Benevolence is

a predominant trait of character. Mirthfulness is also very

large." In an accompanying table of developments, some of

the organs are marked as follows: Friendship, very large;

Approbativeness, moderate, or only three; Self-Esteem, very

large ; Firmness, very large ; Conscientiousness moderate, and

exerting but a limited influence upon the character, &c. This

would render him comparatively regardless of public opinion,

and entirely willing, at the call of his other faculties, to array

himself against it, while his predominant Self-Esteem and

Firmness would render him self-sufficient ; obstinate in

prosecuting his purposes ; regardless of advice and remon

strance, and determined on taking the responsibility and carry

ing his points, at all hazards.

I now appeal whether his repeated veto messages do not

evince these qualities in the strongest degree ? Who but a Gen.

Jackson or a John Tyler would dare to throw himself across

the path of the American Congress—a body that should com

mand respect, at least as the representatives of the will, and

personification of the desires, of the most free and enlightened

nation on the face of the earth—and say to them, and through

them, to every voter in the union, "your will must give place

to mine. I veto your bills. I arrest your progress. I render

null and void all your important deliberations?" Who but

one possessing that very organization of small Approbative

ness and towering Self-Esteem and Firmness, which is as

cribed to him in my work, would dare to veto more than one

bill? But Tyler has vetoed several in succession. In fact,

not one cardinal Whig measure but he has vetoed. If he had

vetoed half a dozen bills of minor moment, he would have

evinced large Self-Esteem and Firmness, and small Approba

tiveness, but, to veto, one after another, bills regarded by alias

of the last moment to the nation, is a confirmation "strong as

holy writ" of the coincidence between his character and de

velopments.
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But more. For several years, the political struggle between

the Whigs and Democrats, has been one almost of life and

death. In this struggle, the contest has been on those very

questions, the bills of which he has vetoed.. The election

which elevated him to the vice presidency, had its issue in a

national bank which he has vetoed, a protective tariff, which

he has resisted ; and on those cardinal points between the

Whigs and Democrats, on which he has placed himself in op

position to Congress and the nation. Ours is a government of

the people, not of a dictator ; and, every man elected to office,

is bound by obligations the most sacred to obey the voice of the

sovereign people, or resign. The expression of the will of the

people, through those very ballot-boxes which elected him to

the vice presidency, was too strong, too unequivocal to be mis

taken ; and yet, he takes the responsibility upon himself of

thwarting every important measure of the whig administra

tion.

But still more. He was elected as a vice president merely.

He owes his vetorpower, not to the votes of the people, but

to the death of president Harrison. This also should render

him far more cautious about arraying himself in opposition, or

rather in open hostility to the congress of the nation and the

clearly expressed will of the people, than if he had been elected

to the presidency. Since the people have given the adminis

tration to the Whigs, it of right belongs to them. Be their

measures right or wrong, good or bad, the people have chosen

them, and Tyler is bound by every principle of justice, and by

a deference to the opinion of the nation, not only not to thwart

the administration of the whigs, but tofurther their measures

all he can, because he was eleeted to further whig measures.

And here he shows his feeble Conscientiousness. Large Con

scientiousness would make any man "obey or resign." Unless

he could cordially co-operate with all the leading whig meas

ures, he should not have accepted a whig nomination. Hav

ing accepted it he should not have proved false to those who

elected him. He should have signed the bankbill, or else re

signed his office. High moral feeling, a regard to pure justice

and to the rights both of the people and of the whig party,

would have compelled him to approve their measures or resign
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that poweu which he could not conscientiously exercise for

the furtherance of those measures to further which he was

elected.

I argue thus, not because I approve of the measures of the

whigs, not because I advocate a bank, and especially such a

one as he vetoed, not at all because I am in favor of a high pro

tective tariff, for I am opposed to all tariff and protection,

(first, because poverty and starvation are "nearly" as distress

ing to the poor laborer in England, as to the manufacturers of

the U. S., and all that we do to protect ourselves, only aug

ments their distress, but mainly because the money put into

the hands of government by the tariff, comes easily and goes

easily—because a tariff only makes our government officers

public spendthrifts; whereas, if this same money were paid by

direct taxation, it would be no harder to pay it, but the peo

ple would look right closely after its expenditure, and put in

economical rulers, and reduce the expenses of government

two-thirds at least ;)—but I argue thus to show the utter want

of correct moral perception, and regard for the rights both of

the whigs and of the people. I believe the measures he has

vetoed, should be vetoed. I believe that if carried out, they

would be curses to the nation, still, he is not the man who

should veto them. It is his duty to sanction them. The peo

ple have deliberately chosen these measures—then let them

have them. Neither individuals nor nations, should be forced

to do right. They should be argued with,and then left to choose

for themselves, to have their choice, and suffer the consequen

ces. But Tyler's Benevolence is very large—much larger

than Conscientiousness, together with a vigorous intellect—not

however the intellect of a Webster, or even of Van Buren,—

but enough to see that these measures will prove injurious to

the nation. Hence his Benevolence overrules his Conscien

tiousness. That is, he does good, though he does wrong.

The minor developments of President Tyler, indicate candor

and sincerity, much noble-mindedness and disinterested good

ness, philanthropy, and patriotism ; the strongest friendship, but

he is in danger of being too partial to friends in the adminis

tration of government where personal considerations should

have no voice. Hehas a devotional,religioustendency; a literary
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cast of mind; good sense andjudgment, not an excess of sel

fishness, great resistancc,Xoo much ot a disposition to rule and

dictate, not a little of the aristocratic feeling, none too much

republicanism, has not a very well balanced head nor enough

harmony of character—a quality all-important in a chief-

magistrate and eminently characteristic of President Harrison,

—and is rather too ardent, impulsive, and liable to be govern

ed by his feelings or previously entertained opinions, besides

having a great deal of kindness and good feeling. His motives

are better than his judgment—though not motives of moral

principle so much as of benevolence.

I now appeal whether his developments, as given in my

work, especially as regards his great Self-Esteem and Firmness,

and want of Approbativeness and Conscientiousness, are not

in striking harmony with his conduct, and especially his vetoes?

I know indeed that in this article, I have run foul of both

political parties, for which I expect a severe castigation, but I

have followed President Tyler's phrenological developments

implicitly, and am sure these remarks will commend them

selves to every unprejudiced mind, as true—politicians and po

litical influence, I neither court nor fear. The readers of the

Journal may expect other similar articles on the phrenological

developments of other conspicuous public men.

ARTICLE III.

PHRENOLOGY AND BEGGARY A FACT.

Practicability of Phrenology.

Mr. Editor :—When a doctrine is so clear that its truth can

be demonstrated by a novice, Dr. Gibbons says it ought to be

received by all that possess ordinary intelligence. And, that

the propositions of Phrenology are susceptible of proof in this

way, the following narrative may show.

In the Fall of 1840, one day towards evening, a man called

at the residence of the writer, asking alms. As he lifted his

old hat in salutation, I was surprised at the remarkable promi

nence of his forehead, in the region of "Causality." And, in
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order to test the pretensions of the new science. I invited him

into the house ; and, without acquainting him with my design,

asked him what he was doing for a support. He replied that,

of late he had been occupied in the invention of a Marine-

Torpedo, but that, having no friends or means, it was aban

doned ; and he was now wandering without any particular

destination or business, though he would gladly accept of any

employment that would yield him a subsistence.

I remarked that he must have devoted himself to some sub

ject requiring much reflection ; and, on being pressed to dis

close the meditations that had most occupied his mind, he

started in surprise, as though by some necromancy I had read

his very thoughts ; and observed that, he had indeed been

much interested in one subject, but, as he was an ignorant, ob

scure, and a poor man, the progress and result of his delibera

tions, could not be edifying to others, and they had, therefore,

been kept to himself ; while the abstraction of manner, super

induced by the absorbing ardor with which he had pursued

his theme, made people think him crazy ; and perhaps was

one reason why he had become an outcast and penniless.

He unfolded his little pack, and handed me three duodecimo

manuscript volumes, observing, that, as I was the only indi

vidual that had ever manifested an interest in his behalf, he

hoped I would accept his papers containing the result of his

humble researches; farther remarking in a very touching

manner, that as he had no home, business, or friends, nor was

possessed of any abilities or accomplishments that could ele

vate him in society, the books were quite an unnecessary en

cumbrance in his pilgrimage.

During our conversation he evinced an astonishing famili

arity with the Holy Scriptures, and the writings of many com

mentators. He was conversant with history, and had read

many philosophical authors,—and yet he was a beggar !

His head was very large—broad—depressed on the crown,

high in front, and the forehead, over the eyes, very protuber

ant.

May I inquire, sir, whether such a conformation justified

me, phrenologically, in conjecturing at once that the poor fel

low of whom I have been speaking, was intellectually no
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common man?—and was he fitted to write profoundly, as he

certainly has done in the three volumes yet in my possession,

upon an abstruse question that'has long puzzled the philoso

phers of the world ?

His subject proved to be the "Identity of the lost Ten Tribes

of Israel, with our North American Indians !"

His style is so logical and forcible, that I have on several

public occasions, introduced his work to notice ; and it is re

garded by many intelligent gentlemen as a most remarkable

performance.

With profound respect, yours, &c., R. H.

Professor Fowler.

Williamsburgh, N. Y., 1842.

ARTICLE IV.

PATHOLOGICAL FACTS.

0. S. Fowler Esq.,—

Dear Sir: We promised to forward to you some patho

logical facts confirmatory of phrenology ; but the pressure of

our business has prevented a compliance, till this moment.

The difficulty has existed in the want of proper vouchers :

without which, we do not ask others to give credence to facts

of this nature. But Phrenology does not rest upon one fact

merely; for, a lofty pyramid is already raised, and a few more

only are necessary to complete its apex when skepticism itself

shall be compelled to believe. There are several other facts

we intend to ferret out, when we are again in the section of

country where they occurred.

While lecturing at South Deerfield about the first of this

month, Mrs. Betsey Sprague made to us the following state

ment, which, at our request, she gave in writing, with the

privilege of publishing it to the world.

Statement. "My late husband, (Mr. Ephraim Sprague,)

for many years after marriage, was a very warm-hearted

friend, and a devoted husband. Indeed no man more than he,

was attached to his friends or manifested those traits of char
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acter which are purely friendly. He received a severe blow

upon his head, which caused much pain for a time ; but he so

far recovered as to be able to attend to his business. After this

partial recovery, he frequently manifested an alienation of

friendship ; and was often suspicious that his best friends were

his enemies.

For the last five years of his life, he became very irritable.

Nothing could be done for him to his satisfaction ; and, the

would often complain to his hired-men that / was his enemy.

"As the difficulty increased in his head, his affections for me,

(of whom before he was very fond,) appeared at times to be

entirely alienated. This caused me much sorrow, and I de

sired to conceal the fact from my neighbors. I doubled my

assiduity to please and comfort him; yet his suspicious fears,

irritability and coldness were frequent. His intellect remained

unimpaired till his death, which occurred June 5th, 1S40."

From these phenomena we at once concluded, that the or

gans of Cautiousness, Secretiveness, Combativeness and Ad

hesiveness, must have been the seat of the cerebral affection.

Mrs. Sprague stated that, a Post Mortem examination was

conducted by Dr. S. W. Williams, of this place, (who is not a

Phrenologist,) to whom we were referred for the particulars

of the case, which were as follows :

An abstract of the ^report of the Post Mortem examination of Mr. E.

Sprague.

"Upon examining the head, we found the dura-mater ad

hering more firmly than natural to the scull. This membrane

was thin and not injected. The scull itself was very thin.*

The right lobe of the cerebrum was healthy. The left was

much diseased upon the top and back part of it, even as far

as the falx. An abscess had formed in this place, of the size

of a small goose-egg ; or, rather, the brain in this place was

much softer than natural, and in that state which the French

call ramollissment. It contained but little pus. The shape of

the softened part was pyramidal, pointing towards the base of

tho cerebrum on that side of the head. All the other parts of

the brain were natural."

* A condition which always accompanies great mental action.
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"I hereby certify that the above is a correct copy from my

statement of the Post Obit, examination of the brain of

Ephraim Sprague, of South Deerfield, who died June 5tU, 1840.

"STEPHEN W. WILLIAMS."

"Deerfield. June 20th, 1842."

The doctor remarked to us in explanation, that he intended

the report to be understood, that the diseased part of the hem

isphere was upward, backward, and outward.

Thus the diseased part, corresponded with the organs of

Cautiousness, Secretiveness, Combativeness, and Adhesive

ness, (to which we have alluded) and produced an interrup

tion of the natural manifestation of those faculties.

BUEL & SIZER.

"Mr. Fowler :—

"Sir : A Mr. McNaighten, of Wheeling, and myself, were

passengers in the stage which changed horses at Fair View,

at a Temperance House—we were shown into a room, adjoin

ing the room appropriated to travellers generally, in which

there was a lad about 16 years old, laying on a bed with his

head tied up. I felt an immediate interest to know the cause,

and was informed that a horse had kicked him, some days

previous, on the side of the forehead. I desired to see the

wound, which was precisely at the point where the organ of

Mirthfulness is located. I immediately inferred that, (as in

other cases of inflammation of the cerebral organs,) increased

action must exist, and predicted the conduct during his

illness to the woman in waiting ; but, she having just come, as

nurse merely stated her belief in the correctness of my obser

vations. That instant the landlord entered, and I repeated what

I before had remarked—of his disposition to witty and

ludicrous observations, during febrile action—which astonish

ed him as well as Mr. McNaighten. On inquiry, I ascertained

that the physician who attended him had never intimated

from what his peculiar condition of mind had arisen. The

lad was considerably reduced in weight, and, no doubt by

depletion, in order to reduce what is deemed a mental derange

ment from febrile causes; when, in fact, there was naught

else than an inflamed condition of one organ to arrest the at

tention of any one acquainted with the functions of that

vol. iv—19.
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portion of the cerebrum. I was thanked kindly for my ob

servations, and left my compliments to the physician, with *

request that what I had stated as the cause of mental eccen

tricity in the patient, should be communicated to him, with

the hope that any course of treatment which might hare been

adopted would be changed accordingly,

" About 20 years- ago, I met in Lexington, Ky.f with a

mechanic, (I believe a carpenter,) who told me that lie hadf

several years previous, received a severe wound in the left

Upper part of the forehead, (the scars of which were remain

ing,) from a piece of scantling falling on it, I think he told

me that Dr. Dudley, of that town, had trepanned him, or re

moved some pieces of bone. What was remarkable in this

case, was, that during the state of inflammation that followed,

he felt an irresistible degree of joy and playfulness, thai his

ideas took a remarkably humorous turn, and he felt inclined

to sing droll and lively songs, to compose lively poetry, a thing

he never before had any talent for, and that he had continued

to feel more gay ever since, and that his whole disposition was

more cheerful, and inclined to read works of fancy."

DR. KLENGEL.'t

The following is the communication from Mr, Hitehcock, referred

to on p, 123 of the Journal.—E».

"Mr. O. S. Fowler,—

"Dear Sir : In your lecture last evening, you alluded to an

anecdote of myself, anu as i did not at the time respond to the

request to relate the particulars, I will do so now upon paper,

with the remark that you are at liberty to make such use of it

as you think proper,

"After your lecture on the evening of the 21st inst., I re

marked to you that yonr anecdote of the man who received

an injury in the head, near the organ of Tune, and who, soon

after, began to sing, reminded me of a fact with which I was

acquainted, concerning a man who received a severe injury in

the head, and who found it impossible to suppress an involun

tary disposition to laugh. I inquired if this could have been

caused by an injury of any particular part of the brain, and if
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SO, what part. Your answer was 'Mirthfulness,' and to locate

which, you placed your finger on my head. I inquired whether

you could discover a scar, or the effects of a wound under

your finger. You replied ' yes,' and inquired whether it was

of myself I had spoken, which was the fact.

"In order to show that my situation at the time was not

such as was calculated to excite Mirthfulness, but on the

contrary, the very opposite emotion, I will give you the facts

as briefly as possible.

"In 1826, myself with another individual were assaulted in

a murderous manner by two others ; among other wounds I

received, was one at or near where phrenologists locate Mirth-

fulness, (the scar of which you have seen as above stated)—

the blow being ofsuch force, (made with a small stone-cutters

axe,) as to leave me entirely senseless for some time. After

the affray was over, and as the wounded were brought in, (four

were severely wounded—one of the four mortally,) one man

was led in by two others, his head, arms and hands, were

dreadfully bruised and cut, and he was completely drenched

in bloody and as he came in he exclaimed, 'lam a dead man,

I am a dead man—my head is all split open.' This exclama

tion, and the manner of it, struck me as ludicrous; and after

our wounds had been dressed and we had been removed to

our own quarters, this exclamation of my friend would recur

to my mind ; and, although the surgeon was not without ap

prehension that our wounds might prove fatal, still I found it

impossible to suppress a disposition to laugh immoderately

when this idea would recur. I was sensible of the impropriety

of mirth at such a time, but finding it impossible to suppress

it, I did my best to conceal it from those in attendance upon

ms, and more especially from my wounded friend who was

the cause of it, and who lay in the same room with me. I suf

fered much during the following evening and night in my en

deavors to suppress it and the cause of this strange propensity,

notwithstanding which, I lay many hours that night covered up

in my bed convulsed with laughter. This state of the mind

continued but with diminishing force for more than a week.

"Respectfully,

"J. HITCHCOCK"

Rochester, Jan. 23, 1841. 19*
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Ideality and Sublimity.

The husband of a lady in Providence, R. I., informed me

that his wife often felt a most intense pain in the temples, and

in putting his hand upon her head to show me its location, put

it upon Ideality and Sublimity. The following acconnt of

her mental and cerebral condition, will show that during the

attack of this disease, she suffered extremely from the inflam

mation of the organs of Ideality and Sublimity, and at the _

same time experienced an exaulted manifestation of the feel

ings and emotions produced by these facultic s. In other words,

her organs of Ideality and Sublimity and the sentiments of

the ideal and sublime, were similarly affected. Ed.

Providence, Aug. 26, 1842.

Mr. Fowleh:

Sir,—Whatever there is in the following statement that will

be useful to you or others, is at your service, with the liberty

of making any alterations by way of improvement, which

you may deem best. Wishing to oblige, I remain

Respectfully yours, I. G. H. BARSTOW.

During the early part of my life, I do not recollect to have

been afflicted with inflammation of the head. I had a great

desire to write poetry even before I could write, which I

learned to do at the age of seven years. When this inflamma

tion first commenced, it was not violent or of long continu

ance ; but has regularly increased in both, until the present

time. It is for the most part confined to the left side of my

head, but it sometimes alternates, though never so violent

when in the right side. My first warning of its approach is a

coufusion of thought, and an unnatural depression of spirits.

The pulsations of the head increase rapidly. The veins on

the side of my head also appear swollen, and resemble in

feeling tightly drawn wire. These appearances are attended

with very great pain in that region of the head where they

occur, and great heat. My hands and feet are cold ; indeed

there seems little circulation of the blood through the whole

system, excepting in the head. I always feel a desire to write,

and more especially to write poetry, and was accustomed,

fjrmerly, to do so; but the increasing violence of its attacks,

so entirely prostrates the strength of my system, as to preclude
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all possibility of my doing it now. I sometimes fall into a

light slumber, but am always sensible of my distress ; and

frequently suppose myself wandering amidst beautiful and

sublime scenery. All thoughts of real life give place to the

ideal. My imagination revels amidst scenes of its own crea

tion until entirely spent ; and cannot be aroused sufficiently

to write uutil it has had time to recover itself.

ARTICLE V.

PHRENOLOGY AND ANIMAL MAGNETISM. NO. 2.

If it be asked what is Animal Magnetism, I reply, it is that

spirit, that vital principle, on which life, sensation, enjoyment,

sutfering, and every function of mind and body depend. And

its abundance and character determine the intellectual and

moral qualities not only of man, but also of the brute creation,

and will doubtless be found to extend to the vegetable king

dom, if not to constitute the main and primary element of all

things.

Not is its discovery as recent as is generally supposed. It

was unquestionably known to the ancients, and employed in

giving those prophetic inspirations and prophecies on which

they placed so implicit a reliance.*

* Dr. Sherwood, the author of a new system of medicine, founded

on Magnetism, makes the following remarks on this subject "The

state of the human system, called the mesmeric, sleep-waking or som-

niscient, was long known to the ancient eastern nations, who practised

manipulations and employed the magnet in the healing art, like the

magnetists of the present day. Travellers in the eastern countries de

scribe paintings found in the temples of Thebes and other ancient

cities which represent persons in a sleeping posture, while others are

making passes over them. The priests of Chaldea, of Nineveh, of

Babylon, of Judea and Jerusalem, and the priests and physicians of

ancient Greece and Rome practised magnetism in their temples and in

the healing art long before' the Christian era. Aristotle informs us

that Thales, who lived six hundred years before Christ, ascribed the

curative properties in the magnet to a soul with which he supposed it
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Many of the fundamental truths of Magnetism are in the

months of the whole community. Thus "Satan is always

near when we are speaking of him," is used to signify that

when we are talking or thinking of any person, that person

is apt to come right in upon us. In other words every man

has a magnetic atmosphere which pervades a»d precedes him.

His spirit desires to see, and is intently engaged in contemplat

ing his friend, or enemy, as the case may be, and this contem

plation of this friend or enemy, excites the spirit of that friend

or enemy, in consequence of the spirit of the former preceding

his bodily presence and exciting the spirit of the latter to

think about him.

Again : it is considered injurious for healthy children to

sleep with sickly or feeble persons. Magnetism explains this

by showing that the healthy magnetism of the well one is com

municated to the sickly one, just as when you lay a hot brick

between two cold ones, the heat of the one is communicated to

the others, and their cold received in return- Whenever I

magnetize for any pain and remove it, I feel that pain running,

up my arms, and often spreading through my whole body.

King David employed this principle in choosing a young and

healthy woman as the bed-fellow of his declining age. I ask

believers in Revelation why this fact was recorded, if not to

teach this great truth of Magnetism and Phytsology ?

"Gaping is catching" also- expresses the general sentiment

to be endowed, and without which he also supposed no kind of motion

could take place. Pliny also affirms the magnet to be useful in curing

diseases of the eyes, scalds and burns ; and Celsus, a philosopher of

the first century after Christ, speaks of a physician by the name of

Asclepiades who soothed the ravings of the insane by manipulations,

and he adds that his manual operations, when continued for some time,

produced a degree of sleep or lethargy. They also obtained, from per

sons in the somniscent state, a knowledge of the past, the present, and

the future, which they regarded as perfect, and, on extraordinary occa

sions, they proclaimed to the world. from, their temples the knowledge

thus obtained. These temples, in which their most distinguished

clairvoyants, priests and priestesses were supported by the voluntary

contributions of different nations, were plundered and destroyed by

the barbarians in after ages, and the art by which that knowledge vsas-

obtained, was lost in the dark periods which ensued*
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that the state of mind possessed by one is transmitted to those

about him,and the means or medium of that transfer, is Mag

netism. This is also the instrument or agent by means of

which one individual operates on an other in conversation, and

a speaker affects an audience.

The speaker is again remagnetized by the audience; for, if

he utters a sentiment which the audience like, they send back

a hearty response, and he is invigorated and emboldened. But

if he says what they dislike, they throw back a dampening

embarrassing influence, and he becomes confused.

Nor do I make the declaration without reverence, that the

miracles of Christ and his apostles, were made by means of

its instrumentality. Christ enquired who had touched him,

adding, "for I perceive that virtue has gone out of me." And

if there be anything in the predictions of Miller, in regard to

the second coming of Christ, that coming will be found to con

sist in the re-discovery and general belief and practice of the

sciences of Animal Magnetism, Phrenology, and Physiology,

which bring "glad tidings" to the afflicted children of men,

and by which the sick are restored to health, the well guarded

against pain, the vicious reformed, the virtuous preserved in

their standing, and man presented with the key of his men

tal and moral nature, by which all the hidden capabilities of

that nature may be unlocked. Some most astonishing and im

mediate ^ures have been performed by means of Magnetism.

Teeth have often been extracted from magnetized persons

without their experiencing one particle of pain, and maladies

innumerable healed. A few weeks since, L. N. Fowler mag

netized a lady in Boston, who, during the magnetic sleep, had

a large tumor cut out of her shoulder without experiencing a

particle of pain, or indeed knowing that it had been taken

from her, until, on being awaked, she was surprised to find it

gone. Medicines are given in this state, by merely magnetiz

ing water, and willing it to be any kind of medicine, or to

have any specific operation on the system of the magnetized

which the magnetizor pleases. A few days ago, I magnetized

a person for the first time, and calling for some water, mag

netized it and willed it to be a dose of salts. A wry face was

made up, and the person asked what the matter was. "It
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tasts like salts," was the reply, and they operated severely

the whole night, exactly as a powerful dose of salts would

have done. In this way, medicine has often been given for

local diseases, to operate on the liver, stomach, bowels, heart,

blood, &c., with the happiest results, curing the tooth-ache, or

face-ache, relieving the head-ache, and removing the inflam

mation, pain, and swelling from wounds, sores, &c., is now a

common, every-day matter—as familiar to every magnetizer

as his dinner.

The magnetizing of the Phrenological organs is also very

common, and, as far as I have seen or heard, perfectly satis

factory to every candid person who has witnessed them. But

there is one feature in phreno-magnetism, which really deserves

attention—and that is producing a permament impression—

one that lasts for days and weeks. My brother, I*. N. Fowler,

informs me that he magnetized a lady's Alimentiveness when

she was awake, and that, by throwing upon it a powerful

charge, her appetite, before very poor, had been so restored

that for weeks she had eaten more every day, than before in

any one week.

Said a lady to me the other day, "Here, magnetize my Ac

quisitiveness, for I'm going a shopping, and want to get good

bargains." I did so, and two hours afterwards, I met her on

her return. She complained I had made her walk to town

and back for nothing, as she could not find any thing to suit

her. Dr. Underhill, of Cleveland, 0., well known as a lecturer on

Temperance and a magnetizer, stated to me that he threw a

powerful charge of magnetism upon the moral sentiments of

a perverse, wayward, and ill-tempered Miss of 13rand that the

lady of the house, weeks afterwards, remarked to him that

since she had beenmagnetized, aperceptible change had come

over her—that from being perverse, and unwilling to do things

required about the house, she had become remarkably kind

and obedient, and had shown no signs of stealing or lying, to

both of which she had previously been addicted. I also mag

netized a young lady in a similiar way, and left her moral sen

timents highly charged, and the next day she said that she had

never experienced so calm and happy and even heavenly a

state of mind as she had ever since she was magnetized. It

doubtless continued.
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Rev. La Roy Sunderland has restored cases of decided mad

ness, and my brother has materially benefited insane patients,

nor is the time far distant when the power of "casting out

devils," which is only another name for curing insanity, will

be practiced by good men of the present day, as it was by

Christ and his apostles. Now, as then, it requires good men,

holy men, pure-minded men, men in whom the moral senti

ments are amply developed, to elevate the moral feelings of

those magnetized ; for, as is the magnetizer, so is the magnet

ized. If the former be fierce and fiery in his passions, or bad

in disposition, the patient is similiarly affected; but if the

magnetizer possess high-toned moral feeling, or purity and

elevation of character, the magnetized will experience the

same cast of mind.

The laying on of the hands of Christ and his apostles, and

Jacob's laying his hands upon the heads of his grandsons and

blessing them, was only the magnetizing of their moral sen

timents. The "laying on ofhands" by the apostles, was for

the express purpose of exciting the moral sentiments, and

these hands were put upon the moral organs. Through all

nature, every function, every thing done, has some instrument,

some means, (I do not mean cause, but instrument,) by the

action of which the effect is produced, and Magnetism is the

instrument or agent employed by Christ and his apostles by

which, their miracles were performed.

These and other points of harmony between Animal Mag

netism and what has been observed so long and so universally

as to have passed for proverbs, forms one, and that the

weaker evidence in favor of its truth. Another and a still

stronger is found in the beauty and philosophy with which it

explains the modus operandi of the animal and mental econo

my. It shows us how—by what instruments and agents the

various physical, intellectual, and moral functions of our na

ture are performed. Especially does it show how the face be

comes the mirror of the mind, for every organ in the brain,

and all the organs of the body, have a magnetic connexion

with the face, by which, when any organ is excited, that por

tion of the face with which this organ is connected, is also ex

cited so as to give the expression of the acting organ to the
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face. And in every point in which I have examined this con

nexion, it has been in perfect harmony with Physiognomy,

and expresses the very passion, or emotion, or mental faculty

of the acting organ."

The natural language of the organs, when the various

patients are magnetized, affords incontestable proof that these

results are natural, not artificial.

Thus, when Self-Esteem was magnetized, the position of

the patient, the looks, walk, expression ofcountenance &c., were

inimitable, altogether surpassing any acting or mimickry I

ever beheld. When Veneration was magnetized, the expres

sion of countenance, clasped hands, uplifted eye, subdued, de

votional-tones of the voice, one and all evinced the true fetl-

ing of reverence, being too true to nature to be imitation.

The ravings of Combativeness, the winning smile and manner

of Approbativeness, the up-and-down posture of Firmness,

the hearty laugh of Mirthfulness, the greedy exhibition of Ali-

mentiveness, &c., when each of these and other organs are ex

cited, are so infinitely superior to all the acting and imitating

that I ever saw, that I am constrained to believe them real, not

feigned.

In the next No. of the Journal, the names and definitions,

of the newly discovered organs, together with one of the cuts

already promised, will be given.

* Dr. Redfield, of Watertown, N. Y., thinks he has discovered a

system of Physiognomy founded on a connexion between the phreno

logical organs and the various bones and muscles of the face, by which

the size of the organs in the head may be correctly inferred from ob

servations made on the face. He says that defence, or Combativeness

gives an acqualine nose, or a prominence towards its upper portion,

(very large in Tyler,) that Acquisitiveness causes the nose to spread out

just below this point ; that Amaliveness causes the chin to project down

ward and outward, (very marked in Aaron Burr,) <fcc. He contem

plates publishing his views soon. They strike me as in the main cor

rect, and harmonize, in several important points with the poles of the

organs, to which allusion has already been made.



ARTICLE VI.

A CHAPTER OF FACTS.

In compliance with the invitation of several gentlemen of

Westchester, Pa., I visited the Co. Jail, for the purpose ofexamin

ing its inmates. On laying my hand on one of the prisoners,

Mr. Barnard Jones, I exclaimed, "Secretiveness predominant.

He is dark, scheming and cunning—will not tell the truth.

Acquisitiveness and Constractiveness are also very large."

This prisoner was convicted of passing counterfeit money.

He had been arrested on the same charge before, but by his

cunning, fastened the crime on others that were innocent. My

last remark was, "You are too cunning. Your Secretiveness

will get you into difficulty." He replied, "My old teacher

used to teach me that 'cunning was better than strength.' I

know I am cunning, but man can not get along without it."

To his counsel, he denied most pointedly the crime for which he

was condemned. His lawyer told him he had better tell the

truth, as lies only prevented him from cross-examining the

witnesses. He then admitted his crime, and acknowledged his

having often repeated it.

On placing my hand on the second prisoner's head, John

Currey, I started back involuntarily, exclaiming with surprise,

"You, sir, are too fond of the women." "I am fond of my

mother," replied the criminal. "But that's not all," said I.

"Your passions are violent, and impulses powerful ; and, what

is more, you do not govern your passions at all, but let them

drive right out. Just as you feel you act. Remember to

bridle your passions, or you do not know the consequences."

He was convicted of committing a rape of the most flagrant

character, on a young girl only 1 4 years old, and employed so

much violence that, for some time, her life wasdespaired of. The

case was so plain against him, that no defence could be made.

He was sentenced to 10 years imprisonment in the Penitentia

ry. All this when he was above fifty years old. It is said

that, once becoming enraged at a man, he made at him with

a scythe, and came near killing him. On another occasion, he
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seized a pitchfork as the nearest weapon of his wrath, evin

cing in a terrific degree just the qualities ascribed to him by

Phrenology. All my remarks were emphatically characteris

tic of the persons examined.

I also examined in public several prominent characters in

the borough, and among others, Dr. Darlington, President of

the Westchester Bank, author of an excellent treatise on Bota

ny, and one of their first citizens, both in point of high moral

worth, and of literary attainments. I began by describing

his high-toned conscientious scruples and integrity, remarking

that he was a pillar in society, and commanded the entire con

fidence of all. I also remarked that he had a truly philosophi

cal mind, and had the organization which indicated high lit

erary attainments, especially in the natural sciences.

Mr. Moses Regensburg was also publicly examined. Of

him I remarked that, his organ. of Language was very large,

adding, "he expresses himself with peculiar grace and elo

quence, and has a remarkable memory." "That's a fact,"

exclaimed Mr. Ii. I continued, "He has also a wonderful

talent for learning languages." "I know 13," replied Mr. R.

On other points of his character, and, also, on others publicly

examined, Phrenology was equally successful. I described

Lawyer Haines as possessing extraordinary communicating

and oratorical powers, and M<. H. is distinguished for his elo

quence, both in speaking and writing.



MISCELLANY.

The Phrenological Almanac for 1843, edited by L. N. Fowler,

and published in the same office with the Journal, is ready for delivery.

Its contents this year, are unusually rich, and the illustrative cuts, excel

lent. First, comes a cut the head of Jonathan Edwards, so eminent

for his profound reasoning and his exemplary piety ; accompanied

with a short sketch of his life and character, together with his phreno

logical developments. That high and expansive forehead, in connexion

with his giant powers of intellect, affords one strong proof that there

exists a relation between the size of the intellectual organs, and the

powers of the intellect. Washington Irving follows ; whose full eyes,

and great breadth in the regions of Ideality, Sublimity, and Mirthful-

ness, show that he also is a living, and a most striking witness that

Phrenology is true. Where will the reader find a more ample develop

ment of these organs in the head,V>r of these manifestations in character ?

Elder Jacob Knapp is also introduced, and his developments given.

Whether they accord with his true character or not, every reader will

judge for himself, and whether they will tend to reconcile those con

flicting opinions of him which now distract the public mind, remains

to be seen.

The likeness of McDonald Clarke, "the mad poet," is excellent,

and a worthy tribute to his talents is paid him. With different treat

ment, this distinguished son of genius would have shown forth as one

of the brightest stars in the firmament of American poets; but, the

treatment he received really ruined him. Indeed, the direct means

and procuring cause of his death was some wag's playing upon his

hopes and fears in regard to Mary Jones, solely the idol of his heart,

and object of his song. Clarke was told that Mary was yet to be his

bride. His hopes were thus raised only to be blasted, and the conse

quent disappointment, increased his cerebral excitement till he was

taken to the lunatic asylum, where he soon died. No bust of him was

taken.

Portraits of Elias Hicks, the Siamese Twins, Red Jacket, Dr. Cald

well, and some others, accompanied with a short history of their lives,

as coinciding with their phrenological developments, together with

much other valuable and interesting matter, follow, and render it well

worthy the attention of the Amature Phrenologist, and tha inquirer

after the evidence of the truth of this science.

Price 12£ cts. single copy, 18 per dozen, $6 per hunhred, 850 per

thousand. As it is a periodical, letters ordering it by mail, can be

franked, and as it contains only one sheet, the postage will be trifling
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Mr. M. B. Sampson, the able London correspondent of previous

volumes of the Journal, has again arrived in this country, on business

connected with the " Bank of England." He kindly furnished the

Journal with what it has long wanted,—a copy of his work on "Crimi

nal Jurisprudence, considered in relation to mental organization." Ai

soon as the restricted limits of the Journal department can admit a re

view of it, with quotations, it will be inserted. It is a most able doec

ment, and takes just the ground in relation to criminal law, which the

Editor has long entertained and advocated, namely, that our criminal

code requires essential modification, if not a total revision. Or, rather,

more moral influence, and less physical force are required. As a gen

eral thing, if men will not do right without laws, and because it is right,

they will not do right with laws, nor from fear of the penitentiary, or

the gallows. And if we relied upon moral motives more, and less on

brute force, or what is the same thing, on fines and prisons, we

should have more honesty and safety, and less rascality and crime.

That is, if we had fewer courts and lawyers, and more Phrenologists,

we should have more virtue and less vice. I will add, that dealing on

the pay down principle, advocated in No. 6, would destroy above half

of our legal business. Phrenology makes great havoc among law and

lawvers. A single instance : Mr. A. sued Mr. B. for a debt of £55.

A litigation ensued, an appeal followed, and judgment was finally ren

dered against Mr. B., so that he had to payfcthe $55, added to a bill of

costs, amounting to $361 besides the lawyersfee. Phrenology says,

pay down, and let the security for the payment of a debt be in the

honesty of the buyer f and let one dishonest act destroy a man's credit,

that is, be a warning to others not to trust him. Let honesty be held in

the highest estimation, and its absence mark a man as Cain was brand*

ed in the forehead.

i Strictures on Dr. Epps's "Christian\Phrenologist." Mr. Day

ton's communication on this subject, is received. It coincides entirely

with my own views on this pointt ; still, the limited circulation in this

country of Dr. Epps's work, renders the publication of his strictures

scarcely necessary. I despise this truckling to existing prejudices,

whether religious, social, political, or any other, manifested by some of

the English Phrenologists. Phrenology I admire. Christianity I also

admire, (not modern, Christianity, or rather the modern perversions

of Christianity, but the Christianity of the Bible,) and I think I dis

cover a perfect similarity between the two ; but, Phrenology shows up

some of the notions engrafted upon Christianty by modern sects in a

clear and exposing light. It is also destined to do much to reform

Christianity, or rather modern bigotry; but as I intend to sift this mat-
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ter thoroughly in the Journal, in the work advertised in the prospectus,

entitled "The Natural Theology of Phrenology, its aspect on, and

harmony with Revelation," I shall postpone entering upon a direct dis

cussion of that subject till the completion of the works on "Education"

and "Hereditary Descent."

The natural Language of the faculties—"Why do you not hold

up your head as / do t" inquired a proud, empty-headed fop, of a strong

minded farmer. "Look at that field of grain," answered the farmer.

"All the valuable heads hang down, like mine ; while those that have

nothing in them, stand up straight, like yours." Large intellectual

organs cause the head to hang down, and bend the body forward.

Testimonials in favor of the practical utility of Phrenology.—

Said a gentleman in a conversation upon the merits and benefits o

Phrenology, " if 1 could have obtained a knowledge of Phrenology

early in life, for 820,000 it would have been a most successful invest

ment, even in a pecuniary point of view ; but, its value in moral and

intellectual points of view, can never be reckoned in dollars and cents."

Said a young man who had nearly ruined himself by dissipation, but

was reformed by Phrenology, "I think more of Phrenology than of

any thing else. It has already done me more good than all the school

ing I ever had, and I would gladly do any thing in my power to sup

port it. I never had any thing interest me so much." These were

nearly his words and he appeared tofeel all he said.

A Dream.—The following statement in regard to Mrs. Adams, whose

husband was murdered by Colt, was marked for insertion in the first

No. of Vol. IV, but delayed till now for want of room.

"The following very singular circumstance in connexion with the

melancholy murder of Adams by Colt, which may be relied upon as

literally true. From the first moment of her husband's disappearance)

Mrs. Adams was persuaded that he had been murdered. For two or

three days she would give no reason for this belief. At last she com

municated to her friends that she had a frightful dream early in the

week of his disappearance. She thought she saw the bleeding corpse of

her husband, dismembered and packed in a box ! and so confident was

she that she should never see him more, that it excited her very little

when she heard that his body had been so discovered."

The above was copied extensively into most of the papers, and is

only one of thousands of similar facts occuring continually. How

are they to be explained ? Are they imaginary, or are they produced

by the intuitive action of one or more faculties ? If so, what faculty ?

Byjwhat law are they produced, or on what principle accounted for?

These questions may perhaps be answered in the Journaljiereafter.
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These interesting questions are now answered by the discovery of a

new organ, below Causality, that predicts future events.

Phrenology in Ann Arbor, Mich'—These remarks were written to

preface the quotations from the Ann Arbor paper, which closed the last

Journal. If "one sinner destroyeth much good," one able and zealous

phrenologist can do incalculable good in awakening attention to this

science, and spreading its benign truths. Besides procuring above

twenty subscribers for the Journal, and creating an extensive sale for

Phrenological works in that section of Michigan. Mr. Townson Esq.,

of Ann Arbor, has awakened an interest in the science which wiD

never cease, if it does not leaven the whole of that youthful state with

its glorious doctrines. They have formed a vigorous society and have

obtained a cabinet and promise much for the future, and the encour-

agument offered by such whole-souled co-operation, is quite as great as

the good effected. Cannot Mr. T. furnish a full report of his lec

tures and labors, and some valuable articles for insertion in the Journal .'

Definitions.—Politeness.—Telling white and black lies, and play

ing, I'm a fool and you're another.

Religion.—"I am more righteous than thou"—going to church to

get business ; and praying Sundays and cheating week days.

Intellectual Greatness.—Condemning such fooleries as Phrenology,

Animal-Magnetism, &c., without knowing anything about them."

Wisdom.—Making one's self miserable.

Philosophy.—Causing nature to square with our theories, and dis

daining to be tramelled by observing and obeying her laws.

Beauty.—A small waist and a big bustle.

Symmetry.—A slim, lean, spare-faced, hornet-shaped woman, liber

ally padded in front, and essentially hipped.

Riches.—Making use of other people's money.]

Gentleman.—An article made by tailors.

. Following thefashions.—Making one's self a fool and hypocrite.

"The chief end of man."—To make money.

Politics.—Lying.

Pickpockets.—Bank officers and brokers.

Benevolence.—Giving a starving drunkard a dranVfor his last six

pence.

Republicanism.—Twenty-four U. S. sailors rowing one midship

man from the Brooklyn Navy Yard to N. Y. to take an^airing.

Gentility.—Refined hoggishness.*

•Chewerfield, the jwince of gentility, aaya, it mattcra little what a man d<*#,lxn

mainly how he doei it.
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ARTICLE I.

PHRENOLOGY AND ANIMAL MAGNETISM. NO. 3.

For many years, my practice in examining heads, satisfied

me of two things; first, that there was considerable unappro

priated space between the organs, and, on this account, the

organs are not wholly surrounded by those dotted lines which

form their boundaries ; (see cut on page 54 of the Practical

Phrenology ;) —the ope spaces showing portions of the head

unappropriated. That cut was made in 1836, so that I dis

covered these open spaces between the organs, even at that

early date. Secondly, I had also still further observed, that

portions allotted to many of the single organs, often contained

a distinct protuberance at one part of them, but a depression

at the other ; and, in my private classes, have often shown the

upper portion of Self-Esteem, next to Firmness, to be deficient,

while the lower portion contained a marked protuberance;

and so of Secretiveness, Acquisitiveness, and several other or

gans. These observations prepared my own mind for new

discoveries in regard to the organs ; and, no sooner had an ap

plication of Animal Magnetism been made to Phrenology,*

* In 1837, 1 remarked to Dr. Underhill, in Cleveland, Ohio, that if

Animal Magnetism were true, it might be applied to the Phrenological

organs ; and, nothing but an excessive professional practice, prevented

my doing it then. In May last, before any such application had been

made, when my brother magnerized Miss Gleason, in Boston, I urged

him to magnetize the organs. News of the death of his wife received

that same morning, and his preparing to come to New York that day,

alone prevented his donig it. vol. iv.—20. t
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than I eagerly embraced it, not only to test the truth of mag

netism in regard to the organs that were fully established, but

also, when satisfied on this point, to see which of the doubtful

organs stood being tested by magnetism, as well as whether

new ones could be discovered. Accordingly, the Rev. La Roy

Sunderland, Dr. Sherwood, and myself, instituted a series of

Phreno-Magnetic experiments,—a summary of that portion of

the results which relate to Phrenology is given.

In giving a summary account of the organs supposed to

have been discovered, I shall define instead of describe, be

cause in this way, the function of the organs can be presented

in a manner much more clear and succinct than by de

scribing them. Those about which the Author is less certain,

will be marked with a star ; and, in relation to all of them, he

begs leave to make this general remark, that, although he is

ceriain of the truth of Animal Magnetism, and of the existence

and location of many new organs, yet his observations have

not been as extensive and various as could be wished, and

therefore are subject to revision. Still, unless his confidence

amounted almost to a certainty, this subject would never have

found its way, either into the columns of this Journal, or the

pages of this Work. These discoveries have induced him to

re-number all the organs, beginning with the forehead, and to

re-name most of the old ones ; the former, because such a

course seemed necessary, and the latter, in order to do away

with the mere technicalities of the science, and apply plain,

English names which all understand, in place of those foreign

names, with a scientific rather than a practical termination,

which Spurzheim, in his misguided zeal to elevate Phrenology

to a rank among the sciences, unwisely gave them. I have

long been desirous of making this change, and this affords an

excellent opportunity to put it in practice.

NAMES, NUMBERS, AND LOCATION OF THE PHRENOLOGICAL

ORGANS.

1. Individuality—Observation, curiosity to see things, the noticing

faculty.

2. Form—Recollection of things by their shape, of countenances, (fee.

3. Language'—Three organs: one. for expressing ideas, connected

with Ideality ; another for merely talking, without saying anything,

called garrulity ; and a third, for remembering proper names.

4. Size—Cognizance and judgment] of magnitude, bulk, proportion.

large and small, &c.
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5. Weight—The balancing faculty; application of the laws of

gravity.

6. Color—Perception and recollection of colors.

7. Order—System ; arrangement ; having a place for things, and things

in their places.

8. Number—Ability and disposition to count.

9. Calculation—Mental arithmetic; casting accounts in the head ; com

puting numbers.

10. Eventuality—Recollection of facts, events, occurrences, experi

ments, history, news, information, circumstances, business trans

actions, &c. : two organs—one for remembering the scenes of

childhood ; the other, for recollecting recent transactions and in

formation.

1 1 . Comparison of physical things—Comparing those things of which

the perceptive faculties take cognizance.

12. Comparison of Ideas—Discrimination, power of analyzing, illus

trating, criticising, generalizing, reasoning by induction, &c.

13. Causality—Power of thought; reasoning by inference ; percep

tion and application of the latvs of cause and effect ; conception

of ideas ; investigation ; philosophical reasoning.

14. Planning—Adapting means to ends, contrivance; perceiving the

shortest, surest way to effect purposes ; the committee of ways

and means.

1 5. Locality—Two organs : recollecting places, and love of travelling.

16. Time—Recollecting when things occurred; keeping time in the

head ; the beat in music, dancing, &c.

17. Tune—Disposition to sing; catching tunes by rote, or by the ear.

18. Musical Harmony—Perception and love of the higher qualities

of music.

19. Wit—Repartee, perceiving and manufacturing jokes, retorts, ect. ;

arguing by ridicule.

30. Laughter—Merriment ; Laughing easily, much and heartily.

21. Suavity—Politeness ; disposition to say and do things agreeably.

22. Physiognomy—Discernment of character; reading the characters

of men from their countenances, conversation, &c. ; managing men.

23. Flattery—Disposition to praise, compliment, &c.

24. Kindness—Disposition to do favors, oblige, serve, &c. ; active be

nevolence.

25. Pity—Sympathy for' the distressed, commiseration.

26. Gratitude—Grateful for favors received ; a thankful, greatful spirit.

27. Deference—Submission to superiors ; homage, respect for age

and worth ; diffidence ; independence on the great and learned.

28. Veneration—Devotion ; worship of a Supreme Being ; reiigious

awe.

29. Faith—Trust in Divine Providence, and following its guidance.

30. Credulity—Belief in wonders, fish-stories, the strange, novel, &c.

31. Imitation—Ability and disposition to copy, take pattern, draw,

imitate the ways of others ; do after them ; learn by being shown

once, &c.

32. Mimicry—Ability to mock, caricature, represent, personify, &c.

33. ' Sadness—The lonely, sad, sorrowful, bad feeling, without cause.*

34* Taste:—Refinement; elegance of manners and expression; neat
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ness of person ; disgust of the coarse and vulgar ; sense of pro

priety; gracefulness.

35. Ideality—Imagination ; fancy ; conception of the beautiful ; the

love ofpoetry, fiction, &c., and a disposition to make them ; reverie.

36. Cheerfulness—A contented, joyous, happy, cheerful feeling.

37. Hope—Expectation ; anticipation ; enterprise; looking at the bright

side of the prospect ; hoping against hope ; counting chickens be

fore they are hatched ; never letting well enough alone.

38. Conscientiousness—Justice; disposition to do right ; integrity;

honesty ; fairness ; sense of moral obligation ; probably two orj

gans, one toward men; the other toward God.

39. Firmness—Decision ; perseverance ; stability ; unity of purpose.

40 Self-Estebm—Self-confidence; self-assurance; ambition to do

and be something great, noted, and extraordinary ; aspiration after

eminence, dignity.

41. Self-Will—Love of liberty; disposition to rule one's self; in

subordination ; unwillingness to serve or obey, or be under an

other ; desire to be in business for ones-self; assuming the respon

sibility of our own actions ; love of power ; a domineering spirit ;

determination to do as one pleases ; and havejhis own way in spite

of consequences.

' 42. Regard for Character, standing, honor, estimation, a good

name, &c.
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43. Love of Display, fashion, style, etiquette ; splendor of equip

age, &c.

44. Jealousy—Desire to be the sole object of regard, affection, praise,

&c. ; spirit of rivalry, emulation, &c. ; desire to excel others; out

do all ; be noticed, &c.

45. Fruitfulness—This faculty makes the male sure in begetting, and

the female go her full time.

A. Modesty—Bashfulness ; shame-facednesi ; blushing easily.

46. Continuty—Dwelling on and pouring over one thing; theplod-

ding, prosing, continuous disposition ; patience in examining, col

lating, comparing, &c.

47. Physical Fear—Carefulness, caution as to dangers, losses, ect.

48. Moral Fear—Fear of the consequences of doing wrong, offend

ing the Deity, &c.

49. Guardedness, as to papers, expressions, &c. ; circumspection.

50. Combination—Partnership ; disposition to unite in business. (*)

51. Money-Making—Trading ; dealing largely ; driving a big business.

52. Economy—frugality ; saving money ; contracting expenses ;

hoarding ; husbanding for the future.

53. Ingenuity—Dexterity in using tools, making things, turning off

work, making and working machinery, ect : building, slight of

hand in all manual operations.

54. SMELL=Love of fragrant odors, and aversion to those that are dis

agreeable.

55. Thirst—Disposition to drink ; love of the water.

56. Appetite—Enjoyment of food; hunger; relish for food.

B. Taste—Love of richly-flavored and highly-seasoned delicacies.

57. Sublimity—Love of the grand, sublime, and terrific in nature,

mountain scenery, cataracts, &c.

58. Retribution—Revenge ; disposition to punish or have satisfac

Hon.

59. Destructiveness—Disposition to break, destroy, cause pain, hurt,

teaze, tantalize, deface, &c.

60. Anger—Resentment ; spirit ; contention.

61. Resistence—Self-defence; self-protection; defence of rights.

62. Courage—Self-possession and coolness in personal danger ; intre

pidity ; bravery ; valor.

63. Tattling—Telling the faults of others ; when ungoverned, slan

der ; backbiting ; evil-speaking ; town-talk ; gossip.

64. Secretiveness—Management ; artifice ; keeping secrets ; self-

restraint ; evasiveness ; reserve.

65. Dislike—Aversion ; dissatisfaction ; fault-finding ; peevishness ;

grumbling.

66. Love of Home—Attachment to the domicil of childhood and

youth : love of the old homested—of "father's house," ect. ; de

sire to have a place of our own.

67. Patriotism—Love of country, and a more recent habitation.

68. Adhesiveness—Friendship ; love of company ; attachment to

friends; the companionable, sociable, cordial, warm-hearted

feeling.

69. Love of Keep-sakes—Of presents, remembrances, ect.
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70. Parental Love—Attachment of parents to their own children ;

desire to caress and pet them.

71. Filial Love—Love of children to their parents, or those who

provide for, watch over, and advise them.

72. Connubial Love—Love of husbands and wives for each other.

73. Love of pets—Of horses, dogs, stock, ect., and desire to improve

the breed ; the feeling of the shepherd.

74. Caressing—Pure love between the sexes ; disposition to hug,

kiss, caress, fondle, ect.

75. Physical Love—Animal passion ; the sexual impulse, lust.

76. Love of Life—Enjoyment of existence; tenacity of life.

77. Dread of Death—Shrinking from death and annihilation. (*)

78. Buffoonery—Low, comical wit ; clownish sport ; revelry.

79. Organ that controls the motion of the limbs. (*)

80. Organ of the Heart.

81. Organ of Respiration.

82. Organ of Digestion.

83. Organ of Motion—The great center or common pole of all the

muscles; desire and ability to act, or be doing something. (*)

ARTICLE II.

EXISTING EVILS AND THEIR REMEDY. THE CURRFNCY.

Since writing the preceding article on this subject, a friend

has called my attention to the following remarks from the pen

of the great philosopher—Franklin, which are so much in point

and so appropos to the present condition of our country, that

they will be inserted entire with the addition of such notes as

may be deemed necessary to amplify or adapt them to the

exigencies of the present time.

" ON PAPER MONEY.

Remarks and Facts relative to the American Paper money *

In the Report of the board of trade, dated February 9, 1764,

the following reasons are given for restraining the emission

* The occasion of the Report, to which this paper is a reply, was as

follows. During the war there had been a considerable and an unusual

trade to America, in consequence of the great fleets and armies on foot

there, and the clandestine dealings with the enemy, who were cut off

from their own supples. This made great debts. The briskness of

the trade ceasing with the war, the merchants were anxious for payment,

which occasioned some confusion in the colonies, and stirred up a cla
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of paper-bills of credit in America, as a legal tender.

1. "That it carries the gold and silver out of the province,

and so ruins the country; as experience has shown, in every

colony where it has been practised in any great degree.

2. "That the merchants trading to America have suffered

and lost by it.

3. "That the restriction of it has had a beneficial effect in

New England.

4. "That every medium of trade should have an intrinsic

value, which paper-money has not. Gold and silver are there

fore the fittest for this medium, as they are an equivalent ;

which paper never can be.

5. "That debtors in the assemblies make paper-money with

fraudulent views.

6. "That in the middle colonies, where the credit of the pa

per-money has been best supported, the bills have never kept

to their nominal value in circulation : but have constantly de

preciated to a certain degree, whenever the quantity has been

increased."

To consider these reasons in their order ; the first is,

1. " That paper-money carries the gold and silver out of

the province and so ruins the country ; as experience has

shown, in every colony where it has been practiced in any

great degree."—The opinion, of its ruining the country, seems

to be merely speculative, or not otherwise founded than upon

misinformation in the matter of fact. The truth is, that the

balance of their trade with Britain being greatly against them,

the gold and silver are drawn out to pay that balance ; and

then the necessity of some medium of trade has induced the

mour in England against paper-money. The board of trade, of which

Lord Hillsborough was the chief, joined in this opposition to paper-

money, as appears by the report. Dr, Franklin being asked to draw

up an answer to the report, wrote the paper given here ; adapted to the

then condition of the colonies ; in relation to which the principles are

sound : but in relation to great Britain no more is said than what is ac

cordant with universal experience. When paper was over-issued in

lieu of money, bankruptcies followed, and the British creditors suffered

accordingly ; as they have since suffered through similar causes.
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making of paper-money, which could not be carried away. (1)

Thus, if carrying out all the gold and silver, ruins a country,

every colony was ruined before it made paper-money.—But,

far from being ruined by it, the colonies that have made use

of paper-money have been, and are all in a thriving condition.

The debt indeed to Britain has increased, because their num

bers, and of course their trade, have increased; for all trade

having always a proportion of debt outstanding, which is paid

in its turn, while fresh debt is contracted, the proportion of debt

naturally increases as the trade increases ; but the improvement

and increase of estates in the colonies have been in greater

proportion than their debt. New England, particularly in

1696, (about the time they began the use ofpaper-money.) had

in all of its four provinces but 130 churches or congregations;

in 1760 they were 530. The number of farms and buildings

there is increased in proportion to the numbers of people ; and

the goods exported to them from England in 1750, before the

restraint took place, was near five times as much as before they

had paper-money. Pennsylvania, before it made any paper-

money, was totally stript of its gold and silver; though they

had from time to time, like the neighboring colonies, agreed to

take gold and silver coins at higher nominal values, in hopes

of drawing money into, and retaining it, for the internal uses

of the province. During that weak practice, silver got up by

degrees to 8*. ils. per ounce, and English crowns were called

six, seven, and eight shilling pieces, long before paper-money

was made. But this practice of increasing the denomination

(1) This single argument, or rather fact, that whenever the balance

of our trade with England is against us, (which is all the time,) our gold

and silver will be drawn from the banks to pay this balance, affords

evidence too clear, too strong to be evaded or denied, that till th«

balance of trade is in our favor, a currency founded exclusively on gold

and silver, must fluctuate, our banks be drained, and business deranged.

But adopting the notion suggested in our last, of founding the currency

on products, manufactures, landed-property, &c., will render that cur

rency-uniform. Then ifour specie is wanted, let it go, for we can get along

just as well without it, but, now when it is wanted, (and this is continu

ally,) our currency is deranged, and our banks obliged either to contract

their issues, or else break. This basis would compel them to take our

products or else not import, which is just what is wanted.—Ed, .
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was found not to answer the end. The balance of trade carried

out the gold and silver as fast as they were brought in ; the

merchants raising the price of their goods in proportion to the

increased denomination of the money. The difficulties for want

of cash were accordingly very great, the chief part of the trade

being carried on by the extremely convenient method of bar

ter; when in 1723 paper-money was first made there, which

gave new life to business, promoted greatly the settlement of

new land (by lending small sums to beginnerson easy interest,

to be repaid by installments) whereby the province has so

greatly increased in inhabitants, that the export from hence

thither is now more than ten fold what it then was : and by

their trade with foreign colonies, they have been able to ob

tain great quantities of gold and silver to remit hither in re

turn for manufactures of this country. New York and New

Jersey have also increased greatly during this period, with the

use of paper-money ; so that it does not appear to be of the

ruinous nature ascribed to it. And if the inhabitants of those

countries are glad to have the use of paper among themselves,

that they may thereby be enabled to spare, for remittances

hither, the gold and silver they obtain by their commerce with

foreigners ; one would expect, that no objection against their

parting with it could arise here, in the country that receives

it. (2)

The 2d reason is, " That the merchants trading to America

have suffered and lost by the paper-money."—This may have

been the case in particular instances, at particular times and

places; as in South Carolina, about 58 years since: when the

colony was thought in danger of being destroyed by the Indians

and Spaniards ; and the British merchants in fear of losing

their whole effects their, called precipitately for remittances ;

and the inhabitants, to get something lodged in safe countries,

gave any price in paper-money for bills of exchange; whereby

the paper, as compared with bills, or with produce, or other

effects fit for exportation, was suddenly and greatly depreciat-

(2) Paper money we must have. It is convenient, and can be ren

dered even more valuable than the same denomination of silver. The

only question is as to its basis—as to in what its value shall consist—

whether in the necessaries of life, or in the precious metals.—Ed.
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ed. The unsettled state of government for a long time in that

province had also its share in depreciating its bills. But since

that danger blew over, and the colony has been in the hands

of the crown ; their currency became fixed, and has so remained

to this day. Also in New England, when much greater quan

tities were issued than were necessary for a medium of trade,

to defray the expedition against Louisbourg ; and, during the

last war in Virginia and North Carolina, when great sums were

issued to pay the colony troops, and the war made tobacco a

poorer remittance, from the higher price of freight and in

surance : in these cases, the merchants trading to those colonies

may sometimes have suffered by the sudden and unforseen rise

of exchange. By slow and gradual rises, they seldom suffer ;

the goods being sold at proportionable prices. But war is a

common calamity in all countries, and the merchants that deal

with them cannot expect to avoid a share of the losses it some

times occasions, by effecting public credit. It is hoped, how

ever, that the profits of their subsequent commerce with those

colonies may have made them some reparation. And the

merchants trading to the middle colonies (New York, New

Jersey, and Pennsylvania,) have never suffered by any rise of

exchange ; it having ever been a constant rule there, to con

sider British debts as payable in Britain, and not to be dis

charged but by as much paper (whatever might be the rate of

exchange) as would purchase a bill for the full sterling sum.

On the contrary, the merchants have been great gainers by the

use of paper-money in those colonies ; as it enabled them to

send much greater quantities of goods, and the purchasers to

pay more punctually for them. And the people there make

no complaint of any injury done them by paper-money with a

legal tender; they are sensible of its benefits ; and petition to

have it so allowed.

The 3d reason is, " That the restriction has had a beneficial

effect in New England." Particular circumstances in the

New England colonies made paper-money less necessary and

less convenient to them. They have great and valuable fish

eries of whale and cod, by which large remittances can be

made. They are four distinct governments ; but having much

mutual intercourse of dealings, the money of each used to

pass current in all ; but the whole of this common currency
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not being under one common direction, was not so easily kept

within due bounds ; the prudent reserve of one colony in its

emissions being rendered useless by excess in another. The

Massachusetts, therefore, were not dissatisfied with the

restraint, as it restrained their neighbors as well as themselves ;

and perhaps they do not desire to have the act repealed. They

have not yet felt much inconvenience from it ; as they were

enabled to abolish their paper-currency, by a large sum in sil

ver from Britain to reimburse their expenses in taking Louis-

bourg, which with the gold brought from Portugal, by means

of their fish, kept them supplied with a currency ; till the late

war furnished them and all America with bills of exchange ;

so that little cash was needed for remittance. Their fisheries

too furnish them with remittance through Spain and Portugal ,

to England ; which enables them the more easily to retain gold

and silver in their country. The middle colonies have not this

advantage ; nor have they tobacco ; which in Virginia and

Maryland answers the same purpose. When colonies are so

different in their circumstances, a regulation, that is not incon

venient to one or a few, may be very much so to the rest. But

the pay has now become so indifferent in New England, a*

least in some of its provinces, through the want of currency,

that the trade thither is at present under great discouragement.

The 4th reason is, " That every medium of trade should

have an intrinsic value ; which paper-money has not. Gold

and silver therefore are the fittest for this medium, as they

are an equivalent ; which paper never can be." However fit

a particular thing may be for a particular purpose ; wherever

that thing is not to be had, or not to be had in sufficient quanti

ty ; it becomes necessary to use something else, the fittest that

can be got in lieu of it. Gold and silver are not the produce

of North America, which has no mines ; and that which is

brought thither cannot be kept there in sufficient quantity for

a currency. (3) Britain, an independent great state, when its

inhabitants grew too fond of the expensive luxuries of foreign

(3) This is as true now as then with this exception, that the balance

of trade against us is vastly greater now than then, which must be paid

in specie, so that, unless our resources for obtaining silver were very

great, we should have.none remaining on which to base our currency.
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countries, that draw away its money, can, and frequently does,

make laws to discourage or prohibit such importations ; and

by that means can retain its cash. The colonies are dependent

governments; and their people having naturally great respect

for the sovereign country, and being thence immoderately fond

of its modes, manufactures, and superfluities, cannot be re

strained from purchasing thwn by any province law ; (4) be

cause such law, if made, would immediately be repealed here,

as prejudicial to the trade and interest of Britain. It seems hard

therefore, to draw all their real money from them, and then re

fuse them the poor privilege of using paper instead of it. Bank

bills and bankers' notes are daily used here as a medium of

trade, and in large dealings perhaps the greater part is trans

acted by their means ; and yet they have no intrinsic value,

but rest on the credit of those that issue them ; as paper-bills

(4) All the tariffs, and all the prohibitary laws that may be enacted,

will never prevent the Americans from importing to an enormous ex

tent. Any thing English, if it be only an English dandy, is infinitely

superior to the same article manufactured in America, though the Ameri

can may be superior in all other respects except being made in England.

Hence, immense quantities of American manufacturies are shipped,

and by crossing the Atlantic twice, are infinitely improved in quality

and saleableness. It is to be hoped that the Home League may do

something to stem this tide of fondness for the foreign, but so deeply is it

rivited in the hearts of the American people that that hope is feeble.

All who lay any claim to gentility, or fashion or ton, must be habited

and surrounded by imported broadcloths, imported silks, imported car

pets, imported fashions, imported every thing. Even the Revolution

did little to arrest this general rush for whatever is imported, and these

hard times are in fact the penalty of this craving after theforeign. But

the evil of it is, that those who sin, (the rich who indulge in foreign

products,) are not the ones who suffer from the hard times. Still the

midling and poorer class admire the imported because it is imported,

and envy and bow and cringe to those who are able to purchase foreign

manufactures, so that they sin in heart if not in action, and ought to

suffer. Do let the foreign alone, and let those alone who procure them,

but patronize and praise the American and those who patronize home

manufactures, and our imports will soon lessen, and our specie stay at

home, and the currency founded on it be more uniform, Still, the

natural basis of valuation, is products—the necessaries of lift.
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in the colonies do on the credit of the respective governments

there. Their being payable in cash on sight by the drawer is

indeed a circumstance that cannot attend the colony bills, for

the reason just above mentioned; their cash being drawn from

them by the British trade ; but the legal tender being substi

tuted in its place, is rather a greater advantage to the posses

sor ; since he will not be at the trouble of going to & particular

bank or banker to demand ths money, finding (wherever he

has occasion to lay out money in the province) a person that is

obliged to take the bills. So that even out of the province, the

knowledge that every man within that province is obliged to

take its money, gives the bills credit among its neighbors,

nearly equal to what they have at home.

And were it not for the laws here, that restrain or prohibit

as much as possible all losing trades, the cash of this country

would soon be exported ; every merchant, who had occasion

to remit it, would run to the bank with all its bills, that came

into his hands, and take out his part of its treasure for that

purpose ; so that in a short time, it would be no more able to

pay bills in money upon sight, than it is now in the power of

a colony treasury so to do. (5) And if government afterwards

should have occasion for the credit of the bank, it must of

necessity make its bills a legal tender; funding them however

on taxes which they may in time be paid off; as has been the

general practice in the colonies. At this very time, even the

silver money in England is obliged to the legal tender for part

of its value ; that part which is the difference between its real

weight and its denomination. Great part of the shillings and

sixpences now current are, by wearing become five, ten, twen

ty, and some of the sixpences even fifty per cent, too light.

For this difference between the real and the nominal, you

have no intrinsic value ; you have not so much as paper, you

have nothing. It is the legal tender, with the knowledge that

it can easily be repassed for the same value, that makes three-

pennyworth ofsilver pass for six pence. Gold and silver have

undoubtedly some properties that give them a fitness above

paper, as a medium of exchange : particularly their universal

(5) This must forever continue to be substantially the case as long

as specie alone gives value to bank bills.
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estimation; especially in cases where a country has occasion

to carry its money abroad, either as a stock to trade with, or

to purchase allies and foreign succours. Otherwise, that very

universal estimation is an inconvenience, which paper-money

is free from; since it tends to deprive a country of even the

quantity of currency that should be restrained as a necessary

instrument of its internal commerce, and obliges it to be con

tinually on its guard in making and executing, at a great ex

pense, the laws that are to prevent the trade which exports it.

Paper-money well funded has another great advantage over

gold and silver ; its lightness of carriage, and the little room

that is occupied by a great sum ; whereby it is capable of being

more easily, and more safely, because more privately, convey

ed from place to place. Gold and silver are not intrinsically

of equal value with iron, a metal in itself capable of many

more beneficial uses to mankind. Their value rests chiefly in

the estimation they happen to be in among the generality of

nations, and the credit given to the opinion, that that estima

tion will continue. Otherwise a pound of gold would not be

a real equivalent for even a bushel of wheat. (6) Any other

well-founded credit, is as much an equivalent as gold and sil

ver: and in some cases more so, or it would not be preferred

by commercial people in different countries. Not to mention

again our own bank bills; Holland, which understands the

value of cash as well as any people in the world, would never

part with gold aud silver for credit (as they do when they put

it into their bank, from whence little of it is ever afterwards

drawn out) if they did not think and find the credit a full

equivalent.

The fifth reason is, "That debtors in the assemblies make

paper-money with fraudulent views." This is often said by

the adversaries of paper-money, and if it has been the case in

any particular colony, that colony should, on proof of the fact,

be duly punished. This, however, would be no reason for

punishing other colonies, who have not so abused their- legis

lative powers. To deprive all the colonies of the convenience

of paper-money, because it has been charged on some of them,

(6.) The intrinsic orj "perse" value of products, manufactures ,

real estate, &c., is infinitely greater than that of specie.
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that they have made it an instrument of fraud, as if all the

India, bank, and other stocks and trading companies were to

be abolished, because there have been, once in an age, Missis

sippi and South-sea schemes and bubbles.

The sixth and last reason is, " That in the middle colonies,

where thepaper-money has been best supported, the bills have

never kept to their nominal value in circulation ; but has

constantly depreciated to a certain degree, whenever the quan

tity has been increased." If the rising of the value of any

particular commodity wanted for exportation, is to be consid

ered as a depreciation of the values of whatever remains in

the country ; then the rising of silver above paper to that

height of additional value, which its capability of exportation

only gave it, may be called a depreciation of the paper. Even

here, as bullion has been wanted or not wanted for exporta

tion, its price has varied from 5*. 2d. to 5s. 8d. per ounce.

This is near 10 per cent. But was it ever said or thought on

such an occasion, that all the bank bills, and all the coined

silver, and all the gold in the kingdom, were depreciated 10

per cent ? Coined silver is now wanted here for change, and

1 per cent, is given for it by some bankers ; are gold and bank

notes therefore depreciated 1 per cent. ? The fact in the mid

dle colonies is really this : on the emission of the first paper-

money, a difference soon arose between that and silver ; the

latter having a property the former had not, a property always

in demand in the colonies; to wit, its being fit for a remittance.

This property having soon found its value, by the merchants

bidding on one another for it, and a dollar thereby coming to

be rated at 85. in paper-money of New York, and 7s. 6d. in

paper of Philadelphia, it has contined uniformly at those rates

in both provinces now near forty years, without any variation

upon new emissions ; though, in Pennsylvania, the paper-

currency has at times increased from 15,000/. the first sum, to

800,000/. or near it. Nor has any alteration been occasioned

by the paper-money, in the price of the necessaries of life,

when compared with silver ; they have been for the greatest

part of the time no higher than before it was emitted; varying

only by plenty and scarcity, or by a less or greater foreign de

mand. It has indeed been usual with the adversaries of a
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paper-currency, to call every rise of exchange with London,

a depreciation of the paper; but this notion appears to be by

no means just: for if the paper purchases everything but bills

of exchange, at the former rate, and these bills are not above

one-tenth of what is employed in purchases,—then it may be

more properly and truly said, that the exchange has risen,

than that the paper has depreciated. And as a proof of this,

it is a certain fact, that whenever in those colonies bills of ex

change have been dearer, the purchaser has been constantly

obliged to give more in silver, as well as in paper, for them;

the silver having gone hand in hand with the paper at the rate

above-mentioned ; and therefore it might as well have been

said, that the silver was depreciated.

There have been several different schemes for furnishing

the colonies with paper-money, that should not be a legal ten

der, viz. :—

1. Toform a bank, in imitation of the bank of England,

with a sufficient stock of cash to pay the bills on sight.

This has been often proposed, but appears impracticable,

under the present circumstances of the colony-trade ; which,

as is said above, draws all the cash to Britain, and would soon

strip the bank.

2. To raise a fund by some yearly tax, securely lodged in

the bank of England as it arises, which should (during the

term of years for which the paper-bills are to be current) ac

cumulate to a sum sufficient to discharge them all at their

original value.

This has been tried in Maryland : and the bills so funded

were issued without being made a general legal tender. The

event was, that as notes payable in time are naturally subject

to a discount proportioned to the time ; so these bills fell at

the beginning of the term so low, as that twenty pounds of

them became worth no more than twelve pounds in Penn

sylvania, the next neighboring province ; though both had

been struck near the same time at the same nominal value,

but the latter was supported by the general legal tender. The

Maryland bills, however, began to rise as the term shortened,

and towards the end recovered their full value. But, as a de

preciating currency injures creditors, this injured debtors ; and
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foy its continually changing value, appears unfit for the pur

pose of money, which should be as fixed as possible in its own

value; because it is to be the measure of the value of other

things.

3. To make the bills carry an interest sufficient to support

their value.

This too has been tried in some of the New England colonies ;

but great inconveniences were found to attend it. The bills, to

fit them for a currency, are made of various denominations,

and some very low, for the sake of change ; there are of them

from 10/. down to 3a?. When they first com^ abroad, they

pass easily, and answer the purpose well enough for a few

months ; but as soon as the interest becomes worth computing,

the calculation of it on every little bill in a sum between the

dealer and his customers, in shops, warehouses, and markets,

takes up much time, to the great hindrance of business. This

evil, however, soon gave place to worse ; for the bills were in

a short time gathered up and hoarded ; it being a very tempt

ing advantage to have money bearing interest, and the princi

pal all the while in a man's power, ready for bargains that may

offer ; which money out on mortgage is not. By this means

numbers of people became usurers with small sums, who

could not have found persons to take such sums of them upon

interest, giving good security; and would therefore not have

thought of it ; but would rather have employed the money in

some business, if it had been money ofthe common kind. Thus

trade, instead of being increased by such bills, is diminished ;

and by their being shut up in chests, the very end of making

them, (viz. to furnish a medium of commerce) is in a great

measure, if not totally defeated.

On the whole, no method has hitherto been formed to

establish a medium of trade, in lieu of money, equal in all its

advantages, to bills of credit—funded on sufficient taxes for

discharging it, or on land-security of double the value, for re

paying it at the end of the term ; and in the mean time, made

a GENERAL LEGAL TENDER.
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ARTICLE III:

dr. Buchanan's discoveries.

As the readers of the Journal are already acquainted some

what with the recent discoveries of this distinguised Physiolo

gist and Phrenologist, he is allowed to speak for himself. The

following is quoted from. a pamphlet recently. published by

him, and forwarded to the Journal, entitled "Sketches of Dr..

Buchanan's Discoveries in Neurology."" The work consists

of 120 pp., and can be had of Wiley and Putnam, New York ;

or at the office of the Journal.

" Buchanan's discoveries in- cerebral physiology.

For some months past I,have been engaged, during the in

tervals of professional engagements, in an experimental inves

tigation of the functions of the brain, in . which I have been so

singularly fortunate,.that in tire course of a single month, h

have been able to ascertain . more of its true physiology than

has heretofore been acquired by all the labors of all the Physi

ologists and Pathologists who have ever been engaged in ob

serving and making experiments to ascertain the nature and

locality of its various functions,

*****

Fortunately, it requires neither rank nor. title, nor persua

sive eloquence, to secure the reception of these truths. The

experiments by which they, have been tested can easily be re

peated, and cannot leave a doubt upon the mind of any, nor

do they suggest any thing. for. debate. Their reception must

be instantaneous.

* * * * a

The individual subjected to the experiments becomes con

scious of a sudden development of new traits in his character,.

by the increased strength of the emotious, passions, and in

tellectual faculties which are excited, or in the sudden diminu

tion of powers" which he has been! accustomed to exercise..

This being an actual change, as efficient as if it had arisen from

any other cause, or- had been a, congenital condition, he is not

only capable of describing the change whieh has been pro

duced, but shows distinctly, in his countenance, manner, and

conversation, the influence under which he is acting. But if.
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the curious enquirer does not find himself satisfied in merely

witnessing the experiment, or hearing the subject report, he

may easily become the subject himself, and feel his various

faculties modified at the will of the operator. He may feel

that his power of vision is increased or diminished ; that his

muscular strength is raised or depressed; that he hears acutel-

ly or feebly, and that either eye, at the will of the operator,

becomes more vigorous than the other, and either hand mor*

bidly sensitive or strangely benumbed. Matters of this kind

are obvious to the dullest intellect. Yet in exciting the various

passions, they shall be made no less obvious ; for they go, at

times, entirely beyond the control of volition. Tears pour

from the eyes, or the fist is clenched in anger,

* *****

Exciting single organs, I urge their excitement to a pitch

which might well be termed monomania—a state of excite

ment entirely beyond the control of the subject, because it is a

part of his existing character. Thus I make my subjects

alternately laugh and weep; reason profoundly on moral truths,

and then, without any reason, draw the fist to strike ; ex-

press the deepest humility, or self-sufficiency and levity ; sit

for hours with the greatest patience, or leap up with passion

ate restlessness; express the finest moral sentiments, or assume

the manners and feelings of the miser and thief, indulge in

eating, and drink strong liquor, or assume a moral dignity, de.

spise sensuality and speak of food with loathing; feel tho

most exalted moral and religious sentiments, or indulge in

levity with an inclination to be vulgar; concentrate the

thoughts, by an irresistible impulse, upon some objects before

them, or scatter them in utter confusion and wandering; ex,

tend their reminiscence back to their earliest days, reviving the

memory of almost forgotten circumstances of infantile life, or

recal them to the present, and reach on to the future, without

the power of looking back to the past ; reason, moralize, in

quire, or feel an utter vacuity of intellect, and show an almost

idiotic expression of countenance ; rise with a stern, piercing

eye, in the attitude of angry defiance, loll in the most indolent

good nature, or sink under an oppressive humility, with eyes

continually downcast ; obey with reverence every request that
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I may make, or become impatient, contradictory, and indig

nant, without any reason which did not exist during their hu

mility ; display a monomania of calculation, their whole atten

tion being engrossed in calculating every thing which can be

counted—the number of their steps, the stripes of the carpet,

the keys of the piano, or whatever attracts their attention ; and,

when the influence is changed, suddenly suspend their counting

and refuse to proceed, however they may be entreated. The

subject of this experiment, [Mrs. ,] when excited in the

musical organs, would feel an irresistible impulse to sing, arid

sing with a brilliancy of execution which she could not dis

play,wben left to herself.

They break forth in the most ungovernable merriment, or

sit in dogged and ill-natured silence; talk with surprising

velocity, or struggle with almost ineffectual exertion to com

mand the organs of speech; fall into a profound slumber in

the midst of company,* or brighten in countenance and look

around, deprived of the power keeping the eyes closed, as be

fore they were deprived of the power of keeping them open ;

but why need I prolong the catalogue ?

* » » »

At the present stage of my investigations, having tested the

previous system of Phrenology with my own additions, and

having proceeded to the discovery of new organs and analysis

of the old ones, I am able to demonstrate no less than ninety-

one distinct functions, exercised by independent organs in the

brain. • * *

Of the senses, external and internal, I have located the or

gans of twelve :

1 Sight, 7 Thirst,

2 Hearing, 8 Hunger,

3 Touch, 9 Common Feeling,

4 Taste, 10 Thermal Sense,

5 Flavor, 11 Electric Sense,t

6 Smell, 1 2 Sense of Force.

* T put the Sheriff of Little Rock to sleep in the midst of company,

who^were talking away merrily, aud threatening to rob him of his exe

cutions as soon as he was fast asleep.

Under the excitement of, the Electric' Sense, the human hand be

lies a most delicate galvanometer Under its highest excitement,

"ngers repel each other, and stand apart, unable to endrue contact-
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Proceeding then with the various organs in their order of

juxtaposition, we enumerate :

[To atoid repetition we omit the catalogue,]

The bearings of these discoveries upon the science of mind,

important as they are, are of far less importance than their

medicinal results. The most important developments are

yet to be stated.

I have been in the habit of teaching the phrenological doc

trine, that every portion of the brain sustained a particular re

lation to the body, by means of which the circulation and all

the phenomena of life are modified through the cerebral agency ;

that the paramount influence of the brain gave to the body its

peculiar growth, form, and temperament ; that every portion

of the body had a specific relation to some part of the brain,

upon which it was dependent for innervation, and with which

it sympathized in health, disease, and excitement. I had made

some progress in tracing out the laws of this innervation, and

establishing the relation that existed between each portion of

the body and each portion of the brain—thus ascertaining to

what classes of disease particular forms of the brain made us

liable, or with what portion of the brain and what kind of

cerebral excitement each disease was connected—in other

words, making a phrenological classification of disease, and of

all the phenomena of life.
• • • • »

I have found it perfectly practicable to operate upen the

various portions of the body, and stimulate or modify their

functions by the appropriate action upon the cerebral sources

of their innervation. For instance, in many persons I am able,

in fifteen minutes, to excite the gastric action so as to produce

an uncomfortable degree of hunger. When, on the other

hand, hunger is gnawing, in the same length of time, it may

be effectually moved. Mr. L. came into my room, the other

evening, under a strong feeling of thirst, to see if I could re

move it. In about ten or twelve minutes, it was so completely

removed, that he even felt averse to drinking. Having done

this, I proceeded to restore his thirst, and in about five minutes

he rose to drink.
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Catalogue ofeffects which have been produced by direct

operations upon the brain.

1. Increase and abridgement of the range of distinct vision,

as much as one or two feet. Increase of vigor in either eye,

with diminution in the other. Invigoration of either eye, to

enable it to open freely, and bear a strong light. Increase of

the power of perceiving by a dim light. Increase of the

power of bearing a strong light, and seeing in the sunshine.

Relief of tenderness and inflammation in the eyes. Restora

tion of a moderate degree of vision, to a case of six years total

blindness, accompanied by cataract.* Restoration of the

power of reading short sentences, to a woman who had been

for several years unable to read, accomplished in twenty

minutes. Removal of stiffness of the eyelids. Wakefulness;

openness of the lids, with difficulty of closing them. Heavi

ness of the lids; drowsiness; profound sleep.

2. The relief of partial deafness. Increase, or diminution

of the faculty of hearing at pleasure in either ear, or in both.

3. Increase of the sense of touch in either hand, singly, or

in both ; and diminution in either, or both. This is very

striking; to one hand, all objects are made to feel smooth; to

the other, the finest textures appear coarse and rough. The

human hand feels as coarse as a piece of hog-skin.

4. Increase and diminution of the general sensibility of the

body; causing one side to be comparatively insensible to

touch and pressure, while the other recoils from the slightest

touch: one side being very ticklish, and the other insible to

tickling. (The distinction of sensibility may be accurately

traced along the median line.) Increase of the sensibility to

heat and cold in either hand. Heat, and prickling sensations,

in either hand; numbness and weakness in the other,or in both.

5. Increase of the electricity of the system, causing the fin

gers and toes to stand apart, like the filaments of a feather, or

the balls of an electrometer: touch, being painful to them in

this condition. Increase of the electric sense, until the gal

vanism of the human system can be distinctly appreciated.

* I have a description of this case, from ten gentlemen of respecta

bility, who witnessed her blindness and her cure.
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6. Extreme excitability and nervousness, [produced in a

few minutes.] The dissipation of this condition—soothing

and composing to sleep.

7. Increase of the sense of smell, in either nostril, singly;

and increase of the power of taste, in either half of the tongue.

8. A free flow of saliva : propensity to chew, and a strong

propensity to swallow.

9. The effectual removal of an ague in fifteen minutes : the

removal of a fever in three-fourths of an hour.

10. The cure of all cases of tooth-ache that I have met with,

in a period varying from ten minutes, to three-fourths of an

hour. The cure of all cases of head-ache, in which this method

has been fairly tried, generally accomphshed in three, five, ten,

or fifteen minutes. The removal of all local pains that I have

treated—not dependent upon disorganization of structure, or a

sympathy with such disorganization. [The treatment of these

cases, although upon the same principles, was not exclusively

confined to cerebral operations.]

11. Increase of muscular strength; great debility, and even

clumsiness. Increase of the strenth of the left half of the body,

and diminution of the right half. Restoration of the balance;

strengthening the right, and weakening the left, &c.

12. Great increase of heat, especially in the lower extremi

ties—becoming disagreeable in fifteen minutes—reduction of

temperature below the pleasant standard.

13. Modifications of the circulation. Raising or depressing

-tho pulse, as much as fifteen or twenty beats a minute, in a

vigorous, healthy constitution. Producing a small, wiry, or a

small, soft pulse, and producing a full and soft, or a full and

bounding pulse, in a short time Accelerating the generalcir-

culation, and directing it to the head, chest, abdomen, heart,

upper or lower extremities, frontal, or posterior portion of the

body; producing, or relieving the congestion of any particular

part. [Dr. L. has successfully applied this discovery, in regu

lating the pulse of his patients.]

14. Relief of dyspeptic pains, and symptoms, in twenty

minutes: such as fulness, oppression, and acidity of stomach.

Invigoration of the appetite, and sudden removal of nausea

15. Various affections of the lungs. A congested suffocat

ing condition, produced in six or eight minutes, and relieved
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in a shorter time. A hurried breathing, and asthmatic symp

toms, produced in about fifteen minutes. Free and pleasant

respiration, with a relief of these morbid symptoms.

16. Vigorous action of the liver, resulting in copious bilious

discharges. Prompt and effectual relief of pains and soreness

in the region of the liver.

17. Urination, produced sometimes in three, sometimes in

fifteen minutes.

IS. "^igorous action of the lower bowels ; in one case, re

sulting in alvine evacuations, after ten minutes' operation upon

the brain.

19. Relief of mental dullness, and lowness of spirits.

20. General in vigoration , and reanimation of the constitution.

These statements being addressed to the medical profession,

no commentary is needed to illustrate the importance of the

results which have been thus promptly developed. You per

ceive, that an agent has been added to our therapeutic list, of

extraordinary and as yet incalculable power.

Whatever may be my own opinion, as to the extent to which

it may become a substitute for the existing system of medica

tion, I leave each one to draw his own inferences, from the

naked statement of facts which I have presented. It shall be

my purpose to demonstrate practically, the immense poweT

which has been acquired for hygienic unci medicinal purposes

—for the treatment of Insanity—for the purpose of Educa

tion—for promoting the general social happiness, by a due

regulation of the passions—for the reformation of criminals,

and for the philosophical re-organization oe the science o£'

medicine.



ARTICLE IV.

" Lecture on Phrenology, by Frank H. Hamilton, M. D., Professor of

the theory and practice of Surgery in Geneva Medical College, and

the Vermont Academv of Medicine. Delivered before the Roches

ter Athenaeum, Feb. 9, 1841. By request."

REVIEW.

(Continued from page 107.)

I shall next proceed to present my second great argument in

favor of Phrenology, namely that drawn from the animal

kingdom ; which is equally conclusive, and which will be illus

trated by cuts, showing that the cerebral developments of the

animal kingdom harmonize perfectly with their known charac

ters.

In prosecuting this subject, it should be remembered that

we are looking at the operations of nature in their outlines, in

their general aspect. We do not inquire whether Reverence

be small and Alimentiveness be large, that is, into the relative

size of each phrenological organ, so much as into the develop

ment of the classes of organs. But, as far as the argument is

concerned, this is all the better ; for, if its outlines be true, its

details will of course be also true. This general view of the

subject will show this one material point, namely, whether

there be any general relation between the size of certain por

tions of the brain, and certain general characteristics of intel

lect or feeling.

It should here be premised, that if Phrenology be true in

reference to man, it will of course be true in reference to the

animal kingdom also, and "vice versa." The analogy between

man and animals in the general functions performed, and or

gans for performing them, is very striking. Wherever the

same function is required or end attained, in both, a similar

organ is employed for attaining it. Thus, the action of every

nerve and muscle, in man or brute, causes an expenditure of

vitality, which must be re-supplied by the stomach, lungs, &c.

Hence, all animals have a stomach, or an aparatus analagous

to it, which is employed exclusively in digestion, modified in

the fowl and some other animals, but analagous to that of

man. So when the Deity has created an eye as an instru

ment of vision, all animals that see at all, see by means of an.
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^ye, and the eyes of all animals are similar to each other, at

-least in all their important characteristics. When the Deity

has once devised the principle of motion, by means of muscu

lar contraction, all animals that move at all, move "by means of

this one and the same great principle. Thus, the whale, as

he plows the vasty deep, the eagle, as he soars beyond om

vision, and man,^is he walks forth in the pride of his strength,

all move by means of muscular contraction.

Let us now look at the developments of the animal king

dom as compared with their real characteristics, to see whether

comparative Phrenology be trne or hypothetical. In prosecut

ing this subject, let us first examine their developments. Let

us see in what section of the head their brains are located—

whether in the forehead, top head, back head, around the ears,

,r every where in general,and no where in particular—whether

those animals known to possess predominant Destructiveness,

such as the lion, tiger, hyena, eagle, &c., are or are not fully

developed in the phrenological organ of Destructiveness, and

whether the sheep, rabbit, hen, &c., known not to possess the

.destructive propensity, have or have not the organ of Destruc

tiveness as often and as fully developed as the destructive ani

mals—whether the moral and religious organs of brutes are

or are not as fully developed as those of man—whether the

alligator, snake, toad, sheep, &C have the organs of reason as

fully developed as a Webster, a Kant or a Herschel, &c.

It should here be premised that the Animal kingdom have

but a feeble development of the faculties of reason, or devo

tion, or conscience, or imagination; but that their animal pro

pensities axe very strong, yet varying in different animals;

and that though some of the perceptive faculties may be very

strong in some animals, yet if Phrenology be true, their organs

of the reasoning faculties should be weak, and foreheads con

sequently retreating ; their moral sentiments also feeble ; but

their propensities large, and indeed embracing most of the

brain which they possess. Now if they can be shown to pos

sess fully developed reasoning or moral organs, even occasion

ally, I give up the agrument—I abandon Phrenology at

once. Aye more, show me even one animal, among all the

teeming millions of them that throng earth, air or sea, maa
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Alone excepted, possessed of even the same proportion of

brain in Causality and Comparison, which is common to man,

and you overthrow Phrenology, at least as far as the organs of

reason are concerned. But if Phrenology be hypothetical, if

there be no fixed laws governing the developments of the

brain, if this matter be left wholly to chance, if the brain be a

unity and it make no difference what part of it is developed, if,

iu short, the function of reason be exercised by the whole brain,

if whether the brain be developed in the basillar, or coronal,

or frontal, or occipital region, make no difference with the

powers or passions or mental qualities of the animal, if, in short

Dr. Hamilton be correct and Phrenology be fallacious, then

we may expect to find the developments of the brain not only

utterly wanting in regularity, but developed any how and

every way. But in case we find the developments of the brain

regular, and especially if we find the reasoning org,ans devel

oped where the reasoning powers are strong, but wanting

where the reasoning faculties are wanting; if we find the

moral organs developed in those who worship God and exer

cise the christian virtues ; the organs of the propensities pre

dominant in those whose animal passions predominate, whether

in men or animals, and small in those whose passions are fee

ble, then is Phrenology established, and Dr. Hamilton bound

to admit the truth of Phrenology—bound, not to give a

specious explanation of these coincidences, and show that they

may be accounted for on some other principle; but that they

mttst have and do have some other cause. Let us have no

guessing, no surmising, no may be's, where we can have cer

tainty. Or rather, if we have certainty on one side, that o

Phrenology, let us not give up this certainty for his uncertainty;

for he does not even pretend to say what docs cause these ani

mal developments, but what might explain them.

In ascertaining the cerebral developments of the animal*

kingdom, we shall require some land-mark,some startingpoint

from which to make our observations, and, fortunately, we

have a good one—one that is always apparent, and that strikes

at the root of the whole matter. That starting point is the

opening of the ear. According to Phrenology, the organs of

the animal propensities are located around and between the
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ears, giving to the head a round, wide, and spherical appear

ance. The domestic organs occupy the occiput, and cause the

head to project behind the ears as in the accompanying cat.

 

No. 1. A British officer, drawn from a scull found on the

British lines at Yorktown, Va_, and buried in the English uni

form of an officer of rank.

The mora! and religious organs are located in the top of

the head, and when large, give it length, breadth, and heighth,

as seen in the same cut. When they are small, the head is

low, conical, and narrow on the top, as in cut No. 2., drawn

from the scull of Le Blanc, the murderer of Judge Sayer, of

Morristown, N. J. ' In him, the animal propensities are very

large, and hence the width of his head, and its roundness at

the sides.

The intellectual organs occupy the forehead ; and are sub

divided into the perceptive organs, which are located over the

 

No. 3. Franklin. No. 4. HerscheL
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eyes, and the reflective organs, which occupy the upper and

lateral portions of the forehead. When large, they cause it to

rise almost perpendicularly, as in the scull of Franklin, No. 3.

In him, the perceptive organs are less, but in llerschel, they

are large, and the reflectives also large.

The shortest and surest way to ascertain where the opening

of the ear is, over which the propensities, especially Destruc-

tiveness and Secretiveness are, is by the backward termina

tion of the zigomatic arch, or that bone which binds the

muocle with which we move the lower jaw, and which ter

minates posteriorly at the insertion of the ear. Just above the

backward insertion of this bone will be found the group of

animalpropensities.

Let us now compare the developments of the whole animal

kingdom with these fundamental principles of Phrenology.

Put on your glasses, Dr. H., and look with us and then "ex

plain away."

Beginning with the lowest order of created beings, such as

the worm, the oyster, zoophites, &c., we find in them no brain,

and only a few nervous cords and ganglia, and accordingly

they have no mind. They merely live, and vegetate, eat,

move, and die. Reptiles, toads, frogs, alligators, turtles, &c.,

have a miserably small brain, and the whole of it is between

a/id around the ears. All their faculties are merely animal in

stincts, and all their brain is in that portion allotted to the ani

mal propensities. The moral and reasoning faculties are utter

ly wanting.

 

*

No. 6. Snake. No. 6. Turtle.

Dr. Hamilton, please tell us why this coincidence, and if

ever a snake, or toad, or hog, or turtle, or oyster, or fish, had

any traces of the reasoning or moral organs, produce them.

A single glance at their heads shows that all their brain is

where, if Phrenology be true, it should be. Account for this,

or give up the argument. No mincing the matter—no may

be's, no evasions. "Explain away" by showing, not how it
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may be, but how it is, or yield the point. Unless you do the

one or the other, your intellect is inferior to your prejudice, and

you are not a philosopher—you are not even a man.

The dog,the fox,the bear, the lion, the tiger, the hyena, thp

panther, the cat, the ichneuman, the wolf, and this whole class

of animals, possess strong animal propensities, especially Ap

petite, Cunning, Destruction1, and Caution, and accordingly are

very full around, above, and between the ears. Indeed, ncarly

all the brain they have, is allotted to the organs of the animal

propensities, as is evinced by the following cuts of the hyena,

bear, fox, cat, ichneuman, dog, &&

 

No. 7. Hyena—side view. No. 8. Hyena—top view.

These cuts were drawn from the scull of an xintamable

hyena, in which Destructiveness is so excessive as to widen the

head enormously from the top down to the ears, where Destruc

tiveness is located. [See figure 7, in cutsNos. 7 and 8.]

In order to ascertain for certain whether the developments

of the brain< coincide with the external appearance of the

scull, I sawed the scull open, and found two deep lobes, occu

pying the brain where Destructiveness and Alimentivenessare

located. In Philadelphia, from the menagerie that wintered

there in 1839,1 obtained another scull of the Hyena which

exactly resembled this, a cast of the brain of which I have.

 

No. 9. Bear—top view. No. 10. Bear—back view.

Tire cuts of the bear Nos. 9 and 10, closely resemble

those of the hyena. No. 9, or view of a bear's scull, as.
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you look down upon it, shows a rapid widening of brain at

the same point; namely, where Destrnctiveness is located, and

was copied from a most savage and ferocious bear, killed at

Alexandria,!). C, at a bear-bait, after it had fought and killed

in succession eleven pair of the best dogs that could be pro

cured, and in the same afternoon. This shows that the faculty

was as powerful as the organ is large. This scull can be seen

in my collection, at 131 Nassau st. Cut No. 10,isaback view

of the scull of a young bear, and shows its breadth as com

pared with its height, and its rapid widening from its top to,

its base though this is far less striking in this respect than

No. 9. I have the sculls of nearly twenty bears,. and these

will serve as a general type of them all.

The ichneuman is noted for both Cunning and Destructive-

ness, and so is the fox,. and also the caU. The side view of

the ichneuman, cut No. 11, evinces great Destructiveness, but

still greater Secretiveness, with large Cautiousness. The

ichneuman from which this was copied, entertained a deep

feeling of hatred and revenge towards a large and powerful

dog belonging to the menagerie with him,. and watching his

epportunity while the dog was asleep, (Secretiveness and Can

tiousness,) he fell upon him, and by the advantage thus gained,

before the dog could defend himself, killed him. (Destructive

ness.

 

No. 11. Ichneuman, side view. No. 12. do. back view. No. 13. Fox, side view .

The cat is remarkable for secretiveness, takes its prey by

surprise, and in all its plays- shows this faculty to be predom

inant. Cut No. 1.4, was drawn from the scull of a very sly and

cunning cat, given to myself and brother,at Amsteidan, N. Y.,.

by our landlady with the request that we would kill it, because

itinfested her buttery,.and showed so much art and caution, that

she could neither chastise it, nor keep it out. It has a little

protruberance on each side, just above Destructiveness, resem

bling little horns, and projecting far beyond any of the neigh

boring organs.
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No. 14. Cat, Side view. No. 15. Cat Side view. Fo. 16. Cat. Top view

The other two dark ground cuts, No. 15 and 16, are also

copied from the sculls of cats, and evince the same great devel

opment of brain between, and around the-ears, and of secre-

tiveness in particular. I have also the head of the lynx, or

Indian Cat, of the wild cat of Canada, and of the tiger-cat,

each of which has the same development of brain in the base

of the scull, around the ears, and especially the same predom

inant Secretiveness, with still larger Destructiveness.

Reader, catch the first cat you see, and every cat you find,

and feel of those little protruberances like young horns, about

half an inch above the insertion of the ears, and ask Dr. Ham

ilton what they mean, and if he cannot, or does not, tell you,

do you tell him, that it is the bump of" Secretiveness,lhe ruling

passion of the cat.

I have the scull of a lion, the king of beasts, one of the

largest and finest ever brought to this country, one that could

not be tamed, and that had broke off every one of its powerful

tusks by hard biting. In him the organs of Destructiveness

and Aliinentiveness, occupy two thirds of the entire brain ; the

other third being occupied by the cerebellum and perceptive or

gans. The lobes of Destructiveness were monstrous, far ex

ceeding. any thing I ever saw. Here is an extreme case, of

the development of both the organ and the propensity. To

appreciate the extent of Destructiveness in this specimen, the

head itself or a drawing of it must be seen, and I call upon Dr.

H., to explain this coincidence between the development of

the organ and the manifestation of the propensity. I have

also the casts of the sculls of ten tigers, and the scull of one,

(the one used on the boards of the Walnut st. Theatre, Phila

delphia, and killed by being beaten in order to break him,) and

in every one of them Destructiveness is enormous. One of

them was cast from the scull of a Royal Bengal tiger, (now
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in the possession of Dr. Morton, author of Morton's Crania

Americana,) the only animal that can compete with the Lion,

and in this specimen ,Destructiveness is nearly as large as in

the African Lion mentioned above.

And now, Dr. Hamilton, I put the question kome\a you ; did

you ever see a lion, or a tiger, or a hyena, that was not

very deep and broad between the ears, forming a perfect con

trast with the sheep, the deer, the rabbit, &c ? You must an-

 

No. 17. Sheep. No. 18. Rabbit.

swer, No. Then I call upon you to explain this general fact.

This you have already tried to do on page 7. You say :

" It is for the same reason which we have already explained,

that a broad head, or great breadth across the region of com-

bativeness and destructiveness, near which the lateral muscles

of the neck are attached, is generally accompanied with the

propensity to fight or quarrel, and especially if the tempera

ment be sanguine, bilious or choleric. Most great fighters

and all carnivorous animals, even down to the rat and mouse,

have similar conformations of head and body. Mere irritabil

ity of temper, however, seems to depend less upon strength

than temperament—an illustration of which is afforded in the

little put or whiffet dog."

Now I appeal whether this explanation at all meets the case.

This width of the head is not at all muscle. Chewing their

food does not make their sculls protrude just above their ears;

for, first, it will not widen the brain ; and secondly the tremen

dous pressure of the masticatory muscle on the sides of the

scull, would naturally press it together and make the scull thin.

Instead of this, it isthe widest just where this pressure is great

est. No. Unless you can give a better explanation of this

palpable coincidence between the organs and the manifestation

of the faculties, better do as Sewall has done, let this point

alone. Mere policy, common sagacity, says, say nothing or

VOL. IV,—S3.
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aay more and better ; while truth and reason require yon

to admit that throughout all animated nature, width between

the ears and the destructive, carniverous propensity, go hand in

hand.

Once more. Take a thousand or ten thousand bull-dogs,

or all the bull-dogs on the face of the earth, and all its crosses,

and then as many grey-hounds, and put each of each in a row

by themselves, and then go through between the two rows,

from one end to the other, and I care not if the rows be thou

sands of miles long, every bull-dog and all its crosses will be

wide-headed, broad between the ears, and have prodigious

Destructiveness, while every grey-hound, will be slim and

narrow-headed, and have much smaller Destructiveness.

Then compare their destructive or biting propensity. Who

was ever bit by a grey-hound? Who ever saw two pointers

fightinginthe streets or falling upon animals to bite or kill them ?

But where is the bull-dogthat doesNOT possess the destructive,

biting, fighting, savage propensity? Where is the bnll-dog

that has not a wide head? nowhere on earth. This fact is

so palpable, so uniform that any one must admit it, and it is

as universal as the two breeds of dogs. I never saw, and I do

not believe any reader, or any body ever saw a narrow

headed bull-dog, or a wide headed grey-hound. Now, Dr.

Hamilton, please " explain away" this coincidence, between

propensity and development. No evasion. We will not let

you off. We have you on the hip, and will hold you there.

You need not think to maintain a sullen silence, to be too dig

nified to answer. You need not think that you can deny

these "stubborn things," for they are before you, before the

world. Nor need you think to admit them, and yet doubt the

truth of Phrenology. Unless you account for these facts on

other grounds, than the truth of Phrenology, and those the

true grounds—you are no" philosopher—you are no reasoner

—you are a philosophical idiot. When two and two are set

before you, think you that you can deny that they make four,

and yet pass for anything else? No! when facts as plain,

as universal as these, are placed before him, cannot refute

to admit the truth of Phrenology, and yet retain any claim to

intellectual, acumen or love of truth, unlesshe "explain away"

these facts. In the name of reason, you are compelled to
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admit Phrenology, or give some other cause for these facts, or

else be considered incapable of reasoning. Take your choice.

And when you have explained these facts, weopen upon yo

another volley. The hawk, owl, eagle, and all birds of

prey, have wide heads and large Destructiveness, while the

hen, turkey, pigeon, and all animals that live on grain, have

narrow heads, and this organ small.

 

No. 19. OwL. Top view. No. 20. Hawk. Top view.1;

 

No. 21. Hen. Top view. No. 22. Crow.

The crow has very large Secretiveness and Cautiousness

qualities preminently characteristic of that animal, with reti

ring Destructiveness.

Having shown that the animal kingdom have a powerful

development of the animal organs, let us pause to observe

more distinctly a contrast between the moral sentiments of

man compared with those of the animal kingdom. Man.

worships his God. Bowing himself in devout adoration and

praise

" Before Jehovah's awful throne,"

he pours out his soul in thanksgiving and worship to the Su

preme Giver of all good, penitently supplicates pardon at the

hands of his forgiving Heavenly Father, and commits and

commends the keeping of his soul to the gracious protection

of an overruling Providence. This, the brute creation hav«

no inclination, no faculty of doing. You cannot teach a dog

to be solemn in church, nor a hog to pray, nor a lion to be pen.
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itent, nor a tiger to exercise forgiveness. Bat man has both

the faculty and the tlispositionto exercise the whole circle of

the Christian virtues, to add unto his faith, virtue, and unto

virtue, charity, and unto charity, meekness, and unto meek

ness, forgiveness, and unto forgiveness, penitence, and unto

penitence, long-suffering, and unto long-suffering, hope, and

unto hope, gladness, and unto gladness, philanthropy—feelings

unknown to brutes. Now have the brute creation the organs

of the moral sentiments according to Phrenology? If so,

Phrenology is overthrown. Aye, more : show me a single

animal possessing a fair share of brain, in the top of the head

—which would be often the case if the shape of their brains

were a matter either of chance or of no importance,—audi

promise forever to abandon Phrenology, to consign this Journal

to oblivion, and to recant my phrenological heresy on the bend

ed knees of contrition for having led my fellow men astray.

But no such instance has ever been found. No, and never

trill be. And now, Dr. Hamilton, you hare the challenge :—

If Phrenology be not true, how easy a matter now to disprove

it by at least one fact. But, if you cannot thus disprove it—

if you cannot, or even do not find even one brute in which

the moral organs are developed—then it is your turn—your

bound duty to recant your heresy. Disprove or renounce ;

or else by doing neither, you give up all claim to the title of a

reasoner. "Silence gives consent." Say nothing and you are

routed, foot and horse, flank and centre, advance guard and

corps of reserve. Against you, and in proof of Phrenology,

is a range of facts, of the most positive, unequivocal charac

ter, as extensive and as varied as the whole brute creation on

the one side, and the whole human family on the other. No

brute, or fowl, or fish, were ever known to possess the moral

organs according to Phrenology. Go into our museums and

menageries, ransack air, earth, and sea, and scour the four

quarters of the earth, from the burning deserts of Africa, to

the frozen regions of Siberia, including every island and every

part of the globe, whether habitable or uninhabitable, and

you cannot find one, no, not one animal, (as contra distinguish

ed from man,) in which the moral organs are developed The

animals represented in the preceding cuts, will be found fair
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samples of all animals. One dog is a type of the whole ca

nine race ; and one cat of the whole feline species ; one owl,

of all owls; one hen or hawk, of all hens and hawks. Their

developments arc as uniform as are the forms of their bodies.

As Cnvier, by the bones of any animal, could tell its species

and genus, so, by the phrenological developments alone can

very good phrenologists tell the species and genus and minute

character of any animal presented.

This view of the subject vastly augments the power of these

conclusions; for now, in the few cuts already before the reader,

you have a faithful type of the whole animal kingdom.

I grant that one fox may be more cautious than another, one

cat more cunning than another, and the Bengal tiger more

fierce and ferocious than other species of the tiger, but all

foxes have great Cautiousness, all cats great Secretiveness,

all tigers great Destructiveness, though larger in some than

in others, according to their peculiar dispositions. This was

seen in bull-dogs as contrasted with pointers, and yet all the

brain of the pointers is in the animal. region, though there is

less of it in that region in them than in the bull-dog.

Here then, we have a total absence of both the moral organs

and of the religious sentiments in the animal kingdom, but in

the whole human family, we have both the moral organs and

the religious feelings. The head of man, rises high above

the ears and is long and broad upon the top, a shape or form

of development utterly unknown to the brute creation. Dr.

Hamilton, in the name of the inductive method of reasoning

—of the Baconian system of philosophy, I call upon you for

an answer. By this one range of facts, Phrenology is proved,

past all cavil, evasion, or reply.

But we are not yet done. I know that to strike an enemy

after he is down, (is contrary to all the rules of honorable

warfare,) (when that enemy strikes his flag)—yours, I believe,

is nailed fast to your mast-head, reason or no reason—but I am

not yet done with this subject. Man is a reasoni?ig being.

He can trace effects to their causes, and apply causes to the

production of effects. He has explored the sun, and measured

the stars. In this one respect, that of reasoning and applying

means to ends, docs he differ in toto from the entire brute cre

ation. Now, if he alone possess the organs of reason, this
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coincidence establishes Phrenology ; but if a single brute pos

sess the organs of reason without the faculty of reason,

this alone will overthrow the science.

What then are the facts of the case ? Man has aforehead

—high, noble, expansive, and these organs give it its heighth,

Have the brutes this forehead? They lack the facul

ties of reason ; they lack the organs of thought. This coinci

dence places Phrenology upon a basis too firm to be shaken by

such a flimsy argument, (argument ? does that mere quibble

just quoted deserve the name of argument ?) as that just quo

ted by which you attempt to refute this argument drawn

rom comparative Phrenology ?

 

 

Intelligent monkey. Front view. No. 23. Do. Side view. No. 24.

The only approaches towards an intellectual development

in the lower order of animals, is to be found in the monkey

race, including the baboon, ourang-outang, &c., which form

the connecting link between man and brute. They have a

faint dawn of reasoning intellect, especially the ourang-outang,

called the halfreasoning man. They often show contrivance,

and adaptation of means to ends, and of the six casts of dif

ferent ourang-outangs in my collection, each has a very slight

development of Causality, with considerable Comparison.

And three of them, whose history I have, evinced the faculties

of these organs. Still, the main part of their brain is found

in the animal, basilar region, as seen in the cuts of the monkey

given above. They have a little brain in the region of the

moral organs, yet little or no Veneration, Conscientiousness, or

Marvellousness, the facultiesof which, pre-eminently constitute

the religious sentiments.

Idiots, again, are usually destitute of the intellectual organs

as well as faculties. There idiocy is sometimes caused by a dis

organization of the brain, but congeinital idiots, are always

small in the region of the reasoning organs. The following

cut was copied from an idiot some twenty-six years old tha{

could neither talk nor even feed himself, and in him the intel.

lectual organs are almost totally wanting.
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Idiot. No. 26. North American Indian. No. 27.

The North American Indian shows also a large development

of the animal organs, with feeble reasoning organs, which coin

cides with his aversion to study, and the strength of his revenge

ful, cunning, and cautious feelings. Those tribes, however,

which live upon the borders of civilization, or are surrounded

by the whites, often evince superior intellectual organs. A bet

ter forehead than Red Jacket's, is seldomfound on white men's

shoulders, and his intellectual faculties were proportionably ac

tive and powerful. Some of the Choctaw and Cherokee del

egation to Washington have noble foreheads, and fine minds,

yet those tribes who live beyond the pale and influences of

learning and civilization, arc proportionably destitute of both

these organs and faculties, as seen in the cut of the North Amer

ican Indian presented above, which was copied from a scull

dug from a very ancieut mpund, and doubtless preceded the

present race of Indians.

The fact that some of the Indians have good heads, and es

pecially those that are civilized, shows that their general pov

erty of intellect is caused, not by any constitutional deficiency ,

as much as by a want of cultivation.

So of the African race. That they have less intellect than

the whites, and also an inferior development of the intellectual

organs, is self-evident from a single glance at their heads as a

whole, but, the fact that the colored population of the North,

have better heads than those at the South, and that the native

Africans direct from Africa, have better heads than the Anglo"

African, a hundred confirmations of which I have seen, shows

that their intellectual inferiority, as to both organ and faculty,

ihough it confirms the principles of Phrenology, is neverthe
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less caused by their want of culture, not by any constitution

al inferiority. A confirmation of this theory is found iii the

fact, that colored children have better heads relatively than

colored adults.

In his oral lecture, Dr. H. said, that the colored' people usu

ally had the sign of language very large, yet not the faculty

of language. The former I admit, but deny the latter. On

the other hand, as far as my observation goes, they are iuces-

sant talkers, and first-rate interpreters. To settle this question,

I appeal to those families who speak a foreign languages and

have colored servants, if they do not learn and speak foreign

languages with surprising facility, and speak them with more

fluency and purity than our own race who have equal facilities?

Do they not make excellent interpreters also? As to their

being great talkers, let those who see them judge. Their

songs also, are very wordy, yet contain few ideas.

As we rise to our own race, and especially to the highest or

der of human intellect, as in a Webster, a Franklin, a Herschel,-

&c., we find a prodigious frontal lobe. Where in the world, is

there another mind like that of Webster for deep and profound

reasoning, and where is there another forehead like his? The

reasoning faculties of Franklin were powerful, and his reason

ing organs most conspicuous, as seen in the cut above, and also

in all the busts and engravings of him extant. But why enter

into details ? Arc not our leading facts undeniable, and per

fectly conclusive ? Thou why multiply cases? As the one

reason that Mr. Juror was dead was proof positive that he

could not appear in court, so the universal fact that all animals

of the lower order, have a great basilar or animal development,

but no moral or reasoning organs or faculties, is proof positive

and incontestiblc that these developments are goverened by

certain laws, and that Phrenology points out those laws in har

mony with which God created man, and also the whole range

of the animal kingdom.

And now, Dr. Hamilton, Phrenology demands a reply to this

argument, or an admission of its truth, and the public will .ex

pect one. The pages of the Phrenological Journal are at your

service for that reply, so that you have no excuse on that score,

for I will pay the printer. Nor can your professional engage
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ments excuse you, for, if they are sufficient to excuse you from

giving any reply, they should have been sufficient at least to

have prevented your attack. Phrenology did not attack you-

On the contrary she says you have a good head, and especially

a goo \ forehead, and more especially, large reasoning organs,

—quite large enough to see the force of this argument, and

large enough too to answer it, if there be an answer. This an

swer we claim. Give it, or you are conquered. Give it, or it

^ because you can't give it—give it in reference to this one

point, comparative, phrenology or the coincidences between the

phrenological developments of the whole animal kingdom, man

inclnded, and their known traits of character or else never

again open your mouth about Phrenology, nor lay claim to the

possession of reason.

ARTICLE V.

magnetism and the scriptures.

Providence, Sept." 1842.

Mr. Fowler : Dear Sir,—I have read your Journal for this

month with more than common interest, as you have touched

upon a subject which will eventually unfold some of the sub

Hmcst truths ever discovered by man. Your remarks on mag

netism in connexion with the scriptures of truth, are well worth

the attention all who believe that God governs all things

throughout his vast Universe by fixed laws. They seeem to

©pea up a new fountain which shall prove a second Pool of

Bethesda, whose waters shall flow for the healing of the

nations.

I suggest for your consideration, whether man may not be

come so perfect in this science as to give him complete control

over the wild beasts of prey. May we not see the Wolf and

Lamb lie down together, and a little child lead them. Nay

more, may we not hope to realize the signs which Christ said

should follow those who believe, viz :

" In my name shall they cast out devils, they shall take up

serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt
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them, they shall lay hands on the sick and they shall recover."

—Mark, Chapt. xvi., verse 17-18.

It is a well established fact, that it is was a common occur

rence among the ancients to charm reptiles of the most poison

ous kind, and even cure wounds in a sudden manner. To this

art the Psalmist alludes, when he speaks of the adder that

stoppeth her ear, which will not hearken to the voice of the

charmer, charm he never so wisely. —Psalm lviii, verse 5.

In connexion with the above I subjoin some extracts from

travellers in Eastern countries.

Mr. Brown in his travels in Africa, says : "The charmers of

serpents are worthy of remark, their powers seem extraordi

nary. The serpents most common in Cairo are the viper class,

and undoubtedly poisonous. If one of them enter a house, the

charmer is sent for who uses a certain form of words. I have

seen three serpents enticed out of the cabin of a ship lying

near the shore, the operator handled them, and then put them

into a bag. At other times I have seen these serpents twist

themselves around the bodies of the charmers in all directions

without having their fangs extracted or broken, and without

doing them any injury."

Niebuhr in his travels, says, "adders and serpents twist them

selves around the neck and naked bodies of young children,

belonging to those that charm them, without being injured. At

Laurat, an Armenian seeing one of them make an adder bite

his hand without receiving any injury, said, 'I can do that,'

and causing himself to be bitten in the hand, he died in less

than two hours."

In the travels of Mr. Bruce, he says, " incantations of ser

pents, there is ne doubt of its reality. The Scriptures are full

of it. All who have been in Egypt have seen as many differ

ent instances as they chose. Some have doubted that it was

a trick, and that the animals so handled had been trained, and

disarmed of their power of hurting, and fond of the discovery,

they had rested themselves upon it, without experiment, in

the face of all antiquity. But I will not hesitate to aver, that

I have seen at Cairo (and this may be seen daily without

trouble or expense) a man who came from above the catacomb,

where the pits of the mummy birds are kept, who has taken a
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Cerastes with his naked hand from a number of others lying at

the bottom of the tub, has put it upon his bare head, covered

it with the common red cap he wears, then taking it out put it

in his breast and tied it about his neck like a necklace, after

which it has been applied to a hen, and bit it, which died in

a few minutes, and to complete the experiment, the man has

taken it by the neck, and beginning at its tail has eat it as one

would a carrot, without seeming repugnance. I can myself

vouch, that all the black people in the kingdom of Lennaar,

whether Funge or Nuba, are perfeectly armed against the bite

of either scorpion or viper. They take the Cerastes in their

hands at all times, put them in their bosoms and throw them

to one another, as children do apples or ball, without having

irritated them by this usage so much as to bite."

The following is from Hasseljuist travels in Palestine :

" The Egyptians can perform some feats, which those of

Europe are not able to imitate, viz : they can deprive serpents

of their poison, they take the most poisonous vipers in their

naked hands, play with them, place them in their bosom, and

make them perform all sorts of tricks. All this I have often

seen ; the man whom I saw to day, had only a small viper,

but I have seen him when he had others three or four feet long,

and of the very worst species. I examined in order to see

if the serpents had been deprived of their poisonous fang, and

convinced myself by actual observation that this was not the

case. On the 3d of July I recieved at once four different spe

cies of serpents, which I preserved in spirits. They were the

Vipera vulganis, Cerastes, Alpina laculus, Anguesmarinus.

They were brought me by a female, who excited the astonish

ment of all us Europeans, by the manner in which she handled

these poisonous and dangerous animals, without receiving the

least injury. As she put them into the bottle into which I in

tended to preserve them, she managed them just as one of our

ladies would handle their ribands or laces. The others gave

her no difficulty, butthe vipers did not seem to like their intended

dwelling, they slipped out before the bottle could be covered, they

sprang about on her hands and naked arms, but she betrayed no

symptoms of fear ; she took| them quite tranquilly from her

body, and placed them into the vessel that was to be their grave,
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she had caught them, as our Arab assured us, without difficulty

in the fields. Without doubt she must possess some secret art

or skill, but I could not get her to open her mouth on the sub

ject."

This art is a secret even among the Egyptians. The ancient

Marzi and Psylli in Africa, who daily exhibited specimens of

this art in Rome afford evidence of its antiquity in Africa.

And it is a very remarkable circumstance that such a thing should

remain a secret above two thousand years, and be retained

only by a certain class of persons."

Yours, very respectfully.

Samuel Allen.

MISCELLANY.

* Again the work on Self-Improvement is made to give way to the

Journal department ; first, because, without pursuing this fourse, the ar

ticle on Comparative Phrenology must be essentially marred by being

divided ; whereas, to appreciate its full force, it should be presented to

gether, and secondly, because that work has already been suspended,

and at a point where the breach will be less observed, namely, after the

analysis of the intellectual faculties is completed, and before that of the

feelings is commenced. If this course be objectionable to our readers,

they have only to say so, and it will be remedied, by giving to each de

partment the space promised. The departures heretofore of a similar

character have not caused one word of complaint from any quarter to

reach the Editor; and this affords one excuse for its continuance. The

complaint of 'one individual would remedy it; for, if the Journal mat

ter be less valuable even to one subscriber, than that on, Education and

Self-Improvement, he should feel bound to fulfil his terms, though all

|he rest were satisfied. -'Justicia fiat, si celum mat."

Phrenology applied to the Cultivation of Memory. A gentleman

in a letter to a friend, writes as follows :

"Fowler on Memory." I find it lobe a great auxiliary. The course

pointed out in the case of Mr. McGuigan of Pa., illustrates, powerfully,

the truth of Phrenology. My own memory was waning—was con

stantly proving treacherous ; and within the last ten days I have com

menced the very method which he adopted, to recover mine, and wheth
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er there be a truth in Phrenology or not, one thing I do knout—in plac

ing my finger, last evening, on Eventuality, Locality, and Causality, 1

Tound them all very tender and also exceedingly active. The direc

tions given on p. 24 are practised each day ; and I find my memory

two hundred per cent more retentive than it was ten days ago." Hun

dreds have made similar remarks in reference both to the oral lecture

and the printed work. The method thus pointed out has only to be

tried to be regarded as int'aluuble.

This gentleman is a teacher, and writes as follows in reference to

teaching on phrenological and physiological principles.

"I have always been successful with small scholars, inasmuch as

I used to give them the opportunity of a good recess, allowing them to

take the fresh air, and exercise their muscles two or three times a half

day, after which they resumed their benches to say " A," greatly de

lighted and refreshed. In teaching them to say "A," &c., I use the

blackboard, and parade a class of these fledghngs and hold a family

talk with them of five minotes or more, tell them a tale of some great

man, who used to "sit on a bench and say A ;" bring several letters

together that would spell the name of some thing with which they were

familiar, and then communicate to them what I know concerning it as

easily as I could, and the little fellows would retire delighted beyond

measure."

As it is not all gold that shines, so it is not all wit that excites laugh

ter. The following always provokes a hearty laugh, yet contains no

great amount of genuine wit.

Messrs. Buell and Sizer, are lecturing upon Phrenology in Vermont

with decided success. Those who have heard them, give them much

credit for making correct examinations, and putting Phrenology upon

a respectable footing. May success attend them, for they seem thor

oughly imbued with the true spirit of Phrenology.

In a certain town in Ireland, in which it was customary for persons

to write their own epitaphs before death, an Irishman wrote, for inser

tion on his tombstone, " Here I lie, as snug as a bug in a rug."

Another Irishman, seeing this inscription, directed that his tombstone

should be placed direcUy opposite the other, and bear the following

epitaph. " Here I lie, snugger than that tuther bugger !T Many a

man makes odd speeches, yet few make witty ones.

The English Association for the promotion of Phrenology, which

met in London this year, had rather a stormy time, especially as re

gards the union of AnimalMagnetism and Phrenology. The party in

favor of examining the subject, finally prevailed. Some other points that
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met with opposition, were brought forward, but the proceedings gen

erally were characterized by unanimity, and* the influence of the

association as a whole was decidedly promotive of Phrenology,

From what I can glean from reports of speeches, the opening address,

&c., &c., I am inclined to the opinion—an opinion merely—that the

English Phrenologists are rather too anxious to place Phrenology on

a scientific and philosophical basis, to the neglect ofpractical examin

ations. Mere theorizing and abstract reasoning, will never advance the

interests of Phrenology. Observation.—The examination ofheads—

the collection of FACTS, alone can do it. I fear the influence of this

philosophising spirit. If that association, or any other association or

society will but confine themselves to observing and reporting/acf*.

it will prosper, but as surely as speculative reasoning takes the place of

facts, just so surely will the interest of the society droop and die, di

visions spring up, and the association sink into the shades of obliv

ion. Let Gall be our example in this respect, and his success will be

ours also.

The following quotation from the London Medical Times, of July

23, will serve as a specimen of the manner in which the meeting was

conducted, and of the subjects discussed.

"Phrenological Jlssociation.—A case of impaired function of the or

gan of Language was furnished by Mr. Stark, of Norwich. The pa

tient lost her memory of names for a time and recovered. Such cases

are very common ; some of them are accompanied by pain in the seat of

the organ ; and examination after death usually detects something mor

bid in it—an apoplectic cell, softening, or some cause of pressure. Mr.

Simpson very properly reminded the meeting that Gall pointed out two

organs of language ; one for merely memory, without reference to the

meaning of terms ; and one for appreciating the spirit of languages—

philological. Nothing shows the ignorance that exists of Gall's work*

in this country, more than the ignorance on this point of most believers

in Phrenology. Dr. Sphurzheim chose to assert that there was bat

one organ; though, reversely, Gall's organ of , the sense of things he

split into two—individuality and eventuality. The English phrenolo

gical public, therefore talk glibly of individuality and eventuality, as ii

it were as cerain as the motions of the earth that there are two such

organs, and never speak or dream of two organs of language. It seem

ed scarcely remembered by some of the speakers, that in palsy person*

are often unable to spesk^from an affection of the nerves of the muscle*

of articulation, recognizing the words spoken by others and writing cor

rectly ; and that frequently the power of remembering words, and th#

power of articulation both suffer together.
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After this paper was discussed, Mr. Solly demonstrated the brain

according to Gall's discoveries. He astonished the audience by pre-

prefacing tha he thought it right, though he had consented to demon

strate the anatomy of the brain, to protest against this act of anatomical

demonstration to the Association being presumed to imply an assent to

the opinions expressed by Dr. Engledue the preceding day, from whom

he entirely differed. Mr. Solly, no doubt, had his reasons for this

strange procedeure ; but he knew that it was a fundamental law of tlie

Association, read aloud from the chair, at the conclusion of Dr. Engle-

due's paper, that no opinion expressed in any paper read at its meetings

was to be regarded as more than the opinion of the individual writer.

Mr. Solly,s course appears, therefore to us as absurd as it was little ;

and, to show his total dissent from Dr. Engledue, he used the follow

ing expressions during the very first five minutes of his discourse' no

doubt following his own private convictions, and forgetting that he was

to discent from Dr. Engledue :—

" The grey matter produces thought."

M The will that moves the eye is the brain."

" The will eminales from the hemispheric ganglia."

We shall never forget the looks of astonishment which were ex

changed between the members as each of these sentences and others

like them fell from his lips. They were instantly noted down by Dr.

Engledue, and read aloud by him, with appropriate reflections upon Mr,

Solly's course and consistency, as soon as the demonstration was over.

Mr. Solly then gave it as his opinion, that the grey matter of the brain

is the scource of power, (not spirit, but grey mailer observe ! not the

recipient of power but the source of power, observe !) and the white the

conductor only ; and he gave this opinion as more or less his own. He

did not mention Dr. Fletcher's name. He took no notice that in 1836

Dr. Fl6tcher's)Lectures were published on fasciculi, in 1834 in Ryan's

Journal ; and delivered with the same doctrines in 1831, and even still

earlier. But we possess notes taken by ourselves at his Lectures in

1831. ^His words are :—We should presume that the susceptibility of

thought will have its immediate seat in the grey matter, or exterior of

the brain." " If this view of the matter be adopted, the white matter

of the brain mustbe regarded like the white matter in the spinal sys

tem of the nerves, in the light of mere conduits." Nearly twenty

years ago, Messrs. F«ville and Pinel Grandchamp, fancied, from path

ological observations, that the superficial grey matter of the brain pre

sides over the intellectual functions. Mr. Solly expiated upon the

doctrine of the surface and not the whole hemispheres " producing

thought ;" as though this view was his own. And he made all but his
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equals and seniors conceive the view was his own, and makes we

doubt not, poor fresh students conceive so, for he lectured iti that self-

satisfied and magesterial style, which is so amusing to us when we

drop into many medical and especially anatomical and surgical theatres,

but which it is out of taste and unwise to adopr when others than the

green are present. Rut as to this doctrine of the surface being the seat

of the mental functions, Gall so taught ; his •organs were] all seated

in the convolutions, which are superficial paits ; and the surface is con

voluted, of course simply to increase the extent of surface : 3nd that

they are performed by the surface and transmitted from it. Mr. S. pro

ceeded to propose the word ganglion to the cortical or grey sulwtanct

of the convolutions. Now this is quite unjustifiable. A ganglion is an

aggregated mass ; the term is used in regard to the nervous and the ab

sorbent system to signify a lump of substance, so to speak iu distinction

from layers, chords, or extended tubes or vesssels. To apply il to aa

-extended layer, is to confound all meaning ; and after expatiating upon

the extreme extension of the grey matter over the surface of the brain,

the application of the term ganglion was most conspicuously objection

able in Mr. Solly, who would do better without such originality. What

was gained by his term of hemispherical ganglion we know not. At

any rate there is nothing original in the term, for the cerebrum has been

represented by some authors as a ganglion placed at the top of the spi

nal chord. He spoke of the fibrous nature of the septum lucidum as *

positive discovery of his own. But, in the first place, Gall describes

all the white part of the brain, and therefore the septum lucidum, as

fibrous; white and fibrous are with him synonymous terms. In the

next place, these are Gall's words, at p. 313 of his Anatomy : " Of

the septum lucidum No one has yet described the true relations of

these two fibrous layers though they have been knowE ever siixe the

time of Galen;" "a fibrous band issues each middle lobe, ice, as

cends, &c., spreads out and constitutes with its fellow of the opposite

side the septum lucidum." Mi. Solly professed to be the author of

several other novelties.—Medical 7\mes.
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ARTICLE I.

EXISTING EVILS AND THEIR REMEDY.

Having, in this series of articles, thus far shown that our

pecuniary embarrassments have their causes and origin in the

predominant exercise of Acquisitiveness, or in the inordinate

love and too eager pursuit of riches —in the over-trading of

some classes, and the excessive extravagance of others, in

one class consuming more than they earn, and another amass

ing immense wealth in the hands of the few, in man's arti-

ficial wantSfin the credit system and in our rotten banking

system, I now propose to go down to the very bottom of the

whole difficulty, and show that our hard times have their

cause and origin in a state of society, as regards property, in

open hostility to the nature and original constitution of man.

On pp. 44 and 45, it was shown that the excessive exercise

of any faculty thwarted the very ends attained by that faculty.

As the excessive indulgence of the appetite cloggs and disor

ders the stomach, and thereby destroys the very pleasures of

the palate sought in its indulgence, and so of every other

faculty, so this excessive indulgence of Acquisitiveness in this

universal scrambling after riches, has destroyed that very en

joyment of the comforts of life which this faculty is designed

to provide. As this principle explains the cause of our hard

times, and was therefore placed first in our remarks on the

hard times, so its full explanation and application, closes them.

VOL. IV.—NO. 24.
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As "man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word

that proceedeth out of the mouth of God," so man shall not

live to gratify Acquisitiveness, alone but to exercise all his

faculties. Acquisitiveness should be exercised mainly to pro

cure the means of properly exercising all the other faculties.

Combining with Alimentiveness, it would lay in a store of

provisions and fruit in their respective seasons sufficient to last

till they could be again gathered in from the lap of nature;

with Inhabitiveness, and the social faculties, it would own a

home, and with Ideality, would beautify it; with Intellect

would procure books and the means of acquiring knowledge,

&c., yet it alone, should occupy only the same proportion of

our time and desires, that this organ bears to the whole brain,

namely, about one in forty. But it and its combinations, occupy

thirty-nine in every forty of the desires and days of man. Is

this right ? Is it the order of his nature, and demanded by

the requirements of his being ?

The one great end of man's existence is enjoyment. Every

organ and function of his body, every faculty of his mind,

man throughout, is every way adapted to enjoyment of the

richest kind, and to an extent inconceivable by us as we now

are. What a world of real pleasure is there in childish sports,

and in the flow of "youthful blood," and buoyant, elastic

spirits ; in the full, uninterrupted enjoyment of life, and health,

and strength ; in eating, sleeping, and muscular exercise !

Yet, what are all these compared with the higher exercise of

mind, of glowing friendship, of the domestic feelings, of pure

and elevated connubial love, of the still higher moral and re

ligious feelings, of disinterested benevolence to man, and ador

ation of God, not to mention the still more exalted delight

springing from studying the works and operations of nature,

from the exercise of mind as mind, which, more than any

thing else, calls into harmonious action, and that, too, in a

higher degree, the greatest number of faculties ! The per

fection of man's nature consists in the harmonious and agree

able exercise of these and all his other faculties and powers.

But man, in his eager chase after riches, does not give himself

time to reap any of these golden fruits thus strewed by the

God of nature in his path. He spends nearly all his time, all
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his energies, his whole existence upon his hody, in amassing

wealth, in getting something to eat, and drink, and wear, and

live in, and show off with. In doing this, he hurries, and

drives, and toils, as though he had but a week to live, thereby

breaking down his constitution, inducing disease in all its forms,

and hurrying himself into an early grave. This cannot be the

natural order of things. So noble a being as man was certainly

never made merely to eat, and sleep, and flutter in the fashions,

and heap up money. Had God designed that he, like the

other animals, should expend his whole existence upon his

body, he certainly would never have endowed him with the

higher qualities of morality and intelligence. Life and pro

bation are worth too much to be all swallowed up in merely

gratifying our physical and animal wants. The body is only

the servant of the mind, and for us thus to use up both the

mind and body upon the latter, is to make ourselves mere

brutes, and to throw into the back-ground aJl that is noble,

and moral, and intellectual, and godlike in man. Yet all this

the mass of mankind do. Only here and there one spend

their time in the exercise and enjoyment of mind, and moral

feeling as such. How small a proportion of time is spent in

studying the wonderful works of God, in admiring the beau

ties of nature, examining her operations, or studying and ap

plying her laws and phenomena ! No ! man has no time to

bestow upon these trival, foolish matters! He does not take

time even to eat and sleep, but must swallow down his food

half masticated, and nearly untasted, thus deranging his

stomach, and doubly abridging the pleasures of his palate.

The same is true of all his enjoyments. He ruins his health

in making money, and completes that ruin in spending it !

But the order of nature evidently is for man to exercise

every part of his body, every faculty of his mind, in due pro

portion.

" Nature's wants are few but loud." A few hours' labor

each day, say from five to eight, will earn all the necessaries

and the comforts of life, artificial wants and extravagances

excepted, and to every man, rich and poor, literary and in

business, this amount of exercise is indispensable for preserv

ing his health. The labouring classes, instead of consuming
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their whole existence in working, should be better paid for

their labor, and thus allowed time to cultivate their intellects,

and exercise their finer feelings. The present arrangements

of society tend to make the rich man richer, and the poor man

poorer. This is certainly not the order of nature. The pos

session of great wealth is not right, because its possessor can

not enjoy it ; and because wealth is only the time of man, his

life, and flesh, and blood, and earthly existence, thrown into

that form. If "time is money," then money is time, and for

one man to consume, to put into his pocket, to expend upon

his individual gratification, the time and lives of one, or five,

or twenty, or hundreds, or tbousands of his fellow-beings, as

is the case with those who have different degrees of wealth,

is contrary to the original arrangement of heaven. That

arrangement is, for every man to have the disposal and the

full avails of his own time ; for every man to have property

enough to supply his real necessities and wants, but no more,

and to expend the balance upon nobler pursuits, upon the ex

ercise of his intellectual and moral powers ; and when men

transgress these natural laws, they experience rebuke at the

hand of nature, in the very line of their transgression. If

they become too rich, they fail in business, these reverses al

ways falling upon the most wealthy, or their children squan

der it, or they get cheated out of it, so that, "nolens, volens,"

they are compelled to keep within certain limits. And the

nearer they keep to "neither poverty nor riches," the better it

is for them, mentally and physically, for time and eternity.

We have said that money is time. We will illustrate and

apply this idea. The capitalist employs twenty men at #2 per

day. They each earn him $4 per day ; and this nett profit

re-augments his wealth. But this wealth is nothing more nor

less than the life,"and blood, and strength,and sinew, and being

of these laborers put into his pocket. Let him pay them all

they earn, namoly, the two dollars for half a day's work, and

let them spend the other half of each day in cultivating their

mental temperaments, in exercising their minds and moral feel

ings, in literary societies, religious exercises, the study of na

ture, &c., and though he might not; thereby, amass his tens of

thousands, yet he would be just as well off, and they vastly
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better. It would even benefit him to work half the day, and

thus earn his own living.

Instead of this, ha employs these men to build and furnish,

in splendid style, a house at an expense of $25,000. Proba

bly just as comfortable a house could be built and furnished for

$5,000. Here, then, are 10,000 days of man's existence

thrown away upon extras, for the mere sake of looks. Now

the time men spend in labor, deducting lost time, would not

probably average more than ten or twelve years each, but we

will say fifteen, and, we have more than the entire earthly ex

istence of two human beings thrown away upon the mere ex

tras of that single house, which do no one any real good, but

simply gratify the rich owner's Approbativeness and Acquisi

tiveness. If he own a dozen such houses, or their equiva

lent, he uses up in his own gratification the entire lives of

twenty-four beings as good as himself. And who is this rich

nabob, this "great Caesar," that he should monopolize, or

rather sacrifice upon the altar of his selfishness, all the lives of

all these human beings ? Why he is a rich man ! that is all.

Let the wages of the laboring classes be doubled, and trebled,

anc quadrupled ; build the comfortable house for $5,000, but

pay out the $25,000 for it, and let the 10,000 extra days be

spent in reading and mental culture, and men will not only be

more healthy and happy, but live longer; for it is a well es

tablished physiological principle, that the due exercise of the

mind is eminently productive of health and long life,* by keep

ing this balance of the temperaments.

We have named but a single item of extra expense, and de

signedly underrated even that. How many thousands of

furnished houses are therejthat cost $30,000, $50,000, and even

$100,000, and how many more that approach $20,000. How

many thousands and millions of lives are thus swallowed up

in this one vast vortex of extravagance !

If you say that all this circulates money, and gives employ

ment to the poor; I reply, cut off these extras, and yet pay just

as mnch for the balance, and ycu will circulate just as much

* See an article on " Mental Exercise as a means of Health," in

Vol. II. pp. 93, and 170 of this Journal, and "Madden's infirmities of

Genius."
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money, be just as well off yourself, and save a vast amount of

time for mental culture. You give too much employment, and

too little for it. In a republic like ours, where every thing de

pends on the intelligence of the people, this arrangement is

indispensable.

Tea and coffee also consume a vast amount of human ex

istence. The time expended in earning the money to pay for

the vast consumption of these articles, the time taken in culti

vating and curing, in transporting and selling them, in paying

for, and setting, and cleansing the China sets, and above all,

the two or more hours' time of one person for each of the

2,000,000 families in the TJ. S., spent daily in preparing these

articles, would, of itself, make from 1,200 to 1,500 year*, or

some xniRTY lives consumed evey day, just in the one single

item of cooking these worse than useless drugs. Now add all

these items together, and extend the estimate to all that use

them, and what a vast consumption of human existence is thus

brought to view, which might otherwise be expended upon

the exercise of the moral and intellectual faculties .' Let tea

and coSfee drinkers never complain of a want of time for men

tal culture.

These decidedly injurious drugs are also a more prolific

source of headaches and nervous affections than any other.

An inveterate tea or coffea drinker is sure to be drerdfully

afflicted with the headache, and often the sick headache.

Another dose may indeed give temporary relief, but it is only

to redouble the headache when its stimulating effect subsides.

They also decay the teeth, causing that terrible malady the

toothache, besides opening the pores and exposing to colds,

thus inducing fevers, consumption, &c., and thereby increasing

the waste of human existence by shortening life.

A still better example, first of the unnecessary wasting of

existence, and secondly, of shortening life, might be adduced

in the use of tobacco, that vilest and filthiest of narcotics. To

see beardless boys strutting about sucking segars, betokens an

early grave. A young or forming constitution cannot stand

tea, or coffee, or tobacco. True, we occasionally see old peo

ple who have long used them, and also ardent spirits, but they

did not begin till their bodies were fully matured, besides hav
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ing originally powerful constitutions, ofwhich few young peo

ple can now boast. If the public health decline for fifty years

to come, as fast as it has for fifty years past, we shall be a

weakly, miserable race indeed, and be surely supplanted by

those who have not yet used these enervating, time-destroying,

soul-and-body-killing fashions, luxuries, and extravagances.

What finite mind can measure the vast amount of human

existence swallowed up in the manufacture, sale, and drinking

of ardent spirits, wines, beer, &c., and the fearful ravages on

the life, happiness, virtue, and intellects of men, resulting from

their use, besides producing a feverish morbid action of the

body, and thus a rapid consumption of the physical energies,

and also preternaturally exciting the organs located in the base

of the brain, thus withdrawing the strength from the moral

and intellectual organs. It is not so much the money thrown

away as it is the vast consumption of the time or life of man,

and the abridgment of human existence which forms the chief

Uem to be considered.

This needless consumption of man's existence is equally ap

plicable to a thousand artificial wants and useless extras now

deemed indispensable. Mankind probably expend two-thirds

or three-fourths of their time upon what does no one any good,

including the sickness and premature death thereby induced.

What a vast, and inconceivable amount of time, is wasted in

beingfashionable, in giving splendid parties, in manufacturing,

making, and altering splendid dresses, suits, &c., in dashing out

in splendid style and equipage, and in nicely adjusting the

attire before the toilet.

Men also trade vastly too much, buy too much, consume too

much, just to gratify their artificial wants, have too much to

pay for, thus inducing these "hard times," besides rendering

themselves vexed and unhappy in a great variety of ways

Far too much time is spent in government, which is now pros

tituted to the selfish ends of those in office, more than it is

made conducive to the public good. Men will do that as poli

ticians, which, if they did as men, would blast their charac

ters and banish them forever from virtuous society. "All is

fair in politics," be it lying, or cheating, or the meanest trick

ery, or the grossest defamation, ana "the spoils of office belong
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to those who conquer" by these disgraceful means. Unbind-

ingly are these principles proclaimed and acted upon. Politics

swallow up a vast amount of time, and money, and public

virtue. I speak as a philosopher not as a politician; fori

should feel myself disgraced by voting either ticket till tbese

Augean tables are cleansed of their selfishness and moral

pollution.

Having named a few of the items on which the life of man

kind is worse thau wasted, and by which it is shortened, the

observation and reflection of each reader will be left to cany

out the principle for himself. Let it be observed that the

crime of murder is considered so horrible as to be punished

with the heaviest peanalty of the law, only because it shortens

the earthly existence of the one murdered. Now, wherein

consists the difference in the criminality of murdering a man

out-right, or in another's appropriating that existence to him

self, as we have illustrated in the case of the houses. There

is a difference, but it is less than is supposed ; for inbofheases

the higher ends of man's creation are cutoff. And what is

the difference between committing- suicide, and doing what

induces diseases and a premature death ?—there is none. And

wasting our time upon tea, coffee, and the fashions as we

have illustrated, is nearly as bad. Life and health are the

treasure of treasures—the all of mortals, and should be made

the most of. Each of us has but a single life to live. Hence,

not only should not a single hour or moment of it be wasted,

but it should be spun out as long as the laws of nature will

allow, and every thing which tends either immediately or re

motely to induce disease or shorten life, is, to all intents and

purposes, murder or suicide.

Again, our cities and villages, besides being great male-

strooms for engnlphing and consuming the puplic health and

morals, besides sending out a pestiferous influence throughout

the entire length and breadth of our land, besides being sink'

of sin and pollution, and literally rotten with depravity, l»

being "the sores of the body politic," have originated and still

perpetuate these fashions, and bad habits, and wrong arrange

ments to which we have alluded, as so destructive of the lives

and health, and virtue of mankind. They create most of
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those artificial wants by which so much of man's existence is

both consumed and cut off. They engender and inflame that

speculating spirit which causes our "hard times," besides con

fining multitudes to the counting-house and the parlor, and

preventing that exercise which is indispensable to health,

virtue, happiness and long life.

Let but our cities and villages be emptied out upon the coun

try ; let our land be better tilled let our politicians and

many of our public officers go to work ; let every man labor,

and thus improve his motive temperament ; but let none over

do ; let every man cultivate his mind ; let the fashions be

buried, and nature studied, especially human nature as de

veloped by phrenology and physiology, and man's happiness

would be augmented a thousand fold, his diseases and suffer

ings diminished ten thousand fold, and our world, now a bed

lam, would become the garden of Eden. In creating a being

every way so noble and godlike as man is, in adapting to his

use and happiness so perfect a world as this, and in subjecting

him to the operations of a system of laws, mental and physical,

the most perfect imaginable, the Deity has done his part. He

now allows men to obey the laws, and be perfectly happy, or

to violate them, and thus to bring down their painful penalty

upon his own head—to cut his own throat if he pleases, but

if he does, he is compelled to die in consequence of it. Our

destines are mostly in our own hands, especially after we are

old enough to choose or refuse the good or evil.

If this be called radicalism, argrarianism, loco-focoism, the

real levelling principle, putting the rich and poor on an equal

ity, be it so ; it is the order of nature. Mankind have tried

"the good (?) old way" quite long enough, and suffered quite

The following amount of produce was raised on thirty-eight acres of

originally poor land by Jonathan Jenkins of Camden, Delaware, in

1837, namely, two hundred bushels of wheat, three hundred and twen

ty-five of corn, two hundred and fifty of oals, one hundred and fifty of

potatoes, and folly of turnips, besides thirty-five tons of hay, pasturing

four cows, and fattening one thousand pounds of beef. Query. How

many persons would this sustain one year? It is a sin against Heaven

to see so much land uncultivated, and so much more but poorly tilled'

especially when its cultivation would do our citizens so much good, g '
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enough thereby. That every thing as it now is, is all wrong,

is fully evinced by the hard times, the bad health, the misery

and vexation, and the premature death of all classes. Man

cannot change for the worse. He must follow the order, and

obey the laws of his nature, or take the consequences.

ARTICLE II.

combe's physiology.

No study is more intimately connected with the best inter-

estsof man,and none more promotive of health, happiness, and

virtue than that of Physiology. Man is a physical, as well

as a mental and moral being, and what is more, so close and

perfectly reciprocal are the relations existing between the con

ditions of the body and the states of the mind that, in order to

enjoy his physical or moral being, or even successfully to

exercise his mind, man must obey the laws of physiology,

must keep his body in a condition of health and activity. A

large proportion of the miseries of mankind, are traceable to

a want of this knowledge. All the pains, sickness, and deaths

that occur before old age has literally worn out the body, have

their causes in the violation of these physical laws, and most

of them might be avoided if this science were but studied and

practiced, both by parents in becoming parents, and in the

physical training of their children, and if all ages and both

sexes but understood and practiced these laws.* Not only

this, but even most of the vices of mankind have their origin

in the inflamed or diseased condition of their bodies. Many

of those whom we send to the penitentiary and the gallows,

require rather to be doctored and dieted, (and more of the

latter than former,) not to be punished.

That these remarks are strikingly true of the crimes com

mitted under the influences of alcoholic drinks, is self-evident,

and that many more crimes have their origin in meats

and drinks, in late hours, vitiated air, disordered digestion,

impurities of the blood and skin, &c., would be equally appa-

* See the preceding article.
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rent, provided the causes and effects were equally violent and

apparent. The reciprocal relations between the body and

brain, and especially between the body and the base of the

brain, are most intimate ;* so that whatever morbidly excites

the body, and especially the stomach, thereby irritates the

base of the brain, and this of course, produces vice and con

sequent misery. The majority of bad-tempered children, are

rendered thus irritable and violent by improper food or want

of sleep or exercise, and are then punished for this ill-temper ;

that is, they are punished because they are sick. Better doc

tor them—better punish the nurse—or rather better educate

young women. But this is of no use. Young women have

something more important to attend to than to fit themselves

to become wives and mothers. No ! They have to learn to

render themselves interesting to gentlemen, to read every new

novel, to practice fashionable music, to make and receive

morning calls, to dress in the tip of the fashions, and change

the form of their dresses, bonnets, &c., every few days, and

married women are doomed to become slaves, aye, the veryest

gaily slaves to their families, and especially to the merely

artificial wants of society, such as preparing tea and coffee,

cooking three meals per day, when two will answer every

purpose, doing many times the house work required, &c. &c.

Oh woman, thou art not in thy right mind. Thou art beside

thyself. Much art and fashion hath made thee mad, and to

become wise, study physiology. Study especially the means

of preventing the death of thy offspring during childhood and

youth ; of preserving their health ; and of giving them strong

physical constitutions, and forming in them virtuous habits.

A few lessons in Physiology will open thy eyes to thy true

duties and destinies, and augment the physical, intellectual,

and moral capacities of the human family more than mind can

conceive, or words express.

No person can be a good Phrenologist, without being a

good Physiologist ; and one of the most important advantages

*In my work on Phrenology anil Physiology applied to Temper

ance, I have demonstrated this relation ; and I regard it as one of the

most important principles of Physiology, Phrenology, or Ethics.
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resulting from the study of Phrenology, is its leading to the

study of Physiology, and no signs of the times are moreen

couraging than the rapidly increasing demand forworksoo

this subject. To supply, and at the same time increase, thi<

demand, Combe's Physiology was published in conneiion

with vol. IV of the Journal. ' In commendation of this work,

little need be said, for its merits arc above all praise. It take-

up the whole subject systematically, describes each class of

organs and their functions, and the means of invigorating

them. His style is simple and plain, yet classical, but never

highly polished, and is admirably adapted to convey his ideas,

and impress his conclusions. The following will serve asa

sample of both his matter and manner, besides being highly

important and instructive.

4iIn youth, too, much mischief is done by the long daily periods of

attendance at school, and the continued application of mind, which

the ordinary system of education requires. The law of exercise,

that long sustained action exhausts the vital powers of an organ,

applies, I cannot too often repeat, as well to the brain as to the

muscles ; and hence the necessity of varying the occupations of the

young, and allowing frequent intervals of active exercise in the

open air, instead of enforcing the continued confinement now so

common. This exclusive attention to the mental culture fails, as

might be expected, even in its essential object ; for experience shows

that, with a rational distribution of employment and exercise, a

child will make greater progress than in double the time employed

in continuous mental exertion. If the human being were made up

of nothing but a brain and nervous system, it would be very well

to content ourselves with sedentaty pursuits, and to confine oar-

selves entirely to the mind. But when observation tells us that we

have numerous other important organs of motion, sanguification,

digestion, circulation, and nutrition, all demanding exercise in the

open air as essential both to their own health and to that of the

nervous system, it is worse than folly to shut our eyes to their*

and to act as if we could, by denying it, alter the constitution of

nature, and thereby escape the consequences of our misconduct

Reason ami experience being thus set at nought by be

and teachers, in the management of children, young people

rally grow up with the notion that no such influences as the la*5

of organization exist, and that they may follow any course of 1*
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which inclination leads them to prefer, without injury to health,

provided they avoid what is called dissipation. It is owing to this

ignorance, that we find young men of a studious or literary habit,

enter heedlessly upon an amount of mental exertion, unalleviated

by bodily exercise or intervals of repose, which is quite incompati

ble with the continued enjoyment of a sound mind in a sound body.

Such, however, is the effect of the total neglect of all instruction in

the laws of the organic frame during early education, that it be

comes almost impossible to warn an ardent student against the dan

gers to which he is exposing himself, and nothing but actual expe

rience will convince him of the truth. I have seen several instances

of almost total incapacity for future useful exertion, brought on by

long protracted and severe study, in subjects whose talents, under a

better system of cultivation, would have raised them to that emi

nence, the injudicious pursuit of which had defeated their own ob

ject, and ruined their general health. Two of these persons made

the remark, that early instruction in the structure and laws of the

animal economy, such as that which I am now attempting to com

municate, might have saved them. Both meant well, and erred

from ignorance more than headstrong zeal.

In the first number of the " American Annals of Education," the

reader will find an instructive article on the necessity of combining

bodily with mental exercise. " For twenty years and more," says

the writer, in reference to what had taken place in an American

seminary, " the unnatural union of sedentary with studious habits,

contracted by the monastic system, has been killing in the middle

age. The Register of Education shows, in one year, 120 deaths.

Examine into the particular cases, and these will be found the un

doubted effects of sedentary habits. Look at one name there. He

had valuable gifts, perfected by two years' academic, four years' col

legiate, and three years' theological studies. He preached, gave much

promise, and then died of a stomach disease. He contracted it when

a student. He did not alternate bodily with mental labour, or he had

lived and been a blessing to the church. When he entered on his

studies, he was growing intofull size and strength. He sat down till

his muscles dwindled, his digestion became disordered, his chest

contracted, his lungs congested, and his head liable to periodical

pains. He sat four years in college, and three years in theological

application. Look at him now. He has gained much useful know

ledge, and has improved his talents ; he has lost his health. The
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duties of his mind and heart were done, and faithfully so ; but those

of his body were left undone. Three hundred and seventy-five mus

cles, organs of motion, have been robbed of their appropriate action

for nine or ten years, and now they have become, alike tenth tkt

rest of his frame, the -prey of near one hundred and fifty diseaud

and irritable nerves."—"Look at another case. Exposure inci

dent to the parson or missionary has developed the disease in Lis

chest, planted there while fitting himself for usefulness. He con

tracted a sedentary, while he was gaining a studious habit. That

.which he sows that also shall he reap. The east winds gave him

colds ; a pulpit effort causes hoarseness and cough, oppression and

pain. He becomes alarmed and nervous. His views of usefulness

begin to be limited. He must now go by direction, and not so much

to labor where otherwise he would have been most warded, as to

nurse his broken constitution. He soon adds to the number of mys

terious providences,—to the number of innocent victims, rather, of

cultivating the mind and heart, at the unnecessary and sinful ex

pense of the body,—to the number of loud calls to alternate mental

and corporeal action daily, for the reciprocal sanity and vigour of

both body and mind."

To remedy these evils, and introduce a better system of training,

so as to make bodily health and mental and rational education go

hand and hand, an establishment called the Manual Labour Acade

my was opened near Philadelphia in 1829, and has already proved

the soundness of its principles by the success of its results. The

usual branches of study in classical schools, with the addition of the

Bible, are pursued ; and the " hours of recreation are employed in

useful bodily labour, such as will exercise their skill, make them

dexterous, establish their health and strength, enable each to defray

his own expenses, and fit him for the vicissitudes of life." From

this systematic union of bodily labour in gardening, farming, car

pentry, and other work, with the usual academic studies, many com

forts are said to have arisen. The health of the inmates has been

uninterrupted, except in a few who were ill when received ; and,

at the date of the report in 1830, " every invalid remaining there

had been restored to health." Young men thus trained to practical

obedience to the organic laws, are much less likely to run into ex

cess in after life, than those who have been left in ignorance of the

constitution of their own bodies. " When thought shall need no

brain" the Report continues, " and nearlyfour hundred organs of
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motion shall cease to constitute the principal portion of the human

body, then may the student dispense with muscular exertion ;" but,

till then, let him beware what he does, and, looking to the laws

which the Creator has established for his guidance, seek his happi

ness, not in denying their existence, but in yielding them willing

and cheerful obedience. De Fellenberg has done much at his

agricultural school near Berne, to adapt the physical and mental

education of the lower orders to their situation in society, and it

would be well were his methods better known and more practised

in this country."

The entire work from the last English Edition, with notes

by the Editor, containing 320 octavo pages, the size and type

of those of the Journal, can be had at the office of the Journal,

with which it was published in numbers, so that it can be sent

by mail. Its price is a mere song, only 50 cents in connexion

with either vols. IV or V. ; or 75 cts. without the Journal. It

is held thus low to facilitate its sale, and because of the hard

times.

In the prospectus, 16 pages per month were promised,

which would amount to 192 pages per year, but as the Editor

•xpected, and many of the subscribers doubtless supposed,

that this would embrace the entire volume, it has been thought

best to send out the whole 320 pages, or almost double what

was promised and without extra charge. Any, therefore,

who in paying for either volume of the Journal, would like

to obtain it, or who would like to send for this work alone, or

for it in connexion with the works on Matrimony, or Memory,

or Temperance, (each 25 cts., and either, with Combe's work,

making out the full dollar,) can do so, and have their letters

franked, as they are all periodicals, by sending 50 cts. extra

over the price of either volume of the Journal, or 75 cts. for

it separately, or $1,00 for it and Phrenology applied to Matri

mony, or Memory, or Temperance. The latter is illustrated

with engravings.
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ARTICLE HI.

" Lecture on Phrenology, by Frank H. Hamilton, M. D., Professor of

the theory and practice of Surgery in Geneva Medical College, and

the Vermont Academy of Medicine. Delivered before the Roches

ter Athenaeum, Feb. 9, 1841. By request."

REVIEW.

(Continued from page 265.)

Thus far, our strictures upon Dr. Hamilton, have been

brought to bear upon the one single point, which, on p. 8 he

says, "is really the vexed question, and that alone" namely,

" that the mind possesses distinct faculties, and the brain

(cerebrum) is composed of distinct organs, and that each

mental faculty is manifested through a distinct cerebral or

gan." Dr. H. has not shown the brain to be a unity, nor

even attempted to prove this point, while I have proved the

brain to be a plurality of organs, first by pathological facts,

or the sympathetic affection of the faculties and their organs,

and secondly by comparative phrenology. And here, we

might rest the argument. Having taken the citadel and capi

tal, and routed the centre and main army, why waste amuni-

tion upon the outposts. Having shown that this one feature

of Phrenology is invulnerable, or in other words, that the

science is true, what care we for objections. So that the fun

damentals of Phrenology be true, so that it is found to embody

the laws of this department of nature, all the objectiotis that

can be raised against it, are only so many reflections upon the

works of God, or upon the inaccuracies of man's observations.

And yet nearly the whole of his lecture is taken up in urging

these objections. For example. He says:

" Second.—The frontal sinus varies greatly in size. "I know in

dividuals of sedentary habits, who have large sinuses, and others who

live much in the open air and have none."—Spurz, phren. vol. 1., p.

116. But it is objected that when it is very large, it can be known by

the more sudden swell of the exteranl plate. It is clear, however,

that this only indicates more room in its anterior or external half,— '

while we have no kind of data by which we can conjesture the shape

or direction of the internal plate. For ought we can say, it may be an

inch farther in than usual ; for it is not disputed, that here the platet
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are not together, and of course do not influence each other. How,

then, is it possible, from the external shape of the scull, to judge of the

size of the organs of Individuality, Size, Weight, and Locality ! Not

to speak of Caution, Order, Language, and Eventuality, over which

the cavity not unfrequently extends, as in the scull we now exhibit to

you ! It is certainly only previous to the twelfth or fifteenth year of

life, when this sinus is not formed, that these organs can be examined:

yet with what assurance do phrenologists daily pronounce upon them ?"

As Dr. Sewall and others also have made much anti phreno

logical fulminating ammunition out of the sinuses, I reply,—

I. If the one great principle of phrenology already discuss

ed be true, namely, that the brain is a plurality of organs and

the mind of faculties, what matters it if the whole scull be

covered with sinuses? for its principles are one thing and the

difficulties in the way of its practical application are quite

another, and are only reflections upon the Author of Nature.

Besides, do not difficulties cluster around every science ? Are

there no difficulties connected with the application of the

principles even of optics} Is it not a fact that, in certain

states of the atmosphere, especially in the regions of the poles,

the reflection and refraction of the rays cause things to

be seen inverted, and not at their real distances? Shall we

then infer that we must not trust our eyes where no such re

fraction does occur, and that all our seeing is liable to be erro

neous? The two cases are parallel. The frontal sinuses pre

vent our making correct observations upon the size of the

organs. Therefore Phrenology is fallacious in all its facts and

principles. The atmosphere in the polar regions prevents our

making correct optical observations. Therefore all the laws

and phenomena of seeing, are fallacious. As this objection

applies confessedly to but a small portion of the brain, and

yet overthrows Phrenology, so these optical failures apply to

but a small part of the earth, yet overthrow all the phenom

ena and laws of vision. So when you see any thing round or

square, or at a given distance, beware! your eyes belie you

—it may be of some other shape, size, or distance, because,

forsooth, these mistakes sometimes occur near the poles. In

reading this review, beware, for it is as doubtful whether you

see right, as whether you can ascertain the size of the phren

ological organs, because, near the poles, we do not always see

vol. iv.—25.
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things as they are. Similar illustrations might be drawn from

all the sciences, and especially from the healing art ; rjut as

this refutation is only "analogy, it will at once be wholly re

jected, (by Dr, H.) as illogical and unsound," "and as capa

ble of proving one thing as well as another."

The variations of the needle, made at different times and in

different places, cause quite as great a difficulty to surveyors

and mariners as these sinuses do to Phrenologists, and " yet

with what assurance do" mariners and surveyors "pronounce

upon them," and even depend upon them? Experimenters in

Electricity find difficulties in performing their experiments in

damp days, therefore Electricity is fallacious. But enough.

2. In the last four lines of the objection itself just quoted,

he admits that " previous to the twelfth and fifteenth year,

when the sinus is notformed, these organs can be examined."'

Now I ask in all candor and conscience, whether facts enough

to establish these few organs sometimes covered by the sinuses,

cannot be made in children and youth "previous to their

twelfth or fifteenth year ?" If so, we can establish Phrenology,

yet might find some difficulty merely in applying it practically.

Besides, it is in educating and governing children and youth

"previous to the twelfth or fifteenth year," that Phrenology

is the most useful—and here its utility is incalculable. When

therefore we want its aid the most, this bugbear "siiius is

not formed."

But why does this sinus appear at this period? To give

the base, grum voice to manhood, as contra-distinguished from

the fine tenor voice of children and females. Children and

females have not the sinuses, and have this tenor voice, but

when the voice of lads change, this sinus appears. Indeed,

its development causes the bass or masculine voice of the man,

and this bass, or masculine, or grum pitch of the voice inforrni

us correctly as to the size of the sinus during life, so that,

since the Phrenologist can ascertain and deduct the amount of

sinus, the existence of this sinus not only does not disprove

Phrenology, but does not even raise any difficulty. The mo

ment I hear a man speak, 1 can tell the size of his sinus. I

learned this by experience ; for, I always found that when I

committed errors on these organs, I observed a deep, heavy,
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grum, masculine voice, which sounded hollow, and as though

there were a hole in the scull.

This position is fortified by the fact that the scull is a kind

of sounding board to the voice, and gives it its tone and dis

tinctness. Thus much for the sinus—one of his stroneest ob

jections ; and if this be so easily and so thoroughly refuted, is

it worth our while to attempt a refutation of kindred objec

tions, in regard to the organs of "Form," "Language," "Cal

culation," "Constructiveness," or of his assertion that "the or

gans do not correspond on opposite sides," and ihat "the con

volutions do not come to the surface," &c., &c., and that the

two tables of the scull do not correspond ? pp. 18 to 21.

His objections to the "innate primordeal faculties," is only a

quibble. He asks,—"But who ever possessed any intuitive

faculty of weight ?" I answer, all who can keep their balance.

Weight does not consist, as he supposes, in "knowing that

lead is heavier than cork, unless he had been told," but in

preserving the centre of gravity, and adapting ourselves to

the laws of motion, in walking, riding, jumping, balancing,

throwing, shooting, wrestling, climbing, &c., &c., and if that

power which renders us skillful in these and kindred things, be

not innate, then nothing is innate. It is size that tells us the

weight of things by their bulk ; and Dr. H.'s mistake in this

respect, shows how much he knows about Phrenology.

Dr. H. says: "We have an organ of Philoprogenitiveness,

or love of children, and, by parity of reasoning, should have

an organ of love of parents," p. 22. (And so we have. Filial

Love is situated by the side of Parental Love.) "Some facul

ties are given as innate or congenital, the very existence of

which presupposes a knowledge of the world and its objects :

such as Acquisitiveness, Veneration, &c. Then children

never desire or claim things till they are taught! Oh no!

Childfen never exercise Acquisitiveness for playthings, and

other things till they are taught to do so. But how would

you go to work to teach a child to see, that had no eyes, or to

walk, that had no Weight, or perception of gravity ? Dr.

Hamilton, however, is a very learned man, andean no doubtless

teach children that were born without lungs to breathe ; that

had no limbs, to walk and work ; that, congenitally, have no
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"innate or congenital" tongue, to walk, and no innate con

science to be gust, or appetite to be hungry. Yes, of courst

the child is taught the instant it is born, to breathe, and the

next instant, to turn to its mother's breast for nourishment,

and is tavght to draw that nourishment, and then to cry when

in pain. Oh no ! None of these things are "innate or con

genital."

Irony aside, how can you teach a child to do that, to do

which it has no "innate or congenital" power or faculty ? Be

fore you can teach a child to desire or claim a plaything, that

child must have some "innate or congenital" "faculty" to be

taught. Before the first sentiment of respect of superiors or

worship of God can be inculcated, the primary faculty of

deference and worship must exist, capable of being taught.

The original basis must be implanted by nature, or else edu

cation can take no effect. As well try to build without a foun

dation, as try to teach without having some "primordeal"

or "congenital" faculty for receiving this instruction.

"But the greatest absurdity of all," he continues, "seems

to be in the organ of Color. Spurzheim's remarks, p. 315,

vol. 1 . 'Those who do not perceive colors, have sometimes a

very acute eyesight, and readily appreciate the other qualities

of external objects; as their Size and Form.' How, we in-

qnire,can we see at all if we do not perceive colors?" How;

or no how, we do see without perceiving colors. I know a

man in Philadelphia, who can distinguish but one color, and

was forced to abandon the china-ware business because he

could not distinguish colors; and yet he said he never saw a

man who could read fine print with him. The Rev. H H.

Spaulding, missionary to the Rocky Mountain Indians, after I

had examined his head, blindfolded, before an audience in

Prattsburg, and pronounced him destitute of Color, stated that

he could never distinguish colors, and never allowed himself

to select his garments, but that all things had a dingy, indis

tinct and similar look to him. Wm. Wharton, who lives in

Spruce st., near Fourth St., Philadelphia, related to me the fol

lowing. "Friend Fowler, thee examined the head of a friend

of mine in Philadelphia, who could not distinguish between

colors. Thee told him that he could not tell colors, and here,
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not long ago, wishing to purchase a piece of cloth for gar

ments for his daughters, he found one, the texture of which

suited him, but its color was a bright red—a color, thee knows,

not very suitable for young Quakeresses—and when he brought

it home, his wife chided him for buying a color that was so

gay, and so particularly obnoxious to Quakers. He insisted

that it was dark brown ; but it was a bright red." This man

could judge well of the texture of cloth, but not of its color]

Similar instances exist in nearly every town and hamlet. I saw

twenty such cases in Rochester, and see them daily and every

where. The fact is incontestible that the power of perceiv

ing and recollecting colors, bears no proportion to the power

of sight.

He continues : "Certainly, all objects are colored ; white

is but the union of colors, and who perceives white, or, in short,

perceives the form, size, or condition ofany body, through the

medium of his eyes, perceives color and color only." p. 22

Of course he does ; for "the form, size, and other condition of

any body" are "color, and color only !" So is trie weight of

any body, and also its hardness, or sweetness, or tartness, or

poisonness "color, and color only," just as much as are its

"form, size, and condition," "color, and color only."

Dr. Hamilton's next argument against Phrenology, is found

ed on the disagreement among Phrenologists. On this point

he dwells with great stress and at considerable length. This

discrepance granted, and what then ? Why, Phrenology is

overthrown. Ah! Then, "by parity of reasoning," if from

Galen to Dr. Hamilton, two Physicians ever disagreed upon

a single disease or its remedy, the whole science of medicine is

overthrown. And now, Dr. H., did you ever hear or know of

two doctors rfjVagreeing? or rather, a-greeing ? Those who

live in glass houses should not throw stones. If there are not

fifty points of disagreement between medical authors, schools,

sects, and practicioners, where there is one among Phrenologi

cal authors and practioners,then there are no medical authors,

schools, sects, or practicioners. We have the Regulars and

no two of them agree. Then we have the Homeopathy,

Hemeopathy, Thotnpsonianism, panaceas, nostrums, quacks,

Brandreths, &c., &c., innumerable, and each in open hostility
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to nearly all the others. Medicine, in common with Phrenology,

claims to be founded in facts ; and if the disagreement among

Phrenologists disproves Phrenology ; then the disagreement

among medical men is infinitely more conclusive against the

very science (?) you practice. Then all physicians had better

shut up shop, "for they filch, from every town, hundreds and

thousands of dollars, and 'chiefly from that class" (the sick,)

"who are least able to sustain a tax, for which they never re

ceive an equivalent," besides what quacks kill. Really, Dr.

H., have you no moral integrity, or have you no intellect? The

absence of which is it that allows you to use an argument

against Phrenology, which lays with a thousand fold more

force against the very profession by which you live ? Surely,

of all others, a Physician should never attack Phrenologists

on this score. You, who are yourself at swords points with

other Physicians of the same school with yourself, as well as

with other schools, even you, glass-house tenant, throw stones

at Phrenologists ! Until every breach is healed in your pro

fession, the less you say about the disagreement among Phre

nologists, the better.

In regard to thisdisagreement itself, I have but a word to

say. Combe is not a practical Phrenologist, Spurzheim was;

and this accounts for the difference between them. While in

this country, Combe absolutely refused to examine heads; but

Spurzheim examined continually. Combe is high authority as

a philosopher and a writer, yet not as a practical Phrenolo

gist; and of course not as regards the locatioi* of the organs.

My own observations confirm nearly every one of Spurzheim's

locations; and most practical phrenologists have adopted them.

Again: The difference between even these two, is com

paratively trifling. Dr. H. would fain make us believe that

one Phrenologist places Hope in one part of the head and

another in another part ; and so of the other organs. This is

utterly groundless. They are all in the same part of the head,

and differ in this only, that Conscientiousness, in Combe, is

represented on the bust as about a quarter of an inch icider

than the same organ in Spurzheim's bust. This allows Hope

to fall back that much farther, and to lap on to the fore part of

Frmness that much, and this allows Marvellousness and Imi
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tation each to fall back that much. Yet in both, Hope is be

fore Conscientiousness, and Marvellousness before Hope, and

Imitation before Marvellousness—the whole difference being

caused by adifference merely in the width given to Conscien

tiousness. This difference doubtless had its origin in the fact

that this organ is generally very large in the Scotch, among

whom Combe made most of his observations, while it was less

in those that Spurzheim usually examined. This will ac

count for every difference Dr. H. mentions, except those caused

by new discoveries. "Great cry and little wool," this argument

against Phrenology—worthy its high origin.

Once more. "Of these men," namely, "the perepotetics,"

or "practical Phrenologists," "destitute of all claims to science

or honesty, who travel the country tinder the assumed and

ridiculous titles of "American practical phrenologist,"—"pro

fessor of phrenology," &c., and who examine heads blindfold

ed, and tell fortunes" (characters, Dr., not fortunes,) "for a price

—and some of whom, while they give lectures upon the science

of phrenology, advertise that they will intersperse and vary

the exercises of the evening with a few popular songs,—of

these men, we say, we speak freely, whatever of truth or

error there may be, in the science of phrenology, they are

public nuisances which it becomes the public authorities to

abate. They filch from every town, hundreds and thousands

of dollars, and chiefly from that class who are least able to

i ustain a tax, for which they never receive an equivalent."

Really, Dr., you must have been taking physic just before

writing thus, and felt better just after ; for you certainly threw

off a good quantity of bile. Let us interpret it. "These men,

destitute of all claims to science or honesty," (rather strong,

that,) "who travel the.country under the assumed names of

'American practical Phrenologists,' " (that means 0. S. Fowler,)

"and who examine heads blindfolded," (that means me,) "are

public nuisances," (that toomeans me,) "which it becomes the

public authorities to abate," by imprisoning them. That is,

0. S. Fowler ought to be imprisoned for no other crime than

because he lectures on Phrenolqgy and examines heads in

public and private. No interpretation can be more plain.

Don't you wish you were a Nero or a Sultan and I were your

subject! How the blood would fly and the brains be spattered

about though !
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Farther on he adds in a similar strain. "Madame Adolph,

who was in our city a few months since, was of the same

school ; and though her stay here, for certain reasons, was

brief, yet she has been visited in other cities by admiring and

astonished crowds. Was it right and in strict accordance with

the spirit of our institutions, that while in Troy, for no other

reason than that by her " successful hits" she convinced all

who witnessed her attempts at fortune-telling and pre-science,

and drew throngs to her rooms, she should have been arrested

and committed to prison as a vagrant ?"—(Of course it was,)

"Have not all a right to teach and preach their doctrines un

molested" (Of course not,) "and have not our citizens a right

to listen to these doctrines, and ascertain by observation and

'grand blindfold test' " (that also means me,) "the verity of the

matter ?" (Of course not.) "Who are they, who, in this repub

lic have set themselves up to say that the poor and the ignor

ant as well as the learned and purse proud, shall not pay their

own money where they please, even though they receive there

for no equivalent, and impoverish themselves and their

families ?" (Dr. Frank H. Hamilton.) "Let equal measure

be meted to all!"

That is, "let O. S. Fowler also be imprisoned," because it

is "in accordance with the spirit of our institutions." "Madame

Adolph wasjustly imprisoned ;" and "let equal measure be

meted to all!" and to render this point most emphatic, he puts

it in italics and adds an exclamation point ! Comment is un

necessary. A Nero never uttered a more disgraceful senti

ment. He once wished that all Rome had but one neck that

he might cut it off, and a Dr. Hamilton also wishes that all

Americans had but one head so that he could do the thinking for

them all. That same spirit which prompted the wish of the

former, penned the tyranical sentiment just quoted. It might

do for the Emperor of China, or the Sultan of Turkey, or the

Autocrat of Russia, but no man, imbued with the true spirit

of our institutions—no man with one drop of American blood

in his veins, could possibly utter such a sentiment. American

soil is disgraced by every step, and the American atmosphere

contaminated by every breath, of the author of those para

graphs ; and his repeating them shows that he meant and felt

them !
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But let us look closely at the implications of this black quo

tation. He not only says that all practical Phrenologists ought

to be imprisoned, but also that "our citizens" have not a right

to listen to these doctrines, and "shall not pay their own money

where they please." If the public teachers of Phrenology de

serve imprisonment, so do its private advocates, and so do all

its patrons and believers. I really motion that Dr. Hamilton

be appointed judge of Rochester—of Rochester? No! of the

Union—of the world—of the universe !—to tell people what

they shall and shall not believe; what lectures they shall and

shall not attend; and what lecturers shall and what shall not be

allowed to hold forth. In fact, no living mortal ought ever

to be allowed to think a single thought, believe his own senses,

or utter one word without Dr. Hamilton's gracious permission •

Let all the world go to Dr. Hamlilton to get their thinking

done by proxy, and with a "fee" of course, for Dr. H. enter

tains a mortal antipathy to money, as is evinced in several

places in his lecture, and was put in practice by his charging

$1,00 for a miserably printed pamphlet of 32 pages !

But Dr. H. is not alone. He has a fellow-laborer in the

ranks of Phrenology, in the person of Andrew Boardman,

Eeditor of "Combe's Lectures." Dr Hamilton speaks of this

his right hand man and quotes him in corroboration of the

two prison-smelling passages just quoted as follows : "We are

pleased that ajgentleman deservedly high among scientific phre

nologists, has had the boldness and candor to denounce in no

measured terms these soi disant gentlemen, and to hold them

forth as they deserve to public odium."

" We are now prepared to pass judgment on certain prac

tices prevalent in society. It is well known that persons call

ing themselves "practical phrenologists," have for years been

peripateting through this and other countries, asserting and

publishing their ability to ascertain character by cerebral de

velopment alone, and their readiness to do so for any one who

would pay them a certain fee. Some of these have been men

almost destitute both of knowledge and experience, such are

beneath respectful remonstrance, they are swindlers and they

know that they are swindlers, meriting whatever punishment

may be due to those who obtain money under false pretences."

—Boardman, p. 381.
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Boardman's quotation, interpreted, reads as follows : Per

sons calling themselves"practical phrenologists," (reader, that

too means me ; for Boardman knew that O. S. Fowler was

the first man that took the name of "Practical Phrenologist"

in this country or any other, and the first to make practical

phrenology a distinct profession,) who "examined heads for a

certain fee—are beneath respectful remonstance ; they are

swindlers, and they know that they are swindlers, meriting

whatever punishment is due to those who obtain money un

der false pretences." "O. S. Fowler and his brother, L. N.

Fowler, and all practical phrenologists are swindlers, and

ought to be punished as such." Well done, Boardman ! Bravo,

Hamilton ! Dr. Hamilton, allow me to introduce you to your

co-adjutor and co-worker in the same cause of liberty [?] Dr.

Andrew Boardman of N. Y., the celebrated author of a most

masterly attack on practical phrenology—"Pars nobile pra-

trum," for your sentiments harmonize beautifully.

But you had another "kindred spirit." One of the genteel

topers—a had-been, broken-down gentleman of your city,

drunk all the time* and a public nuisance, while I was lectur

ing in Rochester, actually went to the poliece office and enter

ed complaint to have me arrested, solely because I was a Phre

nologist. If Dr. Hamilton had been a Justice, I reckon my

days would have been "numbered and finished" in prison, or

on the gallows. It only wanted the power—the disposition is

felt and even printed. And as to the law, why "the spirit of

our institutions" is to "commit to prison" such vagrants as

O. S. Fowler, Madame Adolph, Geo. Combe; (an itinerant

peripotetic, swindling phrenologist,) et id omne genus, because

they believe in and propagate Phrenology. Hamilton, this is

dead flies with a vengeance ! (See motto on the title page.)

In some of the passages quoted, and in several authors,

practical phrenologists are accused of "filching from every

town, hundreds and thousands of dollars," &c., are called

"swindlers, and they k?ww that they are swindlers,"—"pay

them a certain fee"—"thumb the heads of gaping or laughiiig

* This gentleman, naturally one of nature's noblemen, a man of "fine

natural talents and feelings, has since reformed, and is an ornament lo

society, so that Dr. H. is now left alone in his glory.
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audiences"—(a real compliment this to the American public,)

"at sixpense or a shilling each," p. 25,—"a tax of twelve shil

lings (gl,50) per head"—(my price for examination, chart,

and short written description,") &c. Of itself, this point is

utterly unworthy of notice, for every one should live by his

calling, if it be honest, and should bepaid for services rendered,

and a Phrenologist quite as much as a lawyer, or minister, or

even Dr. Hamilton: but coming as it does from the very man

who held his lecture of 32 poorly printed pages, which did not

cost him three cents each, at $1,00, and then at 50 cts., it de

serves rebuke. "And thinkest thou, 0 man, whosoever thou

art, that judgest, and doest the same things, that thou shalt es

cape the just judgment of" an enlightened public? "For

wherein thou judgest another, thou condemnest also thyself."

Rom. 11 chap. 2.

A single word about my pecuniary affairs. I have made in

my profession above $50,000 and nearer $75,000; yet I am

this day not worth one cent, except my Cabinet, which would

bring nothing under the hammer; and my plates and books

on hand, besides being yet in debt. I have spent nothing for

my family or myself, above the necessaries of life. I have

labored night and day at the top of my strength for ten years in

the cause of Phrenology, lecturing nearly every night, and

practicing phrenology all day, day by day, and year after year,

giving myself not half time enough to take exercise srtificierft

to preserve my health. And all for Phrenology. If making

money were my object, why have I not kept it ? Why, when

the Phrenological Journal was sinking me several thousand

dollars yearly, did I continue it? Because I loved the science !

Few men have made more personal sacrifices in any cause

than I have made in Phrenology. My motives are the ad

vancement of human happiness and virtue, and as long as a

merciful God spares my life ani health, shall that life and that

health be spent for Phrenology—for man ; and I can say from

my inmost soul, that I desire money merely as a means of

attaining my great, my ultimate object—the propagation of

Phrenology.

Reader, thou hast every essential argument and objection

urged by Dr. Hamilton against Phrenology, and their answer.
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"Judge thou, I pray thee, between me and them, and be

tween my "arguments and his arguments."*

* As soon as I can command the time to write and capital to publish,

I shall answer Dr. Sewall, and some other opponents of Phrenology.

ARTICLE IV.

"THE POWER OF FASHION," OR EXCESSIVE APPROBATIVENESS.

The following excellent remarks are from the pen of the [Rev. Mr.

Todd on "The dangers and duties connected with great cities." His

remarks on "the power of fashion," and its evils are worthy the head

and heart of their talented author ; but, in one point, they are liable to

criticism. They ascribe to Christianity the power to remedy these

evils, and break down the power of fashion. If by Christianity be

means the doctrines or precepts of Jesus Christ, he is beyond all doubt

correct, but if be mean modern religion—"the church," he is certainly

very much mistaken; for, a more powerful instrument for propagating

and inviting the fashions, does not exist than religious meetings as

now conducted. Balls and parties, form no comparison with them.

Who willcontro\'ert the assertion or who does not know, that thronging

thousands, aye millions, crowd our churches actuated by no other mo

tive than to see the fashions and be seen in them ? Who will deny

that a larger portion of the lower class, especially girls that work for

their living, spend every shilling as fast as they earn it, in procuring

some new finery in which to "come out" the next Sabbath, only to be

laid aside for another "Lord's day." Nor does the evil stop here.

That ruling passion for dress, fostered and fanned into a burning flame,

by religious meetings, is one of most prolific causes now in operation

of prostitution. As women cannot live and wear finery on a dollar a

week's wages, they resort to a more easy and expeditious method of

making it, in order to procurefinery.

Ye daughters of Zion, pause, I beseech you, and consider. Stand

ing as you do upon the very pinnacle of influence, and looked up to as

examples by the world,—pause and consider the character of the in

fluence you wield. You augment the evils of fashion, both by ex

ample and conversation, instead of warning those who do not profess

Christianity, from it If I wished to bring out a new fashion in order

to make a fortune by it, I would first endeavor to have ^it adopted by
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the leading ladies of some D. D.'s church in our great cities, for then,

it would be sure to spread through the congregation like wild fire, and

through all the congregations of the land. If there be one inconsist

ency and self-contradiction greater than any other, it is a female

professor of religion, entering or leaving a church, dressed in the tip

of the fashion^ liberally padded and bustled, and laced too tight to

breathe freely, and all in the natural language, manner, walk, looks,

and bearing of powerful Self Esteem «r Approbativeness. Not, how

ever, that religious meetings are wrong, but the dressing, the height

and extravagance of fashion constitute the evil of which I complain.

1 complain professing christians, not only countenance these

fashionable fooleries and sins, but actually participate in them, and are

even their leaders, instead of turing the fashions, especially such per

nicious fashions as tight-lacing, out of their churches. A person not

genteely dressed, can with difficulty obtain a decent seat.

Not that these things appertain to Christianity itself, for they do

not. No where in the Bible, are Christians required to conform to this

world, but they are required to be transformed—are forbidden to dress

as the daughters of Babylon dressed. Probably no where will more

severe denunciations against gaudy and fashionable attire be found re

corded, than in the Bible; yet modem Christianity pays no attention

to thess warnings and admonitions of both the Old and New Testament.

I am passing these strictures, then, not upon true religion, but upon

that false standard of religion now so rife. The religion of the Bible

1 admire. No description ot any society or association that I ever read

of, at all compares in my estimation with the day of Pentecost, when

"they had all things common."

Let Christians but follow the doctrines of the Bible, and Mr. Todd's

remarks onj the value and power of religion in checking the evils of

fashion, would be correct. But to the remarks themselves.

"We need religion in the great city, because it is the source of the

fashions of the land.

"God has made all the luxuries of life to be perishable; while the

necessaries are more permanent. He knew that men would set their

heaits on having beautiful coverings for the body, and, if in their power,

multitudes would expend their lives and property in accumulating a

rich ward-robe, to be handed down to posterity. He therefore created

the little moth, and bid him go and stand at the door of the wardrobe,

and consume what would else become a heavy curse upon man. This

method of gratifying the pride of the heart has, therefore, been cut off :

and, the vainest man living has no desire to have it engraved on his

tombstone, that he left so many garments to his heirs.
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" But pride and vanity could not be driven 'away from superintend

ing the dress, by the moth ; and, instead of seeing how long they can

keep a garment, the problem now is, to see hew short a time it can re

main, before it shall be too unfashionable to be seen. But as vanity

never had a very popular name, she stands behind the curtain, and her

voice is denominated Fashion ; and this becomes as real a deity as was

ever dreaded and worshipped. Her laws seem wholly capricious, but

he would be called a despot indeed, who could hope to be obeyed half

as implicitly.

The home, the temple, and the altar of Fashion, is the great city-

There she is sure to have votaries that are numerous :—there are her

richest offerings ;—there her priest and priestesses are warming over

her shrine, and inspired and maddened by her breath. If opposition is

made, Argument wields his club in vain :—Reason raises his sober,

manly voice in vain ;—Ridicule^ throws his arrows in vain ;—Satin-

snaps his lash in vain ; for Fashion, when these are panting with their

efforts to dethrone her, has but to raise her finger, and the crowd rush

to do her bidding. Multitudes live only to watch her nod : and the

greatest fear which heaven, earth, or hell can cause, is the fear lest it

should be supposed that they could be guilty of violating a single rule,

or neglecting a single whisper of Fashion. Among all the tyrants that

ever afflcted the human race, there never was one whose commands

were so imperious,—whose, sceptre of iron was so heavy,—whose

frown was so awful, or whose look was so withering. I dare not call

hard names ; nor do I wish, on this occasion, to make war upon her ;

for he roust be a hardy man indeed, who would deliberately cross

•words with her, even if he might stand in the pulpit to strike. But

I say there is one arm that is stronger than hers ; and there is one power,

and only one, that is stronger than Fashion. The Gospel of Christ

dares sometimes neglect, and even resist her commands. While thou

sands and thousands in the city are waiting around her shrine, to see

what she will next demaud, and while ten times that number, in all the

extended country, are waiting to follow in the train,—and while nothing

is so expensive, nothing so uncomfortable, nothing so hard to breathe in,

as to cause a moment's hesitation about its adoption,—the fear of God

can deliver all these slaves from their cruel bondage.

Suppose now that for one year, the Spirit of God should be poured

out on the capital of France, and should fully baptise that multitude with

the Spirit of Jesus Christ. What would be the results ? The fashions

of the whole earth would be altered, reduced, as to expense, and even'

way simplified. No arithmetic can tell the amount of money saved is

a single year. One hundred millions a year, would be a smaircalcuU
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tion for what would be saved in this country. It is almost incredible

how much may, and does, depend upon the decisions of one of the

high-priests of fashion there, when that decision is to determine whether

half a yard of cloth more, or less, shall go into a garment, or whether

the needle shall put another sprig into its curious productions. Millions

of money haug upon every such decision. •

But the time will come when holiness unto the Lord shall be writien

upon the bells of the horses, i. e., when all fashions shall be under the

control of the religion of the Bible ; and just so far as this religion does

come into the great city, and take hold of the human heart, in that pro

portion is the soul delivered from the thraldom fo fashion.

We speak not merely of the expense to which Fashion puts indi

viduals and families, but we speak of the time it takes to chase her

shadows :—we speak of the intellect that is frozen and benumbed, of the

affections which are absorbed, and which she remorselessly cousumes :

—we speak of that awful spell upon society by which home is made a

strange place, and, indeed' nothing but a dressing-place ;—which takes

the mother's heart away, and puts the heart of the ostrich in its place,—

which can make God's image the cold temple of folly,—which can

make God's Bible, and God's Sabbath, the food for contempt and mock

ery, and which can shut the soul away from the appeals that come from

the grave, and can substitute the mummeries of fashion, even for the

real wail of sorrow over departed friends, and which can bar the soul

from the calls of mercy, inviting her to heaven. ,

If there be yet one mercy to be received from the Bible, pertaining

to this life, greater than all others yet bestowed, it will be given on that

day, when the Gospel of Christ shall go into the great city, and make

Fashion leave her throne, and come and set at the feet of Jesus. Then

will men be free indeed, and then will the narrow pathway to the skies

be crowded with pilgrims."

ARTICLE V.

PHaENODOGICAL EXAMINATION OF A THIEF, AND PROBABLE

MURDERESS.

The readers of the Journal will recollect that on page 111,

deductions of character from examinations of the scull of a

thief and probable murderess, made by my brother and myself,

were given, with the promise that the true character, should be
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published in the next number. Accordingly the copy for the

same was put into the hands of the printer, and about half

set up, but lost by him. I have written to Dr. Jewell, of Phil

adelphia, for another copy, but his answer is that the original

notes lrom which the other was copied, are not now to be

found. If they should be found, they will be published in the

Journal. Though I took no pains to recollect the history

of this woman whose scull was copied, still, having written

upon the improvement of the memory, I ought to be able to

recollect its leading features, even though I have heard it read

only once. Though I cannot give as eloquent a description as

that of Dr. Jo well's, yet, in substance, it was as follows :—

The individual from whose skeleton this scull was obtained,

was brought from the lowest dens of prostitution in Shippen

street, Philadelphia, into the venerial ward of the Alms House

of that city, about 1815. She had oBce been considered hand

some, and prided herself particularly on her long red hair.

Indeed, a greater insult could not be offered to her than reflect

ing upon her hair, which she took every pains to curl and hang

gracefully over her finely formed bust and shoulders. Her tem

per was violent beyond description, and her language most

obscene. Dr. J. represents that he never heard or imagined

such oaths and curses and awful imprecations as those that fell

from her lips, and with an unction and expression that showed

their origin to be the heart of a fiend incarnate. On the slight

est provocation, she would break forth in the most abusive and

violent strain of oaths and blasphemy. Indeed, so turbulent

was her disposition, so ungovernable and violent her auger,

so loud and vindictive her voice and manner, that they were

obliged to remove her to the cells below, in order to prevent

her disturbing the other sick inmates. In this situation she

contracted a cold that settled in her lungs and induced con

sumption and death.

She had the name of having killed her man, and possessed

the revengeful feeling in the most remarkable degree, and to

the utmost extent—so much so as to be the terror of all who

knew her.

Her sexual passion was reputed to be remarkable.

She evinced the qnalities of Self-Esteem and Firmness in the

extreme ; not submitting to the least restraint, and being proud,

insubordinate, domineering and self-conceited. "~"
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She ateo evinced no conscientious scruples, and none of the

moral and religious feelings, except Benevolence, for which

she was ,remarkable. During her sickness, and just before her

death, she saw an old woman abused, and took her part, and

fought for her, giving the one that abused her a black eye.

Her thievish disposition was evinced by her reputation for

robbing her suitors, and especially by her stealing a ring from

the hand of a woman that lay dead by her side. With this theft

she was charged, but she denied it in the.most positive terms,

attesting her innocence by oaths and imprecations; nor was

she detected until after her death, when the stolen ring was

found secreted about her person. Thus she died with a theft

upon her person, atid a lie upon her lips, thereby evincing her

utter want of Conscientiousness, Veneration, and Marvellous-

ness. Her predominant Benevolence was evinced by her

fighting just before her death for an abused woman, and by a

generous disposition in a variety of ways. The feeling of

Benevolence was as strongly evinced in her character, as its

organ is prominent in her head. Her Acquisitiveness was

evinced by her stealing, and her Secretiveness and want of

Conscientiousness by her so solemnly denying it.

Her large Language was evinced in her great fluency and

power of speech, arid its combination with Combativeness and

Destructiveness by her bitterness of invective, withering sar

casm, and ability and disposition to swear and blaspheme.

She showed her Self-Esteem in her pride, and her Appro-

fcativeness in her love of fineries and admiration.

Altogether, the head is truly extraordinary, as was also the

character, and the coincidence between her character and de

velopments, is most striking ; and as tracing out this coinci

dence by comparing her character with her developments as

indicated by the drawings, will be instructive to the ama

teur, and prove Phrenology, we will give it somewhat m de

tail.

The first glance at these drawings, shows that the skull was

low and wide ; and though rather deep from Individuality to

Philoprogenitiveness, yet this depth is caused by the great size

of the perceptive and social organs, rather than by a develop

ment of the moral sentiments. So decided a predominance of

brain in the base of the sku.l, unless checked by a proportion

ate devolopement of the moral faculties, indicates a strong

vol. iv.—96.
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tendency to immorality. The pleasures, desires, and whole

character of such an one, will be sensual, and "of the earth

earthly." The color of the hair, also, as mentioned in Dr.

Jewell's description, affords additional evidence of the pre

dominance of the vital or physical temperament, and of a great

abundance of blood—another evidence of her strong animal ten

dencies, and a high relish for physical pleasure. Still, when

the hair is auburn, the temperament usually partakes more of

the mental, which lo far purifies or sanctifies this otherwise

animal tendency, as to prevent vice, yet leave that intensity

and exquisiteness of feeling which is productive of the highest

degree of enjoyment and suffering.

The first individual organ that strikes the eye, is jicquisi-

tiveness, (see fig. 9,) or that marked protuberance which com

mences nearly an inch above the opening of the ear, and cov

ers a surface of about an inch and a half in diameter. In the

living head, it would begin about half an inch before the

upper point of union of the ear and head. A line drawn from

the outer angle of the eye to the top of the ear, would pass

nearly through its centre. Our recent magnetic experiments

render it probable that there are three organs here ; one for

acquiring property, getting money, &c. ; another for saving,

keeping, economising, and hoarding ; a third for employing it in

business and trade. The Jirst of these is by far the most

developed, and the tendency to get things caused her to steal

the ring from the hand of the dying woman. This prominance

is seen best from the front view, or No. 1, fig. 9, being by far

the widest portion of the head. The portion just forward, ap

propriated to keeping money, is small.

The next point of special interest, is the social organs

These are all very large. The full power of Amativeness

cannot well be shown without a drawing of the back head.

It is rarely found equally as large, and as far as is known of

her character and course of life, the strength of this faculty

was equal to the size of the organ. Adhesiveness and Philo-

progenitiveness are also very large; the former of which ap

pears to have been particularly strong in character. Of the

latter nothing is said.

Sclf-Esteem and Firmness constitute the next point of inter

est; causing that fullness of the upper and back (or superior

posterior) region designated by figures 1 3 and 14. These gave
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her her pride, her domineering and insubordinate feelings, her

obstinacy and the continuity of her love and hatred.

Combativeness and Destructiveness are both large, and were

doubtless kept in a stato of constant and powerful excitement,

both by her associations and the life she led, and also by her

physical temperament. Of these, Combativeness is the largest.

Hence her pugnacity, and with large Destructiveness, and

weak moral organs, her horrid oaths and blasphemy. She

was also said to have been guilty of murder, though it was not

proved upon her. Hence also her ungovernable temper and

the power of her revenge,

Ideality is only fair ; Imitation and Mirthfulness are large,

and Tune (fig. 34,) is very large. Her large Mirthfulness,

Combativeness, and Destructiveness, gave her that withering

sarcasm for which she was so remarkable ; and Tune and Imi

tation added, probably rendered her excellent company and

highly fascinating in conversation. Singing is almost a neces

sary concomitant of dissipation, and in its combination with

Amativeness, generally leads to singing love songs and those

of an animal tendency.

Benevolence should hold the next place in rank after Amat

iveness, Acquisitiveness, and Self-Esteem, and is very amply

developed. The organ is long as well as prominent, filling out

the head in that section. It appears still more prominent in

the scull itself, and with her large Combativeness, caused her

to fight for the old woman whom she regarded as having been

abused. Individuality, Eventuality, Comparison, and Lan

guage are all strongly marked.

On the whole, we regard the coincidences of the character

with both the scull and our description of it, as most striking,

and affording a strong proof first, of the truth, and secondly,

of the practicability of Phrenology, as well as a good subject

for the amateur phrenologist.
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ARTICLE VI.

PHRENOLOGV AND ANIMAL MAGNETISM NO. 4.

The discoveries in Phrenology and Physiology, made by

means of Animal Magnetism, within the current year, have

thrown a flood of light upon man, mentally and physically,

besides revealing the agents and instruments by means of

which the various functions of mind and body are performed.

Those scientific sittings made by Rev. La Roy Sunderland, Dr.

Sherwood, and the Editor of this Journal, in January, Febru

ary, and March last, gave results the most striking in their

character, and beautiful in their philosophy, and at the same

time in harmony with what was before. known to be true- It

more than doubled the number of phrenological faculties and

organs ; a result which previous observation had led me to-

axpect, and which really seemsto be demanded by the great law

of Phrenology that every function is performed by a distinct

organ. And then, too, the position of every newly discovered

organ, is in beautiful harmony with the great law that organs

uf kindred functions are located together. Thus, Filial Love,

or love of children to parent, and those that take care of them,

is found to be by the side of Parental Love, or attachment of

children to their parents, and between Philoprogenitiveness

and Adhesiveness. Inside of Adhesiveness, is an organ that

\oves presents and keep-sakes, and wiH not part with them for

many times their value.

The back part of Self-Esteem is found to be the organ of

Will* or power of volition, and love of liberty, or having one's

own ioay, the absence of which has given so much occasion

to the opponents of Phrenology to criticise so marked a defi

ciency in Phrenology as a science of mind. Its location is

where its function would indicate that it should be.

Benevolence has been divided into two organs, one giving

kindness, or active benevolence, and the other sympathy for

distress, or pity. One part of Causality is fouud to contrive,

invent, adapt means to ends, and apply causes to the produc-

*This organ is prodigiously developed in Buonaparte, as will be seen

by looking at the crown of his head as represented on all Napoleon

coin. This affords a strong collateral proof of the existence of this or-

.gan. '
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tion of desired results, whHe the other infers, inquires into

causes, and traces out the contiexion between causes and effects;

and also conceives ideas, seeks first principles, and examines

the laws of nature.

An organ of Modesty is found by the side of Approbative-

ncss—if it had been located any where else, I should have had

little confidence in its existence—and one for trusting in Divine

Providence, is found by the side of one for believing in the

marvellous—two distinct functions, heretofore unphilosophi-

cally attributed to oHe and the same primary faculty. Few if

any new clusters of organs have been found, unless the dis

covery of cerebral organs for those of the body, be so regarded.

The discovery of the connexion between the phrenological

organs in the head and their poles or counter organs in the

face, is really most beautiful in itself, and in perfect harmony

with those shapes of the face by which particular organs are

expressed, (see p. 81.) It, in connexion with additional obser

vations and discoveries of a similar nature by Dr. Redfield,

and others still by Dr. Buchanan, will soon enable us to read

character with the utmost precision from the face. The face

is truly the mirror of the mind, but until now, we have had no

certain signs of character as exhibited in the face, by which to

be guided. But more of this hereafter.

It has long been surmised that there were - organs on the
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middle line of the brain, each side of the falx, or where the

two hemispheres meet. The cut on the preceding page, which

represents a section of the brain through its middle, from the

front to the occiput, between the two hemispheres, shows that

the same convoluted structure which characterizes the surface

of the brain in general, and is regarded as constituting the

organs, also exists between the hemispheres, and is doubtless

the seat of several important organs, all of which come to the

surface, as Parental Love, Self-Esteem, Firmness, Beuevolence,

Eventuality, &c.

Some of these organs are extremely small, compared with

the power of their functions. Thus, Eventuality large, is

evinced by a little ridge, not the size of a pipe stem, and only

half an inch long. How then can we more plausibly account

for this than by supposing that Eventuality dips down into this

division between the hemispheres, represented above ?

This theory is strengthened by the fact that the perceptive

organs over the eye, stretch out lengthwise, and starting from

a point back of the eyes, run forward over the eye till they end

in the arch of the eye. The organ of motion, figure S3 in the

cut on p. 228,* is designed to represent the organ of Motion,

which also is in this same middle line. (See letter B. in the

accompanying cut of the cerebellum.)

 

*I find some of these figures to be placed erroneously, as 47, and i

others.
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This organ is located in what is called the "processes ver-

micularis," or worm-like process, in the cerebellum, and is

almost the only portion of the brain found developed in some

of those animals that climb.

Now look at the philosophy and adaptation of this faculty,

and the location of its organ. We move, and must therefore

have some organ for performing this class of functions. , Its

pole is found to be that hollow which occurs in the back part

of the neck, (fig. 83, p, 228,) and just above this point there

are two poles, but they are both in the median line. Near this

spot Powell discovered the organ, the fullness of which indi

cates physical activity, and the dissection of which has long

been found to produce irregularity in the movements of ani

mals.

The number of organs along this middle line of the brain,

is very great. Dr. Redfield numbers seventeen in the space

heretofore allotted to Approbativeness, each having its muscle

and sign in the face. His views are extremely interesting,

and I should think in accordance with nature.*

Between Individuality and Eventuality, an organ is found

which associates persons with the places and events in which

they were seen. Then there is one organ for comparing things,

another for analyzing, or taking them apart, and another still

of discovery, which is always looking up new thing's, explor

ing, examining, &c.

The newly discovered organs on the top of the head are

many; but we have not time or room to examine them here,

but only to add that, besides dipping down, along the falciform

process of the dura mater, and forming those convolutions

e"ach side of it, they widen the head upon the top and spread

it out on each side, along this median line.

But the most important discovery of all. is yet to be noticed.

The fact is apparent that the relation and inter-communica

tion of every organ with every other is most intimate. Indi

viduality and Form see a man abuse a defenceless boy;

Eventuality recollects the fact and communicates it to Benevo

lence and Philoprogenitiveness, and they excite Combativeness

* I have pressed Dr. R. to give'his views to the public in a printed

form, which he contemplates} doing. They were originally drawn

from the physiognomy of the animal kingdom.
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and Destructiveness to punish the aggression. Nothing caa

exceed, no words can describe, the facility and power with

which organ after organ excites its fellow, and those the aid

of which it requires. Now, all this must have a means. That

means is found in these poles which run into each other, and

all communicate with one common centre—that great pole in

the middle of the brain. Thus, the poles of Combativeness,

Defence, and Aversion, all run into each other, and thenin

passing out from this great centre pole to the face, they run

almost together in a Hue. A large pole runs from the stomach

to this centre pole in the brain, and hence the intimate and

powerful influence of the^tate of the stomach upon the mind

and feelings.

But more of this subject in the Jan. No. of vol. V., in which

several cuts of the brain, and also of the internal organs and

their various poles and connexions, will be given, kindly fur

nished by Dr. Sherwood, and got up from those scientific ex

periments already mentioned.

ARTICLE VII.

THE PHRENOLOGICAL CHARACTER OP JOHN C. COLT.—CAPITAL

PUNISHMENT.

In the spring of 1837, at the Astor House, N. Y., I ex

amined the head of John C. Colt, whose recent tragical

death has petrified every benevolent heart with horror. It

being the only examination I ever made in that building,

(till of late) I recollect perfectly well what I said to him, and

also his phrenological developments. His temperament was

one of the most active and exciteahle that 1 ever witnessed,

being sanguine nervous; and the whole organization, includ

ing the organs being very sharp, and indicating the utmost in

tensity and power of action. This, together with the great

size and sharpness of Combativeness, Destructiveness, and

Approbativeness, led me to dwell with great emphasis, and to

lay especial stress upon his irritability, the suddenness and

ungovernable fury of his anger, particularly when his honor

was aspersed. I recollect telling him, that he would not hesi
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tate fighting a duel in defence of himself or his friends, and

that nothing would frighten him. I told him that his Consci

entiousness was feeble —that his sense of honor was more

powerful than his sense of justice, and that I would trust his

honor sooner than his oath—that he would not do a disgrace

ful act, although he would not hesitate to do what was not

right, provided he did not regard it as disgraceful. In other

words, Approbativeness and Self Esteem were both very

large, and Conscientiousness small. Hence, the former became

perverted, and hence also his revenge for every indignity offer

ed to his honor, was unrelenting.

Benevolence was large, so was Cautiousness, and his in

tellect very good. Veneration was small and Marvellousness

utterly wanting. Calculation, Constructiveness, and Ideality

were large, and Amativeness very large.

I remember not only dwelling upon the excitability and

power of his anger, but, also closing his examination by ris

ing, taking a position nearly before him, and in a most em

phatic manner and gesture, my finger pointing towards him

and wishing to give force to the most important words, saying

to him as follows:

" Mr. Colt, I have one word of caution to give you. Yon

are passionate and impulsive in the highest degree, which,

with the great size and extreme activity of Combativeness,

will make you desperate in a moment of passion. I warn

you to avoid occasions calculated to excite it. When you find

a dispute rising, turn on your heel and leave the scene of

action; for when you liecome angry, your wrath is ungovern

able, and you are liable to do what you might bo sorry for."

I made his whole examination turn on his Combativeness and

Destructiveness, in connexion with his fiery temperament.

The sequel has proved the truth of this description of char

acter. I never gave any one I ever examined an equal de

gree of sudden anger, and his manifestation cf Destructive

ness not only in his murder of Adams, but his rage when sen

tenced, was only equalled by his horrible and premeditated

suicide.

As far as I am imformed, Destructiveness is a family trait.

His brother, Samuel Colt, invents, but his inventions are all

destructive—death-dealing weapons. Why does his mind run

in this channel?
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The head of Adams, shows large Benevolence and little

Combativeness and Self Esteem. It is that of an amiable

man. A cast of it can be seen in my collection. Colt would

not allow his bust to be taken.

I have some remarks on capital punishment in reserve

for the future. Phrenology is directly at war with the gallows.

While we have laws, it may or may not be best to obey them ;

yet our laws in this respect should be speedily revised, and

this violation of Benevolence wiped from its code.

ARTICLE VIII.

THE PAST AND FUTURE COURSE OF THE IOURNAL.

This volume of the Journal can hardly be closed better than

by giving its history and proposed course, and present pros

pects, including a brief notice of some of its most efficient sup

porters.

In the spring of 1S37, 1 formed the resolution of commenc

ing this Journal, on a smaller scale than the present, and at Si ,00

and of becoming its editor, in order to make it a record of

those coincidences between character and developments which

I had observed, like those thrown into my work on Phrenolo

gy. But, distrusting my ability to do justice to such a work,

I employed the Rev. J. A. Warne to edit it, at a salary of S1O00

per year, or #2000 if it cleared that sum. I was then persuad

ed to change my original plan of 48 duodecimo pages per

month, ar #1,00 to that of 32 octavo pages per month, and

#2,00 per year—a most unwise change. Wishing the Journal

to stand on its own merits, so that the public might not be in

fluenced either way by my connexion with it, I gave the pub

lisher, A. Waldie, #500 per vol. for his name alone, as pub

lisher. My brother soon joined me as part proprietor, and

continued till the close of vol. III.

30,000 copies of the prospeetus, and 5,000 extra copies of

No. 1, were circulated gratis at an enormous expense, and near

ly #1000 was paid to writers for the first volume, besides the
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salaries of the Editor and Publisher, and the stereotyping, pa

per, and printing.

As soon as the first No. was issued, Mr. Warne resigned,

leaving the Journal committed to the public, but without an

editor. Nathan Allen became its editor, with 1500 paying

subscribers, to whom the first ten Nos. of Vol. II. were sent,

though few of them had renewed their subscription. At

length, seeing how loth they were to pay for what they had

already got, I gave positive instructions to have it sent to those

only who had paid. So deeply had it involved me at the

close of Vol. II, that I wished to stop it ; for, its expenses were

really enormous, and together with those incurred by collect

ing specimens for my cabinet, and heavy rents of places to

exhibit my collection, kept me groaning under an intolerable

load of debt, to pay which, I was obliged to labor far beyond

my strength, and prevented time for taking exercise, till the

failure of my health at last compelled me to close my office

and travel. My brother insisted on giving up the Journal, and

I really felt that I could no longer sustain it, yet it was my

idol, that for which mainly Hived, and the great object of my

life and labors. This, together with the persuasions of its

Editor, (who was pursuing a medical course, while editing

the Journal,) prevailed on me to continue it through vol. Ill,

which closed with about 400 paying subscribers,—not enough

topay its Editor. My brother then absolutely refused to con

tinue his support, and tried to dissuade me from keeping up

the Journal, partly because it kept me loaded down to the

water's edge with debt, but mainly on the ground that I had

not the kind of mind requisite properly to conduct it. In this

opinion the Editor also concurred.

Above all, my wife entered her protest against its continu

ance. She plead that it was not only swallowing up all my

earnings, and depriving my family of the comforts of life—

which they rightfully claimed at my hands,—but that I was

ruining my health,' and fast shortening my days by excessive

labor and being harrassed by debt—and all to support the

Journal. Between these conflicting motives, I remained un

decided for more than six months. The only encouragement I

had came from my sister, who held up my hands, and told

me I could write what the public would be glad to read. This
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decided me to continue it through its fourth volume, which

commenced with not a hundred of its former subscribers, anfl

now numbers nine hundred. Most of its subscribers and also

the notices of it, speak of it as more practical and useful than

former volumes, and its directions, especially for improving the

memory, have been highly commended.

The present volume has scarcely paid for its printing and

paper, without yielding the editor one cent for his services.yet

as there is every prospect of itsnow doing more than that, for

the future, the Editor will be able greatly to augment the

value of the Journal, hoth as regards its matter, and by giving

more and better cm/5 and engravings.

Perhaps some apology is dire for the haste with which some

of its latter portions have been prepared. In this respect, the

Editor pleads somewhat guilty, yet this course was the only

alternative of its continuance. Nearly every page has been

written by the Editor,—which the former Editor said would

kill any one who attempted it—besides his raising above

#3000 by professional labor, to pay off the previously incurred

debts of the Journal. Those debts are now nearly liquidated,

so that, after a month or two, the Editor will devote all his

energies to the improvement of the matter and style of the

Journal.

In regard to Vol. V., I have but little to say, except that I

shall pursue a course similar to that pursued in Volume IVn

with perhaps this addition; that of giving a succinct account of

the new discoveries in Aximal Magnetism, Physiology,

and Physiognomy. Nothing will be found as interesting or

useful as these discoveries, nothing equally instructive or

important. The Journal will therefore furnish a record of

past discoveries, and such as may yet be made in these depart

ments of hnman nature, including directions for practicing

Magnetism, and applying it to the cure of diseases, the im

provement of health, and the lengthening out of life.

When I first avowed my conviction of the truth of Animal

Magnetism, many friends of the Journal advised and entreat

ed me not, on any account, to connect the two, as it would in

jure Phrenology and the Journal. I replied, (and that reply

will serve as an illustration of my course hereafter ;J "With

consequences I have nothing to do, only with truth. I know
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Animal Magnetism to be true, to be important, and to be in

its very nature connected with Phrenology, and I shall there

fore open the columns of the Journal to H, even though every

subscriber should discontinue."

A more specific account of our intended course in regard to

Vol. V., will be found in its prospectus, on the last two pages

of the cover.

Before proceeding with our intended course for Vol. V., it is

but due to truth that some of those who have so nobly aided

us in sustaining Vol. IV., and thereby in putting the Journal

on a permanent footing, should be gratefully mentioned.

The Rev. E. A. Smith, of Erwinton, S. C, now in Dan

ville, Ky., in July 1841, pledged $50 yearly for three years to

support the Journal. This pledge he has redeemed for Vol.

IV., and it is to be hoped that he will find the Journal still

worthy the continuance of his support. But we have done

appealing to the sympathies of subscribers, and to their love

of the cause ; if the Journal is worth its price, send for it, and

if you feel so much interested in it as a means of promoting

Phrenology, as to take pleasure in extending its circulation,

give us a lifting hand, but do not help us out of charity to the

Editor. If you buy it at all, buy it as you would buy a piece

of goods—because you get the value of your money. The

Journal asks no favors, only that you favor yourselves in the

interest and instruction it imparts.

Dr Washburne, of Yazoo city, sent us $15, and only a few

names, not enough to cover the amount sent, saying that he

did it to aid the Journal. He afterwards presented these sur

plus Journals to his friends. The sentiment of his letter was

most noble, and was laid aside to be copied in this connexion,

but was mislaid by the clerk when he copied the names upon

the subscription book.

C. Townson Esq., of Ann Arbor, Mich., has sent some $32

to the Journal, besides sustaining and encouraging us by his

best wishes. Such devotedness will surely be rewarded, at

least by the consciousness of doing good. Will he not continue

his efforts in our behalf?

Dr. Kimball, of Sacketts Harbor, and Mr. Harris of Smith-

ville, have done nobly, and expressed intense interest for the

Journal, and much pleasure as derived from its perusal. Mr.
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Wynne, of Richmond, Va., has sent above #20, and has oar

thanks, with the hope that he ha3 received the full value of hi

money.

Our thanks are also duo to Mr. Aplin, of Norwich, Ohio,

who, though a laboring man, has really done nobly. CoL

Fitz Gibbon, of Kingston, U. C.,has done much, especially to

encourage us—a most zealous Phrenologist, and an exceiient

man. Few have drank more deeply of its waters, or become

more thoroughly imbued with its spirit. The Lord bless him

in his labors of love. Mr. J. G. Foreman, the able lecturer on

Phrenology and Magnetism, has also sent us some twenty or

thirty subscribers, and Mr. Derby, also a goodly number,

though none of late. Friend Derby, what is the matter ? Has

the Journal displeased you ?

But Messrs. Buel & Sizer, Phrenologists, have been our

most efficieut agents. Every few days, they send us a long

list of subscribers, always accompanied with the needful, and

what is more, they seem to enter, heart and soul, into the re

forming spirit of Phrenology, and into the views of the Jour

nal. Gentlemen, I thank you ; Phrenologists should thank

you, and those who, in after years, may read this Journal with

pleasure or profit, should thank you for that efficient support,

which, at this crisis in its affairs, you have rendered, and for

your powerful aid in putting it on a firm basis, and sending a

monthly Phrenological Journal, down the stream of time to

convert thousands to Phrenology, and sow those seeds of its

principles which shall spring up and bear fruit, and bring forth

an hundred fold, both to the reforming of man and the glory

of God. Go on, brethren. Your reward is in the very doing

of this benevolent act.

~ Mr. R. L. Adams, of Rochester, his done much indirectly,

and promises to do much more in future.

Excepting the travelling lecturers on Phrenology mentioned

above, and my brother, I know of none who have lifted a fin

ger in behalf of the Journal. Those who practice Phrenology,

but give it no aid, betray their main motive—selfishness.

A single remark in regard to our terms, Iforders come in

not accompanied with the money, disappointment need not be

felt, if they are not filled, however responsible the applicant.
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and even though from friends. We cannot have one rule for

friends and another for strangers. If orders, unaccompanied

with money,. are not sent, do not think we distrust your integ

rity or ability. Pay in advance, is a matter of principle with

us. Interest often says, yield this point this time; yet as the

credit system is bad to both debtor and creditor, and as we

must have one rulefor all, subscribers must indulge us in send

ing to those only who pay down. We will just as soon take

our pay every month, or receive $1 for six months; and there

are few too poor to raise $1 at a time for half a volume. Be

sides, the Journal does not grow old with time. It is not a

newspaper or "the latest fashions," but contains solid matter

that will be as true and useful years hence as now ; so that

subscribers are not injured by delay till they can raise the

funds.

Wherever subscribers can obtain them through agents, they

can pay monthly on delivery, and agents can pay us also

monthly. To facilitate this course, we will let agents have

them at the rate of 100 Nos. for $10. This course will also

save subscribers their postage, and the numerous periodical

agents all over the country, afford facilities for obtaining them

through this medium. This course will also save us from get

ting in debt to subscribers.*

* Newspapers inserting the prospectus on the cover four times, and

sending a paper containing it, shall receive a copy of the Journal, or

two copies for six months insertion}; or three copies for one year, and

the surplus copies when sold, will pay themjiberally'for thus edvartis

ing.



MISCELLANY.

Animal Magnetism.—Mesmerism, as it is of late called, from it

supposed founder, in 1776, is now found to be of much earlier origin

By a manuscript, lately found in an ancient library at Ofen, in Hungary,

it is proved to have been taught by one Khodolphus, .in 1240. His

views are somewhat interesting at the present time. He taughi his

pupils that there was a pervading fluid in the atmosphere, of such subtle

properties as to elude ail our external senses, and means of determining

its character, which, he held, was the medium of communication be

tween all animal matter in its original state ; that the human brain was

so constructed ikat, under certain organizations, it was capable of influ

encing another brain of like organization, and of quieting the external

senses, and thereby holding it at will for any definite period ; and by

the sole efTort of his brain he could produce a sufficient vibration on this

subtle medium, to communicate his wishes to the person so held, and

obtain a response equally accurate with the effect of voice under other

circumstances ; and this, too, at considerable distance from the person

acted upon. Rhodolphus died, before his theory had obtained much

celebrity, and with him slept the science until Mesmer either renewed

it, with many alterations to ape originality, or originated one on nearly

the same principles.

Rhodolphus appears to have had a vague idea of the Phrenological

arrangements of the organs of the brain, for he was able to excite the

various passions and faculties of the mind by reference to different parte

of the brain ; and he showed that when the mind was trained to a cer

tain action for a long time, in opposition to the position intended to be

proved, and then subjected to experiments, the result was satisfactorily

the same in every case.

But for his early death, the science of Phrenology and nervous com

munication would have been established at that early period, and have

taken its stand among the recognized sciences of the day, and probably

on a much more perfect foundation than at present. He proved, by ex

periment, that a person would, without the least knowledge on the sub

ject, point out the location of the parts of the brain which were brought

into action to produce certain external results—as music, veneration,

hope, combating, <fec, &c, corresponding nearly with the location of

our modern Phrenologists.—N. Y. Tribune..

Mr. Williams, the oldest Lithographer in N. T., living at 53 Elmst.,

says that he cannot distinguish colors. &c. As an illustration, he said

that his girls did not color his prints to suit him—that he undertook to

color them himself, and colored the cheeks i/w, and yet after being

told of the fact, could not see his mistake.

The Maonet still continues to shed valuable light on the subject of

Magnetism. Those who may wish it, can obtain it at our office, by

sending in their subscriptions with those of the Journal. Terms 92,04

per year.

As the first No. of Vol. V. will contain two likenesses, one the size

of Kfe, it will not be sent till the subscription is renewed.

2 Nos. of the Edinburgh Phienological Journal of the current

volume have been received. Also a lecture delivered before the Eng

lish Association. _ _ „ _ ^
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